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CALCULATION OF WATER DROP TRAJECTORIES TO AND ABOUT 
ARBITRARY THREE-DIMENSIONAL BODIES IN POTENTIAL AIRFLOW 
by Hillyer G. Norment 
Atmospheric Science Associates 
SUMMARY 
computer programs are described by which trajectories of water drops 
can be calculated to and about three-dimensional, non-lifting bodies of 
arbitrary shape. External potential airflow about the body is computed; 
flow into (but not through) inlets also can be simulated. Calculations can 
be done for any atmospheric conditions and for any subsonic airspeed. Ex-
perimentally derived relations between Reynolds and Davies numbers for water 
drops of all sizes, from the smallest cloud droplets to large raindrops, 
are used to represent effects of aerodynamic drag on the particles during 
integration of the water drop equations of motion, and effects of gravity 
settling are included. A variable time step numerical integration method 
is used. 
The surface of the three-dimensional body is approximated by plane 
quadrilateral panels, over each of which a uniform potential source is 
assumed to be distributed. Source densities and the resulting potential 
flow field are calculated by the Hess-Smith methQd. 
The following seven codes are described: 
1. A code used to debug and plot the body surface data. 
2. A modified version of the Hess-Smith code which processes the 
body data and yields data required to compute flow velocities at 
arbitrary points in space. 
3. A code that computes flow velocities at arrays of poi~ts in 
three-dimensional space. 
4. A code that computes trajectories of water drops toward the body 
from arrays of initial points in space. 
5. A code that computes water drop trajectories and water drop 
fluxes to arbitrary target points. 
6. A code that computes water drop trajectories tangent to the body. 
7. A code that produces stereo pair plots that include both the 
body and trajectories. 
Code descriptions include operating instructions, card inputs and printouts 
for example problems, and listings of the FORTRAN codes. 
Various tests of simulation accu~acy are discussed, and accuracy is 
found to be acceptible. Trajectory results for flow around ellipsoids are 
compared with prior calculations and acceptable agreement is found. Results, 
again for flow about ellipsoids, are compared with experimental data and are 
found to be superior to prior calculations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
With the development of practical numerical methods by which potential 
flow about arbitrary three-dimensional bodies can be calculated, along with 
development of efficient methods for integration of particle equations of 
motion, it has become possible to compute trajectories of particles suspended 
in a fluid to or about a complex body that is in motion relative to the fluid. 
Past applications have been to the study of mounting sites of hydrometeor 
measurement instruments on cloud physics research airplanes (refs. 1 - 8). 
In the future the methods are to be used to study aircraft icing, an appli-
cation for which they are ideally suited, and it is in preparation for such 
work that this code documentation is undertaken. 
We distinguish two major categories of codes: flow codes and trajectory 
codes. The flow codes process data that describe the three-dimensional body 
and compute the fluid flow field around that body.* The trajectory codes use 
the results of the flow codes to compute trajectories of particles to and 
about the body. For aircraft icing studies, the body is, of course, an air-
craft, the fluid is air and the particles are water drops. Table 1 identifies 
and briefly describes the executive codes in the two categories, and Table 2 
does the same for the subroutine and function codes. 
* It is immaterial whether we consider the fluid to be stationary and the body 
in motion, or vice versa, but it is expedient here to consider the body sta-









Processes and plots data which define the three-dimensional 
body. Used to debug and plot the body data. 
Processes three-dimensional body data and prepares and stores 
data to be used by SR FLOVEL to calculate flow velocities as 
needed during trajectory calculations. 
Computes and prints flow velocities at user-specified arrays 
of points in space. 







Computes trajectories, which begin at user-specified arrays 
of points in space, to and/or about the body. 
Computes trajectories from the free stream to user-specified 
points in space. Also computes particle concentration factors 
at user-specified points in space. (Concentration factor is 
ratio of particle flux at the target point to free stream 
particle flux.) 
Computes trajectories tangent to the body which are initiated 
along user-specified lines in the free stream. (Tanqent tra-
jectories are those trajectories that barely miss intersp.ction 
with the body.) 
Prepares stereo-pair plots of the body along with particle 
trajectories. 























SUBROUTINE AND FUNCTION CODES 
A. FLOW CODES 
Description 
Computes the induced velocity matrix, Aij (ref. 9). 
Reads Aij matrix from an appropriate tape. 
Translates, scales and rotates input body data before processin~. 
Returns flow velocity for a given point in space. 
Sets up non-uniform free stream flows. 
Writes a printout header. 
Processes input body coordinate data into quadrilaterals. Produces the 
"first output" (ref. 9, sec. 9.4). 
Translates, scales and rotates input body data before processina. 
Punches the translated, scaled and rotated data if so requested. 
Writes a printout header. 
Plots the body surface data. 
Processes input body coordinate data into quadrilaterals. Produces 
the "first output" (ref. 9, sec. 9.4). 
Computes and prints on-body velocities, and off-body velocities if so 
requested. Writes source strengths on unit 14 if so requested. Pro-
duces the "second output" (ref. 9., sec. 9.7). 
Solves linear equation matrix for surface source densities by the 
Seidel iterative method. 



































TABLE 2. cont. 
Description 
Sets up uniform free stream flows. 
Computes velocity components induced at each quadrilateral by all 
other quadrilaterals. 
Writes quadrilateral data needed for flow velocity computation onto 
unit 14 if so requested. 
B. TRAJECTORY CODES 
Description 
Given Reynolds number, returns Davies number for a sphere. Used for 
water drops for which Reynolds number is less than or equal to 200. 
Integrates particle equations of motion for each time step (ref. 11)~ 
Returns still-air, terminal settling speed for a water drop. Uses 
equations of Beard (ref. 17). 
Used in runs under control of CONFAC to adjust trajectory initial y,z 
coordinates to avoid impact on the body on the next trajectory after 
impaction has occurred. This is a problem-specific subroutine. 
Controls the iterative calculation of trajectories to a specified 
target point. 
Linear equation solver. 
Reads particle specification data and returns still-air, terminal 
particle settling speed and other particle data as required for the 
particular type of particle. This is a particle type-specific code. 
The version provided here is for water drops. 
Calculates area of a plane polygon of N vertices. Provides cross-
sectional areas of particle flux tubes which are used to compute 
concentration factors. 
Given the particle Reynolds number, returns the factor which when 
multiplied by vp - va yields the first term on the right side of 
eq. (1). This is a particle type-specific function. The version pro-




















TABLE 2, cont. 
Description 
Reads BOXC output data stored on unit 14 that is required by SR FLOVEL 
for flow velocity calculations. If flow velocities are calculated by 
other than the Hess-Smith method, this code must be replaced with 
a durrmy. 
Specifie4 a curve in three-dimensional space on which lie the initial 
points of all trajectories used in computing a tangent trajectory to 
the body. Also specifie4 coarse and fine step sizes to be used in 
traversing the curve in search of the tangent trajectory, and it steps 
along the curve to define new initial trajectory points under control 
of TANTRA. The version supplied here uses straight line curves.' 
Computes particle trajectories. (See p. 38) 
Transforms coordinate system from the "flow system" to the "flux tube 
system", or reverse. (See pp. 44, 45.) 
Given Reynolds number, returns Davies number for a water drop. Used 




The code of Hess and Smith (refs. 9, 10) for calculation of non-
lifting potential flow about arbitrary three-dimensional bodies is used. 
The code requires input of a digital description of the body surface. This 
consists of the coordinates of the corner points of a large number of 
quadrilaterals. (Examples of digital descriptions of portions of a C130 
airplane are shown in Fig. 1.) Each quadrilateral panel is taken to be 
a uniform-distributed source. On the basis of the boundary condition 
that there be zero flux through the center of each panel, and given the 
direction of the free-stream flow, the code finds the source strengths 
of all panels by inversion of a large matrix that includes all possible 
panel interactions. The matrix is inverted only once for each airplane 
geometry, provided that the results are stored for future use. 
This potential flow method works quite satisfactorily where the local 
Mach number does not exceed approximately one-half (ref. 10). By making 
simple adjustments to the calculations the method can be extended to higher 
Mach numbers as long as there are no supersonic regions in the real flow. 
Particle trajectory calculations require flow velocities point-by-
point along each trajectory. In calculating each flow velocity, contribu-
tions from all panels are summed. There are three algorithms for computing 
contributions: (1) for panels that are close to the calculation point, a 
detailed calculation is used that accounts for exact panel shape, (2) for 
panels at intermediate distances a multipole expansion is used, and (3) 
for remote panels a point source approximation is used. Mathematical 
details are found in references 9 and 10. 
To perform these calculations, we have developed a subroutine 
(FLOVEL) that consists of various extracted and modified portions of the 
Hess-Smith code. This subroutine is generalized such that. given geometri-
cal properties, source strength and other data for every quadrilateral, 
8 
Leading Edge 
Figure 1. Digital descriptions of the forward fuselage and outer wing of a Lockheed C130E airplane. 
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it will provide the flow velocity for any specified point in space. It 
also checks each quadrilateral to determine if it has been penetrated by 
the particle. 
Hess and Smith have evaluated the accuracy of their method for a variety 
of cases and have found excellent agreement with experiment (refs. 9 and 10). 
We have also done some evaluation studies (ref. 1), and in the Validation 
section below our prior work is summarized and results of some new studies 
of tangent trajectories to ellipsoids are presented and compared with prior 
work. 
Of course accuracy also depends on the fineness of resolution of the 
panel description of the body, and naturally some compromise is called for. 
The smaller the panels the finer the resolution, and the fewer of them for 
which the most exacting of the three algorithms must be used. On the other 
hand, the number of panels increases inversely as the square of their linear 
size. In past studies on airplanes we have used the following criteria in 
setting up panel structures: For those parts of the airplane traversed by 
particle trajectories, we try to keep the panel edges between 6" to 8" in 
length. Where allowed by simplicity of surface shape, remote panels can be 
larger. Remote downstream complexities of shape are ignored. The cylindri-
cal portion of a fuselage is extended to approximately five times the length 
of the nose section, as recommended by Hess and Smith (ref. 10). 
For a particular computer, time required for trajectory calculation 
is largely dependent on the number of velocities required. On the CDC 6600 
computer, one velocity calculation requires on the order of 0.15 second for 
a typical problem. The number of velocities required per trajectory varies 
from about 60 to 300. A typical number of trajectories required is 25. 
Thus, computing time, even on a large computer, can be considerable. Com-
puting times required on the UNIVAC 1100 are included here for each of the 
test problems. (See p. 60.) 
Though the flow codes retain additional capabilities, for the calcula-
tions described here we require the following: 
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1. A unit free stream speed in the direction of the positive x 
axi s. 
2. All velocities are normalized and scaled to be consistent 
with the unit free stream speed. 
3. All distances are normalized by dividing by a user-specified 
characteristic dimension of the body. 
Body coordinates may be recorded in any convenient units and can be appro-
priately scaled and translated prior to processing via use of SR's PATPROS 
and DATPROS. These subroutines also allow rotation of the body about the 
y axis to adjust angle of attack. 
PARTICLE TRAJECTORY CALCULATION 
We assume that the bulk air flow is not perturbed by the particles. 
Moreover, since particle density is large compared to that of air, we can 
neglect buoyancy and inertial reaction of the fluid to obtain the three-
dimensional, normalized equation 
(1) 
Non-dimensional quantities are: 
particle and air velocities 
still-air, terminal settling speed of the particle 
unit vector in the z (upward) direction 
T time 
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NO = CoN~ Davies number 
NF = V2/(tg) Froude number 
N = ~ Iv - v Iv Reynolds number Rna P 
Dimensioned quantities are: 
<5 particle diameter 
p a ir density 
n air viscosity 
g gravity acceleration constant 
V free stream airspeed 
L a characteristic dimension of the body 
Here length is normalized by dividing by L, velocity by V and time by L/V. 
No,s and NR,s are for still-air, terminal particle settling. 
We initiate the calculation far enough upstream to be essentially beyond 
+ + + the influence of the body where we can take vp = -kvs' We compute va at the 
initial point, calculate NR from these data, calculate NO from NR using the 
relations discussed in the next section, and proceed straightforwardly with 
a numerical integration of eq. (1). The integration is done via use of the 
code OVOQ of Krogh (ref. 11). This code uses an Adams-type predictor -
corrector algorithm with variable time step. It also tests for computational 
stability and loss of accuracy via roundoff error. It was tested by Hull, 
et al., (ref. 12) along with a number of other codes and found to be most 
efficient in terms of numbers of function evaluations (flow velocities) 
required. 
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AERODYNAMIC DRAG OF WATER DROPS 
Davies (ref. 13) shows that still-air terminal settling of spheres can 
be generalized in terms of the dimensionless numbers NR,s and No,s' Over 
the range from the smallest spheres, which settle under viscous flow con-
ditions and obey Stokes law, to spheres much larger than of interest here, 
and for any Newtonian fluid, a reproducible single-valued relationshpp 
between NR,s and No,s exists. Furthermore, No,s is independent of settling 
speed, being a function of fluid and sphere properties only; thus for given 
sphere and fluid, NR,s and hence Vs can be calculated. Polynomials by which 
NR,s can be computed as a function of No,s were derived by Davies from a 
composite of many sets of experimental data. 
Since the work of Davies it has been found repeatedly that this treat-
ment is applicable to particles of other shapes, providing settling is 
steady and particle orientation is stable. 
For the trajectory calculations required bere, the problem must be 
turned around. In addition to gravity settling, t~ere is a particle vel~ 
ocity component (relative to air) caused by the disturbance of the passing 
airplane. At any time step in the numerical integration of eq. (I), 
Va - Vp (and hence NR) is known, and No must be determined. For viscous 
motion (i.e., Stokes flow, where NR < I) NO = 24 NR and eq. (I) can be 
integrated without question. However, for larger NR the steady-state drag 
data determined experimentally for terminal settling must be used to com-
pute accelerative particle motion. 
Experimental measurements by Keirn (ref. I4) and a theoretical analysis 
by Crowe, et ale (ref. IS) indicate that if the acceleration modulus, 
13 
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is smaller than about 10-2 , steady-state drag coefficients can be used 
without significant error to compute accelerative motion. NA has never 
been found to exceed 10-2 in our trajectory calculations. 
For water drops small enough to be essentially spherical (NR < 200) 
we calculate NO from a polynomial function in NR derived from Oavies data 
(ref. 13). (Function CORR) For larger drops (NR > 200), which have a 
flattened, non-spherical shape, we calculate NO from polynomials in NR 
derived from the water drop data of Gunn and Kinser (ref. 16). (Function 
WCORR) . 
Still-air, terminal settling speeds for water drops are computed via 
use of Beard I s equations (ref. 17). (SR FALWAT) 
Water drops of any size, from submicron to the breakup size at about 
8000 ~m diameter, can be handled by these methods. However, the user 
should be aware that computation time goes up as droplet diameter goes 
down, and the time required for drops of diameter 1 ~m or less may be large. 
We have also developed aerodynamic drag relationships from observed 
settling data for various forms of ice crystals and have used these to 
study trajectories of ice to and around various airplanes (refs. 1, 2, 5, 
7), though these are not included here. 
FLOW CODE DESCRIPTIONS 
PROGRAM PBOXC 
General Discussion 
This program is derived from the Douglas Aircraft Company code BOXC 
which was deve! oped by Hess and Smith (ref. 9). It processes and produces 
CALCOMP plots of the three-dimensional body surface description data and 
is used primarily to debug these data. Processing and printing go as far 
as the "first output" (ref. 9, sec. 9.4). A secondary use is to store the 
body surface data such that it can be retrieved later and used by PGM STEREO 
to plot the body along with trajectories stored by one of the trajectory 
codes. 
The surface of a general three-dimensional body is defined in terms of 
"rows" and "columns", the so-called m and n lines, of coordinates of points 
on the surface as described below. The m and n lines of points are combined 
by the code to form quadrilateral elements, or panels, such that when con-
sidered together they represent a reasonable approximation to the surface. 
(For example see Figs. 1 and 8.) Adjacent panels should be contiguous, or 
as nearly contiguous as possible. The data for general bodies may be scaled 
and translated in the three coordinate directions, and rotated about the y 
axis prior to processing. 
The code also has the capability of generating ellipsoids of prolate, 
oblate or general shape with the only restriction being that their major and 
minor axes lie on the coordinate axes. 
When the user elects to prepare plots of the body, the code automatically 
prepares a number of plots, each from a unique viewing angle, the number vary-
ing according to symmetry. For an asymmetric body fourteen plots are pre-
pared. These consist of the six views from both directions along each 
coordinate axis, and the eight plots from 45 degree angles. in each octant. 
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For a body with one plane of symmetry nine plots are prepared, for two sym-
metry planes six plots, and for three planes four plots. The user is urged 
to make liberal use of the plots to find errors in the body data. 
Symmetry pqanes 
Up to three reflection planes may be specified, though only the first two 
are used in PBOXC for plotting. The surface descriptions for general bodies 
and ellipsoids are reflected across these planes. The number of symmetry 
planes is specified by parameter NSYM which has allowed values of 0, 1, 2, 3. 
The symmetry planes, in order of their application to the data, are: 
Order of Symmetry 
Application Plane 
1 y = 0 
2 z = 0 
3 x = 0 
For example, if NSYM = 1, for each point with coordinates (x,y,z), another 
point with coordinates (x, -y, z) is created. If NSYM = 2, for each point 
with coordinates x, y, z, three additional points with coordinates (x, -y, 
z), (x, -y, -z) and (x, y, -z) are created. If NSYM = 3, seven additional 
points are created. 
Only the primary data points should be input. If reflected as well as 
primary data are input, the flow calculations will be in error. 
Surface Description Data For General Bodies (IFLAG = 0) 
The user must examine the body, or drawings of it, and devise a layout 
plan for subdividing its surface into sections that are compatible with the 
requirements of m line, n line surface point input while providing panels of 
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appropriate size which cover the surface without leaving gaps or intro-
ducing unwanted discontinuities. Also a coordinate system must be estab-
lished, but this can be manipulated at processing time by use of the 
scaling and translation capability of the code. 
The important thing is to understand the requirements of the m and 
n line input. Here we give a brief summary of the requirements; the user 
is encouraged to carefully study sec. 9.1 of reference 9 to obtain a 
thorough understanding of them. 
Points which define the corners of the quadrilateral panels are labeled 
with integers m and n which identify hypothetical "rows" and "columns" on 
which they lie. The integers m and n are not input to the computer; they 
are used for data organization and sequencing only. 
To ensure a proper computation, the rows and columns must be organized 
by the following rule: If an observer is located in the flow and is oriented 
so that locally he sees points on the surface with m values increasing up-
ward, he must also see n values increasing toward the right. 
A surface may be subdivided into sections, each of which must be inde-
pendent. That is, all quadrilaterals in each section must be closed. Where 
an edge of a section is contiguous with another, the input for each section 
must define the common edge, though they need not use the same points on the 
edge. 
Figure 2 illustrates a surface description that is subdivided into four 
sections. Note how the sectioning can be used to change resolution or to 
deal with structural complexities. 
Coordinates are punched into cards, one point per card; also in each 
card is punched the integer parameter STAT which is used to identify the 
m,n status of each point. All points in a section are ordered in the se-
quence (m,n): 
(1,1), (2,1), (3,1), .•. , (1,2), (2,2), (3,2), .•. (1,3), (2,3), (3,3), ... 
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Figure 2. Plan view of the input points on a body divided 
into sections. (From ref. 9) 








o or blank 
For the last card of the last section, STAT = 3. 
Input order of sections is immaterial, but within sections, the data 
must be ordered according to the underlined rule given above. 
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Surface Description Data for Ellipsoids (IFLAG = 2 or 3) 
Ellipsoids are generated by specifying the semi-axis lengths 
Band C (A = 1 always), and by specifying the numbers of "latitudinal" 
and "longitudinal" element divisions (Fig. 3), NLM1 and MMIN respec-
tively. 
There are two modes for specification: 
Mode 1. IFLAG = 1, NSYM = 3 
All three symmetry planes are used and NLM1 and 
MMIN are specified for one octant only. Element 
increments are computed for NLM1 and MMIN equal 
increments in angles e and ~ (Fig. 3). 
Mode 2. IFLAG = 2, NSYM = 2 
Only two symmetry planes are used, and (x, z) 
values in the y = ° plane must be input for 
-1 ~ x ~ 1, beginning at (1,0) and proceeding 
to (-1,0) for either all positive z or all 
negative z (i.e., for 1800 in angle a). (The 
code automatically ensures that the "underlined" 
input rule is obeyed.) Thus, NLM1 must be speci-
fied for the entire x axis, but MMIN is for one 
octant only as for the other option, and element 
increments in the "longitudinal" direction-are 
created at equal increments of the angle ~. 
Body surface data for generated ellipsoids cannot be plotted 
nor can the data be translated, scaled, and rotated by subroutine 




8 is in the y = 0 plane 
~ is in the X = xl plane 
ellipsoid cross section 
in the x = Xl plane 
(n constant) 
n lines run in the latitudinal direction from 8·= () to 8 = 71" 
m lines run in the longitudinal direction from ~ = () to ~ = 271" 
Figure 3. Definition of angles e and ~, and m and n line directions used hv 
PBOXe and BOXe for generation of ellipsoids. 
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Printed Output 
The printed output is the result of the first stage of surface data 
processing (ref. 9, sec. 9.4). For each quadrilateral panel on the surface 
it consists of: 






around the quadrilateral. 
2. Components (NX,NY,NZ) of the unit normal vector to 'the plane of 
the quadrilateral. This vector should point toward the exterior 
of the body rather than toward its interior. If it points in the 
wrong direction the data have been input in violation of the 
lI underlined rule ll on p. 17, and the data must be reordered. 
3. Coordinates (NPX,NPY,NPZ) of the quadrilateral null point (ref. 9., 
sec. 9.3). 
4. The common projection distance (D) of the four input points into 
the plane of the quadrilateral. (The four points from which a 
plane quadrilateral is formed do not in general, and need not, lie 
exactly in a plane.) 
5. The maximum diagonal length (T) of the quadrilateral. 
6. The area (A) of the quadrilateral. 
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Additional output appears for certain abnormal quadrilaterals. If the' 
integer 1 or 2 appears at the far right of the page, they indicate the 
following conditions: 
Integer 1. The null point point was found to lie outside of the 
quadrilateral. The coordinates listed are for the 
quadrilateral centroid. 
Integer 2. The iterative procedure used to determine the null 
point did not converge and thus the null point is only 
approximate 
(ref. 9, sec. 9.3). 
Subroutines Required 
PINPUT, PICTURE, PEADER, PATPROS, plotting subroutines. 
External Storage Units 
Units 5 and 6 are the system input and print units respectively. 
Unit 8 temporary storage. 
Unit 9 storage for surface data to be used later for plotting by 
PGM STEREO. 
22 








Variables and Format 
HEDR(15). IFLAG. NSYM. 
KMACH. KASE. (15A4, II, 
lOX. n, IX. n. 2X, A4) 
MACH. (FlO.6) 
IPROS. IPUNCH, IPRNT. 
IPICT. ICRT. (511) 
ANGLE. XSCALE. YSCALE. 
lSCALE. XTRANS. YTRANS. 
ZTRANS, (7F10.0) 
X.Y.l.STAT, XX. YY. 
ll. STATI. 
(3F10.0. 12/3F10.0,I2) 
HEDR (Cols. 1-60) 
IFLAG (Col. 61) 
Description 
Hollerith run identification 
Body surface description input control 
IFLAG = 0 Input data for a general. three-dimensional 
body (See pp. 16 ff.) 
IFLAG = 1 Generate an ellipsoid using the mode 1 option. 
with three reflection planes. (See p. 19.) 
Be sure that NSYM = 3. 
IFLAG = 2 Generate an ellipsoid using the mode 2 option, 
with two reflection planes. and input x.z 
coordinates for the ellipsoid via cards no. 5C. 
(See p. 19.) Be sure that NSYM = 2. 
NSYM (Col. 72) Number of data reflection planes. Limited to 
values 0.1.2.3. (See p. 16.) 
KMACH (Col. 74) A non-zero value indicates that a Mach number 
is to be read via card no. 2. (See p. 26.) 
KASE (Cols. 77-80) Hollerith body identification. 
Mach number This card is input only if KMACH ~ 0 on card 1. (See p. 26.) 
Logical variables which cause the following if true: 
IPROS Body surface data for a general body are to be trans-
lated. scaled and rotated about the y axis before 
processing. and card 4 is to be input. 
IPUNCH Body surface data are copied to the system punch unit 
after translating. scaling and rotating about the y axis. 
IPRNT Body surface data are processed and printed up to the 
"first output". (See p. 21 and ref. 9. sec. 9.4.) 
IPICT Body surface data for a general body are plotted. 
ICRT Plotting is via CRT. If ICRT is false. plottin~ is via 
pen and ink. 
This card is input only if IPROS (card 3) is true. 







A positive value causes a counterclockwise rotation from 
the aspect of a viewer looking down the positive y axis 
toward the origin. (Note: For a nose-up airplane angle 
of attack. ANGLE is negative.) 
Scale factors to be applied to surface point x. y and z 
coordinates respectively after translation. Default 
values are unity. 
Translations to be applied to surface point x. y and z 
coordinates before scaling. 
Cards 5A apply to general bodies (IFLAG = O. see pp. 16 ff). 
X.Y.l and 
XX. YY. II 
STAT 
STATI (Col. 32) 
Are coordinates of points used to define the body 
surface. 
Are point status integers. Allowed values are 0, 1. 
2. 3. The meanings of these values are: 
o This point is on the same n line as the last 
1 This pOint starts a new n line 
2 This pOint starts a new section 
3 This is the last point in the input. 
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Variables and Formats 
NLM1, MMIN, B, C, 
(215, 2F10.5) 
XI, ZI,' x2, Z2, 
. , '"XNLM1+1' zNLM1+1 
(aF10.0) 
LINE1, LINE2, (7A6/7A6) 
Description 
Note: For the last coordinate card STAT or STATT = 3. A blank 
card should follow this if there is an odd number of body 
surface points. 
Card 5B applies to generated ellipsoids (IFLAG > 0) 
NLM1 Number of "latitudinal" element divisions 
MMIN Number of "longitudinal" element divisions 
B y semi-axis of the ellipse 
C Z semi-axis of the ellipse 
(See p. 19 Modes 1 and 2, and Fig. 3.) 
Cards 5C apply to generated ellipsoids for which the X,Z coordinates 
are input (IFLAG = 2, NSYM = 2) . 
(x., z.) are coordinates in the y = 0 p,lane, beginning at (1.0) and pr~ceeJing to (-1,0), that define the 'latitudinal" element subdi-
visions. (See p. 19 Mode 2, and Fig. 3.) 
Cards 6 and 7 are read only if ICRT is true (card 3). These are 




Program BOXC is the Hess-Smith code for calculation of potential flow 
about arbitrary, three-dimensional, non-lifting bodies as described in ref. 
9, with the following exceptions: 
1. Overlay, common and subroutine argument structures have been 
changed to accommodate the code to the CDC 6600 and UNIVAC 
1100/42 computers. 
2. SR WTAP14 has been added to store on external unit 14 all data 
needed by the trajectory codes for flow velocity calculations. 
3. A provision has been added to allow a group of surface elements 
to leak inward a specified fraction of the free stream flow. 
This is used to simulate effects on external flow of air flow 
into inlet aperatures. 
4. A provision has been added to scale, translate and rotate sur-
face point coordina1tes for general bodies before they are 
processed. (SR DATPROS) 
To understand the theory and details of the calculations, the user must study 
reference 9. 
The code has the capability to compute flow about the body for the free 
stream vector along each of the three axial directions. For nonsymmetrical 
bodies the capability extends to any free stream direction, and for bodies 
with one plane of symmetry, which must be the y = 0 plane, to any direction 
in the y = 0 plane (ref. 9, sec. 9.56). However, these general capabilities 
have not been used in the past, and furthermore, the trajectory codes and 
other important features of the flow calculations which are discussed below 
assume that the free stream vector is in the direction of the positive x 
axis. Changes of body orientation and/or location relative to the flow 
coordinate system are accomplished via use of SR DATPRO, which in its 
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present form also is designed to allow for arbitrary specification of air-
plane angle-of-attack. In any case the free stream flow speed must be 
unity. The card input instructions below specify unit onset flow in the 
positive x direction. 
Use and application of symmetry planes as· well as preparation of body 
surface description data are the same as for PGM PBOXC. 
Up to 1000 quadrilaterals can be accommodated for description of the 
basic body surface, before multiplication by symmetry plane reflection. 
Compressibility Effects 
According to Hess and Smith (ref. 10, pp. 7 and 35) their method works 
satisfactorily where the local Mach number does not exceed approximately one-
half. For higher Mach numbers the Gothert transformation (ref. 18) ;s 
applied as follows: 
1. All distances in the free-stream direction, that is the x direc-
~ 
tion, are scaled by dividing by a = {I ~ M2, where M is free 
stream Mach number. 
2. Perturbation velocities computed at the scaled distances are 
themselves scaled by dividing by a for the y and z components, 
and by dividing by S2 for the x component. 
If the Gothert transformation is to be applied, the parameter KMACH 
(card 1) is given a value greater than zero, and the Mach number is input 
via card 5. 
Flow Inlets 
We have added a feature to the code (in SR UNIFRM) to allow simulation 
of flow up to the aperture of a flow inlet. The code cannot handle internal 
flows. 
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The aperture is represented by quadrilateral panels in the same manner 
as the body surface. To illustrate this, Fig. 4 shows the panelling of the 
orifice in the tip of the intake tube of a cloud water meter, the EWER, 
which is mounted under the wing of a C130 research airplane (ref. 7). Inlet 
aperture panel coordinates must be the first in the deck of surface point 
cards (cards 6A). 
Input card no. 4 contains the number of aperature quadrilaterals and 
also the fraction of the free-stream flow speed that is "l ea ked" through the 
apertures. This leakage is taken to be the same for each aperture quadri-
lateral. If there is no flow inlet, card 4 is blank. 
Off-Body Points 
The code provides for computation of flow velocities at off-body points. 
If the parameter NOFF (card 1) is given a value greater than zero, coordinates 
of the off-body points are input following the surface points via the same 
format. The only status flag (STAT or STATT) required is 3 for the final 
point. 
Printed Output 
The printed output consists of two main parts: the first is the result 
of preliminary processing of the surface description data which yields lithe 
first output ll (ref. 9, sec. 9.4) described above on p. 21. The second output 
contains the final results and consists of the following for each quadrilat-
era 1 (ref. 9, sec. 9.7): 
1. Null point coordinates (NX, NY, NZ) (ref. 9, sec. 9.3). 
2. Velocity magnitude (VT) at the null point. 
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Figure 4. Computer plot of tip and orifice of a EWER cloud water 
content meter probe (ref. 7). 
3. Square of the null point velocity magnitude (VTSO). 
4. Pressure coefficient (CP) {ref. 9, eq. (137)). 
5. Null point velocity components (VX, VY, VZ). 
6. Direction cosines of the null pOint velocity (DCX, DCY, DCZ). 
7. Unit normal vector to the plane of the quadrilateral (NX, NY, NZ). 
8. Component of velocity normal to the quadrilateral plane at the 
null point (VN). {Note: VN should be essentially zero unless 
the quadrilateral is part of a flow inlet (see p. 26), in 
which case it should equal the input free-stream flow fraction.) 
9. Source strength of the quadrilateral (SIG). 
Unit 14 Output 
If parameter KTP14 is unity (card 1), the following data are stored on . 
external unit 14 (in binary format) for use later by SR FLOVEL in calculating 
flow velocities at arbitrary points in space: 
Body identification, KASE (see card 1), number of symmetry planes, 
NSYM, the number of quadrilaterals, NQUAD, in the basic body unit 
(i.e., before multiplication by symmetry plane reflections), free-
stream Mach number, MACH, and {1 - MACH2)-~. 
For each quadrilateral is stored the "twenty-eight quantities" (ref. 9, 
sec. 9.51), plus the distances between quadrilateral points 1 and 2, 2 
and 3, 3 and 4, and 4 and 1. (See p. 21.) 
Overlay Structure and Subroutines Required 
To conserve storage the program is run with the overlay structure shown 











(a, a) _____ I· HEADER Baxc ROWV 
Figure 5. Overlay structure for program BOXC. The integer pairs (i,j) indicate the 
primary, i, and secondary, j, overlay levels. 
External Storage Units 
Units 5 and 6 are the system input and print units. Unit 14 contains 
the data to be used by SR FLOVEL to compute flow velocities at arbitrary 
points in space. The following units are used for temporary storage: 
1, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. 
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Variables and Format 
HEDR(15), IFLAG, LIST, 
AFLOW, BFLOW, CFLOW, 
ISIG, IPRS, MPR, NCODE, 
NNON, NSYM, NOFF, KMACH, 
KTP14, KASE, (l5A4, 211, 
3L1, 411, 12, 411, IX, 
A4) 
IPROS, (Ll) 
ANGLE, XSCALE, YSCALE, 
ZSCALE, XTRANS, YTRANS, 
ZTRANS, (7FlO.0) 
LEAK, FRACT, (14, F10.0) 
HEDR (cols. I-50) 
IFLAG (col. 51) 
LIST (col. 52) 
AFLOW, BFLOW, 
CFLOW (Cols. 53, 
54, 55) 
ISIG (Col. 55) 
IPRS (Col. 57) 
MPR (Col. 58) 
NCODE (Col. 69) 
NNON (Cols. 70,71) 
NSYM (Col. 72) 
NOFF (Col. 73) 
KMACH (Col. 74) 
KTP14 (Col. 75) 
KASE (Cols. 77-80) 
Description 
Hollerith run identification 
Body surface description input control. Same 
as for card 1 of PBOXC. (See pp. 15ff.) 
A value of zero (or blank) causes full execu-
tion. Otherwise, calculation is stopped after 
the "first output". (See p. 21.) 
Logical parameters which specify the free-
stream flow axis. These parameters should be 
T,F,F respectively. 
Always zero or blank. 
Always zero or blank. 
Normal value is zero or blank. Non-zero values 
cause printout of the followinq matrices 
(ref. 9): 
print Vij 
print Aij 2 
3 print Vij and Aij (output is 
.voluminous for larqe cases) 
Always zero or blank. 
Always zero or blank. 
Number of symmetry planes. 
of PBOXC. (See p. 15.) 
Same as for card 1 
Number of off-body points for which velocity 
calculations are to be calculated. (See cards 7) 
A non-zero value indicates that a Mach number 
is to be read via card 5. 
If given a value of one, the unit 
prepared. (See p. 29) 
14 output is 
Hollerith body identification. 
If true, body surface data for a general body (IFLAG = 0) are to 
be translated, scaled, and rotated about the y axis before pro-
cessing, and card 3 is to be input. 
This card is input only if IPROS (card 2) is true. Same as card 4 
of PBOXC. 
LEAK Number of quadrilaterals used to define a flow inlet in 
the body. 
FRACT Fraction of the free-stream air speed that passes through 
the null point of each inlet quadrilateral. 
If there is no flow inlet, input a blank card. (Note: the inlet 
quadrilateral data (cards 6A) must be the first body data input.) 
(See p. 26) 






Variable and Format 
MACH. (FlO.6) 
X. Y. Z. STAT. XX. YY. 
ZZ. STATT. (3F10.0. 
I2/3FlO.0. 12) 
NLM1. MMIN. B. C. 
(2IS. 2FlO.S) 
6C xl' zl' X2' z2 •••.• 
XNLM1+1' zNLM1+1 
(BFlO.O). 
7 X. Y. Z. STAT. XX. 




Free-stream Mach number. This card is input only if parameter 
KMACH (card 1) is non-zero. 
Cards 6A apply to general bodies (IFLAG = 0) 
Coordinates and status flags for points used to describe the 
body surface. Same as cards SA of PBOXC. (See pp. 16 ff) 
Card 6B applies to generated ellipsoids (IFLAG > 0). 
card SB of PBOXC. (See p. 19) Same as 
Cards 6C apply to generated ellipsoids for which the x.z 
coordinates are input. (IFLAG = 2. NSYM = 2). Same as cards 
SC of PBOXC. (See p. 19) 
Off-body points for which flow velocities are to be calculated. 
Cards 7 are input only if NOFF (card 1) is greater than zero. 
STAT or STATT for the last point must be 3. If there are an 
odd number of points. the deck of off-body point cards should 
be terminated with a blank card. 
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SUBROUTINE FLOVEL 
Given the coordinates of a point in space (XNPP, YNPP, ZNPP) and the 
current time step, H, used in the integration of the particle equations of 
motion, SR FLOVEL returns the flow velocity components (VXPp, VYPP, VZPP) 
at that point, and an indicator, INBODY, of whether the body surface has 
been penetrated. INBODY = 0 if the point is exterior to the body, but 
INBODY = 1 if it is detected to be inside the body. 
The discussion to follow assumes that a Hess-Smith (ref. 9) flow field 
is being considered. However, if the user wishes to compute flow by use of 
some other method, for example, flow about an ellipsoid via an analytical 
equation, he may replace FLOVEL by a subroutine of his own design.* 
SR FLOVEL is based mainly on the Hess-Smith subroutine VFORM, with 
modifications required to include the quadrilateral source strengths, and 
to set the INBODY parameter. Application of the source strengths (i.e., 
a values) is straightforward, as indicated by eq. (140) of reference 9, and 
needs no further discussion. Determination of whether or not the body has 
been penetrated is discussed next. 
FLOVEL calculates and sums velocities induced at the specified point 
by each quadrilateral. Three modes of induced velocity calculation are 
used (ref. 9, sec. 9.52): 1. where the distance between the point and the 
quadrilateral is sufficiently large the quadrilateral is approximated by a 
simple point source, 2. for intermediate distances the quadrilateral is 
approximated by a point source plus a point quadrupole, and 3. for short 
distances an exact calculation is used. For each quadrilateral for which 
* In the trajectory codes a call of SR SETFLO precedes the first call of 
FLOVEL. SETFLO reads the data stored on unit 14 by PGM BOXC (see p. 29), 
which data are required by FLOVEL for calculation of a Hess-Smith flow 
velocity, and puts these data into COMMON storage. If a user-designed 
version of FLOVEL is used, SETFLO must be replaced by a dummy subroutine. 
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the exact calculation is required the following tests are made in sequence, 
and if anyone is satisfied, penetration is taken not to have occurred: 
1. The vector of separation between the point and the center of 
the quadrilateral is projected onto the normal vector to the 
quadrilateral, and the sign of the projection is checked to 
see if the point is on the exterior side of the quadrilateral. 
2. If the distance of the point to the center of the quadrilateral 
is greater than one-half of the maximum quadrilateral diagonal, 
penetration of the quadrilateral has not occurred. 
3. If the absolute value of the projection calculated in test 1 is 
greater than the time step, H, penetration of the quadrilateral 
has not occurred. 
For test 3 we assume that the maximum particle speed is about unity, so that 
the maximum distance a particle can travel in one time step is roughly H. 
These tests are applicable only during traje~tory calculations when the 
particle is advancing by small steps such that if penetration occurs the 
particle will be close to the point of penetnation when the tests are made. 
The tests will not give a penetration indication for interior points that 
are not close to the body surface. 
PROGRAM FLOPNT 
General Description 
This program computes flow velocities at an array of points in three-
dimensional space. The array is oriented parallel with the three coordinate 
axes. Flow velocities are computed by SR FLOVEL, which uses data that, for 
example, are prepared by program BOXe for flow about an arbitrary three-
dimensional body. 
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Initial coordinates, array increment values along the three coordinate 
directions and the number of increments desired along each direction (includ-
ing the initial point) are input. Also input are integers M(3) which control 
the order of incrementing along three axes. For example, suppose M(l) = 3, 
M(2) = 1, M(3) = 2: 
1. The x and z coordinates are held fixed while y is incremented over 
its range. 
2. Y is returned to its initial value, z is incremented once, and y 
is incremented over its range. 
3. This is repeated until z covers its complete range. 
4. z is returned to its initial value, x is incremented once, and y 
is incremented over its complete range. 
5. etc. 
The printed output is self-explanatory and consists of point coordinates, 
velocity components and speed. 
If data prepared by BOXe are used, SR SETFLO reads these data from unit 
14; units 5 and 6 are used for input and printing, respectively. 
Subroutines called are: SETFLO, FLOVEL. 
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X(I), 0(1), N(I); I = 1 (2EIO.O, 14) 
X(I), D(I), N(I); 1=2 
X(I), 0(1), N(I); 1=3 
3' Cards 3 - 6 are repeated 
for anoth2r array. 
3 Blank card 
Description 
Body identification. Read by SR SETFLO, 
and must be identical to the identifica-
tion on card 1 of BOXC. 
Run identification. 
Coordinate incrementation sequence 
control. (See discussion above.) 
8~B initial.x coo~dinate "dimensionless) x coordlnate lncremen~ 
NO) number of increments desired 
in the x direction (includ-
ing initial value). 
Same as card 4 but for the y axis. 
Same as card 4 but for the z axis. 
A blank card 3 terminates the run. 
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TRAJECTORY CODE DESCRIPTIONS 
GENERAL UTILITY CODES 
Subroutine PARTCL 
Subroutine PARTCL is called by all three of the executive trajectory 
codes (Table IB) to input particle specification data and compute still-air, 
terminal particle settling speed and other data depending on particle type. 
This is a particle type - specific code, the version used here being for 
water drops. It calls SR FALWAT. 
Subroutine TRAJECT 
Trajectories are calculated by SR TRAJECT with the assistance of: 
SR DVDQ, the numerical integrator code, SR FLOVEL and the functions PRFUN 
and IMPACT. It also stores trajectory point coordinates at user-specified 
(normalized) time intervals (TPRINT) in arrays XPLOT(60), YPLOT(60), 
ZPLOT(60), providing logical parameter IPLOT is specified as true. 
Function PRFUN 
Function PRFUN is a particle type - specific code which is called by 
TRAJEC to provide the NO - NR relation used in calculating the particle 
equations of motion (eq. (1)). Actually, through use of the pre-calculated 
quantity COF (= ND,svsNF/NR,s)' PRFUN returns the factor on the first term 
on the right side of eq. (1) which when multiplied by ~ - v yields the a p 
particle equation of motion. The version of PRFUN used here is for water 
drops, and it calls functions CDRR and WCDRR. 
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Subroutine IMPACT 
Subroutine IMPACT is called by TRAJECT following penetration of a 
particle into the body. When used with CONFAC, IMPACT adjusts trajectory 
initial y and z coordinates such as to avoid impaction by the next tra-
jectory (see p. 44); accordingly IMPACT is a problem-specific code. No 
such adjustment is required for cases run under control of ARYTRJ and 
TANT RA*, so that a dummy version of IMPACT is used. 
Subroutine SETFLO 
Subroutine SETFLO reads data prepared by PGM BOXC from external unit 14. 
These data are required by SR FLOVEL for calculation of flow velocities about 
a Hess-Smith three-dimensional body. SETFLO reads a four-character Hollerith 
identification of the body and checks to see if it is identical to the identi-
fication obtained from unit 14. If not, a comment is printed and the calcu-
lation is stopped. 
If flow around the body is calculated by some means other than the Hess-
Smith method, SETFLO must be replaced with a dummy subroutine. 
Subroutine OVOQ 
This is the variable order, ordinary differential equation integrator 
of Krogh (ref. 11). Operating instructions, which have proven to be quite 
adequate, are found in the glossary of the OVOQ card listings. The version 
used here automatically adapts to the word size of the computer used. 
* Be very sure that IMPACT does not adjust initial trajectory coordinates 




SR TRAJECT is called to compute particle trajectories initiated at an 
array of points in three-dimensional space. Particle properties are com-
puted by SR PARTCL and SR PRFUN. Flow velocities are computed by SR FLOVEL, 
which uses data that, for example, are prepared by program BOXC for flow 
around an arbitrary three-dimensional body. SR DVDQ integrates the particle 
equations of motion. 
Initial coordinates of the initial point array, array increment values 
for the three coordinate directions and the number of increments desired along 
each direction (including the initial point) are input. Also input are in-
tegers M(3) which control the order of incrementing along the three axes and 
a skip parameter NSKIP. For example, suppose M(l) = 3, M(2) = 1, M(3) = 2: 
1. The x and z coordinates are held fixed while y is incremented over 
its range. 
2. y is returned to its initial value, z is incremented once, and y 
is incremented over its range. 
3. This is repeated until z covers its complete range. 
4. z is returned to its initial value, x is incremented once, and y 
is incremented over its complete range. 
5. etc. 
Trajectories are computed to the limiting x coordinate value XLIMIT or 
until penetration of the body is sensed. 
If not every trajectory is desired, the parameter NSKIP is set greater 
than zero. Then, after the first trajectory, only every NSKIP + 1 th tra-




FLOVEL, SETFLO, PARTCL, FALWAT, TRAJECT, IMPACT (dummy), PRFUN, 
DVDQ, WCDRR. CDRR 
External Storage Units 
Units 5 and 6 are the system input and print units, respectively. 
Unit 9 is used for temporary storage. 
Unit 10 is used to store trajectory data for plotting by PGM STEREO. 
Unit 14 is used by SR SETFLO for input of data prepared by PGM BOXC. 
Printed Output 
The printed output is largely self-explanatory. For each trajectory 
are printed at time interval TPRINT: time, point coordinates (X, Y, Z), 
particle velocity components (VPX, VPY, VPZ), flow velocity components 
(VX,VY, VZ), time step (H), Reynolds number (R), acceleration modulus (AC) 
and cumulative number of flow velocity computations (NEVAL). (All dimen-
sionless) 
Other quantities are: angle between the projection of the initial 
flow velocity vector in the z = 0 plane and the x axis (ALPHAO), angle 
between the initial flow velocity vector and its projection in the z = 0 
plane (BETAO), angle between the projection of the final particle velocity 
vector in the z = 0 plane and the x axis (ALPHAR), angle between the final 
particle velocity vector and its projection in the z = 0 plane (BETAR), 
direction cosines of the drag vector at the final point, and the angle 
between the projection of the drag vector in the z = 0 plane and the x 
axis (A), and the angle between the drag vector and the z axis (GAMMA). 
(All angles are in degrees.) 
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Variables and Format 
KASE, (M) 
HOll (18), IPlOT, 
(18M, 7X, Ll) 
V, Ell, RHO, TEMP, 
XFINAl, (8F10.5) 
TPRINT, HI, HMINI, 
EPSI(3), (8F10.5) 
DrAM, (7F10.0) 
M(3), NSKIP, (414) 
XCI), 0(1), N(I); 
(2F10.0, 14) 
XCI), 0(1), N(I); 
XCI), 0(1), N(I); 
- - - - - - - - - -
I = 2 
1=3 
Cards 5 - 9 are repeated 




Body identification. Read by SR SETFlO. Must be identical to 
parameter KASE on card 1 of the BOXC input. 
HOll 72 columns of Hollerith run identification 
IPlOT logical variable: if true, trajectory data are written 
(col. 80) on unit 10 for plotting by PGM STEREO. 
V Free stream airspeed (m s-l) 
Ell Characteristic dimension of the body (m). Corresponds 
to l as defined for eq. (1). 




Ambient temperature (OK) 
x coordinate for trajectory cut off (i.e., maximum x 
coordinate) (normalized, dimensionless) 
Time interval for trajectory point print. Default value 
= O.l. 
HI Initial numerical integration time step. (See SR DVDQ). 
Default value = 0.1 
HMINI Initial numerical integration minimum time step. (See 
SR DVDQ). Default value = .005. 
EPSI(3) Parameters used to control numerical integration local 
error. (See SR DVDQ). Default values = 1.0E-5. 
All normalized, dimensionless. 






Array incrementation control 
Array skip parameter (See discussion above.) 
Initial x coordinate f 
.. (dimensionless) 
x coordlnate lncrement 
Number of increments desired in the x direction (includ-
ing the initial value} 
Same as card 7, but for the y direction. 
Same as card 7, but for the z direction. 
A blank card 5 terminates the run. 
PROGRAM CONFAC 
General Discussion 
Program CONFAC computes trajectories to user-specified target points. 
It operates in two modes: 
1. Single trajectories are calculated to each target point (NW = 0). 
2. A central trajectory is computed to the target point, and NW 
trajectories, evenly spaced about a circle in the target plane 
of radius RW about the central trajectory, are calculated such 
as to define a particle flux tube. 
Mode 2 is used to calculate concentration factor, CF, which is the ratio of 
particle flux at the target point to the free-stream particle flux. It is 
easy to show that 
C ~ area of flux tube cross section in the free stream 
F - area of flux tube cross section at the target point 
The areas are those of plane polygons of NW vertices as calculated by 
SR POLYGON. Concentration ratio, CM' the ratio of particle concentra-
tion at the target point to free stream concentration, is obtained via 
the relation 
The desired trajectories are calculated by an iterative method which 
finds a trajectory that passes within a user-specified distance tolerance 
(RW*TOL) of the desired target point. To initialize, the user may input 
four sets of coordinate guesses: two sets of y and z coordinates for the 
initial and target planes. No special care need be taken in making these 
guesses since convergence should be rapid as long as the coordinates are in 
the correct general neighborhood. On default of input, the initial coordi-
nate guesses are supplied by the code. 
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The trajectory iteration procedure is described in detail in ref-
erence 1. (See pp. 13 - 16 and Appendix A.) SR MAP controls the itera-
tion and calls SR TRAJECT to calculate trajectories. If convergence is 
not achieved after calculating twenty-five trajectories, the calculation 
proceeds to the next particle or stops. The limiting number of tra-
jectories can be changed by changing the value of ILIM in a DATA state-
ment in SR MAP. 
SR IMPACT is a problem-specific code whose purpose is to adjust tra-
jectory initial y and z coordinates when penetration of the body occurs such 
that penetration will be avoided on the next attempt. After twenty-five 
penetrations, the calculation proceeds to the next particle or stops. 
The limiting number of penetrations can be changed by changing the value 
of JLIM in PGM CONFAC. 
Subroutines Required 
FLOVEL, MAP, PARTCL, POLYGON, DVDQ, SETFLO, FALWAT, PRFUN, IMPACT, 
TRAJECT, TRANSFM, MATINV, WCDRR, CDRR. 
External Storage Units 
Same as for ARYTRJ. 
Printed Output 
The printed output is largely self-explanatory, and contains all of the 
data described for PGM ARYTRJ. 
Detailed trajectory data are printed only for the final trajectory which 
is the result of a successful convergence to the desired target point. For 
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other trajectories, only the initial and final y and z coordinates are 
printed. Except for the initial coordinate guesses, these coordinates 
are given in the IIflux tube coordinate system ll , and are so identified and 
distinguished in the output from the IIflow coordinate system ll • The IIflow 
system ll is the coordinate system (normalized) by use of which the body 
is described and the flow is computed. The IIflux tube system ll at any 
point along the trajectory has its origin at the flux tube center and its 
y and z axis in the plane normal to the central trajectory. Flux tube 
system coordinates are given in the initial and target planes in the 
output. 
For cases where flux tubes are calculated, a summary of the initial 
and final coordinates of all NW + 1 trajectories are printed, the areas 
of the polygons with NW vertices in the initial and final planes are 
printed, and the concentration factor and concentration ratio are 
printed. 
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Variables and Format 
KASE, (A4) 
HOll(lS), IPlOT, 
(lSA4, 7X, Ll) 
V, Ell, RHO, TEMP, 
XSTART, (SF10. S) 
TPRINT, HI, HMINI, 
EPSI(3), (SF10.S) 
NW, RW, TOl, (110, 
7F10.S) 
VE(I), ZE(I), VI(I), 
Z(I); (I = 2), (SF10.S) 
YE(I), ZE(I), VI(I), 
Z(l); (I = 3), (8FlO.S) 
DIAM, (7F10.0) 
XW, VW, ZW, (SF10.S) 
S' Cards Sand 9 are 
repeated for as many 
particles as desired.* 
9' 
S Bl ank card 
Description 
Body identification. Read by SR SETFlO. Must be identical to 
parameter KASE on card 1 of the BOXC input. 
HOll 72 columns of Hollerith run identification. 
IPlOT logical variable: if true, trajectory data are written 
(col. SO) on unit 10 for plotting by PGM STEREO. 
V 
Ell 
Free stream airspeed (m s-l) 
Characteristic dimension of the body (m). Corresponds 
to l as defined for eq. (1). 
RHO Ambient air density (kg m- 3). 
TEMP Ambient temperature (OK). 
XSTART Initial x coordinate of trajectory. (normalized, 
dimensionless) 




Number of trajectories used to define flux tube 
peripheries for concentration factor calculation. 
If NW = 0, single trajectories are calculated to 
target points defined by cards 9. 
Initial guesses of trajectory y and z coordinates in 
the target plane. 
Initial guesses of trajectory coordinates in the initial 
plane. 
These coordinates are in the coordinate system used to define the 
body and the flow field (normalized, dimensionless). The data in 
the two cards can be very approximate, but if not blank, the two 
cards should not be identical. On input of two blank cards, the 
code supplies default estimates based on the first target coordinates. 
Water drop diameter (~m). This card is input by SR PARTCl. 
x,y,z coordinates of the target point (normalized, dimensionless). 
A blank card S terminates the run. 
*Previous trajectory y and z coordinates are used as trajectory iteration initialization estimates for each new 




The purpose of this code is to compute tangent particle trajectories to 
a three-dimensional body. The code is designed to be as general and as auto-
matic as practical, but owing to the unlimited number of geometrical possi-
bilities in three dimensions, some compromise is necessary. Since we cannot 
know a priori what parts of a body the tangents will touch, we do not, in 
general, have the op~ion of specifying target points on the body or even 
target planes through the body. Therefore, we specify curves in the free 
stream well ahead of the body on which all trajectories are initiated for a 
particular tangent determination. 
Given the equation of the starting-point curve and an initial point on 
the curve, the code computes the trajectory from this point toward the body 
until penetration of the body occurs or until a specified x-coordinate stop 
point is reached. If penetration occurs, a specified coarse step is taken 
along the starting-point curve in direction away from the body, and another 
trajectory is computed. If penetration does not occur, the coarse step is 
taken along the starting-point curve in direction toward the body, and an-
other trajectory is calculated. Once penetration occurs for trajectories 
that initially miss the body, or the reverse for trajectories that initially 
impact, the initial point is backed up one step along the curve away from the 
body if necessary, and the process of stepping toward the body is resumed 
with a fine step size until the tangent trajectory is found. Thus, the 
tangent trajectory misses the body by no greater than the tolerance implied 
by the fine step s~ze. Note that this does not imply that the tolerance is 
the fine step size. Separation of trajectories in the free stream will not 
be the same as separation of the same trajectories near the body, nor even 
approximately the same except for very large, heavy particles which have 
sufficient inertia to essentially ignore the flow around the body. In 
general, trajectory separations near the body will be less than in the free 
stream. 
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Specification of the starting-point curve is done via SR STRPNT, which 
in the version supplied uses straight line curves. The user provides the 
coordinates of two points on the line: 
Point 1. Initial coordinates of the initial trajectory 
Point 2. Coordinates of any other point on the line which is closer 
to the body than Point 1. 
Point 2 must be closer to the body than Point 1 to ensure that stepping along 
the starting-point curve proceeds in the proper direction. Point 2 need not 
be, and in general will not be, the initial point of a trajectory. Note that 
both of these points must be sufficiently far upstream to be essentially in 
the free stream. Also specified are the coarse and fine stepping distances. 
All coordinates and distances are normalized. (See eq. (1).) 
If so specified (IPLOT = true), tangent trajectory data are stored on 
unit 10 for plotting later by PGM STEREO. 
Sub£outines Required 
FLOVEL, SETFLO, PARTCL, FALWAT, STRPNT, TRAJECT, IMPACT*, PRFUN, 
DVOQ, WCORR, CORR. 
External Storage Units 
Same as for ARYTRJ. 
Printed Output 
Trajectory data are as described for PGM ARYTRJ and are printed for 
every trajectory computed regardless of whether or not the trajectory is 
* Be sure that IMPACT is a dummy subroutine. Resetting of initial trajectory 
coordinates by SR IMPACT will ruin a tangent trajectory determination. 
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accepted as the tangent trajectory. Beyond that, the output is fully 
labeled and self-explanatory. All input data are printed: including the 
points used to define the starting-point line, coarse and fine increments, 
and starting point coordinates. The switching from coarse to fine step 
size is clearly identified, as are the tangent trajectory data. 
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Variables and Format 
DIAM, (7F10.0) 
DCORS, DFINE, (8F10.0) 
X, V ,l ,Xl, V1.l1, 
(8F10.0) 
Blank card 
6 Blank card 
5 Blank card 
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Data Description 
Cards 1 through 4 are the same as for 
ARVTRJ. 
Water drop diameter (~m). This card 
is read by SR PARTCL. 
Respectively, the coarse and fine step 
sizes to be used in stepping along the 
starting-point line (normalized, dimen-
sionless). Card 6 is read by SR STRPNT. 
X,V,l Coordinates of Point 1, which 
specifies the initial trajec-
tory coordinates on the start-
ing-point line (normalized, 
dimensionless). 
X1.V1,ll Coordinates of Point 2, which 
is any point on the starting-
point line that is closer to 
the body than Point 1 (nor-
malized, dimensionless). 
Note that the starting-point line should 
be far enough upstream of the body to be 
essentially in the free stream. Card 7 
is read by SR STRPNT. 
Cards 6 and 7 are repeated for as many 
trajectories as desired . 
A blank card 6 signals end of calculation 
for this water drop, and another card 5 
is read. 
A blank card 5 terminates the run. 
PROGRAM STEREO 
General Discussion 
Program STEREO is used to plot results of the trajectory calculations. 
Both body and trajectories are plotted. The body data are obtained from 
unit 9, on which the data were stored by SR PINPUT under control of PGM 
PBOXC, and the trajectory data are obtained from unit 10, on which the data 
were stored under control of either ARYTRJ, CONFAC or TANTRA. 
Plots are prepared in pairs, members of a pair being separated by a 
specified angle on each side of a specified viewing direction. Proper 
specification of the angles, which usually requires some trial-and-error-
experimentation, may provide plots which can be'used for stereo viewing as 
illustrated by Figure 6. 
The viewing direction is defined by specifying two angles, THETA and 
PSI. The operation of these angles is as follows: We assume a right-handed 
coordinate system with its positive z axis directed upward and the free-
stream flow in the direction of the positive x axis. First rotate the 
coordinate system about the y axis by angle THETA such that positive THETA 
tilts the positive x axis upward. Then rotate about the new z axis by angle 
PSI such that for positive PSI the rotation is clockwise when viewed from 
above. The view direction separation angle, DELTA is applied to angle PSI 
such that the members of a stereo pair are actually viewed from angles 
THETA, PSI-DELTA and THETA, PSI + DELTA, and are plotted in that order. 
For a particular case (i.e., body and set of trajectories), the user 
must specify the number of trajectories and the (upstream) x coordinate at 
which plotting of the trajectory data is to be begun. This need not have the 
same value as the initial x coordinates of the data stored on unit 10. 
Translating and scaling of the data such that it will properly fit into 
the plot area is handled automatically by the program. 




Figure 6. Stereographic plots of an eight-trajectory, 20 ~m-diameter water drop flux tube 
to a particle repl"iCator mounted on the forward fuselage of a Lockheed C130A 
airplane. The central trajectory is also shown. CF = 1.15. (Ref. 1) Three-
dimensional perspective can be attained by staring at the center of the figure 
and then crossing the eyes such that the two images merge. 
External Storage Units 
Units 5 and 6 are the system input and print units. 
Unit 9 contains the three-dimensional body surface data, plus some 
scaling information, as stored by SR PINPUT. 
Unit 10 contains the trajectory data as stored under control of PGMS 
ARYTRJ, CONFAC or TANTRA. 
Printed Output 
The printed output is simple. It consists of a run identification, the 
input data and some scaling information. For each trajectory is printed: 
1. the coordinates (XTRAJ, YTRAJ, ZTRAJ) of each point before translation, 
scaling and projection onto the plot plane, and 2. the translated, scaled 
and projected coordinates ,(XPLOT, YPLOT) of each point plotted. 
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Variables and Format 
HOLL(18), (18A4) 
ICRT, NTRJS, XSTART, 
(L1, 19, FlO.O) 
LINE!, LINE2, 
(7A6/7A6) 




72 columns of Hollerith run identification. 
ICRT A logical variable which when 
true causes plotting to be via 
CRT. Otherwise, plottin~ is 
via pen and ink. 
NTRJS Number of trajectories to be 
plotted. 
XSTART x coordinate at which trajectory 
plotting is to begin. Need not 
correspond to the initial x co-
ordinates of trajectories stored 
on unit 10. 
Cards 3 and 4 are read only if ICRT is 
true (card 2). Two lines of 42 columns 






Viewing angles and viewing angle 
separation (degrees). (See 
definitions above.) 
72 columns of Hollerith labeling 
for the plots. 
5',6' Cards 5 and 6 are repeated for as many additional plot 
pairs as desired. 




Hess and Smith (refs. 9 and 10) present results of a wide range of 
studies where flow velocities and pressures calculated by their method are 
compared with other theory and with experiment. Outstanding agreement with 
the data from other sources is evident. 
In reference 1 we present results of several studies that examine 
accuracy of the trajectory calculations. To check accuracy of the numerical 
integrations we computed trajectories of 1 ~m diameter water drops in axi-
symmetric airflow about an ellipsoid of fineness ratio 2 and found the largest 
deviation from the stream line flow to be 0.006%. Thus very small particles 
are computed to essentially follow the stream flow as they should do. 
To determi ne d i·fferences between traj ectori es computed by a body con-
structed from Hess-Smith panels and a body with an analytically defined 
surface, we computed trajectories of water drops about ellipsoids of fine-
ness ratio 2 of both types in axisymmetic air flow at 5 kft altitude in a 
standard atmosphere (ref. 1). The Hess-Smith ellipsoid was constructed from 
1800 panels, and the length of the semi-major axes of the ellipsoids was 
taken to be 4.67m. Results are shown in Fig. 7 for comparison of trajectory 
intersections with the extended minor axis. All of the Hess-Smith points 
are slightly farther from the ellipsoid surface than the analytical points, 
but the discrepancies are not large. The largest discrepancy, for 100 ~m 
drops at 31 cm, is very atypical in that this point is on the edge of a 
shadow zone, where: trajectory distortions are near their maxima, concen-
tration factors become very large, and we expect and find "pathlogical" 
computational results caused by trajectories crossing each other in this 
region of extremely high concentration gradients. 
Also in reference 1 we compare our tangent trajectories with those cal-
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20 40 60 80 100 
DISTANCE FROM ELLIPSOID SURFACE ALONG EXTENDED MINOR AXIS (cm) 
Figure 7. Comparison of water drop trajectories about an ellipsoid 
of fineness ratio 2 using exact and approximate potential 
airflow. The ellipsoid semi-minor ax4s is of length 
2.335m. (From ref. 1) 
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of fineness ratio 5 for the two conditions of flow and particle size given 
in Figure 4 of reference 19. Particle equations of motion without gravity 
were used. In terms of the distance of the tangent trajectory from the 




















Here ro is a fraction of the ellipsoid semi-major axis length. Differences 
in our method of calculation and that of Dorsch et ale are discussed in the 
next section. 
ADDITIONAL VERIFICATION 
The work of comparison of calculated tangent trajectories to an ellipsoid 
of fineness ratio 5 with those calculated by Dorsch et ale (ref. 19) was ex-
tended to include cases given in Table 1 of reference 19. Three cases were 
chosen for study as follows: 
Altitude: 5000 ft Temperature: 20°F 
Water droplet diameter: 20 ~m 
Ellipsoid semi-major axis length: 5 ft. 
Free stream speeds: 100, 300, 500 mph. 
The Dorsch, et ale calculations were done neglecting gravity, with use of 
very early drag data and the equations of motion were integrated with a mechani-
cal differential analyser. Our calculations included gravity and were done by 
the codes described herein. In both studies flow about an analytical ellipsoid 
was used. Our calculations were three-dimensional, but confined to the y = 0 
plane. To account for effects of gravity (i.e., droplet settling) we calculated 
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tangent trajectories above and below the ellipsoid and averaged the results. 
(If ro values are adjusted for droplet settling between initial and impact 
points, the result is the same as the average ro values obtained from the 
above and below tangent trajectories.) Results are: 
r 
0 
Free This Study Stream Dorsch, 
Speed et al., Upper Lower 
{meh} Ref. 19 Side Side Average 
100 .024 .0198 .0174 .019 
300 .041 .0373 .0365 .037 
500 .054 .0460 .0456 .045 
Lewis and Ruggeri (ref. 20) present experimental data obtained in the 
NACA Lewis wind tunnel used for icing studies. Data were obtained at con-
stant free stream airspeed and atmospheric conditions for axisymmetric flow 
about an ellipsoid of fineness ratio 2.5. Local impingment efficiencies 
were measured as a function of siR (s is the distance measured aftward along 
the ellipsoid surface from the nose of the ellipsoid, and R is the semi-
minor ellipsoid axis) for four narrow distributions of droplet sizes. The 
relevant datum here is the maximum siR for each droplet distribution which is 
produced by the maximum droplet d'iameter, 0max' in its distribution. 
Lewis and Ruggeri give the following flow and dimensional data: 
Free stream speed: 157 kts (80.767 m s-l) 
Temperature: 50°F (283.16°K) 
Pressure: 28" Hg (94583 Pa) 
Semi-minor ellipsoid axis: 15 inches (O.381m) 
We calculate air density to be 1.1637 kg m- 3 • 
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Lewis and Ruggeri also give theoretical sIR results. Our calculations 
were done as described previously in this section. x,z coordinates of 
limiting impingement points were converted to (s/R)max values by a graphi-
cal method. Results are as follows: 
( s/R)max From Ref. 20 
(s/R)max % Error 
°max 
Exp. Theor. % Error % Error Relative to 
Mean from from Relative This Relative Ref. 20 
(lIm) Figs. 10,23 Fig. 23 to Exp. Study to Exp. Theory 
24 .23 .52 +160 .385 +67 -26 
35 .405 .75 + 88 .648 +60 -14 
45 .525 .9 + 64 .847 +61 - 6 . 
64.5 • 745 1.2 + 60 1.18 +58 -1.7 
Note that in all cases our calculations are closer to the experimental values, 
though for the larger particles our theoretical results differ little from 




Example card input data are given below and printouts are presented 
in the microfiche addition included with this report for each of the seven 
codes listed in Table 1. A special three-dimensional test body, which is 
described in the next section, was used for the calculations. 
All of the codes use less than 65,000 central processor storage words, 
and most use substantially less. Program BOXC uses the most storage and 
STEREO uses the least. 
Total running times on the UNIVAC 1100/42 computer at NASA Lewis 









Total Running Time 








THE. TEST BODY 
A special asymmetric test body was designed and is described in terms of 
189 Hess-Smith panels. A listing of the data cards for the body follows the 
PBOXC card input below, and Fig. 8 shows computer plots of the body. 
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The structure of the body is as follows: 
1. The more pointed end, which faces the free stream flow, is 
half of a prolate ellipsoid 
x2 t: g- + 4 + z2 = 1; -3 ~ x ~ O. 
x :J 
Figure 8. Asymmetric test prob
lem body. 
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2. The central section is a cylinder 
2 f + Z2 = 1 O~x~1. 
3. The blunt end is half of an oblate ellipsoid 
2 (x - 1)2 + ~ + Z2 = 1; 1 s x ~ 2. 
4. The body is truncated by the plane 
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Card numbers are the same as those given in the code description section. 
Numbers punched in columns 35-36 and 45-46 correspond to the m and n designations 
used to organize the data. They are not read by the computer. (See pp. 16 ff.) 
Test Problem Data Cards 
Columns: 10 20 30 32 
! ! ! ! 
2.0 2 1 1 SHaD 1 
2.0 1 2 SHeil 2 
2.0 1 3 SHBD 3 
2.0 1 4 SHaC 4 
2.0 1 5 SHBD 5 
2.0 1 6 SH8D 6 
2.0 1 7 SHaC 7 
2.0 1 8 SHBIl 8 
2.0 1 3 SHaD 9 
2.0 1 LD SHBD 10 
2.0 1 11 SI180 11 
2.0 1 L2 SH80 12 
2.0 1 13 SHaD 13 
2.0 1 L4 SHaD 14 
2.0 1 15 SHBG. 15 
2.0 1 L6 5MB!: 16 
2.0 1 17 SHBD 17 
2.0 1 18 SHBO 18 
2.0 1 19 SHBD 19 
2.0 1 20 SHaG 20 
2.0 1 21 SHBD 21 
2.0 1 22 SHaD 22 
2.l 1 23 SHaD 23 
2.0 1 21t SHaD 24 
1.5 1.7320 0.0 1 2 1 SHBD 25 
1.5 1.67 0.2297 2 2 SHBD 26 
1.5 1.4& 0.4659 2 3 SHaD 27 
1.5 1.14 O. &520 Z '+ SHeD 26 
1.5 'l.8 0.7681 2 5 Sl1aD 29 
1.5 0.4 0.8426 2 1) SHaD 3ti 
1.5 C.D 0.6660 2 7 SHaD 31 
1.5 -0.4 0.8 2 8 SHBD 32 
1.5 -0.8 0.6 2 9 SHaD 33 
1.5 -1.2 0.4 2 10 SI1BC 34 
1.5 -1.6 0.2 2 11 SHeD 35 
1.5 -1.7320 0.0 2 12 SHaD 3& 
1.5 -1. &7 -0.2297 Z L3 SHaD 37 
1.5 -1.46 -0.4659 2 14 SHBD 38 
1.5 -1.14 -0.652(1 2 15 SHaD 39 
1.5 - 0.8 -C.7&S1 2 1& SHaD 40 
1.5 -0.4 -0.8426 2 17 SHaD 41 
1.5 0.0 -0.8660 2 18 SHBD 42 
1.5 0.4 -0.8426 2 19 SHeD 43 
1.5 0.8 - 0.7&81 2 20 SHBO '+4 
1.5 1.14 -0.6520 2 21 SHaD itS 
1.5 1.46 -0.4659 2 22 SHeD 46 
1.5 1.&7 -0.2297 2 23 SHBC 47 
1.5 1.7320 O.ll 2 :;). -'+ SHBD 48 
1.~ 2.!l 0.0 1 :3 1 SHeD 49 
1.0 1.87 0.3546 3 2 SHBD 50 
1.0 1.6 0.6 3 3 SH8C 51 
1.0 1.2 0.8 3 4 SHBC 52 
1.0 0.8 0.91&5 ;3 5 SHBC 53 
1.0 0.4 0.9798 3 6 SHaD 54 
1.0 :I.l 1.0 3 7 SHaD 55 
1.0 - O. 4 0.6 3 6 SHeD 56 
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1.0 - 0.8 0.6 J 9 SHBC 57 
1.0 -1.2 0.4 3 10 SHaD 5~ 
1.0 -1.6 0.2 3 11 SHao 59 
1.0 -2.0 G.O 3 12 SHBG 60 
1.0 -1.87 - 0.351+6 J 13 SHBD 61 
1.0 -1.6 -0.6 3 lit SHBD 62 
1.0 -1.2 -0.6 J 15 S .eD 63 
1.0 - o. 8 -0.9165 3 1 SHaD 64 
1.0 -0.4 -0.9798 J 1 SHeD 65 
1.0 0.0 -1.0 3 18 SHBD 66 
1.0 0.4 -0.9798 3 19 SHa D 67 
1.0 0.8 -0.91&5 3 20 SHBC 68 
1.0 1.2 -0.8 3 21 SHBD 69 
1.0 1.6 -0.6 J 22 SHBD 7CJ 
1.0 1.87 -0.3546 3 23 SHBD 71 
1.0 2.0 0.0 3 24 SHBG 72 
0.0 2.0 0.0 1 8 1 SH8C 73 
0.0 1.87 0.3546 8 2 SHBD 74 
0.0 1.6 0.6 8 3 SHBD 75 
0.0 1.2 0.8 8 4 SHeD 76 
0.0 0.8 0.91&5 8 5 SHBD 77 
0.0 C.4 0.9798 8 6 SHB£? 78 
0.0 0.0 1.0 8 7 SHBD 79 
0.0 -0.4 0.5 8 8 SHaD 80 
0.0 -0.8 0.6 8 9 SHBD 81 
0.0 -1.2 0.4 8 10 SHBD 82 
0.0 -1.6 0.2 8 11 SHBD 83 
0.0 - 2. a 0.0 8 12 SHBD 8,+ 
0.0 -1.67 -0.3546 8 13 SHec 85 
0.0 -1.6 -0.6 8 14 SHaD 86 
0.0 -1.2 -0.8 8 15 SHaD 87 
0.0 -0.8 -0.9165 8 16 SHBD 88 
0.0 -0.4 -0.9798 8 17 SHBD 89 
0.0 0.0 -1.0 8 18 SHBD 90 
0.0 0.4 -0.9798 e 19 SHBD 91 
0.0 0.8 -0.91&5 8 20 SHBD 92 
0.0 1.2 -0.8 8 21 SHBD 93 
0.0 1.& -0.6 8 22 SHB C 9,+ 
C.O 1.87 - 0.3546 8 23 SHeD 95 
0.0 2.0 0.0 8 24 SHB C 96 
-0.5 1.9720 0.0 1 9 1 SHBD 97 
- 0.5 1.65 0.3415 9 2 SHBD 98 
-0.5 1.585 0.5866 9 3 SHBC 99 
-0.5 1.195 0.7844 9 Jt SHeD 100 
-0.5 0.8 0.9012 9 5 SHB C 101 
-0.5 0.4 0.9655 9 6 SHBD 102 
-0.5 o.c 0.98&0 9 7 SHac 103 
-0.5 - 0.4 O.B 9 8 SHeD 104 
-0.5 -0.8 0.6 9 9 SHBD J.O 5 
-0.5 -1.2 0." 9 10 SHBG 106 
-0.5 -1.6 0.2 9 11 SHaD lil7 
-0.5 -1.9720 0.0 9 12 SHaD 10 8 
-0.5 -1.85 -0.3415 9 13 SHBD 10':1 
-0.5 -1.585 -0.5866 9 14 SHBD 11[; 
-0.5 -1.195 -0.7844 9 15 SHB 0 111 
-0.5 - 0.8 -0.9012 9 16 SHaD 112 
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-0.5 -0.4 -0.9655 9 17 5MBt 113 
-0.5 0.:1 -0.9660 9 18 SHBD 114 
- o. 5 0.4 -0.9655 9 19 5MB!: 115 
-0.5 0.8 -0.9012 9 20 SHBD 116 
-0.5 1.195 -0.7844 9 21 SHB!: 111 
-0.5 1.585 -0.5866 9 22 SHBC 118 
-0.5 1.65 -0.3415 9 23 SHBD 119 
-0.5 1.9720 0.1i 9 
" 
-'+ SHBD 120 
-1.0 1.8856 0.0 1 10 1 SHBD 121 
-1.0 1.785 0.3039 lQ 2 SHBD 122 
-1.0 1.54 0.5440 10 3 SHBD 123 
-1.0 1.175 0.7374 10 1+ SHB C 124 
-1.0 0.8 0.8538 10 5 SHaD 125 
-1.0 0.4 0.3214 10 6 SHBD 126 
-1.0 0.0 0.9428 10 7 SHBD 127 
-1.0 - O. ~ O.B 10 8 SHaD 128 
-1.0 - o. 8 0.6 10 9 SHBO 129 
-1.0 -1.2 0.4 10 10 5MBC 13G 
-1.0 -1.6 0.2 10 11 SHBD 131 
-1.0 -1.13856 0.0 10 12 SHBD 13, 
-1.0 -1.785 -0.3039 10 L3 SHBD 133 
-1.0 -1.54 -0.5440 10 11+ SHBC 134 
-1.0 -1.175 -0.7374 10 15 SHBC 135 
-1.0 -D. a -0'.8538 10 16 SHBD 136 
-1.0 - o. 4 - 0.9214 10 17 SHBD 137 
-1.0 c.o -0.9428 10 18 SHBD 138 
-1.0 o. :. -i).9214 10 19 SHBC 139 
-1.0 0.8 -0.8536 10 20 SHBC 14u 
-1.0 1.175 -0.7374 10 21 SHBC 141 
-1.0 1.54 -0.5440 10 22 SHBC 142 
-1.0 1.765 -0.3039 10 23 SHaD 143 
-1.0 1.8856 0.0 10 24 SHaD 14'+ 
-1.5 1.7320 0.0 1 11 1 SHBD 1,+5 
-1.5 1.67 0.2297 11 2 SHB C 140 
-1.5 1.46 0.4659 11 3 SHBD 1'+7 
-1.5 1.14 0.6520 11 '+ SH8G 148 
-1.5 O.d 0.7681 11 5 SHBD 1'+'3 
-1.5 C.4 0.8426 11 6 SHBD 15~ 
-1.5 0.0 0.5660 11 7 SHBD 151 
-1.5 -0.4 0.8 11 8 St1B 0 152 
-1.5 -0.8 0.6 11 9 SHBD 153 
-1.5 -1.2 0.4 11 10 SHBD 154 
-1.5 -1.6 0.2 11 11 SHBC 155 
-1.5 -1.7320 0.0 11 12 SHaD 156 
-1.5 -1.57 -0.2297 11 13 SHaD 157 
-1.5 -1.46 -0.4659 11 14 SHBD 156 
-1.5 -1.14 - O. 6520 11 15 SHBt 159 
-1.5 -0.8 -0.7681 11 10 SHBD 150 
-1.5 - 0.4 -0.8426 11 17 SI1B C 161 
-1.5 0.0 - 0.6660 11 18 SHBG 162 
-1.5 n.~ -0.6426 11 19 SHaD 163 
-1.5 !l.8 -!l.7081 11 20 SHaD 154 
-1.5 1.14 -0.6520 11 21 SHBD 165 
-1.5 1.46 -0.4659 11 22 SHBD 166 
-1.5 1.67 -0.2297 11 23 SHBD 167 
-1.5 1.7320 0.0 11 24 SHBD 168 
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-2.0 1.4907 0.0 1 12 1 5MBD 169 
-2.0 1.465 0.1378 12 2 SHBC 170 
-2.0 1.322 0.341+4 12 3 5MB!: 171 
-2.0 1.072 0.5179 12 4 SHBD 172 
-2.0 0.8 0.6289 12 5 SHBC 173 
-2.0 0.4 0.7180 12 6 SHec 174 
-2.0 0.0 0.7454 12 7 SHBD 175 
-2.e - C. 4 0.7180 12 8 5MBD 176 
-2.0 -0.8 0.6 12 9 SHBD 117 
-2.0 -1.2 0.4 12 10 SHBD 178 
-2.0 -1.4 0.2560 12 11 SHaD 179 
-2.e -1.4907 0.0 12 12 SHBD 180 
-2.0 -1.465 - 0.1378 12 13 SHBD 181 
-2.0 -1.322 -0.3444 12 14 SHB C 182 
-2.0 -1.072 -0.5179 12 15 SHBD 183 
-2.0 -0.8 -0.628'1 12 16 SHB C 18 It 
-2.0 - o. 4 -0.7180 12 17 SHBD 185 
-2.0 0.0 -0.7454 12 16 SHB C 186 
-2.0 0.4 -n.7180 12 19 SHeD 187 
-2.0 o.a -0.6289 12 2a SHBD 186 
-2.0 1.072 -0.5179 12 21 SHB!: 189 
-2.0 1.322 -0.3444 12 22 SHBD 190 
-2.0 1.465 -0.1378 12 23 SHBC 191 
-2.0 1.4907 0.0 12 24 SH8D 132 
-2.0 1.4907 0.0 2 13 1 SHBD 1'33 
-2.0 1.322 o .344'+ 13 2 SHBD 194 
-2.0 0.8 0.6289 13 3 SI",BD 195 
-2.0 C.4 D.7180 13 4 SH8D 196 
-2.(l c.a 0.7457 13 5 SHBD 197 
-2.0 - 0.4 0.7150 13 6 SHBC 198 
-2.0 -0.6 0.6 13 '7 SHBD 199 
-2.0 -1.2 o .It 13 8 SHBC 200 
-2.0 -1.4907 0.0 13 9 SHBC 201 
-2.0 -1.322 -0.3444 13 10 SHB!: 202 
-2.0 -0.8 -0.6289 13 11 SHaD 203 
-2.0 -0.4 -C.7180 13 12 SHBD 204 
-2.0 0.0 -(1.7454 13 13 SHB!: 205 
-2.0 0.4 -0.7180 13 14 SHB C 206 
-2.0 0.8 -0.6289 13 15 SHBD 207 
-2.0 1.322 -0.344'+ 13 16 SHBC 208 
-2.0 1.4907 0.0 13 17 SH8D 209 
-2.5 1.055 0.0 1 14 1 SHB C 210 
-2.5 1. a 0.2357 14 2 SH8D 211 
-2.5 0.8 0.3815 1-'4 3 SHBD 212 
-2.5 0.4 0.5153 14 4 SHBD 213 
-2.5 D.O 0.5528 14 5 SHB! 214 
-2.5 - D. 4 0.5153 14 6 SNac 215 
-2.5 -(l.8 0.3815 ill 7 SH8'D 216 
-2.5 -1. !J 0.2351 14 8 SHaD 217 
-2.5 -1.055 0.0 14 9 SI'I8D 218 
- 2. 5 -1.0 -0.2357 14 10 SHaD 219 
-2.5 - 0.8 -0.3815 14 11 SHBC 220 
-2.5 -0.4 -0.5153 14 12 SHBD 221 
-2.5 0.0 -Q.5528 14 13 SHBD 222 
-2.5 0.4 -0.5153 14 14 SHBD 223 
-2.5 n.8 - O. 3815 14 15 5MBC 0::24 
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-2.5 1.0 -0.2357 14 16 SHBD 225 
-2.5 1.055 O.D 14 17 SHaD 226 
-2.5 1.055 11.0 2 H 1 SHaD 227 
-2.5 0.8 0.3815 H 2 SHBD 228 
-2.5 0.4 0.5153 1 ~ 3 SHBG 229 
-2.5 0.0 0.5528 15 4 SHBD 230 
-2.5 - 0.4 0.5153 H 5 SHBD 231 
-2.5 -0.8 0.3815 H 6 SHBO 232 
-2.5 -1.D55 0.0 1~ 7 SHBD 233 
-2.5 -0.8 -0.3615 H 6 SHBD 234 
-2.5 -a.:. -0.5153 H 9 SHBD 235 
-2.5 o. D -0.5528 H 10 SHBe 236 
-2.5 0.4 -0.5153 lS 11 SHBD 237 
-2.5 0.8 -0.3815 U 12 SHBe 238 
-2.5 1.055 0.0 H 13 S HBD 239 
-3.0 1 1E 1 SHaD 240 
-3.0 1E 2 SHBD 241 
-3.0 1£ 3 SHBD 21+2 
-3.D 1£ It SHBD 243 
-3.0 if 5 SHBD 244 
-3.e if 6 SHBC 245 
-3.0 1£ 7 SHBD 246 
-3.0 it 8 SHBD 247 
-3.D 1£ 9 SHBO 248 
-3.0 1£ lD SHaD 249 
-3.0 H 11 5MB [ Z50 
-3.0 1E 12 SI180 251 
-3.0 3 1E 13 SHBG 252 
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Figure 9 shows a stereo pair of plots of the test body and the tangent 
trajectory calculated via the TANTRA test problem. 
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Figure 9. Stereographic plot of the tangent trajectory of a 200 ~m diameter water drop to the lower side of the test 
body in the y = 0 plane. Plotted from the results of the TANTRA test problem. Three-dimensional perspective 
can be attained by staring at the center of the figure and then crossinq the eyes such that the two images 
merge • 
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM PRINTOUT 
PBOXC 
PROGRAM PBOXC AT"OSP~ERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEOPORD. MASSACHUSETTS 
BODY 10. T=:ST 
TEST BpC., 
PARA!09ETRIC I N FOR .~ A T ION 
NO SYMMETRY SPECIFIEO 
PLOTS APE !PREPARED 
PAGE 1 
__ ....... _~_~~_ ••••• ~~ .. .. ll .... _. • ............. _~........ ...... • ....... ~ ~_ •• _._ .... _~_~ .. _ .... ~ .. ~_. __ ............ _ ... 
PROGRA M Fa oxe Ar.OSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BECFORO t MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 
BODY 10. TEST 
TEST BOO~ 
N f1 X )( ~ X NX N~X 
Y Y Y Y NY NPY 
J 
Z z Z Z NZ N::>Z 
1 1 2.300000 2.000':00 1.5000UQ 1.500000 .9!~Q66 1.591395 
O.OOOOllfl Q.OIOOOO 1.610000 1.732000 .21658 It 1.369794 
o.oaOO!Hi O.OOODOO .229700 0.000&)00 .071t655 .034899 
2.000000 2.000000 1.500aoo 1.50QDOO .94179,+ 1.598349 
0.000000 o.GOOOOO 1.460000 1.61UOOO .251249 1.254~20 
o.aaflO~O O.DD&lOOO .1t659Qg .229100 .223380 .292921 
3 2.000000 2.DIOOOO 1.500000 1.~acaoo .915363 1. eo 5113 
o.ao~coo 0.800000 1.~JtOOOQ 1.460000 • ~Q2 41 '+ 1.019539 
o.OOuOOO G.G.OOOO .6520DO .465900 .348052 .~!t5012 
2.QO!lOO() 2.0000DO 1.500000 1.5DOOOO .8~1111 1.609275 
0.000000 0.000000 .80JOUO 1.1~QOOO •• 146221 .150320 
O.QQ~OOQ 0.000000 .168100 .6,52000 .428 Cia .557494 
5 2.~OOQOO 2.0DuOUIl 1.5QOOuO 1.5QOOOD .874522 1.620269 
O.ODOOOO o.GOOOOO .400000 .6000eo .De880~ • ~'t 79 y 1 
0.00001)0 O.DDOOOO .84260 il .168100 '.4767d7 .E13!J81 I 2.000CDO 2.000000 1.50nOOD 1.500000 .~656lt9 1. E2 Ita 11 w 0.Q110000 a.oooooo 1t.0ullaoa .400000 .029236 • 1 .. 111 89 
0.000000 0.000000 .8660uO .81t2600 .499797 .6lt1222 1 
1 2.000000 2.000000 1.S,aaoco 1.5I1Q\lOO .~63Q87 1.62 6Ct 41 l 
o.oaOCOD O.GOODOO -.f+OilOOO .it 0·00000 -.Q82222 -.146316 
O.OOJOOO O.OI:ltlOD I .80IHHUl .866000 .lf98318 .623221t 
8 2.0110000 2.0GO[00 1.501)000 1.500'00 0 .872872 1.627233 
0.001)000 Q.OIDOOO 
-.8tlOQ"O -.4I.JOOUO -.218218 -.442646 
c.aooooo 0.000000 .6011000 .800000 .43643& .524111 
9 2.000000 2.0GOCOO 11.5001100 1. SODoeo •• ~72d72 1.616821 
0.030000 O.OOQCOO -~.20aDC!J -.6 iHOQO 
-. ~18 218 -.151160 
0.000000 D.aIODOO .4000ao .6QOOOO • ~3643 6 .386778 
10 2.0:0QD~D 2.0000DO 1.5'0000U 1.5!l~DOO .872812 1. E07148 
0.000000 O~QOOOOO -1.&130000 -1.200000 -.216218 -1. 08 5976 ] 0.000000 a.DeGOOO .2 10000 a • Ita 0000 .Ct36,+l& .242716 
11 2.JQODOa 2.0001)00 1. pO'DOO 0 1.5000UO .9'45063 1.589795 
o.oo'1ooe o.aoot!DO - ~.13~200 0 -1.600000 -.2;12824 -1.365206 
0.000000 0.000000 o.oqoQIJo .2·0000 G .180064 • OS 4lt clt 
12 2.300000 2.000000 1.500000 1. sao o~o .958086 1. 591 J95 
0.000000 0.000000 -1.67QOOO -1.732000 -.27&584 -1.389794 
0·.1.,0000 o.aGuooa -.229700 0.000000 -.074655 -.Q94899 
- - .,.....- - -- -"-- -,.----- -- ~---.~ ~~.. - _ w. swc 4W'Y 
., 
, 
~:rc SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
rD' MASSACHUSETTS 
PAGE 2 
X X NX N?X 0 
Iy Y NY N~Y T 
IZ Z NZ N:)Z A 
, 
l 
1.5000GO fGOOUO .956086 1.591395 o • 
i7.,OOO 1.732000 • 27658'+ 1.38 '3194 .18(3E+Ol , 
~297uQ O.COOuOO .fJ74b5S .094099 .ZQ 16E+ 00 
500)00 1.50~r.OO .941 79,+ 1. S983lt9 .aeeZE-1S 
~6athlO 1.67\1000 .2512'+9 1.ZS4J2D .17seE+Ol 
.659JO .229-1nO .2Z336J .282927 .23 ~OE+OO 
f 
~ 
~OO\l(jQ 1.5lcaiiO .915363 1.'605113 .26£5E-1lt 
LIt\!!On~ 1. 461)DOO • 2C2 '+1 '+ 1.019539 .1612E+ijl 
~52;)OQ .4659QO .3~8052 • '+!t5i:>lZ .2299E+00 
;OC~DO 1.SiltOOn .SC;,1171 1. 6Q 9275 .26e~E-l'+ 
10JuuO 1.1 .. ~uOD .1'+6221 .750320 .1 .. U5E+Cil 
'68100 • 652~\lO .428 aa • S5 7'+9'+ .1geSE+(;O 
!HHl!hJ 0 1.511000D .87'+ 522 1.62 ij 2 69 .999ZE-15 
rtilOOOD .0001)1:0 .088S0'- • itlt 7 -3 ~ 1 .1217E+u1 4 
a4260u .766100 .4767d7 .6131)81 .~O~7E.QQ l 
, I 500llGD 1.50000-0- .865649 1. £2,+811 .222Q£-15 .&H1OOO .400000 .029236 • 1ft 711 89 .1058E+01 8660LO .842600 .'+99797 .6'+1222 .ilH1E+CO j 
5UilOO~ ,1.500UOO .863087 1. eZ6D,+1 .222QE-15 1 
.. 013000 ... OuOOilO -.082222 -.lft8316 .1025E+Ol 
e DuO!) 0 .'866000 .'t98310 .62322 .. .20~7~+lJO 
50:)000 1.:51.QOOO .872812 1~627Z33 .6d82E-15 
BuO'lIolO -.:400 lJu 0 -.2J.8218 -. Itl; 26 '+6 .1118E+u1 
600000 .800000 .43&l;36 .52'+111 .2Z91E+\iO 
~OOIl('O 1.50001.0 .872072 1.618821 .17 i6E-1" 
2001l~~ -.6 WiCOOO -.218218 -.751166 .1360E+01 
~O~OOQ .600000 .436436 .366778 .2291E+ClI 
50COtHJ 1.5~JOQO .tH2812' 1. EO 71,+8 .8a8 Z E-15 
f600300 -1.200000 -.2182'18 -1.Q55976 .168eE+01 
,200000 .'+oocoo .,.36,+36 .2'+2716 .22~1E.OO 
,500000 1. SO OllU 0 .945063 1.569795, Q. 
73200fJ -1. 6~tlQiOO -.212824 -1.365206 .18i:3E+01 
fOOO!lOO .200000 .18006/t • os 4464 .1833E+'0 
~ 
rSQOQCO 1.5'0 CvO .958086 1.591395 (;. 
167",06 Q -1.7321l00 -.216S6it -1.38979 .. .18C3E·Ol 
'229100 O.lJOOOOO -.Cl74655 -.il9lt899 .20 l6E+ ~D 









































o •. J 04) Q 0 Q 





















. ....."........,..-.~.-.,...-_.",.--"---~~" 'Fe "".R'"... .. - .. .-.. -@ ..~"c •.• _ ..... _ ........... -._, 





































('. C:Hl QUOil 
0.0:0.)001) 
































































































































1. EO 5.13 : 
-1.D19539 ) 







1. f20269 j 
-.'tlt 7901 ' 
-.613J81 : 























• 11+ 9900 







100 -1.6100CQ , 
~O 0 -.Z291QO 
,-
100 1.5QGOOD 
100 -1. 4&'0000 
10 Q -.4&5900 
100 1. 5aO~OO 
100 -1.1itOOllO 
~O 0 -.65200D 
lli a 1.500000 
100 -.81100UO 




10 Il 1.500000 
IuD 0.000000 
FtO 0 -.866\JOO 
1100 1.500000 
DU 0 .4QQOOO 
lOO -.e4Z6n" 
10 U 1.5lJOOOO 
100 .eoocco 
DOU -.16810D 
DO 0 1.S(JCOCiO 
IU II 1.1,+0000 
ID 0 -.6521l00 

























































1.598349 • 8S S2E-15 
-1.25 4iJ 20 .1158E+Ol 
-.282927 .2350E+uO 
1. EO 5~13 .2&6SE-14 





1. E20269 .99C:2E-15 





1. £24811 .2220E-1S i 
I .1470 &9 .10S8E+Ol -.&41222 .ZOU1E+OO 
1.621:269 .9992E-15 I 
.44791J1 .1217£+01 i 
-.&13081 .20 97E+ 00 I 1.6D9Z7S .26E5E-1l+ 
.750 J 20 .1'+GSE+Ol I 
-.557ltS, .. .19c5E"OO j I 1.605113 • 26 ~SE-14 
1.019539 .1612E+Ol 1 
-.,+'+5012 ~22<;9E+"D ! , 
1.598349 .8882E-15 l 
1. 25ltO 20 .1758E+D1 1 
-.2.52927 .23SCE+OD 
1 
1. 5~ 1395 O. 1 
1.389794 .1803E+Ol J 
.... Q.91+899 .2076E+00 1 
1 
1.22056U .S7oltE-ti2 J 1.83172'ii .6416E+00 
• 11t 9900 .17G8E+1l0 
1 
.. ,. cnur ~,~. ~ 





BODY 10. TEST 




































































































1. v tlvo.u 0 
.600000 
.9165"0 










































































































NPY' N~Z 1 
1. Zltl~ 










• 6000 1 
• 87 66~ 
1.250j)~ 
, 20 ua~ 









1. 25 ug~ 
-1.00001 
.50 0 O~ 
i 
1.25 il D~ 
-1.4tooa 
• 3D oDd 
-i: ~~~d 
• 1~ 20:il 1 
1. 22 u5~ 
-1.8317a 
-.1499°1 













































N" Z A 
1. 241119 .d2eSE-02 












1.25 (l1l17 .7710E-~3 
.20 U J 2& .&5Sl.tE+OO 
.9221l94 .2075E+00 
1.Z4biJ(j8 .3153E-01 
-.199506 .67 (8E+£lU 
.367167 .Z12SE+OD 
1.250000 .3553 E-14 
-.600000 .67(18E+OO 
.70UuC,U .2236E+\iQ 
1. 25G~Ii.u • 3S 53E-14 
-1.00UO,"0 .6708E+OQ 





1.216789 .39 75E- 01 
-1.1a9216 .67118£+00 
• 1L' 2018 .1685E+00 
1. 2~u560 .57f4E-02 
-1.831729 .6416E+QO 
-.1l.t99iJu .1708E+00 
1.2,+ 1719 .6288E-02 




BODY 10. TEST 
N M X 
Y 
Z 










































lII.iiI'iIIiiilii'll=~·· -== . .,., .,-, ~, . :.,,:.,~,,:::: L ., 
,"' -. --.......... 


































































































































































NPY 1 NPZ 






1.25 LllB 0 







































1.0101)'000 " . 
-1.qUOQOD 
-.6:0000U 





























































.3S0 U 8 9 





O. ~ (iu OOu 
.93889."5 












1.242990 • 't216E-iJ2 
-.985715 .f600E+OO 
-.78 &135 .2025E+£.0 
1.250180 .2656E-02 
-.60\;088 .E14ttE+uO 
- •. 876683 .21£8E+00 
1.250017 .771'OE- (j 3 
-.200026 .6594E+00 
-. 9~2094 .2075E+00 
1.250 !l17 .7710E"'Q3 
.200Q26 .6594E+~0 






-.786135 .2;0 25E+ (,0 
1.'21+1630 .6,043E- 02 










• 177300 .3777E+C,D 
.5DOOIiO .'te8SE-14 
1. 7350 uO .10E4+E+Dl 
.477300 .364+9E+00 
IiW = tiit " " .",. $- ; .• (14\1 ',5 :_ .~- , iF 
.- - --
"'r"~~":"-" ~ -- ~~' .....-~~~~~, ~ •• 4. 41( ........ 
;II 
~ PROGRA M PBOXC ATMOSPHERIC S CI::N CE ASSOCIATES BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAG 
BODY 10. TEST 
• 
TEST BODY I 
N M X X X X NX NPX t- y y y y NY NPY Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ r 
r 3 3 1.I)OO~Oa 1. DOll 000 O.OOOOi'.lQ u.OOOOOO o.qonaou .5QuDOO 1.600000 1.201l000 1.200000 1.60aoeo .lt47'1~ 1.40tlOOO .600000 .500000 .8000"0 .60!lOOO .89,.,.27 • to OOIlG ~' 1.UOOOOO 1.000000 0.000000 ui• 000 all 0 O.OtiOwDQ 
• 5D "OCG I 1.20nooo .800000 .8(100DO 1;.2,00000 .2.79631 1.0000uO r 
• 
.800000 .9.1651l0 .9165011 .80UOOO .9,6'- 101 .858250 
[ 5 1.QOl"COO 1.000090 0.000000 a.oaooao . 0 • Diu 0 0 0 0 
• 
.aooooo .lti70aoo .400JOO .800000 .156305 
.9:1651)0 .979800 .9796011 .916500 .96770Y .9'+8150 
• 
1. 0'.0000 ij 1.tlDCDOD 0.000000 u.OIJ()OOO 0.000000 .5CO"00 
• C.:,O.(loa 0 O.ODfjOOO O.OOOQOO .40';000 .C50~36 .200000 
.9',19(100 1.000000 1.ODGi]OO .9198QO .998721 .98990 U 1 
• 
1 
1 1.0aOOOlJ 1.DonDOu a.ooaQQO U.~il(lUOO Q.O~UOQQ .5001l1Ju 
1 ~.ao~oolJ -.400000 -.40\1000 Cl.OOOOOO -.lt47214 -.2UDOOO 1 
• 
1.aOOCQO .eaODOD .800000 1.IJQOOUO .89,.,+27 • 900 &J 0 a 
! 
8 1.~.OODOO 1.00000U t (;. a ooae ij o.ol.1ooao. O.OOLlODO .50" U CO 
• 
-.400'000 -.80ijOOD -.8ilOQGil -.4000DO -.lt47214 -.6D.,lhiO 
t .aooooo .600DGD .6000(;0 .800000 .894427 .7~DIlOO 
1.000000 1.GOnODO O.O:ilQOOO 
• 
9 U.OIlJOOO o .OODDO Q .5(.OOuO 
L -.800000 -1.200000 -1.200000 -.800000 -. ,.47214 "1.0000liO .600000 .400000 .,.001l00 .60ijOOO .8941+27 .SOuiHlO 
• 10 1.DOiJOOQ 1. t)iitHHHI 0.0000'00 O.tlOOuOO o ~ O!.lIJ 00 ~ .500!JfJO t -1.200000 -1.606000 -1.&00000 -1.200.,00 -~447214 -1.4Ci.:OvO 1 
• 
.'+00000 • 20!J 000 .20\)000 • 4-J iJ 000 .e94427 .300000 
1 l 11 1.000000 1.0COO(JQ D.OOOOOO 0.000000 O.:OOOI.lOU .sooona 1 -1.600QO!! -2. DD CDDil -c.DUllOn!) -1.6lnuoo '-~,447214 -1.60' 0 0 GO 
l ~200000 O.ClODOOO 0.000000 .2;)0000 .,894427 • ill 0 iJ 0 (j t 12 1.000000 1.000000 a.nOODOD .:i.tO~~oo G.OQ'UODu .500UuQ 
f 
-2.uOO()OO -1.870000 -1.8700(lQ 
-2.000000 -.'i938893 -1.: 93 5,)\,;0 t a.Qn~O!20 -.3S46GD -.3546UO il.ldJOOOO -.344208 -~ 177300 1 t 
~ 13 1.!)QC~OO 1.000000 0.000000 a.ouOGoa o.u~OOuO .500000 - 1.1 8 7 0 0 Il 0 -1.6COOOO -1.600000 -1.870000 -.672591 -1.135000 -.354&DO -.60fJOClO -.61)0 {Hill -.354600 -.140014 -.lt773UU 
t 14 1.1)00000 1. 000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 • so 0 u 00 , ~ -1.6DOtIlO -1.200000 -1.2000CjO -1.600000 -.,.4721lt - 1. 4" 0 U :a 0 
! -.&QQOOO -.81)0000 -.800000 -.600000 -. 89lt~27 -.7,000U 
I f~OOta fPJIJ~, ~ 
~ -53' '- .~"-'..~~_~~,_" _."_~ __ m __ ' 
PAGE 
• r , 
PROGRA M PBOXC 












































































































































































O. II 0-0 UQ 0 
.050436 
-.998727 


































-. 94tH 50 




















• 50 0 il:J 0 





















~ X NX 
[ Y NY 
NPX 0 
NPY T 





t·eaOOOD -.960107 -.858250 .41H:E+OO 
~. 000000 0.000000 
- •. 8i10000 -.15&305 
~ SQUaOD I • ~44+2E-14+ 
- ~ oil Ll 0 0 Q .1079E+Ql 
·~916500 -.98770S -.948150 , .ltOSIlE+OO 
[ l 
1.000000 0.000000 .50uDLI" .'S551E-16 
t·400000 -. G 50 .. 3& 
r979800 - .998727: 
1.000000 o • il 0000 Q 
-.2COUOO .1071E+D1 






-.98990u • ,41HJ 5 E+" 0 
1.000000 O.UGUIlO9 • 500000 .2220E-14 
~ .~aouo 0 .15&305 
1-.979800 -.987709 






I. (l00000 o.oooaoo 
.5000011 .31u9E-14 
I 
.11i 83E+ 01 1 •. ~~, 000 
-J, 858250 .41fEE+QO 
.SDOQQU .&6E1E-14 l 
1. cGUDOO .441214 
~!,~anODOO -.894427 
1.4000 Ij 0 .1095E+01 
-.700000 .4412E+ liO J 
iJ.OOOOOO o.ooouoo .5CuQOO .,0217E-14 
1.600080 • & 72 591 1.7351100 .:10 E4E+Q1 
-. &00000 -.140014 -.477300 .:3&49E+ 00 
a.ooooao 0.000000 .5DUatlO .!6217E-14 
i.a7ClDao .938893 
:-.35,.&00 -.3-'4206 
1. 93 5U~O I .;1069E+01 
-.171300 ·13777E+00 
,.. sooooo -.049532 -.2ft80&8 
.' 7048E- 03 
l.972000 .939121 1~ 92 31l-:;2 .6238E+1l0 
0.000000 .33998U .174U52 .1853E+00 
-.SIU!OllD -.043145 -.2 .. 9477 .,78B7E-03 
iL.8SGOOO .675158 1.12 &269 .i02Li5E+OO 
t .31t150a 
r 
.73&41t .470&88 .1816EHiO 
.. 
~.500QOO -.034875 -.24+ 91&9 • E~;27E- G3 
d;~ 585000 .449471 1.·3950 16 .6&'i3E+OO 





































O. Q DO 000 















-1.20-0 00 1) 
-.800000 
it • . ;¥i 444 .we ' .3 P . j1a kSi £ Nt) • ~,;t i. on *"ir;,,, 










































































































































































.60 OOG 1 
.9'+0749 
-.250~{J2 







.10" OU a 




1-1. 40 0 a (J 0 
.3lJOJuQ 
'-.247831 
o!o 1. ;93015 
.1DIJ~24 





































































-. 250 (J 0 I) 
-.6noooo 
.7D';QiiQ 
-. Z5 U 00 Il 
-1.ao~ot,o 
.5000 U 0 
-.2,i;Ot.:O 
























1.2 .. 68E- 03 
i.64tHE+QO 





.311 ~2E- 02 




































PROGRAM PBOXC ATMOSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIAfES 
BEtlFORO, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 
BOO't' 10. TEST 
TEST BODY 
N H X X X X , NX NPX 
Y Y Y Y NY NPY 
Z 1 Z 
.' Z NZ NPZ 
4 1& 0.001000 0.000000 -.500000 -.500000 -.029218 -.25 0016 
-.800000 -. 4a aooo -.400000 ... 8QC~OO 
-.157'-42 -.6COO01 
-.916500 -.979600 -.965500 ';.901200 
-.98709c -.9407 Lt9 i 
17 0.001l000 U.QOOOOO -.5ao~oa -.5000!l0 ... U28252 -.250002 1 1 
-.1+00000 u.OOOOOO 0.0000011 -.400000 - • .:I5Q789 ... 2Q 00 ~o 
.' 1 
-.979600 -1.000000 -.986000 -.9655.00 - .998310 -.962825 
18 O.I)~OOOO ".000001l !"'.§50aOO(f -.50COOO ~.O'8252 -.25uOO2 
.40QCJOQ I o.OOCOOO .050789 .200000 ~ O.QOOOOO 5 :. 4 " Q.o 0 0 
-1.000000 -.979800 -.965500 -.986000 -.998310 -.962825 ) 
19 !l.aaOODO 0.001)000 -.5000"0 -.500000 -.029218 -.25uu16 
.!tOOOOO •.. 800000 .60000G • ItOlloao .157 ~42 • &00 U U 1 
-.979800 -;;91,~500 
-.9012"0 -.96551)0 -.987L196 -.940749 
20 o.ooocoo a.Doucell -.500000 -.500000 -.031043 -. ,.9537 
.800000 1.201HiilU 1.195iHIO .8DOOOQ .281449 .998756 
-.91650 a -.eo~ooo -.784400 -.9a1200 -.959074 -.85(:538 
21 0.000000 0.060000 -.500000 -.500000 -.0341)75 -.21t9169 
..... 1.Z0COO\) 1.600000 1.S85QOO 1.19~UOO .449471 1.395016 0 
-.800000 -.600000 -.58661,0 
-. 784400 -.892E14 -.692774 
22 0.:)00000 O.OGuOOQ -.500000 -.SQOOCU "'.(14314S -.249477 
1.600000 1.870000 1.850000 1.585000 .675158 1.72 6269 
-.60000.Q -.35Lt600 -.3'-1500 -.586600 -.736411 -.470608 
23 O.illOOOO 0.000000 -.5011300 -.500000 -.049532 ,·.2480&6 
1.870000 2.DfiDDDO 1.972ihHi 1.6SUOOD I .939127 il. 9~ 3092 
-.354600 a.oooooo o.OOOOOil -.3'+1S00 ~.33998u 
I 
!- .1740 S2 
I ' 
I I . 
5 1 -.500000 -.50DCOQ -1.1100000 -1.00-)000 !-. ~ 53543 -.7,-3334 
1.972000 1.850000 1.18511(10 1.885611G : .9341l+1 1.814150 
o.Donoell .3415QO .3U390Q 0.000000 .322188 .,161&26 
2 - •. 500000 -.500000 -:.OOODOO -1.000(100 -.1.327'+0 -.747309 
1.351)000 1.585000 1.54\)1) u 0 1.78S0CO .683173 1.690281 
.341500 .586600 • 5l+l+00 Q .303900 .7 z:.809 1 .4 .. 4215 
3 -.5tJO(lOO -.500000 -1.aoooou -1.(JOOOClO .-.:108809 -,i7"+7152 
1.585000 1.19 so~u 1.175000 1.540000 .457325 1.3738<12 
.586600 .1~440Q .737ftUO .54l+000 .882&1S .166330 l+ 
, -.500QOQ -.so~ooe -1.g0"Oeo -1.00uOOD - .0957Q 3 -.71+7958 
, 1.195:fJOO .800000 .800ilOO 1.17~OOO .288525 • S, 2572 
.764400 • 901200 .8538&11) .737400 .952&77 . .t:;193b3 
~ 





































































- ,10 4314 S 





























• 200 DuO 
-~ge2825 
i -.Z5uU16 






1. 3i 5016 
-. &92774 
'-~249477 




! -.! 17ltO 52 i . 
,-.:747309 
:1"E90281 











1164 f iE+" 0 
.i202EE+QO 
,7487 E- 04 
.'6412E+ GO 

































- ,..,.....-.---;'T--.-'---- -.,--;~---,,- ~r;:-~-..-~-'- --. -"~ . .. .. ~ ,.,,,... .• _U 
t. 
( PROGRAM PBOXC AT"'OSF~ERIC SCI=:NCE ASSOCIATES 1 J BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS BOOY 10. TEST 
t TEST BOO~ 1 I 
N M X )( X X NX Nf2X 1 I 
( '( Y Y Y NY NPY! 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ: 
5 5 -.SQi)l/OO -.50:0000 -1.:110000fl -l;.lHloaoo ~.O89915 -.7501 
.8:11)0('10 .400000 .4iliJOOIi .8110000 .16202Y • 60 Q~ 
.301200 .965500 .921400 i. bS3dD 0 .982682 .91.61., 
-.500000 -.50nODa -~.llilJOOIl -li. U illl 0 D I) ~.u 86851 
-.7SU! 
.400000 D.QQOOOO 0.000000 .ltOOOOO .05210 E .200q 
.9&5500 .986000 .9lt28uO .• 921~OQ .994858 • 95J9j 
7 -.sonooo '-.SOIiOO&l - j. 000000 -1.0000eo -.Q39925 
-. 71t8~ 
o.OO!)!)OO 
-.l+OOOCiO -.40UQOQ 0.000000 -.379842 
-.199' 
.9S6000 .aooooo .800000 .9'+280Q .92,.189 .8a22 
8 -.500000 -.500000 -1.0001)0D 
-bOOOOOO 0.01(0000 -.7500. 
-.'+00000 -.800000 -.8000UO -~l+iHJliOO -.447214 -.6000 
.8~CO()O .&(;0000 .600000 .80(1)00 .894,+27 .ra 001 
-.500000 -.5CuOCtJ -2.UCJUOO -1.lJllIHiOO 0.0'0,,00 -.75001 
-.sooooo -1.20CilOO -1.200000 -.800000 -.447214 -1. at, 001 
.&00000 .1+00011 II .40iuua .6QOOOO .894427 • 5~ DQ'i 
10 -~5:aoooo 
-.5"0000 -1.0 Ot! Q(l U -1. ijOQQOO o.o~"ooo -.75 00, 
..... 
-1.200000 -l.&DOOOO -1.600DIlQ -1.201)000 -.,.47214 -1.40 ~Oli ..... 
I 
.400000 .200000 .ZOGGCD .4000~0 .894'+27 • 3~ D Oil 
11 -.5'100(10 -.5UOtlOO -1. CI OuO(' 0 
-1."00000 - .044855 -.74131 
-1.&00000 -1.972~OO -1.885600 -1.6QOOOO : -.519160 -1. 70471 
.20001) 0 O.DIH1O\lO O.{IIlJOU!l .20ClOOO .853499 .1002] 
! 
12 -.500000 -. 500~OO - j.IIOOO",o -l.LOOOOO i -.153543 -.74331 
-1.972000 -1.850000 -1.785QOO -1.sa561l0 : -.934141 -1.87411 
0.000000 -.341500 -.303900 o.noooeD -.322168 I -.161&,j 
13 -.5JOOOO -.500000 
- !. QOuOO 0 -1.00eooo " - .132740 ' -.7473j 
j 
-1.650000 -l.seSDIHl 
-1.540000 -1.185000 -.683173 -1. E302~ 
-.341500 -.586600 c.·-.544Quu -.3039CO -.718091 -.4442: 
1 
1 
14 -. SilO 00 0 -.510000 -j.OOOOtlO -1. ClQOtlClO -~1~88~9 1 -.7477! 
-1.585000 -1.19S0uO -1.1750UO -1.540000 ".457325 
-1. 37381 
-.586600 -.784400 -.73740U -.544000 -.682618 
-. 66 33~ 
1 ; 
15 -.5~OOOO -.5CH.lOOO -1.QOOO[lO -1.00uOOO -.095703 -.747c)! 
-1.195000 -.eooooo -.80QJOiJ -1.17~OOu -.288525 -.99251 
-.781+400 -.g012iJO -.653800 I -.737400 -.952&77 
-. 81 ~3. ] 
16 -.SO;JOOO -.5000(,0 -:.uooooo -1. UOOOOO -.089915 -.7SUO,l 
-.8011000 -.400COO -.400000 -.800000 -.162020 -.600Q 
-.901200 -.965500 -.921'+00 -.853800 -.962682 
-.910' 


























































- ~ 3 22168 











l I~O() 00 0 
r ... 0000 ~8QO
r 
, 














-.750055 • 81U7 E-O·3 








-. 751.l!) 0 0 .3553E-14 
-. &0 0 il U 0 .67QSE+CJO 
.100UOO .2236E+QO 
-. 750:J 0 U .3553E-14 
-1. Qt; 0 QuO .67(18E+IlO 
• 5L 0000 .2236E+~O 
-.7500UO .6&UE-llt 
-1.40 Q 0 00 .67 CBE+UO 
• 3~ 00 u 0 •. 2236E+OO 
-.741375 .11'1E-(U 





.17 27E+O 0 
-.747389 .2518E-02 
:-1.€3il2Bl .6222E+OO 
' -~ 4~4215 .1176E+uO 
i -.747752 .,1881E-ij2 
~1.J73892 .,6640 E+ 00 
: -.66 33v4 .IZ139E+ 00 
I I 
. 
' -~7"7958 • f1341E- 02 
-.992572 .&461E+QO 
- .. 819383 •. 20 Z1E+ 0 C ! 
-. 75uO 55 .8107E-03 
... 0 &0 00u9 
.• 6500E+QO 
-.91U,.68 •. 2035E+uO 
~ ''''''*"'.1\_0'-' .. _ ,C<:" wr.~'·· . 'e==eri"'17'M:::"~=;;;;i!lits:a";If..!tf"MM'U= .. _., ... , .. ~_ ............ ' ------
1 
-.~ 
PROGRAM P80XG ATtOSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
I BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE BODY 10. TEST TEST BODY 
I 
N H X X X X NX NPX 
y Y Y Y NY N;» Y 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 
5 17 -.50DeOa -.50:1)000 -j.OODOCO 
-1.00CO'OO -.08&851 :".750005 
I -.400000 0.000000 O.OOOOOD -.400000 -.05210e :-.200003 -.965500 -.98&000 -.942800 -.921400 ~.994858 ~.953924 18 -.SOl(JOO -.500000 -1.000000 -1.000000 -.086851 -.750005 I O.OOODOO 1.4000 00 .400~OO O.CiOOOOO .05211le • 200 Q 0 3 
.' 
-.986000 -,.965500 -.9214011 -.94281J0 -.994858 -.953924 
19 -.500000 .... 500000 -j.QOllIlOD -1.000000 -.D89915 -.75U055 
.400000 .eooooo .800000 .4fiOOOO .162020 .&DOO09 
-.955500 -.901200 -.853800 .... 921400 -.982682 -.910468 
20 -.500000 -.500000 -1.000000 -1.00(lIlOO -.095703 -.747958 
I .8Q~O{JO 1.19S1)00 1.175000 .800000 .286525 .992572 -.9n1200 -.76lt400 -.737400 -.853800 -.9!;2 577 -.819383 21 -.saaooo -.500000 -j.OOOOOO -1.uDOllOO -.1()8809 ... 74 77 52 
r 1.195000 1"S8S0tlO 1.54000U 1.17 soao .457325 1.373692 , -.76:'400 -.58&&00 :-.54400 I) -.737ltOO -.882616 -.66331,,4 
i 22 -.50001)0 -.500000 -1.000DOll -1.0UCOOO -.132741) -.747389 I-' 1.585000 1.8S0eoo 1.785000 1 .• 540 DUO .683l7J 1.E90281 , N 
-.586600 -.3415 00 -.3039QO -.51+4000 -.718091 ~. 444215 
t 23 -.50·0000 -.500000 -,1.000ilOO -1.000000 -.153543 -.743334 
• 1.850000 1.972000 1.885500 1.78S000 .93ft141 1.874150 I 
-.341500 0.000000 p.tiOOilOO -.~U3900 -.3,2188 -.161&25 [ 
r 6 1 -1.1100000 -1.00DOOO -.1. 50noe; 0 -1 .• 500000 -.2&8347 -1.229&55 
~ 1.885600 1.785000 1.570~OO 1. 732000 .921489 1.773&14 o. il 0 0 D a o. • 3G 39DO .2297UO lJ.OOt30CO .280799 .134912 
2 -1.000000 -1. DC 0000 -1.5 oaOD 0 -1.500000 -.239065 -1.2'+ 5329 
1.185001' 1.5'+0000 1.4&ClilGO 1.6700'00 .7C2123 1. E14& 91 
.303900 .544000 .1+65900 .229700 .670724 .386555 
3 -1.000000 -1. au il 000 
-:. 5 " a 0 lJ a -1. SOClw{JO -'.194936 -1.21+5058 
1.SltOOOQ 1.175DOO 1.140 ao a 1.460000 .475J16 1.-329324 
.541+000 .737400 .• 652QOO .465900 .857948 .500527 
-1. liOaoo 0 -1.0001l00 -~.500000 -1.50\1000 -.170981 -1.2'+5783 
1.175000 .80nODD .80DOOO 1.1400"" .301+663 • 979004 
.737400 .853800 .768100 .652000 .936981 .753512 
5 -1.0Q1000 "~1. 00 0000 -h5GOOOO -1.5110000 -.159881 -1.250120 
.800000 • 4a 0000 .40000D .800000 .172636 .6041034 
.853800 .921400 .842600 .768100 .971923 .846449 
i. 
_.~ ",:&';h-V -- -.,,---.....,-- _-....------.",. ... -,,--t~ or_ - w " 3ft _"'_"G;fi&;'friif;'M't~jZ'p_tztril:;:-"w<;s5~~&t'-.1ri#I5rai "'rw'. 
LHE:I~~~c'mCE ASSOCIATES 
__ .. ~.~;~.~""_' ___ ~~.~_""./!'fH'''p.;£\ 4 0 ,.« P. 4" ,,44fiiC'!",_Y%W .-.f' ' , .... _., OW '., i pilSl, , +. ", 4'*1<4 "1 
,..., --,-~. .. ..... ~"'.- ,~ • -, __ .. -1't ...,.,.. 'O!t" "",,~_ .~~ ... ,'~ • ,_ • 
rEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 11 
',DY 
x X NX NPX () 
Y Y NY N;» Y 1 
Z Z NZ NPZ A 
f - hllOOQOO -1.00CD1l0 -.Ob&851 -.i75 00 0 5 .Z238E-C3 I ~ 0.Q40000 -.400000 -.052106 -.,200003 .E43&f.uO 
\ -< 9~28d Q -.921400 -.994858 -.,953924 I • ~O 10E.OO 1 -1.000000 -1.01)01)00 1-.08&851 -.7501l~5 .2236E-D3 
• 400~Q 0 ".000000 .05210E • 2() (J \l a 3 .e4t~6 E+ 00 1 -.9214011 -.942800 i-.994858 -.,953924 • ~o 10£+00 
- ~.ilOamOQ -1.000000 -.089915 ;-.,750055 .Slu7E-03 
.800000 .410000 .162020 i • ,60 0 il 09 .b5~CE+OQ 
-.85380D -.921400 -.982&82 ~. 9104&8 .2:035E+OO 
-1.QOIlDDO -1.000000 -.095103 -.747958 .13 47E- Q2 
1.175000 .80C1l00 .288525 .992572 .&·461E+ 0 0 
-.737'+00 -.853800 -.952677 -.819383 .• 2021E+00 I - j.OiJOOOO -1.&.:00000 -.108809 :".747752 '. .1887E-02 1.540000 1.17 S 00 0 .457325 1.373892 .&& 40E+ to 
-.5441100 -.737400 -.882&18 -.&633L.4 .2139E+OO ,j I , 
-1.UOOOOO -1.000000 -.132740 ".7~7l89 • ~5l8E- 02 1 
1.7850UO J.. 540 OU 0 .&8317J 1. E90 281 .&222EHJO 
\-<3n39DO -.5,+4DOO -.718l.i91 -.'+4'+215 .1776E+00 I , 
'l-1. 000 GO 0 -1.000000 -.153543 -.743334 .1969E- 02 1 .J 
. 1.885600 1.785000 .93lt1~1 1.874150 .&143E+OO '; ,j 
r 
o.OQuaOQ - • .3U3900 -.3C:2188 -.161626 .17~7E+OO ~ 
,I i-I. 5000Cl a -1.50DOUO -+.2&8347 -1.229655 ;.3684E-02 ~ 
1.670000 1.732000 .921489 1.77361'+ • 5910E+Q I) ~ l 
.229700 u.OOODOO .280799 .134912 .1448E+ JO j 1 
-1. 5 oao~ a -1.5UOOOO -.2J90&S -1. 21t 5329 • 549Q E- G 2 
1 
1.46(I1JOO 1.6700'00 .7G2123 1. E1'+6 91 .6180E+uO 
.1+65900 .229700 .670724 .386555 .1696E+OO 
... !.5000.uO - 1 .• S'O G w u 0 -.1.94936 -1. 2f+50 68 .3782E-Q2 
1 I ~< H~dOO 1.460000 .475316 1.329324 .64caltE+UO 
. .652QO 0 .465900 .857948 • &0 06 27 .199EE+ClO 1 f1<5aQOOQ -1.50vOOO -.170981 -1.2.1t5783 .2596E-02 
.8 Oil 000 1.1400QU .30,+683 .97900'+ • 63 7~E. 00 ,1 
.768100 .652000 .9:36981 .153512 .19t8E+OO t 
'j 
-~.5GOOOO -1.500000 -.159881 -1.250120 .1&77E-U2 I .400000 .800000 .172&38 • 6DOO3~ .&5f:14E+OD .84260 a .768100 .911923 .846449 .ZOS8E+OO t ,. 
J 
\ 
~ , q'I anJf mrt., 
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~ ATf-OSPHERIC SGI::NCE ASSOCIATES 
r 
EEOFORO, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 12 
EST BOCY 
t X X NX NPX 0 
t Y Y NY NPY T [ Z Z NZ NPZ A 1 lao - I~. 5 Ihl a Q a -1.51liiOOD ~.153515 -1.25u012 .4933f-03 
1°0 0.000000 .4aoooo .055250 .20Li010 .6ttS1E+IJO 
1 
UJO .866000 .842600 ,.986601 .893198 .2027E+00 [ 
-i.50000Q -'.07410 C 100 -1.5IlCOOO -1. ZI+810U. .1853E-01 00 -.4000(] a U.O~OOCO -.251846 -.199835 .6560E+GO 
1100 .800000 .866000 .964926 .852389 .2073E+61O 
t 
100 
- ~. 500110" -1.5QOOOO O.UOO£lOU -1.25(HIOQ .35 :3E-14 Joo -.800000 -.4000()O -.447214 -. 6u liD 110 .6108E+00 ~ 
1100 .&OQIlUQ .8QOOeO .894427 .100000 .2236E+ljO 
r 
f 
ioo -1.5QuOfJO -1.5uenOD a.DaOUDQ -1.25 ilO DU .3553E-14 
(GO -h200000 -.SUOClOO - .447214 -1.0"0(100 .67IlSe·4./0 
r~(J 0 .400000 .600000 .894427 .5000 LlO .2236E+00 
too -1.500000 -1.500000 O.OGODOO "1.2500uO •. 66f1E-14 
100 -1.600000 -1.2000&)0 -.447214 -1.40000 a .,67Q8E+uO 1 1 
iOO .20aooo .4aooco .894427 .30ilD(i{l .:22~6E."a 
1 
100 -1.50000 a -1.5QOOOD . -. 1 r. 5 ES '+ ~1. 225923 .264jf-lil 1 i iDa -3.7321l00 -1.60Doao . -.687853 -1. 707445 .60S6E+CJO , 
[00 O.OOQUjO .2000GO , .718119 • 100626 .,14:,. E+ GO 
1 ;00 -1. SOJQa~ -1.5')~OUO ,-.268347 ;'1.229655 .'.3684E-V2 Dc -1.67lQilil -1.732000 " -.921489 -1. i73614 .591OE+G 0 
; -~260799 .'1448E+ 00 1 00 -.229701) 0.000000 -.134912 ] 
'j 
l 
po - 2,. 5t1~O(jU -1.5\1000D -.Z3Ij06S ';'1.245329 .;5490E-02 ~l 
DO -1, ... 6000 0 -1.670000 i-~702123 -1. 614691 .61eQE+OO 
.0 - .• 465900 -.229700 ,-~,67u72'+ -.386555 .;1& 96E+ 0 0 
, 
DO -3.50')000 ""1.500000 \ -~19'+936 -1.2:'5\J68 .3762E-02 
110 -1.140000 -1.46UOOO -.475316 -1.329324 .64S4EHiO i 
,0 
-.652000 -.465900 -.! 8 57948 -.600627 .1996E+l.i0 j 1 
,£I 
-2.SQUOuO -1.500000 ,- .'170981 ~1.245783 ' .2596E-02 I 
10 -.800000 -1.141)000 :- .\3 04683 -.9791)1.1'+ .63 74E+ 0 0 1 
10 - .16810 D -.652000 1- .193698 i - •. 753512 .19Q8E.CiO I 
liO -1.500000 -1.50000U :- .159881 "1.250120 .1617E-02 
1'0 -.41)0000 -.8.130000 ,-.172638 -.6(0034 .6584E+00 
iiO 
-.842600 -.76€lQO \-.971923 -.al+6449 .*058E+QO 
t i i 
1° -1.500:)01) -1.50COOO -.153515 -1. 250~ 12 .4933E-03 I 110 O.040QDIJ -.4~OUOO - .055250 -.2eOGiD .64elE+QO po -.8660UO -.642600 -.986601 -.893198 .2027E+OO 
! 
J"II crvr ~I~" :L 
.. !ft. .. ~~-. "£1""'« _~.=' ~"!{>G>~> .~~~.~ ,;.'))~,"w>.,~ ............. ;;;;.~~::L: .. ::;;g·->-· -tcirLIt·· ~_."."" "" -_._ ,_<H. -' -':;. > ••• -"-....;,.~-', - "'"-"--.. ,~. --
" 
~ . .; , 
.1'IIiT·""·iiiiiii·_~' ' '''''' ...  ~_=., 'iioil-' ~""iiIii' '-"Iiili" . iii;;l;;;;ioiii·;;ii;-·=·-... ·;:;:;~ f'~& .... =====*i!!: .. ,11==' =:m-1'i:iil'.!:i;l-"";:I;"'=-=='''==.:!' rZ=='''';-''!:i!1!>-~ff!!'!ii-!l!!!'~"$!!il!S!!!!!Mb''Il!l''!l!!!!ka'$!!iii!-"·!!i!i;f'''x.'-liiolif '.iiiIi-' b!ii!llii' iii,ivt ,.... : >IilIiii .. 'T~=_· '... 1 5il11111Trliliiih'iriii7r.· lllli;f'._·~r. 
ATMOSPHERIC SOI::NC£ ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 13 
ES'r BODY 
X X NX N?X 0 
Y Y NY NPY T 
Z Z NZ N;)Z A 
~OOOO 
- ~. 50J aD 0 -1.500000 - .153 515 -1.25~O12 • 4;9 3 3 E - 03 
1&000 .400000 1.1."00000 .055250 .200010 .6.4+81E+OO 
11400 -.842600 -.866000 -.986601 -.893198 .2027E+O(l 
1 ~OIlO -1.5000(10 -1.500000 -!-.159881 -1.25D120 i.1677E- 02 pooo .81l0GOD .40(1000 .172638 .60uD34- .65S4E .. UO seoo -.768100 -.81+26QO -.971923 . -. 84-6449 .2IlSEE+OO ~ 
'~ 
D () 0 0 -1.5000ClO -1.500000 
- .170 981 -1.245783 .2596E-02 $ooa 1.14+0000 .800000 .304+ f8 3 .979004 .6374E+UO 
rltOl) -.6521)00 -.76c100 -.93698~ -.753512 .19"8E+~0 
DODO -1.500000 -1.50(,11)00 -.194936 -1.21+5066 .3782E-132 
mooo 1.460000 1.1'tOOOO .475316 1.329324 .64~4+E+OO 
.000 -.465900 -.652QOO -.857948 -.600627 .1996E+.:1Q 1 
l 
1000 -1.500000 -1.500ilOO -.239U65 -1.245329 .54130£-02 j 
;000 1.6700UO 1.46000 (l .7U2123 1. E14691 .61S0E+uO '1 
190D -.229700 -.465900 -.670724 -.386555 .16S6E+OO 
,OOG -1.500000 -1.50\)000 -.26(1347 -1.229655 .368 4E- Q2 
;600 1.732000 1.670\100 .921489 1. 713614 .S910E+OO 
tDOO O.OOlJilO\l -.229700 -.280799 -.134912 .1,'+48E+OO 
tooo -2.000000 - 2.0.,0 00 0 -.414479 -1. E99678 .318DE-02 
i 00 0 1.465000 1.4+90 7Q 0 .8ti5202 1.611865 .5833E+QO 
1700 .137800 0.000000 .211244 .096576 .1038E+QO 
1 1000 -z.!Joanoo -2.000000 -.372374 -1. ;33772 .7874E-02 1 
100 fJ 1.3220UO 1.465(JDO .7257U1 1.434752 .6199E+{iO 
1 ;900 • 3444u D .137800 .578529 .2S7994 .1525£"00 
i 
,ODD -2.0000£10 -2.000000 -.310 112 4 -1.738932 .6345E-1l2 ;1 
iOCU 1.072000 1.322000 .SC727S 1.25G73il .63S0E+QO ! i.oo .517900 • 344l+(lO .8t408 S .497910 .1772E+OO 
I ;0:00 -2.0iHlQOQ -2.0000DO -. Z69527 -1. 7382 &6 .4544E-02 rooD .8000UO 1.u72000 .,335023 .954054 .6Z18E+QO :100 .628900 .S179{]O .902831 .6448'37 .16SSE+OO 
.. 00 -2.000Q01) .34E2E-02 -2. uullOOO -.250229 -1.150276 
rooD .4!lOiH.D .800000 .193980 .6001 (j 4 •. 67~OE+OO 
600 ! . .718ilDa .628900 .946555 .739306 .i2108£+00 
. , 
.00 - i.Ll OOila 0 -2.000000 - .2J7 69 4 -1. 7513 il 25 .96~4E-Q3 j fOO 0.000000 .40QUOO .061556 .200030 .6572E·4;O lao .745400 .718000 .969~8a .792992 .ZO€3E+OO 
r 1 
~,. fnJf ~l.· ~ 
~ .-~= &~~-:;~~_=-~~ ___ ~~~==~_~~::~-=."*!t:;., ;: *M1!I --. riM __ .p~l§Fi?":S . Y -} -.-.:~.;~-:."-=~---.. --- "~ 
1".-.... - .-,,......~P.---.-ij[~-~ .. ~,..i't:<".~~'~\'7, . 4APU#.Wi!Sij q:.se;p~;. 
t" 
.. 
( PROGRAM PBOXC ATMOSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS pr 
BODY 10. TEST 
1 C TEST: BOOY I 
N H X X X X NX N~X 1 
•• 
Y Y Y Y NY NPY I 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 1 , 
1 
7 7 -1.500000 -1. 500000 -2.000000 -2.000000 -.197278 
-1. 749~ Q.OOO[lOO -.40QOOO -.400000 a.DOCDoa -.113683 -.199 
.6&6000 .,800000 .718000 .145400 .973134 
.782, 
8 -1.5QOeDO -1.510000 -2.aO~OOU -2.000000 -.075980 -1.14731. 
I 
-.400000 -.800000 -.800000 -.400000 -.368319 -.5998\! 
, .SOODoe • 60 {jO~O .6aOO!lD .718000 .926589 .67971 
-1.500000 l 9 -1.500000 -2.000000 - 2. iJ OC 000 0.000000 
-1. 75001 
-.8UOOOO -1.20COOO -1.20&1000 -.811uGOu -.1+47214 -1. nouo! 
.&OGDOO .400000 .400000 .6'00000 .894421 • S(i 001 
1 
10 -1.500(lOO -1.50lJOOO - •• £1100000 -2.0.00000 -.t)50829 J -1.12041 
. , 
-1.2/HOOO -1.600000 -2.400000 -1.200000 -.49&74l -1.35 a3j 
(;4000a~ .200liijO .256000 .4+£10000 .86&409 • 3141~ 
.. 1 
11 -1.:;00000 -1.5rHiOOO -,.000000 -2.{jJaO~O -.348 &2& -1.7625~ , 
-1.GOllCOO -1.732000 -1. 49iJ70 0 -1.4lJI.1000 -.842191 -1. 5S05~ 
.200000 ll.CG(!OOO O.OOOOOJ .2 SE\JO Q .4i1307 .1139~ 
I 
..... 12 -1.500000 -1.511lJOOO - ,.0 {) u 0 (] 0 -2.00(l'iJOD -.414479 -1. €99&1. 
<.T1 
-1.732000 -1.&70DCa -2.465000 -1. 49f:s7CO -.885202 -1.6118t , 
c.ooocoo -.229700 -.1378,,0 u. u 0\100 a -.21121+4 -.O9&5~ 
i 
, 
13 -1.500000 -1.5«1:QOOO -2.0000-1)0 -2. vlll) UG 0 -.372374 -1.73371 
-1.&70000 -1. it6UnOO .- 2. 322c!JO 0 -1.465000 -.725701 -1.484+75 
-.465900 -.344400 -.576529 
j 
-.229700 -.137800 -.2379~ 
14 -1.500(1)0 -1.500000 -2.00UQOO -2.(l00000 - .31yu24 -1. 13693, 
-1 •. lt6000 0 -1. 1400tHI -1.0721)00 -1.322000 -.507279 -1.25 0 7~ 
-.4&5900 -.652000 -.517900 -.31.t4400 -.8 Cs40 8 5 -.4979~ 
15 -1.500000 -1.5"OGOOO -c •. OOOOOO -2.000000 -.269527 -1. 173826, 
" 
-1.140000 -.800C:00 -.800000 ~1.0720CO -.3 ~5(j 23 
-. 954Q 5 \i. 
-.&52000 -.768100 -.&2890(1 
-.9028.37 j -.S179DO -.&44831 
! 
~: 1& -1.5QOCOO -1.500000 -(.OOijQOQ -2. aOOCiHI - .2S0 229 -1. 75027! 
- .• 8000DO -.40 0000 - -.4UOOOO -.8110000 -.19398Q -.600101 
-.758100 -.842600 -.718001l -.628900 -.948555 - • .7.3 93l): 
<If: 
of 17 -1.5 an 000 -1.500000 -2.000000 -2.000IHlO 
- .237&94 -1.'75C02~ 
-.4000na o.oaOOGO 0.000000 -1I40tOOO ".CJ 61556 -.2r;oa~ 
"",:;. 
-.842601) -.8,66000 
-.745400 -.718000 -.969388 -.79299j ;.~ 
18 -1.500000 -1.50001)0 -2.000000 -2.00!.lCOO -.23769,. J -1. 7S0 0 2! 
n.!Jc~ooo .401)(IDO .4000ua 0.000000 .061556 .20(,03 , 
-.8&&000 -.842600 
- .718000 -.745400 -.969388 -.79299 
t 
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ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES 
BEOfORD, MASSACHUSETTS 
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AT1'tOSPHERIC SCr::NCE ASSOCIATES 
BECFORO, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 15 
TEST BOO' 
X X X NX NPX (J 
Y Y Y NY NPY T 
Z Z Z NZ NPZ A 
l. S(J 0000 -2.000000 -2.COOOOO !- .,2 50 229 -1. 750276 i .34f2E-u2 
1.800000 .8QOOQD .400a1JO ,,193980 .60 &111)4 ' .67StlE+OO 
r·768100 -.628~OO -.718000 1- ,,948555 -.7393£16 .21U8f+CD 
i 
I. 
l.5()OOOO -,.000000 -2.CliiOOUO -.269527 -1.738266 . .4544E-02 
~.140aOO 1.072QOO .8:00000 .335023 .95 itO 54 .~21eE+QO 
r. 6520 (I 0 -.517900 -.628900 -.902837 -.644837 i .2!695E+~O 
I L.5DOOfJO -'.OOIlOOD -2.00CIlOQ -.310024 -;1.738932 .E345E-C2 l. 46 0000 1 • .3220~O 1.(;72000 .507279 1.250730 .6.3 !:O E.OO 
·.4659CQ -.3~4400 -.517900 -.804CJ85 .... 49791Q .1.77 2E+'O 0 
l.5(10000 -2.000000 -2.000000 -.372374 -1.733772 ,.7874E-02 
'.670000 1.465000 1.322000 .725701 1.484752 .6199E+00 
t.22970(l -.1378UO -.344400 -.578529 -.297994 .152SE+ijQ 
, 
I 
.500000 -2.00fJllilQ -2.000000 -.414479 -1.699678 .3180 E-02 } 
~. 732000 1.490100 1.465000 .885202 1.611865 .5833E+OO 1 l. on GOO 0 o.OQQotu -.137800 -.211244 -.0,6576 .lLl38E+OO I i 
I 
1 ......... .I!l 
.I!l ............... -.. . ................ 
• DD\JOCO -,.500000 -Z.5DOOOO -.597981 -2.218024 .134ZE-01 I 
it 322000 1.UO(hH)!J 1.0S~OOo .7tt7834 1.24(" 23 .7391E+GO 1 
., 
.3'+4400 .235700 O.OClOQOO • 28d.!8 2 .1:49617 .193C3E.CO .; i 
t oeoa 00 -2.500noo -2.5~01JaO -.425912 - 2. Z14l.t45 .10::4E-01 
t 80 0000 .800JOQ 1.000000 .46320il .990269 .7238E+(iO 'l i 
t 62 8900 .3815(;0 .2J!:7CO .777203 • 4112e 7 .2322E+00 : ; 
.00000(1 -2.so0aOJ -2.5UOUOO -.397801 -2.250969 .9871E-02 
• ltOOClOO .400000 .800000 .246251 .60 U392 .7233E+OO 
.718DOO .515300 .381500 .883807 .560 J 79 .2ZE3E+CO 
i 
i 
o Ii O~ 00 -c.5DOOGO -2.5000110 -.36680':1 -2.25Qil72 .:2212E-02 1 j 
00 tI 000 O.ODilDUIl .40vOOQ .075569 .201iiCi1 'i68 C SE+ 00 l 
7 .. 5700 .552800 .515300 .927222 .632913 .:2157E+ 00 
1 I ·,OC 0000 -2.5000lJO -2.51.10000 -.366839 -Z.25u072 .:227 Z E - Ci 2 
, .... 0 {lOaD -.40uDOO 0.000000 -.075569 -. 2~ IH01 •. 68 C5E.wO j 
'71 SO GO .515300 .552800 .927222 .632913 .215 7E+ uO i 
·1 
! 
l°tl,yonG -2.5iHJQOD -2.500UOO -.372805 -2.250383 .34SfE-02 ! 
~Q DODO -.800000 -.4Q(JOtO -. 2 7~ 586 -.600126 .723·JE+GO I I G coo~ .3815011 .515300 .885102 .553499 .226GE·OO 
1 
! ""Ch.Ir~r., .J ~ -- ~~ l . . 
-------11; .. ~_~;,~iiii~··~iii ... =··jl ~';.;Cthi.fi ..... ''''- .. ~ .• Iii .'::t: & .biZ!!I!!i: 
., !:itt""o,,-ti £Of"'" #iii·'? .... • Of "' ",.",,'r* 
rif .... _'"-~-=-=-_ 





PROGRAM P9 axe 





































ATMOSP~ERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 




















































































- • .381500 












-2. 5 i'HHi 0 0 
i.COCOOO 
-.235700 
......................... . ................... . 





































.2 .. 6251 



























































~IC SCI:NCE ASSOCIATES 
IRO, MASSACHUSETTS 
x X NX 
Y Y NY 
Z Z NZ 
i:OOOOIl 
-Z.500liGO . -~396212 ~a 0 aD Il 
-.80UUOO 
·-.'+58473 13570 D .3815&0 ~795499 
















































-.515300 .... 883837 
10 Qjj 0 
-2.500000 
-.425912 Inooo 












!O au 0 
-3.000000 
-.8€8756 [GOOO ll.(lOOtlUO • 411733 
















.166619 • 2145E+ 00 















-. SE)O 379 














.• 9:877E- 02 
.6(10392 '.7'2 33E+ CO 
-.56U379 













...... + .............. 
-2.626833 Q • 
• 6S 7692 





iQ •. F 0,", ++ ... 4 ¢!~. D.I _,** ¥if & ,; au ( 
... ' ....... _., 1 
PROGRAM PBOXC 
BODY 10. TC:ST 





































ATMOSPHERIC SGI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
EECFORO, MASSACHUSETTS 
TEST BODY 
)( X X 
Y Y Y 
Z Z Z 
-2.51"H100 -3.0QQQUQ -3.iiQUOClO 
.400000 0.1100000 a.oaou(Jo 
.515300 O.OOOOO~ a.OOtlOOO 
-2.SGO()OO 
-3 .. 0000CO -'3.COOOOQ 
o. tUJGDOO O.OOQlJuO (I.OQUVOO 
.552600 O.OOOODO (,.000000 
-2.503000 -3.00000Q -3.000000 
-,.it(JO(JOO o. 000000 a.OOOOOO 
.515300 a).GQUaOD Ih g~!H;OO 
-2.5(0000U 
-:. OOOGO 0 -3 .'coe 000 
-.600'100 O.4l0UQQU U. (:00000 
.381500 o.QuOaOO Q.tJOOClOD 
-2.500000 -~.OOOOOO -3.000000 
-1. Q5 5000 O.OOOQuO O.~ilOOOI) 
a. aOlHlDU 0.000110D u.i.i!lQOaO 
-2.50000U -~. 0 OO~ij 11 -3. GaOGeD 
-.eaoooe. 0.000000 0.000000 
-. 381500 UelHlilO:OU 0.000000 
-2.5DOOOO -~.OOQO"U -3.000000 
-.400000 o. ouoa~ Ii O.I.iO(lUOO 
-.515300 O.OOOJIlO U.aOOOClO 
-2.500000 -3.0Q!UOO -3.000000 
0.000000 11.00000 \l Q.OOOOOO 
-.5528QO a.oanooe Q.UllQOOO 
-2.5000UQ -:.OOOGUtl -3.000000 
.460000 O.OOQOuQ ".\300UOO 
-.515300 O.OOOGOO !J.QOuuQO 
-2. SCi 00 00 -;.000000 -3.000000 
.80nODG 0.000000 Q.OQilOuO 
-.38i5IJO O.uDDOOO O.(lIl~OUO 
-2.500ilOu -~.OODOIJO -3.0QCQOD 
1.05S0DO 0.000000 O.OOIHHlO 
O.O(lOCOIl a.DDODaD G.COCOOO 
•••••••••••• . ............ 
189 BASIC ELE~ENT5 WERE INPUT 
NX NP )( 
NY NPY j 
NZ NPZ ; 
-.776209 -2.629J 
.2QOOQ2 .434~ , 
.Sc;7912 .3362 j 
, 
... 14U 175 -2. 63 S~ 
.062164 • .1'+ 12 , 
.669478 
• 3691 ~. 740175 
-2. E35J 
~.O 62764 -.1'+1. 
.669478 .369i 
- .716209 l - 2. 629: 
-.200002 -.434j 
.591912 .336: 
"-.868756 -2. c2 €Ii 
-.411733 -. &67; 
.215208 .1'+ 9' 
-.868756 -z. 62 ~ 
-.411733 -. &8 7j 
-.,275208 -~ 1'+9) 
-.:776209 -2.6Zg 
-.200ClO2 -."3~ 
-.;597912 -.33 E 











-. 38~ I j 
-.17&2\)9 
- 2. E2j 
.2COU02 .431 
-.597912 -. 33~ 
-.868756 
-2.61 




































i. 'D aoooo 
.0(10000 
















































~2. 635472 .2220E-15 
.141262 .8219.e+QO 
.369779 .1494E+(,;0 
-2. E3 5472 i.30S~E-15 
-.11t1262 ' .S219E+OD 




- 2. E26833 .8882E-15 
-.687692 .1167E+01 








-.11t 12 62 ' .821 ':E+\lO 
-.389719 .14<iItE+QO 
-2.635472 .3053 E-15 
.141262 .6219E+00 
-.389179 .149 4E+.II 0 
-2. E2915il .1110E-14 
.434170 .1018E+01 
-II 3362(;8 .1612E+"0 
-2.626833 .8882E-15 
• &87&92. .1167E+Lll 
-.1,.9145 .2J16E+(jO .. 
... 








--- e....- Wi. E so 
.£ 2 a 2 _ _. __ _ .. ~ 
CRT PLO.T.S-
M,I NUIJ M A NO 
'x AXIS= 
Y AXIS: 
Z AX IS= 
r1AXIHUM COOROIRAJ~S IN Tt:tf 
-3.00n(iOE+OO 2.COOOJE+QO SCALED, T RA NSLAT£O, ReTATED-SYSTEM -
-2.00000£+00 2. CDOODE+OG 
-1.00GDOE+{lD 1. CO~QOE.QO 
COORDINAtE TRANSLATIONS USED TO CENTER fHE PLCTS -.DELX,Ogl.V-y DELZ _ 
AFTER SCALING, TRANSLATING, ROTATING -' 5.0001:"E-01 fi. o. 
VIEW Of,BQDY LOOKING DOWN THE 
-y AXIS TOWARD THE ORIGIN ~5-0EGREE VIEW FROM THE +)( 
-Y +Z SIDE 4S-0EGREE VIEW FROM THE +x -y 
-Z SI DE 4S-DE GREf V lEW FROM THE 
-x .. -Y +Z SIDE 4S-0EGRE£ VIEW FROM THE 
-x -y 
-Z SIDE VIEW OF BOOY LOOKING DOWN THE 
-2 AXIS TO"ARO THE ORIGIN' ~5-0EGREE VIEW FROM THE 
-x +Y 
-z SIDE ~S-DEGREE VIEW FROM THE +)( +y 
-Z SI DE VIEW OF BODY LOOKING DOWN THE 
-X AXIS TO~ARO THE ORIGIN 45-0EGREE VIEW FROM THE 
-x +Y +Z SIDE VIEW OF BODY LOOKING DOWN THE +X AXIS TO~ARD THE ORIGIN VIEW OF eODY LOOKING DOWN THE +y AXIS TOWARD THE ORIGIN VIEW OF BODY LOOKING DOWN THE +Z AXIS TOWARD THE ORIGIN ~5-0EGREE ~IEW FROM THE +x +Y +Z SIDE 








BODY 10. TEST 




IFLAG= C LIST: D IS IG= (J IPRS= 0 
NCOOE= C NNON= C NOFF: iJ KHACH: 0 




NUMBER OF LEAKY QUADRAlATERALS= ( FRACTION OF FREE-STREAM VELOCITY l£~KED= G. 
PAR A MET RIC I N FOR MAT ION 
GENERATED U~IFOR~ FLOWS 
X-F_OH 
NO SYMMETRY ~S-P"EiCIFIEO 

















































2.i ::J!l1J Q 00 




o. '3 ::)1}1; 0 Il 
2.0010i,n 
O.J'JOOlJu 



















































































































































.,863 J8 7 
























1. 36 97~ 
• C948~ , 
1. 53 03~ 
1. 25 40~ 
• 28,94 
. I 
1. €C1 512 




















• 1.! E272~ 
-,4'+28" 
, -~ 141 
. ." I, ., 











_~,"r ... ,......-c • 
irt'OSPHERIC SCI::NCE ASSOCIATES 
l BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE , , 80 CY 
f X X NX NPX 0 ., ., NY NPY T Z Z NZ NPZ A 
II 1.5uJ~ilu 1.5iH;O(;O 
.956 u86 1. S913~ 5 &). ~ 1. 6 7~j 000 1.732000 .276584 1.38979~ .18 C3E+Ol 
m .2297Ufl G."IEO~O • Ci7 4 65 5 .1:94d99 .2076E+uO 
r 
• 1.S0,lOOO 1. S')CtlOO .91+1794 1.5303.:.9 .~882E-15 i 1.46(1.000 1.67~:t:U .25124~ 1.254J20 .17 S8E.iH r I .46590!] .229100 .223380 .2B~927 .23:~E+'C 
, 1.5uJJOO 1.5000'10 
.915363 1.EC5113 .26cSE-14 I '1.14JijiiO 1. LoiJO!)!) 




.891771 1.609275 .26t5E-l~ 
.800000 1.140000 
.146221 • 75 (j 3 20 .141,i5E+Gl 
.7681011 .6520~G 1142821U .5571+';4 
.19cSE+lO 
I i.50lJOilll 1.5!HiOQD .8,74522 1. E20269 .9992E-15 
" 
.4nDilUa .8aa~la • Q,8 8802 
.41+791a 
.1217f+01 , 
.842600 .76€lwO .~76787 
.q13u81 .2u97E+CU 











.8t1t30QO .8660ul) .~98318 
.623224 .2C07E+1.0 
1.S0JOtlO 1.5r.iQOuu 
.872072 1. €27233 .88€2E-15 -.80~O(a 
-.41)('000 
-.218218 
-.44281+0 .il18Et-01 .60JO,,~ 
.8iJCCJO .436436 .524111 
.2291E"\lO 
1.5 oa oCtG 1.5QI.I000 .872872 1.618821 .:..776E-14 -1.2~OOOU -.8~UOOa , -.218218 
-.751160 .13EGE+Ul 
.4COOljJ .6J0!J(;O • '+ 3 6 1+3 E .386778 .22~lf+~!J 
1.5(1)00D 1. 51)~JOO 





.20iJOiJO .40CiHiO .~36436 .242716 .22~lE+OO 
1.5iJOOUO 1.5.JCOuO .945063 1. S897'95 II • 
- j.132UOD -1.6~OfJ')a 
-.272824 
-1.3652C6 
.18C3E+J1 0.000800 • 2uQ~UO .18u::'64 • U84':'04 .18;; 3E+ ac 
i.5elnoa 1.50"OCiO .9581186 1. 531395 t; • 
-1.67uOOO 
-1.7J2iJOO 
- .276584 -1.389794 • la~3E+Q1 
-.2291all ll.nIH.OCD 
-.074655 
-. fJ9'+d99 .2016E+UO 
PROGRAM BOXC ATMOSP'-ERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 
'I BODY 10. TEST 
TEST BOO 'f 
N.J N M X )( X X NX 
Y Y Y Y NY NP' 




1 13 2.00~OOO 2.000000 1.500000 1.S0neCo .941794 
1 
1. 53 {I 
O. ~lO(JOOO O.(1[iCOGC -j.46QOLiIJ -1.€:7QN1O -.251249 -1. 25 ~ , 
O.~OIlOD'.l O.QC100C -.465903 -.22971)0 -.2'338~ -.28, , 
I 
14 2.JOCC:JO 2.0DUOO;; 1.50JD:11J 1.5J(USO .915363 1.61i ~ 
0.000000 0.000000 -1.140000 -1.4600uO 
-. 2G 2 414 -l.tUg 
• (!.JO~OCO rJ.OCOOOO -.6520DJ -.465';;00 -.346 U5 2 
- .4'+5, 
: 
15 2.)~,1000 2.00:1000 1.500000 1.5lJOOOO .891771 1. eo 1 
O.l:JJOIH' C.OOtJOO/) -.8UllOOu -1.14(lOOO -.146221 -.750 
'J.JilOO"lO O.u(l:JCUO -.76diDO -.6520{)O -.42821J 
-.5511. 
16 2.{)JOoao 2. (iCG!lOlJ 1.5j)lJO~J 1.5~'1aOO .874522 1.6201 
!.I. J03!:'!!O :3. Q'OJOOU -.4IJOIlOa -.8JtOOQ -.(J5d802 
-. '+'+ 71 
1). ;J."U::O n.L(l'H'OO -.84260ll -.15811][1 -.476787 -.613J, 
I 
i 17 2.!)OJOllll 2. tlthJOOO 1.5:lDJOIJ 1.5~JODQ .865649 1.62l+~ 
O.JIJOOIJO O.OOJCOO ;).300000 -.,+J~Oua 
-.U'9238 i -.147! 
0.0)0000 J.onnCO;J -.86600]) -.8426('0 -.499797 -.641: 
18 2.)00000 2.·ODDOOO 1.50000::1 1.500UOO .86564'3 1. E2l+1 
N O.OQOUD!} 0.00;)000 .40ilO1J:J U.O'lCIJOU • fl 2'3 238 • 1471 N 
I). :JOJuliO C.OOOOOO -.8426.:10 -.8660IJO -.49979] 
-. 641~ 
19 2.000GO(! 2.(jOiJOO~ 1.5!lC(!UJ 1.5~DOO\l .8.74522 1. 620. 
~.JOJD()O G.OCOOOO .6lJOOOa • 4u Il !) G 0 .088802 • 1+4 7~ 
0.301"00 f}.OO~COO -.768100 -.8,+2600 -.476787 -.613( 
20 2.:)OJ~ijO 2.(;00000 1.5QOOIJJ 1.5tlOO~O .8.91771 1. EO 9~ 
o.O!)~otjG n.. 1JtHJ ODO ~.14,)O'll] .80COCO .1,46221 • 7511 j 
O.01ijOOQ 0300oooe; -.652!lOJ -.76t1Ca -i.4'2a21J 
-. 55 7~ 
21 2.:JO~OJC 2.00JOOa 1.5QI)Qull 1.S00tJoo .915363 1. €u 5~ 
l n.JD~O:Jn O.OuO(OO 1.l+6000J 1.1 .. 00t.0 .202414 1. 019~ 
O.J1!lO'!D G.u;COCOO -.4659:)0 -.652QI)II -. :3 48 J:; 2 - ... 45ti 
I 22 2.HHlO10 2.0(l-';OOG 1.5UJJ wu 1.5u110CO .94179,+ 1. S~ 8 it 
D.JOnO'lL! O.iUC~OOO 1.6700(:0 1.4toC(1C .251249 1.25 '+4 
o.()onooo a.CODOOO -.2291!)O -.Z;6590Q ··.2Z338{) 
-.2829 
1 
23 2. ~,o J 0 (! U 2.00000& 1.50aOJn 1.50Daeo .958086 1. :91~ 
C.t)\1~OO!l (1.,0600 00 1.732~UO 1.f:7lJ\JCQ .276584 1. 35 9~ 
O.OO1',!CJO iJ.,OOt~OOO ii.JUrJOiHi -.ZZ9701l -.07'+655 
-. C945 1 
2 1 1.50IJOO'.:! 1.500000 1.u00'JOO 1. i./lJU U~ &1 .435365 1.22 uS 
1.732000 1.67(10uO 1.87;)4)00 2.00\}OOO .B=5~6J 1.831Zl 
t.oooooo .22971)0 • 3 S'+6~1 0 0.1100000 .20103(') • i49 
.... Ili U LC~c.!:tp ~'",. " ___ "" .~ 
a ..... ,; -;,., ... { I ~*. __ ........ _, r 
ATMO SPfJ£R Ie SCI=:NC E ASSOCIATES 
I 
I BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 
PAGE 
r TEST BODY 
I 
,x x X NX N~X 0 :v y y NY NPY 1 
I 
;z Z Z NZ NP Z A 
, 



















IGtlOOD 1.5UJn~o 1.5J1:;,f]CO 
.915363 1.6(15113 
.C:6E5E-14 100000 -1.14+000£1 
-1.46110uO 






-. 3146U5 2 
-.445512 
.22S9€+C'J IDOOOO 1.500000 1.51)0000 
.891771 1. eo 92 75 









.1985E+CO I ~ JOOQ 1.5IliJOOJ 1.500000 
.874522 1.620269 
.S992E-15 IJ OUtJ -.l+fJoaoa 
-.8JUOUD 
-.08d802 
-. '+479 (11 
.1217E+01 G ~roo -.84260il 
-.7681no 
- ... 76787 
-.613081 
.2097E+'0 
l 'DoaD 1 • 5! tL) J U I) 1.5:)::100Q .865649 1.624811 
.Z220E-15 1 
1 











1 .ooou 1.500000 1.500000 
.86564 9 1.€24811 
.222IlE-1S '0000 .'+ODOUJ !.l. lJ1('tJOU 
.029238 
• 147jj89 




.2lJiJ1£ .. CO 
10001) 1.50iJ!!!)J 1.5S00UI) 
.874522 1.620269 




.1217E+1l1 ITJCOO -.768100 
-.8 .. 2600 
-.476787 -.61.3~" 1 
.2D97E+ u O 0000 1.SGOOlJiJ 1.51l00~U 
.891771 1.€O9275 








.1985E+liO 00013 1.5QaOQIJ 1. SODUOO 
.915363 1. El.l5113 
.26E5E-14 ~coo .1.,+6000J 1.1~OOLO 
.202414 1.019539 




.2299E+liO I,e () t; 1.5u~:)w;) 1.5ulJOCO 
-,.94179,+ 1. 5~8349 
.d882E-15 !ao" 0 1.670000 1.4€OC(lO 
'.251249 1.254~20 








.958086 1. :91395 IJ • 
1,IOOt 
• iOoa 1.7J2QuO 1. E7lllJOil 
.2,76584 1.359794 
.18(3E+01 1:000 Q.JGnor;a 
-.22971;0 
-.0.71+655 -.~94899 
,,207 oE'" 0 (J 
" 
, 
1.UOlj llO!l 1.tn.lUOOO 
.435365 i.221.i560 .57€~E-02 1.87;)100 2.0il~OOO 
.8=526J 1.831729 











PROGRA H 80XC 
N 
W 



























0 •• 0;;)000 
.166000 
1., 5 0 3 0 IJ iJ 

















ATMOSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BECFuRO, HASSACHUS€TTS 














• 4ij 0 (J 0 U 
.elt26QO 






1. 5;n C (10 0 
-.-8Q<)000 








-1.73 Z{J 00 
o.ouo.ooo 







































1. 0 flua~ il 













• 6\H14W 0 
1. uQ(HJ01) 




















































































• 20i.-i) 26 
.922094 


























,- -- .- .... ~,- -~. T-_"JCJ~--"""-- ___ ~_ ·--~~"'~.t'~~'~'''''-~-JCl''7"~ . • ?.'!"z:;;::r;.'f"~ -4f!,L3U4! .1WIf"PC1'·~il}¥ v~'-"""'i~""RfIl"""_",,"~4i'F_,_' _,....,.,..::,~_""._ ......... _"..,.,._ ":",,, ~_.S~¥*"""'';;=-'''''!'!f't'''_'''''rif':''' ___ ''''''' __ ''''''~I!I!I_''_ 
I 
! RIC SCENCE ASSOClnTES ORO, MASSACHUS£TTS 
x X 
f Y Y 
Z Z 
~IlCOIlOlJ 1.000000 ~6UO"1)U 1.87t:OOQ 
l 
~600QOO .354600 
f.ODQQGO 1. ililO~Ou 
~20caou 1.600000 
!e8!lOOO\J • 6iHHH! 0 
rOOOOQ 1. (,OCOOU ~8QCOOO 1.200\10'0 
.916500 .<10(000 
~ooafJoa 1.000000 
~. LtOOOO 0 .80lCOJQ 
.~7g80a .91E~OO 
:. O~~OlJD 1. tHlnoo 0 
.!loaooo .400{HIO 
.• OUiJOtLJ .91«;800 
.• QQilOUil 1.lJilOOOO 
·.4tlUO~:) O. (HIiJOIJG 
.8UOOiiO 1.lIOGOOO 
;.1)00000 1.110lJfHO 








t.ZGOODQ • "OQOiJO 
~ ~ 
t.o 0 II ilu (I 1.1.i'lGOIJO 
~.j) 0000 a -1. conoeD 




~.35460 0 o.cooooo 
~ 
L.O-DuOO!) 1.uoaOIlO 











































NI? Y T 
NPZ A 
1.2lt1719 .8288E-02 
1 1. E52830 .6561 E+ 00 
.411+60u .18&jtE+oa 1 
1.241630 ~6043E-{:2 I 1.351646 ~6e14E+ (0 .631.851 .21 ~9E+uO 
1.24299Q .42j6E-C2 1 













.70 (; Ioi Ldl .2236£+\10 
1. 25 ij i) ~ 0 .3~53E-14 
-1. £J(:;JOI.f(l .67GeE+\iO 
• 50 OU UlJ .2236E+QO 
1. 25i.oJO'l) .6661E-14 j 
-1.40CiOCO .61C8E+GIl I • 30 CO liU .Z236c+(;O j 
1.E16189 .'3915E- t1 1 
-1.739216 .61108E+CO 1 




1.241719 .8288 E- C2 
-1.652830 .6SE1E+uO 
-. '+14680 .1846E+uO 
- -
• ",. ..."" ,,~"'" .' J 
PROGRAM saxe ATt';OSPHERIC SCI=:NCE A SSOC IATES 
BECFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGe 
BODY ID. TEST 
• 
TEST 'BODY 
N M X )( X )( NX NPX 1 1 
Y V Y Y N·Y NOY 1 
• 
1 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 1 
j 
• 
2 14 1.5!!leOO 1.500000 1.000000 1. GutJOQ·(j .324553 1.2416301 
-1.46~OO'O -1.14\100Q -1.2GtiIlQQ -1.6001HJC -. 447~HJ € -1.35164&j 
-.465900 -.652000 -.600000 -.6aoono -.633577 -.&318511 
• 15 1.530000 1.501)000 1.0000DO 1.0DiHHIO .2c8Cj09 1.~42990 
-1.140000 -.500000 -.8 o~ooo -1.20CCIHI -.287154 -.985715 
I 
• 
-.65Z01.ll) -.768100 -.916500 -.8 i)fJOCO -.913561 
-.7861351 
16 1.50UOOO 1.s'onooo 1.0!lOaOn 1. :;1)00(l 0 .270929 1.250160 
• 
-.sonooa -.4ClJOOO -.4000011 -.8uuOUQ -.163401 -.6CC088 
-.768100 -.842600 -.97'3800 -.916500 -.~48629 -.876683 
I 
• 
17 1.900000 1. 5 \HHHl 0 1.-o00QUO 1.0\lOIJOO .261364 1.250017 
-.~tli)01'l9 O.OGOtHH3 O.OUOlJOU -.400000 -.lJ52527 -. ~IHJO 2& 
-.~42600 -.8660Q!.i -1.00U;)00 -.979800 -.963805 -.9,2209~ 
• 18 1.5 'J i~ 0 '10 1.5DO~OO 1.UOJIJOD 1.000(;00 .261384 1. ~5 00 11l 
n.Q:lIJOOQ .400000 .4Ui)')UO Q.13ilOO:OO .052527 • 2C 002& 
• 
-.816oD\) I) -.81,.2600 -.979800 -1. C~Qono -.963805 -.922u94! 
N I 
.j::>o 
19 1.500Hln 1.500000 1.0:'ll.lOQI) 1.0tHlOOO .21 a 929 1.2501801 
• 
.~oncao .800nao .80Qi)OO .4000(;,0 .1.63 Ltll1 • 6u 4.0 aal 
-.3426JO -.168100 -.916500 -.979800 -.948629 -.8766831 
.' 
20 1.500000 1. 5{J : (l00 i.GOODOIl 1.000000 .288009 1. ~42'390~ 
.8!J'Joan 1.14~QOO 1.2QO~OD .80CQCO .287154 .965715, 
-.7613103 -. 6520 on -.80/)1)\;0 -.916500 -.913561 
-.7661'351 
• 21 1.S11i)OOO 1. SO Ql'IOIJ 1"l~(j0(:J 1.\:~.JnlJO .324553 1.24163Q1 1.140000 1. 4f.;~ 000 1.600tlOO 1. 2;lJiJ 00 0 .447006 . 1.351645, 
• 
-.6520('0 -.465900 -.6000Ga -.bliJOOO -.833577 
-. 6~ 18 51j 
22 1.5.JOOi.)il 1.500000 1 .. 10JOOO 1.CCiIJOuQ .390U89 1. 24171~ 
• 
1.46"00 I) 1.610000 1.870000 1. 6 nt.IIEl 0 .65217il 1.652830, 
-.465900 -.229700 -.:3 5460 0 -. 60G 0,0 0 -.650£jOLt -.414680 
• 
23 1.50'')00 n 1.50:) QuO 1.iluIOiJO 1. tn),J 00 C .4.3536 S 1.22 U 560 
1. ~700 OiO 1.7320nO 2.tJu ... ·.\?O 1.87JluOO .855263 1. 331 r;; Cj 
-.22971)0 n. OtHHH1O o !'G'"(~~ . ," "" ... ~ -.35Lt6!:O -.281J38 -.11+99ttO 
• 
, 
.90 [:iJUO 3 1 1.QiJOf>Oij 1. 01) (lOO" O. \J ii··J] (I 0 II.OO"UOO O.O"ODUO 
2.0tlOGO' 1.87.3000 1.870JOO 2.&1100::10 .938893 1.93 SOuG 
-f. 0.300000 .35,4600 .3540UO O.OOCOOO .34i+208 .177300 
2 1. ~O 1" eo, 1.DOnOOO 0.000000 O.OOOlJOO O.OuOOOO • SO 000 
{ 1.8700'13 1.6tlOCaO 1.60ll0lHi 1.8701lCO .672591 1.735000 
• J 54 'e .. 0 .60rJO"O .6iJLlO~1l .354600 .740014 .477301 
(i 
~, F~oour fP~J~, r ... ~~----.. = = ~. mm _.". '0 •• I' • . . r ~'- >.r ',~, * . ..,. .~ -;~~.- ~~,. .. -",,-~ ............ ~~Je-.~"Q""~~.'"'?'"- ~< ,~ r c "-i .. ,,,··itini·:.~·= -~iIlIiiI'. 'f~ .... iJIIiiifi:ii r !liT Ii 1:'lIl~1t iliiiiiiiiiili" ---1* ·e;_t;aiH!i·i£:""<~:w-ilfii;""~·';:'~!Ege£r1iiriii . "_-.. 'ililOIl. ~"'_ 
t·~··'" . ·'...,·r-· -~~....-.- ..... ~--·~-~·--.... r'~"':l'"'""_'.,-~"I:·~~ .. i ... j '.'''4i W;:;a "¥~, '"""¥!X¥'''~;",:",","~.~'":.-o1f'-; 
r 
rES PAGE 5 
NX NPX 0 NY NPY T 
NZ NPZ A 
t .32lt553 1.2lt1630 
.60';3f-C2 
• -. 4t47~O E -1.351646 .6614£+00 I -.833577 
-.631851 
.2159E+OO 




.66'OE+uO , 1 
~ I -.913561 -.786135 
.20Z5f+GO j 
~ .270929 1.250180 .2656E-1l2 
i -.1634tOl -.6~C088 .6744E+OO -.~lt8629 -.876683 • i1 CfE+£)O , 
1 .261364 1.250017 .7710E-03 
-.(152527 
-.200026 







.052527 • 2C U a 26 • 6594E+ CO 
-.963805 -.9~2u94 
.2015£+00 









i ~287154 .955715 .66(DE+OIl , -.913561 -.786135 
.2025E+'" 








• 39lhl8 9 1.241719 
.8288E-02 
.65217!l 1.652830 
.b5 61 E+ 00 -.650~al;. 
-.4146641 
.1846£+00 
•. 4.35365 1~22u56f1 
.S764E-02 
.855263 1.i 3317~9 
.61tl.6E+OO 
-.281;)38 _.i 14 9 9!: I) 
.17i18E+UO 
O.OuQDUD .;50 (: I)"u o. ' 




.3771E+QO 1 I 
1 :O.OCiOOOO .5000 U 0 .4S8SE-14 
































































- 1. 6 (hHIlHI 
-.&OOOCO 






1 •. 0n"tH)U 

























































































































.960 lJ 7 












II. \) 00 l)O!) 
-.44721 .. 
.894427 








- •. 3 44208-
0.000 GOII 
-.672591 
- .;7 41J IJ 1 .. 









1 ... t!OlJC~ 
.70 eDOm 
l 
• 5013 U 01 1.oooooi 
.8?02Si 
1 
• st oooi 
• €It Ihl01 
.9481Sf 
. J 
• 5Q ooo~ 












-1 ... CUOI 
.300 a ~ 
• 5L 0 o~ 
-1 • .8DOOI 
.1Qval 
• 51; (jOt 
-1.9351l1 
-.17 73! 
• 5C 001 






~~::.::::.=: =~~C'". ~~-="~~~--...~.--:-::-:-:.--~-,, .. --J 
. ~ .. '" ~ 
"' 
',' 
·-t .~ r_~ i""-';t-: --y"""""_-~'''''AI!J!. y "*"; A<" . , .. ..,...."......". .. "--'~" "-",~' "",'.".,-"........._,.....,"-'--,........,--.-- "'~..-"~~ 
I 
ATtiOSPHERIC seE NCE ASSOCIATES ! BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 6 
TEST BODY 
X X NX NPX 0 r y y NY N;) Y T 
l Z Z NZ NP Z A 
f 
D!)OIH! c.CJJO" .. :3. JJiHlCO ~.~H"lii.lU": .5000&0 .66E1E-14 
DOOOO 1.20000ll 1.60aa~o .447214 1.,+OlJwCO .1(<;5E+Gl 
D 0000 .80i)!)UO .60ncC/o .b94427 .7001(:(.1 .it472E+vO 
I 
10000 0.000.00.0 a.tlOOCO U.OOuOiJO • SO 'Hl U 0 .24/tZE-14 ioooo .8ihl;J(jJ 1.230000 .279631 1. 0:000 r. 0 .10e3E+~1 
.' L65ULi .~165UO .8 U /; Ij ~ D .96UlJ 7 .8~o~50 .~1E6f+:lO 
I 
t 
U1QiJO O.QOOOOO ll. (.!)(I\JOD O.OlDD01 .5UiOOO .2442E-14 
10CDO .400000 .8000en .156305 .6l0tltliJ .HI79E+u1 
t980~ .979800 .916500 .987709 .948150 _,+OSOE+OO 
f 
i 
10000 0.0000&40 0.00001.10 IJ.O(OOQiJ .500000 .S5~1E-16 
10001.1 iJ.OJGJDO .40('OiJO .(150436 .20CJL!uu .1077E+01 
10000 1.00UOOO .9798(;0 .998727 .9899(;0 • '+OC 5£+01.1 
rODOO O.OOO3~O u.20lqjOO o.otIJOOG .5c:u()00 .31 C9E-14 
~o 00 C - .... UtlJL./l u. uOuCOO' -.447214 -.20'OLU .l~ 9 S£*, 01 
'OCCD .80ilOuO 1. ,.O{)otJO • e9442 7 • 900 0 ~ U .4412E+uO 
:0 000 LJ.QuOOOQ J.OOOOOO a.DOGullO .5UOJuO • .3553£-:14 j 
:s CHI (l -.80iloau -.4!lC(lCO -.447214 -.6&0;)IJO .lC9SE+Gl 1 DO~O .bIoOOOD .cJDOCO .894,+27 .7LOuuO .4,+72E*,O'O 
1 
e OOD O.OOCilGO O.OtiJC.ao li.J(\OI)OU .500";v~ .3553E-14 
o (lOC -1.20 DODO -.8JfOOO -.44721't -1.li~uOUu .10C:SE+ul 
9000 .4(1)000 .600COO .894427 ,5CO(!OG .447ZE+liO 
I D 00 II il.JOOOOQ lJ.QOOOOO o • 0 GU Ii 0 iJ .srov\iu .66Elt-14 O()OO ... 1.600000 -1.20(U(!0 -.447214 -1.i+(:ItiU~O .1095£+(;1 
IUl 0 \J .~ooooo .40C1100 .8'.:~427 .300UC~ .~472E+1.I0 1 j 
1000 O.OO~IJOO u.OJcaao O.£l1iOt10~ .S(vOi.U .44L.1E-15 I 
POOll -,.6110000 -1. EUOOOO -.ltlt7214 -1.800~(u .10gSE+01 
, 
1 
I Ci'l.l CI.UUOOuo .2UOOOO .894'+27 .10\101.10 .£t4 ;2E+OO ~ j 
1 
,000 O.JOCllilJ u.'GilI?QCO O.OOOiiJC •. %UU£O (, . I 
10 co -:.87,10uQ -z. Uu",OI)O -.938893 -1.93S\luu .10 e9EHl1 
1 .600 -.3546(lu Q. \/0'0000 - •. 34~20 8 -.1773CO .4 77 7E+OO 
! 
HI 01: o.OO4JOOO O.uu01100 O.OCiJCOIoi .5COOGil .4eSSE-14 , i r 0 IJ~ -i.600tlO' -1.87(;000 -.672591 -1.7350.10 .liCE: .. E+Ol 1 1000 -.60000IJ -\,~51;60Q -.74I1u1o+ -.4773~-.J .j6Lt9E"Oi.: 1 
1 , 
lOCO O.OOJOOO 'l.~jOO\'OU o. U C J 00 IJ .5t.:':JJCQ .66elE-14 1 
~ooo -1.20;)00u -1.6JtlOOO -.41;7214 -1.'+OCOI.C .1095 E+G 1 
~I 03 -.8000(10 -.6JJOCOO -.894+-427 -.10U\iOO .4472E+ca 
~ - --._- .. ...,,--- -" ". --""'-'-'"-<"'"-==-"""'='-~""'_" __ '_",",,,L=' =''''"'''"-~-''~~''' .. _" 
!. PROGRAM BOXC ATtOSFHERIC SCI::NCE ASSOCIATES 
I B EDFORDt MASSACHU5ETTS PAGE 
BODY 10. TEST 
ie TEST BODY 
t N t1 X X X X NX NPX 
I· Y \' Y Y NV NO Y Z Z Z Z NZ NP Z 
ie :3 15 1.J3IJnOO 1.000000 Q. iHHH.lO ~ O.OJJGJO 0.001)001) • 50 OOCD ~ 
-1.20!)OOG -.80DOOO -.800000 -1.200000 -.279631 
-1.000D30. 
i -.60:)C'O~ -.916500 -.9165DQ -.aocooo -.960107 -. as 82 5Q 
!. 16 1.11J!lt1-C 1.C(lOOiJO ,o.JO:JJOO ~.i.l~uOUO O.OGOIIQI) .SOOOuO ! 
i 
-.8 ,)DOO 0 
-.I.tCCOOO :-.4COOOu -.8'.)00uQ -.156305 -.611001.11) i_ 
-.916500 -.979800 -.979800 -.916S00 -.98770«; 
-. 9f.t, 815 il 
I 17 1.0QOOOO 1.0tlOOOIJ :0.1)00000 0.::;00000 O.OCOuOf.l • 5C ilO\iU I- -.4aOOlD O.ODOOO\) iO. ,) 0\')1)0 0 -.4000!lO -.1l5043ti -.2I.1uOOu -. ~79 8J 0 -1.000000 -1.I3QuOOO -.9798iJO -.9~8727 -.969900 
• 
16 1.J1)I)Q"U 1.0Qry!H!O O.UQ;Jl1f:O a.ii.HlOIlO O.OOD(lOO .S[;tJDO 
t.lil(Jtuu .400000 .400iloa 0.00001]0 .050436 .aOC~;jil 
-1.JOOene -.979800 -.9798{iQ 
-l.tOGOOO -.9<:8727 -.969900 
I. 19 1.~IlJGO£J 1.t!t{)OOO O.UQiJO.:so lHCiIlGOOO O.Q(jO~O!J .501JOOa 
.40(!!){iO .6GtHHl~ .8 Ol)'ltJ!l • 4!l;J lJ!l II .15630:; .60QOCa 
• 
-.979800 -.916500 -.916500 -.97saco -.987709 -.948150 
20 1.91)-:1000 1.0liOOuG iJ.OO;JIJOO IJ.uOOOOO O."GOu~!l .SOilO~iO 
• 
N .aooooo 1.200C{)O ~.2000(jO .8/)C!OOO .279631 1.0CliolOO 
'" -.9165:)·~ -.8ni)O~tl ~.8Ql!JOU -.916500 -.960107 -.856250 
i. 21 1.000GOO 1.(J()OOUg O.IJOD100 ~ ... O)OGO O.O~O!]OQ .5(jIJJJO 1.200CI)I'l 1.60Jnu!.l '1.6UOnOiJ 1.ZQ(liluO .447214 1.4I.1wi)ilO 
-.800000 -.6()OOOO .... 60uQuO -.elJOC{)O -.894427 -.700uOD 
• 22 1.;JOOGOO 1.0000,,0 O.OOI)OOlJ O.IHGOOD o.cooooo .5':/(hhO 1.600000 1.87000U 1.9 7 00"° 1.6.(.lOOOO .672591 1. 735000 
• 
-.6000GC -.354600 -.354500 -.600000 -.740014 -.477·3;;)U 
I 
23 1.i.lOIJOOO 1.0GtlOCiJ io • ;J 0 ., 1) il 0 o.oa.:oco u.iJUijOul.i 
.50"OIJiJ 
• 
1.87DOOO 2.D1)OCOO ~.oooooo 1.87'0000 .938893 1.S35'lt:O 
i -.35460!l I).OflOOel: u.pooaoo -.J54600 -.3442l.io -.177300 
• 
'+ 1 O.OJI'lOOO 1l.(i'QJOUO -.50000 Q -.590000 -.049532 -.21+8068 
i 2.0lltHlO!l 1. 871HIOt? 1.850000 1.97ZIHiG .939127 1.923092 j O.OJJOOi)O .354600 .3415UO i).QOOO~Q .33998 !.J .17 '+u S2 J 
• 2 0.000000 0.003000 -.50~OOO -.500CiOQ -. U 43145 -.2" 9477 ! 1.870COO 1.60 ·10CO 1.;;850uO 1.850000 .675l58 1. i262691 
• 
.354600 .60tlOnO .S866uO .341500 .736411 .47(,,588 ~ 
3 O.JOD~(\l,j w.iHl!)()CO 
-.51HHHIO -.50GOna 
- .03487 S -.21+ 9169 
.. 1.6'~OOIJ 1. 20t: aoo 1.1951ll"i) 1.585CCO .4,+9471 1.395Q16 I .6QOu{JO .800000 .7841+00 .566600 .892614 .692774 
I 



























I O.CGO{)OIl I ~ .6.72591 




















• 500 iJ U u 
-.6C:OOo,j 
-. 9lj. 8150 









• SO a a 13 0 
1.0Cli1l0U 
-.856250 





-. 4; 73 J U 
.50"lluu 



























































: .- ~, .. -~ 
. -~~~·~T'·"Y-·'r.-~~-~~·""~··"~~···f' jEre.; .tWi#f!' 
.W. ,. W'!',,...._I!Q~_. '*'. :-~~7 t.;a*!' .14',.. .,M_ •• _, Ii it. J·!P .. ,:W;;,j1 
., ·iI.' 4M' _'4 , 
~. 
1 PROGRAM saxe AT f'iOSPHE~le SCI::NCE ASSOCIATES ( BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS pl BODY 10. TEST 
TEST SCOY 
1 
N M X )( X X NX NPX 1 
Y Y Y Y NY NPY j 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ, 
it 4 0.000000 o.~onODO "".SUUO(JO -.5000Cll -.031J43 
- t 2"9~ 
1.2000iiO • ~lH:OCI.l .80000U 1.19~OOl) .281449 ,.998 • 
.8\10000 .916500 .901200 t 7 844f.i 0 t,9590 7 it •• a5"~ 
, 
5 O.OO:ODO O.~{Hl0JlO -.500100 -.5'3 (1 0 I) U -.C29218 ,,,,.250' 
.80~cno .40noao .40QJ)uO .8nOOGO .157442 ,i 60 oi 
."165QO .919800 .965500 .90121.1) .9b7Q96 .-3401 
l Oll;03Jt'112 O.OCCDDO -.5003QO -.500000 -.028252 
-. 250~ 
.4!)'HlOO O. (lei) 06)0 1l.00iHluO .1+JOOOO .OSU78S • 2Q Oil 




7 C.OOOC(j(j IJ.OCOOOu -.500aoo -.5000CO - .L"d,2608 -. ,49l 
0.000000 -.4eoooo -.403000 !J.uoevoo -.434526 
- ~ 199~ 
1.')OI)~!,O .800000 .SOlooe .98601311 .9CU571 .89&1. 
! 
8 n • ') a 1)[1 (I tl ~.ODOO~O -.SOfJotJo -.5,CCOO o .OIlOOU J -.250'; 
-.4=301:00 -.8eGOnO -.800000 -. ~~uo 01l -.;447214 -.6001 
.800000 .600000 .600auo • 8tJC(100 .. 894427 .70 Q . 
N 
'-J 9 O.DOOOOO c.t1tQCOO -.500000 -.500000 U.OOODOQ -.2501 
-.8\1(;000 -1.2coron 
- !.20JOOa -.8UOiJCO -.447214 
-1. GO 01 
.&OOCOO .40iiOOO .4uQnOO .600(,00 .894427 t 50 Q 
1Q C.1l0rlGOO O.O'QuUOO -.5 Oll tJU!l -.5:]~QCO Q.iJOUJOll 
-. 25 ~ 
-1.200000 -1.6GJOO4J -1.60uJOO -1.20GlJOO -.44721,+ 
-1.40q 
... Or.O.)i) • 2(1 ;1 ~ 0 0 .2JiJflOD .4nOiJQl' ,6r.j4427 
• 3~~ 
J 
i1 ".')tl;~O~O <..COuOtlJ -.50UOOO -.SJlOOO -.01288iJ 
-. 24~ 
-1.60:;O~!J -2.0(1;]000 
- :.972~U(j - 1. 6 iHltr l)&J -.Lt601J1J -1. 79'3 
.200tJO a.OOCOOO 0.01100111) .20eO~O .887b20 • 1D d } 
'1 
12 t.OOOOOO t...OOf.lOu.D -.SOil~Uil 1 -.S'JCOOO -.049532 -.24e 
-2.30101)0 -1. 87{JOQO -j.850~OO -1.972iJOD -.939127 -1.9cd 
C • .)Q'jCllQ 
-.3546"0 -.341500 !i. t Q.J~{;1] -.3399B!:: -.17~ 
J 13 r.1JJI)OO!' 0.06uOOO -.50~()OIl -.5llCiiOO -.043145 
-. Z4~ 
-1.870(\00 -i.6eaCOO -1.S8SlluJ -1.£5~OilQ -.675158 -1. 12 ~ , 
-.35i+5:JO -.60COOO -.58660C -.341500 -.736411 
-. 't7, 
1'+ O. il'ilO 0 0 0 0.000000 -.500000 
j 
-.5030011 -.034875 
-. 2"~ . 
-1.&00000 -1. 2Ci!j 000 -j.195000 -1. 585tlOO -.441:;j47~ -1. 3i! , 
-.&Otl~'JC -.8~:JCOO -.7844i3il -.586600 -.892614 -.69J 
1 
1C; 0.000(1(1 \) o.QOOfJQa -.500']oa 
-. 500a~O -.031043 -. 2'ti 
-1.20,)(!OO -.80ll000 -.80~OOO -1.19=U\OiO -.28141+9 -.~91 
-.6~i!C!lO -.~16500 -.901200 -.7844Chl -.959("7lt -.8, 
f 
l 
to SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
~O, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 8 





, PROGRAM BaXC A,TI'tOSPHERIC SCI::NCE ASSOCIATES 




, N M X 1( X X NX NPX 
~ Y '( Y 't NY NPY Z Z Z Z NZ NFl Z 
• 
4 16 0.000000 O.OO!)OOO -.5QO](;0 -.S(l(.uOO :- .iO 29210 -.:250016 
-.60DOI)I) -.I+DOOOO -.~GtJOOO '-.8IHIH!O i- .157 ~42 -.60!JJO~ 
! :1 , 
-.3165!)0 -.979800 -.965500 -.901200 !- .i967 ~9 6 -. 34u7 49 ~ : 
i I ' j 
• 17 0.300000 O.OCCOOO -.500QtJO -.50001.t0 -.028252 -.2StiOil2 
-.4IlilOO9 a.OOrlOaO 0.000000 -.40000U ,-.{j5~78C: -.2Cliu.OO , 
, 
• 
-.9198tlO -1. 00;)000 -.98bO'jl1 -.96551)0 -.998310 -.982825 
, 
i 
18 C.ilOO~f10 O.IHI (lOOn -.500Q~O - • :5 !J tl 0 I) 0 -.~282S2 • ~ 25 GO 1.2 
.·400UOO O.UI)O('OO . , 
• 
0.,1)00000 .~GilJJ~ .:i.l51.1 78 c: .:2GuuijG 
-1.00;)0;)0 -.979300 -.965500 -.9-86000 - .19<;8 .310 -~98282~ 
, 
o.aDDfHO O.(){IJOOO .~ 
• 
19 -.50nooo -.50(,000 - .iU 2921<:i -. ,50016 
.1+01000 .600000 .8000.00 .4~~oeo .,157442 .160 ClJ!l~ 
• 
-.979sno -.916500 -.9Q1200 -.963501! - .i987J9 6 -.' 94Li 7 ~g ! ! 
• , 
I 
20 Q.JOIJO'10 0.000000 -.SO!)()OD -.5:ll!lJOO - .,0311,)43 :-.:249531 
.800091) 1.200~OIJ 1.195100 .80 U I; 0 0 .i261449 .,99a75~ 
t' -.9l651.il -.80COOO -.7841+00 -.,9:J12UU - .;9 59'01 .. -.dSiJ538 
N -~ 
00 21 n.;)0100~ Q.OOOOOO -.500Q(JQ -.500000 -.1334875 •• 12'+ 91f..l9 
f l.i znooo 11 1.6C1)900 1.585CJ~ 1.19SG!lO .,449 .. 11 1.395016 
-.300000 -.600000 -.3866GO -.784400 -.;8fj2614 '. 6=127."" 
-1 ~ \ ' 
,\, 
~ 
t 22 0.00j01;) 0.000000 -.50nooo -.5IlLOQO -.'043145 -.249~7~ 1.6~nOO!l 1.870000 1.85iJ1)OO 1.S'850QIJ .&75158 1.72626g 
,- .;736 ... 11 l -.6D!JO~!l -.354600 -.3:'1500 -.58660 Q -~47uo8a 
f 23 f).OOiltOD J.tHiOOOD -,5000011 -.5JUOIjO ,_ .,049532 -.2'+8Q68, 
1.S700,jQ 2.n;(!(l!)OO 1.9721lGO 1.b500\';0 ! ~9 39127 1~923J9, 
(. -.3546~O 0.000000 0.0000\10 -.3,.1500 - .133996U - ~ 17 .. 0 5~ 
5 1 -.500000 -.500roo -1.000000 -1. OJ 0000 -.153543 -.7433314 




, 2 ".50\)000 -.seoooe -l.QilOlluu -1. i.i IHlidJ Q -.:13274iJ ;-~741389. 
1~8530lJO 1. S8 5 000 1.54~OOO 1.785(100 .;683173 1 J €~ jj 2si 
.: 3 '+1 500 .5866DO .544QOO .JU39C.O .j118J91 J 4~ 4215 
1 j 
3 -~saDOIlCi -.500000 -1.0Uf.l~OJ -1.(00000 -~1Q88J9 -.747752 
1.585000 1.19S000 1.175110D 1. 5,+,a n () .,457325 1.373892 
•. 586600 .784400 .731400 • 5~4000 .8e26l € • 6033C~ 
I 
-l.OOO!H.lu -.500000 -.5t10000 -l.tlOvOOO -.095703 -.747'351 
1.195000 .6COtlOD 
)j 
.80031J1l 1.115000 .286525 .992511 
















~o a O.U1)OCDO 
;00 
-.986000 
'00 -. SOL 0.00 
.0 a .<+~t!Ol'n 
~o 0 -.963500 




10 n 1.19Sil~O 
~G 0 -.784400 
100 -.SOLoeo 
100 1.sa5001J 
.0 a -.586600 
10 a -05JOOOO 
Ie 0 1.b5001JO 
IQ 0 -.341500 
If) 0 -~.CJOOOO 
10 Q 1.885000 
lUG U.(':J~OO" 
1'0 U -~.OQtlC;OO 
100 i.78saoa 
10 0 1. 3039 (,0 
~o 0 -1. t '30000 
100 1.5,+<,JOOO 










-~ 157 ~42 
-tl9S7tJ96 
- HJ.:;a 2S 2 
- tl ti5i.178C: 
-~99831!l 
-.~28252 







- .:95907 oi 
-.!l34875 




- ,,736 .. 11 
-.'049532 
.939127 
:- .,33 998U 














l NPY T NPZ A 





-. Z5 0 u!l2 .74e1E-04 
.20Uuuu .6412E+ilO 
-.982825 .ZOC3E+OO 
-. c5 0016 .2468E-1I3 
.60 C !Jji 








I-~ 63 2774 I .'Z13E+OO 
-'1 249477 .7887E-U3 






1.;923J92 .6238E+tO ~ 
-,,174052 .1853E+(;0 ] 
-.743334 
.19E9E-02 l 1.87 ... 150 .614,:3E+~D .161626 .1727E+uO 
~ 
-.747389 .25j,8E-(j2 I 1.E31J281 .622'E+OO 
.444215 .1776E+(;0 1 1 
1 
-.747752 .18B7E- Q2 .1 
J 1.373892 .664 U E+ CO 1 
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• 
PROGRA H BOXC ATtolOSPHERIC SOIENCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 
BOO 'f 10. TEST 
• 
TEST i BODY 
N M X )( X )( NX NPX 
it y y Y Y NY NPY Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 
. 
It S S -.Sl)1rOO -.SDOtOn -1.00fJOC:) -1. O~UUCO -.089915 -.1~D.055 I 
.80n(1)0 .40 iHltJO ... O(PJ\1 Q .8QllJOOO .162J2J · 6' 0 ila 9 . 
.90120C .965500 .9'21400 .853800 .982682 .910468 1 
It 
-.50I!OCO -.500(100 -l.uilOOGO -l.IJOOOOO -.086851 -. 75 (j C Ii 5 
.I.tO~tO!J o. OC PtlQO C.ODtJOuO • 41ll: U fJ 0 .O~210e • 2(; 0 tl !) 3 
It .9655r,t0. .986Nlil .942800 .9214CD .994858 .953324 , 
7 -.5QOlJOO -.50UOOIl -1.0QO~IJ:1 -1.\,,01)00ll -.039925 -.71t8551 
r 
0.00')000 -.4CuOOO -.40DOOO 'IJ.u~OQOu -.379842 -.199961 
.98600v .8CiOOilO .81l!lor-a .942800 .92418'3 .882279 I ~ 8 -.5;)000n -.5£1 0('1)1) -1.Dooono -i.OuOQCO ().OtHsOOO -.75uu('13 I -.40!H''1~ -.6Cfl!JOO -.80Q!Hd.l -.4\JCCDli -.447214 -.6t:l}Je,O .800COO .600000 .6000tlO .811QOOO .8S4427 .700iJGO 
It 9 -.50001)0 -.5C(j(jQO -j.UDOOOO -1.00nooo O.OOiJw\i\J -.7500trO J 
-.83.)OCP -1.20"0,,00 
- 1.2001JCO -.BllilCDO -.447214 -1.0CllilIjO 1 
• 
• 6.0n!HI 0 .400~!)O .40 iJllO I) .61Hl0(lfl .8<;'4427 • SC U J li 0 I 
1 N 
1 1.0 1() -.5aO(l~C -.5Q!JCCO -j.OOOOO\l 
-1.00\lOCO O.OOGiJOJ -.7SuOuO 
• 
-1.20C:!lI)O -1.60Di:!DG -1. 6liuiHJ 0 -1.2uCOGO -.447214 -1.40JiJl.JO I 
.4a~ooo .20 ceoa .200U~il .400000 .8941+27 .300ilIJO , l • 11 -.50JOOO - •• seeCCD -j.ODDOOO -l.OIlCOOO -.C4it35S -.741375 -1.600000 -1.9120(0 -1.~8S601j -1.600000 -.519160 -1.16 .. 760 
.20:l000 O.OC~tlOO \i.OODOOIl .20UOYQ .6=3,+99 • 10 U 23,+ I • 12 -. 5,t,) !J 0 fl 0 -.5Ci flceo -1. ililQJ]i.).) -.l.COuOGO - .153 543 -.743334 
-1.9720no -1.8'30000 -j.785000 -1.88S600 -.934141 -1.874150 J 
• 
o.t10JOOO -.3415IHI -.3D3900 ~.D!.lClJCO -.322188 -.16162& 
13 -.5010;)0 -.500000 -1.!Jl){:1)i)0 -1.tiOCaCO -.132740 -. "fit 7389 j 
• 
-1.6500IJI) -1. 58S~OO -1.540(100 -1.185000 -.683173 -1. 6.9 I) 2 81, 
-.3,415 Q 0 -.586600 -.5't40Q{J 
-.3039IJO -.718091 
- • 'tit '+ 215 ] 
• 
14 -.5030~O '-.5fiGO~D - j.O()OOOO -l.UOOf.iOO -.1C88u9 -.7lt775? 
-1.~850IJO -1.19~OOO -h175000 -1.54tlUOO -.~S7325 -1.373892 
-.5;86600 -.78~ItOO -.737400 -.5~'+COO -.882618 -.6633d+ 




-. 9U 1200 -.853800 -.737400 -. 91S26 77 -.819383 
16 -.500000 -.5D;)000 -2.0QUOCO -l.COOOCD 
-. C'89S15 -.7500 S5 
• 
-.80r.~OO -.40 £iCOO -.4000011 -.eo"ooo -.162G2C -.6COuG9 
-.9~1200 -.965500 -.9214GO -.8536CO -.982682 -.91ti'+68 
t: 
• 
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DY 
X )( 















L 1. DunOOO 
,... ~.2001CO 
~ 
.40 ,£I ~O 0 , 
, 










!-1. 54a OJ 0 
~ -.544000 ! 
~ 1.0 tHI !HI U 




r 1• OO i:n:uo 
, -.8u~auO r. 
l-·8538f.lO 






























-1. Ulu Q (j 00 
-1.~40000 




















-.4 .. 7214 





















-.9, 52 677 
-.089915 






-. 7S!.10 55 .81e7E-03 
• 6" ODO 9 .6S::;ilE+OO 
.910468 .2035E+(!O 
-.7500<.15 i .2238E-iJ3 
• 20 ~ \J I) 3 • c.4J6E+GD 









-1.0CuUQO • 67t 8E+Oa 
.SCUUlJO .2236£+ U 0 
-.75l.iOuQ .6661E-14 




-1.76 .. 760 .6545E+DO 





-1. E91) 281 .6222E+GO 
-.444215 .1776E+00 
-.7407752 .18~7E-l.l2 
-1.373892 .66,,0 E+('O 

































































































































-1. t!.O l) IHHI 
.60.0000 
.853800 : 












































































































































-.71+ 73 8~ 
1.69 I: 2811 
-.l.t"'+21~ 





• 1~ 4912j 
1 j 
i 1. 24 S329~ ... 
I 1. 61 it 6 911 
, .36655 , 
-1.24 50 6~ 
1.32932~ 
• ell u 62j 
-1.24578~ 
.~79~Q' 
• 75 J51~ 
:11 
-1. 25 ILl"2 . 







00 -1. \.ltltlOGO 
























fO 1.78snQO ;0 -.3&l39C~ 
~o -1. ~uQU(lO 
!il 1. 732000 
10 O.OOOO'Hi 
~o -1.5000(,0 















NX NOX d 
NY NPY T 
NZ N:»Z A 
-.086851 -.7500 G 5 .2238E"·C3 
-.05210E -.20~Or3 .64~6E+aa 
-.994858 -.953924 .2010E.Ou 
-.C86851 -.750Iltl5 ,,2238E-1i3 
.05210 6 .20\:003 1,6436£+00 
-.~94858 -.953924 .2G1OE+OO 
-.089915 
-. 75011 55 .81(;7£-03 
.162020 .6~O!J09 .65£!ClE+liO 
-.982682 -.910468 .20~5E+OO 
-.U95703 -.747958 .1347E .. 02 
.288525 .992572 .64E1E+(jQ 
-.952677 -.819383 .2u21E+uO 
-.1013009 -. ",(47752 .1887E-'2 
.457325 1.373892 .6:640 E+ 1I 0 ~ j 
-.88261 e -.6633C4 .2139E+('O 
-.132741.1 -.71+7389 .2518£-02 
.683173 1.69 n 281 .t2~2E+liO 
-. 718 ~91 -.44,+215 .1776E+~u 
- .1S3 54 3 -.74.33~4 .19E9E-t2 
.93414';' 1.871+150 .61lt3E+QO 
-.322188 -.161626 .1727E+\.iO ., 
I 
i 
-.2E8347 -1.229655 .3684E-02 1 
.921489 1. ;73614 • 591CiE+ iJO ~ 
.280799 .134912 .1448E+OO 1 
-.239t)6S . -1.245329 .54£OE-02 
.7(j2.12~ 1.614691 .6180E+uO 
.670.724 .386555 .16S6E+OO 
~ 
- .1949.36 -1.245068 • .376'E-~2 1 
1 
.475316 1.329324 .64S4E+vO I 
.857948 .60 G 627 .19S6E+GO 
1 
-.170981 -1.245783 .2596E-02 
.3£:468 J .~79~\J4 • 6374E+ au 
I .936981 .75:)512 .19C8E.oa 
-.159881 -1.250l20 .1677E-OZ 1 ! 
.172638 .60 {j 034 .65E4E+QO 
1 
.971923 .8461+49 .21. 58E+OO 
..,. CIrur #'1Mr., ~ 
.-,:31 -=. 
-.>- ~'-':""';L-·_,_·_.~;ltt_=i·=':~.i:.i-. __ ',-~",,-,.",,---z:"'-"'_ " =...::::.!CoIl:<~~~"""_ 
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-1.0 Q IJ 0 0 U 
-!.785DOIl 
-.303900 




























-1.(,0.0 .. 00 
-1. 2t' fj 000 



































































































-1. ~aOOt 0 













































NP~ I NP: I 
-1.25, 









.10 a ] 







• 30 ol 
-1. 22 ~ 
-~ • 7f'lll 











-. 6~ a~ 
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-. 600;J 0 (t 
.700uuO 















-1.2 .. 5068 
-1 • .329324 
-.600627 











































.1677 E- G 2 
.65e4E+uD 
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• 
PROGRAM soxe AT t'OSPHERIC SCI ::NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFO RD, MASSACHUSETTS PA 1 BODY 10. TEST 
1 
• 
TEST aOD ., I 
1 N M ')( X )( X NX NP X l 
• 
y Y Y Y N¥ NPY j , 
z z z Z NZ NPZ I 
1 
• 
6 18 -1.000000 -1.0tlJOGO -j.5ilOOOJ -1.500000 -.153515 -1.250012 
(1.0 lJ·Q (iD 0 • 46 ~ ono .40uu(iO o.cacooo .05525J .2(; vllld 
1 




19 -1.0il!JOOO -1 • Oil 0 0 iJ 0 - j.SCiJlJO\l -1.5001100 -.159681 -1. 25U:.i.2Q 
.4aaooo .BODOOO .800000 • 40il0t1 0 .172638 .601)031i 
-.921400 -.853800 -.16810J -.8426Q{) -.971923 l 
• 
-.84644, 
20 -1.000000 -1.uOODI10 -1.51l0J{JO -1.501)000 -.17u981 -1.24578~ 
• 
.81)':003 1.17S~O(l 1.140~oa .8JI..(;00 .30468 J .979()O 
-.853800 -.737400 -.652/l00 -.76EliJO -.93698.l -.753512 
• 
21 -1.uOOOCO -1.tunooo -j.5JOOul) -1.S0n.tlOO -.194936 -1.24SU68 
1.175000 1.S40QfjlJ 1.460!JDO 1.140000 .475316 1.32932~ 
-.7374:10 -.5440DO -.4659t:1ll -.6520CO -.857948 -.60 v 6271 
• 22 -1.00·1001l -1. O~ :1000 -le500JOU -1. !;)OJOOO - .239U6 5 -1.245329i 1.54!lonO 1.78500 U 1.671J900 1.460~OO .702123 1.6146911 
• 
-.544000 -. 3Ci 3900 -.229700 -.4659CO -.670721; -.3865551 
i w 
., N 23 -1./)33:000 -1.000000 -1.50030 !l -i.50caco -.268347 -1.Z29655 j 
• 
1.78S0nO 1.8856UO 1.7321)0U 1.61ilO~G .921~89 1.7736.141 
-.3039,)0 o.('onooo O.OOUOOu -.22S7lJO -.Z8079S -.134912j 
• 
7 1 -1.5!lOCOO -1.50~H!110 -,.a~01iiO - 2. CiOe!!~ 0 -.414479 -1. E99678 
1.732000 1.670000 1.465000 1.490700 .8,85202 1.611865 
D.1!)~-oOfJ .2Z971l0 .1378GJ .1.411).;;'00U .211~44 
• os 65761 
• 2 -1.5Q10~t. -1.50J)OJJfJ -2 • .;ilil!)GO -2.CJUuO(l -.~72374 -1.133772 i.G70CnO 1. 46 v CriJJl 1.322~uQ 1. 465·jC Q .7~5701 j. 484752 
• 
.229700 .465900 .3,+440u .131300 .57B52~ .2979941 
3 -1.~.o\JC10 -HSOOOUO -2.0Il(lOOO -2.uOGUCIj - • 31CO 2 't -1.738932 
• 
1. :'6,)0(\:0 1.143000 1.Q72000 1.322Q('O .5C7279 1.25tJ.,30 
• It 659 ii 0 .65 2!' ')0 .51790101 .3 .. 44(1 C .6(.,+08$ .,+97910 
• 
4 -1.5!lilC1'lt) -1.50IJfiO(l -'.iiOuuao -2.03000£1 -.269521 -1.7.38266. 
1.140000 .801)000 • 8 O~ ou n 1.u7~OlJO .335023 .954054 
.652000 .768100 .628900 .5179uO .902837 .64,+837 
• 5 -i.sO')(!ell -1.50 D{Joa -c.uOOJuO -2.tOIiOOO -.25022S -1. 750276 .80'l~Oa • ~o 00 aa .40~!lOO .80:)!JCD .1931::18 ~ .60 ( 1 C,. 
.: .76811)0 .S4ZEOU .71eOtiO • 62e90 0 .948555 .739306 
-1.50!)~~O -1.50000t -2.0QC'JUO -2. (1!j'iilOO -.23769,+ -1.750025 
~. .400C3Q J.Douoao O.OQOilClO • ,+OOOu 0 .061556 .2GC03Q 
.34260 tl .866000 .7,+5 4{J 0 .7iHOO .969380 • 792~SZ f. ' . 
f i Founa ffl1J~ 
-. ~.:: "":;:-- ....... ","-n , '-::~"Y' .• "' •• " •• --_ ..... --~ 
- -~.--;'"'"""-- '-'---n'""<"~- ~- -~- •• ".~'"""l""'T""""" ere" O:-.4f, 
.&, ..• "'*$""+ ,.,. flCJ ""?t • +!' .¥f4- ",,,.~:w"; 4i £ ; AU PGif", 7...... _.i • 
'. r . _, .. --... --".",,~ .. . ., -. ',,",~ "' .... 
f~OSPHERIC SeliNeE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 13 t 8001 
X X NX NPX 0 t 
i Y Y N¥ NP Y T 




-1.250012 "tt933E- (;3 
.40UtJuO a.c,JOO()O .05525J .2(;~Jl0 .6~elE+LO 
-.8425iJO -.866Q.Q1) 
-.985601 -.893198 .20~7E+~O 
- j.5,.CJ~OiJ -1.5iJCCOO -.159881 
-1.251)120 .1677E-02 
.~OOOUQ • 40~OOO .172538 .60fjG34 .658 4E+ till 
-.16810::1 -.842500 
-.971':i23 
-.8'+ 6449 .2058f+QO 
-i. silO 000 -1.5!HlQOO 
-.17u981 
-1.245783 .259cE-02 







- .1949 3 6 -1.21t5068 .,37 €2E- ~2 








-1. 245329 • 51.t~ DE- C2 
1.57.dOD 1.4~O 000 .702123 1.614&91 .61e~E.O(J 
-.229100 
-.4559CO 
-.67072 .. -.,386555 .16SEE+liO 
-j.50QJC!l 
-1. 50.:!O·C 0 -.2f:8347 
-1.Z29655 .3664E-t:2 
1.732!)OU 1. b7,jOtO .9211;.8'3 1. 77 3 Ed. 4 .5'.:110 E + (10 
o.oo:)aUU 
-.22S7IJO -.2SQ79S 




-1. €99b78 .318'1E-uZ 
1.46S00J 1.490700 .885202 1.61186:; .5833E+IHJ 




1.322luQ 1.465~t'Q .7c5701 j. 484752 .61S9E+00 




1.072000 1.322Q(,0 .507279 1. 25tJ73IJ .6350 E+ CO 
.5179£11l .J .. 4ttOC .6(.. .. 085 .497910 .17;2E+00 
- ,.l.ouaoo ..i 2 .!lJJ (J 0 0 Q 
-.269527 
-1.738266 .451.fi+E- C2 
.8D~auo 1.:1J72,OUO .:335023 .954054 .E218E·OIl 
i' 62890 Q .5179~O .902837 .6,+ .. 837 .169SE+\JC 
- ,. u OO)il 0 
-2. LilCllOQ 
-.2S022S -1. 75 (J 276 .34 E2E- ~2 
i,40!f!Joa .SODUCO .1'HIj8 ") ,60 1:1,(.,+ .67S0E+~lJ 




-1.750025 • 969,+E- C3 O.JoootJo .,+!JIJGuO .061556 .200030 .6572E+uG 
i • 7 .. S4u 0 • 71t~OO .969380 .7:; 2-3Si .2Cc3E.CO l 
1 
----' $$ [ J £A •• ., PROGRAM soxe AT ftOSPHER IC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES BECFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 
eooy 10. TEST ~ 
1 
f' TEST 800 , 
N M X )( )( X NX NPX 
t,: y y y Y NY NPy Z Z Z Z NZ NFZ 
• 
7 7 -1.50Deno -1. SO CGOO 
-'.aaGODD -Z.O!lO:OOD - .:197278 -1. 74955, 
O.Jo~oon -.4r.t:lOCHl -.400001S 0 • .;00000 -.113683 -.1997~ 
.866tOO .80COQO .7180UO .745 4G 0 •. 973734 .7824E 
1 ( , 
a -1.50'3000 -1.senceo -2.000J{JO -2.!JQljOOO -.u7598:.J -1. 747J~ 
. 
-.4(1)(00 
- .80 (j~ 00 -.BOOO(lO -.401)000 -.3~8319 -.599a~ 
.80uOOO .6~ooao .6{JDOtlO .718000 .926589 
• 6797~ 
9 - 1., 5 Q 0 C 0 fj -1.5uG!lOO -~.iJ03001l -2.(;lHiOOO O.OCO~IiJu 
_ i 
-1. 15 uO Q 
f' - • 8 IJ ~ 0·0 (! -1. 2Q 0 00 il - :1.2(; J!ltl iJ -.6J;lOIiCi -.447,14 -1 •. aCl~u~ 
.60eano • 4(; [Hi 0 fJ .400000 .600000 .89442'1 • 5lJ tlJ 
-1. 72 ';4~ 10 -1.500000 -1. 5C 0000 -2.000000 -2.uO('000 -.050829 
-1.200000 -1.6tOOCO - j. L+O~ilJO {I -1.211~OCO -.4967'+1 
-1. 3S 28 ~ 
.4QCn.co .2CDO(JIl .2560Gil .4.JIJCOO .866409 • 31~1~j 
( i 
11 -1.5110000 -1. 5tn1 OliO -'.!'JO~l)'-lO -2.lJnG~OO - .~'+8 62 t -1. 762531 
-1.50I.1COO -1.732000 -j.49J70tj -1 • .l;OciJ!lO -.842191 -1. 55\J51l 
f • 2 O"'{l{1 0 O.(;(JOOOO O.OOOiluj) .25€COO .4:1307 .11 39ltl 
12 -1.50:;000 -1.S0tlOlHs -2.0uOOOO -2.~(dHH1O -.414479 -1.699671. 
• 
w -1.732QCO -1.6700iHI 
- ~.46S000 -1.4907CU -.88520 Z -1. E11861 
w 0.000000 -.229700 
- • ..L3780U O.(lO;Jlj\JO -.2112,+ 4 -.1J9657t 
( 13 -1.500000 -1.5UOOOO - t. 0 11 ~ O~ Q -2.000000 -.372374- -1. 73377~ 
-1.67nG~O 
-1 • *+6 0 a 00 - j. 3220C Q -1.465000 -.725701 -1.46475~ 
-.2Z97tlo -.4659tJU 
- • .3 L+L+,+u 0 -.137800 -.576529 -.29799~ 
( 
11+ -1.5;))OCC -1.500000 -'.(JOJIlC,J - 2. I.i IH 13 r. {) -.31u)24 -1. 7389Jl 
-1. 46iJClJ I) -1.140CO'l -1.{j72UOO -1.322(lUU -.51)7279 
-1.25 J 7 J! 
-.465900 -.652000 -.517900 -.3444GG -.604065 -.,+9791. 
, 
15 -1.S0JOOO -1.500000 
-'.aUlJDIJQ -2.1,)00,)00 -.2 E952 7 -1. 73826. 
-1.141)00 C -.8~/j(,CO 
-.6uO£JOO -1.C7200C -.335L123 -.95,+051 J 
-.&52030 -.7G8100 -.&289GO -.517900 -.902837 -.64483j 
I 
( 16 -1.50:)000 -1.5!1 0 0 O~ -,.10~OOil -2.nouoou -.250229 -1. 75fJ27E 
-.e.QJOQO -.4f'lOOO(l -.,+00000 -.6~!HICD -.193980 -.6CC10J 1 
-.768100 -.84260C -.718~OG -.62890'0 -.948555 -.73t;,30E 
1 ( l 17 -1.50.,000 -1.500000 -2.1.JO,J~03 -2.I.IOGOOO -.237694 -1. r51l~2! 
-.40nOIl/J O.OIlOUi/O 0.0 u HUHj -.4.lJOUOO -.Q61556 -.21.: L1 J 3i 
-.842600 -.866000 -.745400 -.t1CI:OO -.969388 -.792992 
-i.IJO.,OIJO 
j 
18 -1.501QOI) -1.500tlOO -2.0oiuOIlQ -.237 f94 -1. 75fi il2! 
n. a ~.HHHI G .400000 .... 00000 O.COOOOO .OE1556 .2000Ji 




























































































































- 1. i5'; 0 IJ a 
-l.j)C~.djO 
.5u~JuiJ 













-1.25 J 7 ~o 
- ... 97910 
-1. 13b 266 



















































PROGRAM Baxe ATMOSPt"ERIC SCI:::NCE ASSCCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 
BOD.,. 10. TEST ~ 
. TEST :BODY I 
N M X X X X NX NPl j 
Y ., Y Y NY NFl 
Z 1 Z Z NZ NP\ 
I 
7 19 -1.500000 -1.5DO£lOO -2.ilOijDOO -2.0tJOiHHl -.250229 -1.1~ 
.4000011 .8000uO .800iHH.I .4iJOOOO .1S398IJ .6D1 
-.8426!'lO 
, 
-.768100 -.6289{)a -.71800(j -.948555 -.731 
i 
20 -1.g0aDOO -1.5000;)0 -c.OOOOilO I -~.OOCO(!O -.269527 -1. 73 ~ , 
.80UC3u 1.14GUOO 1.072000 .8l.1COOO .~35023 .954 
-.768lett -. E52000 -.517900 -.6289(10 -.902837 I -.644 l 
21 -1.500000 -1.S{lOOOU -'.OOC;]Uy -2.lltlCOOQ -.31u024 -1. 731 
1.140000 1.460000 1.3220110 1.U 720rlO .50727S 
, 
1.25G 
-.652000 -.4659'00 -.34440 Q -.5179(,0 -.8",4u85 -.491 
j 
i 
22 -1.5~ljtlO~ -1.50,1)00'.1 -2.UI.IOOOO -2.(JOClltlO -.372J1l+ -1. 133 
1.46(Jt'jiJC 1.67,3COO 1 ... 6500a 1.322(Hdl .7257Q1 1. 48'~ 
-.1+559& 0 -.229700 -.137800 -.344,+00 -.518529 
-. 29 ~ 
23 -1.50000£1 -1.5enoca - c.IHIIlOijQ -2.IHliiOOO -.4141+79 -1. f9C3 
1.57UOOCI 1.732;)00 1.,.90100 1.4£5000 .685202 1. Elil 
-.22971)0 ". DOll 00 l) a.OOOOilD -.137800 -.211244 -. tl96 
w 
~ 
..................... . ................... 
8 1 -2.011000C -2.~OOO(\O - ,. 5~fHHJ 0 -2.500001l -.59798l -2.218, 
1.4901QO 1.3Z2000 1.000000 1.(15~uOO .747834 1.240: 
0.000000 .344400 .235700 o.JOOOOO .288 3d 2 .149; 
2 -2. J!HlOOO -2.0000DO -'.SOOfJOO -2.5ll0COO -.425912 - 2" 214 
1.3220no .SQotac .80,)000 1.0aUGeD .1+ 63 21l \I .990 
.344'+0 n .628900 .3815CU .2357ll0 .777203 ~ 411 
3 -2.0000(10 -2.DUGOGlJ -,.500000 -2.500000 -~3978!l1 -2.25QI 
.8000''10 .4t1nooo .40011011 .SIJOIJOO .246251 • EO(' 1 
.52891)0 .118000 • 5153CJIl • ~8'15CO ~883807 .5eO; 
'+ - 2~ '1DiJo,no -2.UOOOOO -2.500000 -2.50(1000 -.36500£ -2.250il ~ '+ 0 iHi ~]ll O.UDOOOw O.uOOOOO .40(}lJOO .C75569 • 2001. 
.713DOO .74510.0 .5528",0 .515300 .927222 ~ • 63Z~ 
5 -2.000(;00 -2.000000 -2.5001100 -2. sataco -.366809 -2.2501 
0.000000 -.400'000 -.c.oonoo G.GOCOOO -.075569 1 -.200l 
.745700 .718000 .515300 .552800 .9 (;7 22 2 ":5 2' 
• 0 " 1 
5 -2.QOjiJ~Q -2.00UOOO -,.500000 -2.5H,000 -.372805 - Z. 250~ 
-.401000 -.80000Q -.aooooo -.'+Il~OUO -.27858b lJ -:~~, .718fHIO .6GIJOOIi .3815"0 .5153\,0 .885102 
fQl.OQlO' ~ .. r., r 
1 








DO il .4JOOOO I 













I U Ci 1.3220"0 
,00 
-.344400 
ID 0 -2.QOiJOOO 

























00 1.~55\10fJ .7Lt7834 
00 O.JOOOOO 
.288382 
00 -e. 5JO~OO 
- .... 25912 
80 1.00aooo • Lt 6324) i.i 









-?$OOOOO -.~6600 S 






.927222 DO ,.552800 ! 
i 
~D -2.5'JiiUOO 












.:E:7 :OE+ (0 







-1. 738932 • G3't5E-02 
1.25D730 







-. 2979~4 .1525E+oa 
-1.E99678 
.318CE-02 
1. U1S 65 .583~E+'O 
-. u96576 .lG38E+(SO 
...... ~~ ........... ",.  
-2.218024 
.1342E-Ol 




- 2.211+'+45 .1(l3~E-C1 
• 39u~69 
.723eE+OO 
• Lt112 87 
.2322E+CtJ 
-2. '25G 969 
.9877E-02 

















• 5S34~9 .226(JE+()O 
,.,. arur mAr., ~ 
" 
>w;';:; , '~-... -... -~----.. -,'.-.-.. -.. j ... 
'" ",--",~",-,--~~ ---~~"'''-~ir~~"~'''''''-'~--" 
<':...~/ 
PROGRAM saxc ATfoiOSPHE.RIC SOI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEOFORD, HAS SACH US~TTS 
BODY ID. TEST 
TEST BODY 
J N M X )( )( X NX NPll 
Y Y Y Y NY NP~ 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPi 
1 
8 7 -2.000000 -2.00000U - ,.500QiJO -2. 5fHl O{i 0 ·'.3c;, 6212 
- 2. 21~ 
-.800eoo -1.200000 -i.DoaaDO -.800000 -.458tt73 
-.95' 
.601$000 .400. 00 Q .235700 .381500 .795,+99 ~ .4U 
-.537231 
I 8 -2. ~OODOO "'2.eo~coo -c.sooooo -2.S00~CO -2. 21 ~ , 
-1.2!lJiiOO -1. 49 !J 7 00 -1.055000 '-1.00GOIlO -.74(!96\l -1. 20 ~ 
1 
.41l0COO o.oocooo a.OOGOOD .235700 .tt!i2941 .16E 
-2.DOODOO 
] 
9 -2.~nouoc -c.500000 -2.5i.iDOOO -.Sc;798:l. -2.21e 
• 
-1.49070D -1.322I)QO -1.0QOOQ-Q -1.05~jjCI:i -.747834 -1.240 
o.ooonco -.344400 -.2357(jO 0.001)000 -.288382 -.14~ 
10 -2.'lOOnOO -2.000ClOO -c.5IJOOOO 1 -2. SCIHHJ{, -.425912 -2. l11t 
-1.322000 -.eooono -.8000JO -1.0a(;000 -.4E3200 -.990 
-.3-1+4400 -.628900 -.3815011 -.235700 -.777203 -.41) 
1 
J 11 - 2. tJ'onooe -2.0DOOOu -2.S0;;!Joa -2.500000 -.397801 -2.250' 
1 
-.800000 -.400000 -.411"000 -.aUiJiiflO -.246251 -.600 
-.628900 -.718000 -.515300 -.381500 -.8838CJ7 ~ 
-. 56~ 
w 12 -2.1)000JO -2.000000 -c.5000QD -2.SIlCifJUO -.366578 -~. 2S~ 
CJ'1 
-. 4'OlJO 00 o. D'O 00 00 O.iJOiHIOO -.400000 -.075231 -.2DO! 
-.718ll~O -. 745400 -.552800 -.515300 -.927341 -.632' 
13 -2.;)00010 -2.000001) 
-2.500003 -2. saOHO -.366578 
- 2. 250 
0.000000 • 4'D 00 Q 0 .itOOO£!O Q.OOf!DOO .1175231 • 21l" 
-.745400 -.718000 -.515360 -.552801) -.927341 -.632 
14 -2.1)0')000 -2. OD ,00 00 
-'.50000U -2.5;1COOO -.397cPJl -2.250' 
.400eoo .800000 .80COD 0 • ~lJI)OOQ .246251 .600 
-.7180DIJ -.628900 -.381500 -.515300 -.883801 -. S6a, 
15 -2.000000 -2.onnooo -2.500100 -2. 5lH on ij -.425912 -2.21, 
.800000 1. 322~OO 1.iJOOOGO .800000 .463200 .990' 
-.6289'1G 
-.34"4UO -.2357QO -.381500 -.7772:0J 
-. i+11~ 
1 16 -2. ilO!!OOO -2.00 \lOOu -2.500000 -2.5<)10\100 -.597981 
-2. 2181 
1.322()a~ 1.490700 1.0S500~ 1. 'J(lQOO .747834 1. Zlt~ 
-.344400 O.tOOOOO o.ooooeo -.2357CO -.288382 -.14 -I 
-z.J .+-+ ........... . ............. 9 1 -2.50!H1OO -2.500000 -~.aOOOOQ -3.CO'lOOO -.868756 1.J55000 .8"O~OO 0.000000 O.OOiJOOO .411733 .687; 
C.llOOOI)O .3815\10 0.000000 C.CGOQOO .27520e • 11+9 
L. 





X X Nx NPX 0 Y Y NY NPY T Z Z NZ NeZ A I I 
-'.SGOJull 
-2.5000(;0 

















-2. 50f)1~O -.~37231 
-2. 212iJ 88 
.2711E-01 -1.055000 -1.q:JGuOO 
-.74(1960 
-1.209729 








.1342E-{11 - 1.uOOi)D-ll -1.05~(lCO 
-.747634 
-1. Z40 723 





















.9877E-02 -.4Jj n aOQ -.8J"iH1O 
-.246251 
-.60tJ392 
• 72:!;:E+uO -.515300 -.381300 
-.883807 





-'::.25uG74 .23~ZE-"2 O.1l0a~uo -.400000 
-.075231 
-.20C1u4 








.ZJ42E-C2 ."00()(10 O.Ooooao 
.Li75251 
• 20 \J 1;; 4 




- ;.500aOlJ -2.5~COOa 
-.397cPJl 
-2.250969 
.9877£-02 .8000UO .4fiJI)OOn 
.246251 
.6 (J (J 3~ 2 .7233€+C~ -.381500 -.515300 
-.883807 -.~6,,379 
.2263E+GO ! -2 • 5 0 a :J 0 ~ 
-2. satana 
-.425912 
- 2. 214 .. ~5 
.lDZ4E-01 i 1.iJOJOOil .aOGOOD 
.46320,0 
.990269 
















• :f.4 ................ 




-2. E26833 lI. r O.()OOaoo O.OOi)OOO 
.411733 
.687692 





BODY ID. TEST 























- • 4;') 0 Ie 0 (I 






















ATMOSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BECFORO, MASSACHUSETTS 




























































































































































• 38 ~ ~ 
- 2. 63 5~ 
-.141~ 
• 38 g~ 
1 
-2. 629A 
-. 43 4~ 








-. 43 4~ 
-.336a 
1 
- 2.63 S". 
- .141.~ 
-. 38 9~ 













" ]'\ i HOSPHEI=(IC SCI~NCE: ASSOCIATES 
!i BECFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 17 
1800 'f 




-2. f29150 .1~~2E-14 D 0.01100011 U.~Otc!CO 
.2GOUO, 
• 43 'tl 7CJ .1018E+01 
, 
D 0.000000 O.GOOOOO 
.597912 
• ,33 6~ D8 .1612E+OO ! , 
-:.130001.10 
-3.0:luDlI O 
-. 7 ~tl17:; 
-2. E3 5472 
.22211£-15 I o.aooouo O.~CJOOg 
.(l62764 
• 141262 .8219E+OO i O.uOO3ull w.C'lllCOO 
.669,+78 
.389779 
.14S4E+LO ! ~ 




.30 !;3E-1S I O.ilC{)~Oa iJ.OllCGIH' 
-.(;62164 
-. ~412 62 .8219E+~O i 0.\)00000 J.~OCOCO 




- .77620 9 
-2. E29150 
.111&£-14 O.OIlUOOO !i.~OO~CO 
-.2!OJil2 
-.434170 






.8882E-15 a.Qooao!) U.OJOOOO 
-.4:11733 -.~87692 
.l167E+Cs1 ~.QOOOOu ~.OQTJOOG 





-2.626833 o. O.IlDJOaO tl.O'loaoo 
-. '+11733 
-.687692 






.1332E-14 ~.OO~1)OO o.,aO{l(O 
-.2,00,,02 
-.43 '+170 








.22'20 E-15 D.\iOilOjO u.uOOOOO 
-.062764 
-.1,,1262 






-2.635472 .3(!~3E-1S o.u:lJJca a. litH/ODD 
.062764 
• jEt 12 62 








.11lGE-14 C.1.l00000 i).IJOOOOO \,2ljO'J02 • it! 41 7G 








.SS€ZE-15 ir.OIl~OOO a.c-aon~o 
.41113J 
.687692 





189 BASIC ELEMENTS HERE INPUT 
FLOHS HAS SET UP 1 X FLCH~, 0 Y FLOWS, AND C Z FlOHS. 
NEAR ELEMEN TS = 12340 
INTERMEDIATE ELEMENTS 
= 12849 
FAR ELEMENTS .:: 1D 532 
LEA III NG ifF OR M 
LEAVING AFORM 
PiE 189 X 189 MATRIX WITH 1 RIGHT SIDES HAS SOL~ED DIRECTLY. 

















•• ~_~ ••• '"' __ o , 
J 7 Z;;'tF'rc"-!!"'I""""&.= .~:-. CS:",!!L:":'~,; ~ !*' .If.' • r ~'/~::"'~.~~.""""-:.-l"~~ ·$PWJ!'~J4 UE ·'jA!S>q . 
PROGRA M 80XC 
BODY 10. TEST 
N M NPX 
NPY 
NPZ 











































































































.659238 d8 243 S .4345~,+ 








































• 96U8 95 
-.007 .. 73 
" 
'~""":.:.-2:L=':.l\ 
-"i't ¥ 91,,,1 A 
























.863087 ~ -.082222 
.493318 '1 
I 
.872872 i ~ 















.958086 -~ -.27658lt 
-.07it655 1 
AT flO SPHERIC SCI::NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHU SETTS PAGE 18 
rr BODY X-F:..OH 
,. VX DCX NX VN ~SQ IJY Dey NY SIG iCP vz Dez NZ k0542 · .166355 
.286'+60 
































-.130613 7E304 -.76731~ 
-.e45451 
.428210 
~G 80 8 
.456097 
.48,+793 





















~ZS ~2 • :1602 J • 50~625 




-.86 J18 6 
-.844124 
.493318 
~70 46 .5~1~79 
.487885 
.872872 

























-. 72'=29~ .lt36'tJe 
~564 .275038 
.326094 









.95d08e • lj 0 D Ull 0 15~4 .6331+50 .960895 
-.276584 
-,143742 Silt 06 
-.004927 
-.007 .. 73 
-.074+655 r' 
~tI CX1lIf ~,t. 2-ii.--

















































































































.78 5U6 5 








































• Ij 6-45 81 





























































Ijl , __ "__ ,"~_o_"""" __ , 

































































.86564S .0tlilO1.l0 .~ 
-.029230 -.1284,+1 ;OJ 
-.499797 
.865649 • .uOIlUlJO 
.O2923€ -.12&168 

















.855263 -.lJ415Lt7 ·t 
.28.J-.03f 
..,. fX'I.Ir f'N,', ~ 
• 
~ ··eel. ~~~~~'!' ~ = --~ 
PROGRA M BO XC ATMOSPHERIC SCI::NC E ASSOCIATES 
BECFORO, MASSACHUSETTS 
BODY 10. TEST 




v N H NPX 'IT 'IX OCX NX 
~PY VTSQ VY Dey NY 
NPZ CP VZ Dez NZ 
2 2 1 •. 2.~1719 1.3424-41 1.235652 .92()1t59 .390089 'I 
1.:65283iJ 1.802147 -.395679 -.294746 .652110 -I 
.414680 -.802147 -.344554 -.256670 .650uu4 1 
3 1.241630 1~391.f162 1.318375 .945640 .32455.3 1 
1.351646 1.94-36E7 -.240723 - .1726 65 .447ooe 
-1 .631851 -~ 9436 H -.384222 -.275593 .833577 
1.24299J 1.422606 1.362458 .957585 .2~dOOC: • 
.985715 2.024378 -.135634 -.095371 .28715' 
-1 .786135 -1.024376 -.3Sc876 -.271910 .913561 
5 1.250180 1.43SQ29 1.305168 .962571 .270929 • 
.6000 86 2.070805 -.0$:5319 -.038442 .163401 -J 
.876683 -1.0708:05 -.386C75 -.268289 .94862g 1 
i 
6 1.250017 1.440C1.f2 1.388034 .963684 .261384 J 
.200026 2.07~722 .055597 • U3(:6o.8 .Q52527 -J I 
• 922Q 94 -1.073722 -.379405 -.263509 .96380S 
+::0 
C> 7 1.246098 1.454052 1.44,1656 .991475 .12614f! y' .,~ 
-.199566 2.1142€6 .1C 321+2 .0 71li (i 3 -.312996 ,i 
.867167 -1.11~2E6 -.15885 .. -.109249 .9,+13·41 ! 
8 1.2SQOQ,j 1.4E4273 1.463954 .999782 G.UJO\JOO .~ 
-.6nCODO 2.144096 .027353 • Q 18687 -.4,+7214 .1 
.700000 -1.144096 .013631 .009341;. .894427 , 
, 
g 1.250000 1.45~110 1.45655J .999623 u.OCOIiOCl ~ -l.QjOOOr) 2.1Zg001 .1135829 .024556 -.447214 
.secooo -1.129001 .017915 .012278 .891+427 
.l 10 1.250000 1.413037 1.4123!t6 .999511 O.lJilOOuD 
-1.4000LlO 1.996674 .039537 .0279 eli -.4~7214 "I 
.300000 -.996674 .D19758 • C 1399t .891+1+27 1 i 
.j 11 1.216789 1.32<;756 1.312735 .987245 .159iJ06 
-1.739216 1.768252 .118453 .069L'86 -.59331~ .,1 
.102018 -.76 €Z 52 -.175453 -.131951 .78910 ~ 
, 
I 
12 1.220560 1.24(,825 1.106576 .691807 .435365 J. .1 1 
-1.831729 1.539647 .56133~ .452391 -.855263 
-'\ 
-.14991l0 -.53£647 .00591+9 .S0479S -.2(11)38 
13 1.241719 1.307517 1.201637 .919023 .390l89 ~ 
-4 
-1.652.830 1.709599 .417526 .319327 -.65217J 
-" 
-.:"14681,) 
-.709599 .3U2225 .231144 -.65u.)04 
1 
FOLDOUr fRA!~. , 
_J 
."","-" .. .JIj' _ ••.. _ .. lL . 
'"_. _. "'..,.,"" ,""' __ e~~~'~ •. " ..... ...- __ ~ ___ ~_" __ 
;' ·'3w .. ·&]]6 •• ~ fihE bdshs-'''-:' _ ..... o~d"''''"7t· '" TTC < ~ .. ~,,-... _,. ---- -,- ~----"- ~-"' ,-.~---. 
,..t- -~ ~ ...... ~ . _. _,. ___ ~r.~~_ p, ,4. +~~-,-:---y,~ 
r 
'-
''HERrO scr::NCE ASSOCIATES ~ 
~OFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE lO 
I~ 
X-FLOW 
IJX OCX NX VN Vy Dey N~ SIG VZ DCZ NZ I 
























.957585 c .2~dOO c: 
.11000vO , 
.... 135634 
































.071" D 3 
-.312996 • (022592 
-.15885 .. 


















• V 1227$ .89,+427 
1.4123!t6 
.999511 o.1JijOOw'o .L:OO~ ... O 
.0313537 





































'. rs •. 
,[ 
. ~ . 
























































," ~."-"~'.-r--:."""~-'~-. -._ ~""~~~'-~7"-- 0" ,,",_9"_"""'~~~' ~ CD,S h, 
-"" ... ...,. ...... ,'!' ( 
ATMOSP~ERIC SCI~NCE ASSCCIATES 
~:-... ~. ::: .OJ', "': '4~:-::'~-:::Z1. 




























































































































-. ,+'+7 a (iE 
-.833577 
.288009 
~. 2~ 1154 
-.91.1561 











































r- ... .. ---- :.-'~- -- ,-,--~--.-• ..,.,- .c-- ~-.~~.-, 
i 
I.E ASSCCIATES 
rHUSETTS PAGE 21 
, OCX NX VN 
DCY NY SIG Dez NZ 
.945091 .32,+ !;53 
.001l000 
.18eS 43 - ...... 70(H 
-.024030 
• 26t6 51 
-.833577 






















































.• 901.:112 .1+35365 .onooIJo 








• ~ 09617 
.3 '+1+20 e 
, 













PROGRA M saxe AT~OSPH£Rle SCI~NCE ASS aCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 
800Y IO. T£ST 
TEst BODY 
X-FLOH 
N t1 NPl( VT \IX ocx NX 
NPY VTSQ VY DCY NY 
NFZ CF IJZ Dez NZ 
3 3 .5tltlOOa 1.2323SE 1.232207 .999879 o.OOOJOO 
1.4JOIlOil 1.S1e701 -.017153 -.013919 .447214 
.7aOQui) -.518701 .Qt8577 .COc960 .894427 
4 .500000 1.237037 1.236932 .999955 O. OiO J il 0 U 
1.0I'!OO~a 1.5302E1 -.011243 -.0(19088 .279631 
.85825~ -.5302El .003274 • DO 2647 • 961i 10; 
5 .5~l]D!J~ 1. 2::i 14., 13 1.234C11 • 9999 98 o.OOO;;OIJ 
.6QOOOO. 1. 522789 -.002482 -.OO-2ill1 .156305 
.948150: -.5227£9 .Q00333 .O~L318 .987709 
.S:lOOOO 1.2200 e4 1.220020 .999964 Q. Di~ a C 00 
.2~OlOO 1.4~8557 .01037 a .00 €5 00 .050436 
.939913iJ -.488557 -.9005~lt -.00U429 .998727 
7 .500000 1.20 €541 1.206516 .999979 U.DQuuJC 
-.21)0000 1.455742 -.001029 -.005826 -.4:47214 
.9iHiOOO -.455742 -.Il 03515 -.C02913 .694427 
.j:::o 
N 
8 .5COOe!) 1.196347 1.196331 .99998& O.OiltlJOO 
-.6ilOOCJ 1.4312~7 .005573 • C 04659 -.44721 " 
.700000 -.1;31247 .002787 .002329 .894427 
.50GOeD 1.185439 1.185352 .999927 O.OOJUOO 
-l.JnOlJOn 1.1.t~5265 .112836 .'10828 -.4:47214 
.500000 -.40~2€5 .006418 • (105414 • 89!.tLt27 
1ll .500il"D 1.175488 1.1752,7 • 999829 o.ooatloo 
-1. 4fH U 00 1.381772 .!J1S439 .016537 -.447214 
.3131:000 -.381772 .OU9119 .OO<>26f, .89Lt427 
11 .5(jIHlOU 1.16~(l(!O 1.163439 .999519 a. o:n O~ 0 li 
-1.8l!!H1QD 1.3548~5 .0323 J 2 .027751 -.~47214 
.11){lOOU -.35 .. 895 .a~6151 • (! 13876 .8~g"1f27 
12 .5"0000 1.16 £003 1.167855 .999873 U. QiOUD cp 
-1.935000 1.364231 .006398 .005471 -.938893 
-.177300 -.364231 -.01743 J -.014940 -.344208 
13 .51)0001] 1.1<)5403 1.1S512J .99<;763 u.ocoooo 
-1.735000 1.42 f9 E '3 .019253 .016106 -.&72591 
-.1+77300 -.4?e989 -.a174~9 -.G14638 -.7,+JJ14 
14 .5JOO·OQ 1.218760 1.218532 .99'7813 U • .J~JilD" 
-1.4 n on 01) 1.485~77 • Q 210S~ .017296 - ... 47214 
-.7{1~i)OO 
-.1+85377 -.010540 -.OU8648 -.894427 
~ -- <,- <_~ ___ -"'1i~"_':_'w_ .-'~~~ _"T'_.' ':-'<-,;""t. 
r 
ERiC SCI ~NCE ASS oeIATES • rORD • MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 22 
X-F~OW 














-. (i "90 88 
.279631 
.\J11576 r .• J03274 
• CJ Q 2647 
.96':;101 ~ 




















.999979 O.OlluvJO .OOD(i~O 
-.OD7029 
-.005826 
-.447214 .;:';l11~7 l-. il 03515 
-. C 02313 
.694427 r I 
(1.:1196331 







.r:{;Oc,DQ , • ~128 36 
.'10628 
-.447214 .~lu6~2 ~ !. ~ 0 641 d 
.00S414 
.894427 ! ~.17S2S7 
.999829 0.0001300 
.C{iOO::'O f ~ 019439 
.0 iE-53? 
-.41+7214 









r.0323J2 ~ 1;]161'""1 
• (! 138 76 











.f.ii)OGuO , i.Q 19253 
.016106 
-.672591 
.ilOi31.tO I , .~h?4~9 
-. C14638 -.7'+JJ1~ 
! 
~218S32 
.99<;813 U • .J\lJiJOc.; .uQuDC~ ~021u5a 
.017296 -.'+4721~ .~089IiO ,010540 
-.OU8648 
-.89!t427 
PROGRA M Boxe ATMOSPHERIC SCENCE ASSOCIATES 
BODY 10. TEST 
BEDFORD, HA S SACHUSETTS 
TEST BODY 
X -F_ OW 
N M NPX VT VX OCX NX NPY VTSQ v"t Dey NY NPZ CP liZ OCZ NZ 









16 .5~D~OO 1.244132 1.244037 
.999964 ll.oaOOJO -.60jj~lJD 1.547863 






17 .5flOlC;J 1.249397 1.24939j 
.9999Y4 O.OuOOGC -.2000C~ 1.56J993 
.IY 0 421 ~ 
















19 .5:,)0000 1.24991;9 1.24S9!t2 
.999979 O.ij~:;jJu 
.6COOOO 1.562422 
-. 0 \j 8C :; ;) 







~ 20 .50')noo 1.245269 1.245135 








.5000130 1.236471 1.2363Q5 
















-. Oi 473 5 
-.012093 
-. 740'J 14 
23 .5$0000 1.a13215 1.213153 







-.34 .. 208 
4 1. -.246Q68 1 • .1:56990 1.155558 
.998771 








.33998C I 2 -.249477 1.161134 1.1601;'+0 .99SGS8 -.0':"3145 1.726269 1.3482~2 .~~9883 
.025736 
.67515 l ~ 
.47068a 
-.34f232 .O405~8 • ~ 34938 
.736411 I 
1 3 
-.24916'3 1.165449 1.1647) 8 
.999364 
-.0 3 ~8 75 
1 
1.395016 1. :3 58272 
.Jl.)S48 
.l}O';;O 51 
.4 .. 9471 
.692774 





.' .... -~ .. 
r 
SPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES If· , ,.-


























































-.ll 0 64 51 


























































-.0.3 48 75 
.449471 
.892614 



























• u Ii 40 i U 
PROGRAM Boxe ATMOSPHERIC saI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 
BODY 10. TEST 
TEST BODY 
X-F:..OW 
N M NPX V 1 VX DCX NX 
NPY VTSQ Vy Dey NY 
NPZ CP I/Z Dez NZ 
It -.249537 1.166421 1.165810 .999476 -.U31!J43 
.'998756 1.360539 -.00Q124 -.(l00106 .28144~ 
.850538 -.3605,39 .037770 • Q3~~81 .959!J74 
5 -.25u~16 1.1630913 1.162515 .9991+97 -.02921C 
.6:100D1 1.352777 -.QQd7~7 -.007555 .157442 
.940749 -.352777 .Q35812 .C3U790 .98709E 
6 -.250r~2 1.152040 1.1513~5 .999397 -.028252 
.2eoooo 1.3a7196 -.021553 -.(118722 .aS076C: 
.'382825 -.3271C:;6 .D3363J • Q 29235 .99831" 
7 -.249496 1.13~124 1.1348liJ .999714 -.0126138 
-.199997 1.288507 -. tJ ~ 697 8 -.02.3767 -.43452E 
.8~6503 -.2885(7 .0 Q 287 (J .002529 .9uu571 
8 -.250.000 1.119936 1.119873 .999944 \i.ilOOllQO 
-.600000 1.254256 -.010588 -.Q09'+54 -.4 .. 7214 
.70()OOO -.2542S6 -.tlu5294 -.004127 .894427 
-!:::o 9 -.250000 1.111342 1.111342 .99':999 O.OJQJon 
-!:::o 
-1.01l0QOO 1.23!;O~2 .aQ1286 .001157 -.1+1.+1214 
.500000 -.235082 .~Cil643 .00(1578 .89~427 
10 -.25GOOO 1.108832 1.1GB7i+~ .999917 U.OCOJOO 
-1. 4:1C 000 1.229508 .1.11 27'+n .011489 -.4lt721~ 
.31Ut!OO -.2295CS .006370 .00 :745 .89~427 
11 -.247831 1.115217 1.1.147~9 .999625 -.012880 
-1. 79i30 15 1.2'+3710 .0173 .. 2 .C15551l -.460~la 
.11l002Lt -.243710 .025153 • 0 22~ 59 .887820 
12 -.248068 1.12lJ924 1.126833 .998201 -.0 .. 9:;32 
-1.923C92 1.2144E8 -.Of;,55+5 
, 
-.058060 -.939127 
-.174(;52 -.274468 .016879 • 0 11.j~ 51 -.339980 
13 -.249477 1.1479£6 1.14685 Ii • 999ti 16 -.0 .. 3145 
-1.726269 1.31;872 
-.01+202 .. -.0366Q7 -.675158 
-.~7n688 -.317872 -.028665 -.024969 -.736411 
14 -.249169 1.16iJ735 1.16Q02& .999·389 -.034875 
-1.395016 1.347306 -.020453 -.(;17620 -.449471 
-.69277,+ 
- • .31+73C6 -.035024 -.030174 -.892614 
15 -,249537 1.16<:028 1.168465 .99s/S18 -.031J ... 3 
-.99875& 1. 366627 -.00997'+ -.008532 -.28141;~ 
-.850538 
-.3EE6'7 -.034833 -.029848 -.959011+ 
;.. 
~ ... FOlDOUr fRp~ft., f ~ .. _ '" t!.!Il!P -•. JIIi!_ • .... "' ·''''qIi?MTiJ !@i"'~"'-'·."·"'·_"'!III>:::r· ___ '~"""""'_"'IIl-~-·_""",,"1'"-
--











! • 9 99397 
1-.il16722 





































































































PROGRAM BaXC ATMOSPHERIC SOI::NC£ ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACH USETTS 
BODY 10. TEST 
TEST BODY 
1 
X-F!..OW , 1 . 
N M NPX Vl VX OCX NX 1 1 
NPY VTSQ Vy DCY NY 1 
NPZ CP liZ Dez NZ 
'+ 16 -.250n16 1.17 .. 210 1.173709 .999513 1 
-.029211: ~ 
-.600001 1.378769 !! -.005058 -.004308 -.157442 
-.940749 -.378769 -.1J33935 - .. 1!<?,8900 -.987096' 
17 -.2500U2 1.177071 1.1766al .999601 -.D28252 
-.20nouo 1.3817457 -. tl a 213 2 - .001854 -. ~ 511789 
-.982825 -. 3854-~7 -.033187 -.<028194 -.99d310 
18 -~25nnQ2 1.177939 1.177467 .9996no -.0 2d2 52 
.20DOOoO 1.387539 -. (UlIU54 -.000131 .~5J789 
-.982825 -.387539 -.033330 -.u28295 -.9913310 
19 -.250016 1.176983 1.176476 .999569 -.J ,921e 
.60DD!!1 1.385288 .002234 .001940 .157~42 t 
-.9,+0749 -.385288 -.93445~ -.029278 -.987096 1 
20 -.249537 1.174127 1.173553 .999511 -.03104.3 1 
.998756 1.378574 .,006152 .0052'+8 e281449 ~ 
-.850538 -.378574 -.036176 -.03('811 -.95907'+ l j 
~ 
U1 
21 -.2'+9169 i .• 1695 20 1.168eao .99~384 -.1J3 .. 87~ 
1.39'5016 1.367777 .014296 .012223 .449'+71 
-.69277'+ -.367777 -.038'+56 -.932892 -.892614 
22 -.2'+9477 1.163098 1,,162(13 .999ij67 -.C .. 314~ 
1.726269 1.3527~7 .0322r3 .027748 .67515€ 
-.470688 -.352797 -.038432 
-.C33t9" -.736411 
23 -.2'+8068' 1.157588 1.156157 .998772 -.0'+9532 
1.923092 1.34U010 .054224 • C 4 eo '+2 .939127 
- .17'+052 -.340010 -.1l1d660 -.016120 -.33~980 
5 1 -.743334 1.160'+25 1.1466&5 .988142 -.15J~43 
1.874150 1.3,+e5.e7 .168493 .145199 .931t141 
\ 
.161626 -.346587 .057936 • 04'H 21 .32218( 
2 -.747389 1.166631 1.156335 .9911'+9 -.132140 
~.690281 1.361028 .10,+989 .0:8,9994 .683173 
.444215 -.361028 .1130:'0 .097597 .71~Q91 1 j 
J -.7'+7752 1.1718E4 ~.164831 .9940 '+2 -.1 Cd8Q9 ; 
1.373892 1.373264 ",-; .• ~ il~.t~j-l 9 .044296 .457325 ~ 
.663304- -~:1"(;:710 1 -.37326'+ 
., '''f!~:l'') .099593 .682618 j .. -.747958 1.173024 '1f67559 . .995350 -.09S703 
.992572 1.375986 ".l~ 2i1B 0 .(117212 .288525 
.819383 -.3759-€6 
.-
:~j111176 .094777 .9521;77 
I 
1.-L ' .... fflA/ r '. " '~. __ • ' ",<yt 
. - - . ." .. , ,_ <., .. itl" ii'F"ilil!l!rTIIiIII ~ . J. -=., ~~~ij~~~:-,}e_,;'?: ~ _,_.!_'-:~~")'L_Cl1.«-ll!t~·~. ··~:iC.-:; ~",,",-~,:,:c: _,~ :,,,,,~2:;:-;·,.1~:; :~- :t~::~:-:'~·- .... ;:-~ , ..... ~;d;-';;:c,_ 
. ''''..I!1~~~''''''-')'''.:'i'''~'1=:!. .. """",_d. _.~ 
1184£:;;: (Wl'0$ ,.. ,,"*,- & ..... :;;_,>.,9* ~ .• ". '4""'I4L;;::' ;¥ ,.-, ¥C4 4"¥" >-( - ~-~~-~ .. -- ---..-- "r,r----<"-O:-~~"_:'"--<- ---;::.~.-~ *,,« r, 
IE ASSOCIATES 




r OCX NX VN ! Dey N~ SIG 
, Dez NZ 
E 
~ .999573 -.02921E .i.nHI0JIl -.004308 -.157442 • "0 50 76 
-. (128900 
-.987096 ~ .9996C1 
-.D28252 .OIJOO~O [ -.'lO1854 -.j51l789 • uti 4937 
I -.U28194 
-.99d310 ~ , 
~ 
.999600 




































.CQOO .. O , 




-.lJ16120 -.33~980 f ~ .988142 -.153543 
-.OOuuUQ ~ ,145199 
.93lt141 
.015192 





















.094777 • 9SZ 677 
• ,.,. Gru9" nMf~. ~ 
~ .".:.'~""o, .. Ji-.. ,. ~~"-''"' 
PROGRA H 80 XC 
ATMOSPHERIC SGI~NC£ A SSOC lATES BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS BODY 10. TEST 
TEST SODY 
X-FLOW 
N Ii NP)( VT V)( DCX NX NPV VTSQ \IV DCY NY NPZ CF Vl Dez NZ 5 5 
-.750055 1.1707E9 1.l65S17 
.995771 
-.089915 .6iJOilO9 1.37~699 
-.01J4751 
-. GD4067 




-.7500(;5 1.i615E5 1.156220 
.99sa98 
-.006851 .2:00D3 1.349234 
-.041883 
-.0 3EO 57 
.05210E .953924 -.34g234 
.103132 
• C 8 b7 87 
.9948SE 7 
-.748551 1.14 :511 1.14363d 





• [) 2 ,+4:'l 
.021335 .92418~ 8 
-.75(;000 1.12~60i 1.124251 
.999689 o.o .. u~\JC -.600000 1.264728 
-.J25032 
-.022312 







-.75009' 1.114870 1.114851 
.999992 O.OCj10C. I 1 -1. JllO!HlO 1.242934 
-.O(j4C28 










-.750000 1.115443 1.115255 D.GoaOOLJ .999831 -1.400000 1.244214 
.!)18316 
• C 1b420 
-.447214 .300000 -.24'4214 
.009158 
.008210 .8~4427 11 
-.741375 1.132611 1.13u30il 
.S97960 
-. iJ .. "to 55 -1.764760 1.282BC7 









-.74333Zt 1.132236 il)115714 • se 5,+ 08 
-.153:4,3 j .. -1.87415J 1.2B19~8 
-.191336 
-.168990 






-.747389 1.151358 1.140735 
.99£:816 
-.132740 { i 








-.71+7752 1.165286 1.156239 
.994004 
-.lJ88('9 
-l -.1.373892 1.3578S1 -.Ob95S1 
-.059712 
-.457325 -.6633ni+ "i. 357891 
-.lG67 ... 1 
-.C91601 
-.CJ8261l 15 
-.7:'7955 1.17;:U15 1.167615 
.995397 
-.0957(;3 -~ -.992572 1.375964 -. 0363:J 1 
-.032652 





-.952677 i j 
i 
16 
-.750055 1.177768 1.172932 
.995944 









S' PAGE 26 
oex NX VN 
" ti)CY 
I 
NY SIG Dez 
I 
NZ 
~S771 -.089915 .lliJOO~O 
~4n&7 .102.:s2C .[1093 .. 1+ 1.784 .982682 
539ti -.0130851 -.lHJ(.U';O 











~9689 il.O .. O::luC .COO1;;..O 
!2312 
-.447214 -.vu1092 ~1156 .89'+427 
~S992 Il.OCJllO(' ... 0",0:0 
·3613 - .1+ 4121 t, -.001455 
,1807 .894,+27 
J9831 D.GGOOOlJ .IJIlUC1JO 
l6420 -.1+47214 -."u9!j~a I 
'8210 .8,,4427 
n961l -.O,+~d55 .CuOOOO 
~55 60 -.51916~ -.U~52J7 
a913 .85J,+9~ 
~5408 
- .153 :4~ -.OllD&;IHI i 
-.93,+141 .022\;1+1 18990 
~C353 -.322188 
'£1816 -.132140 -.()OlJQ"O 
I 
~O286 -.68317'!- .(,10214 
16231 -.718J91 
'4004 -.1J88L9 - • ..,UCChlD 
,9712 -.451325 • 1.14426 
,1601 -.B8261E 
I 
1'~::i3 97 -.095703 -.COOOI)O ~~~~~; -.21)8525 .(112115 
-.952611 
~594:' -.Od9915 .uUOII~O 





~~::-_--""7-'_"" .... ,~-:-..-........ i I i -I 
PROGRAM 90 XC ATMOSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
B ECFORO, MASSACH USETTS 900'1' 10. TEST 
TEST 90DY 
X-F!..OW 
N H NPX VT VX OCX NX NPY VTSQ vy DCY NY NPZ CP VZ Dez NZ 
5 17 













-.75G{)05 1.1.81278 1.176812 
.99622Q 
-.08GeS1 







19 -.75~O55 1.160608 1.175825 
.995949 -.~o991S 
i .600{,O9 1.393835 .015737 
.013304 
.162020 ~ -.91t466 -.393a35 -.104938 
-.088936 
-.962E82 











1 21 -.747752 1.174632 1.167657 
.994063 
-.1 CadGS ~1 "!; 1.373892 1.3797 EO 
.Q58416 • U49732 











-.718 j91 j 
.J 23 -. 7~33 34 1.160774 1.14€999 .<:88133 -.153 :43 1.87 4150 1.3473~6 • 17la1tl 
.14 E5lt8 
.9J .. llt1 1 -.161626 -.3473~6 
-.0534l8 
-. I} It EO 11 
-.32216E 1 










-1.245329 1.144713 1.111521 
.97:JCl3 
-.239"6: 
-4 1.614691 1.31D3E9 
.19782d 
.172819 






-1.245168 1.15t983 1.136725 
.980795 
-.19,+936 -~ 1.329321.+ 1.343242 
.10283,+ ,088779 





-1.245163 1.16S666 1.148618 
.985205 
-.170981 










-1.250120 1.16 ~5 61 1.154226 
.986886 












-. GO b620 
















: • C93305 
•• fJ 94447 
~.S88133 
, .14c548 



































-.7 lb J91 
-.153=43 














































IiQQ_ ~-. ---r--~'" '- ... ~ --7""._"-1F"'"' ...... ~~~---""":!'~-:. 
c-
-- -~ .. ~ 
" 
PROGRA M 80 XC ATt40SPHER IC SCI=:NCE ASSOCIATES 1 , 
9ECFORO, MASSACHUSETTS , j 
BODY IO. TEST I 
TEST BOO ~ 1 
I X-F~OW N M NPX 'IT 'IX OCX NX , J 
NPY VTSQ 'IY Dey NY 1 1 NFZ GP vz oez NZ ! 
6 6 -1.250012 1.170850 1.155253 • ~8 6679 -.153515 
• ZtiUO 10 1.370889 -.053638 -.0.45811 .05525J 
.893198 -. 37Q8 89 .1<> 27&1 .156093 .986601 i 
1 
• 9195~ 78 1 7 -1.248100 1.174562 1.168731 -.07O+iGE 1 , 
-.199835 1.379597 -.!J969J6 -.0.8250ft -.25184E l 
.852389 -.379597 .0644713 .054888 .964926 
\ 8 -1.25VJCO 1.154940 1.151;0 J 1 .999187 o.o~oooo 
-.500000 1.333ae6 -. ~:"1635 -.036050 -.4,+7214 
.7JOOOO -.3338f6 
-.020815 -.010025 .8<';4427 
9 -1.250I)O~ 1.1381i16 1.137951+ • <,39S9 54 D.iJ:.:<J!lOO 
-1.000000 1.2950E1 -.~~975J -.008568 -.4,+7214 
.5000UQ -.295081 
-. D048 7 5 -. CO 4284 .89 .. 427 
10 -1.230000 1.14,38 ~2 1.143,+~ 1 • 999571 O.O:.JO!lC . I 
-1.410'00 1. 30'84,~8 .IJZ9956 .02 H8S -.44721" ! 
.3')\)I)C') 
-.3084ee .014978 .O1~O94 .894427 I 
.j::> j 
co 11 -1.225923 1.161360 1.150415 .99(]576 -.lC5€54 I 
-1.707445 1.348756 -.IH10:'1 -. OOS50 7 -.607853 
1 
.100626 -.34e756 .158631 .136b34 .7.1d~19 
12 -1.229655 1.11B5~Q 1.~6g901 .S56$86 -.26S347 
" 1 
-1.773614 1.2511J'18 -.32 360 ~ -.289310 -.921<+8£ 
\ 
-.134912 -.2510~8 .039432 .t 35254 -.2b079S 
13 -1.245329 1.130909 1. i) 9 70 16 .97~031J -.239065 1 -1.614691 1.~7e956 -.230259 -.203614 -.7~2123 




i~ -1.245068 1.151328 1.129!339 .98iJ641 -.194936 • 
-1.329324 1.325556 -.1~7739 -.11i..993 -.475316 1 -.600627 -.32SSS6 -.185734 -.1613Z1 -.857948 
J 15 -1. 2i45<7 83 1.162543 1.i45304 .985223 -.170961 
-. 9i7 9 r1 a '+ 1.351506 -.d72753 -.062581 -.3r4ed~ 1 
-. i53i512 -.3515C6 -.185350 
- .159435 -.936961 
1 I 
16 -1.25012iJ 1.1;69385 1.154316 .987114 -.15':f881 ~ 
-1 
-.600034 1.367462 -.04U457 -.0345<,37 -.172E3€ -I 
-.846449 -.367462 .-.162639 -.156235 -.971923 { 
-I l' -1.250012 1.172921 1.159t11.6 .988140 -.153515 
-.Z10til!! 1.375757 -.~143al - .1)12192 -.055250 ~ 
-.893198 -.375757 -.1795l.t2 -.153072 -.90661l1 1 
, 
F~fRA' f 
















































































































PROGRA M soxe 



















































AT~OSP~EKIC SCI~NC~ ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 

























































• 2~ 2~59 
-.183850 
1.090732 





































- .16U5 98 
.963296 
• 25b8 48 
-.071127 
• 91GO. 58 
.402943 
.U97113 




























.30 .. 683 
-.936981 








































l ocx NX oey NY 
DCZ NZ 





-.159881 f • 987135 
~ .027788 
.172638 
















-.1'!i .. 936 

















.2 see 48 .9211t8~ 




.0273 .. 4 




• U 97113 
.2l12 .. 4 
J 
l -.\tOiJOHJ 
J .041810 ~ 
l 








.l ; .037841 
~ 
i 









. 1 .030138 




























PROGRA M 80 XC ATMOSFHERIC SCI~NCE ASSCCIATES 
BODY 10. TEST BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 30 
TEST 800' 
X-F:"OW 




-1.1lt9550 1.20 56li 7 1.116688 
.9776'72 -.1~727~ 
.\JOGOdO 
































-1.720LtIJ9 1. 218 7 ~3 1.215655 
.991458 
-.050529 • iJ (I U L.II. 0 
-1.352829 1.4853=9 









-1.762531 1.166416 1.08 3D 56 
.926542 
-.34+8626 




.1:134454 t .113943 -.360526 .319~28 .213854 .411307 U1 










-.885202 • (·1+9562 































-.8 ... 4085 
15 












-1.750276 1.1512c2 1.114573 
.968114 
-.25u229 




.026698 I -.739306 -.3254~1 - .27940 3 -.242689 -.948555 
-1.750025 1.158rJ15 1.124810 
.971326 
-.237f;94 -.Ou{jO~O ] 
17 
~ -.21)0030 1. 3409 ~8 
-.!l235S5 





-.969386 ~ 18 
-1.750025 1.156514 1.1253J8 
.971338 
-.237694 




































































































































































































































-. uO~ijwO 1 
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PROGRAM Boxe AT I'OSPHE i'l . .1C SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 




,. N M NPX VT VX ocx NX liN , 
NPY VTSQ 'IY DCY NY S1 G 
, NPZ CP YZ Dez NZ 
f 8 7. -2.218355 1.206V50 1.107315 • 91~133 -.396212 -.IJOGU!'O I -.95694~ 1.'+54557 -.24E433 -.204380 »·,l458473 .033963 
t .416059 -.'+54557 ... 091+;4 • i3395 0,0 .7954~~ 1 6 -2.212088 1.083766 .912254 .S41752 -.537231 -.LOOVI1D 1 
-1.209729 1.174554 -.477735 -.4'+(;855 ... 74J960 .1.58742 i t 
.166619 -.174554 .337711 .311608 .402941 I 
1 
I ~i72781.; .80(483 -.S91~81 I 9 -2.21802:' .9,653sa -.Cu~OuO -1.240 7 23 .9\31993 -.55552e -.575433 -.747834 .,,69724 -.149617 .°16 Eil07 ••• t616.1 -.167642 -.288382 
I 10 -2.214!+45 1.074426 .971432 .9 C/ i;.113 - ... 25912 .GOCO:':O ~ 
-.990269 1.154391 -.269128 -.25u485 -.4632~O .\:43639 j 
-.£;11287 -.154391 -.'371939 -.3lt6175 -.777203 ~ 
11 ·'2.25!1969 1.1'17305 1.0248J1 .917209 -.3:97801 -.jjuou,;a 
-.6~G392 1.248370 - .1'4503J -.1298Q4 -.24fl251 .ij39174 i 
-.560379 -.24g37(l -.42/18SLt -.376669 -. 8:!8:; 8 0 7 I 
U"1 I N 12 - 2. 2 ~;'O 0 74 1.138957 1.fJS96i+u .930360 -. 3i166,5 78 -.i34JIlOCC -.2 ti.01 04 1.291223 -l' O;4 J,'+53 -.03727'+ -.0!75231 .{)339€6 I 
-.632e37 -.297223 -.415432 -.36'+7£;8 ; -.9!27.341 , 
13 -2.250Q74 1.139033 1.059741 • 93il3 87 -.3b057e -.ooooco , 
• 2-~Ol!)4 1.297395 .03241)6 .028451 .075231 .G33347 I t t -.632837 -.2973<35 -.416287 -.365474 -.927341 
t 
14 -2.250969 1.1174e6 1. il2 5131 .917408 .3978D1 .\.-OOOIJO 
.6Q0392 1.248774 .131954 .118082 .246.251 .037211 
~ 
-.560379 -.248774 -.424672 -.380az? -.8836u7 
t 15 -2.214445 1.073381 .9710&8 • 9Q'~6 82 -.425912 .IjOOOOi} j 1 ,I • 99~269 1.152146 .246430 .-.229607 .4.6321J!.I .O3~860 1 
I" 
-.4112.87 -.152146 -.3852&8 -It 358930 -.7t72QJ 1 ~.' ~ i~\'8 0:1375 i, ~ 16- -2.218(1Z4 .950934 .762055 -.597981 -.C{)uLl!iO f 1 1.240723 .904276 .524166 .:S51212 .747834 • v6 5833 ~ ~: 1 i -.149617 .U95724 -.220904 - .2;32302 -.288382 , 1 ~ .IIL.IIL.IIL.IIL.IIL • .IIL ...... • •••• .J;. • .,..iIL .. .J;. ... .iIL • .iIL.iIL ..... ~ ........ .IIL 
r , 
, 9 1 ."'!a~62 68 33 .660120 .326828 .1t95104 -.Bod75E .OlltHhO 1 ~ , 
.687692 .435759 .46a031l .709007 .411733 .... u 4113 1 ~ I .149145 .564241 .331497 • SOU 17 .2?520~ ~ ~ 
1 , • • f' 
~ ,,-~~-<,.'-:... . J .. 
PROGRAM BOXC ATMOSPHEkIC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES 
SEDFORe, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 33 
BODY IO. TEST 
TEST BOey 
I X-FLOW N M NPX VT VX DCX i'4X liN 
l NPY VTSQ 'IV DCY NY SIG NPZ CP liZ DCZ NZ I 9 2 -2.629150 .835434 .526e75 .63(421 -.776209 -.O~u(l\jQ .434170 .697949 .195323 .23Z798 .2uaouc • tiS 8646 \ .336208 • 3~20 =1 • 61839if. .74(:208 .597912 
:3 -2.635472 • c5 7 S817 .591517 .672319 -.74u175 .&\100\10 
.1~1262 .77Lt078 .0460!tD .052329 .062164 .tl8E147 
.389779 .225922 .649655 .73a410 .669478 
-2.635,+72 .S907E6 .598838 .c72273 -.71+.)175 -.Daco~o 
-.141262 • 793463 -.37'3632 -.4!8946S -.062764 .0864",0 
.389779 .206537 .654604 .734878 .66947-8 
5 -2.62915.1 .86S668 .548218 .6JU376 -.77620£ • IJuuuCO 
-.434170 .75632~ -.228735 -.263Q14 -.2110J02 • 0895 '} 4 
.336208 .243671 .63513 5 .130376 .597912 I 6 -2.626a33 .703711 .348373 • it950 47 -.868756 .OfHl.£lJO 
-.&81692 .495218 -.49711t4 -.706454 -.411733 .la60~1 1 
.10i09145 .504782 .355953 .505818 .275208 1 
U1 I w -2.626533 .664268 .328730 .49~906 -.86B15f • (.I100GO 7 -.687692 .441252 -.493C2& -.742209 -.!t11733 .106522 
-.149145 .558748 -.3Q0158 -.451379 -.27520c j 
8 -2.629150 .020631 .517237 • E3t3 52 -.77&20£ • LuuihO I -.434110 .673435 -.2174Q8 -.264928 -.2C(jl102 .(;90273 -.33620'8 .3265E5 -.598819 -.729705 -.597912 
9 -2.635472 .851280 .576419 .672381 -. 7i.t;) 115 -.COiJ~i.iO If] 





= 10 -2.635472 .856967 .576233 .672410 -.7i+0175 -.uI.lGOI.O 
.141262 • 7343 ~2 .il 56i+29 .065847 .062764 .(,8686~ 
-.389779 .. 265608 -.&31733 -.737244 -.66~478 I 
11 -2.629150 .819951 .516958 .63"415 -.776209 ,vOCuD!) i , 
.43417Q .672319 .21)3153 .247763 .2JOa02 • L 8 S16 4 
-.336208 .32 76 ~1 -.&u3150 - .135605 -. 597(~ 12 
12 -2.626833 .65:!104 .323443 .495240 -.868756 -.CutJUt.dl 
.631092 • 42654; .471136 .721410 .41:1.73~ .1111+895 
-.149145 .573455 -.316135 -.48405(; -.27520c I "' ... .,. .. .-"'."'''' .... .................. "" ............. "'+ .. 
PC 
LEAVING FRINT1 




BODY IDENTIFIER IS TEST 
U'I 
U'I 
NUHBER CF SYHMETRY PLANES: 0 
l.; .. ___ Ei!iii!l!ii!i~~~~ __ $" ___ ~"~-_~,~_~_~~~=_~=~.~_~~~--~ __ " _________ ....... i  _--~--_. _______ _ 
NUMBER OF QUAORAL' 







FLOPNT RUN 10 -
TEST P~08LE" WITH TEST eCDY 
INPUT OAT4 -
INITIAL X=-~.5000E.OD 
INITIAl y= O. 




X AXIS IS INCREMENTED FIRST 
Y AXIS IS INCREMENTED THIRD 
l AXIS IS INCREMENTED SECO~D 
NUM8ER OF VALUES= 
NU"BER OF VALUES: 




• INDICATES TH£ POI~T IS INSIDE THE BODY 
X Y Z VI( VY til 
-".5000000 0.0000000 1.QDDOOOO 9.it27.E-C1 -1.8463E-03 3.12Z5E-02 
-3.5000000 11.0000000 1.fJOUOGQQ 8.9363£-01 -5.26&5E-03 1. a8 3 OE-" 1 
-2.50ItOOaO a.oaoonla 1.0000800 9. a 50 • E - 01 -2. Ui .. 7E-O 2 2.8&3.E-Ol 
-1.5100!!CO '1.0001010 1.caooall 1.1528E+00 -7.72D &E - a 2 1.E956E-Dl 
X Y Z VI( VY vz 
-".51100,000 0.0000000 .5000 000 9.269SE-01 -1.8687E-03 2.0175E-U2 
-3.5001000 O.QOOOOOO .500000D 8.0239E-01 -5.3770E-03 1.0116E-IU 
INSIDE QUAD 179 12= 1 
ZNP ,RO SQ, TSQ, H= -e. 91"9E-(l2 Z. 2821E-~1 1.0355£+00 1.QDO~E-01 
INSIDE QUAD 180 12= 1 
lNP,RO SQ, TSQ, H= 
-3. 53"8E-02 6.6282£-22 6.7553E-01 1.00061£-01 
INSIDE QUAD 181 12= 1 
ZNP ,ROSQ, TSQ, H= -3. 5348E-0 2 6.6282E-32 6.7553E-01 1.0000£-01 
INSIDE QUAD 182 12= 1 
INP,RO SQ, TSQ, H= 
-8. 91"9E- 02 2.2e21E-Ol 1.0355E+00 1.0000E-01 
-2.5000flao a. aoo 01110 .5GOOOOO 1.4449£+00 -2.231,.e;-0 2 1.2787E-u1 
-1.50'00 GOD a.DOOOIJOG • sooa GOO 1.2122E+00 -6.2 .. 9 .. £-02 3.9898E-02 
)( Y Z V( VY vz 
-4.5001)000 11.011001' I. DOUOllO 9.197; E" 01 -1.7342E-03 1.S0&8E-03 
-3.5000000 II-OOOGOOQ o.ooootoo 7.309)E-al -4 ... 5'S£-03 ... 6US9£-03 
-2.5000eo. iI.OOOOOOO a.aaoolco 1.274 .. E+OO -1. 3e60E-0 2 1.8&15E-02 
-1.5100001 0.0000010 0.0000001 1.21EItE +00 -3.160 5E-0 2 3.3288E-G2 
X V Z VX 'IV 'IZ 
- ... 50100DO 0.0000000 -.51;00000 9.256;E-Dl -1."96~E-03 -1. 7501E-02 
-3.5001000 11.000 DODO -.5COOOOO 7.9717E-£;1 -3. 3113 .. E -93 -9."089E-02 
INSIDE QUAO 185 12= 2 
ZN P,ROSQ, TSQ, H= 
-8.91"9E-02 2. 2821E-1I 1 1.035SE+OO 1.0000E-01 
INSIDE QUAD 186 12= 1 
lNP,ROSQ,TSQ, H= -3. 53 ~8E-D2 6.6212E-1I2 6.1553E-Ol 1.0&)00E-01 
INSIDE QUAD 187 IZ= 1 
ZNP,ROSQ"TSQ, H= -3. 5348E-C!2 6.6282E-1I2 6.7S53E-01 1.0000E-01 
INSIDE QUAD 168 12= 1 
ZNP,ROSQ, TSQ, H= 
-8.91"9E-02 2.2821E-01 1.035SE+OQ 1.000GE-01 
-2.5000000 O.OOOOOO~ -.5caOOoa 1. "261E+00 -It.1937£-a3 -1.01J~5E-Ql 
-1.51)00 t'.Qa a.ooooolO -.50.aaal 1.210&£+CO -1.1531E-02 1.9700E-02 

















NUHBER OF VAlUES= .. 
NUfIIBER OF VALUES: I 1 f 
r-Ul NUMBER OF VALUES= 5 
r' 






























~OO -1.3taoE-02 ~oo -3.060 5E-0 Z ~ 
~y 




1. 2787E- 01 
3. 9898E-0 2 
liZ 
1. 5 D68E- 03 
4.6a59E-03 
1.8&lSE-02 




i 1.0355£+00 1.0000E-01 
t ! 6.1553E-01 1.fHHlOE-O 1 
I :::::::::: :::::::~:: 
~o -4.1937E-03 -1.~QE5E~Ol 























































-3. 3;361E-Q 3 
-2.5233E-03 




-2. d8 3ltE-lll 











BODY IDENTIFIER IS TEST 
CJ'1 
00 
NUHBER OF QUAORA 




























ARYTRJ RUN 10 -
T ES T PROBl EM WITH TEST 80 tY 
PHYSICAL INPUT DATA -
AIR SPEED= 9.000000E+D1 CHA~ACTERISTIC OU.EHSIO~ OF THE .BODY: 1.uuQiiODE+UOl bE~SITY ANO TEHP~RATURE OF AIR ARE 9.0925DOE-01 AND 2.686590E+02 AIR WISCO~ 
NUMERICAL INTEGRATOR INPUTS _ 
TIME STEP: 1.nOOOE-01 MINI"UM TI"E STEP: 5.a~,a£-G3 
LOCAL ERROR TOLERANCES FOR avoc _ i.IiGeU E-G5 
PRINT TIHE INTERVAL- 1~ 
1.auaE-OS 1.UGeE-IS I 
L "~ ________________ ~_l I ____________________ ~_=_ffl" __ ~
t 
E"ENSIO~ OF THE BODY= 1. uQUOOOE+OO 
.OE-01 ANO Z.&8&590E+QZ AIR WISCOSITY IS 1.E9376~E-05 
f 





1.11000E-05 1. OOGIE- 05 




WATER DROP OIAHETER = ~.aQCOOE+02 MICRO~ETERS 
OARTICLE SETTLING SPEED= 1.27827E+OO H/SEC 
INITIAL X=-5.0000E+00 INCREMENT= O. NUMBER OF VALUES: 
INITIAL Y=-1.00COE+OO I.CREMENT= 2.000DE+u8 NU~BER OF VALUES: 
INITIAL Z= 1.0000E+00 INCR€HENT=-2.0000E+GO NUMBER OF VALUES= 
X AXIS IS INCREMENTED THIRD 
Y AX IS IS INCREMENTED FIRS 1 





• • • • • •• INITIAL COORDINATES X=-~. OGOOOE+lO Y=-1.o00nOE+eo Z: 1.00001 
HHIN IS SET TO 3.1250£-0 IFLAG= 7 FOR KSTEP= 27 NEVAL= ~g 
ICST£P T )( Y Z VP)( ypy lJ e o. -5.0aOOE+aO -1.0QIOE+(0 1.00a, E+"O S .6596E- 91 -1.'t267E-02 
H: 1.DeDOE-Ol R= 2.0586E+Ol AC= O. NEVAL= 1 3J 1. 1.cat~E+O~ -4.034~E+OO -1.al~5E+aQ 1.0021E+00 9.6~78E-Ql -1.52~~E-02 
H= 1.0000E-01 R= 6.8363£+01 AC= 7.61t~~E-Olt N£YAL= 12 
3J 11 1.00 DOE+ DO -It.O!44E+DO -1.Ql~5E+CQ 1.0~21E+OO 9.647eE-01 -1.5ZJ2E-D2 
0\ H= 1.0000E-01 R= 7.6138E+01 AC: 6.1 (3) E - &j It NEVAl= 13 
lJ 
0 
21 2.QDDO£+"0 -3.0718E+00 -1.0325£+00 1.u09ltE+OO 9.5991E-Ol -2.2680E-02 
H= 1.0000E-01 R= 1. SO 29E+02 AC: 5.1923E-(;4 NEVAL= 31 l 
31· 2. 3125E+ 00 -2.772UE+00 -1.C4G4E+CO 1.(l151E+OD 9.59JOE-Ql -~.7S~lE-Q2 2~ 
H= 3.125QE-C! 3 R= 2.0134E+02 AC= 5.1S75E-04 NEVAL= 57 i , 
41 2.4000E+00 -2.&881E+00 -1. a429E+CO 1.0172 r +OO 9.5956E-Ol -2.9385E-C2 21 H= 1.2500E-02 R= 2.0860E+02 AC: 5.090:'L-il~ NEVAL= 77 1 
51 2.80 OOE. 00 -2.3035E+00 -1.G5E1E+OO 1.0 29) E+OO 9.6~4CE-Ol -3.6556E-02 !~ 
H= 1.00aOE-Ol R= 2.2229E+02 AC: 4.9923E-04 NEVAL= 97 I 
54 3.DODOE.00 -2.11D1E+00 -1.0637E+00 1.0373E+00 9.6916E-01 -3.9522E-02 It. 
H= 1.0000E-D1 R= 2.0962E+02 AC= 5.373JE-g4 NEVAL= lU4 
,.J 64 3.2500E+t!O -1.8670E+uO -1.0739E+00 1.Q492E+00 ~.764lE-Q1 -4.20£9E-02 
H= 1.2500E-,02 R= 1. 9718E+ 02 AC= 5.6993E-O~ NEVAL= 130 1 j 
74 3.50 DDE+ aD -1.6219E+O.o -1. '8 46E+ 00 1.0613£+01 9.8411E-Ol -4.3370E-02 .. ~ 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 1.7680E+02 AC= 5.985~E-04 NEVAL= 150 i 
81 l .. ODOOE+OD -1.12&5E+0 Q -1.10 64E+ co 1.0863E+~O 9.9693£-01 -4.3131E-C2 1tJ. 
H= 2.0000E-01 R= 1.4402E+02 AC= &.9847E-DIt NEVAL= 1,~4 1 
86 5.~OCOE.OO -1.1968E-01 -1.1~71E+00 1.1313 £+00 1.'1160E+00 -3. 7~9&£-g2 .. ~ 
H= 2.0000E-Ol R= 1.5173E+02 AC= 6.0353E-O" NEVAL= 175 
86 5.1177E+00 n. -1. 15 2 5E + Q a 1.1 361 E + il 0 1.01S1E+OO -3.651,7E-QZ 3' H= 2.0 GOOE-Oi R= 1.5173E+02 AC= 6.290 !tE-(j It NEV,~L= 175 
INITIAL AND FINAL TRAJECTORY ~NGLES 'DEGREES) -
AlPHAO= -.8'62 SETAQ: .O~88 
ALPHAR= -2.0S42 BETAR= 2.2413 
DRAG VECTOR AT FINAL POINT - i 
DIRECTION GO SINES- 8.2179E-01 3.8626£-01 -4.1888E-111 ANGLES ~ AND GA~ 
AIR AND PARTICLE spe:~,ns AT THE FINAL POINT ~RE 1.10221E+00 1.a195~'E+GI 
• • • .. .. •• INITIAL COORDINATES X=-5.08000E+IIO y= 1.0COOOE+00 Z=-1.ooo0a 
H~IN IS SET TO 3.1251£-03 IFlAG= 7 FOR KSTEP= 28 NEVAL= 60 
L_,a_, _oaur~" , 
~RO\fET ERS 
~27827E.OO H/SEC 
l NUMBER OF VALUES: 1 
IOOQE+i8 NU~BER OF VALUES: 2 
DOOOE+ua NU"BER OF VALUES: Z 
iE+lO Y=-l.DOOOOE+~az= 1.DOPDUE+QC 
HMIN IS SET TO 3.1250E-D3 
z VPX Vpy vPZ 
irGin E+ua S.6 5'26E- 01 -1.i+Z67t-02 1.0007E-Q3 
NEVAl= 1 
'121 E+OO 9.6478 E- (/1 -1. 5232::-02 J.15Itlt:-J~ 
,44;E-0 4 NEVAl= 12 
821E+00 9.6.lf7eE-Ol -1. 52-32 E -D2 J.15ItlE-ij3 
633 c:- &j 4 NEVAl= 13 
891+E+00 9 • 5 9 91 E - () 1 -2.26aOE-02 1.4lt70E-J2 
923£-(1t NEVAl= 31 
151E+00 9.5930 E- Cil -2.781+1E-Q2 2.274DE-J2 
575E-04 NEVAl= 57 
172E+DO 9.5956E- 01 -2.938SE-C2 2.5288E-U2 
9QSE-1l4 NEVAl= 77 
29) E+u 0 9.0ItltCE-D1 -3.6556E-02 3. 7613E-~2 
923E-04 NEVAl= 97 
SnE+OO 9.6916 E- 01 -3.9522E-02 It. 2861£-\12 
'3 J E- il.!t NEVAl= 1&i4 
"92E+uO <;.7641E-01 -1t.ZQ E9E-02 4.7262E-~2 
il93E-U4 NEVAl= 130 
~13E+CO 9. 8lt11E- 01 -4.337Df-02 4.9320£-£;2 
t5!tE-04 NEVAl= 150 
.63E+(;0 9.9693£-01 -4.3131E-~2 1t.8716E-a2 
."7E-1l4 NEVAl= 164 
J13 E+~ 0 1.0160E+VQ -3.7490E-C2 4.1J78E-JZ 
'5~E-OIt NEVAL= 175 
161 E+DO 1.0181E+00 -3.6517E-(l2 3.987ZE-JZ , 
IO!tE-Oit NEVAl= 175 




9. 65C:6E-" 1 -1. 42 E 1E - 0 2 
S. lt3 ~2E-{jl -3.4ltOlE-02 
9. 411 ~lE-ij 1 - 3 • 77 61E -Il 2 
S.46!7E-(l1 -8.7974E-02 









01 -".1888 E-O 1 ANGLES ~ AND GAMMA- 2.5115£+U 1.1476£+02 
. ARE 1.10221£+00 1.01954E+QO 
y= 1.ltOOOE+OO Z=-1.0000uE+uO 










































O. -5.000QE+OO 1.CDDDE+CD -1.0g03~+OO 
H= 1.a ~OJc;-(!l R= 1.5173E+OZ I1C= o. 
1.0000E+on -4.0369E+CO 1.Ql~2E+CO -1.CiZ95E+(!Q 
H= 1.0CODE-01 R= 4.S689E+Ol AC= 1.2S73E-cJ 
1.0Dr:!OE+tO -4.0369E+OO 1. C1:2E+CO -1.DZ93E+(lO 
H= 1.0COOE-Ol R= 5.2997E+Dl AC= 9.345DE-~~ 
2.0{lOOE+CO -1.0769E+OO 1.0291E+QO -1.1i623E+~O 
H= 1.0000E-C1 R= 1.S349E+02 AC= 5.889aE-04 
2.7656E+OO -2.3454E+OD 1.0485E+(0 -1.0983E+uO 
H= 3.1'5IJE-03 R= 2.0016E+02 ~C= S.4971E-tl't 
2.90C~E+OO -2.2168E+oa 1.05~9E+CO -1.10c5E+OO 
H= 5.000~E-02 R= 2.0280E+02 AC= 5.4cOJE-04 
3.COO~E+O~ -2.121nE+OO 1.u563E+QO -1.1130E+OO 
H= 5.0COOE-ij2 R= 2.~340E+02 AC= 5.4493E-04 
3.3875E+OO -1.7482E+(JO 1.0707E+CO -1.1405E+('!O 
H= 6.2500E-03 R= 1.9948E+02 AC= 5.8877E-04 
3.5500E+OC -1.5909E+:;O 1.Q772E+QO -1.1532E+{;O 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 1.9617E+02 AC= 5.91U3E-ij4 
4.0QOOE+C~ -1.1512E+ao 1.C96QE+CQ -1.191GE+OO 
H= 1.Q~OuE-01 R= 1.8893E+02 ~C= 5.953~E-04 
5.C;OOOE+OrJ -1.5/lS1E-01 1.1371E+OO -1.278&E+QCI 
H= 5.0tOOE-G2 R= 2.Q1J9E+02 AC= S.5777E-D4 
5.1~77E+OQ 1.3878E-17 1.1427E+CO -1.29C3E+Og 























1.0214E+ flO 3.&90&E-02 
NEIIAL= 181 
INITIAL AND FINAL TRAJECTORY ~NGLES (DEGREES' -
ALPHAO= .7716 8ETAO= -1.7363 
ALPHAR= 2.0727 BETAR= -4.5852 


















DIRECTION COSINES- 8.~447E-01 -Z.570SE-01 
AIR AND PARTICLE SFEEDS AT THE FINAl POINT lRE 
4.6989E-Ol ANGLES A A~O GA~ 
1.141&JE+ID 1.02538E+oa 
E+OO 




ri E+OO II E-04 
:6E+00 













"FX IIPY IIPZ 
9. 634Q E- 01 1. Z915E-QZ - Z. 9Z07£-0 Z 
NEVAL= 1 
9.E~32£-D1 1.37u8£-OZ -3.0100£-OZ 
NE"AL= 16 
9.6232E-01 1.3708E-OZ -3.0100£-'Z 
NEVAL= 18 
9.569ZE-01 1.9735E-OZ -:.8095E-02 
NE~AL= 38 
9.560ZE- 01 3.151'+£- OZ - S. 8'+11+£- 112 
NEVAL= 66 
9. 5733E-01 3.3578£-OZ -6.2513E-a2 
NE~AL= 86 
9.5864E"v1 3.4974E-D2 -6. 5529E-C2 
NEVAL= 92 
9.6613£-G1 3.9311E-G2 -7.6149E-02 
NEVAL= 117 
9.7146£-01 4.U630E-02 -8.9008E-02 
NEVAL= 137 
9.8418E-01 4.2377E-OZ -8.7U65E-~Z 
NE"AL= 152 
1.0170E+00 3.8245£-02 -8.4r91f-02 
NEVAL= 172 






.... w •. _c._ t as. !L & p---.~"''''''I!IIIIIIII!IIIIIII'' • 
'IX IIY 'IZ 





- ..... 642E-02 
9.28116£-C1 7.9368£- 02 -1.2368£-01 
9. t771£-U 1 9.4036E-02 
-1.7743£-01 
1.0 (j "5£+ 00 9 • 18 7 SE - 112 
-1.8064£-61 
1. CZ:1E+ilO a.719EE-02 
-1.8064E-01 




1.11 ~9E"'OO 4.1874E-02 
-1.1D20E-01 
1.1389E+00 3.'3491E-03 "~2. 2823E-02 
1.11t16£+uG 3.2181£-04 -1.4954£-02 
L 4.6989£-01 ANGLES A A~D GAMMA- -1.693UE+(1 
• 















BODY IDENTIFIER IS TEST NUMBER OF S~"HETRY PLANES: 0 NUH8ER OF QUAORAL 
I 
,tETRY PLANES= 0 NUMBER OF QUAORAlAfERAlS= 189 MACH NUMBER= a. 
h. p .. 
~-~.-':",,' "'~ ........................... -., 
CONFAC RUN 10 -
TEST PROBLEM WITH TEST BOCY 
PHYSICAL INPUT DATA - I 
AIR SPEED= 9.000DOOE+01 CHA~ACTERISTIC OI"ENSIC~ OF THE BODY= 1.QODGOOE.DI 
DENSITY AND TEHPERAT~RE OF AI~ ARE 9.0925DOE-Ol AND 2.686590E+02 AI~ VI! 
1 
NUMERICAL INTEGRATOR INPUTS -
TIME STEP:: 1.0000E-0: MINIMUM TIHE STEP= 5.ilaOOE-03 PRINT T1HE INTERVAL.~ 
LOCAL ERROR TOLERANCES FOR DVDQ - 1.0iJOJE-05 1. CO ODE - 05 1. 0 Q Cl 0 E - a5 
PARTICL.E FLUX TUBE SPECIFICATIONS _ 
NUMBER OF TRAJECTORIES ON FLUX TUEE PERIPHERY= 
TARGET AND INITIAL COORDINATE fS1I~ATES-
JGUESS YT ZT 
1 O.ooooe O. GeOOD 









a7 sx ,-,~." zrtf1I ._~_ . .1[.' m.· ______ • ____ 7 _________ _ 
r 
~ERISTIC OINENSIO~ OF THE BODY: 1.00UGOOEtDO 
~E 9.092SDO£-01 AND 2.&8&590E+02 AIR VISCOSITY IS 1.(937&~E-Q5 
TIHE STEP: 5.~aOOE-03 PRINT TINE INTERVA~: 1.0uuGE+G~ 



















.L.O __ I!!I!IiI!!!!I!!I!IiI!!!!!II!!IIiI!lT ___________ Iiliii1li¥ib~~~~~'o~Coo __ 0 
UPSTREAM STA"T OISTANCE=-s.ooaOEJ 
TOlERAtiCE= .50uO 
WATER" DROP DIAHETER = 3.tOQOOE+12 ~ICRO~ETERS 
PARTICLE SETTLIN~ SPEED= 1.27S27E+ijO H/SEC 
TARGET COORDINATES, X=-1.5caOOE+00 'f = 1. 100 ODE +0 0 Z= 8. 0 CI 0 ao £-
TRAJECTORY NUMBER 0 TARGET COORDINATES - X'STAR = -1.501000 YPSTAR = 
YPSTARP= 
Y FINAL ZFI NAL ITERATIONS YINIT ZINIT ERROit 
.1209E+Ol • 8603E+ GO 1 .11iUE+Ol .8U12E+QU .1352Ei 
.121D~+01 • 8813E+ GO 2 .11jJ12£+01 .8fl24E+00 .1361E1 
.1f)97E+Ol .8052E+ 00 3 .9]95E+061 .7039E+00 .5981El 
.1102E+1l1 .1993E+00 -It .9834£+0i; .6981E+Ou .2112~' .1099::+~1 • 7979E+ GO 5 .9aOOE+IO .6961E+OU .2~83E· 
.1100E+a1 .7998E+00 6 .9811£+00 .6983E+00 
.lt269Ei 
j 
I(STEP T X Y Z ~PX I/PY i J 
0 o. -5.00aOE+00 9.8110£- U 6.982~E-IU 9.60C2E-01 1.3571E-02 -1 •• 
H= 1.0000E-Ol R= 2.7725E+02 AC= o. NEVAL= 1 1 1 1,0 7.DO~OE-Ol -4.3281E+30 9.90 68E- C1 6.972:'E-Ol 9.59Z9E-tl 1.3983E-1I2 -1.1 
H= 1.UI!30E-Dl R= 5.2057E+01 AC= 8.3495E-04 NEI/Al= 13 I 14 1. GDOQE+!)O -It.0405E+OD 9.9497E- U 6.9703E-Ol 9.5819E-Ol 1.4611E-12 
- 2·1 H= 1.0 "JOE-Ol R= 8.11 ~2E+ 01 AC= 5.9459E-04 NEVAl= 17 
24 1.8625E+00 -3.2113E+00 1.0101E+IO 6. 9995E- 01 9. 4867E- til 2.266I1E-D2 9 •• 
H= 0.25:JJE-C3 R= 2.00 38E+ 02 AC= 5.2ilO3~-04 NEI/AL= 42 1 
34 2.00 OQE+ 00 -3.087QE+00 1.0134E+ co 7.1l151E-(U 9.462I1E- 01 2.5388E-U2 1., 
0\ H= 5.0 tOOE-Q2 R= 2.2830E+02 AC= 4.9527E-04 NEVAL= 62 l 
~ 35 2.00 COE+ 00 -3.0810E+00 1.C13ItE+(o 1.0151E-01 9.lt620E- 01 2.5388E-Q2 1. ~ 
H= 5.000-l1E-02 R= 2.3878E+02 AC= ".5273E-04 NE"Al= 64 1 I 
45 2.800CE+ 00 -2.3352E+OQ 1. 0437E+ co 1.260. E-IH 9.3723 E- 01 5.2614E-G2 5.' H= 5.0CO!JE-!!2 R= 3.3778E+02 AC= 4.3875E-01t NEVAL= 86 
49 3.000 OE+ 00 -2.1475E+00 1.0549E+C!O 1.3913E-01 9.4051E- 01 5.915aE-02 6. i 
H= 1. a OOOE-O 1 R= 3.2750E+02 AC= 4.4993E-04 NEIIAL= 94 
1. J 59 3.6804E+OO -1.500QE+01) 1. D9 96E+ (to 7.9973E-01 9.E535E-01 6.93u4E-02 
H= 5.00DOE-D2 R= 2. 7658£+ 02 AC= 4.7412E-01t NEVAL= 111 I 
DRAG VECTOR AT FINAL POINT 
- A AN) GAM j DIRECTION COSINES- 8.124 7E-0 2 4.2911E-02 5. 8142E-0 1 ANGLES 
AIR AND PARTICLE SPEEDS AT THE FINAl POINT lRE 1.14461E +08 9. 73lt84E- C1 
INITIAL AND FIhAl TRAJECTORY ANGLES (DEGREES) -
. RGINAL PAGE IS 
of pOOR QUALJI"I 
ALPHAC= .8099 SETAe= -.0973 
A LPHAR= 4.1063 BETAR: 6.177 .. 











.4269£-02 .448 3E-~ 
I(STEF T X Y 
o o. -5.0DOOE+00 9.8182E-(1 
H= 1.0003E-01 R= 2.7658E+02 AC= 
10 1.000QE-01 -4.3281E+uO 9.91~OE-(1 
H= 1.DoaOE-Dl R= 5.2019E+Ol AC~ 
14 1.COOOE+no -4.D404E+00 9.9568E-£1 





7.0 157E- 01 
8.345ftE-Q4 
1.0133 E-Ol 
I/P X VP'f 
9.00C8£-01 1.3563E-C2 






















Z= 8 .OOOGOE- G1 
YPSTAR = 1.1008UO 
YPSTARP= 1.1~~QuO 
ZINIT ERROR (FLUX 
LtQ 1E+01 .8ul·2E+QU .1.352E+OQ 
Llil2E+01 .8024E+00 .1 J61E+!J 0 
.795E+Ou .1039£+00 .5 981E-0 2 
• t8l4E+Gu .6981E+Ou .2112E-02 
'a;'OE+OO .S961E+Ou .z ~8 3E-02 
.811E+00 .6983E+00 .1t269E-O 3 




l NEVAl= 1 
L 9.59Z9£-e1 1.3983E-IlZ -1. 0680E- C3 
l NEI/AL: 13 • I ~ 9.5813E-Ol 1.1t&71E-OZ -2.0-:J19C:-J4 
• 
NEVAL= 11 
L 9. 48e1E- (11 2.266GE-02 9.6807 E- ti3 
• t\EIJAL: 42 L 9.462G£- 01 2.5388::-UZ 1. 317&E- 02 
• NEVAL: 62 L 1i.4 6 20 E - 01 2.5388E-02 1.3116E-02 
• NEIIAL= 64 ~ 9.3723 E- 01 5.2614E-C2 5. 5791E-,J 2 
• 
NEVAL: 86 
~ 9.4051E- 01 5.915iJE-02 6.96 14E- a 2 
















.8QOOIO .FLOW SYSTEM' 
.8000ao (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM' 
'1Y liZ 
1.3511£- C2 1.2512E-02 
2.6512E-Q2 2.5151E-02 
4.054!£-02 3.9618 E-02 
9.4479£ - 112 1.0518 E-Ol 
, 
1.0894E-Ol 1.2621E-01 
1.1444E- e 1 1.3413£-01 
1.5681E-Ol 2. 6234£-01 
1.4009E-01 2.7029£-01 
7.7552£-02 2.1635£-01 
5.8142E-01 ANGLES A ANJ GAMMA- 3. QZ75E+CO 5.4 .. 50£+01 












ERROR (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM' 
.4 .. a 3E-03 
~PX VPY IIPZ 
9.60C8£-Ol 1.3563E-C2 -t.57~9E-03 
NEVAL= 1 
9.5935E-01 1.391~E-G2 -~D3~9£-~J 





9. ZD 23£-CI1 
.803261 (FLOW SYSTEM' 
.C~3280 (FLUX TUB£ SYSTEM' 








n= ~.uuuu~-u~ K- o.,u~oe.~u~ ~w-
2~ 1.868SE+OO -3.2112E+00 1.0110E+'O 
H= 6.25~DE-D3 R= 2.Q090E+02 AC= 
34 1.9750E+00 -3.1105E+OO 1.~13SE+'D 
H= 2.5000E-02 R= 2.2224E+02 AC= 
36 2.00.,OE+00 -3.0869E+00 1.0141E+00 
H= 2.5COOE-02 R= 2.3257£+02 AC= 
4~ 2.4750E+00 -2.&395E+00 1.C293E+flJ 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 3.1803E+02 AC= 
53 3.0000E+00 -2.1~71E+DO 1.0554E+00 
H= 2.0GQQE-01 R= 3.27EOE+02 AC= 
63 3.6250E+00 -1.5528E+00 1.0959E+(0 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.6288E+02 AC= 
65 3.67 9'+E+ ao -1.5004£+00 1. 0997E+ CI 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.72D5E+02 AC= 
DRAG VECTOR AT FINAL POINT -
-~:-=-:>/--- --~~--- ----~-~~ 
~.~~-uitt.-al" Ne.V~L= c:.:> • 
7.0~39E-Ol 9.487DE-Ol 2.2724E-02 
5.194~E-04 NE~AL= 48 
7.a551E-~1 9.4682E-Ol 2.4783E-02 
5.00D1E-(;4 NEVAL= 68' 
7.059DE-Ol 9.4636E-01 c.5322E-02 
4.7~D5E-O~ NE~AL= 72 
7.1651E-Ol 9.38C13E-01 3.9867E-1)2 
4.4628E-04 NEVAL= 92 
7.~34&E-Ol 9.4DS6E-01 5.67a7E-02 
~.4565E-04 NEVAL= 106 
7.9799E-Ol 9.6!D1E-Ol 6.8579E-~2 
4.&31~E-04 NEVAL= 129 
8.0!5~E-01 9.E549E-Ol &.a798E-02 
~.863~E-04 NEVAL= 133 
DIRECTION COSINES- 8.2736E-01 ~.155.E-02 
AIR AND PA~TICLE SPEEDS AT THE FINAL POINT 'RE 
5.6078E-I1 ANGLES A AN)' 
1.1449&E+OO 9.7352' 
T RAJECTORV NUMBER 2 TARGET COORD~NATES - X~STAR = -1.500235 Y.PSfAR = 
VPSTARF= 
YFINAL ZFI NaL ITERATIO~S YINIT ZINIT £1 .1~ .3~51E-l2 -. ~t236E-02 1 •• 128E-02 -.3691E-03 
, I(STEP T X Y Z VPX Vpy 
a o. -5.DOO1E+ua 9.8523E-U 6.9791E-Ol 9.6007E- 01 1. 3617E- C2 • 
H= 1.0000E-01 ,~= 2.7205E+02 AC= o. NEVAL= 1 I 
10 7.0DOClE-n1 -4.3282E+00 9.9484E- .1 6.968&E-01 9.5934E-01 1.4030E-02 
H= 1.0 COQE-01 R= 5.1988E+01 AC= 8. 352~E-C4 NEVAL= 15 J 14 1.ClOOOE+00 -4.0405E+tO 9.9914E- U 6. 966!tE- u1 9. 562f.tE- (11 1.4719E-02 ~ 
H= 1.0000£-01 R= 8.7042E+01 AC= 5.9501E-(l4 NEIIAL= 23 
0\ 24 1.8688E+00 -3.2113E+00 1.014 SE+ (0 6.9955E-01 9.4666E- 01 2.2828E-02 
U'1 H= 6.253;)E-03 R= 2.0108E+02 AC= 5.1932E-a4 NE"AL= 48 
34 1.97 50E. 00 -3.1106E+JO 1. U 70E+ GO 7.607:.£-Q1 9. 4677E- 01 2.4901E-02 
H= 2.50nOE-02 R= 2.2250E+02 AC: 4.9985E-04 NEVAL= 66 
36 2.ClO['O£+CO -3.!J870E+OQ 1. "176E+ '0 7.0105E-!l1 9.4630E- C1 2. 5444E-02 
H= 2.5000E-02 R= 2.3288E+02 AC= 4.7383£- 04 NEVAL= 72 
46 2.6250E+00 -2.4990E+00 1.C393E+GO 7.173SE-u1 9.3677E- 01 4.6006E-02 
H= 5.0000E-02 R=3.3341E+02 AC= 4.4043E-04 NEIIAL= 93 
52 3.0000E+00 -2.1473E+00 1.0592E+(0 7.385I1E-Ol 9. "162f- 01 5.9214E-02 j o~ H= 1.000lE-01 R= 3.2871E+02 AC= 4.4545E-114 NEVAL= 1D5 I .~~ 62 3.6250E.00 -1.5532E+IlQ 1.10 1l1E+ CO 7.930~E-C1 9.62fS1E-Q1 6.9230£ -02 
1 
H= 5.0 flOOE-02 R= 2.8409£+02 AC= 4.&253E-04 NE~AL= 126 
&4 3.E800E+OO -1.5002E+00 1.1039E+ GO 7.9871E-Ol 9.6534E- 01 6.94&3E-02 
.. H= 5.0 CatlE-02 R= 2.7313E+02 AC= 4.6581E-U4 NEVAL= 132 i ~." 'ai DRAG VECT CR AT FINAL POINT - i DIRECTION COSIN£S- 8.2653E-OI 3.2372£-02 5.6197£-01 ANGLES A AND " ~. .~AIR AND PAR TICLE SPEE OS AT THE FIN'l POINT '~E 1. 14 S .. liE + 0 0 9.73446f-
TRAJECTORY NUMBER 3 TARGET COORDINATES - X~STAR = -1.499&~8 YPSTAR = ' 
YPSTARF= 
ICS T EP 
o 
10 
v FI NAL 
.39 71E-Q 3 
T 
ZFINAl 








z VPX Vpy 
o • - 5 • 0 (loa E + 0 0 9. 81 5 ItE - (1 6.9640E-01 9.&OOaE-01 1.3583E-~2-: 
o. NEVAL= 1 
6.953SE-01 9.5927E-01 1.3995E-02-: 
8.J513E-Q4 NEVAl= 13 ~ 
H= 1.000DE-01 R= 2.7313£+02 AC= 
7.0000E-01 -4.3282E+00 9.9114E-[1 
H= 1.0000E-01 R= 5.2060E+01 AC= 
1.000QE+OO -4.04Q5E+00 9.9542E-(1 
.. _w.;._=::==::t:;:;;:~:!r:~-~;.:(t,~!1'.'-~..o;_ ... :"iI.iiiI._IWii_E.·1ii9 .. 5i1:1~3~E~-;:.~Qt~.~=:::~=_,~(~;:!t~~::":~4~,c·1t 6 ~'t £: (j~", 14 
~ :~- . 
Ii 
,DE-Ol 2.2724E-D2 9~89G2E-a3 
L= 48 
8[2E-Ol 2.~783E-C2 1.2530E-02 
= 68 
36E-Ol 2.5322E-02 1.3231£-02 
l.= 72 
Il::-Ol 3.9867E-[!2 3. 3994E-&i2 
L= 92 
~6E-Cl 5.87~7E-02 E.9232~-Q2 
L= 106 
D1E-el 6.8579£-C,2 1.a215E-~1 
l.= 129 
~9E-Gl 6.8798E-02 1.U~U7E-C1 
L.= 133 
r 
. jI-ijiWlri •• 
8.7962E-Ol 9.469iE-02 1.0612E-Ol 
8.76Ct5E-lil 1.05~1E-'U 1.2211E-Ol 
8. i5f2E-D 1 1.111I1E-Ol 1.3036E-Ol 
9.0~37E-lll 1.S468E-Ql 2.1774E-()1 
1.01i8E+OO 1. 412 EE .. 0 1 2.6912E-Ol 
1.1111E+{,O 8.4t62EE-02 2.2827E-Ol 
1.1ic9E+GO 7.480 iE- 02 2.10 77E-Ol 
~Ol ANGLES A A~D GAM"A- 2~lt41E.Qa 5.589DE+ll 
rt96E"OO 9.73520E-01 
, 
500235 Yf'SfAR = 1.103272 
YJ'STARf= .003280 
ZPS1AR = .800000 (FLOW SYSTEM' 
ZFS1ARP= -.aGO~CO (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM' i 
ZINIT 
~ -.3891E"03 
ERROR (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM' 
.14(1 6E - il 2 
;PX 'IPy VPZ 'IX 
17E-01 1.3617E-C2 -1.6521E-u3 9.60Cl7E-1I1 
r 1 
~E-G1 1.4030E-02 -1.1109E-03 9.38~lE-Ol 
~= 15 
!&tE-01 1.4719£-02 -2.35D1E-Ult 9.'016E-Ol 
r- 23 
.6E-01 2.Z828E-02 9. 764\)E-03 e.79~8E-ijl 
i= 48 
"7E-Ol 2.4901£-02 1.2396£-02 8. 76G2E-G 1 
= 68 
OE-Cl 2.5444£-02 1.3095E-U2 8.7515£-01 
<- 72 
7E-Ol 4.6008E-02 4.3395E-02 9.2909E-Ol 
= 93 
2£-01 5.9214E-02 6.9218E-02 1.01~3E+'O 
105 
1E-01 6. 9230E-02 1.V236£-01 1.1112£+00 
= 128 












111 ANGLES A AND GAHHA- Z.2~29E+U 5.5808E+01 
irt7E+OO 9.734'+6£-a~ 
, 
YPSTAR = 1.100025 
YPSTARP= -.oaoooo 
ZfS1AR = .796739 (FLOW SYSTEM' 
ZFS1ARP= -.063280 (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM. 
ZINIT 
-.1895E-O~ 
ERROR (FLUX TUSE SYSTEM' 
.1319E-02 
~x VPY VPZ 'IX VY VZ 





. , 1 
1 
'4 
.,.1nIr mAf., 2J 
! 
~E-01 11.3995E-02 -1.1167£-(;3 9.~a16E-1l1 2.E541E-02 2.5099£-02 1 
~ 13 t 




-.- - . ..,...~ -- -, ..... , ..... 
n- ~.uuuuc-u~ ~- o.,,~~c~u~ M~-
24 1.8&25E+~O -3.2174E+GO 1.0106E+00 
H= &.2500£-03 R= 2.0058E+12 AC= 
34 2.00 OOE+ 00 -3.08 71E+ 00 1. 01 ~9E+ CD 
H= 5.DOOO£-02 R= 2.285&E+02 AC= 
35 2.00~OE."O -3.0871£+00 1.0139E+CO 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.390eE+02 AC= 
45 2.8000E+00 -2.3354E+00 1.a4~3E+'0 
H= 5.0aOOE-02 R= 3.3842E+02 AC= 
49 3.GOnOE+OO -2.1477E+~O 1.'5~5E+OO 
H= 1.0eOO£-01 R= 3.2808E+02 AC= 
59 3.&500E+QO -1.529&E+00 1.0983E+eo 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.82&9E+G2 AC= 
&0 3.&808E+OO -1.4998E+OO 1.1004E+OO 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.7710E+02 AC= 
DRAG VECTOR AT FINAL POINT -















, .... _--.0, ... , 
NCV ML- .L' -
9 .4863E- '11 2.2&9 2E-(#21 
NEVAl= 42 
9.4614E-D1 2.=428£-02 
NEV AL= 62 1 
9.4614£-01 2. =428£-02 
NEVAL= 64 , 
9.3111E-01 5.2784£-02 \' 
NEVAl= 86 






DIRECTION COSINES- 8.123 8E-0 1 ~. 2 836£-02 5. 8156E-0 1 ANGLES A AND , 
AIR AND PARTICLE SPEEDS AT THE FINAL POINT AR£ 1.1 .. 489£+00 9.73459E-










ITERATIONS YINIT ZINIT 
1 -.3891E-02 -.3977E-03 
Z VPX Vpy 
0 O. -4.9999E+00 9.17c1E-Cl 6.9790E-Ol 9.599&E-tl1 1.3530E-02 -) 
H= 1.0 000 E-D 1 R= 2.7710E+02 AC= o. NEVAL= 1 
10 7.eoaOE-01 -4.3281E+OO 9. !6 7&E- 111 6.9&87E-(,j1 9. 5923E- Q1 1.3941£-02 j -~ 
H= 1.0 QODE- 01 R= 5. 2125E+ 111 "C= 8.34nE-04 NEVAL= 13 
, 
1!,4 1.0000E+00 - it • 0 40 5 E + ~ a 9.91G .. E- u 6.9 667E- 01 9. 5813E- 01 1.4&2SE-Q2 -~ I H= 1.0f!OOE-01 R= 8.7353E+01 AC= 5.941I+E-04 ~EVAl; 17 , 
I 
2,4 1.86 25E+ 00 -3.2174E+00 1. CO E1E+ CO &.9953E-01 9.485&E- 01 2.262I+E-02 4 
H= &.2500E-03 R= 2.QI)95£+02 AC= 5.1945E-04 NE\lAl= 42 1 34 2. DO OOE+!lO -3.0871E+00 1. GO 94E+ (0 7.Cl1&E-Ol 9~460oE-G1 '.5356E-1I2 ~ 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.29UOE+Q2 AC= 4.947ItE-lIlt NIEVAL= 62 ! 35 2. 00 (j 0 E + 0 Q -3.0871E+OO 1.00 94E+ CO 7.(l11&E-01 9.46ll6E- 01 2.5350E-02 H= 5.0 OOOE-O 2 R= 2.3953E+02 AC= 4.5213E-0" NEI/Al= 64 
45 2.8DDtJE+OO -2.3355E+00 1. 03 ~8E+OU 7.2643E-Ol 9.37"4£-1)1 5. 2642E- tz • 
rI= 5. a 000E-02 R= 3.3867E+02 AC= 4.3847E-04 NEVAL= 86 1 
49 3.tOOOE+OO -2.1478E+00 1.0510E+00 7 • 390 8 E - " 1 9.4034E- 01 5.9173E-02 1 H= 1.0 COllE- 01 R= 3.2816£+02 "C= 4.,4983E-04 NE\lAL= 94 J 59 3.65CDE+OD -1.5297E+00 1.09 !5E+ 00 7. 9 &8 2 E - til 9.6387E-01 6.9148 E-02 
H= 5.0 CDOE-O 2 R= 2.8240E+1I2 AC= 4. &353 E-D4 NEVAL= 116 
J &0 3.6811E+00 -1.4997E+OO 1.G9S7E+OO 8.0003E-U1 9.6531E-D1 6.9255E-02 
H= 5.0 ClOOE-D2 R= 2.7685£+02 AC= 4. 736I+E-0" NEIIAL= 118 
DRAG VECTOR. AT FINAL POINT 
-
DIRECT IO~ COSINES- 8.1378E-0 1 4.0887£-02 5.7913E-01 ANGLES A AND G 
AI R ANO PARTICLE SPEE OS A T THE FI NAl POINT !lRE 1.11t496E+O 0 9.735 e2f-', 
r.~:':r~-~ ';'~::~;~: ~~j;, 2'. 26~·~'~~;~-- ;:'~5Q5E-a3 8. 78CiDE-0 1 ~ . 
'SE-O~ NEVAl= 42 
,5E-Ol 9.~614E-01 2.:428£-02 1.314QE-U2 8. lit 12E-Ia 
,9E-04 NEVAL= 62 
,3E-01 9.4614£-01 2. :428E-~2 1.3140E-J2 8.7418E-Q1 
5DE-04 NEVAl= 64 
,SE-01 9.3711E- 01 5.2784E-02 5.5642 f-1I2 9.6504E-ij1 
SSE-D4 NEVAl= 86 
2"£-01 9.4138E- Q1 5.9353E-02 6.970DE-el2 1.G116E+~Q 
;5£-04 
~ NEVAL= 94 
'7E-01 9.6385E- Q1 6.9,.43E-u2 1.1;;5 89E- iii 1.11!4E+00 ~3E-Q4 NEVAl= 117 
nE-Cl 9.6528E-01 6.9554E-02 1.0497E-Ol 1.1215E+00 
• ~lE-Olt NEVAL= 119 
\'2 5. 8156E-0 1 ANGLES A AND GAN"A-




~STAR = -1.499765 YPSTAR = 1. &196728 
YPSTARP= -.003280 
YINIT ZINIT ERROR (FLUX 
- .3891E-02 -.3977£-03 .1[,33E -0 2 
l VPX Vpy YPZ 
IE-01 9.5996E-01 1.3530£-02 -1.6Z13£- .. 3 
NEVAl= 1 
rE-Ql 9.5923::- 01 1.3941£-02 -1. Q173f-C3 
IE-Ci4 NEVAl= 13 
~E-Ql 9. S813E- 01 1.4628E-Q2 -1.9607E-04 
~E-Olt NEVAl= 17 
,E-01 9.lt856E- 01 2.2621+::-02 9.7440£-03 
~E-04 NE~Al= 42 
IE-Q1 9.460&E-Gl c.5356E-1l2 1.3253E-C2 
~E-Q4 NEVAl= 62 
iE-{Jl 9.46t6E- 01 2.5350E-02 1.3253£-02 
£-04 NE~Al= 64 
E-tli 9 .37f14E- 01 5.Z642E-,",2 5. 6158 E- ~ 2 
£-04 NEVAl: 86 
E-IU 9 .4034E- 01 5.9173£-02 7. C049E- D2 
£-04 NE~AL= 94 
£-01 9.6387E-01 6.9148 £ -02 1.0418 E-01 
E-D4 NEVAL= 11& 
E-01 9.6531E-01 &.9255E-02 1.0526E-I1 















9 ... 679£ - a 2 1.0508E-Ol 
1.09201:-01 1.2612£-01 
1.1472£-01 1.3465E-01 




.800000 (FlOW SYSTEM' 







1.1442E - 01 1.3528E-01 
1.5667E-Ql 2.634&£-Dl 
1. 3981E- 01 2.7122E-01 
8. 215"E- Q 2 2.257&E-01 
7.710«:£-02 2.1662E-01 
5.7913E-01 ANGLES A AND GA""A- 2.8763E+IO 5.4568£+01 
tE 1.1449&E+00 9.735112£- 01 


































&. 9629E-0 1 
It. 263 5E-0 3 
-3,8912E"'04 
-1.895DE-03 
-3. 97~6E-O 4 
F LUX TUB E CROSS SECTI eN AREA IN THE INITIAL 




-5.2934E-15 -3.0 llSE-Ott 
-1.0963£-15 3.95D6E-a~ 
-2.906,.£-15 3.9710E-04 
1.6757E-15 -It.ll''' OE -0 1 
PLANE= 2.47114E-~5 1 
ATi THE POINT (X,Y,ZJ= -1.50000 1.1uOOti .80uOO j 
FOIR A PARTICLE OFDIAMETER= .Joo.oaooo WITH DIAMETER TO LENGTH RATIO: jJ, 
NO RMAl IZED AIR SPEED A T FINAL FOI NT= 1.1 Ct339 




-+a ,_, .·'·_m·'';amn> "'" ...... ,,'. '",""'&'" _"~'.'i--iilll 
_ ,'~."i;~'"1"'" -~ .. _.-
" . 
lss SECTION COORCINATES 
zp 
~82~E -01 




















e.OOCGEftC1 (FLeW SYSTEM' 
3.6111E-03 CFLUX TUBE SYSTEM' 
-1.23E1E-03 (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM' 
-2.0225E-03 (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM' 
7.5786£-05 (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM' 
l 
iTH:: INITIAL PLANE= 2. 47114E-Q 5 IN THE TARGET PLANE= 2.28097E-D5 
, 
11.1aou .80i1DO 








BODY IDENTIFIER IS TEST 
., ] 
NUMBER Cf SYMMETRY PLANES= 0 NUMBER OF 
~METRY PLANES= 0 NUMBER OF QUADRAlATERALS= leg MACH NUMBER= O. 
TANGENT TRAJECTORY CODE RUN 10 _ 
TEST PROBLEM WITH TEST BO [Y 1 
PHYSICAL INPUT OATA - J 
AIR SPEED= 9.000000E+01 CHA~ACTERISTIC DI"ENSIO~ OF THE BODY= 1.00UOO~ 
DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE OF AIR ARE 9.09Z5aOE-O~ AND Z.686590E+02 AI~ 
NUMERICAL INTEGRATOR INPUTS _ 
rIME STEP= 1.0000E-01 MINIMUM TIME STEP= 5.0C~DE~03 PRINT TIME INTE~ 
LOCAL ERROR TOLERANCES FOR DVDQ _ 1.000aE-a5 1.0eOOE-05 
TRAJECrORY DATA ARE WRITTEN ON UNIT 10 FOR ~LOTTING 
T "r----o:;-:---. -,..,.....,..~ ~"'>r'~ -~"'"'--~ ... .,-~ .. "...- ;-.""", -;:.,---..,.----,--.--_ ...... ' .. ....... -_ ............... ; • .....--.-.."..,...~. '",","".~~ • i ,,; ...... ~~'--....... --.........,,,t"""""" ...... ;W"'", to ..... , « ..... ; __ a_A.,.., """OIQl"!'!'!.J""!!,:. 




b DIHENSIO~ OF THE BODY= 1.iOUOOOE+OO , 
~Z5UE-Ol. AND 2.686590E+02 AIR VISCOSITY IS 1.t9376ltE-OS 
r 






























WATER OROP DIAMETER = 2.IOCODE+02 HICROHETERS 
PARTICLE SETTLING SPEED= 1.69D93E-Ol "/SEC 
TRAJECTORIES ARE TO BEGIN ALONG A LINE DEFINED BY THE POINTS (Xl,Yl,Z1,) AN 
( -5.00000E+00 D. -4.5D'OOE-~1) AND ( -S.ODDOO 
WITH DIRECTION COSINES -CCOS(ALPHA),COS(8ETA),COS(GAHHA'. - O. 
ST ART IN G P OINT INC REMENTS ARE - COA "SE INC REHfNT= 5.0 COCO E- 02 FINE INCRE" 
• .. .. ... INITIAL COORDINATES X=-5.00000E+OQ Y= O. Z=-4. SBOO 
IFLAG= 7 FOR KSTEP= 27 NEVAl= 58 HMIN IS SET TO 3.125GE-03 
IFLAG= 7 FOR KSTEP= 27 NEVAl= 59 HHIN IS SET TO 1.5E25E-03 
INSI DE QUAD 185 12= 1 
ZNP,ROSQ,TSQ,H= -5.4665E-03 2.4343E-01 1.0355E.CO 2.500aE-Q2 
INSIOE QUAD 188 12= 1 
ZNP,ROSQ,TSQ,H= -7.1977E-03 2.S035E-01 1.0355E+00 2.5uQOE-Oc 
THE BOOY SURFACE IS PENETRATED. PARTICLE COOROI~ATES ARE (X,Y,Z'-2.552 
TRIAL INITIAL COORDINATES ARE (YINIT,ZI~IT) O. -4.5DUU£-01 
AFTER o ATTEMPT S FART IC LE ,STILL PENETRATES THE BODY. 








O. -5.0000E+00 O. -4.5UOOE-U1 
H= 1.0CCOE-01 R= 8.2573E+00 AC= 1.9004E-17 
5.COCOE-D1 -4.5253£+00 -5.2030E-04 -4.5857E-Dl 
H= 5.0000£-02 R= 2.1823E+01 AC= 1.6453E-03 
1.0IHOE+OO -4.Q511E+00 -1.06Z7E-t3 -4.6742E-01. 
H= 1.aCODE-01 R= 6.8350E+01 AC= 6.605~E-04 
1.8406E+00 -3.2695E+QO -2.2201E-(3 -4.8800E-01 
H= 1.5625E-03 R= 2.3D70E+02 AC= 4.S96~;-C~ 
1.875DE+00 -3.2385E+00 -2.2817E-(3 -4.893&E-01 
H= 1.2500E-Q2 R= 2.1D11E+02 AC= 4.9U03E-O~ 
2.0000E+GQ -3.1264E+OO -2.S204£-U -4.9505E-Ol 
H= 5.00DOE-02 R= 2.6029E+02 AC= 4.112~E-~" 
2.5750E.00 -2.634&E+no -J.99E5E-C3 -5.519&E-01 
H= 2.5000E-02 R= 3.9101£+02 AC= 3.979&£-04 
9.4971E-01 -1.0353£-03 -1. 
NEVAL= 1 
9."88&,E-01 -1.U526£-0:1 "'1.; 
NEVAL= 17 
9.4439E-01 -1.1384E-03 -1~, 
NEVAl= 35 
9.05£6£-01 -1.7706£-Q3 -3~ 
NEVAL= 63 I 
9.0255E-61 -1.8174E-03 -ct.: 
NEVAl= 83 i 
8.8980E-C1 -2.0014£-03 -5. 
NEVAl= 99 
8.'''81E-Ol -~.1898E-Q3 -1. 
NEVAL= 121 
• • .. • INITIAL COORDINATES X=-5.00000E+DO Y= o • Z=-5. GO 00 OE ...~ 
3.125 CE-03.) 
1.5625£-03j 
7 • 812 ~E - D 4 ~ 
IFlAG= 1 FOR KSTEP~ 28 NEVAl= &0 
IFLAG= I FOR KST£P= 29 NEVAL= &3 
IFLAG= 7 FOR KSTEP= 108 NEVAL= 2i~ 
I<STEP 
o 
T )( Y Z 





, .. ...,.. .. 
H= 1.0000E-01 R= 3.9701E+02 AC= 8.220~E-21 
S.OOOOE-01 -4.525DE+QO -5. 1313E-U4 -5.0905E-Ol 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.12S5E+Gl AC= 1.6923E-U3 
1.~OCOE.OO -4.0512E+QO -1.0~e5E-e3 -5.1842E-01 
H= 1.0 COOE-91 R= 6.6581E+01 AC= 6.72&'E-Q~ 
1.8797E+00 -J.2321E+ijO -2.2468E-I3 -5.~17SE-01 
H= 1.5625E-03 R= 1.9997E+02 AC= 5.3975E-Q4 
HHINIS SET TO 
t;'IN IS SET TO 
""IN IS SET TO 
VPX VPY 
1 
9.5022E-01 -1.0211E-03 -1.! 
NEVAl= 1 
9.49a9E-Q1 -1.0379E-OJ -1.1 
NEVAl= 17 l 
9.451D£-01 -1. 121l4E-D3 -t'j 
NEVAL= 37 I 
9.0&17E-01 -1.1&6&E-03 -4~, 
NEYAl= 65 1 
( X 1 I Y 1 I Z 1 I ) AN a O( 2 I Y 2 I Z2 ) 
( -5. oOlua E+QO {). 
I. o. O. 1.000110£+00 
FINE INCREHENT= 5.0'000£-03 
l Z=-4.S0000E-01 
ET TO 3 .125QE-O 3 




FOR TRAJECTORY NUMBER 1 
! 2.5IlGO£-Oc 
l£ (X tV Il. -2. 5523Z£+OO-It.3c8D4£-03-S.1C565E-01 
-It.5uavE-a1 ATT£HPT NUHBER a 
~Oy • 
Vpy VPZ 11)( VV L -1.0353E-03 
-1.7077£-02 9.4971E-Sl1 
-1. 0 3 5 3E - Q 3 1 
l -1.052& E-G3 -1. 7267E-jJ ~ 9.2635E-ra 




















IT TO 3.125CE-03 IT TO 1.5625£-03 
IT TO 7 .612 ~E-D 4 , 
FOR TRAJECTORY NUMBER o 
liP Y VPZ IIX II' 
: -1.0l11E-1l3 
-1.8037E-02 9. !O 22E-Gl 
-1.0211E-03 
: 1 l -1.0373E-03 
- i. 8 2 53 E - C 2 9.,;'43£-01 
-1.4781£-03 
-.7 
, -1. 1211I.tE -03 
-1.9572E-£2 8. 7764E-Q1 
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.,...." nMr., ~ -1. 7362E-01 ''1' 
, ~ " .. " .. ,... .... 

























-- ---,--'--'-'- -' ............. ........-~ --., 
~.~~O~~~uu -~.~U01~.UU -~.~~~~~-\~ -~.~~~~~-U~ ~.U~~~~-U~ -~.OU~O~-U~~J· 
H= 6.250DE-03 R= 2.0666£+02 AC= 4.9383E-04 NEVAl= 85 
2.00DOE+CD -3.1237E+00 -2.~692E-G3 -5.4747E-D1 8.9545E-01 -1.~350E-03 I 
H= 2.5000E-02 R= 2.3735E+Q2 AC= 4.468~EaQ4 NEVAL= 1e3 
2.5250E+Oa -2.6674E+00 -3. 72EOE-(3 -5.9541E-01 8.46~7E-G1 -2.8990E-03 -] 
H= 5.0~OOE-02 R= 3.5235E+02 AC= 4.113SE-Clt NEVAL= 124 
2. 7125E+OO -2.5D91E+O[l -4.!O~4E-C3 -6.277;E-01 8.46c:12E-C1 -3.27E8£-03-
H= 1.25UIJE-02 R= 3.6565E+02 AC= 4.0703E-Olt NEVAL= 147 1 
2.8750E+OO -2.3701E+CO·-4.8572E-C3 -6.6323E-01 8.6379E-C1 -3.4910E-03 -
H= 2.5000E-02 R= 2.7(l19E+02 AC= 4.4643£-04 t\EVAL= 1e7 
3.0000E+CO -2.2614E+QO -5.3C£4E-C3 -6.933SE-01 8.7616E-D1 -3.596ZE-03 -
H= 2.5UOilE-02 R= 2.2,.,79E+02 AC= 1+.9517E-0'" NEVAL= 178 1 
3. 2687 E + 0 Q - 2 • 0 226 E + 0 0 - 6. 29 2 OE - 0 3 - 7. 627 7 E - 0 1 9 • 0165 E - C 1 - 3. 78 29 E - t3 ., 
H= 6.250aE-03 R= 2.2802E+02 AC= 4.7312E-04 NEVAL= 202 
3.375QE+OO -1.9261E+DO -6.6963E-Q3 -7.9143E-01 9.1405E-01 -3.8160E-(3 -
H= 2.5ll00E-02 R= 2.()274E+02 AC= 4.9543E-C4NEVAL= 222 1 
3. 3937E+OO -t.9089E+QO -6.7679E-03 -7.9655E-01 9.16C8E-Ci1 -3.8177E-03 -I, 
H= 1.5625E-03 R= 1.9867E+02 AC= 5.3852E-04 NEVAL= 247 1 
3.4500E+00 -L,d572E+OO -6.9827E-1I3 -8.1193E-(j1 9.2214E-01 -3.821i5E-03 -'j 
H= 1.2500E-(;2 R= 1.8939E+Q2 AC= 5.479SE-04 t\EVAL= 2e1 J 
3.8000E+00 -1.5285E+00 -8.~154E-C3 -9.0760E-Ol 9.5632£-01 -J.7791E-G3 ~li 
H= 5.QOOnE-02 R= 1.9086E+02 AC= 5.4461E-04 NEVAL= 288 I 
4.0000E+00 -1.3352E+00 -9.0641E-03 -9.6181E-01 9.761+3E-01 -3.7025E-03 -: 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 1.8499E+02 AC= S.4933E-04 N£VAL= 311 l 
4. ,00 tIJEH)O -1.3 352E+Q (l - 9. 0641E- Q3 -9.6181 £-01 9.7643 E- U - 3.7025 E- t! -l 
H= 2.5000E-Q2 R= 1.8398E+02 AC= 5.5533E-u4 NE~AL= 314 I 
~.35~OE+OQ -9.8803E-01 -1.0328E-(2 -1.0523E+OO 1.~069E+OO -3.5092E-C3 -~ 
H= 2.5l!OOE-D2 R= 1.9043E+Q2 AC= ~.4233E-il4 NEVAL= 335 1 
4.775QE+00 -S.53a6E-01 -1.17~3E-02 -1.152DE+OD 1.0387E+QO -~.1772E-03 -~ 
H= S.OCOQE-02 R= 1.8739E+02 AC= 5.4446E-64 NE~AL= 356 j 
5.COOOE+CQ -3.1772E-t1 -1.2444E-(2 -1.~993E+CD 1.0526E+00 -2.961~E-Q3 -~ 
H= 5.0~OOE-02 R= 1.8378E+02 AC= 5.5173E-04 NEVAL= 367 . I 
5.2995E+00 1.1102E-16 -1.3284E-C2 -1.2559E+QO 1.06eZE+QO -2.64~6E-03 -~ 
H= 1.0 anaE-01 R= 1.753ltE+D2 Ae: 5.5777E-Olt NE~AL= 377 _1
1
, 
'. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ..... • .. • .. • •• SWITCH TO FINE STEPSIZE • ... 
I. 
• • • INITIAL COORCINATES X=-5.0000ijE+~O 
IFlAG= 7 FOR KSTEP= 10 NEVAl= 57 
IFLAG= 7 FOR KSTEP= 30 NEVAL= 58 
Y= o. Z=-4.95QUI 
HMIN IS SET TO 3.l250E-0~ 
HfIIIN IS SET TO 1. 562 ~E-03. , 
INSIDE QUAD 187 12= 1 
ZNF.ROSQ.TSQ,H= -3.2026E-04 1.6737~-Dl 6.7553E-01 Z.5~OJE-02 I 
THE BOCY SURFACE IS PENETRATED. PARTICLE COORDINATES ARE ex ,Y ,Z) -'.'t11t 
TRIAL INITIAL COORDINATES ARE (YINIT,ZI~IT' o. -4.9500E-Q1' 
AFTER 0 ATTEMPTS PARTICLE STILL ~ENETRATES THE BODY. , 
I 
KSTEP T X Y Z vpx VPY 
o O. -5.0000E+00 O. -4.950'E-01 9.5017E-I11 -1 • ..,226E-u3 -li 
H= 1.0CODE-01 R= 1.7534E+02 AC= 4.2147E-2D NEVAL= 1 
111 S.OOOOE-Di -4.5250£+CII) -5.138SE-(lt -5.0401£-01 9.4934E-01 -1.0394£-03 -1i 
H= s.onOOE-02 R= 2.1313E+01 AC= 1.687~E-~3 NEVAL= 1J 
20: 1.00COE+OC -4.0S12E+00 -1.Q501E-(3 -5.1333E-01 9.45G2E-Q1 -1.1222E-(l3 -1; 
H= 1.0COOE-Ol R= S.&799E+01 AC= 9.Z763E-04 NEVAL= 31 
21 1.~OUOE+DO -4.051ZE+QQ -1.C5C1E-Q3 -5.1333E-01 g.4502E-01 -1.1222e-~3 -~ 
H= 1.00caE-Ol R= 6.6762E+Ol AC= 6.7141E-O~ NEVAL= 33 
~1 1.8766E+00 -3.Z352£+00 -2.24~7E-t3 -5.3643E-01 9.Q602E-01 -1.768aE-03 -It, 
H= 1.5625E-03 R= 2.0029E+02 AC= 5.UQ4&E-04 NEVAL= 60 
41 1.9063E+OO -3.2083E+00 -2.2988E-03 -5.317ZE-Ol 9.0350E-C1 -1.8u81E-(j3 -It, 







~ 147 f 
IE-Ol -3."91Q£-13 
~ 167 
rtE- G1 - 3.59 62E-03 F 118 
5E-Ol -3.7829£-1)3 
~ 202 
f' 5E-Ol -3.8160E-(3 





2E- 01 -3.7791£-13 
i= 288 
!s E - a 1 - 3. 7 a 2 5 E - 03 















- 2. 3312E- G1 
-2.47 't6E- Q1 
-2.6766E-(1 
- ,. 7199E- 01 
-2.7241£-01 







-1.7707£- Q 1 
,. ttl &l CI::'--ti '1 .. ... ., ~ti fE: if$''' = i.ij.n .. n~ ·U'1 
7. iinE-O 1 -4.6183E-03 -2.3124E-01 
7.75UE-01 -5.6161£-03 -5.0306£-01 
9.~347£-al -5.6300£-03 -5.6342 E-Ol 
1.a1317E+GO -5.05aaE-03 -4.~671E-Ol 
1.0414E+00 -4.9241E-03 -~.0973E-01 
1.1074E+00 -5.0931£-03 -3.8329E-Ol 
1.11~;E+OO -4.0114E-03 -3.1470E-Ol 
1.1183E+DO - 3. 967 lE - a 3 -3.0931£-01 
1. 11 fa £ + Ci 0 -3.8600E-03 -2.9616E-Ol 
1.1511E+00 -3.2909E-03 -2. lt028E-Ol 
1.15Cl7E+00 -2.8540E-03 -1.8120 E-Ol 
1. 15116E+ GO -2. 8140E - 03 -1. 8361E-Ol 
1.16!6E+aO -2.2839E-Q3 -1.32 40 £ - 0 1 
1.1649E+00 -1.48119£-03 -7. 1961 E - 0 2 
1.16(3E+(l0 -1.0D59E-03 -4.1299E-02 
1.16~lE+8D -4.183aE-a4 -1.972IE-02 
o FINiE STEPSIZE .... • ............................................ .. 
Z =-4.95 Q U llE -01 
IS SET TO 3.1250E-03 
~S SET TO 1.562~E-D3 
FOR TRAJECTORY NUHBER '1 
~01 2. SilO IIE-02 , 
~S ARE (X,Y,Z)-E.41459E+OQ-4.7G245E-Q3-6.47195E-Il t -4.9500£-01 ATTEHPT NliH8ER Q 
HE BODY. 
iPx VPY VPZ VX VY 




-1. 8156e:~ Li2 9.2731f-Ul -1.4808£-03 
!= 13 




-1.9403E-02 8.17:0£-01 -2.3 65"E- 03 
,.2E- 01 -1.76 SaE-03 -4.Z313£-(2 7 ..... 57£-01 - It. 290 1E - Q 3 
~: 60 
• ;OE-(l1 -1.81l81E-03 
~= 80 - 4. ~4 23 E - a 2 
7. 38S5E-0 1 - ... 37 It eE - 03 
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J 
'. Ii, __ ft.. t ,.Pdd:j' ~f'!'.:!_ --,!_, ~: .'::'~:: .. ,":::''':., 1. • 'C'" I! r.:" .~"'-'al!i'7P 0,,;9.$,...41- ~ .. ::O._." ~ ,. .. 
-- - - - ----- . - - _.,"'" E~_ _ -"'''''1'''' 'C?-~C c'ZEN ___ • ___ tam 7$. -M-~ 'M"' F=~-"""'",,*,_'"-~_''_''' ~" • P 1Q2 -J¢; l¥ if.--
'";.,;;_.I$!II.;i_;tI:_:'!lI-,p..\~:~; .. ",;""·"·!!!"';"40;;:;~4~'~;"'-11';:"~~W":~ 3~ l'~;u~ ~ ~iI~Y-:':c • .. ~~~;~:~~;"~~-;~. ~i:·~lt 1:. ... U 1 
H= 2.5000E-02 R= 2.3887E+02 AC= 4.45&3£-04 
58 2.4750E+00 -2.7105E+00 ~3.59~3E-'3 -5.8330E-01 
H= 5.0 COOE-D2 R= 3.4415E+02 AC= 4.141~E-OIot 
68 2.7125E+00 -2.5103E+00 -4.3218E-1I3 -6.228SE-01 
H= 1.2500E-02 R= 3.7292E+02 AC= 4.048aE-04 
cs.~· .. .,u t,-.,1. -1. 0; ~,+" t:. ... u~-
NEVAL= 94 




• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • TANGENT TRAJECTORY IS AS FOL~ 
" N 
I ' 
• • • • INITIAL COORDINATES X=-5.00000E+OO 
IFLAG= 7 FOR I<STEP= 28 NEVAL= 68 
IFLAG= 7 FOR I<STEP= 29 NEVAL= 63 
IFLAG= 7 FOR I<STEP= 108 NEVAL= 235 























-5.0000E+00 O. -5.0003£-01 
H= 1eOnOQ£-01 R= 3.J292E+02 AC= 9.317~E-21 
5.00nOE-Ol -4.5250E+00 -5.1313E-04 -5.090~E-Ol 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.1255E+01 AC= 1.6923E-03 
1.~ODOE+Oa -4.0512E+00 -1.0485E-(3 -5.1842E-01 
H= 1.0[00£-01 R= 6.6SS1E.Ol AC= 6.726'E-04 
1.8797E+00 -3.2321E+00 -2.2468E-(3 -5.417'£-01 
H= 1.5625E-03 R= 1.9997£+02 AC= 5.3975E-04 
1.9063E+00 -3.2081E+00 -2.2942E-GJ -5.429~E-Q1 
H= 6.2500E-03 R= 2.0666E+02 AC=4.9383E-04 
2.0CCCE+oa -3.1237E+30 -2.~692E-03 -5.4147E-01 
H= 2.5000E-02 R= 2.3735£+02 . AC= 4.4684E-04 
2.5250E+00 -2.&674E+00 -3.72E:OE-D3 -5.9S41E-Dl 
H= 5.0~OOE-02 R= 3.5235E+02 AC= 4.1138E-U4 
2.712SE+~O -2.5091E+00 -4.3054E-03 -6.271;E-01 
H= 1.2500E-02 R= 3.6565E+02 AC= 4.0703E-04 
2.8750E+00 -2.3701E+OO -~.8512E-Q3 u6.6323E-~1 
H= 2.5CODE-02 R= 2.7019E+02 AC= 4.4643E-D4 
3.0000E+OO -2.2614E+00 -5.3004E-03 -6.9335E-01 
H= 2.5003E-02 R= 2.2479E+Q2 AC= 4.9517E-04 
3.2687E+OO -2.0226E+00 -6.'920E-~3 -7.6277E-C1 
H= 6.2500E-03 R= 2.2802E+02 AC= 4.7372E-04 
3.3750E+00 -1.92&1E+00 -6.6963E-03 -7.9143E-01 
H= 2.5000E-02 R= 2.0274E+02 AC= 4.9543£-04 
3. 39 3 7 E + I) 0 -1. 9 a 6 9 E +0 0 - & • 16 79 E - 03 - 7 • 9 653 E - 01 
H= 1.5&25E-03 R= 1.9867E+02 AC= 5.3852E-Q4 
3.45QOE+OO -1.6572E+00 -6.9821E-(3 -8.1193E-01 
H= 1.2500E-02 R= 1.8939E+02 AC= 5.4795E-04 
3.8000E+QO -1.5285E+00 -8.3154E-~3 -9.u780E-01 
H= 5.DODBE-02 R= 1w9Q~6E+02 AC= 5.4461E-04 
4.0000E+00 -1.!J52E+OO -9.D6"1E-C3 -9.6181E-(l1 
H= 5.0DOOE-02 R= 1.8499E+02 AC= 5.493DE-04 
4.~OOOE+OO -1.3352E+00 -9.0641E-03 -~.6181E-01 
H= 2.5QOOE-D2 R= 1.8398E+02 AC= :.SS33E-04 
4.3500E+00 -9.8803E-01 -1.C328E-C2 -1.0523E+OU 
H= 2.5~DQE-C2 R= 1.9043E+02 .ac= :.4233E-04 
4.7750E+00 -5.S30&E-01 -1.1753E-02 -1.1520E+uD 
H= 5.DGOOE-D2 R= 1.8739E+C2 AC= 5.4443E-04 
5.0000E+00 -3.1772E-U1 -1.24'4E-02 -1.1993E+00 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 1.8378E+02 AC= 5.5173E-1J4 
5.2995E+OD 1.1102E-16 -1.3284E-02 -1.2553E+UD 
H= 1.0COOE-01 R= 1.7534E+02 AC= S.5777E-04 
~' ,-_,'-.-... __ ~ ffl'I" , 
y= O. z=-s.oooog 
HHIN IS SE T TO 3.1 Z5 OE-O.
t HHIN IS SET TO 1.SE25E-O H"IN IS SET TO 7.812:E-0 
\IPX ~py 1 
9.5022E-01 -1.Q211E-~3 -j 
NEVAL= 1 i 
9.4939E-C1 -1.w379f-03 -~ 
NE~AL= 17 I 
9.451wE-01 -1. 12Q4E-03 -j 
NEVAL= 37 1 
9.06l7E-C1 -1.7668E-u3 -
NE~Al= 65 
9.0393E-01 -1.8018E-03 -4 
NEVAL= 85 I j 
8.9545E-01 -1.935~E-C3 -! 
NE~Al= 103 j 
8.46«7£-01 -2.89~UE-a3 -~ 
NEVAL= 124 j 
a.4692E-01 -3.2768E-03 -2 
NE~AL= 147 1 
e.6379E-01 -3.491aE-03 -2 
NEVAL= 167 1 
8.7616E-01 -3.5962E-~3 -2 
NE~AL= 178 ] 
9.C165E-C1 -3.7829£-t3 -2 
NEVAL= 202 1 
I 
9 .14 C5 E - C 1 - 3. 61 6 0 E·· .. 3 - ~ 
NE~AL= 222 i 
g.16u8E-01 -3.8177E-C3 -~ 
NEVAL= 247 j 
9.2214E-01 -3.8205E-03 -~ 
NEItAL= 267 
9.5632E-01 -3.7791£-03 -~ 
NEVAL= 288. i 
9.7643E-f11 -3.71l25E-(3 -~ 
NE~AL= 311 1 
9.76~3E-01 -3.7a25E-~3 -~ 
NEVAL= 314 
1.0069E+ijO -3.5n92E-~3 -~ 
~E~Al= 335 1 
1.03S7E+OO -3.1772E-03 -j 
NEVAL= 356 J 





- ~. ,,)~,) c:. - \I, ( • l. ~"b c:. -«.1:.1. -It. C~~(c:. -u,) .. , • .ll. .. U c:. -U:.l. 
94 
. 
-2.8141E-ilJ -1.33 C7E- C1 7.4906£-01 -5.58J1£-OJ -4.7531£-01 
15 




rORY IS AS fOLLOWS'" .................... • • ........ • ................. • 
t 
Z=-5.00000E-01 
~T TO 3.1Z50E-03 
fOR TRAJECTORY NU~B£R o 
£T TO 1.5EZ5E-DJ 
~T TO 7.81Z~E-04 
~PY ~Pl 'JX vV 'til 
-1.0211E-03 -1.8Q37E-OZ 9.~O~2E-01 -1.0Z11E-03 -9.4917E-03 
I 1 
L -1.0379f-03 -1.8253E-CZ 9.c743f-Cl1 -1.4781E-03 -1.721'+£-D2 
'17 
l -1.1204E-C3 -1.9572£-02 8.7764E-C1 -2.3594E-03 -4.0720E-02 
37 
~ -1.7668E-~3 -4.2664E-U2 7.45~3E-01 -4.28u8E-03 -1.7362£-01 
65 
~ -1.8a18E-03 -4.4579~-G2 7.41C2f-u1 -4.3561E-03 -1.8313E-01 
85 
• -1.935uE-C3 -S.2476E-C2 7.22C3E-01 -4.6783E-u3 -2.312'+£-01 
,03 
. -2.899(1£-OJ -2.4541f-01 7.75~·3f.-01 -5.6161E-03 -5.0306E-01 
.24 
i -3.2768E-03 -Z. f]Q33f-Ql 9. ~3«t7E-01 -5.6JuOE-OJ -5. 6342E-01 
47 
-3.4910£-03 -2.331Z£-01 1.0317E+O(l -5.050~E-Q3 -'4.5671E-01 
67 
-3.5962E-'J -2.4146E-U1 1.C414f+UQ -4.9Z47E-03 -4.0973£-01 
78 
-3.7829f-(3 -2.6766E-01 1.1a;4f+~O -5.0931E-03 -3.8J29£-01 
az 
, -3.816aE-~3 -~.7199t.-1J1 1.11~5E+OD -4.0114E-03 -3.147DE-(l1 
2Z 
-3.8177E-g3 -~.7241f-G1 1.1113E+JO -3.9671E-03 -3.0931E-01 
1t7 
-J.8205E-Q3 -2.7338£-'1 1.11E8E+QO -3.86uOE-(3 -2.9616E-01 
67 
-3.7791£-03 -2.7288£-01 1.1511E+UO -3.29U9E-t3 -2.4028E-01 
88 
-3.7a25E-t3 -2.6&48E-01 1.15G7E+UU -2.8540E-OJ -1. 872DE-D1 
11 
-3.7025~-~3 -2.6648E-Ol 1.1506E+00 -2.8140E-03 -1.8361E-01 
14 
-3.5092E-~3 -2.4919E-~1 1.1656E+OU -Z.2839E-OJ -1.3240E-01 
55 
. -3.1772E-03 -2.1923E-01 1.1649E+00 -1.4809E-03 -7.1961E-02 
156 
-2.96!9E-Gl -2.~115E-Ql 1.1EG3E+UG -1.0Q59E-03 -4.~299E-02 
~7 
-2.64~&E-OJ -2.77Q7E-01 1.16!'i.ij~ -4.18JOE-04 -~.9720E-02 
77 
'"'....,.. f.fMf" ~ 
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STEREO 
PLOT TANGENT TRAJECTORY TO THE TEST BOlY 
NJMBER OF SYMMETRY PLANES= 0 NUMBER OF TRAJECTORIES= 1 XSTARJi 
....., 
w 
HINIMUH AND MAXIMUM 










COORDINATE TRANSLATIONS USED TO CENTER rHE PLOTS - DELX. DELY, DElZ -
-1.50000E+00 I. -1.2796~E-Ol 
CRT PLOTS 
THETA = O.OC PSI = 160.00 
PLOT LABEL - THETA=O, PSI=160, DE lTA=3.5 
PEHSF = 1.546&E+00 










-. 2509E+ 0 1 
-.2370£+01 




-.18 57E +01 
-.1528E+01 






































- .124,.£-Q 1 
-.1328£-01 














- .518 4E+00 
-.5ItlE£+OO 


























DELTA = 3.50 
X FLCT YPLOT 
-.2158E+01 -.5154E+OO 



















• 7~63E+.0 -.1657E+Ol 
.94391;+00 -.1144£+01 







-.70 <36E.00 -.6488E+00 
-.5073E+00 -.7229£+00 
} 















-. 9818E +aQ 
-.102&E+D1 
- • 1 ~ 3 lotE + U 1 
-.1058E+01 















-.7229E+QO t.....:. ~ ~.-"'-t""I r-: •. 1\ ~.-~~-~ 
























-.6 768£-Q 2 
-.6983E-0 2 
-.8315E-D2 




-.12 .... E-0·l 
-.1328£-D1 
.'."-';:u;::- .w -~. 














T H ET A = 0 • 0 CPS I = 160. 00 
PLOT LABEL - THETA=O, PSI=160, OELTA=3.0 
P£~SF ~ 1.5568£+00 
TRAJ. NO.. 1 OF 
XTRAJ 




-. 3232E+0 1 
-.3208E+01 
-. 312"E+0 1 
-.2667E+Ol 
-'.2509E+0 1 

























































- .;1049E-0 2 
-.'2247E-02 






















.-. 791 ~E+ 00 
-.7966£+01 







! - .125EE+01 
ZTRAJ 
-.5DOOE+OO 





- .,54 75£+O~ 
-.,5 ~54E+OO 











-.1 .. 66E+00 
-.18~9E-03 
.8585E-01 
• 8585E-0 1 





























































































































r H ET A = O. 0 11 PS I = 16 a. 00 
PLOT LA8EL - THETA=O, PSI=160, DELT'=2.5 
PEMsr = 1.5672E+00 
TRAJ" NO. 1 OF 
XTRAJ 
-. 5000E+0 1 
-.5000E+0 l 
-. 'tS2 5E+0 1 
-."051£+01 
-.3232E+Ol 
-. 3208E+0 1 
-.3124£+01 
-. 2667E+0 1 
-.2509E+Ol 
-. 237QE+0 1 
-. 2261E+0 2 
-.2023E+Ol 
-.1926E+Ol 
-.190 9E+0 1 
-.1857E"01 
-.1528E+Ol 















-.2.66 7E .'H 
-.251)9E+111 
-.237 OE+O 1 
-.2261E+01 







o.~. ~,!: • tl.O--





- • 1 0 't9 E - 0 2 
-.2247E-02 
-.2294E-02 
-.2469 E-O 2 






















-. 2294E-0 2 







- .6708 E - 0 2 
-.6,983E-02 
-.8315E-02 














-.693 IfE + 0 a 






















-.69 3ltE + 00 
-.762 eEt-flu 





-. 9618E+ 00 
__ ••• '~'.""'. __ •• T __ '" 

























-.211 41E+0 0 
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74174 p~OGR4M PBOXC CPT=Z FTN 4.7+ .. 76 C2/ed/SO 2C.35.11 
PROGRA~ P8UXC(JNPUT,TAP:&, TAPE5=I~PUT, OUTPUT, 
1 TAPES , TAPE9, TAPE39, PUNCH, TAPf.1=PUNCHI FBOX( 2 
C PBOXC 3 C H. G. NORMENT, ATMOSPHE~IC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES _ NOVEMBE, 1~79 P80X( 4 
C FB () XC S C THIS CODE HAS THREE PRI~CIPAL VSES - PBOXC 6 
C 1. DEBUG HESS-SHITi CODE INPUT DATA. PBCXC 7 
C 2. PLCT 3-0IMENSIC~AL BOOY SURFACE DESCRIPTIOII. PRCX( 8 
C 3. TRANSFE~ aUADRA.ATERAL ELEtlENT DATA TO UNIT c;, FOR lAT£i\ PBOXC 9 
C USE BY PRCGRAM SrE!;'EO. fBCXC 1U 
e P80XC 11 C PERFORI"S FRELIMINAiH P~OCESSII\G CIPROS=TRUEJ (SCALING, PBCH 12 
C UANSLATING, RnATING' :)f INFUT DATA FOR THe. HE~S-SMITH PtlOXC 1.3 
C NON-LIFTING eOCE (RPT. ::.s. '+11622'. PRELIHINAiH' PROC£S::'€U DATA PBCXC h 
C HAY 9E PUNCHED (IPUNCH=r~UE'. AFTER PRELIHINARY PROCESSING, DATAPSCXC 15 
C ALSO HAY DE PPCCESSEO I~TO QUACRALATERAL ELEMENTS AND T~t HESS- PBOX( 1& 
C SMITH FIRST OU1Pur (t.S. ~tb22 SEC. 9.4' MAY Bt PRINTED (IPRNT= PBCXC 17 
C TRUEI. OATA ALSO l1AY 3E f'LUTTED IlPICT==TRUE'. IN ANY CASE THE P8CXC 16 
C DtTA ARE WRITTfN ON TO JNIT ~, WHICH HAY BE ~AVED FOR USE LAfER PBCXC 19 
C 9Y Si\ STEREO WHICH PLon THE BODY ALONG WITH TRAJt:eTCRI;S. PBoxe 20 
C FBC~C ,1 COMMON HEOR( 1:', NQUAO, KASE, hSYI'l, IFLAG, IPROS, IPUN~H. IFRH, FBCXC 22 
1 IPICT, ICRT, SIN", COS~, XSCALE, ~SCALE. ZSCUE, xr"AIIS, YTlU.s, FBCXC 23 
Z ZTRANS FBOXC 2~ ~EAL MACH FBC~C 2: 
LOGICAL IPIOOS, IPUNCH, IPRNT, IFICT, ICRT F8CXC 26 
COMMON /~/ HAC~, e~TA, ~~ETA f8CXC 27 
C RfAO If'.l CONTROL DATA PRC)(C 2t1 
1 ~EAO ( 5, C;OOO , CHEDF..U' ,1:::1, 151 tIFLAG,NSYM, KMACH, I<ASE PBexc 29 
9000 FORHAT( 15AIt, 11, 10X,H, 1)0;,11, C:X, A4' f::BOXC 30 
HACH = c.o fBCX( 31 
IF(KI'IACH .NE. [I READ (S, b' MACH FBoxe 32 
6 FO~MAT (Fl0.f' PBO.C 33 
BElA: SCRT(1.0 - MACH • MACHI FOCxC 34 
RBETA : 1.0 I BETA PBCX( 35 ~EAO(5,800UIIPROS, IPUN:H. IPRNT, IPICT, ICRT FBOC 36 800~ FO~"ATC5Ll' FBoxe 37 
IFC IPRO ~ , READCS,70UO' ANGLE, XSCAlE, YSCALE, lSCAlE,IIUANS, FBCl(C 3d 
1 n~AIIS, ZTRHS PBeX( 39 
7000 FC!~HAT( 7F10.01 PBOXC 1,0 
IFe.NOT. IfROS' GO TO S~ FBOll( '+1 
IF(XSCALE .EQ. 0.01 XSCALE=l.a PBOXC 42 
U«YSCALE .EQ. U.II' YSCUE.=l.11 F8C)(C ~3 
IFCZSCALE .EQ. o.oP zse~LE;l.11 P6C~C 4t4t 
COSA = COSI 0.01'4533· ANGLE' P8ClCC 1t5 
SINA = SINC 0.0174533· ANGLE' P6cxe ~6 
Sf' REWIND 8 pscxe H 
REWIND 9 ~BCXC 48 
CALL PINPUT PBOICC 1,9 
IFCIPICT I CALL PICTUR PBCXC SO 
IF. ICRT , CALL FRAMECO.5,1I.5' fBCX( 51 
IFCIPICT .AND. .Nor. I;RTI CAll PLOTU5.0. U.i"-31 PBOlCeS14 
IFIIPICT .AND. .NOT. I:RT. CALL E~OCC F8C~( 52 
IFCIPICT .AND.IC~T' CAL~ EHOFLl PBex( 53 
REWIND 9 F8CX( 54 
STOP FIC., 55 
r m 78 PBO~C S6 
'\ ~.,~'.~~ 
-'.1(7_ Me ~ . WOn'T wzGwfmctz"-1" 
_.,.._ .. 
·DECK,PEAOER PEAD 1 
SUBROUTINE PEADER PEAO 2 
COMMON HEDRC 15), NQUAIl, KASE, NSYM, IFLAG, IPROS, IFUNCH, IFRNT, PEAD 3 
1 IPICT, ICRT, SINA, COSA, XSCALE, YSCAl.E, ZSCALE, XTt(ANS, YT I'ANS , PEAD '+ 
2 ZTRANS PEAD 5 
LOGICAL IPROS, I PUNCH, I FRNT, IPI~T, ICRT PEAO 6 
OATA IPAGE/OI PEAO 7 
1 FORMAT ( 1H1, 4X, 1~H PROERAM PBCXC, 15X, JO·HATHOSPHEIUC SCIE~CE ASPEAD 8 
1 SOCIATES' 38X, 2ZHBEOFORO, MASSACHUSETTS, 22X, ItHP "EI SIPEAD 9 
2 7X, 8HeODY 10., 2X, Aft' 30X, 15Att, PEAD 10 
10 IPAGE = IPAGE + 1 PEAD 11 
WRITE (6,1' IPAGE, KASE, CHEDR(I),I=1,15. PEAO 12 
RETURN PEAD 13 
END PEAO 1ft 











































SUBROUTINE PATPROSC X, Y, Z, XX, YY, ZZ » 
THIS IS A SIMPLE SCALING AND ORIGIN TRANSLATION COOE FOR THE 
DOUGLAS SOXC POTENTIAL FLOW CODE OATA INPUT 
XTRANS, YTRANS, ZTRANS ARE ORI~IN TRA~SLATIONS 
XSCALE, YSCALE, ZSCALE ARE SCALE FACTCRS 
THE COOE ALSO ALLOWS FOR ROTATICN IN THE X - Z PLANE TO ADJUST 
~OR ARBITRARY ANGLE OF ATTACK 
SINA, COSA ARE SINE AND COSINE OF ANGLE 
ANGLE IS THE A~GLE( I~PUT IN O~GREES) THAT THE AIRPLANE AXIS 
MAKES WITH THE NEGATIVE X AXIS (POSITIVE COUNTERCLOCKWISE 
FROM THE-X AXIS' AFTER SCALING ( NOTE - AFTER SCAl.ING THE 
AIRPLANE NOSE POINTS DOWN THE ~EGATIVE X AXIS. 
THIS VE~SION FOR USE WIT~ P80XC 
LOGICAL IPROS, IPUNCH, IPRNT, IPI~r, ICRT 
COMMON HEDRC 15) t NQL~O, KASE, NSYH, IFLAG, IPROS, IFUNCt:t,IPRNT, 
1 IPICT, ICRT, SINA, caSA, XSCALE~ YSCAL·E, ZSCAL£', xtRANS, YTRANS, 
2 ZTRANS 
X:=(X-
Y = C Y -

















X : XP • COSA - Z • SI~A 
Z = XP • SINA + Z • COSA 
XP = XX 
xix= XP • COSA - ZZ. SINA 



























































i SUBROUT INE PINPUT 
PROCESSES THE HESS-SMITH CODE INP~T DATA 
~EAL NX, NY, NZ , MACH 
LOGICAL IPROS. IPUNCH, IFRNT, IPI~T, ICRT, RFlAG, AFLAG. aFLAG 
INTEGER STAT, STATT, CCNV 
COMMON HEDR( 15', NQtAD, KASE, NS'M, IFLAG. ]PROS, IPUNCH, IFRNT, 








COMMON IMI HACH, BETA, ReETA 
DIMENSION SPH« 200), CPH (203), XINP (200), 
DIMENSION LAXISIS'. ~AXIS(6), L45(6), LeS) 
PINP 12 
ZINP ( 2QO' PINP 13 
DIMENSION XA ( SeD), xe ( Sao), YA ( SOD), VB 
1 ZA 1 SOD), Z8 ( 500" NLINE(50D ), NlT ( 500 
2 XI (4', ETA (4), XIN (4'. YIN (~), ZIN (.), 
PINP 14 
( SO Q ), PI NP 15 
), CFLAG(3J, PINP 16 
• RX (4), ~ I.', RY (4) 
EQUIVALENCE CNULL,NQUAO) 
DATA CFLAG I 2H 1. 2H 2, 2H I 
DATA PI/3.141S93EO/, HAFFI/l.570736EC/, fPS/.OOOll 
DATA LAXIS I 4HVIEH, ~H CF , 4HBODY, 4H lOO, 4HKING, 4H DOW, 
1 .HN TH, 1HEI 
DATA RAXISI 4H AXI, 4HS TO, 4HWAR~,4H THE, 4H ORI, 4HGIN I 
DATA L451 4H45-0, 4HEGRE, 4HE VI, 4HEW F, 4HROM , 4HTHE I 
DATA R4S1 4HSIOE/, L/S.4H I 
OATA PlUSX, HINUSX. FlUSY, HINUS~. PLUSZ, MINUSZ 
1 I 4 H + X , 4H - X • 4H + \' , ltH - Y , 4H+ Z , 4H - Z I 
1 FORMAT ( 3El0.0, 12 I JF10.Q, 12) 
,.002 FORMAT ( 1HO, 6)( S .. N M, 7X, 4 ( 1HX, l1X ), 2HNX, l1X, 3HNFX, 
1 11X. lHD I 19X. ~ ( lHY, 11X " 2HNY, 11X, 3HNPY, l1X, 1HT I 
2 19X, 4(1HZ, l1X ). 2HN2, 11X, 3iNPZ, l1X, lHA , 
400S FO~HAT (1HO, 7)(, 14, ttF1Z.&, 2F13.6, E14.4,A2/C12X,4F12.6, 
1 2F13.6, E14.~) ) 
.D10 FORMAT « 1HO, 3)(, 2I~. 
1 2F13.6, E14.4 , ) 
4F12.6, 2F13.6, E14.~.A2/C12X. 4F12.6, 





















PI NP 37 
PINP 38 
INPUT ~- SECTION 9.1 INPUT SCHEME PINP 39 
KLCT = 0 PIN? 40 
NULL = 0 PINP 41 
NPRT = 13 PINP 42. 
CALL PEADER ~INP 43 
WRITE (6, 40' PINP 44 
~O FORMAT (1HO,16)(,44HP A RAM E T ~ I C I t\ FOR t'i A T I 0 NII'PINP 45 
IF (NSYH - 1) 54, 56, 58 PINP 46 
54 WRITE (6, 55' PINP 47 
55 FORMAT (1HO,16X,21HNC SY~METRY SPECIFIED) PINP 48 
GO TO 61 PINP 49 
56 WRITE (6, S7) PINP 50 
57 FORMAT UHO ,16X.30HTHERE IS ONE P~ANE OF SYMMETRY' PINP 51 
GO TO 61 PINP 52 
~8 WRITE (6, 59' NSYM PINP 53 
~9 FORMAT (1HD,16X,9HTHERE ARE,I2, 1~H PLANES OF SYMMETRY) PINP 54 
61 IF ( MACH .NE. 0.0 , WRITE (6, 21' HACH PINP 55 
21 FORHAT I1HO,1&X,13HMACH NUMBER z,F10.5) PINP 56 
IF CIFLAG • EQ. 0) GO TO 29 PINP 57 
t IF (8 .EQ. 0.0) B = 1 •. 0 PINP 59 t READ (5, 20) NL"l, M'41N, a, c . _., , pI~P .. 5,8 .j 
! IF (C .EQ. 0.0) C = 1.0 PINP 60 .~.=~~7~F.m~c~b~~.~*_m_m~--~_~-*_*~_~-~;~;~·~;~~~:~ .• -~=~*~ .. ~.~-~'-~-5~'-_.~b~:.O.W.R.,~c~r •• ~n~.&~-~.~ __ '_J_~:~=-~:==~~=:----'~ 
r 
,£QUi):;_: - -.' ~, .. _ ... LMOfP . ; .. @1~ . ZiUW ;;1-.) ,4 .4 tJlE''Y* s:csP;:=» J,' a: 2i5lP2 -l ~ • " ;: .I ~ 
1 
I 
20 FORMAT C 215, 2F 10. 5 , PINP . 61 
It FORHAT C 8Fl0. D » PINP 62 
WRITE ( 6, 62' NlHl, If HI N, a, C PINP 63 
62 FORMAT C1HO,16X,10HGENERATE A.I!, 2H X,I!. 12H SPHERE. a =,F1D.5. PINP 64 
1 ItX,3HC =,Fl0.5 ) PINP 65 
"L.I NES = "MIN • 1 PINP 66 NLINES = NLHl + 1 PINP 61 
N = 0 PINP 68 
IF C NSY" .EQ. D ) GO TO 2 PINP 69 
IF C NSYM 
-
2 ) 3, 5, 6 PINP 70 i 
~ '. 2 PITH :: PI PINP 71 PIPHI = PI + PI PINP 72 
r GO: TO 7 PINP 7! 
3 PITH = PI PINP 74 
PIPHI ='PI PINP 75 
GO TO 7 PINP 76 
5 PlTH = PI PINP 71 
PIPHI = HAFPI PINP 78 
GO TO 1 PINP 19 
6 PITH = HAFPI PINP 80 
PIPHI = PITH PINP 81 
1 SPH C MLINES ) = SIN ( PIPHI » PINP 82 
SPH C 1 ) = 0.0 PINP 83 
CPH ( "LINES ) = COS C PIPll! ) PINP 84 
CPH ( 1 ) = 1.0 PINP 85 
Et(M = "HIN PI.NP 86 
EICN = Nt;Hl PINP 81 
Et1M :: c.o PINP 88 
00 8 I = 2, "MIN PINP 89 
EMH = EHM + 1.0 PINP 90 
PHI = EHM I EKM ,. PIFHI PI'NP 91 
SPH ( I ) = SIN ( PHI ) PINP 92 
8 CPH r I , = co,s C PHI ) PINP 93 
IF ( IFLAG .EQ. 2 » GO ,TO It PINP 94 
ENN = 1.0 PINP 95 
00 9 I = 1, HLINES PINP 96 
XA ( I , = 1.0 PINP 91 
YA C I » = 0.0 PI.NP 98 
9 lA ( I » :: 0.0 PINP 99 
GO TO 18 PINP 100 
10 READ ( 5, 4 » ( XI t\P ( I » • lINP C I ) . I = 1, NLINES , PINP 101 
od 11 I = 1, "LINES PI:NP 102 
XA ( I » = XINP ( 1 ) PI:NP 103 
VA ( I » = B • lINP C 1 
, 
• SPH ( I » PINP 104 
lA C I » = 
-
c • lINP ( 1 , • CPH ( I » PINP 105 
xa ( I ) = XINP C 2 , PI,NP 106 
VB C I ) = B • Z INP C 2 
, 
• SPH C I , PI'NP 1117 
11 Z8 C I ) = - c ... ZINF ( 2 , • CPH C I • PI:NP 108 NLCT = 2 PI:NP 109 
GO TO 250 PI:NP 110 
12 00 14 I = 1, "LINES PtNp! 111 
XA C I » = XI! ( I , PI:NP' 112 
VA ( I ) = YB ( I ) PI:NP 113 
lit lA C I , = za c I , PtNP 114 
IF C IFLAG .EQ. 1 , GO TO 16 PI:NP 115 
~JLCT = NlCT + 1 PI:NP 116 
00 15 I = 1. "LINES PI:NP 117 
xa c I ) = XINP C NLCT » PINP 118 VB C I » = 8 • ZINP C NLCT , • S?H ( I • PINP 119 15 lB C I » • - c ... ZINP C NLCT • 
... CPH ( I • PINP 120 .~ 
81 
.. i "_~lIit~:: if v·%"".-w""!"t'±ttsn......, -c"c',-.,:n <-,-, . ....::::..~..t.:....d.:...~..;;::...::~_-_. ____ ~_~~~- .. ,. 'AAF~~M·"·" "~ ,- -~:.:.:::........----'--.-- .~ 
- ~ ,kS . .....,..w::-- '4 l2$2@ ~ • 
- $~ asst kL sa <aSJL& .22. "i $ as'! ,il ~ ik. £ i.i .. [ QJ j £ 1S4- 'P 
r GO TO 250 P~NP 121 16 ENN = ENN + 1.0 P!NP 122 
! 18 THETA = ENN I EKN • PITH PINP 123 
STH = SIN ( THETA ) PINP 124 
CTH = COS C THETA) PINP 125 
00 17 I = 1, ..... INES PINP 126 
XB ( I ) = CTH PINP 127 
YB ( I ) = B • STH • SPH ( I ) PINP 128 
1; ze ( I , = - C • STH • CPH « I ) PINP 129 
GO TO 250 PINP 130 
29 N = -1 PINP 131 
IF(IPROS) WRITEC6,101) PINP 132 
IF(IPROS) WRITE(6,1U2' XSCALE, YSCALE, ZSCAlE, XTRANS, YTRANS, PINP 133 
1 ZTRANS, COSA, SINA PINP 134 
IF(IPICT) WRITEe6,1C3' PINP 135 
IF(IPUNCH' WRITE(6,104) PINP 136 
C PINP 1~7 
101 FORHAT( lHO, 16X, 61HINPLT DATA A~E PROCESSED BY SCALING, ROTATI~~PINP 138 
1 AND TRANSLATING) PINP 139 
102 FORHAT( 18X, 58HXSCALE, YSCAlE, ZSCALE, XTRANS, YTRANS, Z~~ANS, COPINP 140 
1SA, SINAI 15X, 8(1PE14.~)' PINP 141 
103 FORHAT( lHO, 16X,18HFLOTS ARE PRE'ARED' PINP 142 
104 FORMATe lHO, 16X, 16HOATA ARE FUN:HEO' PINP 143 
XHIN = 1.0E6 PINP 144 
XMA X = -1.0E6 PINP 145 
'MIN = 1.0E6 PINP 146 
YMAX = -1.0E6 PINP 147 
ZHIN = 1.DE6 PINP 148 
ZHAX = -1.0E6 PINP 149 
GO TO 50 PINP 15U 
30 IF ( RFlAG , GO TO 50 PINP 151 
RFLAG = .TRUE. PINP 152 
X = XX PINP 1~3 
Y = YY PINP 1~4 
Z = ZZ PINP 155 
STAT = STATT PINP 156 
GO TO 66 PINP 157 
50 RFLAG = .FALSE. PINP 1~8 
51 READ ( 5, l' X, Y, Z, STAT, XX, ,y, ZZ, STATT PINP 159 
IF ( IPROS , CALL FATPROS( X, Y, Z, xx, yy, ZZ ) PINP lEO 
IF(IPUNCH , WRITE(1,5100) X, Y. Z. STAT, XX, YY. ZZ. STATT PINP 161 
5100 FORHAT( 3( FlO.?), 121 3( Flu.n.12·) PINP 1E2 
WRITE e9' X,Y,Z,STAT,XX,YY,ZZ,STATT PINP lE3 
C PINP 164 
64 XMIN = AHIN1(XHIN, X • RBETA' PINP 165 
Y H I N = A H IN 1C , HI N, y) PI NP 16 6 
ZHIN = AMIN1(ZHIN,Z) PINP 167 
XMA X = AHA X 1( XHA X, X • R,l:ET A) PI NP 168 
,MAX = AMAX1(YHAX,Y) PINP 169 
ZHAX = AHAX1CZMAX,Z) PINP 170 
IFCSTAT .EQ. 3' GO TO 164 PINP 171 
XHIN = AMIN1(XHIN, XX. REETA) PINP 172 
,MIN = AHIN1(YHIN,YY) PINP 173 
IMIN = AHIN1(ZMIN,ZZ' PINP 17'+ 
XHAX = AHAX1(XMAX, XX· RBETA' PINP 115 
YHAX = AMAX1('MAX,YY) PINP 176 
ZHAX = AMAX1eZMAX,ZZ' PINP 117 
164 IFC NSYH .EQ. 0 , GO TO ~5 PINP 178 
'MIN = AMIN1C YHIN, -Y) PINP 179 
YMA)( = AHAX1C V"AX, -v, PINP laD 
82 
= 4£ iLJE_ -S..$ f$ @' ,..,.- _c_~" .0_4 a4is;a 4. as; Zi ~2(j"a IZiiSUd£ 
IFeSTAT .EQ. 3' GO TO 16~ 
YHIN = AHINle YMIN, -YY, 
VHAX = AHAX1( YMAX, -YY, 
165 IF( NSYH .EQ. 1 , GO TO 65 
ZHIN = AMIN1« ZMIN, -z, 
IHAX = AMAX U ZHAX, -Z) 
IFeSTAT .EQ. 3' GO TO 65 
IHIN = AHIN1( ZHIN, -ZZ, 
ZMAX = AMAXU ZHAX, -ZZ) 
65 ~F eN .EQ.(-l»GO TO 80 
66 IF (STAT .EQ. 0 .OR. STAT .EQ. 3' GO TO 180 
IF ( STAT .EQ. 2 , GO TO 200 
IF ( .NOT. AFLAG , GO 10 200 
HC = M 
80,M = 1 
IF ( STAT .EQ. 2' GO TO 150 
IF ( .NOT. BFLAG ) GO TO 84 
75 DO 81 J = 1, MC 
XA C J , = )(8 C J , 
YA ( J , = YB ( J , 
81 ZA ( J , = ze « J , 
83 xe e 1 ) = X 
YB ( 1 ) = Y 
ze C 1 , = Z 
GO TO 30 
8~ IF ( AFLAG ) GO TO 85 
eFL AG = • TRUE. 
GO TO 75 
85 AFLAG = .FALSE. 
GO TO 83 
150 AFLAG = .TRUE. 
BFLAG = .FALSE. 
IF (N .EQ.(-l"N = a 
160 XA ( M ) = X 
YA C H , = Y 
ZA ( H ) = Z 
GO TO 30 
180 H = M + 1 
IF ( AFLAG ) GO TO 160 
X8 (M ) = X 
YB ( M , = Y 
ze ( M , = Z 
IF ( ST AT • NE. 3) GO TO 30 
200 MMIN = HINOCH, MC) - 1 
HC = H 
250 N = N + 1 
KlCT = KLCT + 1 
IF( .NOT. IPRNT) GO TO 2100 
C 8EGIN COMPUTATION OF NULL peINts AND 28 QUANTITIES 
00 2000 I = 1, HHI~ 
NUL L = NULL + 1 
XINC1' = XAC I , • ReETA 
XIN(2) = XA(I+1' • R8ETA 
XIN(3' = X8(I+1' • R8ETA 
XINCc., = XB( I , • RaETA' 
YINeU = YAU' 
YIN(2' = YAn"l' 
YINe3' = YBeI.1' 
83 




































PI NP 21& 
PINP 217 
PINP 218 

















PI NP 236 
Pi NP 237 
PINP 23b 
PINP 239 
























.:: Z8 (1+11 
.::.ZBUJ 
FORM DIAGONAL VECTORS 








X IN( 4) 










FORM CROSS PRODUCT 
EQUATION C 65 ) N = T2 X T 1 
NX = T2Y-T1Z - T1Y·T2Z 
NY = T1X-T2Z - T2X.T1Z 
NZ = T2X4T1Y - T1X412Y 
VN = SQRT C NX. NX • 
FORM UNIT NORMAL ~ECTOR 
EQUATION C &6 , 
NX .:: NX I VN 
NY = NY I VN 
NZ .:: NZ I VN 
COMPUTE AVERAGE POINT 
EQUATION C 68 , 
• ... ' .... " ' '''.. ..,..,.~ .... .. ~ .. ,0- ~...... • .... ' ~ ., 
AVX.:: .25 - C XINU) + XIN'Z' + XINC;3, + XIN(It' • 
AV Y = • 25 .. C YIN' U + YIN ( Z, + YIN C ;3 , + YIN (It. , 
AVZ = .25 - ( ZINCU + ZIN(2) + ZIN(3' + ZINC4' , 
COMPUTE PROJECTION DISTANC E 
EQUATluNS C 69 , AND C 71 , 
0.:: NX4( A~X - XIM1' , + 
PO = ASS( 0 , 
EQUATIONS C 73 ) AND ( 74 • 
T .:: SQRT C T1X-T1X + T1Y.T1Y + T1Z.T1Z • 
T1X = T1X I T 
T1Y = T1Y I T 
T1Z .:: T 1Z I T 
EQUATION ( 75 , 
T2X = NY4T1Z - ~Z-T1Y 
T2Y = NZ4T1X - NX-T1Z 


























































COMPUTE COORDINATES OF CORNER POINTS IN REFERENCE COORO. SYSTEM 



































































,*04 • t "~:-",,-:~"~"' .. r-:-,.;..,...--~~-::~'~~''''''''''',_''''''''' __ '''''''''_ 
.. - ,~"- ..... -'~,_ .• -_ •• __ -~t ". _". 
00 1000 J = 1, .. 
XP = XIN(J' + NX .. 0 
YP = YINeJ' • NY .. 0 
ZP = ZIN(J) + NZ .. 0 
o = - 0 
XOIF = XP - AVX YOIF = YP - AVY 
ZOIF = ZP - AVZ 
C TRANSFORM CORNER POIN1S TO ELEMENT COORDINATE SYSTEM 
C WITH AVERAGE POINT AS O~IGIN 
C EQU ATION ( 80 , 
XI(J. = T1X·XOIF + T1Y.YOIF + T1Z"ZOIF 
1DOO ETACJ' = T2X·XOIF + T2Y.YOIF + T2Z.Z0IF 
C COMPUTE CENTRCIO 
C EQUATION (81' 
C XI, ETA' 
XIO = .3333333EO .. ( XI (4) J# ( ErA U) - ETA (2' , + XI C 2 , 
1 .. ( ETA (,., - ET A «1) , .. I ( ~ T A '2' - £ T A , .. J J 
ETAO = -.3333333EO .. ET~(1' 
C OBTAIN CORNER POINTS IN SYSTEM WITH :ENrROIO AS ORIGIN 
C EQUATION (82' 
C 
00 1020 J = 1, ,. 
XI(J) = XI(J' - XIO 
102C! ETA(J' = ETACJJ - ETAG 
COMPUTATION AIDS 
ETA 2Ml = ETA « 2 ) - ETA 
ETA3t12 = ETA ( 3 ) - ETA 
ETA4t13 = ETA ( 4 ) 
-
ET A 
ETA1M4 = ETA ( 1 ) - ETA 






xI2H3 = XI ( 2 , X I « 3 , 
XI3f14 = XI ( 3 , 
- XI ( 4 ) 
XI,."1 = XI « ,. , 





ETA2P" = ETA « 2 , + ETA ( 4 
XIJH1 = XI ( 3 , 
- XI ( 1 ) 
XI4M2 = XI ( 4 , 
- XI C 2 , 
ETA2H4 = ETA C 2 , - ETA ( .. 







• XI ( 3 , • XI , _ , 
C TRANSFORM CENTROID TO REFERENCE COORlINATf SYSTEM 
C ECUATION (83) 
XCENT = AVX + T1X.XIO + T2X.ETAG 
YC~NT = AVY + T1Y·XIO • T2Y.ETAO 
ZCENT = AVZ • T1Z"XIG • T2Z.ETAO 
C COMPUTE LARGER OIAGCNAL VECTOR 
C EQUATION (84' 
TSQ = AHAX1 ( XI3M1 •• 2, XI_MZ •• 2 + ETA2M4 •• 2 , 
T = SQRT , Tsa , 
85 
rO _. ____ •• _ ...... ~ ... ' ~ 
PINP 301 
PINP 30Z 
PI NP 303 
PINP 30 .. 




PI NP 309 
PINP 310 
PI NP 311 
PINP 312 










PI NP 323 
PINP 324 






























PtNP J S6 
PINP 357 
PINP 358 
PI NP J 59 l 




AREA = .5 • XI3Ml • ETAZH~ 
C COMPUTE CONSTANTS FOR EQUATIONS ( 42 , AND « 43 , 
C EQUATION (45' 
012SQ = XI1H2 •• 2 + ETA2Ml •• 2 
012 = SORT ( 012S0 ) 
023SQ = XI2H3 ·.2 + ETA3H2 •• 2 
023 = S OR Teo 23 S Q ) 
034SQ = XI3H~ •• 2 + ETA4M3 •• 2 
034 = SORT , 034SQ , 
041SQ = XI4Ml •• 2 + ETA1"4 •• 2 
041 = SQRT , 041SQ ) 
Cl = c.o 
C2 = 0.0 
C3 = 0.0 
C4 = 0.0 
C5 = 0 .. 0 
C6 = Q.O 
C7 = 0.0 
C8 = 0.0 
XNP = 0.0 
YNP = 0.0 
IF , 012 ) 1030, 1040, 1030 
lQ30 Cl = ETA2H1 I 012 
C5 = XI1M2 I 012 
1040 IF C 023) 1050, la6(), 1050 
lG50 C2 = ETA3H2 I 023 
C6 = XI2H3 I 1)23 
10~60 IF ( 034) 1070,1080,1070 
1010 C3 : ETA4H! I 034 
C1 = XI3,..4 I 034 
1080 IF , 041 , 1090, 1100, 1090 
1090 C4 = ETA1H4 I D41 
C8 = XI4Ml I 041 
1100 CONV = 3 
C BEGIN NULL POINT ITERATICN 
00 1590 IT~= 1,30 
00 1580 I( = 1,4 
CE QU AT ION , .. 7 » 
R ( K ) = SORT C ( XNP - XI C K , » •• 2 + , VNP - ETA'IO' •• 2 ) 
RX C K , = C X NP - X I C K ) » I R C I( I 
15811 RY CK , = ( VNP - ETA C I( ) , IRe I( , 
R1PR2 = R C l' + R C 2 ) 
R2PR3 : R' 2 , + R C 3 » 
R3PR4 = R ( 3) + R « 4 , 
R~PRl = R« 4' + R ( 1 » 
ARGl = ALOG C C ~1PR2 - e12 , I ( R1PRZ + 012 , , 
ARG2 = ALOG , C R2PR~ - 023 » I , R2PR3 + 023 , , 
ARG3 = ALOG CCR3PR4 - 034 , I ( R3PR4 + C34 , , 
ARG4 = ALOG CCR4PRl - 041 , I C R~PRl + D~l , , 
C CO"PUTE INOUCEO VELOC1TY CO~PONENTS 
C ECUATIONS (42)> AND , 43 , 
VX = Cl • ARGl + C2 • ARG2 + 03 • ARG3 + C4 • ARG .. 











































































































































COMPUTE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF INDUCED VELOCITIES 
EQUATION ( 90 't USING EQUATIONS' 91 ) - , 9J) 
D1ZP= (R1PR2.· 2 
D23P= «R2PR3·· 2 
03ltP= 'R3PR4·· 2 
Olt1P: (R4PR1·· 2 
C1P = ETA2M1 I D12P 
C2P = ETA3M2 I 023P 
C3P = ETAltH3 I 034P 
CltP = ETA1H4 I D41P 
C5P = XI1H2 I Di2P 
C6P = XI2H3 I eZ3P 
C1P = XI3HIt I 034P 
C8P = XI'+"1 I D41P 
- 012 SQ 
- 02J sa 
- OJ .. SQ 
- 041 SQ 
R12Y = RY ( 1 ) + RY ( 2 ) 
R~3Y = RY , 2 ) + RY C 3 ) 
R3'+Y = RY C 3 ) + RY ( 4 , 
R41Y = RY ( It ) + RY ( 1 , 
, • .5 
J • .5 
J • .5 
» • • 5 
VXX = C1p· ( RX ( 1 , + RX C 2 , » + C2P" , P.X , 2 , + RX ( 3 
1 C3p· « RX C 3 ) + RX ( 4 , , + Cltp· ( RX ( '+ ) + RX ( 1 
VXY = C1p· R12Y + C2p· R23Y + C3P. R34Y + C4p. R41Y· 
VYY : C5P· R12Y + C6F. R23Y + C1P~ R3~Y + cap. R41Y 
COMPUTE NEW NULL POINT « XNP, YNP , 
EQU ATION ( 94 , 
XHXP = ( VY • VXY - VX .. VYY ) I C VXX 
XNP = XHXP + XNP 
YNP = YNP - ( VX + V)X • XMXP , I VXY 
TEST NULL POINT CONVERGENCE 


































IF « ABS ( VX) .LT. EPS .AND. ABS ( 
CONTINUE 








C NO CONVERGENCE. USE 30TH ITERATI~N 
CONY = 2 
C TEST IF THIS POINT IS OU1SIDE THE ELEMENT 
C 
16QB IF ( XNP •• 2 + YNP •• 2 .LE. TS1' GO TO 1620 
CONVERGES 




GO TO 1700 




C TRANSFORH NULL POIt\T TC REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM 
C EQUATION C 79» NOTE THAT Z - COORDINATE IS ZERO 
1620 XNULL = XCENT + T1X • XN' + T 2X .. YNP 
YNULL = YCENT + T1Y • XN' + T2Y .. YNP 
ZNULL = ZCENT + TiZ • XN' + T2Z • YNP 
C PRINT RESULTS SECTION 9.4 THE fIRST OUTPUT 
170Q IF C NPRT .GE. 11 ) GO TO 1750 
NPRT = NPRT + 1 






























































































TO 17 EO IF ( I • EQ. 1 ) GO 
WRITE (6, 4005' I, 
1 YIN, NY, YNULL 
GO TO 1710 
XIN, NX, XNULL , PD, CFLAG (CONV), 
, T, ZIN, ~Z, ZNULL , AREA 
1150 NPRT = 0 
CALL PEAOER 
WRITE ( 6, 4002 ) 
1160 WRITE ( 6, 4010' N 
1 ), YIN, NY, YNULL 
1770 CONTINUE 
2000 CONTINUE 
2100 NLT ( KLCT ) = HMI~ 
NLINE ( KLCT ) = N 
, I, XIN, NX, XNULL 
, T, ZIN, NZ, Zf\ULL 
IF ( IFLAG .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 2001 
IF ( N .LT. NLMl ) GC TO 12 
IF( IPRNT ) WRITE(6,~015) 
GO TO 2025 
2001 IF ( STAT .LT. Z ) GO TO 80 
NLT(KLCn = -NlTCKLCn 
NPRT = NPRT .. 1 









C TIST FOR END OF CASE 
CFLAG (CONVPINP 488 




























2D20 IF ( STAT .NE. 3 ) GO TO eo 
2025 NNl = MOO ( 3 • NQUAO, 255 ) 
NQNN1 = NQUAD 
NN1 • GT. Q 
X~AX) 
YMAX) 
) NQNt'41 = NQUAD • 2 IF ( NN1 .L T. 5 .AND. 
DEL X = -0.5 • (XHIN .. 
DEL Y = -0. 5 • (Y Ii I h .. 
OELZ = -0.5 • (ZHI~ + 
WRITE (9) XHIN, XHAX. 
lMAX) 




IF C .NOT. IPICT ) GO TO 8500 
SET UP PERSPECTIVE ANGLES FOR FLOrS 
WRITE CB' XHIN, XMAX, VMIN, YHAX, ZM~N, ZMAX, DELX, OELY, DELZ 
LAST = n 
PHI = 0.0 
THE OPERATION OF A~GLES THETA AND PSI ARE AS FelLOWS FOR A RIGHT 
HANDED COORDINATE SYSTEH WITH THE Z AXIS DIRECTED UPWARD. FIRST 
ROTATE THE COORDINATE SYSTEM 3Y A~GLE THETA ABOUT THE Y AXIS SUCH 
THAT FOR POSITIVE THETA THE POSITIVE X AXIS TILTS UPWARD. THEN 
ROTATE BY ANGLE PSI ABOU1 THE NEW Z AXIS SUCH THAT FeR POSITIV£ 
PSI THE ROTATION IS CLOCKWISE loIHE~ VIEWEO FROH ABOVE. 
IF (NSYt"I .GT. OJ IF (NSYH - 2) 202&, 2029, 2030 
2027 PSI = 90. 
tHETA = 0.0 
WRITE (8) PSI, THETA, FHI, LAST, LAXIS, ~I~USY, RAXIS 
PSI = 45. 
PINP 510 



















PI NP 530 
THETA = 45. 
WRITE (8) PSI, 
THETA = -45. 
WRITE (8) PSI, 
PSI = 135. 
WRIT~ (8) PSI, 
THETA = 1t5~ 
THETA, PH], LAST, L45, PLUSX, MINUSY, PLUSZ, ~45 
THETA, PHI, LAST, ~'5, PLUSX, MINUSY, MINUSZ, 
THETA, PHI, LAST, L45, HINUSX, MINUSY, PLUSZ, 




R45, i. PI NP 534 
PINP 535 





2028 PSI = o. 











LQ:',£&M . . -.. . -,-- ~~~"""",",,,,,,..-,,~,<--=,,,"=- ... ;:rmr;; V21_.-' 
-II! _Y·~i : . fi Ijjllt~ 4% ,.ii@', r' ""1" ~_ C--;CC"""~I 
WRITE ( 8) PSI, THETA, PHI, LAST, LAXIS, MINUSZ, RAXIS PINP 54j THETA:: 45. PINP 54. F'SI=-135. 
FINP 54~ WRITE ( 8' PSI, THETA, PHI, LAST, !..1t5, JUNUSX, PLUSY t MINUSZ, R45, L PINP 544 
1 THETA=-45. 
PINP 54! PSI=-45. 
PINP 54t WRITE (8. PSI, THETA, PHI, LAST, !..45, PLliSX, PL USY, HINUSZ, R45,L PINP 541 2029 PSI = 180. PINP 54t THETA = o. PINP 54~ WRITE ( 8' PSI, THETA, PHI, LAST t :'AXIS, MINUSX, RAXIS PINP 55. PSI = -135. PINP 55j THETA =-45. 
PINP 552 WRITE ( a. PSI, THETA, PFI, LAST, 1..45, MIt<lUSX, PLUSY, PL.USZ, R45, L PINP 553 2030 THETA = 0.0 PINP 551i PSI = o. PINP 555 WRITE ( a. PSI, THETA, PHI, LAST, l AX IS, FLUSX, RAXIS PINP 55e THETA = 0.0 PINP 551 PSI = -90. PINP 558 WRITE (8. PSI, THETA, LAST, PINP 1 Pt-' 1, !..AXIS, PLUSY, RAXIS 55", THETA = 90. FINP 560 PSI = o. 
. PINP 561 WRITE ( 8' PSI, TIiETA, PHI, LAST, .AXIS, PLUSZ, RAXIS PINP 562 
.' THETA :: 45. PINP 5&3. PSI =-45. 
PINP 5&ft. LAST :: 1 PINP 565 WRITE ( 8 J PSI, THETA, PHI, LAST, :. 45, PlUSX, PLUSY, PlUSZ, Rlt5, L PINP 5E6: 8501) REWIND 8 PINP 5&7' e 





































PLOTS SURFACE EL EHEN lS ON A 3-DIHENS 10 NAL BODY 
LOGICAL IPROS, IPUNCH, IfRNT, IPICT, IC~T, RFLAG, AFLAG, BFLAG 
COMMON HEORC 1S), NQUAO, KASE, NSYM, IFLAG, IPROS, IPUNCH, IFRNT, 
1 IPICT, ICRT, SINA, COSA, XSCALE, YSCALE, ZSCALE, XTRANS, YTFANS, 
2 ZTRANS 
DIMENSION XAC250),XBC2S0J,YAC250, ,YBCZSO),ZA(2S0),ZBCZSO), 
1 XIN(4),YINC4"ZINC4t.HlA8El(15J. PROGIO( 3). 
2 YIN2(4),ZIN2(4), YPLTSC( 4), ZFLTSC( 4',HLIN£2(1', 
3 HLINE1(7', XHCZ), YM(2), ZM(2' 
REAL NX,NY,NZ,NXO 
INTEGER STAT,STATT 
DATA PROGIOI 7HNORHENT, 4H3840, 3iLYCI 
DATA ISHAD,IFRAHE/O,O/, XSC,YSC,ZSC/3"1.01 
THIRD(QX,QY,QZ,QPSI,QTHETA,QPHI) = QX"'COS(QTH£TA).COSCQPSI)' + 
1 QY·(-SINCQPSIJ·COSCQPHI'+SINCQT~ETA).COS(QFSI •• SINCQPH1)) + 
2 QZ· (S INC QPSIJ ·SIN' .QPHI) +SIN C QTH::TA, .COS CQPSI ).COS (QPHU » 
IREFL = NSYM P~CT 
IF( IREFL .GT. Z , IREFL = 2 PIeT 
IPIC = 1 PIeT 
IFf ICRT ) GO TO 7S0 PICT 
CALL PLOTID PICT 
CALL PLTI03( PROGIO, 200.0, 11.0, 1.~) PICT 
CALL PLOT( s.o, o.a, -3 J PIeT 
GO TO 2 PICT 
7S0 CALL MICROCPROGIO, 1.0, 1~.Q' PICT 
REAO(S,3000' HLINE1, tt..I"EZ PICT 
3000 FORMATC7A6/7A6) PICT 
CALL TITL(HLINE1,HlI~E2) PICT 
WRITE( 6, 5201 , PICT 
S201 FORHAT( 1H-, 12H CRT PLOTS) PICT 
2 REWIND 9 PICT 
301 READ (8' XM(1) ,XHC2J,YM(1),VM(2"ZHfU,Z.H2',DELX,OELY,OfLZ PICT 
WRITE(6,14DO) X"(1),XM(2J,YH(1),V~C2"ZHC1),ZMC2' PICT 
WRITEC6~7S00' PICT 
WRITE(6,7700) OELX,DELY,OELZ PICT 
7400 FORHAT( lHO, 9X, 81HMINI~UH AND H'XIMUH COORDINATES IN THE SCAL~PICT 
10, TRANSLATED, ROTATED SYSTEM -/12X, 7HX AXIS=2{lPE1S.5)1 PICT 
2 12X, 7HY AXIS=2C1PE15.S'1 12X, 7~Z AXIS=2C1PE1S.S)' PICT 
7500 FORMATC1HO, 9X, 69HCCOROINATE TRA~SLATIO~S USED TO CENTER THE FLCTPICT 
1S - DELX, OELY, DELZ -) PICT 
7700 FORHATC12X,39H AFTER SCALING, TRA~SLATING, ROTATING -3C1PE15.SI/' PICT 
~ IPIC = IPIC + 1 PICT 
READ PLOTTING INSTRUCTIONS 
READ C 8 J ~SI,THETA,PHI,LAST. 
WRITE(6,520S)HLAEEL 
520S' FORMAT(SX, 15A .. , 
8 IF( IPIC .GT. 2 .AND. .NOT. 
IFf IPIC .GT. 2 .AND. 
SET UP STARTING CONS1ANTS 
HLABEL 
ICRf ) CALL FlOT( 10.0. -S.S, -3) 




















































































IFAOV -= 1 
PSI = PSI 1 51.29518EO 
THETA = THETA 1 ~1.2S57eEO 
PHI = PHI 1 51.Z951eEO 
SINTH = SINCTHETA) 





Ai : COSTH • SINFSI 
AZ = COSPSI¥COSPHI + SINTH¥SINPSI'SINPHI 
A3 =-COSPSI.SINPHI + SINTH.SINPSI'COSPHI 
A4 =-SINTH 
A5 : COSTH.SINPHI 
A6 = COSTH¥COSPHI 
A7 = COSTH¥COSPSI 
A8 =-SINPSI·COSPHI + 
A9 = SINPSI·SI~~HI + 
SET SCALE FACTOR FOR 
YSI1= 1. £50 
ZSH= 1. E50 
YLG=-1. E50 
ZLG=-1. E50 
00 20 1=1,2 
X=XH U, +OEL X 
00 20 J=1,2 
Y=YH(J' +DELY 
00 20 K=1,2 










PENSF=9 .991 A"AXl CYLG -YSH ,ZL G-ZS") 
N = -1 
NN ': - 1 
READ IN SURFACE DATA 
29 READ (9' X,V,Z,STAT, XX,YY,ZZ,STATT 
IF (STAT .EQ. 3 .CR. STATT .EQ. 3) REWINO 9 
RF LAG = • F AL S E • 
GO TO 80 
30 IF CRFLAG' GO TO 50 
RFLAG = .TRUE. 
X = XX 
Y = YY 
Z = ZZ 
STAT = STATT 
GO TO 60 
50 RFLAG = .FALSE. 
REAO (9' X,Y,Z,STAT, XX,YY,ZZ,STATT 
IF (STAT .EQ. 3 .OR. STATT .EQ. 3' REWINO 9 
60 IF (STAT .EQ. 0 .OR. STAT .Ea. 3) GO TO 180 
IF (STAT .EQ. 2) GO TO 200 
70 IF C.NOT. AFLAGJ GO TO 200 




























































PIcr 120 ~ 
OJ ........ fL ,. ' __ ~J-_~"" 
.... - .. -- ->; .. -': -,.-~ .',-.-' .- ~~ ~'" ", " ~ 
--1 •• ~ ••• 0 _~ ~.' ~~~"" ............. , -' ~ ,~.,-~ -<.~'T':;''''''''~- _ •. _'"t~""'_L .' "'I"'"'~~_. _ -c-- __ .• 1""'-:r- .... --~. - -"" ....... ..-. .. •••• ~" .. 4 :'" 
... ~.,. .... 
- ~ .. -.. ... . 
1 
• 1 j 
1 
80 M = 1 PICT 121 ! If (STAT .Ea. l) GO TO 150 PICT 122 
f 
IF e. NOT. BFLAG) GO TO 84 PICT 123 
75 DO 81 J =l.'1C PICT 124 
X ACJ) = X8eJ) PICT 125 
f YAeJ' = Y8eJ) PICT 126 
81 ZAeJ' .:: ZB(J) PIC.f 127 
, 83 XBU' = X PICT 128 
~ YB(1) = Y PICT 129 
! ZB (1) .:: Z PICT 130 
f GO TO 30 PICT 131 
f 84 IF (AFL AG) GO TO 85 PICT 132 
BFLAG = • TRUE. PICT 133 GO TO 75 PICT 134 
85 AFlAG = • FALS E. PICT 135 GO TO 83 PICT 136 
150 AFlAG = • TRUE. PlOT 137 
BFLAG = • FALSE. PICT 1:!8 
N = N+1 PIcr 139 
160 XA (/'U = X PICT 1~O 
YAO., = Y PICT 141 
ZA (M' .:: Z PICT 142 
GO TO 30 PIeT 143 
180 M = M + 1 PICT 144 
IF (AFlAG) GO TO lED PlOT 145 
XBOO = X PICT 146 
YB (M' = Y PliCT 147 
IB(M) = Z PICT 148 
IF (STA T .NE. 3) GO TO 30 PleT 149 
200 "MIN .:: "INO (M,HC) 
-
1 PIICT 150 
MC = M PleT 151 
250 N = 
" + 1 PICT 152 NN = NN + 1 PleT 1!:3 
PICT 154 
PICT 1S5 
C BEGIN COMPUTATION OF SUfiFAC E ELEMENT CHARACTERISTICS PICT 1 S6 
PICT 151 
450 00 2,0 DC 1= 1, HMI N PIGT 158 
XINCU = XA (1) ... XSC + DELX PI(;T 159 XIN(2) = XA C 1+:1,.) .. XSC + OELX PICT 160 
XIN(3) = XB C!+ 1) If. XSC + OELX PleT 161 
XIN(4' = xac 1) .. XSC + DELX PICT 162 YIN(1) = YACIl .. YSC • DELY PICT 1 €3 YINeZ) .:: YA(I+1) If. YSC + OELY PICT le4 
YINCH = YB CI +1) .. YSC + OELY PIer 165 
YIN(4' = YBCI) • YSC + DELY PICT le6 
ZINC1' = ZA (I) .. ZSC + DELZ PICT 1 €1 Z IN (2 ) = ZA Cl+1) .. ZSC + DELZ PICT lc8 
ZINC!' = ZBU+U .. ZSC + DElZ PICT 169 
ZIN~4) = ZB (I) .. ZSC + DElZ PICT 170 
IRFLG = 0 PIer 171 I PIcr 172 c FORH DIAGONAL VECTORS - EQU ~Tl eN C €lit. 'PlOT 173 l TiX = XIN ( 3' - XItH 11 PleT 174 ~ I T2X = XIN (4) - Xlt\eZ) PIeT 175 ~. f~ Y = YIN (3' - YItd1) PICT 176 
T2Y = YIN (4) 
-
YI t\( z, fleT 177 
T1Z .:: ZIN(l' ZIt\'( U PICT 178 -
~ T2Z = ZIN« 4' - ZI M2' PIca 179 .~ ~\tii~at~~"."~=-~13?t .. ·.,·...,,·" .. ,..,··~~ilo!!.,~~-~ ,-.. ~~.,.,-~-"-,,. ~,---~ h.' . "IC:lt_ 
C FORM CROSS PRODUCT N=T2 X Tl - EQUIlTION 165) 
NX = T2Y·T1Z - T1Y.T2Z 
NY = T1X·T2Z - T2X·T1Z 
NZ = T2X·T1Y - T1X.T2Y 
VN = SQRT C NX·NX + NY •• V + NZ.NZ , 
C FORM UNIT NORMAL VECTOR - EQUATION (&6) 
NX = NX I \IN 
NV = NV I VN 
NZ = NZ I VN 
IF (IFAOV .EQ. a' GO TO 471 
C A NEW VIEW OF THE BOCY IS TO BE PLOTTEO. FLOT THE LEGEND AND 
C INITIALIZE FOR THE BODV PLOT. 
IFe ICRT ) GO TO 524 
CALL PLaTe 2.5, C.G, 3' 
CALL SYMBOLI 2.5, 0.0, 0.150, HlABEL, 0.0, 60) 
CALL PLOTe 7.5, 5.5, -3) 
GO TO 525 
524 CALL STBEAM(24) 
CALL SYMBOll 3.0, 0.0, 0.150, HlA~EL, O.G, 61. 
CALL STBEAM(18. ' 
CALL PLOTe 8.0, 5.5, -3) 
525 IFAD~ = a 
471 NXO = THIRDeNX,NY,NZ,PSI,THETA,PHI) 
IF eNXO.lE.O.O .ANI. ISHAO.EQ.O) ;0 TO 571 
C CALCULATE POINTS TO BE PLOTTED 
530 YOl = FIRSTeXIN(1),VINC1),ZINC1),A1,A2,A3) 
Y02 = FIRSTeXIN(2),YINe2),ZINe2),~1,A2,A3' 
VOl = FIRST(XINC3"YINe3),ZINe3),Al,A2,A3) 
ya4 = FIRSTeXINC4"YINe4"ZINI4J,Al,A2,A3) 
Z01 = FIRSTeXINCU,YINU',ZINU).,Alt,A5,A6' 
Z02 = FIRSTeXIN(2),YINC2J,ZIN(2"A4,A5,A6) 
Z03 = FIRSTCXINe3',YINC3"ZINC3,,1l4,A5,AE' 
Z04 = FIRSTCXIN(4).YIN(4),ZINC4"A~tA5,AE' 
YINZ( U = YOl 
YIN2eZ) = Y02 
YIN2(3) = Y03 
YlN2e 4) = Y (4 
ZINzeu = Z01 
Zl NZ( 2) = Z02 ZINZ(3) = Z03 
ZIN2(4) .- Z04 
C SCALE AND PLOT A SINGLE QUAORAlAT~RAL 
00 540 II=1,!4 
YPLTSCCII) = VIN2eII'· PENSF 
ZPlTSCCII) = ZIN2(II, • PENSF 
IF( ABS(ZPlTSC(II" .lE. 5.aoo' 
1 GO TO 540 
WRITEe6,500Q) N, M 
5000 FORHAT( lHO, 10X, 21HSCALE TROUBl~ FOR N =14, 3X, 3HM =14' 
GO TO ZOOO 
540 CONTINUE 






































































00 550 11=2,4 
550 CALL PLOTC YPLTSCCII', ZFLTSCCII', 2' 














IF (IREFL .EQ. 0 .OR. IRFLG .EQ. 3) GO TO 20~O 
IF (IREFL .EQ. 2 .AND. IRFLG .EQ. 1) GO TO 600 
IF CIREFL .EQ. 2 .AND. IRFLG .EQ. Z, GO TO 602 
REFLECT QUADRANT I ELEMENTS TO QU4DRANT II 
00 58Q II = 1,1t 
YINCII' = -YINCI!, 
NY = -NY 
GO TO 601t 
REFLECT QUADRANT II ELEMENTS TO QUADRANT IV 
00 601 I I = 1, It 
YIN(II' = -¥INCII) 
ZINCII) = -ZINCII) 
NY = -NY 
NZ = - NZ 
GO TO 601t 
REFLECT QUAORANT 1\1 ELEMENTS TO QUADRANT III 
00 603 II = 1.4 
YINCII) = -rINCII) 
NY = -NY 
IRFLG = IRFLG + 1 
IF (IREFL .EQ. 1) IRFlG = 3 
GO TO 471 
2000 CONTINUE 
2001 IF (STAT .LT. 2' GO TO 460 
NN = NN ~ 1 
N = - 1 
1t75 IF (IFRAHE .EQ. 2) IFAO~ = 1 
1t8e IF (IFRAME .EQ. l' IFAOV = 1 
485 IF CIFADV .EQ. l' CALL PLOTC1a.o,-S.5. _!) 
C TEST FOR END OF CASE 
20 20 IF ( S TAT • N E. 3' GO TO 8 a 
IF (LAST .EQ. l' RETURN 






















































OVERLAy(eOXC,O,o, SOXC 1 I ! 
PROGRAM MAIN( INPUT,TAP~6~ TAPE5=INPUT, OUTPUT, 
1 TAPE1, TAPE3, TAPE8, T'PE9, TAPE11, TAPE12, TAPE13, 80)C 3 
2 TAPE4, TA~f10, TAPE14' 80XC It 
C SOXC 5 
C H. G. NORMENT, ATHOSPHE~IC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES - DECEMBER 1979 BO)(e 6 
C BO)(C 1 
e THIS IS ESSENTIALLY THE NON-LIFTING POTENTIAL FLOW CODE OF HESS 80xe a 
d AND SMITH AS DESCRIBED IN DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO. RPT. E.S. ~0622 saxe 9 
d (15 MARCH 1962', AD-282 255. THAT REPORT SHOULD ,Be: CONSULtED FORBOXC 10 d DETAILS OF THE METHOD AND COMPUTATION. 80XC 11 
Q BO)(C 12 
d . EIGHT OVERLAYS ARE USED. THE FINAL OVERLAY WRITES THE 28 80xe 13 
CI i QUANTI TIES ON lNI T 1~ FJR USE ey SR FLOVEL IN CALCULAT ING FLOW EOXC 14 
C ~ELOCITIES. BO)(C 15 
C 80XC 16 
C ALSO REQUIRED, IN ADDITION TO THE SYSTEM INPUT, OUTPUT ANO PUNCH 80XC 17 
C UNITS, A~E THE FOLLOWIN~ UNITS - 1,3,8,9.10,11,12,13. 80XC 18 
C 8QXC 19 
LOGICAL IPROS 80XC 20 
COMMON HEO~(15),MPR,NER,IPRS,ISIG,ITER,NCFlG,NFLOW,NQUAD, 80XC 21 
1 KASE, NO FF. NSYM, IFLA G, IFLOW, NCODE 8QXC22 
REAL MACH 80XC 23 
CO"HON ,SPACERI O~MMY (140UO) BOXC 24 
CO~HON I ATAPE I NATAPE Boxe 25 
COHMON 1"/ MACti, BETA, ~BETA BOXC 26 
LOGICAL AfLOW, BFLOW. ~FLOW 80XC 21 
COMMON IDFlOWI AFLOH,BF:"OW,CFLCW,NHAT,NMATt-11,NAFLOW,N3FL.OH,NCFlOW 80xe 28 
COMMON/SOLVEI N1,N2,N3,(O:RE,NFL BOiXC 29 
COtl1HON IINFTI LIST, IPR()S 80:XC 30 
CO!'lHON IPROSI SINA, COSA, XSCALE. YSCAlE, ZSCALE, XTRANS, 80iXC 31 
1 YTRANS, ZTRAN~ BOiXC 32 
COMMON IFLOWP~ NU,NNON 80XC 33 
COHHON ISIGI NFLCOM eoxc 3_ 
COHMON ITAFESI MN saxe 35 
COMMON IFRINTOI KMAT,NS~Q,KTP14 BO)(C 36 
COHMON ICLEAKI LEAK, FR~CT Boxe 31 
6 FORMAT (F10.6) BOXC 38 
10ao FORHAT( 7F10.0) 80XC 39 
7500 FORMAT ( 18X, 55HANGLE, XSCAlE, YSCALE, ZSCALE, XTRAHS, YTRANS, ZBO)(C 40 
1TRANS =1 16X, 7C1PE13.4)' SOXC 41 
eiaOD FORMATe LU SOXC 42 
9~OO FORHAT (15A4,2I1,3L1,ltll,12,4Il,1X,A4) 80XC 43 
9~OD FORHAT( 14, Fl0.0 ) BOXC 44 
9400 FORMATe 1HO, 17X,31HNUM3ER OF LEAKY QUAORALATE~ALS=I4, 3X, 80XC 45 
1 4DHFRACTICN OF FREE-ST~EA" VELOCITY LEAKEO=1PE11." aoxe 46 
9500 FORHAT( 1HO, 17X, 61HIN~UT DATA ARE PROCESSED BY SeA~ING, ROTATING80)C 41 
1 AND TRANSLATING) Boxe 48 
DATA KORE 11~OOOI BOXC 49 
NSEQ = 0 BO)(C 50 
C READ I~ CO~TROL DATA SOXC 51 
1 READ ( 5, 9000 ) HEOR, IFLAG, LIST, AFLOW, BFLOW, CFlOH, ISIG, aoxc 52 
1 IPRS, MPR, ~COOE, NNON, NS'M, NOFF, KHACH, KTP14, KASE BOXC 53 
REAOCS,8000' IPROS BO)(C 54 
IF( IPROS » REAOC5,7000) ANGLE, XStALE, YSCALE, ZSCALE,XTRANS, ~oxc 55 
1 YTRANS, ZTRANS Boxe 56 
IFC.NOT. IFROS) GO TO 2 Boxe 57 
l.IIi'.' ~~~~~iiiiIiOiiii--""""~~""""'--~~""""'~ ,gilt ""'='i""" ..... """" ..... " ~--=., ........ ~~"'=,~~,,',,=,~",.,-,~',,',"',.".~' 
_' -,' f ~'Zi ..,..;;.', "'. - WI" - "ow' ';"~'e:ri~t ··-~-:Fr'"' - .,', -tnt·~~' ';;'N- bttiis#r :st.,. .it· . ---
P~OGIUPf MAIN 74'74 OPT=2 
.-' 
...... --.... 
IFIXSCALE .EQ. Q.O) XSC~lE=l.~ 
IFIYSCAlE .EQ. 0.0) YSC4lE=1.0 
IFlZSCAlE .EQ. '.0) ZSC4LE.=1.0 Z CONTINUE 








IF ILIST • EQ. 0) ReWIND 4t 
MACH = 0.0 
IF (KMACH .LE. 0) GO TO 7 
NNON = 0 
READ (5, 6) MACH 
AFlOW = • TRUE. 
aFLOW = .FALSE. 
cnow = .FALSE. 
7 B':U = S CRT( 1. C - MACH" MACH) 
R8ErA = 1.1l I eETA 
NU = • 
CALL HEADER 
FTN It. 7. 4t7 6 
WIUTE(6,92CIiJ IFLAG, LIH, ISIG, JJlRS, "FR, NClIOE, NNON, 1 NOFF, KMACH, KTP14t 92C~ FORHAT( 1HO, 17X, 17HINPUT PARA"ETERS-II 20X, EHIFlAG=IZ, 5X, 
1 5HLIST=I2, 5X, 5HISIG=I3, oX, SHIPRS=IZ, 7X, ~H~PR=IZ/' 
Z ZOX, EHNCOOE=IZ, SX, SiNNON=H, SX, 5HNOFF=I3, 5X, 6HKI1ACH=IZ, 3 5X, 6HKTP14=I2) 
IF( .NCT. IPROS) GO TO !to 
WRITE( 6,9500) 
WRITE(6,750CJ ~NGLE'XSC~~E'YSCAlE'ZSCAlE'XTRANS'YT~ANS'ZT~ANS ItO W~ITE( 6,9400 ) LEAK, nACT 
IFI.NOT. IFROS) GO To 5) 
COSA = COS( O.017~533" ANGLE) 
SINA = SIN( C.D17~533" ANGLE) 
50 IF (AFlOW .OR. BFlOW .O~. CFleW) NU = 1 C CALL U.PlT (lIH) 
CALL OVERlAY(~HeOXC'1'0) 
IF (LIST .NE. C) GO TO 10 
C CALL FLOWS (NU, NNONJ 
CALL OVERlAY(4HBOXC,1,1) 
IF( KTP14 • EQ. 1) CALL, 0/ERLAY(4HSOXC ,8,0) GO TO 1000 
10 CONTINLE 
c 
GO TO SOU 
C FOR" XIJ. VI .. , AND ZIJ MATRICES C 
Cl000 CALL VFOqM 
1000 CALL O~EP.LAY(4H90XC,Z'D) 
IF (NCODE) 5oeo. 1500, !OlltJ 1500 NCODE = 1 
IF C NQUAO .GT. 500 , NCJOE = Z 
20aa IF CNHAT .fQ. J) NeaOE • Z 
96 






























































PROGRAH HAIN 74/7ft CPT=2 
C CALL AFCR" 
CALL O~ERLAYI4H80XC,3,a. 
IF I .. AFLO ... 2100, 210', 2'50 
2050 I(HAT = 1 
NFL = NAFLCW 
GO TO 2300 
210' IF I NBFLOt • 2200, 22U3, 2150 
U5a I(HAT = 2 
NFL = NBFLCW 
GO TO 2301) 
2200 IF C NCFLOt • 500U. 50U. 225' 
2250 KMAT = 3 
NFL = NC FLOW 
230~ NQ = NOUAO + 1 
MN = 1 
NM = HOD I NQ, 255 • 
IF I NH .LT. 5 .At-D. NM .GT. :J • NO = NQ + 5 
NFLCOH :: Q 
NSOL = t1INCi I £:I!O(l / NQUAD, 1L. OJ 
IF It-CODE .NE. l' GO TO Z5UO 
2~w' Nl = 8 
N2 = 9 
N3 = 13 
2450 NCFLG = NFL 
FTN 4.Hlt7£) 
C CALL SCUll IOUHHYCU, ~QUAO, NFL, KORE, N1, NZ, N3, 3, 8.21t75) 
CALL OVE f;UlV(4~Ba XC,4 ,Ilt 
REWIND 3 
C IF "'IN. EQ. U CALL ATAPES I MNJ 
IF (MN .EO. it 
lCALL OVERLAY("~B~XC.&,o. 
GO T:I HOD 
C25D!l CALL Aupn 011'. 
25ao CALL OVERLAYI4HBOXC,6,0. 
NSKIP = 0 
29QO NCFLG = "IM) (NSOL, NFL - NSKIF. 
C CALL SIGMA INFLCOH • 
CALL OVERLAY(4HBOXC.5,C. 
ITER = f] 
C330a CALL FRIt.T1 (NFLCO~, HN, K"AT, NSECJ 
33DO CALL OVERLAY(4HBOXC,7,D. 
NFLCOH = NfLCC~ + NCFLG 
NSKIP = NSKIP • NCFLG 
IF (NCODE .EO. 11 GO TO Hua 
IF( NSKI F .NE. NFL • GJ TO 2900 
HN = HN + 1 
IF ( I(MAT - 2. 3500, 360u, S':'OO 
3500 IF ( NI3FLO •• 3600. 360l, 3550 
3550 "'FL = N9FLCW 
KHAT = 2 
GO TO 25110 
360iJ I F I Ncno ... 500 0, 5UO~, 3650 
3&5Q NFL:: NCFLCW 
KHAT = 3 
GO TO 2500 
37~a IF IMN .EO. 2 .OR. NHAT .EQ. 1. GO TO 5000 
N1 = 11i 




































30 XC 11;7 
BO)(C lltS 




























N3 = IS 
HN = Z 
OPT=Z 
C·· POSITION THE TAPE FOR rHE SlG~AS. 
JJ = , 
IF IISIG .NE. C) JJ = 3 
JJ = ~FLOW • JJ • NFL 
DO 375i1 J = 1, JJ 
3750 READ «3J 
NFL = NFLOW - NFL 
• (KHAT - 2J 38 JO, 39U, 5"1)1) 
!80Q IF INBFLOWJ 390~, 3900, 3850 
3851) K"'AT = 2 
GO TO 24!:0 
BOO KHAT = 3 
GO TO ZIt!:O 
5aoo CONTINUE 
WRITE It, HOCJ 
510~ FO~HATI1HO, lOX, 12HLEA/ING HAINJ 
CALL EXIT 
elF «LI S1 • NE. QJ STOP 


































OAT A IP AGE/OI 
1 FORMAT( lHl, 5X, 13HPROGRAM BOXC , 15X, ~OHATHOSPHERIC SCI£NCE 
10CIATESI l8X, Z2HBEDFCRO, HASSACiUSETTS, 22X, ~HPAGE, 151 
2 7X, 8HBODY 10., 2X, A~I 30X~ 15A~t 
10 IPAGE = IPAGE + 1 
WRITE (6,1' IPAGE, KASE,~EOR 
RETURN 
END 
·0 ECK, ROWV 
" ~UaROUTINE ROWV( XIJ, YI~, ZIJ, III, KSKIP I 
COMMON HEDR(151,MPR,NER,IPRS,ISIG,ITER,NCFlG,NFlOW,NQUAD, 
1 KA SE ,NOFF, NSYH, IF LAG,IFLOW ,NCO DE 




















































DIMENSION XIJ(11, YIJ(11, ZIJe1J 
INTEGER CI(FlG 
DIMENSION NTC3' 
~ATA NT I 1, 11, 12 I 
5 CKFlG = a 
Nl = 1 
N2 = NQUADI 3 
N3 = NQUAD - N2 - N2 
NN = N2 
C READ IN ONE ROW OF THE VX, \lY t '1Z 
00 50 11 = 1, 3 
NTAPE = NTeIU 
10 READ(NTAPE' eXIJ (I21 , YIJCIZ' t ZlJe121 , 12 = N1 , NN ) 
N1 = NN + 1 
IF( 11 .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 35 
NN = NN + N2 
GO TO 50 
35 NN = NN + N3 
50 CONTINUE 
NER = 0 





100 IF ( NHATH1 .EQ. 0 I RETURN 
00 110 N1 = 1, NMATHl 
READ e 1 , 
READ ( 11) 







n< 'mni-z' II' XV" T t 





















































- E1SC _ ~ • _nAL " :au 1£1 .. tupa :s LJi AstA£' 2 2. t£ a£. 22£ a a .. 4&£ HLsst· 2 
.DECK, INPUT 
SUBROUTINE INPUT 
C SUBROUTINE INPUT (LIST) 
LOGICAL IPROS 
COHHON IINPTI LIST, IPROS 
REAL NX, NY, NZ , l~), lXV, IVY, HACH 
LOGICAL AFLON, BFLOW, CFLOW, RFlAG, AFLAG, BFLAG 
INTEGER STAT, STATT, CONV 
DIMENSION SPH ~ 200'), CPH ( 200 ), XINP ( 2C1D " ZINP ( 200 ) 
DIMENSION XOFF(lDOO), YOFF CiOIlO', ZOFF (101l0) 
DIMENSION XA ( sao), XB ( 500', YA ( SOt), YB ( suo,, 
1 ZA ( 500', ZB ( 500), NLINE(500), NLT ( 500., CFLAG(3), 
2 XI (4), ETA (4), XIN (4', YIN (~" ZIN (~" XNULL (1000), 
3 YNULL CiOOO), lNULL:tiD CO), XNORM( 100D), 
4 Y NORM ( 1 10 0., Z NORM C1 00 0) , R ( «4., R ( 4 ), R Y (4' 
COMMON HEOR(lS),MPR,NER,IPRS,ISIG,ITER,NCFlG,NFLOW,NQUAD, 
1 KASE,NOFF,NSYH,IFLAG,IFLON,NCODE 
COMMON IMI HACH, BETA, R8ETA 
COMMON INORMSI XNORM, YNORM, ZNO~M 
EQUIVALENCE eXNULL, XOFF), « YNULL, YOFF', 
1 (ZNULL, lOFF), (NULL, NQUAO' 
COMMON IOFLOWI AFLcw,eFLcw,CFLOW,~MAT,NHATH1,NAFLOW,NBFLOW,NCFLOW 
DATA CFLAG I 2H 1, 2H 2, 2H I 
DATA PI/3.141S93EO/, HAFfI/l.510796EO/, EPS/.00011 
3030 FORMAT (1H1' 
1 FORMAT ( 3E10.0, 12 I 3fi~.~; 12) 
4C02 FORMAT ( 1HO, 6X,SHN M, 7X, 4 « lHX, l1X " 2HNX, 11X, 3HNPX, 
1 11X, 1HO I 19X, 4 I 1HY, 11X " 2HNY, l1X, 3HNPY, l1X, 1HT I 
Z 19X, 411HZ, l1X ), 2HNZ, 11X, 3iNPZ, 11X, lHA , 
'+005 FORMAT ( 1HO, 7X, 14, 4F12.o, 2F13.6, £14.4,A2/(12X,4F12.6, 
1 2F13.6, E14.4) ) 
4(;10 FORMAT ( 1HO, lX, 214, 4F12.E, 2F13.0, E14.4,A2/(12X, 4F12.6, 
1 2F13.6, E14.4 ) , 
'+015 FORMAT ( 1He, 3 (20), 12H ............... " 
C INPUT -- SECTION 9.1 INPUT SCHEME 
KLCT : 0 
NULL = 0 
NPRT = 13 
WRITE (6, 40' 
40 FORMAT (lHO,16X,44HP A RAM E T ~ I C I ~ FOR ~ A T ION 
1 III 38X,23HGENERATEO UNIFORM FLOWS II) 
IF ( AFLON ) WRITE (E, 41) 
41 FORMAT (46X,6HX-FLOW' 
IF ( BFLON , WRITE (6, 42' 
42 FORMAT (46X,oHY-FLOW) 
IF ( CFLOW , WRITE CE, 43) 
43 FORMAT (46X,oHZ-FlOW) 
IF CIPRS.NE. 0' WRITE C6, 4,.) 
44 FORMAT (1HO, 16X, 22HPRINT SI GfIIA IT!RA Tl eNS • 
IF CMPR .EQ. O. GO TO 52 
IF (MPR - 2) 45, ~7, 49 
45 WRITE (0, 46' 
45 FORMAT C1HO,16X,18tPRINT VIJ MATRICES) 
GO TO 52 
,.7 WRITE (6, 48) 
4~ FORMAT (1HO: !16X,18HPUNT AIJ HA,TRICES ) 
GO TO 52 
49 WRI TE (6, 5U 

































































































































52 IF (ISIG .NE. 0' WRITE (6, 53' 
53 FORHAT (lHO,16X.19HINPUT SIGMA GUESSES' 
IF (NSYH - 1) 54, 56, 58 
54 WRITE (6, 55' 
55 FORMAT (lHO,16X.21HNC SYMMETRY SP~CIFIED , 
GO TO' 61 
56 WRI TE (6, 57) 
57 FaRHAT (1HO,16X.3DHTHERE IS ONE PLANE OF SYMMETRY' 
GO TO 61 
58 WRITE (6, 59' NSYH 
59 FORHAT (lHO,16X,9HTHERE ARE,I2, 13H PLANES OF SY"HET~Y , 
61 I,F ( HACH • NE. 0.0 ) WRITE (6, 21) HACH 
21 FORMAT (lHO,16X,13HH~CH NUMBER =,F10.5) 
!F (IFL~G .EQ. a, GO TO 29 
READ C5, 20' NLH1, HHIN, 8, C 
IF (B • EQ. 0.0) B = 1.0 
IF (C .EQ. O.Q) C = 1.0 
20 FaRHAT « 215, 2F1D.S ) 
It FORHAT ( 8F10.0 ) 
WRITE (6; 62' NLH1, ~HIN, a, c 
62 FORHAT UHO,16X,10HGENERATE A,I3, 2H X,I3, 12H SPHERE. 8 =,F1O.5, 
1 ltX,3HC =,Fl0.5 , 
"LINES = HMIN + 1 
NLINES = NLHl + 1 
Ni = 0 
, IF ( NSYM .EQ. 0 ) GO ro 2 
IF ( NS YM - 2 ) 3, 5, 6 
21 PITH = PI 
PIPHI = PI .. PI 
GO TO 7 
3! PITH = PI 
PIPHI = PI 
GO TO 7 
5 PITH = PI 
PIPHI = HAFPI 
I GO TO 7 
6 PITH = HAFPI 
PIPHI = PITH 
7 SPH « HLINES , = SIN ( PIPHI ) 
SPH ( 1 , = o.a 
CPH ( MLINES ) = CCS ( PIPHI , 
CPH ( 1 )- 1.0 
EKH = "MIN 
EKN = NLH1 
EM" = o.a 
00 8 I = 2, ~HIN 
EMM = EM" .. 1.0 
PHI = EMM / EKM • PIFHI 
S~H ( I ) = SIN « PHI ) 
8 C~H « I ) = COS ( PHI ) 
IF ( IFLAG .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 10 
ENN = 1.0 
OG 9 I = 1, HLINES 
XA ( I ) = 1. a 
YA « I , = 0.0 
9 ZA ( I , = o. a 
GO TO 18 
10 READ ( 5, 4 , ( XINP ( I " ZINP ( I', I = 1, NLtNES , 
DO 11 I = 1, "LINES 






























































r: -, -iPR-.;P:' I, --.-~-~.,...---- -. - ~ .... - ~,---- ~--- ---- _. --~ 'W&l. Si;S! 22 01 , .,:: ; i seq ...... 
-
YA ( I ) = B .. lINP ( 1 ) .. SPH ( I » INPU 121 
ZA ( I ) = - C .. ZINF ( 1 ) .. CPH , I » INPU 122 
XB ~ I ) = XINP ( 2 ) INPU 123 YB ( I ) = B .. lINP ( 2 » <II' SPH ( I ) INPU 124 
11 lB ( I ) = C .. Z IN f ( 2 ) • CPH , I ) INPU 125 NlCT = 2 INPU 1Z6 
I GO TO 2 sa INPU 127 I 12 00 14 I = 1, "LI NES INPU 128 XA ( I ) = XB ( I ) INPU 129 
f YA ( I » = YB ( I ) INPU 130 14 ZA , I ) = ZB , I ) INPU 131 
IF « IFLAG .EQ. 1 » GO TO 16 INfU 132 
NLCT = NLCT i- 1 INPU 133 
00 15 I = 1, ~INES INPU 134 
XB ( I ) = XINP ( NLCT ) INPU 135 YB ( I ) = B .. ZII\P ( NLCT ) .. SItH ( I ) INfU 13& 
, 
I 15 ze « I » = - c .. ZI tf ( NLCT ) .. CPH , I ) INfU 131 ,. , GO TO 250 INPU lJ8 
16 ENN = ENN + 1.0 INfU 139 
18 THETA = ENN I EKN .. FITH INfU 140 
STH = SIN ( THETA ) INfU 141 
CTH = COS ( THETA ) INPU 1lt2 
00 17 I = 1, HLINES INPU 143 
XB ( I , = CTH INfU 144 
YB ( I ) = B • STH .. SPH ( I » INfU 145 
17 ZS ( I ) = - c .. STH .. CPH , I ) INfU 146 
GO TO 250 INPU 141 
29 N' -
' 
-1 INPU 148 
IF (LIST • EQ. 0) GO 10 50 INPU 149 
WRITE ( 6, 19) INPU 1~O 
19 FORHAT UHO 1&X 28HBASIC OATA CAL::ULATIO~S ONLY) INPU 1S1 
GO TO SO INPU 152 
30 IF ( RFLAG ) GO TO 50 INPU 153 
RFLAG = .TRUE. INfU 154 
X' = xx INPU 155 
Y = YY INfU 15& 
Z = ZZ INfU 151 
STAT = STATT INfU 1 ~8 
IF (LIST) 66, &6, &5 INPU 1 ~9 
50' RFLAG = .FALSE. INfU lEO 
READ ( 5, 1 ) X, Y, Z, STAT, xx, YY, ZZt STATT INPU 1E1 
IF , IPROS ) CALL OATPRO ~ ( x, Y, Z, xx, YY, ZZ ) INPU 1E2 
65 IF eN • EQ. (-11 ,GO TO 80 INfU 1E3 
66 I:F (STAT • EQ. 0 .OR. STAT • EQ • 3) GO TO 180 INPU 1&4 
IF ( STAT .EQ. 2 ) GC TO 200 INPU 165 
IF C • NOT. AFLAG ) GO TO 2110 INfU 1 t& 
I Me = H INPU 167 I 
8D! M ::: 1 INfU 168 
IF ( STAT • EQ. 2 ) GO TC 150 INPU 169 
IF C .NOT. 9FLAG » GO TO 84 INPU 170 
751 00 81 J = 1, HC INPU 171 
XA ( J ) = XB C J » INfU 172 
YA ( J ) = YB C J » I~PU 173 
81 lA ( J ) = 2B C J J INfU 174 83 XB ( 1 ) = x INPU 11S 
YB « 1 ) = Y INPU 11& 
ZB C 1 , = Z I~PU 177 GO TO 30 I PU 118 
84 IF , AFLAG • GO TO 85 INPU 119 BFLAG :: • TRUE. INPU 160 . 
,j 
102 
"b'd .-.-'-.~" ;;,.",;..-~~ ~"".~ ,~-- - it ...... '~=-"'-"-==-=","=':=>fC."'~_=_. Ji 
li.U ;; 
GO TO 75 
a5 AFLAG : .FALSE. 
GO TO 83 
150 AFLAG = .TRUE. 
eFLAG = .FALSE. 
IF (N .EQ.C-1»N = g 
160 XA ( H ) = X 
YA C M ) = Y 
ZA C H , = Z 
GO TO 30 
lao H = M + 1 
IF ( AFLAG ) GO TO 1EO 
XB CM • = X 
YB C " ) = Y 
ZB C " ) = Z 
IF C STAT .NE. 3) GO TO 30 
200 HHIN = HINOCM, HC' - 1 
HC = H 
250 N = N + 1 
I<L C T = I<L C T + 1 
C BEGIN COMPUTATION OF ~Ull POINTS AND 28 QUANTITIES 
00 ZQOO I = 1, "HI~ 
NULL = NULL .. 1 
XIN(U = XAC I ) ..,. RBETA 
XINCZ) = XACI"1) • ReETA 
XIN(3) = XUCI+1) • ReETA 
XIN(4) = XBC I , • REETA 
YINCi) = YA U) 
YINCZ) = YACl+1) 
YIN(3) : Yan+1) 
YIN(4) = Yen) 
ZINU) = ZACU 
ZIN(Z) = ZACI+1) 
ZINC!) = zeCI+!) 
ZIN~4) = zeu) 
C FORK OIAGONAL VECTORS 
C EQUATION (64) 
TiX = XIN(3) - XIN(1) 
T2X = XIN(4) - XIN(2) 
T1Y = YIN(3) - YIN(1) 
T2Y = YIN(4) - YIN(2) 
T1Z = ZIN(3. - lIN(1) 
T2Z = ZIN(4) - ZIN(2) 
C FORM CROSS PRODUCT N = T2 X T 1 
C EellATION C 65 ) 
NX = T2Y.T1Z - T1Y·T2Z 
NY = T1X.T2Z - T2X·T1Z 
NZ = T2X·T1Y - T1X·T2Y 
VN = .SQRT C NX. NX + NY. NY + NZ· NZ ) 
C FORM UNIT NORMAL VECTeR 
C ECUAtION C 66 ) 















































































NY :: NY I ~N 
NZ :: NZ I VN 
COMPUTE AVERAGE POINT 
EQU AT ION C 68 ) 
AVX :: .25 • ( XINC1' + XIN(2' + XINC3' ~ XIN(4) 1 
AVY :: .25 • C YIN(1' + YIN(Z) + YIN(3) + YIN(4) ) 
AVZ = .25 • ( ZIN(U + ZIN(2) + ZINC!' + ZIN(4) ) 
COMPUTE PROJECtION DISTANCE' 
EQUATIONS ( 69 , AND ( 71 ) 
0:: NX.( AI/X - XI~(U ) + 
PO :: ASS ( 0 J 
EQUATIONS ( 73 ) AND ( 74 , 
T :: SQRT ( T1X·T1X + T1Y.T1Y + T1Z.T1Z , 
T1X :: T1X I T 
T1Y :: T1Y I T 
T1Z :: T 1Z I T 
EQUATION ( 15 » 
T2X = NY·T1Z - NZ·T1Y 
T2Y = NZ·T1X - NX·T1Z 





























C COMPUTE COOROINATES OF CORNER POINTS IN REFERENCE COORD. SYSTEM 
INPU 
IN;PU 
INPU C EQU AtI ON ( 72 , 
DO 1~OO J :: 
XP :: XINCJ, 
YP = YINeJ' 
ZP :: ZI N (J) 
o = - 0 
XoI F :: XP -
yoIF = YP -
ZOIF = Zp -
1, It 
+ NX • :0 
+ NY • 0 




C TRANSFORM CORNER POINTS TO ELEMENT COORDINATE SYSTEM 
C i WITH AVERA GE P lINT AS ORI GI t\ 
C . EGUATION (80) 
c 
c 
XICJ' = T1X·XDIF + T1Y.YOIF + T1Z.Z0IF iooo ETA(J' :: T2X·XDIF + T2Y.YOIF + T2Z.ZDIF 
COMPUTE CENTROID 
EQUATION C 81 ) 
C X It ETA) 
X I 0 = • 3333333 EO· ( XI C 4 ) • ( ET A ( 1 ) - ETA (2)> , + X I C 2 , 
1 ., ETA (4' ... ETA ( U ) ) I C ETA (2' -ETA (4) ) 
C 
C 
ETAO = -.3333333EO • ETA(1) 
OBTAIN CORNER POINTS IN SYSTEM WITH CENTROle AS ORIGIN 
EQUATION C 82 ) 




































248 ~ 249,,1 
250 ~ 
251\ 





259 I ZEO 
261 I 2E2 









































• .• __ ,_~ P .4.1 J .4. i e. S$Z ,_ __E.. :0 &JtU "JElL .M ~ -- .• ;f'- k; ..,L ':P. J 










XI(J' = XIIJ' - XIO 
102C ETA(J' = ETAeJ) - ETAO 
COMPUTATION A IDS 
ETA2M1 = ETA I 2 ) - ETA « 1 • 
ET A 3M2 = ET A ( 3 J - ET A ( 2 ) 
ETA4~3 = ETA « 4 ) - ETA ( 3 » 
ETA1M4 = ETA ( 1 ) - ETA ( 4 ) 
XI1M2 = XI I 1 ) - XI , 2 » 
XI2H3 = .XI C 2 J - XI ( 3 ) 
XI3"4 = XI I 3 J - XI ( 4 , 
XlltH1 = XI ( It J - XI ( 1 , 
ETA2P4 = ETA ( 2 ) + ETA « 4 ) 
X 13M1 = XI C 3 ) - XI ( 1 , 
XI4M2 = XI I .. ) - XI ( 2 ) 
ETA2H4 = ETA ( 2 ) - ETA ( 4 ) 
XI1234 = XI ( 1 ) + XI I 2 , .. XI ( 3 J • XI ( ,. ) 
TRA NSFORM CENTROIO TO REFERENCE COOROINAT:E 
EQlIATION I 83 ) 
XCENT = AVX .. T1X.XIO + T2X·ETAO 
YCENT = AVY .. T1Y.XIO .. T2Y.ETAQ 
ZCENT = AVZ .. T1Z·XIC .. T2Z~ETAG 
COMPUTE LARGER OIAGCNAL VECTOR 
EQUATION (84) 
SYSTEI1 
TSQ ~ AHAX 1 I XI3M1 •• 2 t XI4tt2 ." 2 + £TA2"4 •• 2 
T = SQRT ( TSQ J 
COM PUT E ARE" 
EQU ATI ON (85)> 
AREA = .5 ... XI3M1 • ET~2M4 
COMPUTE 2ND MOMENTS lXX, lXV, IYY 
EQUATIONS ( 86 , - ( 88 ) 
) 
IXX = 8.J:3!33E-2 • XI3M1 • 
1 XI123lt .. ETA2M4 ~ ( XI (1) .. I XI(1) 
( ETA ( 1 J ... XI4H2 ... 







































2 X I ( 3 ) ... 2 ) .. XI ( 2 ) • ET A ( 2 
3 - XI ( '+ )... ETA (4 ) • ( XI1234 - ) • ( X U234 - XI XI ( 2 ) l ) 
( 4 ,) INPU 
C 
C 
IXY = 4.166667E-2 • XI3M1 • 
1 ... 2 - ETA ( .. » •• 2 » - 2. • XI ( 
2 ETA ( 2 ) ~ .. 2 , + ( X I ( 1 ) + XI ( 
3 ETA ( 1 ) .. ET A 2P4 ) ) 
( 2. ... XI ( 4 , • , ETA 
2 ) ... ( ETA ( 1 ) ...... 2 
3 J ) .. ETA2H4 • ( 2. • 
IYY = 8.333333E-2 • XIJM1 • ETA2H~ • (ETA ( 1 ) .. 
1 ETA2P4)·" 2 - ET~ ( i ) • ETA2P4 - ETA « 2 ) • ETA ( '+ ) 
COMPUTE CONSTANTS FOR EQUATIONS ( 42 , AND (43 , 
E CUATION (45) 
012SQ = Xl1M2 •• 2 + ETt2M1 •• 2 
01? = SORT I 01ZSQ ) 
D23SQ = XI2H3 "·2 + ETA 3M2 ... 2 
D23 = SORT ( 023SQ ) 
034SQ = XI3H4 •• 2 + ETA~M3 •• 2 
034, = SORT I 03450 ) 
041SQ = XI4"1 •• 2 + ETA1114 ... 2 
041 = SORT ( 041SQ ) 
C1 = 0.0 
C2 = 0.0 





















































































r ,;- ,QQ. xe $ 0$ _; S!4JS .;. . k. .I 2 Li' £ _ , C4 = G.D 
C5 = 0.0 
C6 = 0.0 
C7 = 0.0 
C8 = D. 0 
XNP = 0.0 
YNP = 0.0 
IF ( 012 ) 1030, 1040, 1030 
1030 Cl = ETA2M1 I 012 
C5 = XI1M2 I ~lZ 
1040 !F ( 02l ) 1050, 1060, 1050 
1050 C2 = ETA3M2 I DZ3 
Co = XI2M3 I D23 
1060 IF 034) 1070, 1080, 1070 
1070 C3 = ETA4H! I 034 
C7 :: XI3H4 I 03,. 
1080 IF 041) l0ge, 1100, 1090 
1090 C4 = ETA1M4 I 041 
C8 :: XI'+M1 I 041 
1100 CONII = 3 
C BEGIN NULL POINT ITERATION 
DO 1591 ITR = 1, 30 
00 1581] 1(:: 1,,. 
C EQU ATI ON «'+ 7 ) 
R ( K ) :: SQRT « ( XNP - XI ( K ) » ~. 2 + ( YNP - ETAClO» •• 2 ) 
R,X (K ) :: ( XNP - X I ( K , ) I R ( I( ) 
1580 RY (I( , :: ( YNP - ETA ( K » ) I R ( K ) 
R1P R2 :: R« 1 ) + R ( 2 ) 
R2PR3 :: R« 2) .. R ( 3 , 
RJPR4 :: R ( 3) .. ~ ( 4 , 
R4PRl = R ( 4' + R ( 1 , 
ARG1 = ALOG ( ( R1PR, - 012 ) I ( R1PR2 + 012 » » 
R4PR1 :: R ( 4) + R ( 1 ) 
A R G 1 :: AL 0 G ( ( R 1 P R, - 012 , I ( R 1 P R Z + D 1 Z ) ) 
ARG2 = ALOG ( ( R2PR3 • eZ3 ) I ( R2PR3. 023 ) ) 
ARG3 :: ALOG «R3PR4 - 034 ) I ( R1PR'+ + 034 ) » 
ARG4 :: AlOG «(R4PRl - O~l » I ( R~PRl + 041 ) ) 
C COMPUTE INDUCED ~ElOCITY CC~PONENTS 
C EQUATIONS (42' AND ( 43 ) 
IIX = Cl ~ ARGl + C2 • ARG2 + C3 ~ ARG3 + Cit • ARG 4 
VY = C5 .. A~Gl .. C6 ~ ARG2 + Cl ~ ARG 3 .. C8 " ARG4 
C COMPUTE PARTIAL OERIVATIVES OF INDUCED VELOCITIES 










( ~1PR2 •• Z - 01, SQ 
( R2PR3 •• 2 - 02~ SQ 
( R3PR4 .~ 2 - 034 SQ 
( R4PR1 ... 2 ., D~l SQ 
ETA2Hl I 012P 
ETA1H2 I 023P 
ETA"H3 I 034P 
ETA1H4 I 041P 
)( I1H2 I 012P 
, ,. • 5 
, " .5 
) " .5 






























































































































C6P = XI2M3 I 023P 
C1P = XI3M4 I 03ltP 
C8P = XI4M1 I 04iP 
R12Y = RY « 1 ) + RY ( 2 ) 
R23Y = RY ( 2 ) + RY ( 3 ) 
R34Y = RY ( 3 ) + RY ( .. ) 
R41Y = RY « .. , .. RY « 1 ) 
VXX = CiP" « RX ( 1 ) + RX ( 2 ) ) 
1 C3P" C RX ( 3 ) + RX ( 4 • ) VXY = C1P" Ri2Y + C2F'" R23Y + ~3P" 
VYY = C5p· R12Y • C6P· R23Y + e7P" 
COMPUTE NEW NULL POINT.' XNP, YNP ) 





( RX C 2 ) + RX , 3 
( RX ( It ) + R X ( 1 
C4P" R41Y 
C8P" R41 Y 
XMXP = ( VY • VXy - VX • VYY ) I t VXX • Vyy - VXY •• 2 ) 
XNP = XMXP + XNP 

























TEST NU U_ POI NT 
IF ( ASS ( \IX ) 
CON TINUE 




NO CONVERGENCE , USE 30T~ ITERATION 








1600 IF ( XNP •• 2 + YNF ... 2 • LE. TSJ) GO TO 1620 
CONVERGES TO 
CONII = 1 
POINT AT INFINITY 
XNULL ( NULL ) = 
Y'NULL ( NUll , = 
ZNUll ( NULL ) = 




















C EQUATION ( 19' NOTE THAT Z - COOROINATE IS ZERO 
C 
1620 XNULL ( NULL' = )cCENT + T1X. XN;:' + T2X. Yt\P 
YNUlL ( NULL) = YCENT + TiY " XN~ + T2Y ... YHP 
ZNULL ( NULL t = lCENT • T1Z " XN~ • T2Z ... YNP 
PRINT RESULTS -- SECTION 9.~ THE FIRST OUTPUT 
17QO If ( NPRT .GE. 11 ) GO TO 1750 
NP~T = NPRT • 1 




WRITE (6, 400S) I, XIN, NX, XNUL.L ( NULL), PD, CFL.AG (CONV., 




INFU GO TO 1710 
~750 NPRT = 0 
CALL. HEADER 
WRITE Co, 400Z , 
1760 WRITE ( 6, 4010' N ,I, XIN, NX, XNULl 
1 ), YIN, NY, YNULL eNULL', T, ZIN, NZ, 
1170 XNORt1 ( NULL ) = NX 
YNORM ( NULL) = N't 




C NULL ), PO. CFLAG CCONVINPU 






























































«i, '$A ¥ ,I. 4 
C WRITE 28 QUANTITIES ON lAPE 4 AS ONE LOGICAL RECORD 
leae IF (LIST .EQ. 0) WRITE (4) XCENT, YCENT, ZCENT, T1X, T1Y, TiZ, 
1 T2X, T2Y, T2Z, NX, NY, NZ, XII!), ETAU), XI(2), EiA(2i, XIC!), 
2 XI'4', ETA(4), TSQ, AREA, lXX, lXV, IVY, 012, 023, 034, 041 
NlT ( KLCT ) = HMI~ 
NlINE , KLCT ) = N 
IF ( IFLAG .EQ. Il , GO TO 2001 
IF e N .IT. NlH1 ) GO 10 12 
WRI TE C 6, 4Q 15 , 
GO TO 2025 
2001 IF C STAT .IT. 2 , GO TO au 
NLTeKLCT' = -NLT'KlCT' 
NPRT = NPRT .. 1 
WRITE ( 0, 4015 ) 
C T6T FOR END OF CASE 
2020 IF ( STAT .NE. 3 , GO 10 80 
2025 NN1 = HOD C 3 • NQUAO, 255 ) 
NQNN1 = NQUAD 
IF ( NN1 .LT. 5 .A~D. NN1 .GT. 0 ) NQNN1 = NQUAD + 2 
IF (LIST.NE. A' GO TO 8500 
c WRITE UNIT NORMALS ON TAPE 4 AS O~E LOGICAL RECORD 
2031 WRITE (4' (XNORH(J), YNORM(J), ZNJRM(J), J = 1, NQNN1) 
C WRITE CONTROL TA8LES ON TAPE ~ AS ON~ LOGICAL RECORD 
W R I T E ( 4 , K L C T , C N lIN E (J" NL r «J ., J :: 1, Kl C T , 





























3C3C WRITE '4. (XNULLeJ), YNULL(J), ZNULL(J) ,XNQR"'Jt, 
1 , J = 1, NQUA 0) YNORH'J),ZNCR"'J)INPU 
WRITE C 6, 3030 ) 
C WRITE ALL NULL FOINTS ON TAPE 8 (1 lJGICAl RECORD I POINT. 
DO 2058 I = 1, NQUAO 
2C 58 
C 







READ IN OFF-BODY FOINTS 
IF ( NOFF .lE •. 0 ) GO rlJ 8000 
NOFF = 0 
NOFF = NOFF + 1 
READ (5, U XOFF(NCFF), YOFF(NOFF"ZOFF(~CFF"STAT, 
IF (STAT .EQ. 3) GO TO 5100 
NOFF = NOFF + 1 
XOFF(NOFF) = X 
YOFF(NOFF) :: V 
ZOFF'NOFFJ = Z 
IF (STATT .NE. 3) GO TO 50ao 
WRITE OFF-80DY POI~T! ON 8 ( 1 ~ECORC I FOINT ) 
5100 00 7020 I :: 1, NOFF 
XOFFCI) = XDFFCI) • RBETA 
7t2C WRITE ( 8) XOFFeI), YOFF(U, ZOFFU) 
WRITE OFF-BODY POI~~~ ON 4 (1 REC'RD) 
WRITE (4,eXOFFCI', YCFF(I), ZOFFCI), I : 1, NOFF) 
WRITE (6, 63' NOFF 
)(,V,Z,ST~TT 
63 FORMAT (lHO,16X,9HTHERE ARE,I4, 15H OFF-BODY POINTS) 
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8500 REWIND 8 
C 
WRITE(6, 9999) NQUAD 





SUBROUTINE DATPROS( X, Y, Z, XX, YY, zz » 
C 
C THIS IS A SIMPLE SCALING AND ORIGIN TRANSLATION COOE FOR THE 
C OOUGLAS saxe POTENTIAL FLOW CODE OATA INPUT 
e XTRANS, YTRANS, ZTRA~S ARE ORI;IN lRA~SLATIONS 
C XSCALE, YSCALE, ZSCALE ARE SCALE FACTORS 
C THE CODE ALSO ALLOHS FOR ROTATION IN THE X - Z PLANE TO ADJUST 
C FOR ARBITRARY ANGLE CF ATTACK 
C SINA, COSA ARE SINE AND COSINE Of ANGLE 
C ANGLE IS THE ANGLE( I~PUT IN O~GREES» THAT THE AIRPLANE AXIS 
C HAKES WITH THE NEGATIVE X AXIS (POSITIVE COUNTERCLOCKWISE 
C FROM THE-X AXIS' AFTER SCALING' NOTE - AFTER SCALING THE 
e AIRPLANE NOSE POINTS DOWN THE ~EGATIVE X Axl~) 
C 





COMMON IPROSt SlNA,COSA, XSCAlE, YSCALE, ZSCAlE, XTRANS, 
1 YTRA NS, Z TRANS . 
X = ( x - XTRANS , • XSCALE 
Y: ( Y - Y1RANS) • YSCAlt: 
Z = ( Z - ZTRANS ) • ZSCALE 
xx: ( XX- XTRANS ) • XSCALE 
~Y= ( Y Y- YTRA NS ) • YSCAL E 
iz= ( zz- ZTRANS ) • ZSCALE 
XP = x 
~ = XP • COSA - Z • SINA 
! = XP • SINA + Z • COSA 
)(:P = xx 
x~= XP • COSA - zz· SINA 
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.0 ECK, FLO WS 
SUBROUTINE FLOWS 
C SUBROUTINE FLOWS (NU, NNON , 
COMMON IFLOWPI NU,~NCN 
. COMMON HEOR U 5'. MPR, fER, IPRS,ISIG, IT ER, NCFLG ,NFL ew, NOUAD, 
1 KASE,NOFF,NSYM,IFLAG,IFLOW,NCOOE 
LOGICAL AFLOW, BFLO., CFLON 
COMMON IDFLOWI AFLCW ,eFLOW, CFlOW, ~MAT, NMATHl ,NAFLOW,~BFLOW,NCFlO" 
COMMON I FLOW I NQ, NL, KFLOW, ~XC20DQ', ~Y(2000', VZ(ZOOO" 
1 VNC (1000' 
COMMON INORMSI XNCRH(1000),YNORM(10aO',ZNORMC1000, 
31 FORHAT ( 311 ) 
40 FORMAT( 6Fl0.8 , 
9999 FORMAT (1HO,5X 1EHFLOWS HAS SET U~, 
1 13, 11H X FLO liS. 13. 15H Y FLOWS. AND 13, llH Z FLOWS.) 
NAFLOW = 0 
NBFLOW :: 0 
NCFLOW = 0 
NMA T = 0 
NO : NQUAD + NOFF 
NL = NQUAD 
NN = MOO(3· NQ • c55' 
IF « NN .LT. 5 .ANC. NN .GT. 0 , ~Q = NQ • 5 
ICFLOW = 0 
NN = HOD( NQUAO. 255) 
IF ( NN .IT. 5 .AND. NN .GT. 0) Nl = NL + 5 
IF (NNON .GT. a. GC TO 1~0 
IF (NU .GT. 0) GO TO 50 
WRITE (6, 115) 
115 FORHAT (1Hl,6X.24HNO ONSET FLOWS SPECIFIED' 
STep 
50 IF ( .NOT. AFLON ) GO TO 60 
KFLOW = 1 
GO TO 100 
60 IF ( .NCT. BFLON ) GC TO 70 
KFLOW = 2 
GO TO 100 
70 IF ( CFLOW ) GO TO 90 
IF (KFLOW .NE. 0) GO TO 4000 
WRITE C 6, eo ) 
80 FORMAT ( lH1,&X,12HINPUT ERROR.,5X,25HNO FLOW MATRIX SPECIFIED. , 
STOP 
90 KFL OW = 3 
100. CALL UNIFRH 
IF (KFlOW - 2) 60, 70, ~OOO 
C THIS SECTION SETS UP THE NON-UNIFJRH ONSET FLOWS 
c 
l~O 00 3000 N = 1, NNON 
IERR = 0 













• • • • 
• • • • 
MEANING 
---------
FLOW ~ATRIX-ASSOCIATION FLAG 
1 X-F~OW, 2 V-FLCW. 3 Z-FLOW 
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KTYPE • • • • o INPJT FLOW ~ELOCITY COMPONENTS, 
1 INP~T FLOW NORHAl VELOCITY 
READ C 5, 31 , KFL, KU~, KfVPE 
KTEST = KFL - KFLOW 
IF (KTESl) 1'+5, 220, 150 
1lt5 WRITE C 6, 14&) KFLOW, frFL 
146 FORHAT (15H1 .. • ..... NOTe ... • •• I 25HDAN INFUl FLOW FOR MATRIX,Il, 
1 38H PHYSICALLY PREceOED A FLOW FlR MATRIX,IJ I 
2 26HQTHIS FLOW MUST BE SKIPPED II) 
IERR = 1 
GO TO 220 
150 IF (NU) 155, 155, 152 
152 IF (KTEST - 2) 170, 153, 160 
153 IF (KFL - 2) llt5, 160, lEl 
155 KFLOW = KFL 
156 IF (KFLOW - '2' 157, 158, 159 
157 AFLOW = • TRUE. 
GO TO 220 
158 BFL OW = • TRUE. 
GO TO 220 
159 CFLOW = .TRUE. 
GO TO 220 
160 IF (.NOT. AFLOW) GC TO lEl 
KFLOW = 1 
CALL UNIFRM 
161 IF (.NOT. BFLOW' GO TO lE2 
KFLOW = 2 
CALL UNIFRH 
162 I<FL OW = KFl 
IF (KFLOW .EQ. 2' GO TO 158 
IF eCFLOW' GO TO 200 
GO TO 159 
170. KFLOW = KFL 
IF (NU .EQ. C) GO TO 156 
IF (KFLOW - 2) 175, 18D, 185 
175 IF (AFLOW' GO TO 200 
GO TO 157 
~80 IF (BFLOW' GO TO 200 
GO TO 158 
185 IF (CFLOW) GO TO 200 
GO TO 159 
200 CALL UNIFRH 
220 NVREAD = NQUAD 
IF CKUN .GT. 0) NVREAO = 1 
IF ( KTYPE .NE. 0 , GO TO 222 
READ ( 5,40 ) ( IIXCI), IIY(I', VZeI), I = 1, NVREAD ) 
GO TO 22'+ 
222REAO C 5, 40 ) ( VNC II', I = 1, NIIREAD ) 
00 223 I = 1, NQUAO 
IIX(!) = 0.0 
VYCU = 0.0 
223 YZ(U = 0.0 
224 IF ( IERR .NE. 0 ) GO TO 1200 
NvRSAD = NQUAQ + NeFF 
IF CKUN .LE. ~) IF (NOFF) 240, 24', 230 
00 225 N" = 2, NVREAQ 
VX(N") = "XU, 


































































































































VZCNV) = VZet, 
GO TO 240 
NQP1 = NQUAO + 1 
00 235 NV = NQP1~ NVREAD 
VXCNV) = 0.0 
VY (NV) :: O. , 
"Z(NII) = 0.0 
IF( KFLOW - 2 ) 600, 700, 800 
NAFLOW = NAFLOW • 1 
GO TO 900 
NaFlOW = NaFlOW + 1 
GO TO 9 DO 
NCFlOW = NCFLOW + 1 
IF ( KTYPE .NE. 0 ) GO.TO 1075 
00 1D50 J = 1, NQUAO 
VNC (J, = VX(J'.XNORMeJ) + 
WRITE C 3 ) KFlOk, CVXCK), 
WRITE (3) '''NCCK), K = 1, 
VYCJ)¥YNORHIJ) • VZ(J'.ZNCRMCJ) 
VYCK), \lZ(K), K = 1, NQ) 
Nl ) 
C. READ IN FIRST GUESSES FOR THE SIG'tAS 
1200 IF ( ISIG) 30GO, 3000, 1600 





WRITE SIGMA GUESSES ON TAPE 3 AS )NE lOGICAL RECORD 
IF (IERR .EQ. 0) WRITE (3) I\lNCIJ', J =. 1, Nl) 
CONTINUE 
IF (NU .NE. 0) IF (KFLOW - 2) 60, 70, ~ooo 
REWIND :3 
IF ( AFLOW ) NHAT :: 
IF C BFLOW ) NHAT :: 
IF 1 CFLOW ) NHAT = 
NMATM1 = NHAT - 1 
1 
.. HAT + 1 
NHAT + 1 
NFLOW = NAFLOW • NBFLOW • NCFLOW 
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COMMON I FLOW I NQ, NL, KFLOW, VX(ZOOO), VY(ZUOO), VZCZOUO), 
1 VNC(1000) 
LOGICAL AFLOW, BFLOW, CFLOW 
COMMON IDFLOWI AFLOW,8FLCW,CFLOW,~MAT,NHAT~1,NAFLOW,NBFLOW,NCFLOW 
COMMON INORMSI XNORM(1000),YNORH'1wOO),ZNORH(1000) 
COHMON HEDR(15),MPR,tER,IPRS,ISIG,ITE~,NCFLG,NFLOW,NQUAO, 
1 KASE,NOFF,NSYM,IFLAG,IFLOW,NCOOE 








THIS ROUTINE SETS UP THE UNIFORM JNSET FLOWS. FOR THESE FLOWS IT UNIF 
IS ONLY NECESSARY TO HAVE TWO VELOCITY MATRICES, ONE ALL ZEROES UNIF 
AND THE OTHER ALL ON,ES. WE SHALL FILL VX· WITH O'S AND. VY WITH -2,"S.UNIF 
00 10 I = 1, NQ 
VX(U = O~O 
10 VY( 1) = 1.0 
NOW WE-LL TEST -KFLOW· TO DETERHI~E WHAT FLOW TO SET UP FOR. 
IF ( KFLOW - 2 • 20, 30,40 
THIS PORTION SETS UP FOR 'A- FLOW. 
20 NAFLOW = 1 
WRITE ( 3) KFLOW, ( VYCn, wxcn, VXUh I = 1t NQ ) 
THIS IS A PATCH TO PROVICE FOR LE~Kr QUAOS. THESE MUST BE THE 
. FIRST QUADS IN THE T~BLE. THEY L!AK AT A FRACTION FRACT OF T~E 
FREE-STREAM RATE. ONLY THE A FLOW IS FROVIOED FOR HERE. 
LEAK = NO. OF LEAKY QUADS 
IF( LEAK .GT. () ) GO TO 21 
WRITE( 3' ( XNORH'U, I=1,NL ) 
GO TO 50 
21 00 22 I=1,LEAK 
22 VZCI) = 'XNORMCI) + F~ACT 
IF( LEAK .GE. Nl ) GO TO 25 
LEAKP = LEAK + 1 
i 00 24 I=LEAKP,Nl 
Z4 VZ'IJ = XNORM(I) 25 WRITE( 3 ) , IIZ(!), I=1,NL ) 
00 26 I=1,NL 
26 VZU) = Q.O 
GO TO 50 
THIS PORTION SETS UP FOR 'B· FLOW. 
30 NBFLOW = 1 
WRITE' 3) KFLCW, ( VXCU, VY(U, VX(IJ, I: 
"'RITE ( 3 , ( YNORH(I)' I = 1, NL ) 
GO TO 50 
THIS PORTION SETS UP FOR ~C~ FLOW. 
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'tD NCFlON = 1 U;NIF' 61 
WRITE ( 3 , I<FlOW, ( VX(I', VX« It , VY« I" I = 1, NQ ) UNIF 62 
WRITE I 3 , I ZNORM( U, I = 1, Nl , UNIF 63 \ 
UtiUF 6't 1/ 
C CHECK FOR INPUT SIGM~S. UNIF 65 
UN]IF 66 
SO IF ( ISIG .EQ. 0 , I'ETUliN UNiIF 67 
UN~IF 68 
C READ THE SIG"A GUESSeS I ~TO vz. UNIF 69 
UNIF 70 
READ ( 5, 60 , ( VZ(l), I = 1, NQ~AO , UNIF 71 
60 FORMAT ( 6F10 .·8 ) UNIF 72 
UNIF 73 
C WRITE S IGHAS ON TAPE 3 AS ONE LOGI CAL RECORD AND HANG IT UP. ·THR"UNIF 7't 
UNIF 75 
WR!ITE I ~ , I Vl (I" I = 1, Nl , UNIF 76 
RETURN UNIF 77 
END UNIF 78 
·OECI<,VFORH VFOR 1 
SUBROUTINE VFORH VFOR 2 
REAL H12, H23, "34, H41 , lXX, lXV, IYY VFOR 3 
INTEGER TAPES VFOR 't 
C ~FOR 5 
lOGICAL AFlON, aFlO~, CFlON VFOR 6 
DIMENSION NTAPEI3', C't11335', VFOR 7 
1 XIJ1 1335', XIJ2 (3lS', XIJ3 (335), VIJl (3.35', VIJZ (335', VFOR a 
2 VIJ3 {335', ZIJl (335', ZIJ2 (335', ZIJ3 (335', XXi ( 13'tO" ~FOR 9 
3 XX2 U3't0', XX3U;!'tO>, YY1C13ltO),YY2(13'tO"YV3(13ltfj),ZZl(134Q', VFOR 10 
It ZZ2(13ltO), ZZ3113ltO), X(8',y(a"ZU", XC(335', YC(335)' ZC(~35J, VFOR 11 
S A11(33S" A12 1335', A13 (33S), IlZ1 (335', A22(335)' A23(335J, VFOR 12 
6 A31(335', A3? (335" A33 (335', )(11(335', XIZ(335h XI3(335), ~FOR 13 
7 XI4(335', ETA1133:',ETAZ (335), ~TA,+(335),TSQ(335', A (335), VFOR 14 
8 IXX(335), IXY (33:', IVY (335), ~12 (335), 023(335', D3ltl:535' VFOR 15 
COHMON HEOR(lS),MPR,NER,IPRS,ISIG,ITER,NCFLG,NFLON,NQUAD, VFOR 16 
1 I<ASE,NOFF,NSY~,IFlAG,IFlON,NCOOE VFOR 17 : ~ 
EQUIVALENCE (XIJ1, YYl (1) " ( XC, YYi (336' ), (YC,VY1'671)),VFOR 18 
1 «lC, YY111006' " 'ETA., XXl ( l' ), ( YIJ1, XXi ( 336'), VFOR 19 
2 (XIJZ, VY2 U) " ( YIJ2, VVZ ( 336 », ( All, YY2 (67U), VFOR 211 
3 (A12, YY2 (1006)), .( A13, XX1 (671)), ('SQ, XXi ( 1006 tI, ~FOR 21 
It (A21, VY3 ~U, , .( AZZ, YY3 ( 336)), ( A23, YY3 (671)', VFOR 22 
5 'A , YY3 (100 U ) , (XIJ3, XXZ ( 1», ( YIJ3, XX, ( 336' " VFOR 23 
I; (ZIJ1, ZZl (1" , (A31 , ZZl (.'536 U, (A32 , ZZl ( (71)), VFOR 2lt 
;j 
I 
7 (A33, ZZ1 (1000), (lXX, XX2 (671», ( D12,·XX2 (1!lOEJ), ~FOR 25 1 
a «ZIJ2, Zl2 (1' ), ( Xl1, ZlZ (336 U, (XI2, ZZ2 (671", VFOR 26 
9 ( X I :3 , Z Z 2 U DOe) ), (I X Y , x X 3 ( 1 )), ( 0 2 3, X X 3 ( 33 & )), V F OR 2 7 
.\ ( D:5 4 , Z Z 3 « 1 , ), (Z I J 3, l Z 3 ( 3:5 6 ) t 'X I It, Z Z 3 ( & 7.U) , V F OR 2 a 1 
8 (ETA1,ZZ3« 10(6)), (ETA2, Xl(3 (611)), ( IVV, XX3 , 1006)' VFOR 29 
COMMON IOFlON' AFlOW 9 BFLCW,CFlON,NHAT,NHATH1,NAFlON,NBtLcw,NCFLO" WFOR 30 
DATA RH01SQ, RH02SQ , e.G, 16.0 I VFOR 31 
DATA NTAPE , 1 , 11 , 12 I VFOR 3Z 
4004 FORMAT ( 1HO, 3HROW.IS,5), 6HX-FllW' ~fOR 33 
4005 FORMAT « lHO, lHROW,I5,5X, 6HV-FLlN) VFOR 34 
.C06 FORHAT C tHO, 3HRON,IS,5X, 6HZ-FLOW) VFOR 35 
INEAR = 0 VFOR 36 
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c 
IFAR = 0 
10 IF ( NSYH - 1 , 5e, 52, 54 
52 ASSIGN 2100 TO 129 
ASSIGN 910 TO I19 
GO TO 60 
S4 ASSIGN 2200 TO 
IF ( NSYH .EQ. 
ASSIGN 920 TO 
GO TO 60 
129 
3 ) GO TO 56 
119 
56 ASSIGN 930 TO I19 
GO TO 60 
58 ASSIGN 2000 
60 LOOP = 2 ... 
TO I19 , 




NfL = NQUAO 
NELL = NEL 
NELP = NEL 
NREH = MOO « 3 .. NEL + 1, 255 , 
IF ( NREH .LT. 5 .ANt. NREH .GT; 1 J HELP = 
NON = NQUAO + NOFF 
00 8000 "= 1, 3 
KR OW = 0 
NT = NT APE ( H J 
IF Hi .NE. 3) GO TO 300 
NEl = NOUAO - 2 .. NEL 
NELP = NEL 
NREH = MOD ( 3 • NfL + 1 , 255 ) 
IF C NREH .Lr. 5 .AND. NREH .GT. a) NELP = 
READ 28 QUANTITIES 
300 00 500 J = 1, NEL 
NEL .. 5 
NfL. 5 
500 READ (4) xceJ), YC (J), lC(J), A11(J', A12(J', A13IJ), AZ1(J', 
1 A22(J', A23(J), A31(J), A32(J), A33(J', XI1CJ),ETA1(J"XIZ( 
2 J), ETA2CJ', XIJIJ', XI4CJ), ETA~(J', TSQ(J', A (JJ. IXX IJ), 
3 IXY (J), IYYIJ), 01Z(J', 0231J', 034(J', D4t1IJ' 
eoo KROW = KROW .. 1 
REAO (8 ) XNPP, YNPP, ZNPP 
00 2300 11 = 1, NEL 
00 1700 I2 = 1, LOOF 
IF ( 12 .EQ. LOOP) GO TO 119,I 2300. 910, 9zm, 930 ) 
GO TO (1000, 910, 920, 910, 93Q, ;lU, 92~9 910 ,. 12 
910 YC ( 11 , = - YC ( 11 ) 
A12 ( 11 , = - A12 ( 11 ) 
A22 ( 11 ) = - AZ2 ( 11 ) 
All ( Ii , = - A 31 ( 11 ) 
A33 ( 11 ) = - A33 ( 11 ) 
GO TO 932 
920 ze ( 11 ) = - ze ( Ii ) 
A13 ( Il J = - A13 C 11 ) 
A23 ( Ii ) = - A23 C Ii ) 
A31 ( 11 ) = - A31 C Ii , 
A32 ( 11 , = - A 32 1 11 » 
GO TO 932 
9 30 XC ( 11 , = - xc ( 1:1. ) 
All ( 11 ) = Ail ( Ii , 
A21 ( 11 ) ;: - A21 C 11 ) 
A 32 ( 11 ) = - A 3 Z C 11 ) 
A33 ( 11 , = - A33 C 11 , 
932 IF 1 12 .EQ. LOOP' GO TO 129, C 
1000 XOIF = XNPP- xc ( 11 , 
115 
21GO, 2200 ) 
VFOR 38 -j 
VFOR 39 \ ~FOR 40 1J 
VfOR 41 
VFOR 42 1 
VFOR 43 I 
~FOR 44 1 
VFOR 45 1,! VFOR 46 , 
VFOR 47 
VF'OR 48 I 
VFOR 49 1 
VFOR 50 i 
VFOR 51 1 
VFOR 52 I 
~FOR 53 1 0, 
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c 
C 
YOIF = YNPP- YC « 11 ) 










INEQUALITY ( 98 , 
ROSQ = XOIF •• Z • YOIF •• 2 • ZOIF •• 2 
IF ( ROSQ .IT. RH02SQ ... TSQ ( 11' ) GO TO 1400 
COMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITY CO~PONENTS 
EQU ArION (97' 
IFAR = IFAR + 1 
ARGl = A « 11) / SQRT « ROSQ , .... 1 
X (12) = ARG1 ... XOIF 
Y (12' = ARGl • YOIF 
Z (12) = ARGl • ZOIF 
GO TO 1700 




140 t X N P = A 11 ( I 1 , • x 0 IF. A 12 ( I 1 ) • YO I F + Al 3 ( I1 ) .. Z (IF 
YNP = A21 ( 11 ) • XOIF • A22 ( Il) • YOIF .. A23 (Il'.ZDIF 
ZNP = A 31 ( 11 , • XOIF • A32 «11' • YOlF .. A33 (11) • ZOIF 
lNEaUALITI ES (99) A ~O ( 100 , 
IF ( ROSQ .IT. RH01SQ .. TSQ ( Ii ) ) GO TO 1410 
COMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITY COtPONENTS 
EQUATIONS (57' - ( 62 ) 
INTERH = INTERM .. 1 
P = YNP ··2 • ZNP •• 2 - ~.o • XNP ... 2 
QP= XNP "·2 .. ZNP •• 2 - 4.U • YNP ... 2 
RO = SQRT ( ROSQ ) 
ROP = RO •• c- 7' 
WXXX = XNP .. ( q.o • P • 3D.0 .. X~P •• 2 , .. ROP 
WXXY = 3.0 .. P .. Rep" YNP 
WXYY = 3.0 .. XNP • QP • ROP 
W YYY = YNP • ( 9.' .. QP • 30.0 • YNP ... 2 , - ROP 
WXXZ = 3.0 - ZNP • P • ROP 
WXYZ = - 15.0 • XNF • YNP. ZNP • ROP 
WYYZ = 3.0 - ZNP .. QP - ROP 
ROP = - RO ... ( - 3' 
WX = ROP .. XNP 
WY = ROP • VNP 
WZ = ROP • ZNP 
HIXX = .5 - IXX ( 11 , 
HIYY = .5 • IYY ( 11 , 
VX = - W)(YY-HIVY WXXY·IXY( 11) WXXX.HIXX WX.A( 11) 
VY = - WYYY·HIYY - W)(YY·IXY( 11) • WXXY.HIXX - WY.AC 11. 
VZ = - WYYZ·HIYY - WXYZ-IXY( 11) - WXXZ.HIXX - WZ.A( 11' GO TO 16QO 
COMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITY COMPONENTS 








































































































































"U,$AL ~. Za;: ~.j,at ,.1.5& .# ; t! ; ie, i4 & -, .x.g;e 
1410 ETA4M3 = ET~4 ( IU - ETA1 ( 11 ) 
INEAR = INEAR + 1 
RO = SQRT ( ROSQ ) 
ETA2Ml = ETA2 ( 11 , - ETAl ( 11 
XIlt"3 = XI4 , 11 ) - XI 3 ( 11 , 
XI2M1 = XIZ CIl , - XI1 , 11 » 
XI,lHZ = XI3 ( 11 ) - XI2 ( 11 ) 
XI'1H4 = XI1 ( 11 » - )114 « 11 » 
XHXI 1 = XNP - XI1 ( 11 ) 
XMlXI2 = XNP - XI2 « 11 ) 
XMXIJ = XNP - Xl3 « 11 ) 
XMXI4 = XNP - XI4 ( 11 ) 
YMETA1= VNP - ETA1 ( 11 » 
,YHETA 2 = YNP - ETAZ ( 11 J 
YHETA.1t = VNP - ETA4 ( 11 ) 
ZNPSQ = ZNP • ZNP 
IF « ZNPSQ .IT. TSO ( 11 ) • 1.0E-& ) ZNPSQ = 0.0 
E1 = ZNPSQ + XHXll ··Z 
£Z = ZNPSQ + XMXI2 •• Z 
E3 = ZNPSQ + X~I3 •• 2 
£4 = ZNPSQ + XMXI4 •• 2 
Hl = YMETA1 • XMXll 
HZ = YMETAZ • X~XIZ 
H3 = YHETAl • XHXI3 
Hit : YMETA4 • XHXI4 
M1Z = 0.0 
IF ( XI2Ml .NE. G.C, M12 = ETA2Ml I XI2M1 
MZ3 = 0.0 
IF ( Xl~H2 .NE.O.O) H23 : - ETA2M1 , XI3M2 
M3'+ = a.a 
I F ( X I 4M 3 • N E • (j. CU H34 = ET A .. M3 I X I .. M3 
M41 = 0.0 
IF ( XI1MCt 3N E. li. U H41 = - ET A4"t3 I XI1H .. 
ANUM1 = M12. El - H1 
ANUM2 = M12· E2 - H2 
ANUM3 = ~ZJ· EZ - HZ 
ANUM4 = HZ3· E3 - H3 
ANUHS = M34· E3 - Hl 
ANUM& = M34· E4 - H4 
ANUM1 = H41· E4 - H4 
ANUH8 = H41. El Hl 
R 1 = SQRT ( XMXIl •• 2 • YMETA1 •• 2 • ZNPSQ) 
R2 = SQRT (XHXI2 •• 2 + YMETA2 •• 2 + ZNPSQ' 
R3 = SQRT (X"XI3 •• 2 + YMETA1 •• Z • ZNPSQ' 
Rit = SORT ( XMX 14 ... 2 + YHETA4 •• 2 + ZNPSQ) 
025 = 012 ( 11 ) 
02& = 023 ( 11 J 
021 = 034 ( 11 ) 
028 = 041 , 11 , 
VX = 0.0 
VY = 0.0 
VZ = 0.0 
IF ( QZ5 , 14+2D, 11;'3D, 1 .. 20 
1420 TEMP = R1 • R2 
TEMP1 = TEHP - QZ5 
TEMP2 = TEMP + Q25 
ARG1 = 1.D 
IF I TEMPt .NE. 0.£ .ANIl. TEHP2 .'fE. D.II' ARG1=ALOGCTEHPi/TEHP2) 
































































...,/ sanEt .. oaiLlg ii & K .. PSi 9(\PiZJd $ t .------. 
VX = ETA2H1 • TEMP VFOR 218 
VY = - X12H1 • TEMP VFOR 219 
1430 IF ( Q26 ) 1435. 1440, 1435 VFOR 220 
1435 TEMP = R2 + R3 VFOR 221 
TEMPl = TEMP - Q26 VFOR 222 
TEMP2 = TEMP + Q26 VFOR 22~ 
ARG2 = 1.0 VFOR 224 
IF ( TEMP1 .NE. ii.G .AND. TEMP2 .~E. O.Q ) A~G2=ALOG'TEMP1'TEMPZ) ~FOR 225 
TEMP = ARG2 , QZ6 VFOR 226 
vx = vx - ETA2Hl • TEMP VFOR 221 
VY = VY - XI3H2 • TEMP VFOR 228 
1440 IF ( Q27 ) 1450. 1460, 1450 VFOR 229 
1450 TEMP = R3 + R~ VFOR 230 
TEMP1 = TEMP - Q27 VFOR 231 
TEMP2 = TEMP + Q27 VFOR 232 
ARG3 = 1.0 VFOR 233 
IF ( TEMPi .NE. 0.0 .AND. TEHP2 .~E. 0.0 ) ARG3=ALOGCTEMPl/TEMP2) VFOR 234 
TEMP = ARG3 I Q27 VFOR 235 
VX = VX + ETA4M3 • TEMP VFOR 236 
Vy = VY - XI4M3 • TEHP ~FOR 237 
1460 IF ( Q28 ) 1~7G. 1480, 1470 VFOR 238 
1470 TEMP = R~ • R1 VFOR 239 
TEMPl = TEMP - Q,8 VFOR 240 
TEMP2 = TEHP • 026 VFOR 241 
ARG4 = l&D VFOR 2~2 
IF ( TEMPl .NE. ~.Q .AND. TEMP2 .~E. 0.0 ) ARG4=ALOGCTEMP1/TEMP2) VFOR 2~3 
TEMP = ARG4 , Q28 VFOR 244 
VX = VX - ETA 4M3 • TEMP ~FOR 245 
vy = Vy - XI1H4 .,. TEMP VFOR 246 
1460 IF ( ZNPSQ .NE. Q.O ) GO TO 1510 VFOR 247 
TEST = SQRT(TSQ(Il)· 1.0E-3) VFOR 24& 
IF(Q25.GT.TEST) IF'(XMXll.ETA2M1-YMETA1.XI2H~)/Q2S) 16QOJ1502,1502~FOR 249 
1S02 IF(Q26.GT.TEST) IFC(-X~XI2"'ETA2Ml·YMETA2.XI3M2)/Q26)16~Q,1504J15U4VFOR 2~O 
19.U4 IF(Q27.GT.TEST) IF«)M~I3·ETA4H3-~META1.XI4M3)'Q27) 1600,15U6,15D6VFOR 251 
1506 IF (028. GT. TEST) IF U-XMXI4·ETA4H3-YHETA4·XI1M/t), Q28) 1600,1508, 1508VFOR 252 
150 8 ~z = 6.28318531EO I/FOR 253 
GO TO 1600 VFOR 2S4 
1510 IF (XI2Hl .NE. 0.0) VZ = ATAN(ANU~1/CZNP·R1')-ATAN(ANUH2'(ZNP.R2j)VFOR 255 
IF (XI3H2 .NE. U.O)VZ=VZ+ATAN(ANU~3/(ZNP.R2)-ATAN(ANUM4/(ZNF.R3)'VFOR 256 
IF (XI4M3 .NE. O.O)I/Z=I/Z.ATANCANUM5/(ZNp.R3))-ATANCANUH6/(ZNP.R4)) ~FOR 257 
,IF (XI1H4 .NE. G.O)VZ=VZ+ATANCANU~7~(ZNP·R4))-ATANCANUH8'(ZNP·R1).VFOR 258 
C VFOR 259 
C TRANSFORM INDUCED "ELOCITY COMPONENTS TO REFEREt-;CE COOROINA TE S'STEM VFOR 260 
C EOU ATI ON (79) IIFOR 261 
VFOR 262 
160n X (12) = Al1 UlI • v'). + A21 UlI • .VY • All CI1) • VZ VFOR 2E3 
Y (12) = A12 (11) ~ VX + A22 CI1) • \lY + Al2 (11. • \lZ "FOR 26/t 
Z (I 2) = A 13 U 1 ) • V X .. A 2 3 (I 1 ) • V Y + A 3 l CI 1) ... " z ~ FOR 2 6 5 
1100 CONTINUE VFOR 266 
VFOR 267 
2000 IF (.NOT. AFLOW) GC TO 201G V~OR 2E8 
XI J 1C 11) = X ( 1) IIF OR 269 
YIJ 1 (11) = Y ( U VFOR 270 
ZIJl(I1) = Z(l) VFOR 271 
2010 IF (.NOT. BFLOW' GO TO 2020 VF/OR 272 
XIJ2(I1) = X(1) IIFOR 273 
Y I J2 ( 11» = Y ( 1) V~ OR 274 
ZIJ2(11) = Z(1) V~OR 275 
2020 IF (.NOT. CFLOW) GO TO 2300 VFOR 276 
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9003 INOi = IN01 • NEll 
INOZ = IN02 + NELL 
9002 I = I + 1 
NT = NTAPE ( I ) 
CQ4 IFCAFlOW'REAOeNT' 
IF( BFLOW' READ (NT) 
IF'CFlOW) READ (NT) 
( x x 1 ( J" Y Y 1C J) t Z Z 1 , J, ,J = I NO 1 , I N (Z , 
IF ( I - Z , 9003, 
(XX2(JI.YY2(J', ZZ2(J"J=IN01.IN02) 
'XX3'J'.YY3(J.,ZZ~(J), J=IN01, INCZ) 
9008, 9050 
9008 INDi = INDZ + 1 
INDZ = INOZ + Nfl 
GO TO 9002 
9050 IF (.NOT. AFLOW' GO TO 9051 
WRITE ( 0, 4:304 , K 
W R IT E « G, .. 2' (X X 1 (J" J = 
WRITE ( 0,43' (YVi (J" J = 
WRITE ( 0, 44) (Z11 (J" J = 
geSi IF (.NOT. BFLOW , GO TO 9052 
WRI TE ( 6, 4005 , ~ 
WRIT:: , 6, 42 , , XX2 (J), J = 
WRITE ( 0, 43 , e YV, e J) t J = 
WRITE ( 0, 44 i ( ZZ2 eJ', J = 
9052 IF ( .NOT. CFLOW , GO TO 9060 
WRIT~ ( 6, 4006 , K 
WRITE ( 6, 42 ) C XX3 ,J" J = 
WRITE ( 6, .. 3 » ~ yy~ (J" J = 
WRI TE ( 6, 44 , t ZZ ~ (J', J = 
90M CONTINUE 






1. NQUAO , 
1. NQUAD , 
1, NQUAO ) 
1, NQUAD ) 
1, NQUAC , 
1, NQUAD , 
ge7S WRITE « Oi 4999 , INEAR, INTERM, 
4999 FO~MAT i 1HO,1116HQNEAR ELEMENTS 
1, 17 I 15HOFAR ELEtlENT~ =, 17 
WRITE(6, 9999' 
IFAR 
= .171 24HO INTfRMEO IAT E ELEMENTS 
» 

































IIFOR 3 E6 
"FOR 367 
"FOR 368 
= VFOR 369 
"FOR 370 








~ _ii, iti 
·0 ECK, AFORM 
SUBROUTINE AFORM 
REAL NX , NY , NZ 
AFOR 
AFOR 
AFOR LOGICAL AFlCW, 8FlOW, CF~OW 







OIHENSrON NX( l~OO), NY( 1QijO), NZC 10UQ), NTAPE(3. 
OH1ENSION A( 1000), XU( 1000), YIJ( lCllO), ZIJI lOCh» 
DATA NTAPE I 9, 10, 13 I 
42 FORMAT ( 1HO, 5)(, 13HXIJ COMPONENT I ( lH , 7F15.8)' 
43 FORMAT ( lHO, 5X, 13t-YIJ COHPON~NT I ( lH , 7F15.8)) 
'+4 FORMAT ( lHO, 5X, i3HZIJ COHPONENT I ( lH , 7F15.8.' 
'+5 FORMAT ( lHO, 3HROW, 16 , 
'+6 FORMAT(1HO, SX, 3HAIJ I (lH , 7F1S.8 » 
IF (MPK .NE. 0) CA lL HEAOER 
NQNNl = NQUAO + 2 
NQNN: MOD (NQNN1, 255) 
IF (NQNN .IT. 5 .ANO. N'NN .GT. 0) NQNN1 = NQUAO + 5 
IF (NCOCE .NE. i' GO TO 20 
IF CNAFlOW) 2, Z, 1 
1 NFl = NAFLOW 
GO TO 5 
2 IF (NBFLOW) 4, ~, J 
3 NFl = N8FLOW 
GO TO 5 
4 NF1 = NCFLOW 
5 NF2 = NFLOW - NFl 
L2 = 0 
DO 6 KK = 1, NFl 
II = L2 + 1 
l2 = L2 .. N()UAO 
READ (3' 
6 RE A 0 ( 3) ( C ( K', K = ll, l2 , 
LAST! = L2 
IF (NF2 .EQ. 0) GO TO 8 
00 7 KK = 1, NF2 
Ll = L 2 .. 1 
L2 = L2 .. NQUAO 
REA 0 (3' 
7 REAO (3' (CIKI, K = Ll, L2' 
a 00 10 K~ = 1, L2 
10 CCKK) = -C(KK' 
C •• RE AD I N UN IT NO RMAL VECTORS 
20 READ(~) (NXU', NYUI, NZe!" I = 1, NQUAD' 
C FCRM NORMAL VELOCITIES - EQUATION 102 
3~ 00 l~O~ KK = 1, NQUAO 
00 10ca NM = 1, NMAT 
CAL L ROW v C X I J, Y I J , Z I J , 'K K .. N M ) I N MAT .. N OF F, 0) 
DO 60 K= 1, NQUAD 
60 A (K) = NX(KK'·XIJeK) + NY(KK'. YIJeKi + NZ(KK'.ZIJ(lO 
IFf MFR.EQ. 0 , GO TO 70 
WRITE(6,4S) KK 
IF C MPR • EQ. 2 , GO TO 65 
WRITE(6,42) ( XIJ(I4), 14 = 1,NQUAO 
WRITE(&,43) ( YIJ(I4), I4 = 1,NQU~O ~ 
WRITE(6t4~) « ZlJII4), 14 = 1,NQU~O ) 
IF , HP~ - 2 , 70, 65, 65 



























































































































", £.&&£ '"~ 
70 IF (NCOCE .NE. 
IF (NM .NE. H 
WRITE(8 ) 
GO TO 100D 
100 NT = KK + LASTl 
WRITE (10' 
GO TO 1000 
500 NT = NTAPECNM) 
1) GO TO 500 
GO TO tao 
(A(I),I=1,N~UAD),(C(I),I=KK,lAST1,NQUAO) 
IF (NM .EQ. 1) WRITE (8' NQHN1, 







9999 FORMATe lHD , 5X, 13HlEAVING AFOR1J 
C RETURN 
ENO 
·OECK, SOL VT 
SUBROUTINE SOlVIT 













1 KASc ,NOFF, NSY M. IF l.A G, I FLOW ,NCODE 
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FOR ' B" ( 8 = A • c ) • IF "A· IS THE REAL COEFFICIENT HATf\IX 









































































































SET OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS. 
~B' WILL BE THE INVERSE OF -A·. 
C~···¥CALL STATEMENT 







































CALL SOLVIT ( AREA, N, M, KOR~, NT1, NTl, NT3, NOUT t iNNN 
WHERE 
'AREA- IS AN ARRAY ( DIHENSIONE~ FOR AT LEAST -KORE' WORDS) 
THAT IS USEO BY ~SOLVIT- FOR SCRATCH PURPOSES. 
AFTER A NORMAL ~ETU~N FROM 'SOLVIT·, THIS ARRAY WILL 
CONTAIN THE 68' MATRIX STORED I~ COlUMNAR ORDER. 
IS THE ORDER OF THE ·A' ~ATRIX 
IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN '8' AND 'c' 
'KORE- IS THE OI"E~SIOt.EO SIZE 3F 'AREA' IN WORDS 
-NT2· 
, NT 301 
IS THE LCGICAL FILE NUHB~R OF THE INPUT DATA SET 
(THIS UNIT IS ALSO USED 3Y 'SOLVIT· AS A SC~ATCH TAF~' 
SEE BELOW FOR THE DESCRI~TION OF THE INPUT FORHAT 
IS THE ~OGICAL FILf NUMa~R OF AN AVAILABLE SCRATCH UNIT 
IS THE LOGICAL fILE NUHB~R OF A~ AVAILABLE SCRATCH UNIT 
(NT1, NT2, tNO NT3 MUST ALL HAVE DIFFERENT IIALUES) 
'NOUT- IS THE LOGICAL FILE NUH8~R OF THE O~TPUT DATh SET 
, iNNN' 
THE 'B~ ~AT~IX IS WRITTEN 0N 'NCUT' IN COLUM~AR OROER, 
ONE LOGICAL RECCRD PER CJLUMN 
"NOUT~ MAY ECUAL NT1, NT2, OR ~T3' 
IS THE FORTRA~ STATEMENT NUMBER WHERE CONTROL IS TO BE 
TRANS FERREO IF 'SOLVIT' )ETER.MI~ES THAT THE VALUE OF 
'KORE· IS TOO SMALL TO A~lOW THE COMPUTATIO~ TO CONTINUE 








8 :: A c 
c·····STORAGE REQUIRED 
C 
WRITTEN IN COLUMNAR. ORDER CONE LOGICAL RECORD 
PER COLUMN' ON 'NOUT' AND STORED IN 'AREA' 








GAU SSIA N ELIHlt\AT ION 
NOTE ••• THE ROWS ARE NOT ~OR.HALIZED 
C·····GENERAL NOTES 
C 





















































































































































?,.£a.""': .... 'ijMs: .. -~-"- -
THE VALUE OF "KORE" MUST BE SJFFICIEJ\T TO STORE 
HA XO ( J • (N -+ M), N ... ... ) REAL VALUES 
THE 'A- AND 4C~ ~ATRICES MUST BE INPUT IN ROW ORDER •••• 
ONE LOGICAL RECCRD PER ROW OF THE 'A· AND tIC' MATRICES 
I. E., 
• • • 









ONE LOGIGA~ RECORt 
(.IN" -+ 'H' REAL VALUES' 
'NOUT- IS NOT FOSITICNED PRICt TO THE WRITING OF ·8" 
DIMENSION A' KD ) 
LOGICAL LAST 
NW=3 
N = NO 
M = riD 
KO~E = KD 
NPM :: N + ri 
• 
• 
IF (MAXO(3 ... NP", M • N' .lE. KOR~) GO TC 5 
2475 WRITE (0, 2·460) NQUAt, HO , KORE 
c 
2480 FORMAT (4H1THE,I4, 2t' X,I3, 15H I1~TRIX £llC££OS,I6, 7H WORilS. , 
CALL EXIT 
5 MT = riM 
REWIND t1T 
NIN = NI 
REW 1(\0 NIN 
NOUT = NO 
REWIND NOUT 
riP1 = M + 1 
NN = N 
NEL :: NFH 
C CALCULA TE THE HA >cIHUf! NO. OF ROWS, .. K' 
C 
10 K = tKORE - NELl I NEL 
c 
C TEST fG SEE IF THE REST OF THE MATRIX WILL FIT IN CORE 
C 
c 
LAST = K .GE. NN 
IF (LAST} K :: NN 
C READ .1<" ROWS OF THE AUGMENTED 'A" HArRIX 
C 
30 NT :: 0 
00 ,.~ I B :: 1, K 
NS = NT + 1 
NT = NT + NEL 
































































































































C CHECK TO SEE IF WE WERE UNLUCKY E~OUGH TO END UP WITH ONLY ONE 
C 
IF (K • EQ. U GO TO 90 
C 
C 'K· IS GREATER THAN lel· SO WE CAN START THE TRIANGUlARIZATION 
C 
c 
NELP1 :: NEL + 1 
NS :: - NEL 
NELP2 :: NELP1 + 1 
C FORM THE'TRAPElOICAl' AFRAY (8' 
C 
C 
00 50 18 :: 2, K 
NP :: NEL?2 - 18 
NS = NS .. NELP1 
NT = NS 
00 50 10 = 16, I( 
NT = NT + NEL 
MN :: NT 
NB :: NS 
A(NJ) :: (-ACNT)' I ACNS) 
00 50 NF :: 2, NP 
MN = MN + 1 
NB = NB + 1 
50 A01N' :: AC'MN) + ACNT) • ACNB) 
IF CLAST) GO TO 90 
C WRITE THE 'TRAPEZOIDAl~ MATRIX ON TAPE 
C 
C 
NT :: 0 
NP :: NEL 
NS = - NEL 
DO 60 10 :: 1, K 
NS = NS + NflPl 
NT :: NT .. NEL 
WRI TE 01T» ~P, (A (! a), 18 :: NS, NT) 
60 NP :: NP - 1 
NP :: NP - M 
NS = KORE - NEl + 1 
C READ ANOTHER ROW 
C 
00 ao 10 :: 1, NP 
RE.AD CNINJ UClS), 18 :: NS, KORE) 
C 
C MODIFV THIS ROW BY ThE 'TRAPEZOIO~L' ARRAY 
C 
c 
NT :: 1 
MN :: NS 
00 70 I a = 1, K 
N9 :: NT 
NF :: MN • 1 
A H1 N) = (- A (MN" I A (NT) 
00 65 NN :: NF, I(ORE 
NB :: NO + 1 
65 A(NN' :: ACNN) • ACHN' • ACNe. 
MN :: N F 
70 NT :: NT + NELP1 







































































































































- - - ------.---~,-......----~ 
80 WRI Tf (NOU f) 
REWIND NOUT 
REWIND NIN 
(A(NT', NT = HN, I(ORE' 
C SWITCH THE TAPES 
C 
C 
NT = NIN 
NIN ::: NOUT 
NOUT ::: NT 
eRE-CALCULATE ROM LENGTH AND LOOP 3ACK 
C 
C 
NEL = NEL - K 
NN= NEL - H 
GO TO 10 
C REWIND ALL TAPES 
C 
c 
90 REWIND HT 
REWIND NIH 
REWIND NOUT 
C CONDENSE THE HAT"IX 
C 
C 
NN = NEL 
NL = NElP1 
IF (I( • EQ. it GO TO 105 
NS ::: 1 
NT = NEL 
00 100 IB ::: 2, K 
NS = NS .. NELP1 
NT ::: NT + NEL 
00 10D 10 ::: NS, NT 
ACNL) ::: A( 10) 
lCO NL ::: NL t 1 
105 N1 = KORE - K • M + 1 
.... !IF»F' aU2 ;PSQ4P_ i _;_ •. u 
C - • THERE, NOW WE CAN START THE BACK-SOLUTIO~ C·· NOTE •• THE FIRST AVAILABLE LOCATION FOR THE SOLUTIONS IS ACN1' 
C 
c 
NREM ::: N 
NEL = NPH 
LAST = K .EQ. N 
NPASS = 0 
C SOL~E FOR THE ANSWERS CO~RESFONOI~G TO 'K' ROWS 
C 
110 Kt11 = K - 1 
KP1 ::: K + 1 
~s = NL - "Pi 
~PASS ::: NPASS .. 1 
00 13'3 HN ::: 1, H 
NF = NS .. HN 
~CNF' ::: ACNF) I ACNS) 
NT ::: NS 
IF (KMl .EQ. D) GO TO 130 
DO 125 IB = 1, KM1 
NF = NF 18 - H 
NT = NT - MP1 - IB 
126 































































































SUM = 0.0 
NP' = NF 
N2 = MP1 • IB 
00 120 10 ::: 1, 18 
NN = NT + 10 
NP = NP + N2 - 10 
SUM = SUM. ACNN' .. ~CNP) 
ACNF) = (A (Nfl - SUM' I ACNl) 
CONTINU E 
MOVE THE SOLUTIONS TC CO~TIGUOUS !,OCAT10~S STARTING AT A (N1t 
N1. = KORE + 1 
DO 140 NN ::: 1, K 
DO 135 fiN = 1, H 
NL ::: NL - 1 
Nl = N1 - 1 
ACNU = ACNU 
NL = NL - N ~ 
WRITE THE SOLUTIONS eN TAP~ 
WRIT~ C NIN) K 
NS = N1 - 1 
DO 145 tiN = 1, H 
NT ::: NS + HN 
WRITE' NIN J (AUO, 10 = NT, I(O~E, H) 
TEST IF THIS IS THE LAST PASS 
IF CLAST) GO TO 200 
WE MUST NOW ~ODIFY THE TRIANGULAR MATRIX TO REFLECT THE ~FFECT OF 
TH~ SOLUTIONS OBTAINED SC FAR (E~ 21) 
NOTE •• lOCATIONS AC1' TO ACN1-l) A~E NOW FREE TO USE 
C~LCULAT~ THE NEXT VALUES OF'NEl' AND 'NREM' 
NeLOLD = NEL 
KOLO = K 
NEl = NEl - K 
NREM = NREM - K 
NOW APPLY THE INCREDIBLE FORMULA ~OR THE NEW 'K· 
K ::: (-4 .. M - U I 2 + IFIX(SQRTCl.25 + FLOAT(CIt • M + 2) .. ,.. + 
1 2 .. (KORE - NELOLCJ»)) 
NRO,", = NREH - K + 1 
IF (K • LT. NRE M) GOT 0 1 ~ 0 
LAST ::: • TRUE. 
NRO,", ::: 1 
K ::: NREH 
NS = 1 
NT =, NELOLO • 1 
READ IN THE ROWS TO 8~ MODIFIEO 
DO 190 19 = 1, NREM 
NT ::: NT - 1 





























































































































NS = NS + NN 
NT = NT + NN 
160 READ C MT , NN, UCIO, 10 = NS, ~n 
NP = N1 - 1 
NF = NT - M - KH1 
NN = NN- KOLD 
00 170 HN = 1, H 
N2 = NF 
NA = NP + HN 
NB = NA 
SUM = 'l.0 
00 165 10 = 1, I(OL ( 
SUM = SUH • A«NZ' • A(~A' 
N2 = N2 • 1 
165 NA = NA + H 
N2 = N2 + HN - 1 
170 ACN2) = ACN2) - SUM 
C WRITE THE MODIFIED ROW ON TAPE OR CONDENSE THE ROW 
C 
NL = NT - H • 1 
IF (IB .GE. NROW) GO TO 175 
NF = NL - KP1 
WRITe: CNour, NN, (A(IO', 10 = NS, NF" UUO), 10 = NL, NT) 
GO TO 190 
C 
175 NF = NL - KOLD 
00 180 MN = NL, NT 
A(NF) = A (?1N) 
180 NF = NF + 1 
1 '3(' CONT INU E 
REWIND MT 
REWIND NOUT 
C SWITCH THE TAPES 
C 
C 
NT = MT 
MT = Nour 
NOUT = NT 
C LOOP BACK THRU THE SOLUTION 
C 
C 
NL = NF 
GO TO 110 
C * ~ START TO WRAP IT UP 
C 
C 
200 REW INO NIN 
N2 = N 
c.· ~OTE •• AT THIS POI~T ALL LOCATIONS A(1) THRU ACKORE) ARE FREE 
C 
c 
00 22C I9 = 1, NPASS 
RE'A D (NIN) K 
N1 = N2 - K • 1 
NS = N1 
NT = N2 
c - - READ IN THE SOLUTICNS 
C 








I SOLV 342 
SOLV 343 
I SqLII 344 
SOLV 345 
















SOllY 3 E2 
SOILV 363 

















SOL II 381 
SOLV 382 














-READ (NIN) (A (Nil;. NN = NS, 
NT = NT + N 
210 NS = NS + N 




WRITE THE SOLUTION~ eN TAPE 
C 
NT = D 
00 230 10 = 1, 
" NS :: NT + 1 
NT = NT + N 
230 WRITE 
C 
( NW) fA« NN', Nt-I = NS, 
WRITE (6, 3tJO) N, N, H 
300 FORMAT (4HQ THE,1 5, 2H X,IS, 





C SUBROUTINE SIGHA ( NSKIP , 
gOMMON ISIGI NSKIP 
NT) 
NT) 
12H H'TRIX MITH,I4, 
OIMENSION L(1QO), C( 600C), DSIG1Cl00' 
OIMENSION A(lQOO) 
~IMENSION SIG(600C' 
33 H ~IGHT SI CES 
dOMMON HEDR(15),MPR, .ER,IPRS,ISIG.ITER,NCFLG,NFLOW,NQUAO, 
1 KASE,NOFf,NSYH,IFLAG,I fLOW,NCODE 
COHMON I ATAPE I NCOPY 
NT = NCOPY + e 
N:TAPE = NCOPV 
IF ( I S I G • NE • ., , GOT D 1 
M = Z 
GO TO 2 
1 M = 3 
2 IF (NSKIP .EQ. 0) GO TO 11 
N = H • NSKIP 
.00 3 K = 1, N 
3 REAO (3) 
11 Ni = 1 
N2 = NQUAO 
00 5 I = 1, NC Fl G 
READ (3' 
READ(3) ( C(K), K:: N1, NZ) 
IF( ISIG .NE. iH READ (3) eSIG(K'. K = Ni, NZ) 
N1 :: NZ +1 
5 N2 = N2 + NQUAD 
N = (NFLOW - NSkIP - NCFlG) ~ H + NSKIP 
IF ( N • EQ. 0 , GO TO 67 
00 &6 K = 1, N 
D& READ (3) 
61 ITER = 0 
NCONV :: 3 
OJ 12 J = 1, NCFLG 
LeJ) = (j 




































S~ GH 17 
SIGH 1 e 
SIGH 19 
SIGH 20 
st GH 21 
SIGH 22 










SI GH 33 
SIGM 34 
SIGH 35 
SI GH 36 
SIGH 31 




DO 12 I = 1, NQUAD 
K1 :: I + IN 
12 IF( lSIG .EQ. IU SIGCI(1) :: 0.0 
20 00 22 I :: 1, NCFLG 
22 OSIG1 ( I ) = O.G 
00 80 I:: 1, NQ UA C 
READ ( NTAPE ) NQ, ( A(J), J :: 1. NQUAO ) 
00 80 J :: 1, NCFLG 
IFC l(J' .NE. Ij) GO TO 80 
SUfi = 0.0 
IN :: NQUAO .. C J - 1 , 
00 60 K :: 1, NQUAD 
1<2 :: K + IN 
6Q SUfi :: SUfi + A (10 .. SIG(K2' 
K1 :: I + IN 
DSIG2 =(-C(K1) - SUM' I ACI) 
SIG(!(1) :: SIG(K1' + CSIG2 
OSIG1(J' :: AMAX1(ABSCOSIGZ', OSIG1(J)' 
80 CONTINUE 
ITER:: ITER" 1 
REWIND NTAPE 
IF( IPRS .EQ. DJ GO 10 85 
HRITE(6,9998' ITER 
9998 FORHAT(1H , 5X, 17H ITERATION NOS. ~ 13) 
00 82 K :: 1, NCFlG 
K1 :: NQUAD ... ( 1(-1) + 1 
K2 :: K1 + NQUAD 
82 WRITE(6, 10) !( ,( SIG(l). I :: K1. K2) 
1D FORMAT ( 1H , 5X, 12~ Flew NUMBER ,14 I ( 5X, 6F15.8" 
85 00 ~oc J :: 1 , NCFLG 
IF( L(J' .NE. iJ) GO TO 400 
IF(OSIG1(J) .GE. 1.QE-,+) GO TO 400 
L ( J ) = ITER 
NCON~ :: NeONI/ + 1 
IF ( NCONV .EQ. NCFlG) GO TO Sal 
4tH) CONTINUE 
NTAPE :: NT - NTAPE 
IF ( ITER - 10 In 2 (j , 50 0 • 2 0 
500 00 65C J = 1, NCFLG 
IF ( L C J , • EC. () , GeT C 5 5 0 
WRITE ( 6, 6' l ( J ) 
6 FORMAT (1HO, SX, IS, 2X, 35HITERATIONS REQUIRED FOR CONI/ERGENCE 
GO TO 650 
550 WRITE « 6, 7 ) 
7 fORMAT (lHO, ax, 3SH~0 CONVERGENC~ AFTER 100 ITERATIONS) 
K1 :: NQ UAD .. C J -1) .. 1 
K2 :: K1 + NQUAD 
"'RITE(6,S) (SIGCl), I:: Kl,J(Z' 
6 FORMAT( 1M , 5X, 8F1Z.7) 
6SC CONT I NUE 
NN :: NQUAO 
M :: HOOCNN, 255) 
IF (M .LT. 5 .AND. M .GT. 0) NN = NN .. 5 
N1 :: 1 
00 675 J = 1, NCFLG 
WRITE (3' (SIGCI(), K :: N1, NN) 
N1 :: N1 + NQUAO 







































































.P .~ M4apt 
9999 FORHAT( 1HO , 5X, 1:5HLE:A~ING SIGHU 
C RElURN SIGH 98' SIGH 99 
SIGH 100 END 
·OECK,AlAPS AlAP 1 
SU8ROUTINE ATAPES ATAP 2 
C SUBROUTINE ATA~ES ( ~FLOW ) AlAP :5 
COMMON ITAPESI KFlOW AlAP 4 
AT A? 5 C- - -DEFINITION OF ARGUMENTS ATAP 6 
ATAP 7 C NQ NUMBER OF VALUES OF 'A' PER RECORD AlA? 8 
C KFL OW FLOH-FL AG, 1 :; A-FLOW, 2 = a-FLew, 3 = C-FL CH ATAP 9 
C NCOPY TAPE NUMBER TO BE US~o BY -ROWA· ATAP 10 
AlAP 11 COMMON HEOR(15"MPR,NER,IPRS,ISIG,ITER,NCFLG,NFLOW,NQUAO, ATAP 12 
1 KASE,NOFF,NSYH,IFLAG,IFLOW,NCODE ATAP 13 
COHMON I ATAPE I NCOfY ATAP 1~ 
DIMENSION A(1000),NLINE(SUU),NLT(50D),XNULL(lDOO),YNULLel000J, AlAP 15 
1 ZNULL(1000),XNORM(1000),YNORM(1000) ,ZNORHC1COQ) ,XOFF(1 000), AlAP 16 
2 YOFF (1000) ,ZOFF (1000) ATAP. 11 
IF ( KFLOH - 2 , 100. 200. 300 ATAP 18 
100 NCOPY = 9 ATAP 19 
GO TO 1000 ATAP 20 
200 NCOPY :: 10 AT AP 21 
GO TO 400 ATAP 22 
300 NCOPY = 13 AlAP 23 
ATAP Z~ C- _. -START OF LOOP ATA? 25 
ATAP 26 400 00 900 N = 1, NQUAD ATAP 27 
NTRY = 0 ATAP 28 
500 CKSUM = 0.0 AlA? 29 
AlAP 30 
c- - -READ THE ·A~ M~T~IX FROM THE APPRJPRIATE TAPE ATAP 31 
ATAP 32 READ ( NCOPY ) NQ, (AU), I = 1, NQ, ATAP 33 
AT AP 34 
900 WR I TEe S , N Q , (A ( Il \1 I ~ 1, N Q , A TAP 35 
GO TO 1400 ATAP 36 
C- - -THE PURPOSE OF THE FCLLOWING ~HIC<EY MOUSE~ IS TO RE-POSITION lHE ATAP 37 
C CONT~OL TABLES, NULL POINTS, AND UNIT NORMALS AT THE BEGINNING OF ATAP 38 
C TH::: TAPE. THIS ELIMINATES SKIPFI:-..IG THE '28 QUANTITIES' EACH TIME.ATAP 39 
1tO" READ (~, KLCt, (NLINEeJ},NLTtJ), J = 1, KLcn ATAP 40 
READ (4' ()cNULLCJ),YNULL(J) ,ZNULL(J) ,XNORH(J',YNOR'HJ' ,ZNORH(J), ATAP ~1 
1 J = 1, NQU AO' AT AP '+2 
IF (NOFF .GT. fj, READ (4) (XOFFeJ', YOFF(J), ZOFF(J), J=1, NeFF) ATAP 43 
REWI~O 4 AT AP 44 
WRITE (4) KLeT, (NLI~E(J), NLT(J), J = 1, KLCf) ATAP ~5 
DO 110G J = 1, NQUAD ATAP 46 
WRITE (4' XNULLC J., Y~ULl(J) ,ZNULL( J) ,XNORH( J, ,YNORtUJ. ,ZNORMCJJ IHAP 47 
IF (NOFF .EQ. 0) GO TO 1300 ATA? 48 
DO 12D1 J :: 1, NOFF ATAP 49 
WRITE (4' XOFFCJ),YOFF(J),ZOFF(JI,XOFF(J),YOFF(J).ZOFF(J) ATA? 50 
REWINO 4 ATAP 51 











REW INO NCOPY 
WRITE (6, 1500) 
1500 FORMAT (1HO, 5X, 14HlEAVING ATAPES) 
C RETURN 
ENO 
.OEC K, PRI NT 
SUBROUTINE PRINT1 
C SUBROUTINE PRINT1( NSKIP, MN, KHAT, NSEQ) 
COMMON IPRINTOI KMAT,NSEQ,KTP14 
COMMON ITAPESI MN 
COMMON ISIGI NSKIP 
COMMON HEOR(15"MPR,~ER,IPRS,ISIG,ITER,NCFlG,NFLOW,NQUAO, 
1 KASE,NOFF,NSVM,IFLAG,IFLOW,NCODE 
REAL NX , NV , NZ, M~CH 
LOGICAL PUNCHY 
COMMON 1M! MACH, BETA, REETA 
DIMENSION FLOHID(3), 
1 V X (2 Ii 0 0), VY ( 26 I) 0 ), VZ ( HJ 0 0) , 
~ NST(SQO), NCLCSDO) 
DIMENSION SIG(1DaO), XIJ(1UOO), YIJ(lOO~), ZIJ(1DOC' 
DATA FLOWIO I 2HX-, 2HV-, 2HZ- I, PROG I 4HB"XC I 
PUNCHY = .FALSE. 
NTIME = NQUAO + NOFF 
lCMAX :: 12 
C READ IN IDENTIFYING INTEGERS 
C 
READ(") INSECT, ( NS 1CJ) • NCL (J) , J = 1, INSECT) 
DO 2000 L :: 1, NCFlG 
IF( ISIG .NE. 0) GO 10 1 
M = 2 
GO TO 2 
1 M :: 3 
2 N = M • (NS K1 P + L - 1) 
IF (N .EQ. 0) GO TO 4 
DO 3 J :: 1, N 
3 READ (3) 
4 REAO ( 3) KFLOW, (liX CIJ), I/YU,J" I/Z U,J), IJ = 1. t\TIME , 
IF ( KFLOW .EQ. KMAT , GO TO 9 
CALL HEADER 
WRITE (6, 8) KFLOW. KHAT 
6 FORMAT ( lHO,6X,~8HA~ APPARE~T FL)W MIS-~ATCH HAS OCCURR£O. K~lOW 
. 1=, 12, 7H KHAT =, 12 , 
CALL EXIT 
9 N = (NFLOW - NSKIF - l + 1) • M • NSKIP + L - 2 
DO 5 J = 1, N 
5 READ (3) 
REA 0 (3) ( S I G ( J), J = 1, N QUA 0) 
REWIND 3 
IFCKTP14.EQ. 1) WRITEU·~) (SIG(J', J=l,NQUAO) 
IF(KTP14 .EQ. 1) ENDFILE 14 
REWIND 14 
IF (~N .EQ. 1) GO TO 15 
NRSI<IP = t-N - 1 































































































au " , ",.AtA ¥ SQ2l. 
,I - - ---- --~--.I. 
READ (1U 
1D READ (12' 
15 lC = lCHAX 
INSECT = 1 
M = 0 
IF (L .GT. 11 READ (tt' 
00 1000 IS = 1, N TIME 
READ(4' XN, YN. ZN, ~)(, .Y, NZ 
IF ( "ACH .Ea. D.C , GO 10 17 
CaRR = 1.0 I SQRT(NX ... NX + BETA • BETA'" INY • NY + HZ ... NZ" 
NX .- NX .. CaRR 
NY = NY • BErA ... CCRR 
NZ = NZ • BETA • CaRR 
XN = XN • BETA 
17 VIX = 0.0 
VIY = G.I 
VIZ = 0.0 
CALL ROHVeXIJ, YIJ, ZIJ, IS, l' 
00 20 11 = 1, NQUAC 
VEL OCIT Y C OMPONE NTS Ea. (135' O~ EQ. UltO, 
VI)( = VIX • XIJ( 11 ,. SIGeI1. 
VIY = VIY • YIJ( 11 ,. SIG(IU 
20 VIZ = VIZ • ZIJC 11 ,. SIGel!' 
"IX = \lIX • i(BETA ... ReET" • \lX( IS' 
VIr = VIY • ~BETA + VyeIS' 
VIZ = VIZ • RBETA • VZIIS' 
IF C PUNCHY ) GO TO 26 
IF ( IS .EQ. NQUAD .OR. IS .EQ. NTIHE , GO TO 22 
VIXT = VIX 
VIYT = VIY 
VIZT = VIZ 
PUNCHY = • TRUE. 
GO TO 30 
22 NSEQ = NSEQ • 1 
IFCPUNCHV) 
1WRITE C 7, 2'+) IIIX, "IY, "IZ, KASE, PROG, NSEQ 
2~ FORHAT C 3F10.7, 36)(,A4, 2)(,A4, I~) 
GO TO 28 
26 NS£Q = NSEC + 1 
WRITE C 7, 27 ) VIXT, VIYT, "IZT, "IX, "IY, VIZ, KASE, PROG, NSEQ 
27 FORHAT C 6F1il.7. 6X,"'+, 2X,A4, 14) 
2e PUNCHY = .FALSE. 
TOTAL VELOCITY t1AGttITUDE EQ. C 136 , 
30 "TSQ = \lIX • VIX + VIY ... VIY + VIZ ... VIZ 
VT = SQRT I VTSQ, 
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT EQ. (137' 
CPI =:k0 VTSQ 
DIRECTION COSINES OF THE TOTAL VE.oeITY "ECTOR EQ. uas, 
GIX = VIX I VT 
GIY = VIY I VT 
GIZ = VIZ I VT 
lC = LC +1 
IF (IS .GT. NQUAC' GO TO 50 

































































VNI = VIX • NX • VIY • NY + VIZ • NZ 
N = NST I INSECT ) 
HMAX = lABS ( NCL I INSECT , , 
f'1 = H + 1 
IF( LC .IT. LCMAX' IF (M • l' ~~, 35, ~a 
WRITE 16, 3000) 
3000 FORHAT I 1HO, ~X,1H.,8~X,1H.' 
CALL HEADER 
LC =!J 
WRITE 16, 4030' FlOWIOCKFlOk' 
~030 FORHAT (lHQ, ~5X, A2, ~HFLOW' 
WFUTE(6,:.OOO' 
35 WRITECo, 4005' N, ti, XN, VT, VIX, GIX, NXf) VNI 
GO TO 45 
4015 FORHAT(1HO, 3(17X , Z( 6H.··.·· , ) ) 
~OOD FORHAT(lHC, €IX .5HN M,ex, 3HNPX,10X, 2H~T , 12X, 2H~X , lOX, 
1 3HOCX, l1X, 2HNX ,lOX, 2HVN / 
21H ,19X, 3HNPY • 9X, 4HV1SQ ,11X, ZH~Y ~lUX, 3HDCY,11X, ZHNYd~X, 
33HSIGI 
41H ,19X, 3HNPZ .10X, 4HCF ,lOX, ZHvZ ,10X, 3HOCZ,11X, 2HNZ 
40'Q5 FO~HAT(lHD.3X. 214 , 6F13.6' 
~010 FORHATC1HO,7X, 14 1 6F13.6' 
lt020 FORMATI 1H , 11~, 6F13.6' 
4G WRITE(&,lt01C' M. XN, VT, "IX, GIX, NX, VNI 
45 WRITE(S, 4020» YN, VTSQ, VIY, GIY, NY, SIGClS', ZN, 
1 CPI , VIZ. GIZ. NZ 
IfC H .IT. HMAX' GC 10 1000 
IF (NCL UNSEcn .GT. ", GO TO ~8 
WRITE (€I. 4015' 
lC = lC + 1 
48 Jot = 0 
INSECT = INSECT + 1 
GO TO 1000 
50 IF ( lC .LT. LC"AX .AND. IS .NE. fNQUAO + 1" GO TO 61 
WRITE (6, 30Co) 
CAll HEADER 
lC = 0 
WRITE 16, 4030' FLOHIO(KFlOH) 
WRITE (6, 55. 
55 FORMAT C1HG,&X,5HPCINT,13X,2HX .15X,2HVT,18X,2HVX,17X,3HOCk, I, 
125X, ,MY ,17), 4HV TSQ, 17X, 2H"Y, 17 X, 3HOCY, I, 
225X,2HZ ,lSX,2HCP,18X,ZHVZ,llX,3HOCZ, II • 
C WRITE THE OFF-BODY ANSMERS 
C 
C 
60 N = IS • NOUAO 
WRITE (6,65' N ,XN, VT, VIK, GI X, 'N, VfSQ, V I Y, GI',Z Nt CPI~ VIZ, GIl 
65 FORHAT (lHO. 19, ~F20.6. I (lOX. ~FiQ.£" 
lC(}U CONTINUE 
REWIND ,. 
IF CNOFF .GT. 0' WRI1E (6, .,015' 
2000 CONTINUE 
WRI TE (6, 9999' 



















































p. :IN 1S8 P IN 159 
P IN 160 
P~IN 161 












f , ·OECK,WTA~:4 WTAP 1 
SUBRCUTINE WTAP14 WTAP 2 
C WTAP 3 
C WRITES 28 QUANTITIES ON lAPE14 FO~ USE BY THE PARTICLE TRAJECTORY WTAP 4 
C CODES. REVISED 3/22/77. WTAP 5 
C WTAP 6 
tOMMON HEOR(15"HP~,~ERfIPRS,ISIG,ITER,NCflG,NFlOW,NQUAO, wrAP 7 
1 KASE,NOFF,NSYM,IFLAG,IFLOW,NCQQE WTAP 8 
COMMON ISPACERI DUMHY (l~OOD' WTAP 9 
REAL IXX,IXY,IYY,HACH WTAP 10 
COHMON IMI MACH, BETA, RBETA WTAP 11 
DIMENSION D41C10uOt, XC(10GO),VCClOOL"ZC(jur;O"WTAP 12 
1 411C1000',A12 Cl0CO"A13 (lCaO),421(1fOC',A22(1CCGJ,A23'100IB, WTAP 13 
2 A31«1000"A32 (1000'tA33 (1;)Ou,,)(I1C1I.iQIH,XI2uoorn,xI311~;';O', WTAP 14 
3 X I 4 ( 1 ~ 0 (J t ,E r Ale 1 ~ 0 0 , ,ET ~ 2 ( 1 a 0 u " :: T A 4 ( 1 a 0 II) , T S Q ( 10 (1 0 t , A ! .!. Y 11 u , , W TAP l 5 
• IXx(lnOOt,IXY Cl000',IYY (1~OO',)12 (10u~,,023(10UCt,034(lJCO' WTAP 16 
EQUIVALENCE (DUHMYC1', 041), (OUH'IYCl,OOl', XC" COUHMV(2UIlH, VC"WTAP 17 
1 (DUM~Y(3001), ZC', COUHHYhJOU, Ali', COUMMY(SCtil', A12), WTAP 18 
2 (.DUHHVC6DOlJ, A13', (CUMH~(7aOU, A21" COUHHYC80Q1', A22', WTAP 19 
3 (OUMHY(900U, A23', (OUHHY(UlIlOt), A3U, (OUHHYC1100l), A32;, WTAP 20 
4 (~UMHYC12D01', A~3), COUMMYC130Jl), Xli) WTAP 21 
C WT AP 22 
REWIND 14 WTAP ~l 
wRITE{14' KASE,NSYH,NQUAC,R8£TA, ~ACH WTAP 24 
00 100 J=lfNQUAO WlAP 25 
100 RiEAO (4) l(CCJ', YC (J), lCeJ), A11(J" A12(J', A13CJ), AZ1CJ', WTAP 26 
1 A22(J', A23(J), All CJ., A32(J', ~33(J', XI 1CJ) ,ETAlfJ' ,XI2' WTAP 27 
2 J', ETA 2 ( J" X 13 ( J), > I 4 ( J" f T A ~ (.n, T S Q ( J), A (J), I X X C J ) , ~ TAP 28 
3 IXY (J), IYY(J', 01CCJ', 023CJ., 034CJ', 04iCJ) WTAP 29 
WR I T E C1 4 H X C (J , , y C (J" Z C ( J" A 11 ( J», A 1 2 C J" A 1 3 C J J, A Z1f J, , H T AP 30 
1 A~2'J', A2JCJ', A!lCJ', A32(J), ~3J('H, XIifJ',ETA1CJ',XI2( WTAP 31 
2 J" ETA2CJ., XI3CJ), XI4CJJ, fTA!tCJ', TSQCJ), A CJ), IXX CJ" WTAP 32 
3 IXY CJJ, IYYCJ), C12(J', OZlCJ', D34CJ), 041CJ. ,J=l,NQUAO' WTAP 33 
REWIND .. WTAP 34 




















PROGRAfi FLOPNTC INPUT, TAPE6, TAPE5z INPUT, TAPE1,., OUTPun 






CALLS FLOVEL TO COHPUTE AND PRINT FLOW VELOCITIES AT SPECIFIED FLOPT 
POINTS IN SPACE. INPUT IN'EGE~S "(3' SPECIFY THE OROER IN WHICH FlCFT 
INCRE"ENTI~G IS DONE - ~LLOWEO VALUES OF HARE 1.2.3. FO~ EXAMPLEFLCPT 
SUPPOSE HCU=2. HeZ'=l. HC3'=3, THEN., IS INCREHENTEC FIRStft X IS FLOPT I 
INCRE"EN~EC SECOND AND Z IS INCR.EHENTED LAST. FlCFl I 
OTHER INFUt DATA AR~ eIN ORDER OF X AXIS FIRST, ., AXIS SECONO, FlOPT j 
Z' AXIS THIRD'- INITIAL ~OORDINATE, INCRE"E~T, NUMBER OF INCRE"ENT!FLCFl j 
oe:SIRED (If\CLUUNG THE INITIAL COOfi.OINATE ~ALUC:'. FlOPT ~ 
FLOPT i 
NOTE - POINTS THAT ARE INSIDE THE BOO., ARE HARKED WITH AN ASTE~lX FLOPT j 
IN THE PRI~TOUT. FlCFT j 
DIP1ENSION HOLLet8., XC!,, DLB, NC3t, He!" SXC3., seC3'. 
1 SXIC3', SEQC6' 
DATA SEQI ItHFIRS. 4HT ,ltHSECO, ItHNO • ItHTHIR. ItHO I 
DATA STAF, BLNK 1 3H ., 3H I 
REAoe 5, 2600' KASE 
CALL SETFlO( KASE , 
READ' 5, 1 !OO , HOlL 
WRITE' 6, 1~OO' HeLL 
5 REA 0 C 5 ,11 Q 0) H 
IF'IABS(H'1"+lABSCH'Z".IABSCHe3.,.EQ. 0' STOP 
IF'Hel'+HCZt+H(3' .EQ. 6' GO to 11 
WRI TE C 6,1200' 
STOP 
10 oq 20 L=1.3 
ZQ REAOCS,10UQ) xeu. DCU, NeL. 
WIUTEe 6. 1700' 
WRITEC6,2000' X(1', O(U, NC1' 
W RI TEe 6 , 30 (0' X ( 2" D ( Z" N ( 2 , 
WRITEC6,4GOQ' XC3., DC!', Ne3, 
WRITE( 6 .9000' 
WRITEC6,SOOQ, SEQCZ-H(lt-1'. SEQ(2·HC1" 
WRITEe6.60ca, SEQeZ-HeZ.-l'. SEQCZ.HC2'. 
WRITEC6,,700OJ SEQCZ-HC3'-1,. SEQ'2-H«3JJ 
W R IrE C 6 • 160 0 I 
FLCPT i 












FLOP T ~j 
FlOFT 11 
FLOPT II 




FLOF T I, 








fLOF 1 43 fL OP I lt~ 
FLOPT It. 




NZ=NS e 2' 
H3=NS C 3' 
SX(1'=SXICU 
00 500 I=1. N1 
SX(l'=SX'l'+SOC1' 
SXfZ.=SXIC 2' 
00 sao J=1,N2 
w 'I.n~e 6.19001 
SxC2,=SXC2.*SO,2. 
SXC 3' =SxI C 3. 













FLOF i 57 
--.~ 
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,PROGRA~ FLOPNTe INPUT, TAPE6, TAPES=INPUT, TAPEllt, OUTPUT) 




'CALLS FLOVEL TO COMPUTE AND PRINT FLOW VELOCITIES AT SPECIFIED FLOFT 
POINTS IN ~PACE. INPUT IN'EGE~S "(3' SPECIFY THE ORDER IN WHICH FlCFT 
INCRE"ENTI~G IS DONE - ~llOWEO VALUES OF MARE 1,2,3. FOR EXAMPlEFLCPT 
SUPPOSE M(1)=2, M(2J=1, He3'=3, THEN Y IS INCREMENTED FIRST, X IS FlOPT 
INCREHEN1EC SECOND AND Z IS INCREMENTED LAST. FLCPl 
OTHER INFUt DATA ARE (IN ORDER OF X AXIS FIRST, Y AXIS SECOND, FlOPT 
Z AXIS THIRD'- INITIAL ~OORDINATE, INCRE"E~T, NUMBER OF INCRE"ENT~FLCFl 
[DESIRED CI"CLU lING THE INITIAL COORDINATE "ALUE)' FlOPT 
FlOPT 
'NOTE - POINTS THAT ARE n4SIDE THE BODY ARE HARKED WITH AN ASTEIHX FlOPT 
'IN THE PRI~TOUT. FLOPT 
DIMENSION HOtL(8), X(3), OC3', Na3J, He3" SX(3', SO(,U, 
r SXIC3', S£QC6' 
DATA SEQI 4HFIRS, ItHT ,4HSECQ, ~HNO ,4HTHIR, ~HO I 
bATA STAJ, BLNK I 3H •• 3H I 
REAoe 5, 2600) KASE 
tALL SETFLO« KASE , 
READ( 5, 1!QO , HOll 
WRITE( 6, 1400J Hell 
REA 0 ( 5 , 11 a 0 , H 
[FCIABSU1CU'+lABSUU21J+IABSUU3JJ.EQ. OJ STOP 
IFe~(1'+MC2'+M(3' .EQ. 6' GO TO 10 
if RITE C 6.120CU 
STOP 
10 2Q L=1,3 
IEAOCS,10UOJ XCI..), OIL)' NCL) 
'RITE( 6, 1100) 
ilRITE(6,200Q' xe1', D(U, N(1) 
.RI T E C 6,3 Q '0' x e 2 " 0 C 2', N ( 2' 
.RITEC6,4000) X(3), 0(3', N(J) 
• RI T E ( 6 .90 00' 
'RITEC6,5000J SEQCZ.M(1.-1'. SEQC2·MC1') 
IRITE(6,60CQ) SEQCZ·N(Z'-1), SEQ(Z.H(Z') 
,RITEI6,1000' S£Q(Z·"(3'-1', SEQ(2·MC3U 
iRI r E C 6, 160 a , 






• !1=NS( 11 
1:2=NS 12 J 
i3=NS C 3) 
f. 
iXU'=SXICU 
1,0 500 1=1, N1 
I ~ ( U = S X C 1 J +S 0 ( U 
i,X (2'= SX I C 2' 




iO SOD K=1.N3 
ttm 
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PRJGRAH FLOPNT 74/74 CPT=Z 
SX(l'=SX(l.+SO(l. 
DO 53 l=l,3 
lL=4-H (U 
sa X(U=SX(lll 
CALL FLOlfEl( XUI, X(Z', X(3t, 'IX, 'IY, 'IZ, U.10, IN80." 
V = saRT( VX··Z + VY •• 2 + VZ •• Z 
IF( INBOY I 100, z~a, ua 
iOO HRIrEfEi,15001 XUI, X(21, X(31, 'IX, V'r, VZ, 'I, STAR GO TO SOD 
ZU HRITEl6t15COI X(U, X(ZI, X(31, VX, VV, VZ, V, dLNK Sill) CONTINUE 
H R IT E:« 6 , 160 a I 
GO TO 5 
100? FORHAT( ZflD.O,I~1 li~o FORMAT(3IZ1 
1200 FORHAT(IIII0X, 47HINCRE1£NTING SEQU~NCE IS ERRCNIOUS. rRY 131'0 FORHAT ( 18 A4' 
hOIl FORHAT ( lHl~ 9X, 15HFlO'NT RUN 10 _I 15)(, 1I;A,,", 
1500 FORHAT ( 3X, lFIZ.7, eX, itClPE13.41,A3' 















AGAIN. IFLCFl 73 
FLi.iFT 74 
FLCPT i'5 
1600 FORHAr(lHO,ZOX,40H+ INDICATE~ T~E FOINT IS INSIDE THE 33UY' 
1700 FORMAT( lHO, ~X, lZHINP~T DATA _I' 19~O FORHAT( II lOX, HIX, 11X, lHY, 11)(, .tHZ, 13)(, ZHVX, 11)(, ZHVY, 1 11X, ZHV Z, llX, 1 HV' 
2600 FO~HAT C A4. 
FLeF T 76 
FLCFT 77 




2000 FO~HAH lOX, 
1 19H NUM8ER 
31100 FORHAT ( lUX, 
1 19H NUHBER 
4!JOO FO~MAT ( lOX, 
1 19H NUf'BER 
5000 FORHAT( lOX, 
6000 FORHAT( laX, 
7'00 FOtUIATC lOX, 
9Q1JO FORNAT UHOJ 
ENO 
.-'" 
10HINITI AL X=lPEU.4, lZrl 
OF VALUE S=I Itl 
10HINITIAL Y=lPEll.4, lZH 
OF 'I ALUES=lItJ 
10HINITIAL Z=!Pfl1.4, lZH 
OF VALUES=I .. , 
I NCREME NT = JPfl J ... , 
INCRfH£NT=lPEli ... , 
INCR;:M~NT=lPEll. ~,. 
22HX AXIS IS INC~E"fNTED 
2ZHV AXIS IS INCRf"ENTEO 

















" .. '. p'*-' ...... 
FUNC 11 eN PRFUN 7 .. /7,. OPT=2 
FTN ".7 ... 7b OZlZSl6Q 
·DECI(, PR,FUN 
PRFU~ 1 
FUNCTION PRFUN(R, O~R, ;JFJ C 
C  H. G. NCRMENr, ArMOSPHE~IC SCIENCE ASSOCI~TES _ NOVf~a2R 1979 P~FU~ 2 FRFUr.; ! 
C ~ETURNS THE CO[FFICIENr WHIC~ WHEN MUlrLPLIEO fY FLUIO WELOCITY 








C FOR REVNClCS NlMaERS LA~GER THAN cU USE C[jR~ VS R OATA OF GUt.,., 
C AND KINZER FOR HATER ORJPS IN AIR. FOR S"'ALlE~ i<eVNOlOS NUM8ERS C US~ DATA FC~ PIGID SPHEH:S. C 
IF, R .lE. ZIIG. ~ GO TO ua 
FRFUN = WCCRRIR.'R/COF RETU~N 






















'O,C<,IIff"CT I.PAC 1 
SU'.OUTIN< I .... 'CTln ,III IOFAC , 
C I.P" 3 H • •• NOO.'NT, .T.aSPH'.IC SCIENC' .SSOCI.T', APRIL 1979  •• ,
C I.", , C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••• ' , 
C I.,., 7  C'LL'D B, S ••• 'O'J'e, 'F'E, IOP'Cl ON IH' '00,. 'OJ~TS INITI'LI'PA' , 
C , 'NO 1 COffiOl"Tt. OF >O.TIeo, 'O'J'CTOO' To A'OIC FUO'.E. I"'C
T
l.',C 9 
C '.PA, " • TH, -OJUST.E.T 'S cos, )£P!NOE'T '0 T.,S S.O. S.OU'O B, •• Vl!" ,.," 11 r, FOO £.C. STUO.. ,.," " 
C 'OF" 13  •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '0'.' " 
" 'MPA' " '-'IUOW I ••• , " 
"0 '.F.[ 19 
138 
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le • .3:4.Q9 
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H. G. NORMeNT. AT"OSPHE~IC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES - NOVE"B~~ 197~ 
CALLED BY CONFAC, A~YTRJ OR TA~TRA TO REAO PARTICLE SPECS. ANC 
CONPUTE GRAVITY SETTLIN; SPEeC ~ND OrHER PARAMETERS. S~f. CONF~C 
FOR WATER DROPS IN AIR 
CALLS FALWAT TO COMPUTE SeTTLl~G SFEED ~IA B~AROS eQUATION~. 
REYNOLDS NUHBERCR'-DAVi~S NUHBE~CCORR) RELATIONS A~E AS FOL~OWS -
FO~ REYNCLCS N~H6E~5 LA~~E~ THAN 2~e USE COR~ VS R OATA OF GUN~ 
AND K!I'1ZER ::-OR WATE~ DRJfJS I~ AIR. F OR St1ALL~R REVNOL.:IS NIJM8~R!:» 
USE DATA FeR FoIGIO SPHE~ES. 
GLOSSARY 
DIAM/ELL - USEO TO COMPUTE ACCELERATIO~ /'tOCULUS 
DIAMETER OF A W\TER ORC? 


























CH'RA(TE~ISrlC )I"ENSIC~ OF THE 900Y f H~TE~S ) 
DRAG COEFFICIE~r.A3SIREY~OLOS NUMBER' FOR GRAvlT¥ 
CF PARTICLES 









FAtTeR TO CONVERT VELCLlTY OIFFERE~CE 
AU UENSITY C SU 
PA "TIC if O~NS ITY 'SI) 
Alii TEI'!Pt:RATURE lDEG. KEL'IIN' 
AIIO SPEED (SI) 
AU VISCOSlTY (31) 
G~AVITY SETTLIN~ SPEEO OF FARTICLE 
READ 15,l1CO) OU" 
IFIOIAM .NE. 0.0) GO TO 0 
N = 1 
UTU'Ui 
o WRITE Co,Z ~GOJ DUM 
P. .. OP = 1.0E3 












pARTC 3& pun: H 
FijiTC 36 
PAFTC 39 
DL,"-= l. 0 
RF = OIA.·RHO /VIS • 1.lE-6 
AC~ = OI41'\/ELL • 1.0£-6 
CO~PUTE GRAVITY SETTLINi SPEto OF FART.ANO PARAMETER~ D£RIVEO 
FROM IT 
CALL FAl HAT COIAH·1.GE-6, ~~O, VIS, TEMP.l87 .04.RHU.T£"p,vn 
R = RF·'IT 
PT = CCRRCRI/R 




7 WRITEC6, 3!QQ) VT 
PA'nc 1+3 




PAInC .. 8 
PA liTe 49 
FA liTe 51! 
1100 
2SGG 
VT = VT/V 
RF = RF·V 
RETURN 
FORHAT C7F1G.O) 
FO~ItAT ( lHl, 9)(, 21HWAT~~ OROP o Uf'lETEF. =1FE1Z. 5. 12H 






611 M/SEC' PARTC 53 








~ECK. CONFAC CONF 1 
SUi3ROUT INE CONFAC CONF 2 
C CONF 3 
C H.! G. NORHENT. ATMCSFHERIC SCIENC~ ASSOCIATES - NOVEMBER 197«: CONF It 
C CONF 5 
C E~ECUTIVE FOR CO"PUT.TIO~ OF CO~~NTRATICN FACTORS FOR PARTICLES CONF 6 
C I~ A FLOW ABOUT A 3-CIMENSIONAL ~)OY. CROSS SECTIONAL AREAS OF A CONF 7 
C P~RTICLE FLUX TUBE ARE CALCULATED ABOUT THE FeINT CF INTEREST AND CONF 8 
C A~OUT A POINT FAR UPSTREAM. CONC~NTRATION FACTOR IS THE RATW OF CONF 9 
C TH'ESE AREAS. CONF 10 
I 
\ 
C SINGLE TRAJECTORIES TO A TARGET PJINT MAY BE CO~PUTEO CNW=O) CONF 11 
C FLOw DATA PREPARED BY THE HESS-SMITH CODE ARE READ FROM UNIT 14 CONF 12 
C VIA SR SETF 10. CONF 13 
C UNIT 9 IS A SCRATCH UNI T USED FOR TRAJECTORY DATA STORAGE. CONF 14 
C UNI T 10 IS USED FOR TRAJECTORY OAf A OUTPUT FOR PLOTTING. CONF 15 
C SR PARTCL IS CALLED TO READ. PROC!SS AND PRINT PARTICLE DATA. CQNF 16 
C ,'HIS SR CAN SE ONE OF SEVERAL THAT TRfATS WATER DROPS OR ONE OF tONF 17 
C VA~IOUS TYPES OF ICE CRYSTALS. CONF 16 
C CONF 19 
C GLOSSARY CONF 20 
C CONF ~1 
C DISTINGUISH TWO COOROIN~TE SYSTEMS - 1. THE FLOW SYSTEM IS T~E SYSTEHCONF 22 
(; IN WHICH THE AIRCRAFT AND FLOW ARE D~FINED, AND 2. THE FLUX TUB f CONF 23 
C SYSTEM WHICH HAS ITS Y-Z PLANE IN TH~ PL.ANE OF A FLUX TUBE GROS! CONF 24 
C SECTION WITH CRIGIN AT THE FLU)( TUBE CENTER. CONF 25 
C CONF 26 
CALL. COOROINAlES AND TIME5 ARE NOR~ALIZED (DI~EhSIONLESS) CQNF 27 
C CONF 28 
C ACC OIAM/ELL - USED TO COMPUT~ ACCELERATION MODULUS CONF 29 
C ALPHAQ AMGlE BETWEEN PRCJECTION QF INITIAL VELOCITY VECTOR IN CONF 30 
C X - Y P I. AN E AND X A X I S CO NF 31 
C ALPHAR ANGLE aETWEE~ PRCJECTION JF FINAL. ~ElOCITY ~tCTOR IN X-V CONF 32 
C PLANE AND )( AXIS CONF 33 
C BETAD ANGLE BETWEE~ INITIAL VELJCITY VECTOR AND ITS PROJECTION CONF 34 
C IN THE X-V PLANE CONF J5 
C 8El' AR ANGL E .aETWEE~ F I HAL IIEt. ocr TY VECTOR ANO ITS FROJECT I OM CONF 3£: 
C IN THE X-V PLANE CONF 37 
C CONRTO RATIO OF PARTICLE CCNCENT~ATION AT TARGET POINT TO CONC. CONF 38 
C AT INITIAL PCINT CONF 39 
C DIAM DIAMETER OF ~ WATER DROP- OR ICE AGGREGATE CONF 40 
C 3ASE DIAMETER FOR A PL.ATE OR CYLINDER (MICROMETERS) CONF 41 
C OLR BASE DIAMETE" TC LENGTH (;:VLINOER) OR THICKNESS (PLAtE) CONF 42 
C RATIO C:ONF 43 
C ELL CHARACTERISTIC DIMENSION OF THE 800Y « HETE~S ) CONF ~4 
C EPSI ( PARAMETERS USED TO CONTRO:" LOCAL ERROR IN TH.E NUMERICAL CONF 45 
C INTEGRATION (SEE DVOQ GlOSSARY) CONF 46 
C FN FROUOE NUMBER CONF 47 
C FN~ RECIPROCAL OF THE FRCUOE ~UMIiER CONF 48 
C HI INITIAL TIME STEP FOR NUM~RICAL. INTEGRATION (SEE OVDQ) CONF ~9 
C HMAX HAXI"UM TIME STEP (SEE DVlQ) CONF 50 
C HMIN MINIMUM ALLO~EO TIME STEP (SEE DVOQ) ~ONF 51 
C IPL OTIF TRUE. TRA JECTORY OAT l ARE COPIED TO U~IIT 10 FO~ ~~.OTTN:;CONF 52 
C NW NUM fER OF TRAJECTORIES US:;D TO OEFIN.E THE FLUX TUSE CONF 53 
C PERIPHERY. IFCNW .EQ. 0) SINGLE TRAJECTORIES ARE COH?UTEOCONF 54 
C PC) CORRENT VALUES OF INOEPENlENT VA~IA8lES - CONF 55 
C PCt' = X CONF 56 
C P(2) : aX/OJ CONF 57 
C P(3) = Y CONF 56 
C P(4) = OYIDT CONF 59 


















,we _ 'It 
...... '. q cae as '*"'IF%(. ;, .U at tsa u. 
C PC6' = OZIOT CON~ 61 
C PACT CSPARE, CONF 62 
C PT DRAG COEFFICIENT"'AaSCREYNJLOS NUHBER) FOR GRA~ITY SETTLI ~GCONF 63 
C OF PARTICLES CONF 6~ 
C RF FACTOR TO CONVERT VELOCITY DIFFfRENCE TO REYNOLDS NUMBER CONF es 
C RHO AIR DENSITY CK(/H"''''3) CONF 66 
C RHOP PARTICLE OENSITY CKG/M·.3) CONF 61 
C RW RADIUS OF PARTICLE FLUX TUBE IN TARGET PLANE CNORHALIZED) CONF 68 
C TEMP AIR TEMPERATURE CDEG. KELVIN) CONF 69 
C TOl TOLERANCE FO" REACHING A caOINT ON TARGET PLANE WINOO. CONF 10 
C (F IeAeT ION OF RW' CONF 11 
C TPRINT OUTPUT TIME INTER~AL CONF 72 
C V . AIR SPEE 0 CM/SEC' CONF 73 
C VIS AIR VISCOSITY CKG/eM-SEC) CONF 74 
C VPGT PARTICLE SPEED AT TARGET POINT CONF 7S 
C ~T GRA~ITY SETTLING SPEED OF PARTICLE CONF 7& 
C VTGT AIR SPEED AT TARGET PQINT CONF 77 
C XI3P,YI3P~ZI3P INITIAL PLANE FLJX TUBE CENTER COORDINATES IN CONF 75 
C THE FLOW SYSTEM CONF 79 
C XSTART TRAJECTORY INITIAL X COORlINATE CONF 8D 
C XP,YP,ZP TARGET POINT CCOROINATEi IN THE FLUX TUBE SYSTEM CONF 81 
C XW,YW,ZW COORDINATES CF CENTER OF FLUX TUBE AT THE TARGET PLANE CONF 82 
C IN THE FLOW SYSTEH CONF 83 
C VE(),ZEO TARGET FOINT COORDINATES OF THE LAST 'THREE GUESSES CONF 84 
C CFLOW SYSTEM) CONF 8S 
C YIC),?IC) INITIAL POI~T COORDI~ATES OF THE LAST THREE GUE~SES CONF 66 
C (FLeW SYS1EM) CONF 87 
C VPSTAR, ZPSTAR TARGET FOINT COO~OINATES (FLOW SYSTEM) CONF 88 
C VPSTARP, ZPSTARP TARGET POINT C~OROINA1ES (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM' CONF 09 
COMMON XI3,YI3,ZI3,YI3P,EPSI(3),HI,HMINI,VT,PT,COF,FNR,PACT, CONF 9U 
1~F,REO,R,XPSTAR.YPSTARtZPSTAR,P(6),TPRINT,IT,ALPHAo,eETAO,IREC, CONF 91 
2IPLOT,IPLT,XPLOT(60) ,VPlOT(&O' ,ZP:"OT(60)'ALPHAR,BETAR,VPSTARF, CONF 92 
3ZPSTARP,XI3P,ZI3F,XP,YP,ZP,XWP,XP',ACC,OLR,JLIH CONF 93 
DIMENSION HOLl(18),XINIT(100), XE(Il(l~Q) CONF 9~ 
OI.MENSION YINIT(100', ZItITUUO't't'EXIT(100l,ZEXITC10CJ CONF 9S 
DIMENSION YI(3), ZI(3), YE(3), ZE(3) CONF S6 
LOGICAL IPLOT CONF 97 
DAITA PI/3.14159Z6S361 CONF 98 
NFl N= 0 CONF 99 
C READ AND WRIT€ lATA CONF 100 
READ (5,2600) KASE CONF 1~1 
CALL SETFLOCKASE) CONF 102 
REAoeS,10CO)HOLL, IPLOT CONF 103 
READ(S,1100)V, ELL, RHO, TEMP, XSTART CONF lu4 
READCS,1100' TPRINT, HI, HHINI, E?S!. CONF lOS 
C SEt DEFAULT ~ALUES FOR NlMERICAL INTEGRATION AND PRINT PARAMETERS CONF lQ6 
IF(TPRINT .EQ. G.O) TPRI~T=O.1 CONF 107 
IF' CHI • E Q. 0 • fH HI = 0 • 1 CO NF 1 0 8 
IF(HHINI .EQ. ~. 0) HHINI=o.Oas CONF 1119 
IF(EPSIU) .EQ. C.U EFSI(1)=1.tlE-S CONF 110 
IF C E? S I (2) • E Q. O. U E f S I( 2 ) = 1 .0 E - 5 CO NF 111 
Ire EPSI (3) • ~Q. D. U EPSI 1:31-=1. OE-S CONF 112 
READ (5,1150) NW, RW, TOl CONF 113 
JlIM=25 CONF 11~ 
IF(NW .EQ. 0) JLIH=O CONF 115 
00 3 J=2,3 CONF 116 
:! READ (5,1100' YECJ), Z·EeJ), YICJ), ZICJ) CONF 117 
VIS = 145.6E-8 • TEHP.·e3.0/~.O)/(11D.4 + TEMP) CONF 118 
WRITE (6,1200) HOlL CONF 119 














.... MJO 1£ az $ a 
W~ITE!6,1~OO' HI,H~I~I,TFRINT, XSfART CONF 
W~ITE(6t1S00' EPSI ~" EPSIC2J, E~SI(3) CONF 
WRITE (6,1520' "W, Rtf, TO!'. CONF 
WRITE (6,1540' CONF 
00 If J= 2,3 CONF 
I=J-l CONF 
~ WRITE 16,1550' I,~ \'EIJ I, ZECJI, YICJ' ,ZICJ' CONF 
INITIALIZE CONF 
FN = VJf.Jf.Z/(9.8Jf.ELL) CONF 
FNR = 1.0/FN CONF' 
IF (.NOT. IPLOT) GO TO 5 CONF 
REWIND lD CONF 
WRITE (6,1800) CONF 
EN~ER TRAJECTORY CALCULATION LOOP CONF 
5 CALL PARTCLCV,ElL,RHC,VIS,TEHP,OI'H,DLk,RHOP,VT,RF,PT,ACC,NFIN) CONF 
IF(NFIN .EQ. 0) GO TO 6 CONF 
IF C • NOT. I PLOT) RETURNCONF 
ENOFILE 10 CONF 
REWIND 10 CONF 
RETURN C'JNF 
6 READC5,110U XW, YW, lW CONF 
WRITEC6,3500' XN, YH, ZW CONF 
IF NECESSARY SET DEFAULT VALUES FOR INITIAL AND FINAL TRAJECTORY CONF 
POINT GUESSES CONF 
IF(ABSCYE(2)t-~ABSIYEC3)'+ABSCZE(Z)J+A8S(ZE(3»)+ABSCYIC Z»)+ CONF 
! ABS(YII3»)+ABSCZICZ)'+AESCZIC3)) .NE. C.Q) GO TO 7 CONF 
YE(2' -- YIf + SIGN(1.S4Rw·rOl, nn CONF 
ZE(2) = ZW + SIGN(1.S4RWJf.TOL, lW) CONF 
YEll' = YH - SIGNC1.SJf.RW4TOl, YW, CONF 
ZECl' = ZW SIG~Cl.S4RW·TOlf lW) CONF 
YI(Z) = YH CONF 
II (2) = ZW CONF 
Y I ( 3) = Y E ( 2) € 0 NF 
lI(3) = lEIZ) CONF 
7 COF = PT4VT¥FN CONF 
R = RF .. VT CONF 
XPSTAR = XW CONF 
YPSTAR = YW CONF 
ZPSTAR = ZW CONF 
YPSTARP=YW CONF 
ZPSTARP=ZH CONF 
XI3P = 0.0 CONF 
Y I 3 P = Q • 0 CO NF 
ZI3P = Q.D CONF 
Xw?=xsr ART CONF 
xpp = XW CONF 
XP = 0.0 CONF 
YP = 0." CONF 
ZP = 0.0 CONF 
IP = 0 CONF 
CONF 
COMPUTE TRAJECTORY THAT FASSES TH~OUGH THE CENTER OF THE FLUX TUBECONF 
CONF 
.AlPHAO = 0.0 CONF 
BETAO = ~.o CONF 
AL?HAR=O.D CONF 
BET AR.=O.O CONF 
W~ITE C6,280~) IP,XP~TARtYPSTAR, ZPSTAR, YPSTARP, ZPSTARP CONF 
CALL HAP CYltZIfTCL,~WfYE,ZE) CONF 















































































g ~4M ar a WS 2JSSI ; 
COMPUTE INITIAL AND FINAL TRAJECTORY ANGLES 
CALL FLCVELeXI3,YI3,2I3,vx,VY,VZ,iI,INBOOY) 
ALPHAD :: ATANCVY/VX) • 1EG./PI 
BETAO :: ATANeC~Z-~T)/SQRTe~X··2 + ~Y+·2') • lea./PI 
ALPHAR :: ATANCPC~)'PIZ".18D./PI 
BETAR :: ATANep(6)/SQ~TCP\Z)-.Z.P(4'-·Z)-1eD./PI 
WRITE (6,200e, ALPHAD, BETAG, ALP~AR, BETAR 
IFCNW .:Q. 0) GO TO 5 
ALPHA!) = ALPHAO-PI/180. 
BETAD :: BETAa·PI/180. 
AlPHAR :: ALPHAR-PI/180. 
BETAR = 3ET AR·PI 1160. 
COMPUTE AIR AND PA~TICLE SPEEDS Ar FINAL FCI~T OF TRAJECTORY 
CALL FLOVElC P(1), PC3', peS), VX, VY, VZ, HI, INBODY' 
VTGT = SQRTC VX··Z + VY--Z + VZ.·Z ) 
VPGT :: SQRTCpe2'--Z + P(4' •• Z + P(6' •• 2' 
XI3P :: XI3 
YIJP :: YI3 
ZI3P = ZI3 
CALL TRANSFM( 0.0, 'tI(2) - YI3, Zl(2) - 113, AlPHAu, BETAIl, 
1 X'p, Y P '. Z P, 1) 
YI(2) == yp 
ZH2) = zp 
CALL TRANSFMCP(1) - XPSTAR, YfIZ) - YPSTAR, ZEeZ) - ZPSTAR, 
1 ALPHAR, BETAR, XP, YP, ZP, 1) 
YE e Z) = '(p 
ZEe z, :: ZP 
VI(3' = tleD 
ZI(3) = 0.0 
CALL TRANSFHCp(1) - XPSTAR, YEe]) - YPSTAR, ZE(3) - ZPSTAR, 
1 ALPHAR, BETAR, XP, YP, zp, 1. 
YE (3) = yp 
ZE C 3' = zp 
XP :: xw 
YP :: ''fW 
ZP :: lW 
xwp=o.a 
LOOP FOR EACH POINT ON FLUX TUBE PERIPHERY 
00 500 IP=1,NW 
THETA:: FLOATCIP-1)/FLOATCNW) ""'J.141592~536 .2. 
CALCULAT£ TARGET COORDI~ATES IN FLUX fUBE SYSTEM 
YPSTARP = RW • SIN(THETA) 
ZPSTARP = RW • coseTHETA' 
IPSTAR = IP 
TRANSFORM TARGET COORDINATES TO FLOW SYSTEM 
~ALL TRANSFH'O.G,YPSTARP, ZPSTARP, AlPHA~, eETAR,XPSTAR,YPSTAR, 
1 ZP STAR ,-1) 
XPSTAR = XW + XPSTAR 
VPSTAR :: YW • YPSTAR 
2PST~R = ZW • Z~STAR 
GUESS INITIAb COORDINATES AND COMPUTE TRAJECTORY 
WRITE (6,2800) IP,XP~TAR,YPSTAR, ZPSTAR, YPSTARP, ZPSTARP 
CALL MAP (YI,ZI.TOL,~W,YE,ZE) 
IFC IT .LT~ Cl ) GO lC 5 
rRANSF'ORM FINAL AND INITIAL COORDINATES TO FLUX TUC3E SYS. 
O.A~L TRANSFM ep(1) - XW , PC3J - YW ,pes) - zw ,ALPHAR,BETAR, 
1~EXIT(IP.,YEXIT(IP),ZEXIT(IP.,1) 
CALL TRANSFH (XI 3- XI ~Pt Y 13-YI3P ,113- ZI 3P, ALPHAQ, BETAO, XI NI T C IP I, 
1YINITeIP'.ZINITCIP',1' 















































































































































WRITE (6, 29Ca, XI~IlUP) ,XI3? eONF-' 
SOD CONTINUE CONF 
C COMPUTE FLUX TUSE CROSS SECTION A~EAS IN THE INITIAL AND TARGET CONF 
C PLANES, ANO COHFUTE CONCENTRATICN FACTGR, ETC. CONF 
WRITE (6,,2Q~' XI3P,'fI3P ,ZI3P,Xw,yW,Z,", CONF 
00 60e IP=l,NW CONF 
60ft WRITE (6,23C(I) IP, XI~ITUP), YINIT(IP), ZINITUPJ, XEXITUP', CONF 
1 YEXIT(IP', ZEXIT(IP' CONF 
CALL POLYGON (YINIT,ZINIT, NW, AR~A) CONF 
CALL POLYGON (YEXIT,ZEXIT,Nw,D~'NO"l) CONF 
OONFAK = AREA/OENOM CONF 
C'ONRTO = C 0 ~F A I( I VP GT CONF 
wRI TE '6,3000' AREA, OENCM, CCHfA<, XW, Yw, ZW, OIAM CONF 
WRITE(6,3400'DlR,RHOF CONF 




C SET UP TRIAL COORDINATES FOR NEXT PARTICLE CONF 
C CONF 
'ti3. = YI3 CONF 
ZI(3) = ZI3 CONF 
YE( 3) = P( 3' CONF 
ZE (3' = P (5' CONF 
CALL TRANSFH( 0.0, YI(2), Zl(2). ALPHAIl, SETAQ, XI3,YI3, ZIZ, -1»CONF 
YH2' :. YI3 .. YI3P CONF 
ZI(2) = Z13 + ZI3P CONF 
CALL TRANSF,H( 0.0, YE(Z', ZE(2), ALPHAR, BETAR, XI3,YI3, ZI3, -1)CONF 
YE(Z) ~ YIl + YN CONF 
Z E ( 2' = Z! 3 • Z W CO NF 
GO TO 5 CONF 
100' FORHAT (18A4, 7X,Ll' CONF 
1100 FORMAT(8Fl0.5) CONF 
1150 FORMAT U10, 7F1'O .5 ) CONF 
12DO FORMAT(·1Hl,5X, 15HCCNFAC RUN 10 -I 8X, 18A,.) CONF 
1300 FORMAT(1HQ, 5X, 21HP~YSICAL INPUT DATA -17X,10HAIR SPEEO=lPEll.6, CONF 
1 3X, 31HCHARACTERISTIC DIMENSION ~F THE BODY=1?E13.61 7X,35H(ENSIrCONF 
ZY AND TEMP£RATURE CF AIR ARE lPE13.6, 5H ~NO lPE13.6,20H AIR VISCONF 
lCOSITY IS 1PE13.6) CONF 
1~OO FORMATe tHO, 5X, 29H~UHERICAL INT~GRATOR INFUTS -I 7X, 10HTIME STECONF 
1P=1PE11.4, 3X, 18HMINIMUM TIME ST~?=lPf11.4, 3X, 20HFRINT TIME INTCONF 
2ERVAL=1PEll.~, 3X, 2~HUFSTREAM ST~RT OISTANCE=lPE11.4) CONF 
1SIa FORMAT( lHO, GX. 33HlOCAl ERROR TOLERA~CES ~OR OVOQ -, 3(lPE14.4)CONF 
1520 FORMATe 1HO, 5X, 35HFARTICLE FLUX rUBE SPECIFICATIONS -/ CONF 
1 7X, 46HNUHBER CF TRAJECTORIES ON FLUX TU8E PERIPHERY=I3,CONF 
2 3X, 27HFLUX TUBE RADIUS AT TARGET=F9.5, lX, 10HTOlERANCE=F8.4) CONf 
1540 FORMATe 1HO, 5X. 40HTARGET ANO INITIAL CCORDINATE ESTIMATES-I 1UX,CONF 
1 6HJGUESS, 9X, 2HYT, 13X, 2HZT, 13X, 2HYI, 13)(, 2HZI) CONF 
1550 FORMAT( 114, 4(5X, FiO.S)) CONF 
1800 FORMAT( 1116X, 51HTRAJECTORY OATA ARE WRITTEN ON UNIT 1Q FOR PLOTTCONF 
1INGII' CONF 2eoo FORMATe 11120X,' 47t-!INITIAl AND FI~AL TRAJECTOR'( ANGLES (DEGREES) -CONF 
11 22X, lHALPHAfJ-=F10.4, 5X, 6HBETAi)=Fl(;.ltl 22X, lHALPHAR.::Fl0.4, SXCONF 
2, 6HBETAR=F10.1t) CONF 
220n FORMAT( 1H1, 35X, 44HFLUX Tuse CR)SS SECTICN COORDINATES IN THE -/CONF 
11 28X, 13HINITIAL PLA~E. 33X, 12HTARGET PLANEII CONF 
2 ax. 2HIP, 2(9X, 2HXP, 13X, 2HYP, 1-3X, 2HZF, '+X)I 4X, 6HCENTECONF 
3R6(lPE15.4),14H (FLO. SYSTEH') CONF 
2300 FORMAT U10,6C1PE15.lt),19H (Fl.UX rUBE SYSTEM)) CONF 
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2800 FORHAT( /// i6H TRAJECTORY NUH9ER,I3,5X,ZeHTARGET COORDINATES -CONF 
1,10H XPSTAR =F1C.6, 4X, 8HYPSTAR =F10.o,5X, 8HZPSTAR =Fl0.6, CONF 
2 l~H (FLOW SYSTEH)/ 70X, 8HYPSTARP=Fl~.6, 5X, 8HZPSTARP=F1D.6, CONF 
3 19H (FLUX TUBE SYSTEH)// CONF 
4 15X, 6HYFINAL, 6X, 6H2FINAL,6X,lCiHITERATICNS,5X, 5HYINIT, 7X, CONF 








29DO FaRHAT (// 3 OX, 1t9HINITIAL POINT IS NOT I N CORRECT TRANS FORHED PLANECONF 
1/ 32X, 6HXINIT=lFE12.5, 5X, 5HXI3?=1PE12.S) CONF 
30r 5 I 
34-t 8 1 
3000 FORHAT(// 15X, SOHFLUX TUBE CROSS SECTIC~ AREA IN THE INITIAL PLANCONF 
lE=lPE12.5, 8X, 20HIN THE TARGET ?LANE=lFE12.5// 15X, 21HCONCENTRACONF 
2TIO.N FACTOR=CPF11.S// CONF 
3 10.X, 21HAT THE FeINT (X,y,Z)=,3F12.5/1~X,27HFOR A PARTICLE (F DIACON:: 
ItHETER=,F12.~ CONF 
.320n FORH4T( lOX, 36HNORHAlIZED AIR SPEED AT FINAL POINT=F12. 5/ CONF 
1 lOX, 29HPARTICLE CCNCEtiTRATION ~ATIO=F12.5) CONF 
340D FORHATe lH+, 52X, 30HHITH OIAHETE~ TO lE~GTH RATIO=1FE12.5, 3X, CONF 
1 12HAND DEN !ITY=lPE12.5) CONF 
3~OO FORHAT( lHO, 9X, 22HTARGET COORDINATES X=lPE12.5, 5X, 2HY=2PE12.CONF 













·OECK,-MAP HAP 1 
SUBROUTINE MAP (YI,Z!~rOL,RW,y~,ZE) HAP 2 
C MAP 3 
C H. G. NORMENT, ATMOSFHERIC SCIENC~ ASSOCIATES - NOVEMBER 197~ HAP 4 
C HAP 5 
C HAP GUESSES THE I~ITIAl COOROI~ATES OF A tRAJECTORY THAT IS HAP 6 
C AIMING FOR A ?OINT IN THE TARG~T PLANE. AFTER THE TRAJECTORY HAP 7 
C IS COHPUTEO, THE DISTANCE FROM THE TARGET IS COMPARED TO MAP 6 
C THE ALLOWABLE TOLERANCE. THE ~ROCESS IS REPEATED UNTIL OISTANCHAP 9 
C FROM THE TARGET IS BELOW THE TJLERANCE. HAP 10 
C ONCE A HISTORY CF GREATER THAN THREE TRAJECTORIES HAS BEEN HAP ~1 
C OOMPUTED, LEAST SQUARES IS USE) TO DETERMINE TRIAL INITIAL HAP 12 
C COORDINATES HAP 13 
C GLOSSARY HAP 14 
C A MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS INVERTED IN HATINV HAP 15 
C AA,C INTERHEDIATE STORAGE FOR LEAST SGUARES NORHAL MATRIX TERHSHAP 16 
C AC ACCELERATICN HOCULUS HAP 17 
C ANG ANGLE OF DRAG VECTOR PROJECTED IN '(HE X-V PLANE RELATIVE HAP 18 
C TO THE X AXIS HAP 19 
C B ENTERS HATINV AS CONSTANT HATRIX AND RETURNS AS SOLUTION MHAP 20 
C COSA,COSB,COSC DIRECTIO~ COSINES OF DRAG VECTOR HAP 21 
C CNG ANGLE OF DRAG VECTOk RELATIVE TO Z AXIS MAP 22 
C DIST DISTANCE BETWEEN END ~F TtAJECTO~Y ANO TARGET POINT MAP 23 
C OV VELOCITY OF FARTICLE RELATIVE TO AIR HAP 24 
C IT ITERATIO~ NU~BER "AP 25 
C VA AIR SPEED AT TARGET FaINT HAP 26 
C ~P PlUnICLE SPEED AT TARGET 'OIN1' HAP 27 
C W LEAST SQUARES SUMMAND WEI~HT ~AP 28 
C YE ARRAY OF FINAL Y COORO ~OR LAST 3 GUESSES HAp 29 
C YI ARRAY OF I~ITIAL Y COORD ~OR LAST 3 GUESSES HAP 30 
C YI3 NEXT GUESS FCR INITIAL Y ::OORD (FLCW SYSTEM) MAP 31 
C ZE A~RAY OF FINAL Z COORD ~OR LAST 3 GUESSES ~AP 32 
C ZI ARRAY OF INIT IA L Z COORD FOR LAST 3 GUESSES" HAP ~3 
C ZI3 NEXT GUESS FOR INITIAL Z :OORO (FLOW SYSTEH~ £ HAP 34 
"-LOGICAL IPLOT HAP 35 
145 






CO~HON XI3,YI3,ZI3,YI3P,EPSI(3),HI,HHINI,VT,PT,COF,FNR,PACT, lRF'REO'R'XPSrAR,YFST.R'ZFSTAR,p(6).TPRI~T'IT'ALPHAU'BETAJ,IREC, 
2IPl aT, I Pl T, XPlOT (60) ,YPLCT (60), ZP~OT (6D J, AlfiHAR, BETAR, YPSTARP, 3ZPSTARP,XI3P,ZI3F,XP'YF'ZP,XWP'XP~'ACC,OLR,JLIM 
DIMENSION YI(3), ZIC3', ~e~,4), 8(4), YE(3J~ ZEC3f, OY(3), 02(3), lAA( 6'. e(3), PSTR(3) 
HAP 
HAF 
HAP DATA J:LIH/ 25/ 
DO 5U J==Z,3 
OY(J, = YE(J' - YPSTARP 
50 DZ(J' :: lE(J) - lPSTARP 
IT = C 
N :: '+ 
C 










100 00 lZ0 J==Z, 3 
I :: J - 1 
B(Z·1-1) = YIeJ) 
Bez·u :: lI(J) 
120 CONTINU E 
GENERATE COEFFICIENT ARRAV (A) FOR HATINV 00 140 J::2,3 
I=J-1. 
JROW :: Z"'I-l 
JROWZ == Z.I 
A(JROW,U :: 1. 
A(JROW,21 _. o. 
A(JROW,3) == OY(JJ 
A(JROW,41 :: -DZCJ' 
A (JROWZ,1) :: o. 
A(JROWZ,Z) :: 1. 
A (J RO W 2 ,3' = 0 Z ( J' 
A(JROW2,4) :: DY(J) 
140 CONTINUE 
GO TO 280 
IF IT • GE • 3 SOLVE FeR THE NEXT INITIAL COORDINATES GUESS 8Y LEAST SQUARES 
zoo CONTINUE 
iNCREMENT LEAST SQUARES NOR"Al EQJATIONS 
W :: 1.0 
G = OY(3, , 0IST"'.2 
Q :: OZ(3) , OI5y .... 2 
5 = G ~ YI (3) + Q • ZI ( 3) 
AA(1' :: AA(l) + G ...... Z • H 
AA (2) :: AA (2) • G • a • W 
AA(3) :: AA(3) + G • W 
AA(4' = AA(4) + o .... Z • W 
4A15' = AA(S. + Q .. W 
AA(61 = AA(6) • W 
C(1) :: C(l' • G • S ~ W 
C(Z' :: C(2) • Q • 5 ... W 
C(3) :: C(3' + 5 • W 
SET-UP L£ASr SQUARES NOR"Al EQUATIONS 
220 .Q h\, U :: AA Iii 
A~1,,?: = AA(2' 
A(1,3) :: AAU) 









































































































































. 15$.. .. £2 t£ i2 $#&2.; L 2ii U$ a £ a;u se : 11 
AC2,3) = AAC5' 
AC3,3' = AAe6' 
DO 250 I=2,3 
K :: 1-1 
00 25~ J=I,3 
AC.J,K) = ACK,J) 
00 260 1=1,3 
BCI) = CUt 
00 265 1=1,3 
AC4,1) = 0.0 
ACI ,,+) = Q. Q 
AC4,,+) :: 1.0 
BC~) = 0.0 
SOLVE H~TRIX EQNS TO GET ~EXT GUESS 
CA~l HATINveA,N,8,1,DETERH' 
bALl'TRANSFH(XWp,Be1"BC2"AlPHAO.BETAO,XI3,VI3,ZI3,-1) 
XI3 :: XI3 + XI3P 
YI3 = YI3 + YI3P 
ZI3 :: ZI3 + ZI3P 
CAll TRAJECT 
IF (IT .IT. OJ RETURN 
IT = IT + 1 
IF (IT • GT • 3) GO TO !D5 
. UPDATE ARRAYS OF INITIAL AND FINAL CCOROS. 
00 300 J=1,2 
YICJ' = YICJ+1' 
lIeJ' = ZleJ+1) 
OYCJ, = oyeJ+u 
OZCJ' = OZCJ+U 
YEIJ) = YEeJ+1' 
ZEeJ' :: ZEeJ+1) 
PSTReJ' :: PSTReJ+1) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
YIe3' = B(1) 
I 
~I (3' = B( 2) 
~All TRANSFHCP(l) - XP , PCl) - Y' , pes) - ZP , AlPHAR, BETAR, 
lXOUH,YE(3) ,ZE(3',l) 
IF e ABSeXP) • EQ • G.e , XOUM = (DUM - XPF 
I:F CABS eXOUM) • GT • RW • TOl , WRITEC6, JDDO , 
OYC3' :: YEC3.-YPSTARF 
DZ(3) = ZE(3)-ZPSTARP 
OIST = SQRT( DYC3' •• c + OZ(3)·.2 
PSTRC3' = OIST 
GUESS AGAIN OR GO eN TO ~EXT POINT ON WINOOW? 
WRITE (6,2700) YE(3"ZEC3',IT,YIC!',ZI(3t,DIST 
IF eOIST .lE. RW·TOL) GO TO 490 
IFC IT .lE. IlI"'If( IT - 3) 10C,31~,iOQ 
WRITE (6,2900) ILl" 
IT = -ItI" 
RETURN 
INITIALIZE FOR LfAST SCUARES 
00 32Q 1=1,3 
CUI = 0.0 
00 325 1=1,6 
AA ( I) - o. a 
00 330 I = 1,3 
W = 1.0 
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G = DY(I) / PSTR(I' •• Z 
Q = aZ(I) / PSTRCI'·.Z 
S = G • YI C II + 0 • ZIe IJ 
AAel) - AAel' • G··Z • W 
AA(Z' = AA(Z' + G • Q • W 
AA ( 3) = AA« 3 t + G • W 
AA(4) = AA(4' + O··Z • W 
AAIS' = AA(S' .0. W 
~H\(6).· AA(6' + W 
CU., = ~(1) • G .. S • W 
C(2) = C(Z' • Q • S • W 
CI]' = Cll' + S • W 














PRINl TRAJECTORY lUTPUT HAP 
490' REWIND 9 HAP 
. WRIT£ (6,1700) HAP 
00 494 IHRITE = 1,lREC HAP 
READ (9)NEVAL,KSTEP, T, pel), Pf3), pes), pez), P(4J, P(6"IIX, IIY,HAP 
2 ~Z, H, R,AC HAP 
WRITE(6,160OJ KSTEP, T, PU" P13t, PCS)' F(2" PCI,." P(6' ,,,x, "Y,HAP 
2. VZ, H, R, AC, NEVAL HAP 
k94 CONTINUE HAP 
COMPUTE AND PRINT DRAG VECTOR At TARGET POINT HAP 
OV = SQRTC IWX - P(Z"·.z • 'VY - P(4"·.Z + cwz - PC6" •• Z , MAP 
COSA = (~~ - PCZ,'/OV MAP 
COS B = ( ~Y - P ( .. " I V \I HAP 
COSC = (VZ - P(6')/DV HAP 
ANG = ATANe cose/COSA ) • S7.Z9S17951 HAP 
GNS = ACOS( cose ) • 57.~9517951 MAP 
WRITE( 6, 3100 J COSA, cosa, cose, ANG, CNG HAP 
COMPUTE AND PRINT AIF ANC PARTICL~ SPEEDS AT TARGET FOINT HAP 
VA = SQRT ( vx··z + VY.~2 ,.. liZ •• ?. ) HAP 
VP = SORT(P(ZJ·.2 + P(4'··2 + ~(6'~·2) HAP 
WRITE(5, 3Z00' IIA, liP HAP 
IF UPlon WRITE (10) IFlT, O'.PLlT(JI,VPLOTCJ)'ZPlOT(J),J=l,IPLTJHAP 
RETURN HAP 
1$QO FORMAT(I6, 10(1X,lPE11.4)/l0X, 2iH=lPE11.4,4H R=lPEll.4, 5H AC=HAP 
. l1PEll.4, 8H NEIIAL=I6' HAP 
1rOO FORMAT( 6HOKST(P, 1X, 1HT, 11~, lHX, 11X, lHY, l1X, 1HZ, lax, MAP 
1 3HVPX, 9X, 3HVP~, 9~, JHVPZ, lOX, ZHVX, 19X, ZHVY, lUX, 2HV~) HAP 
2100 FORHAT (10X, ZE12.~~7X,I3,5X,3E12.4) HAP 
a900 FORMAT(IIIZUX, 2aHfOlERA~CE NOT S.TISIFIEO IN 14, 58H TRAJECTORY IHAP 
1TERATIONS@ GIVE UP AND TRY 'HE N~xr PARTICLE' HAP 
30.00 FORMAtiIIIZOX, 57HFI~AL FARTrClE ?OSITIO~ IS NOT IN THE ROTATED TAHA~) 
1 GET PLA NE) HAP 
3100 FORMAT( SX, 28HORAG IIE9TOR AT FINAL POINT -/ 6X, 18HOIRECTION eOSMA~ 
lINES-3(1PE13.4'. ~?~ 19f1ANGLES A 'NO.GAMMA-241PE13.4" HAP 
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H. G. NORMENT, ATHOSFHERIC SCIENC~ ASSOCIATES - NOVEMBER 197~ 
TRAJECT CALCULATES 3-0 PA~TICLE TRAJECTORIES TRAJ 
EMBEDDED IN A FLOW FIELD )ETER~INEO 8f FLOVEL. TRAJ 
THE FREDICTOR-CORRECTOR SJaROUTI~E OVOQ IS USED TRAJ 
TO INTEGRATE THE EQUATIONS OF HOTION. OUTPUT AT TIME TRAJ 
INTERVAL TPRINT IS WRITTE~ ON UNIT 9. TRAJ 
DRAG PARAMETERS ARE CALCULATED 8Y FUNCTION PRFUN WHICH IS PARTICLETRAJ 
TYPE-SPECIFIC. S.R.I~ACT!S A ~ROBLE"-SPECIFIC CODE THAT, AFTERTRAJ 
PARTICLE IMPACT ON THE BODY, ADJUSTS INITIAL PARTICLE COORDINATES TRAJ 
SUCH THAT ON THE NEXl TRIAL IMPACTION SHOULD NOT OCCUR. TRAJ 
• At 
\ OT ( ) 










STO fAGE FOR DVDQ 
LOCAL ERROR TOLERANCE FOR THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
EQUATION OF MOTION OF THE PARTICLE -
fel) - X OI~ECTICN 
F(2) - Y DIRECTION 
F(3) - Z DIRECTION 
GSTOP FUNCTION (SEE DVDQ GLOSSARY) 
TI"E STEP 
DVD C; STATUS FLAG (SEE OV01 GLOSSARY) 
FLAG TO INCICATE WHEN TRAJECTORY HAS 
PENETRATED THE eODY 
ORDER OF THE ITH DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
THE HIGHEST ORCER DIFFERE~CE USED IN THE INTEGRATION OF 
THE ITH EQUATION 
NEQ N~MBER OF EQUATIONS 
NG NUMBER OF GSTOP FUNCTIONS (SEE DVOQ GLOSSARY) 
NGE SEE OVDQ GLOSSARY 
PC) CURRENT VALUE OF THE OEPE~OENT VARIAELES (SEE CONFAC' 
PN(' STORAGE FOR DVOC 
P. REYNOLDS NlMEER 
T TIME 
TFINAL INTEGRATION CUT-OFF TIME 
VX AIR ~ELOCITY IN X OIRECTION 
VY AIR VELOCITY IN Y OIRECTIlN 
VZ AIR WELOCITY IN Z DIRECTION 






OATA MXSTEP,NEQ,NG,NGE/1C,3,1,O/, KD/3.21 
INITIALIZE FOR THE NUMERICAL INTE~RATOR 
JT = 0 
IFLAG : t1 
TFINAL = CXPSTAR-XI3'· ,. t 
HtotA X = TFI NAL 
A1;l = cose ALPHAR ) • cose BEJAR' 
A12 = SIN( ALPHAR , • CO!C 8ETAR ) 
A13 = SINe BETAR ) 
T = 0.0 
EPSC1J = EPSICU 






































































































EPS(3) = EPSrC3' 
H = HI 
HttIN = HMI NI 
)(PLOTC1' = XI3 
VPLOT(1) = YI3 
ZPlOT C1' = ZI3 
IPL 1 = 1 
L $ .. i£ 'LUI iSS 12L . . diilZ as_I 
COMPUTE INITIAL AIR FLOW VELOCITIES 
110 CALL FLOVELIXI3,YI3,ZI3,V)(,VY,VZ,H,INBOO" 
P(1) = )(13 
PCZ) = VX 
PC])- VI3 
P(4) = VY 
PIS) = ZI3 
P(6) = VZ - 'IT 
120 Fe u = 0.0 
F(Z) = 0.0 
FI]) = VT·PT/COF - FNR 
, . 
G = Al1·(P(1' - XPP) + A12 • IP(3) - YP) + A13 • (PC5' - ZP) 
CALL DVDQCNEQ,T,P,F,KD,EPS,IFlAG,H,HMIN, 
• HMAX,TPRINT,TFINAl,~XSTEP,KSTEP~(EHAx,EHA)(, 
• KQ,PN,OT,NEVAL,NG,NGE, N~TOP,G,GT' 
COMPUTE THE TRAJECTORY 
REWIND 9 
IREC = 0 
GO TO 200 
150 AC = ACC· SQRT( F(1'··Z + F(2'··Z + F(3)··2 ) • CRF/R) •• Z 
WRITEC9'NEVAL,KSTEP, T, P(1), P(3), PC5', pez" P(4', PC6',V)(, 
Z VZ, H, Ro, AC 
IR::C = I~EC + 1 
IF (.NOT. IPLOT .ANC. IFLAG .lE. 10 , GO TO 200 
I P L T = I PL T + 1 
XP L OT CI Pl T) = P C U 
VPLOTCIPLT) = P(3) 
ZPL OT (I PL T) = PC 5) 
IFC IFLAG .GT. 1ii ) RETURN 
200 CALL OVOQINEQ,T,P,F,KO,EPS,IFLAG,H,HMIN, 
• HMAX,TPRINT,TFINAL,MXSTEP,kSTEP,(EMAX,EMAX, 
• K.Q,PN,DT,NEVAl,NG,NGE,N~TOF,G,Gn 
GO TO( 210, 21t1, 1:0, 250, 150, 220, 230, 250, ~6!J, :~6U, 1SQ, 
1 150), IFLAG 
210 CALL FLOVELCPC1' ,PC3"P(5),VX,VY,WZ,H,INBODY' 
IF (INBODY .EQ. n, GO TO 215 
WRITE C6,2200) PC1', P(3', P(5', YI3, 213, JT 
CALL IMPACTCYI3,ZIJ) 
.1:T = JT + 1 
IFCJT.LT. JlIM) GO TO 100 
WRITE (6,2500) JlIM 
IT=-JLIM 
RETURN 
215 R = RF·SQRTICVX - P(2»·.2 + CVV - P(4)'.·Z + (~Z - PC6" •• Z , 
PR = PR FUN CR, OlR, COF' 
FU) = ('IX - P(Z".PIi 
FeZ) = (VY - PC4!}4PR 
F ( 3' ~~ ( 'n - p (6 )) • P A - F' NR 
GO TO 20.0 
22C EPS(KEMAX) = 32 •• EMA)·EPSCKEMAX) 
WRITEC6,1900, IFLAG. KSTEP,NEVAl 
WRITEC6.2000' EPSCKE"A)(), kEHAX 







































































































































, » ., Si h 2L. SUUdi t 24 E 4 h . ..,..,...., 
230 HMIN : H tRAJ 121 1 
WR1TE(6,1900J IFlAG, KSTEP,NE~Al 1RAJ 122 1 
WRITEC6,2100' H"IN TRAJ 12J I 
GO TO ZO~ TRAJ 124 i 
260 G = A11·CP(1) - XPP) + A12 • (PC3' - YP, + A13 • (P(S) - ZP) TRAJ 12S . 
GO TO ZOO TRAJ 126 
250 WRITE(6,1900' IFlAG, KST£P,NEVAl TRAJ 127 
AC = ~CC. SQRT. F(1)·.Z • F(2J.·Z • F(3J •• 2' • CRF/R'·.Z TRAJ 128 
WRITEC6,1600) KSTEP, T, fUt, PU'" PCS), FCZ), PC .. J, PC&',VX, V't,TRAJ 129 
1 VZ, H, R, AC TRAJ 13Q 
RETURN TRAJ 131 
C TRAJ 13Z 
C TRAJ 133 
1600 FORMAT(I6, 1~(1X,1PEj1.4)1 10X, 2~H=lPE11.4. 4H R=1FE11.4, SH ACTRAJ 13 .. 
1=1PE11.4) TRAJ 135 
1900 FORMATe 5X, 6HIFl~G=IZt 11H FOR K)TEP=16, oH NEVAl=I6) TRAJ 136 
2000 FORMATC lH+, 55X, 23HEPS HAS BEEN CHANGED TOiPE11.4, 11H FOR KEMAKTRAJ 137 
1=12) TRAJ 138 
2100 FORHAT( lH+, 55X. 14HHMI~ IS SET r01PE11.4) TRAJ 139 
2200 FORMATe lOX, &5~TH£ BODY SURFACE IS PENETRATED. PARTICLE COCROI~ATRAJ 140 
irES ARE CX,Y,Z).3C1PE1i.!)1 lOX, 43HTRIAl INlTIAl COORDINATES ARE TRAJ 141 
2(YINIT,ZINITJZ(1PE12.4', 5X. 14HATT£MPT Nu~eERI4' TRAJ 142 
2500 FORHATe I 15X, 5HAFTERI .. , 45H ATTEMPTS PARTICLE STIll PEN£TRATESTRAJ 143 
1 THE BODY.) TRAJ 1 .... 



































SUBROUTINE POL YGON(XIN,YIN,N,AREA) 
C 
C COMPUTES AREA OF A PLA~E POLYGON ~ITH N vERTICES 
C 
DIMENSION XINCNJ, YINCN. 
DIMENSION XC100J, Ye1DO) 
DATA PI/3.14159265361 
C CALCULATE CENTER OF 'OLYGON 
XSUM = o. 
YSUM = o. 
00' 2 I=1,N 
XSUM = XSUH + XI~(I) 
YSUM = YSUM • YIN(I) 
i! CONTINUE 
XCEN = XSUM/FLOAT(N. 
YCEN = YSUH'FlOAT(NJ 
C REOROE~ FOINTS IN ASCENDING VALUES OF THETA 
TPIM1 = o. 
00 8 IP=1,N 
THETAP = 2 •• PI 
00 ,. I=1,N 
THETA = ATAN2( YINCI)-YCEN, XINCI.-XCEN) 
IF (THETA .IT. 0.) THETA = 2 •• PI • THETA 
IF (THETA .lE. TPIH1 .QR. THETA .~r. THETAP) GO TO ~ 
THETAP = THETA 
X(!P,= XIN(]) 
Vfi?) = YIN« It 
.. CONTINU~ 






























ASUH = O. 
00 ltO I N=1 ,N 
]iNt11 = IN - 1 
---j----.j-M-.. "~ ........ $ .... a .. £ .. 2E •.• ;.SU1 ...... ac •...• 2J.iZ.Jt •.•..• 2S .. L.Ea_ ......... ------~l 
v :m H . 
IF (IN.EQ.1' IN"l = N 
8ASE = SQnCCxIIN'-XUNH1".·2 +HCIN'-YCINH1J'."'2' 
DENOH = XI IN. - X CINMU 
IF IAeS(OENOH) .GT. 2.E-20) GO TO 31 
ALT = A8S(XCEN-XCI~"U' 
GO TO 32 




ALT = ABS(YCEN-YCINH1'-SLOPE·IXCEN-X'INM1"'/SQ~TC1.+SLOPE •• 2' 
ASUM = ASUH • ALT4SASE/2. 
CONTINUE 
AREA = ASUM 
RETURN 
ENO 
·OEC K, TRA NSFM 
SUBROUTINE TRANSFM (X,V,Z,ALPHA~8ETA,XT,YT,ZT,IGO) 
C 
C TRANSFORMS COORDINATES FROM THE F~OH SYSTEM TO THE PARTICLE FLUX 
C TUBE CROSS SECTION SYS1EM, OR VISE VERSA. 
C IFf IGO .GT. 0' lRANS'OR~ FROM FLOW TO FLUX TUBE SYSTEM 
C IF( IGO .LT. 0' TRANSFOR~ FRCM FL~X TUBE TO FLOW SYSTEM 
C 
COSA = COS (ALPHA' 
SINA = SINCALPHA' 
COS8 = COS (BETA' 
SINB = SIN (BETAl 
IF (IGO .IT. 0' GO TO 20 
All = C OSA·COSB 
A12 = SINA·COSB 
A13 = SINe 
A21 = -SINA 
A22 = COSA 
A23 = D. 
A31 = -COSA.SINB 
A32 = -SINe.SINA 
A33 = COSB 
GO TO 30 
C GOING THE OTHER WAY 
20 Al1= COSA.cose 
A12 = -SINA 
A13 = -COSA.SIH6 
A21 = SINA·COSB 
A22 = COSA 
A23 = -SINA.SIN8 
A31 = SINS 
A32 = o. 
A31=cose 
30 XT = A11·X + A12.Y + A13.Z 
VT = A21.X + A22.Y + A234Z 
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MATRIX INVERSION WITH ACCOMPANYING SOLUTICN OF LINEAR EQUATICNS 
THIS CODE SOLVES THE HAT~IX EQUATION HATI 
A·X=B HATI 
fOR X. A IS AN N"". INfUT MATRIX. 8 IS AN N.1 INPUT ~ECTOR. MATI 
A IS R~~LACEO BY ITS IN~ERSE. B IS REPLACED BY THE VECTOR X. HATI 
T~e CODE CAN BE USED FOR MATRIX INVERSION ALONE. IN THIS HCOE HATI 
SET '"'=0 IN THE INPUT. FOR MATRU INVE"SICN PLCS LINEAR EQUATIONHATI 
SOLUTION, SET M=1 IN THE INPUT. THE VALUE OF THE OETER"INANT HATI 
OF A, DETER'"', IS RETLRNEC FROM BOTH MODES. HATI 
DIMENSION IPIVOT(30). AC N, N), Be N,1'. INDEX(30.2), PIVOTC3DJ 
EQUIVALENCE (IROW,JR~W't (ICOLUH,JCOLUM), (AMAX, T, SWAP' 
INITIALIZATION 
10 OET ERM= 1. 0 
15 00 20 J=1,N 
2!1 IPIVOTeJ'=O 











































































SEARCH FOR PI~OT ELEHENT 
AMAX=O.O 
DO 105 J=1,N 
IF (IPIVOTeJ)B1) 60, 105, 6" 
00 100 K=1, N 
IF eIPIVOTCK'-1' 80~ 100, 11'+0 







INTERCHANGE ROWS TO FUT PIVOT ELE~ENT ON DIAGONAL 
IF eIROW-ICOLU"' 1~O, 260, 1~0 
OETERM=-DE!ERH 
00 200 L=1, N 
SWAP=A (IROW,l) 
AUROW .. U =A UGOL UH ,L) 
A(ICOLUM,L'=S~AP 
IF(1) 260, 261~, 210 
00 250 L=1, fII 
SWAP=B« :LRO~i l' 
B CIROW, l)=-..;B nCOLUM,L' 
8(ICOLUM,L):SHAP 
INDEX U, U =l;~OW 
INOEXCI,2,~~caLUH 
PIVOT (I )=A t lCOi.U M, ICCLUM) 
OETERM=OETERM·PIVOTCI' 






























































340 00 350 L=l, N 
~50 ACICOlUH,L'=ACICOLUM,l'/PIVOTCI, 
3 55 IF C M , 3 80 , 380, 360 
3&G 00 370 L=l," 
370 BCICOlUM,L'=SCICOLUM,L'/PIVOTCI' 
C REDUCE NON-PIVOT RCHS 
C 
C 
380 00 550 L1=1,N 
39(1 IFCL1-ICOLUMJ 4DO, 5~O, '00 
400 T=ACL1,ICOLUH' 
420 A (Ll, IC OLUM' =0." 
430 00 45() L=l, N 
45~ ACL1,L)=ACL1,Ll-ACICCLUM,L).T 
455 IFCM) 550, 550, 460 
tjoSO 00 50C L=1,H 
S~/O BC L1, LJ =B( L 1,L J~ -Be IC CLUH,Lj "'1 
551) CONTINUE 
C INTERCHANGE COLUMNS 
C 
eo 0 DO 110 1=1 , N 
610 L=N+l-1 
620 IF UNOEX(L,U-INOEX (L ,2)) &30, 110, &30 
630 JROH=INDEX(l,1J 
640 JCOLUM=INDEXCL,2' 
650 DO 705 K=l,N 
660 SWAP=ACK,JROW' 
E.70 ACK,JROH'=ACK,JCOLUH' 









































·OECI<,SETFLO SETF 1 
SUBROUTINE SETFLO( KASE , S£TF 2 
C INITIALIZES FOR FLOVEL CALCULATIO~ BY REAOING IN DATA PR~PAREO S£TF 3 
REAL lXX, lXV, IYY, foIACH SETF 4 
COMHON IVELOATI NSYH, NCUAO, 119, IZ9, LOOP, RBETA SETF 5 
COMMON/COH291 SIG(10aO), 041(1000), XC(10llU,YC(1000),ZCel01l0)'SETF 6 
1 All(1000),A12 (1000),A13 (10DO),A21'1~OO),~Z2(1000),AZ3(1DQC), SETF 7 
2 AJ1(1000),A32 (lDUQ),A33 (10DD),~I1(lCaO),XI2el00ij),XI3(1000., SETF 8 
3 XI4(10~O),ETAle1QOO),ETA2(laOU),~TAIt(130U"TSQ(10~g"A(1000), seTF ~ 
It IXX(1GOO),IXY (1000 •• IYY (1000),l12 (10DO),023(1DUD',034(lUOO) SETF 10 
REWIND 14 SErF 11 
RtAo(14) KASETP, NSYH, NQUAO, RSEfA, HACH SETF 12 
WRITE(6,3000' K~S( ,NSYM, NQUAD, HACH SETF 13 
IFC KASE .EQ. KASETP' GO TO 100 SETF 14 
REWIND 14 SETF 15 
WRITE(6,200Q) KASE, KASETP SETF 16 
STOP SETF 17 
100 READ (14)(XceJ) ,YC (J), ZceJ), A11(Jt, A12(J), A13CJ)' A21(J), SETF 18 
1. A22(J), A23(J', A31CJ', A32CJ), ~33(J), XI1CJI,ETA1(J),XI2C SETF 19 
2 J), ETA2(J), XI3(J), XI4(J)' ETA!+(J', TSQ(J)' A (J" IXX (J" SE.TF 20 
3 IXY (J), IyyeJ), 012CJ), 023(J', D34(J), 041CJ) ,J=l,NQUAo) SETF 21 
REAo(14)(SIGCI', I=l,NQUAO' SErf 22 
REWIND 14 SETF 23 
1D IF ( NSYM - 1 ) 58, 52, Sit SETF 24 
52 129 = 1 SETF 25 
119 = 2 SETF ,6 
GO TO 60 SElF 27 
54 129 = 2 SETF 28 
IF ( NSYM .EQ. 3 ) GO TO 56 SETF 29 
119 = 3 SElF 30 
GO TO 60 SETF 31 
56 119 = 4 SETF 32 
GO TO 60 SETF 33 
56 119 = 1 SETF 34 
60 LOOP = 2 •• NSVH + 1 SETF 35 
RETURN SETF 36 
2000 FORMAT( lH-, 5X, 50HTAPE AND CARD ID~NTIFrERS DO NOT MATCH. TRY ~SETF ~7 
lGAINI 10X, 9HCARo 10= A4, 5)(,9HTA:JE 10= A4' SElf 38 
lOOO FORMAT( 1H1, 19HBOOY IDENTIFIER IS A4, 5X, 2&HNUHBER Of SYHM~SETF 39 
lTRY PLANES=I3, 5X, 2SHNU"8E~ OF QJAORALATERALS=I5, SX, 12HMACH NU~SETF 4D 
?BER=E12.5. SETF 41 









a , 9 




















. i sua ROUT INE FLO liE L ~ XNPP, VNPP, ZNPP, II )cPF, IIVPP, II lPP '1 M, INSOOV) 
REIIISED 5/11/79 
;GIliEN SPACE COORDI~ATES, XNPP,YMP',ZNPP, POTENTIAL FLOW VELOCITV 
COMPONENTS, VXPP,IIYPF,VZPP, ARE COMPUTED ANO RETURNEDe 
;THE HESS-SMITH "E"'~OO IS USEO. T'iE 28 QUANTITIES PLUS THE 
SOURCE STRENGTHS, SIG()~ ARE STOR~D IN CCM~Q~'COM29/. 
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM NCUAO SURFACE ELEMENTS ARE SUMMED. 
UP TO THREE PLANES OF SVHHETRY CA~ BE ACCCHOOATEO. 
REAL Mi2, MZ3, "34, H41 , lXX, lXV, IVY FLO~ 
COMMON IIIELOATI NSVM, NOUAl). 119, 129, LOOP, R8ETA FLail 
DIMENSION X(8J,Y'~J.Z(8' FLail 
CO'H!ON/COM291 SIG(1000), 041C1UOO), XC(luOQ ),YC(100Q) ,ZC(1QQOJ,FLOII 
1 All(100a),A12 C1DOO),A13 (1UDO),~21(1~aO)tA22(10nU"A23'100DJ, FLOII 
2 A31(1000!,A32 (100D),A33 (1QOOJ,(Il(10QO"XI2(1000),XI3(100g), FLail 
3 Xt4(1000),ETA1Cl000),ETA2(10001,ETA4C100QJ,TSQ(1000),A(1000), FLail 
~ IXX(100QI,IXV Cl000),IVY (100Q),llZ Cl000)t~23(10aO),034C100a) FLail 




INaODY = 0 FLail 
00 2300 11 = 1, NQUAO FLOV 
00 17DD 12 = 1, ',-OOP FLOV 
IF ( 12 .EQ. lOOP) GO TO ( 2DOO, 910, 92D. 930 ,,119 Flail 
GO TO (1000,910,920, 910, 930, ~lD, 920,910 I, 12 FlOil 
910 VC ( 11 I ..:: - y C ( I 1 I FL all 
A12 ( 11 ) = - A12 ( 11 I FLail 
A22 ( 11 ) = .• A22 ( 11 ) FlOV 
A31 ( 11 I = - A31 ( 11 ) Flail 
A33 ( 11 ) = - Al3 ( 11 ) FlOII 
GO TO 932 FLail 
920 ze ( 11 ) = .• ZC ( 11 ) Flail 
A13 ( 11 J = - A13 ( 11 ) FLail 
A23 ( 11 ) = - A 23 ( 11 ) FL 0\1 
A 31 ( 11 ) = - .A 31 ( Ii ) F lOll 
A32 ( 11 ) = - A32 ( 11 ) FLail 
GO TO 932 FLail 
9:!O XC ( 11 ) = - xc ( 11 ) Flail 
~11 ( 11 ) = - All ( 11 I F~OIl 
A21 ( 11 ) = - A21 ( 11 I F~OV 
A32 ( 11 I = - A32 ( 11 I F~OIl 
A33 ( 11 ) = - A33 ( 11 ) F~OIl 














































YOIF :.~ YNPP- YC ( 11 ) F~,Oll 
ZOIF = lNPP- ZC ( Ii I FlOII 49 
~~ Flail 
COMPUTE DISTANCE FROM NULL POINT TO ORIGIN CF J-rH ELEMENT COOROINATEFLOV oiL _ ... 
SYSTEM (J CORRESFONDS TO THE iNlEX Ii ) FLO~ S2 
INZ QUA '- IT Y ( 98 ) 
ROSQ = XOIF ~. r. + VOIF •• 2 + ZOIF •• Z 
IF ( ROSQ .IT. RH02SQ • TSQ ( Ii ) ) GO Te, 1400 
COHPUTE INDUCEO IIELOCITY CO~PONENTS 


















. ;IAS u 't4flle"lll'f ' .• , .. u .41 as g£Josa.ax!2£! Li!&kiUseS- x i &2.4&0£ i. -----
FlOV 61 
ARGl = A ( 11' , S&RT C ROSQ!, •• 3 FLOV 62 
X (12' = ARG1 • XDIF FLOII 63 
Y (12' = ARGl • YOIF FLOV 64 
Z (I2) = ARGl • ZOIF FlOV 65 
GO TO 1700 ~LOV 66 
Fl. ull 67 
C TRANSFORM NULL POINT TO J - ELEMENT COOROINATE SYSTEM FLOV 68 
C EQUATION (78' FLOV 69 
FL.OV 70 
Fl.OV 71 
1400 XNP = All ( 11 ) • X[IF • A12 C 11 ) • YOIF + A13 ( 11 ) • ZCIF FLOII 72 
YNP: A21 C 11 , • XDIF + A22 ( Il' • YOlf + A23 (I1).ZDIF FlOV 13 
ZNP = A3l ( 11 , • XDIF • A32 (IU • YOlF" A33 (11' • ZOIF FLOV 74 
Fl.OV 75 
C INEQUALITIES (99' A NO ( 100 ) FlOll16 
IF ( ROSQ .LT. RH01SQ • TSQ ( 11 ) ) GO TO 1410 FLOV 77 
FlOV 78 
C COMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITY CO~PONENTS FLOV 79 
C EQUATIONS C 57 ) - C 62 , FLOII ao 
FL.OV 81 
P : YNP ~·2 + ZNP •• 2 - 4.Q • XNP •• 2 Fl.OV 82 
QP: XNP ·.2 .. Z~P •• Z - 4.0 • YNP •• 2 Fl.OV 83 
RO = SQRT ( ROSQ ) FlOil 84 
ROP = RO •• (- 7' FLOV 85 
WXXX = XNP • ( 9.G • P + 3Q.0 • X~P •• 2 ) • ROP FLOV 86 
WXXY : 3.0 • P • ROP • YNP FLOV 87 
WXYY = 3.0 • XNP • QP • ~OP FLOII 6a 
w YYY = YNF • ( 9.g • QP + 3U~u • YNP •• 2 ) • ROP FlOV 89 
WXXZ = 3.0 .. ZNP • P • HP FLOV 90 
WXYZ = - 15.0 • XNP • YNP - lNP • ROP FLOV 91 
WYY Z = 3.0 • ZNP • QF • lOOP FLOII 92 
ROP = - RO .... ( - 3' FLOV ~3 
WX : RO P • XNP FLOV .94 
WY : ROP ... YNP FLOV 95 
WZ = ROP • ZNP FLOII 96 
HIXX : .5 • IXX ( 11 ) FLOV 97 
HIYY = .5 .... IYY ( 11 ) FL.OV 98 
VX = - WXYY·HIYY - WXXY·IXY( 11) - WXXX.HIXX - WX·AC 11' FlOV 99 
VY = - WYYY·HIYY - WXYY~IXY( 11' - h~X~·HIXX - WY¥AC 11) FL.OII lGO 
VZ = - WYYZ·HIVY - WXYZ·IXY( 11) - WXXZ.HIXX - WZ.A( 11) FLOV 101 
GO TO 1600 FLOV 102 
FLOV 1113 
d COMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITY CO~PONENTS FLOII 104 
C EQUATIONS (42' - ( 49 , FL.OV 105 
FL.OV 106 
, C CHECK TO SEE IF POINT IS INSIDE BODY FL.OV 107 
1410 GO TO ( 130G, 1310, 1300, 1310, 13~O, 1310, 130!h 1311; " 12 FLOV 108 
13'00 IF(ZNP .GT. 0.0 .OR. ROSa .GT. O.2S""TSQ(IlJ .OR. ABS(ZNP) .GT. H) FL.OV 109 
1 GO TO 1411 FLOV 110 
WRITE (6,5000) 11, 12, ZNP, ROSQ, TSQ(Il), H FLOV 111 
5000 FO~MAT(1~X.11HINSIOE QUAOI5,5X,3HI2=I3/10X,15HZNP.ROSQ,TSQ,H=4(1PEFLOV 112 
113.4» FlOV 113 
INBODY : 1 FlOV 114 
GO TO 1411 FLOV 115 
1310 IF(ZNP .LT. tI.D .OR. ROSQ .GT. O.2S¥TSQUU .OR. A8S(ZNPJ .GT. H. FliO~ 116 
1 GO TO 1411 F~OV 117 
WRITE (6,50~O' 11, I~, ZNP, ROSQ, TSQ'11t, H FLOW 118 
INBOOY = 1 FLOV 119 












RO :: SQRT ( ROSQ ) 
ETA2Ml = ETA2 ( 11 ) - ETA1 ( 11 
XI~"3 = XI~ ( 11 ) - XI 3 , 11 ) 
XI 2 M1 :: XI 2 U 1 ) - X 11 ( Ii ) 
XI3M2 :: XI3 ( 11 ) - XI2 ( 11 , 
Xli M~ = Xll ( 11 ) - XI It ( 11 ) 
XHXI 1 = XNP - Xll ( 11 ) 
XMXI2 = XNP - XI2 ( 11 ) 
XHXI3 = XNP - XI3 ( 11 ) 
XMXI~ = XNP - XI4 ( 11 ) 
YMC:TA1= YNP - ETAl ( 11 ) 
YMETA 2 = YNP - fTA2 ( 11 ) 
YHETA 4 = YNP - ETA4 ( 11 ) 
ZNPSQ = ZNP • ZN~ 
IF ZNPSQ .IT. TSQ ( 11 ) ¥ 1.0E-& ) ZNPSa = 0.0 
El = ZNPSQ + XHXI1 ··2 
EZ = ZNPSQ + XMXI2 ¥.2 
E3 = ZNFSQ + XMXI3 ··Z 
£4 = ZNPSQ + XHXI4 •• 2 
Hi = YMETAl ~ XMXll 
H2 = YMETA2 • XMXI2 
H3 = YMETAl • XMXI3 
H4 = YHETA4 ~ X"XI4 
M12 = 0.0 
IF ( XI2Ml .NE. O. U M12 = ETA2Ml I XI2M1 
M23 = 0.0 
IF ( XI3M2 .NE.G.O) M23 = - ETA2M1 I XI3~2 
M3~ = 0.0 
If (XI4r-t3 .NE. O.t) M3
'
• = ETA4H31 XI4M3 
Mlt1 = C.O 
IF ( XI1Mit .NE. O. G) M41 = - ETA4~;3 / XllHIt 
ANUMl = M12· £1 - Hl 
ANUM2 = M12· E2 - H2 
ANUM3 = M23· E2 - H2 
ANUM4 = M23 * E3 - H3 
ANUM5 = M34· E3 - H3 
ANUM6 = M34· E4 - H4 
ANUM7 = Mltl· Eit - Hit 
ANUM8 = M41· E1 - Hl 
R 1 = SQRT (XMXll •• Z + YMETAl •• 2 + ZNPSQ) 
RZ = SORT (XMXIZ •• Z • YMETAZ •• Z • ZNPSQ) 
RJ = SORT (XMXI3 •• 2 + YHErAl •• 2 + ZNPSQ) 
R4 = SQRT (X~Xllt •• 2 + YHETA4 •• Z + ZNPSQ) 
OZ 5 = 0 12 ( I 1 J 
a26 = 023 ( 11 , 
aZ7 = 034 ( 11 , 
OZ8 = 041 ( 11 , 
IIX - 0.0 
IIV = 0.0 
liZ = G. 0 
IF ( Q25 ) llt20. l1t30, 1420 
14Z0 TEMP = Rl + R2 
TEMPl = TEMP - Q25 
TEMP2 :: TEMP + QZ5 
ARGl = 1.0 
IF ( TEMPl .NE. 0.0 .AND. TEMP2 .~E. 0.0 , ARG1=AlOG'TEMP1/TEHP2' 
TEMP:: ARGl I QZS 
IIX = ETAZHl • TEMP 
IIY :: - XI2Ml • TEMP 




















































































TEHPZ : TEMP • QZ6 FLOV 
ARGZ :: 1.0 FLOV 
IF ( TEHP1 .NE. 0.0 .AND. TEMP.2 .~E. 0.0 • ARG2::ALOG(TEMP1'TEMP2. FlOV 
TEHP :: ARG 2 I Q2 E FlO~ 
VX :: VX - ETAZH1 • TEHP FlOV 
VY :: Vy - XI3"Z • TEMP fLOY 
1440 IF « Q27) 145Q, 1~6G, 1450 FLOV 
145n TEMP :: ~3 + R4 FlO~ 
TEMP1 : TEMP - Q27 FLOV 
TErpz : TEMP + QZ7 FLOV 
ARG3 :: 1.0 FLOV 
IF ( TEMP1 .NE. n.o .AND. TEt1P2~'4E. 0.0 • AfiG3~::ALOG(TE"Pl'TE"P2) FLOII 
TEMP :: ARG3. I Q27 FlOV 
VX :: VX • ETA4H3 • TEMP fLOV 
VY :: Vy - XI4H3 • TEMP FLOV 
1460 IF ( QZ8) i47~, 1lt80, 1"70 FLO" 
1470 TE~P : R4 + R1 FLOY 
TEMP1 :: TEMP - Q2B FLOY 
TEP:tP2 :: TEM F + Q2B FLOV 
ARG4 :: 1.0 FLO" 
IF « TEMPl .NE. 0.0 ¥ANO. TE"P2 .'4£. C.O J ARG4::ALOG(TE"P1/TEHP2) FLO" 
TEMP: ARG4 I Q28 FLOY 
VX :: VX - ETA4H3 • TEMP FLOV 
VY :: VY - XI1"4 • TE"P FLO~ 
1480 IF « lNPSQ .NE. O.G ) GO TO 1510 FLOY 
TEST:: SQRT(TSQ(I1)· 1.0E-3) fLOY 
IFCQ25.GT.TEST. IFC(XHXI1·ETA2H1-YHETA1·XI2H1)/Q25. 1&OD,1502,1SD2FLOV 
1502 IF(Q26.GT.TEST) IFC(-X~I2·ETA2M1-YHETA2.XI~M2)/Q2E)16aG,15Q4,1504FLO" 
1504 IFIQ27.GT.TEST) IF(XHXI3.ETA4t13-Yt1ETA1~XI~H3"Q27' 1&CO,1S0f,1506FLOV 
1506 IFIQ28.GT.TEST) IF(C-XHXI4·ETA4M3-YMETA4·XI1H4J/Q28)1&GO,1SQf,1506FLOY 
1508 vz ~ ~.28318531EO FLOV 
GO TO 160P FLOII 
1S10 iF (XI2H1 .NE. 0.0) VZ:: ATAN(ANU~1/(ZNP·R1')-ATAN(ANUH2'(ZNf.R2)FLOY 
IF (X13H2 .NE. a.0)V2:VZ+ATAN(ANUM3/(ZNp·R2)-ATAN(ANUM4/(ZNP.R3»FLO Y 
IF' CXIitM3 .NE. 0.0) VZ::VZ+ATANIANU\ifS/(ZNp.R3) )-AlAN (At-.iUH&1 eZNF.R4U FLOY 
C 
IF (Xli"4 .NE. 0.Oi1Z=~Z+ATAN(ANUM7/(ZNP·R4»-ATAN(ANUH8/'ZNP.R1.'FLOII 
FLaY 
C TRA t\SFORH INDUCED VELOC ITY COMPONENTS TO REfERE~CE COORDINATE SYSTEH fLOV 
C EQUATION (79) FLOY 
1600 X (12): A11 (11) • VX • A2l Ul1 • VY + A31 CI1' ·YZ 
A12 (Ii) • VX + A22 (11) • VY + A32 (11' • VZ 








vxpp :: vxpp + SIG(11) • )(1) 
Vypp = yypp + SIG(I1) ¥ Y(1) 
Vzpp:: VZF'P. SIG(1) • Z(l' 
GO 1'0 2300 
VXPP = VXPP • 
VYP,P :: Vypp • 
VIPP : VZPP • 
G!,) TO 2300 
SIG(1) if. (X(!) + xez)>> 
SIG(1) • (yC1) + Y(Z" 
SI G U l' ... (Z (U + Z C Z J ) 
~XPP = vxpp • SIG(11' • IX(11 
Vypp : Vypp • SIG(1) • (Y(1' 
Vzpp = vZPP • SIGeI1) ~ (Z(1) 
IF ( NSYM .EQ. 2 , GO TO 2300 
VXPP = vxpp - SIG(Il) • IX(S' 
+ xez) + X(3) + Xe4') 
+ Y(2) + Y(3) + Y(4)) 
+ Z(2) + Z(3' + Z(4" 























































































'IYPP = Vypp .. SI G(1) • (Y ( 5' • Y( oJ + Y(lJ • Y( 8" fLail VZPP = VZPP .. SIG CIl) • (Ze5' + Ze6J • ze7. + Z(8U FlOtt 23:10 CONTINUE 
flOV vxpp = vXPP .. ReETA··! 











SUBROUTINE FLOAIR( X. Z, ECC, "X, "Z, PSI, IFlAG' 
THIS CODE RETURNS AI~FlOW "ELOCITY ,,,X, VZ, FOR A GIVEN POINT 
(X, Z, EXTERIOR TO AN ELLIPSOID Oe REVOLUTION IN AN AIRSTREAM. 
THE ELLIPSOID IS PROLATE WITH HAJlR AXIS PARALLEL WITH THE FREE 
STREAM FLOW. FLOH IS TOWARD THE ~OSITI"E x AXIS. PSI IS THE 









100 E2 = ECC •• Z 
OHEZ = 1. a .. E2 
TEC = 2.0 • ECC 
CX =-ECC/( ALOG«1.0 • ECC'/(1.0 ~ ECC)' - TEC/OMEZ) CZ = TEC.CX 
CPSI = ECC.CX 
COM PUTE FLOW VELO C IT I ES AND STREA~fU NC T ION VALUE 
ZOO SQRH = SQRTeex • ECC) •• 2 • Z •• 2) 
SQ~N = SQRT((X - ECC'·"2 + Z •• 2) 
VX =CX·CALOGe( SCR~ • SORN + TEC)I (SQRM + SGRN .. TEC.t/ECC 
1 - 1.0/SQRH .. 1.O/SQRN) + 1.0 
VZ = CZ·Z·( 1.C/SQRM .. 1.0/SQRN', (X •• , • Z •• 2 + SQRH.SQRN _ 
COSH = eSQRM + SQR~)/TEC 
COS = CSQRM .. SQR~)/TEC 
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C ARYT 
C H. G. tlORMENT, ATMOSFHERIC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES - NOVEMBER 191 ~ ARYl 
C ARYT 5 1 C CALLS l'RAJECT TO COMFUTE TRAJECTORIES OF PARTICLES TO OR ABOUT ARYT 6 • 
C AN ARBITRARY 3-DIMENSIONAL BOOY~ TRAJECTORIES BEGIN AT AN ARRAY ARYT 18 ! 
C OF POINTS IN SPACE. THE ARRAY POINtS, AND CORRESPONDING ARYT 
C TRAJECTORIES, ARE OEFINEC BY SPECIFYING AN INITIAL POINT,INCREHENTARYT 
C VALUES IN THE THREE COORDINATE DIRECTIONS, AND THE ORDER OF ARYT 
C INCREMENTING. INFUT INTEGERS ~'3t SPECIFY THE ORDER IN WHICH ARYT 
d INCREMENTING IS DONE - ALLOWED VALUES OF 1'1 ARE 1,2,3. FOR EXAHPL~ARYT 
C SUPPOSE 1'1(1'=2, 1'1(2'=1, 1'1(3'=3, TiEN Y IS INCREMENTED FIRST, X IS ARYT 
e INCREMENTED SECOND AND Z IS INCRE~EN'En L~ST. ARYT 
C IF ,TRAJECTORIES ARE NOT [ESIREO FROM ALL OF THE ARRAY POINTS, THE ARYT 
C PARAMETER NSKIP CAN BE SfT GREATE~ THAN ZE~O, AND AFTER THE FIRST ARYT 
C TRAJECTORY ONL Y EVERY NSK:P+1 TH TRAJECTORY IS COHPUTfD. ARYT 
C i ALSO RE~\UIREO ARE - n N ORDER OF X AX IS FIRST, Y 'AXIS SECOND, ARYT 9 ! Z. AXIS THIRC'- INITIAL COOROINATE, INCREfoENT, NUMBER OF U~CReHENTSARYT 
q ; DESIRED «INCLUDING THE INITIAL COlRDINATE VALUE). ARYT 
d I ARYl 
d : SR PARTCL IS CALLED TO READJ PROC~SS AND PRI~ PARTICLE OATA. ARYT d I THIS SR CAN BE ONE OF seVERAL THAT TREATS WATER DROPS OR ONE OF ARYT d i VARIOUS r1PES OF ICE CRYSTALS. ARYT 
d ARYT 
d UNIT 9 IS A SCRATCH UNIT USED FOR TRAJECTORY DATA STORAGE. ARYl 
C UNIT 1D IS USED FDR TRAJECTORY DATA OUTPUT FOR PLOTTING. ARYT 
C ARYl 
C' FLOW DATA PREPARED BY THE HESS-SMITH COOE ARE REAO FROM UNIT 1.. ARYT 
C ~IA SR SETFLO. ARYT 
C ARYT 
C ALL COORDINATES AN[ TIMES ARE NOR~ALIZEO (DIME~SIONLESS' ARYT 
C ARYT 
C GLOSSARY ARYT 
C Ace DIAM/ELL - USEO TO COMPUT~ ACCELERATION MODULUS ARYl 
C ALPHAC ANGLE BETWEEN PRCJECTION OF INITIAL VELOCITY VECTOR IN ARYT 
C X-Y PLANE AND X AXIS ARYT 
C ALPHAR ANGLE BETWEEN FRCJECTION OF FINAL ~ELOCITY ~ECTOR IN X-Y ARYT 
C PLANE AND X AXIS ARYT 
C BETAO ANGLE BETWEE~ INITIAL VElJCITY VECTO~ ANn ITS PROJECTION ARYT 
C IN THE X-Y PLANE ARYf 
C ! BETAR ANGLE BETWEEN FI~AL ~ELOCIfY ~ECTOR AND ITS FROJECTICN ARYT 
C IN THE X-Y PLANE ARYT 
C!O COORDINATE I~CRE"ENT ARRAY ARYT 
C 'DIAM OIAMETER OF A WATER DROP JR ICE AGGREGATE ARYT 
C BASE DIAMETER FOR A PLATE OR CYLINOE~ (MICRO~ETERS' ARYl 
C : DLR BASE DIAHETER TO LENGTH (~YLINOER) O~ THICKNESS (PLATE) ARYT 
C RATIO ARYl 
CELL CHARACTERISTlC DIMENSION JF THE 800Y ( METERS , ARYT 
, C EPSI ( , PARAMETERS USED TO CONTROL. LOCAL ERROR IN THE NUMt;RICAL ARYT 
C , INTEGRATION (SEE D~OQ GLOSSARY) ARYT 
C FN FROUDE NUMBER ARYT 
C FNR ,RECIPROCAL Of THE FROUDE ~UHBER ARYl 
C HI INITIAL lIME STEP FOR NUH~RICAL INt~GR~TION (SEE OVOC, ARYT 
, C H~AX MAXIMUM TIME STEP (SEE O~)Q) ARYT 
C H~IN MINIMUM ALLOWED TIME STEP ISEE DVDQ, ARYT 
C I~lOT IF TRUE. TRAJECTORY DATA ARE COPIED TO UNIT 10 FOR PLDTTN~ARYT 
C N NUMBER OF COORDINATE INCR~MENT STEPS ARR.Y CINCLUDING THE APYT 
C FIRST COORDINATE VALUE' ARYT 

















































































PC ) NUMBER OF ARRAY FOINTS SKIPPED BETWEEN TRAJECTORIES CURRENT ~ALUES OF INOEPEN1ENl VARIABLES -
P(1' = X 
P(2) = OX,OT 
PC!) = Y 
P(4J = OV iOT 
P(5' = Z 














PT ORAG COEFFICIENT.ABSCREYNlLDS NUMBER: FOR GRA~ITY 
OF PARTICLES 








































RF FACTOR TO CO~VERT VELOCITY DIFFERENCE TO REYNOLDS NUMBER 
RHG AIR DENSITY CKG/~·.3) 
RHOP PARTICLE OENSITY CKG,H •• !' 
TEMP AIR TEMPERATURE (OEG. KEL~IN) 
TPRINT OUTPUT TIME INTERVAL 
V AIR SPEED CM/SEC) 
VIS AIR VISCOSITY CKG'(M-SEC)' 
VPGT PARTICLE SPEED AT TARGET ~OINT 
VT GRAVITV SETTLING SPEED OF PARTICLE 
VrGT AIR SPEED AT TARGET POINT 
X INITIAL CCCRCINATE ARRAY 
XfINAL X COOROINAt~ OF THE FINAL PLANE 

























DIMENSION HOLLC18J, )(3', O(3), N(3), ~C3J, SX(3), SO(3), NSU), ARYT 
1 SXI(!), SEQC6' 
LOGICAL IPLOT 
OAT A SE QI 4HFIRS, 4HT ,4HSEC 0, ltHND , 4HTH IR, 4HO , 
DATA STAR, BLNK I 3H ., 3H " PI'3.141~~26S361 
.JLIH=O 
NFIN=O 
READ AND WRITE )ATA 
READ (5,Z6~CJ KASE 
CALL SETFLO(KASE) 
REAO(5,1000JHOLL, IPLOT 
REAO(5,1100)V, ELL, RHO, TEMP, XFINAL 
REAO(5,1100J TPRIN1, HI, HHINI, EPSI 
SET DEFAULT ~ALUES FOR ~UHERICAL INTEGRATICN AND PRINT PARAMETERS 
If(TPRINT .EO. o.!!) TPRINT=O.1 
IFOH .EQ. O.Q' HI=O.1 
IFCHMINI "EQ. O.OJ HHINI=O.OOS 
IFCEPSICU .EO. o.u EFSIC1J=1.0E-;' 
IFCEPSI(Z) .EQ. Ii.U EFSIC2J=1.!JE-5 
IF(EPSI(3) .EO. G.t) EPSIC3'=1.0E-5 
VIS = 145.6E-8 .. TEHF·.(~.O'2.uJI(110.!'; .;.. iEHP, 
HRITE(G,lZ00) HOLL 
HRITE(G,1300J V, ELL, RHC, TEMP, VIS 
WRITE(6,140G) HI,HHI~I,TFRINT,XFI~~l 
WRITE(6,1500J EPSI(l), EPSI(Z', E~SIC3' 
INITIALIZE FN = V··Z/(9.8·ELL' 
FNR = 1.0/FN 
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C ENTER PARTICLE LOOP 
5 CALL PARTCL (~, ELL,RH 0 ,VIS, TEHP,OIlN, OlR,RHOP ,VT .RF ,PT, ACC, NFIN) 
tF(NFIN .EQ. 0' GO TO 6 




£» OOF = PT.VT.FN 
R = RF • VT 
REAO(5,81005", NSKIP 
IF(H(1)+H(Z"'H~3' .EQ. 6) GO TO U 
WRITE(6,8Z00) 
STOP 
10 00 2D L=1,3 • 
ZO REAO(5,80DO) XILJ, OCU, N(L' 
~RITE(6,ZOOO' XC1'. 0(1', NIl' 
WRITE(6,3000' X(Z" O(Z" N(Z) 
WRITE(6,~OOOl XC3', D(3', Ne3' 
WRI TE (6 ,90 fJ 0' 
WRITE(6,SODCH SEC(Z·tHl'-U, SEQ(Z"'HU») 
WRITEe6,6DOO) SEQeZ·M(2)-1), SEQeZ"'HCZ)) 
WRITE(6,1000' SEQeZ·"(3)-1), SEQeZ"'"e!" 










00 500 I=l,Nl 
SXll'=SXll)+SOe1' 
SX'Z'=SXICZ' 
00 SOt! J=1,N2 
SX(2)=SX(2)+SO(2) 
SX ( 3' = S X Ie 3 ) 
00 SliD K=1,N3 
SXI3'=SXC3'+SOI3' 
NPOINl=NPOINT+l 
IF'MOO'NPOINT, NSKIP+l) .Nf. 1) Gl TO 500 
DO 50 L=1,3 
lL=lt-M (U 
50 X, L ) = S X 'LL' 





XPP = XFINAL 
AlPHAR=D.O 
BET AR=O .ll 
YP :: 0.0 
ZP = 0.0 
WRITE(6,1600) XI!, YI3, ZI3 
CALL TRAJECT 

































ARYl 1 ~O 




ARYl 1 S5 
ARYT lS6 
ARYl 151 












































00 494 IWRITE = 1,IREC 
READ (9)NEVAL,KSTEP, T, 
2 VZ, H, R, AC 
WRITEC6,8600) KSTEP, T, 
2 VZ, H, R, AC, NEVAL 
4+94 CONTINUE 
p(1)' PUt, PI5', p(2), PC4+), P(6),VX, 
COMPUTE INITIAL AND FINAL TRAJECTORY ANGLES 
CALL FLOVEleXI3.YI3,2I3,VX,VY,VZ,iI,IN80DY) 
Al?HAO = ATANUY/VX) ... il0./PI 
8ETAO = ATANCeVI-VT)/SQRTeVX .... Z + VY .... 2» ... i80.1?! 
AlPHAR = ATANCP(4)/Pe2».180./PI 
BETAR = ATANeP(6)/SQRTePCZ' .... 2+pe~) •• Z').160./PI 
WRITE e6,680ft) AlPHAC, BETAO, AlP-fAR, BETAR . 
COMPUTE ANO PRINT ORAG VECTOR AT FINAL FOINT 
CAll FlOVELCpei), PCJ" PIS), VX, Wy, V2, HI, INBOtY, 
o V = S Q RT C e \i X - t::. ~ '2 )) • • Z + ( V Y - P ( 4) ) •• 2 + I V Z - p e 6' ..... 2. ) 
COSA = cvx - PCZniO\l 
COSB = (VY - PCIt»)lOV 
COSC = CVZ - p(6»/OV 
ANG = ATANC COSB/COSA ) • 57.29577951 
CNG = ACOS C COSC ) ... 57.29577951 
WRITEC 6, 3100 ) COSA, ceSB, COSC, ANG, CNG 
COMPUTE ANO PRINT AI~ AND PARTIGL~ SPEEDS AT FINAL POINT 
VA = SQRT( VX··Z + VY .... Z + VZ ...... ~ ) 
VP = SQRTCpez) •• z + p(4) •• Z + peo)·.2) 



























IF UPLon WRITE ei01IFlT, eXFLOT(L),YFLOTCl),ZPLOTCl) ,L=1,IPlT'ARYl 
ARYl 
500 CONTI NUE ARYT 
GO TO 5 ARYT 
1000 FORMAT(18A4, 7X,L1) ARYT 
1100 FORMAT(8Fi0.5' ARYl 
1200 FORMAT(1Hl,5X, 15HARYTRJ RUN 10 -! 8X, 18A4) ARYT 
1300 FORMAT(lHO, 5X, 21HPHYSICAL INPUT DATA -/7X,iDHAIR SPEEO=1PE13.6, ARYT 
1 3X, 37HCHARAClERISTIC DIMENSION OF THE BOOY=1PE13.61 7X,35HCENSITARYT 
2Y AND TEMPERATURE OF AIR ARE 1PE13.6, 5H AND lPE13.6~20H AIR VISARYT 
3COS1TY IS 1PE13.6) ARYT 
1400 FORHATe 1HO, 5X, 2~HNUMERICAL INT~GRATOR INPUTS -I 7X, 10HTIME STEARYT 
1P=1PE11:4, 3X, 18HHINIHUM TIHE ST~P=1PE11.4, 3X, 2VHFRINT TIME INTARVT 
2ERlIAL=lPE11.4, 3X, 2ltHX COORD. OF FIf\AL fLANE=lPE11.4' ARYl 
150~ FORMAT( lHO, oX, 33HlOCAL ERROR TllERANCES FOR O~OQ -, 3(1PE14~4» ARVT 
1600 FORMAT(111HO, 38H ... •• •• ~ ... INITIAL COORDINATES X=lPE1~.5, ARYT 
Z 3X, 2HY=lPE12.5, ~X, 2HZ=1PE12.5) ARVl 
t80U FORMAT( 11/6X. 52HTRAJECTORV DATA ARE WRITTEN ON UNIT 10 FOR PlOT\ARYT 
1rING/I) ARYT 
2000 FORM.T( 10X, 10HINITIAL X=1PE11.lt, 12H INCRtMENT=1PE11.4, ARYT 
1 19H NUMBER OF VAlUES=I,., ARYT 
2600 FORMAT (A4) ARYT 
3~OO FORMAT( lOX, lDHINITIAl '=1PE11.4, lZH INCRE~ENT=lPE11.4, ARYT 
1 19H NUMBER OF VALUES=I4) ARYT 
3100 FORMAT(/5X, 29HORAG VECt'OR AT FIN~L POINT -I 6:(, 18HOIRECTIC:N COSARVT 
lINES-3(1PE13.4). 3X, 19N.ANGI.ES A llND GAI1MA-2C1PEi3.4)) ARYl 
3200 FORMAT(5X, 47HAIR ANO FA~TICl£ SPEEDS AT THE FINAL POINT AR£2C1PEARYT 
115.5') ARYT 
4000 FORMATe lOX, 10HINITIAL Z~lPE11.~, 12H IhtRE~tNT=1PE11.4, ARYT 
; 1 19H NUMBER OF VAlU £S=1"111 ARYT 
SCOO FORMATe lOX, 22HX AXIS ISIN'CREMENTEO EA4) ARYT 
6000 FORMA T e 10 X, 22HY AX IS I S. I NCRE"E~·lED 2Alt' ARYT 
7000 FORMATI 10X, 22HZ AXIS !S INCRE"E~TEn 2AIt) ARYT 
















































































810G FORHAT(4IIt' ARYT .241 
8200 FORHATCII110X, 47HINCREHENTING SEQUENCE IS ERRONIOUS. TRY AGAIN.'ARYT 242 
8600 FORHAT(I&, 10C1X,1PE11.4'/10X, 2HH=1PE11.4,4H R=1PE11.4, 5~ AC=ARYT 243 
11PE11.4, 8H NEVAL=16' ARYT 244 
8700 FORHATC/&HOKSTEP, 7X, 1HT, 11X, 1HX, 11X, 1HY, 11X, 1HZ, 10X, ARYT 245 j 
1 3HVPX, 9X~ 3HVPY, 9X, 3HVPZ, 10X, 2HVX, 10X, 2HVY, 10X, ZHV2' ARYT 246 . 
8800 FORMAT( 120X, 47HINITIAL AND FI~AL TRAJECTORY ANGLES (DEGREES) '-ARVT 247 o. 
il 22X, 7HALPHAI=F10.4, 5X, 6H8ETlOzF10.41 22X, lHALPHAR=F10.4, 5XARYT 246 
2, 6HBETAR=F10.', ARYT 249 
9000 FORHATe1HD' ARYT 258 
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CALLS TRAJECT TO COMPUTE TRAJECTORIES OF PARTICLES TO OR ABOUT TANT 
AN ARBITRARY 3-DIMEN~IONAL 800Y. TRAJECTORIES BEGIN AT POINTS TANT 













STE?PEO TOWARD THE BCOY USING FIRST A COARSE STEP SIZE UNTIL TANT 
IMPACTION OCCURS. THEN INITIAL ~OOROINATES ARE BACKED-UP ONE TANT 
STEP, AND A FINE STEP SIZE IS USE) UNTIL I~fACTION REOCCURS. TANT 
THE TANGENT TRAJECTORY IS TAKEN T~ BE THE ONE CALCULATED TANT 
IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO THE SECOND I~PACTIO~. POINTS ON THE TANGENTTANT 
TRAJECTORY ONLY ARE STORED FOR Pl~TTING LATER IF DESIRED. TANT 
ALL TRAJECTORIES AFE PRI~TED. TANT 
SR PARTCL IS CALLED TO REAO. PROC~SS AND PRINT PARTICL~ DATA. 
THIS SR CAN 8E ONE Of SEVERAL THAT TREATS WATER DROPS OR ONE OF 
VARIOUS TYPES OF ICE CRYSTALS. 
UNIT 9 IS A SCRATCH UNIT USED FOR TRAJECTORY DATA STORAGE. 
UNIT 10 IS USED FOR TRAJECTORY DATA OUTPUT FOR PLOTTING. 
FLOW DATA PREPARED BY THf HESS-SMITH CODE ARE READ FROM UNIT 14 
VIA SR SETFLO. 
















·TANT. 33 Ace 
ALPHAR 
DIAM/ELL - USED TO COMPUTE ACCELERATION MOCULUS 
ANGLE BETWEE~ PROJECTION OF FINAL ~FLOCITY VECTOR 
PLANE AND X AXIS 






ANGLE utTWEE. FI~AL VELOCITY VECTOR AND ITS PROjECTICN 
IN Ttit:: X-Y PLANE 
COARSE VALUE OF OEL USED ~OR ROUGH DETERMINATION OF 
TANGENT TRAJECTORY 
CURRENT VALUE OF STEP SIZ~ USED IN INCREMENTING INITIAL 
COORDINATES TOWA~D THE SOlY 
FINE VALUE OF DEL USED FOR PRECISE DETERMINATION OF 
TANGENT TRAJECTORY 





















































BASE DIAMETER FOR A PLATE OR CYLINDER (M ICRDMETERS)TANT 45 
!DLR BASE DIAMETER TO LENGTH (CYLINDER) OR THICKNESS (PLATE) TANT 46 
RATIO TANT 47 
EL.L CHARACTERISTIC DIMENSION OF THE BODY C METERS' TANT 48 
EP'SIC PARAMETERS USED TO CONT ROL LOC AL ERROR I N THE NUMERICA L TANT 49 
INTEGRATION CSEE OVDQ GLOSSARY) TANT 50 
FN FROUOE NUMBER TANT 51 
fNR RECIPROCAL OF THE FROUOE ~UMBER TANT 52 
~I INITIAL TIME STEP FOR NUM~RICAL INTEGRATION (SEE D~OO TANT 53 
iHHAX MAX IHUM TIME STEP (SEE DVIlQ) TANT 54 
~MIN MINIMUM ALLOWED TIME STEP CSEE O~DQ) TANT 55 
iIPLOT IF TRUE, TRAJECTORY DATA ARE COPIED TO UNIT 1D FOR PLOTTN~TANT 56. 
tT WHEN RETUR f\ED FR eM TRAJECT TANT 57 
WITH A VALUE OF ZERO, INDICATES IMPACTIOh HAS OCCUREO. TANT 58 
~T TRAJECTORY TALLY TANT 59 
P( J CURRENT ~ALUES OF INOEPENlENT VARIABLES - TANT 60 
PC·1) = X TANT 61 
P(2) = OX/OT TANT 62 
P (3) = Y T A NT & 3 
pelt) = OYJOT TANT &4 
PIS) = Z TANT 65 
PCG) = OZIOT TANT 66 
PT DRAG C OE FFICIENT.A 8S (REYNJLDS NUMBER' FOR GRA ~IT Y SETTlI ~GT ANT 67 
OF PARTICLES tANT &8 
RF FACTOR TO CONVERT VELOCITY DIFFERENCE TO, REYNOLDS NU . ..,SER TANT 69 
RHO AIR DENSIT·Y CKG/M .... ·3) TANT 70 
RHOP PARTICLE DEN~ITY CKG/H •• 3) TANT 71 
TEMP AIR TEMPE~ATURE (OEG. KEL1IN) rANT 72 
TPRINT OUTPUT TIME INTERVAL rANT 73 
v AIR SPEED (M/SEC J trANT 74 
VIS AIR VI SC Os!r Y (KGI (H-SECn fA NT 75 
~T GRA~ITY SETTLING SPEED OF PARTICLE TANT 16 
XFINAL X COORDINATE OF THE FINAL PLANE rANT 77 
XI3,YI3,ZI3 INITIAL COORDINATES ~ASSED TO TRAJECT TANT 78 
TANT 79 
COMMON XI3,YI3,ZI3~YI3P,EPSI(3),HliHMINI,VT,PT,COF,FNR,PACT, TANT 80 
lRF,REO,R,XPSTAR,YPSTAR,ZFSTAR,P(6' ,TPRINT,IT,ALPHAC,8ETAO,IREC, TANT e1 
2 IPLOT, IF"L T, XPLOT (60) ,YPLOT (60) , ZPLOT (60 J ,ALPHA R, BETAR. YPSTARf. TANT 82 
3ZPSTARP,XI3P,ZI3F,XP,YP,Zp,~WP,XP~,ACC,OlR,JlIM iANT ~3 
DIMENSION HOLL(16) TANT 84 
lOGICAL IPLOT rANT 85 
DATA SIGNAL/999999./, KTlIM/ 251 TANT 86 
JLIM·:O TANT 87 
Nfl N=O T ANT 8e 
~EAD AND WRITE lATA TANT 89 
READ (5,2600) KASE TANT 90 
CALL SETFLO(KASE) TANT 91 
~EAD(5,1000)HOLL, IPLOT TANT 92 
READ(5,11~O)~, ELL. RHO, TEMP, XFINAL TANT 93 
REAO(5,1100J TPRINT, HI, HM1NI, E?SI TANT 94 
SET DEFAULT ~ALUES FeR NUMERICAL INTEGRATION AND PRINT PARAMETERS TANT 95 
IFCTPRINT .EQ. ,~O) TPRI~r=G.1 TANT 96 
IF(HI .EQ. 0.0) HI=O.1 TANt. 97 
IFCHMINI .EQ. Q.O' HMINI=O.005 TANT 98 
IF(EPSIU) .EQ. o.u EPSIU)=1.0E-5 TANT 99 
IF ( E PSI (2) • E Q. (; • " ) EP S I ( 2 , = t. a E - 5 T A NT 1 a 0 
IFCEPSI (3' .EQ. D. U EPSI(3)=1.0E-5 TANT 101 
VIS = 145.8£-8 • TEMP··(3.0/2.QJ/(110.~ • TEMP' TANT 1D2 
WRITEC&,12DO' HOLl TANT 103 
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WRITE(6,1400J HI,HHINI,TFRINf,XFI~Al 
WRITE(6,1500) EPSI(l), EPSIC2t, EPSI(3) 
INITIALIZE 
FN = V.¥2/(9.8.ElL) 
FNR : 1.0/FN 
IF (.NOT. IPLOT) GO TO 5 
REWIND 10 
WRITE (6,1800) 
ENTER PARTICLE Leop 
5 CAll PARTCL(W,ElL,RHO,VIS,TEMP,DI'H,OlR,RHOP,VT,RF,PT,ACC,NFIN) 
IF(NFIN .EQ. 0) GO TC 6 




6 COF = P T·I/T.FN 
R = RF • VT 
MFIN=O 




20 CALL STRPNT(XI3, YI3, ZI~, DEL, DeORS. DFI~E, ~FIN) 
IF(MFIN .GT. OJ GO TO 5 
K.T=KT+1 
tF(KT .GT. KTLIH) GO TO 60 
XPSTAR: XFI N ~l 
XPP :: XFINAl 
AlPHAR:O.O 
BETAR.:O.O 
YP : 0.0 
ZP : fJ. a 
WRITE(6,1600) X13, VI:!, ZI3, KT 
CALL TRAJECT 
PRINl TRAJECTORY 3UTPUT 
REWIND 9 
WRI T ~ (6,870 (l ) 
00 30 IWRITE = 1,IREC 
REAO (9)NEVAL,KSTEP, T, PU), P(3), P(S), F(Z), P(4), P(G) ,1/)., 
2 I/Z, H .. R,AC 
WRITE(6,860Q) KSTEP, T, 
2 VZ. H, R, AC, NEVAL 
30 CONTINUE 
CHECK FOR IMPACTION 
IF(IT .LE. 0) GO TO 
IFCOEL .EQ. -DFINE) 
IF(DEl .NE. -DeORS) 
OEl::OFINE 
WRITE(6,3000) 
GO TO 20 
AND ADJUST OE~ IF NECESSARY 
lt~ 
GO TO 50 
GO TO 20 
IMPACTION HAS OCCURED 
40 1'=1 
IF (DEL .EQ. -DeORS) <:0 TO 20 
IF(OEL .EQ. DFINE) W~ITE(6t40aO) 
KT=KT"Z 
DEL=-OEl 
GO TO 20 



























































IF CIPLon WRITE (10) IFLT, 
GO TO 10 
















































































6n WRITE(6,ZOOO. ITLIH TANT lfS 
GO TO 10 TANT 1£6 
C TANT lE7 
1000 FORMAT(18A4, 7X,Ll) TANT 168 
1100 FORMAT(8Fl0.5) TANT 169 
1200 FORMAT( lHl, SX, 32HTAt\GENT TRAJECTORY CODE F(UN 10 -I ax, 18 ~4) TANT 170 
1300 FORMAT(lHO, 5X, ZlHPfYSICAL INPUT DATA -/7X,10HAIR SPEEO=lPE13.6, TANT 171 
1 lX, 37HCHARACTERISTIC (IMENSION OF THE eOOY=lPEll.61 7X,35HOENSITTANT 172 
2Y AND TEMPERATURE OF AIR ARE lP£13.6, S~ AND lPE13.6,20H AIR VISTANT 173 
lCOSITY IS lPE13.6) TANT 174 
1400 FORHAT( lHO, 5X, Z~H~UME~lCAL INTEGRATOR INPUTS -I 7X, lQHTIME STETANT 175 
lP=lPE11.4, 3X, 18HMINIHUM TIME ST~P=lPE11.4, 3X, ZOHPRINI TIME I~TTANT 176 
2ER~AL=lFE11.4, lX, 2~HX COORC. OF FINAL FLANE=lPE11.4) TANT 177 
1500 FORMAT 'I lHO, 6){,33HLOCAl ERROR TJLERANCES FOR OVOQ -, 3(lPE14.4))TANT 178 
1600 FORHATCI11HO, 38H~ ~ • • INITIAL COORDINATES X=lPE1Z.5, TANT 179 
1 3X, 2HY=lPE12.5, 3X, ZHZ=lPE12.5, 3X, 21HFOR TRAJECTORY NU~BER, TANT 180 
2 14) TANT 181 
1800 FORMAT( 1116X, 51HlRAJECTORY OA1A ARE W~ITTEN ON UNIT 10 FOR PLOTTTANT 18Z 
lINGII) TANT 183 
21.100 FORMAT(lll5X, 14, 66H TRAJECTORIES HAVE BEEN COMPUTED. GIVE UP ATANT 184 
lNO TRY THE NEXT CASE.II) TANT 185 
Z600 FORMAT (44) TANT 186 
3~OO FORHAT( 11128HO· • • • • • • • • + • • • + + • + • + • • • • • ~ .TANT 187 
1 SWITCH TO FINE STEPSIZE • + • • + • • • • • • ~ • • • • + + + + 'TANT 188 
2 • • • • ·/) TANT 189 
8~O FORMATCY&. 10(1X,1PE11.4)/10X, 2~H=1PE11.4,~H R=lPE11.4, SH AC=TANT 190 
l1PE11.~, 8H NE~AL=I6) TANT 191 
8,700 FORMAT(/ofiOKSTEP, 7X, lHT, l1X, lHX, l1X, 1HY, l1X, 1HZ, laX, TANT lS2 
1 3HVPX, 9X, 3HVPY, 9X, 3HVPZ, lOX, 2H~X, 1UX, ZHVY, lUX, 2HVZ) TANT 193 
4~OO FORMAT( III 129H ¥ 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • +TANT 194 
1 TANGENT TRAJECTORY IS AS FOLLOWS • 4 + + • • • • 4 • • • • • • • TANT 195 
24 • • • • • +/) TANT 196 
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H. G. NORMENT, ATHOSFHERIC SCIENC~ ASSOCIATES - DECEMBER 191~ 
CALLED BY TANTRA T C [EFI ~E TRAJECTORY START ING COO ROINATfS FOR 
· DETERMINATION OF TANGENT TRAJECTO~IES OF FARTIClES TO A THREE-
DIHENSIONAL aOOy. THIS ~ERSION STARTS ALL TRAJECTORIES ON A 
'POINTS ARE STEPPED ALONG THE LINE TOHARD THE BODY USING 
FIRST A COARSE STEP SIZE, AND AFT~R IHPACTION AND BACK-UP A FINE 
STEP SIZE UNTIL IMPACTION REOCCURS. 
GLOSSARY 
· COSA,COSB,COSG DIRECTICN COSINES OF THE STARTING POINT LINE 
D CURRENT VALUE OF STEP SIZ~ USED IN INCREMENTING INITIAL 
· DeORS 
OFINE 
COORDINATES TOWA~D THE BOlY 
COARSE ~ALUE OF D USEU =OR ROUGH DETERMINATION OF 
TANGENT TRAJECTORY 
FINE ~AlUE OF 0 USED FO~ PRECISE DETERMINATION OF 
TANGENT TRAJECTORY 























Xl,Yl,Zl POINT USED. ALONG WITH FIR5T 
THE STARTI~G POINT lINE 
STARTING POINT, TO DEFINE STRP 22 
DATA SIGNAL/999999.1 





COpy IN STEP SIZE INCREMENTS A~O INITIALIZE 
READ(S,1100) DCORS, CFINE FOR A NEW TANGENT LOCATION STRP 21 
CHECK IF TRAJECTORIES FOR THIS PARTICLE SIZE ARE FINISHEO 
M=O 
IFCAaS(DCORS) + ABS(OFINE) .NE. a.G) GO TO UO 
M=1 
RETURN 
COpy IN A PAIR OF POINT COCROI~ATES TO DEFINE THE STARTING POINT LINE. 
C THE FIRST COORDINATES SPECIFY THE START POINT FOR THE FIRST 
C TRAJECTORY, AND THE SECOND COOROI~ATES ARE FOR ANY POINT ON THE 
CLINE HH ICH IS CLOSER TOWARD THE Bluy. 
100 REAO(S,1130) X, Y, Z, Xl, Yl, Zl 
COMPUTE DIRECTION COSINES OF THE STARTING POINT LINE 
R = SQRT«Xl-X)··2 + (Yl-Y)··Z + (Zl-Z)··2) 
COSA = CXt-X)/R 
CaSB = (Y1-Y)/R 
COSG= (Zl .. Z)/R 
o = DeORS 
WR I T E C S , 1 0 1) 0 , 
WRI T;: C (, ,12G o. 
WRITECG,13DO) 
RETURN 
x, Y, Z, Xl" Yi, Zl 
COSA, cose, COSG 
DeORS, OFU,E 
COMPUTE NEXT SET OF STARTING COOROINATEi 
200 X = X + O.COSA 
Y = Y + O·COSB 



























1000 FORMAT(I/IIISX,89HTR~JECTORIES ARE TO BEGI~ 
1Y THE POINTS (Xl,Y1,Z1,) AND (X2,Y2,ZZ) -I 
2 13H) AND (, 3C1PEj5.5), ZH » 
STRP 53 
ALONG A LINE OEFINED BSTRP 54 
9X,2HC ,3(lPE1S.S), STRP S5 
STRP 5& 
1100 FORHAT(8F1C.Ol 




INCtEHENTS ARE - COARSE INCREHENT=lPSTRP &0 
1 MMA» - 3C lPE15. S, I) 


















lE12.5, 3X, 15HFINE INCRE~ENT=lPE12.5) 
END 
.OECK, t:ALWA T 
SUBROUTINE FAUIATCD, RHO, ETA, T, p, V) 
c 
C H. G. NORHEN1, ATMOSFHERIC SCIENC~ ASSOCIATES - OECE~8ER 1979 
C 
C COMPUTES STILL-AIR, TERMINAL SETTLING SPEED OF WATER DROPS 
C ACCORDING TO THE ECUATIONS OF BEA~B (JAS !3, 852(1976)! 
C 
C GLOSSARY CSI UNITS' 
C C 4.0·G/3.0 WHERE G IS AC~ELERATION OF GRAVITY C9.a. 
C CORR DAVIES NUMBER 
C 0 OROP oraMETER 
t ET4 VISCOSITY 
G P PRESSURE 
C PN PHYSICAL PROFERT~ NU~BER TO 1/6 FOWER 
e RHO FLUID DENSITY 
C RHOP WATER DENSITV 
C SIG WATER SURFACE TENSION 
C T TEMFERATURE 
C V SETTLING SPEED 
C 
DATA C/13.066661/, Rt-!OP/l000.1, EX/D.1E6666666671 
C 
COMPUTE DAVIES NUMBER 
CoRR = C·CRHOP-RHO'.RH04C44 3/ETA •• 2 
dHECK OA~IES NUMBER ~ALUE FOR ROUTING 
. IF(CORR .GT. 0.3261) IF(CDRR-5824i •• 100,100,200' 
QOMPUTE lilA STOKES-lAW ECUATION 
V = CORR·ETA/C2~.O.RHO.D' 
GO TO 300 
COMPUTE VIA BEARDS EQUATION FOR MEDIUM SIZE DROPS 
lOt V = ALOGCCORR' 
II = ETA/CRHO·O).EXP(-3.1f657 + Y·'0.992696 + Y.C-G.15319JE-2 
1+Y·(-0.981059E-3 + V.(-0.578878t-3 + Y4 co.a55176E-4 
2-'·0.327815£-5»))))' 
GO TO 300 
COMPlTE VIA BEARDS EQUATION FOR LARGE D~OPS 
200 SIG = 7.570E-2 - 1.535E-4·(T - 273.0' 
PN = (SIG·.3 • RHO·.2/(9.8 • CRHO~·RHO) • ETA •• 4») •• EX 
Y = ALOG(PN4C·CRHOP- RHC) • O·.2/SIG~ 
V = ~TA~PN/'RHO·O) • E)PC-5.0a015 + V.C,.23178 + Y.C-2.0~914 + 
1 V·U.415291t + Y4C-O.051t2819 + y.~.oa23alJ49»))" 
RETURN 
CORRECT SETTLING SPEED FOR SLIF 












FALH 8 i 
FAL .. 9i , 
FALW 10 ] 
FALW 11 ~ 
F:,~U' 12 
FALW 13 j 
FALH 1 It j ~ J 
FALW 15i 





























FAL .. It'S 























• FtJNCTI 0 N HCORIU R , 
GIVEN THE REYNOLDS NUMBE~, R, TH~ FROOUCT OF THE DRAG COEFFICIENfHCOR 
AND THE THE SQUARE OF THE REYNOLDS NUMBER IS RETURNEO FOR A WATER WCOR 
. OROP IN AIR. THIS FUNCT lON SHOUll) BE USED ONL. Y FOR R • GT. 200. weOR 
( SEE BEARD AND PRUPPACHER, JAS 2~, 1066(1969». WCOR 
THE DATA OF GlJNN A~O KINZER, J. METEOR. 6, 243119"9), ARE USED. WCDR 
IF( R .GT. 200. ) GO TO 100 
WCORR = -1.0E20 
RETURN 
ALGR = ALOG10' R ) 
WCORR = 10.0··' 21.38~46 + ALGR • 
1 1&.83269 + ALGR • ( -4.152207 + 
RETURN 
END 
« -28.812~5 + ALGR • ( 































C GIVEN THE REYNOLDS NUMBER, R, THE PRODUCT OF THE DRAG COEFFICIENT 
C AND THE SQUARE OF R IS RETURNED FJR A SPHERE. SEE NCRMENT, TO-B 
C 64-102 U NOV. 1964). 
C 
IF(R .GT. 0.05) IF{R-3.) 100,106)'200 
CORR = 24. • R 
,RETURN 
100 CORR = R·( 24.167 + Ie· ( 3.254 - R"O.235&4" 
RETURN 
200 IF(R .GT. 330.' GO TO 300 
CORR = -28.339 + R·{ 38.969 + R • (0.73204 - R • 0.56084£-3» 
RETURN 















































a VARIABLE ORDER INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE 
C: i FOR THE SOLUTION OF ORDIt\ARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. 
C' 
C: ANALYSIS AND CODINGSY FRED T. KRJGH, JET PROPULSIO~ 
C'! ,LABORATORY, PASADENA, CALIF. APRIL 1, 1969. 
C: MOOIFIED BY CLEVE MOLER, UNIV. NEW HEXICC, OCT. 1972 
C' 
C i VARIABl ES I N THE CAL LING SEQUENCE HAVE TH€ FOLlOWI NG 
ci DIMENSIONS WHERE N=NEQ A~O K=KO(1).KO(2'+ ••• +I(OCN) 
C YCK)'FCN),KD(N)'EPS(N),I(Q'N) ,YN(K), 
C: OTC 20. N' ,G (NG) ,GT (NG) 
C, 
C: ,PARAMETERS WHICH Mt:ST BE ASSIGNEO VAL.UES BEFORE THE INITIAL 
C ENTRY ARE IFLAG~ NG, NEQ, T, y, 1(0, H, HHIN, HMAX, 
CI TPRINT, TfINAl, MXSTEP, AND (USUALLY) EPS. 
Ci 
C i THE USER MUST Al SO Pf;OVIOE CODE WHICH ASSIGNS 
C :VALUES TO F CONCE PER STEP INITIALLY, AND TWICE PER, STEP 
C ;AtTE~ GETTING STARTED' A~D EPS (EITHER INITIALLY, OR DURING 
C' 'THE INTEGRATION IF A RELATIVE ERROR TEST IS USED;. 
C 
CTHE FOLLOWING PARA~ETERS GIVE AODITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
C INTEGRATION ANO ARE CSED FOR STORAGE. THEY SHOULD NOT BE 




C THE USAGE OF THE VARIABLES IS GIV!N BELOH. 
C: 
C NEQ=NUMBER OF EQUATIONS (INPUT) 
C 
C I T=,INOEPENDENT VARIABLE C INITIAL VALUE SUPPLIEIiI BY THE USER' 
C 
C ' ~(J)=CURRENT ~AlUE OF A CEPENOENT WARIASLE OR DERIVATIVE. 
C . THE INITIAL VALUE HUST Bf SPECIFIED BY THE USER BEFORE 
C THE FIRST ENTRY. THE DIMENSION JF Y MUST BE 





















































































































THE DIFFERENTIAL ECUAT10NS NHIC~ ARE BEING 
INTEGRATED. 
THE J-TH DERIVATIVE OF THE I-TH DEPENDENT ~ARIABLE IS 
STORED IN Y(K+J+1J WHERE K=K)(1'+ ••• +KO(I-1', 
I=l, ••• ,NEQ, J=Q, ••• ,KD(I)-1. 
(FOR EXAMPLE, FOR 1HE SYSTEM F(l,=UFP, F(2J=~PP, WHERE P 
DENOTES A PRIME, ye1J=U, Y(2)=U~, Y(3)=~, Y(4'=WF., 
FII'=KDII)-TH DERI~ATIVE OF THE I-TH CCMFONENT WITH RESPECT 
T~ T, I=l,Z, ••• ,~EQ. THE USER MJST PROVIOE 
THE CODE WHICH CCMFUTES F GI~EN Y AND T. 
KO(I)=THE ORDER OF THE I-TH DIFfERENTIAL EQUATION IN 
THE SYSTEM. KDeII MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 4. 
EPS(IJ IS A PARAMETER USED TO CeNTROL THE LOCAL ERROR. 
THE ESTIMATED LOCAL ERROR IS K~PT LESS THAN EPS(IJ IN 
THE (KDlll-1'-ST DERIVATIVE OF THE I-TH COMPONENT. THUS 
FOR EQUATIONS WITH ORDER GREAT~R THAN ONE, THE ERROR 
IN A OERIWATIVE IS ESTIMATEO. IN THIS CASE THE VALUE OF 
EPseI. REQUIRED TC OBTAIN A GIVEN ACCU~ACY IN THE DEPENCENT 
VARIABLE DEPENDS ON THE SCALIN;. 
IF ONE WANTS A RELATI~E ERROR TEST THEN ONE SHOULD SET £PS(IJ 
WHEN IFLAG=l • 
IF EPS(I'=O AND HtAX.NE.O, IFL~G IS SET EQUAL a. 
IF EFSII,=Q AND HHAX=C, NO ERRlR TESTS ARE PERFORMED 
AND THe: ORDEReS) AND STEPSIZE ~RE NOT CHANGED. 
THIS OPTION SHCUL[ NOT BE USED IF KQCII=l FOR ANY I. 
IFLAG IS USED FOR COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE INTEGRATOR 
AND THE JROGRA" WHICH CALLS IT. TO BEGIN THE INTEGRATION THE 
US~R, SHOULD SET I FlAG=O AND CA~L DVDQ. THIS WILL CAUSE 
INITIALIZATIO~ OF INTERNAL VARIABLES AND A RETURN WITH 
r~lAG=l. AFTER THIS INITIAL E~TRY THE VALUE OF IFLAG 
Sf10ULD NOT BE CHA NGED BY THE US ER. 
THE FOLLOWING VALUES OF IFLAG ~A~E THE FOLLOWING MEANINGS. 
~O USED TC INITIALIZE THE INTEGR~TO~. 
=1 THE VALUE OF Y FOR THE CURRENT STEP HAS BEEN 
PREDICTED. THE USER SHOULD COiPUTE F AND CALL DVDQ AGAIN. 
IF A RELATIVE ERRCR TEST IS USED THE NEW VALUE 
OF EPS SHOULD ALSO BE COHPU1EJ HERE. 
=2 THE ~ALUE OF Y FOR T~E CURRENT STEP HAS SEEN 
CORRECTED. THE USER SHOULO CO~PUTE F AND CALL OVOQ. 
=3 AN OUTPUT POINT HAS BEEN REACHED (SEE OESCRIPTIO~ 
OFT PR I NT " P R IN T RES U L T SAN DCA L L 0 V D Q • 
=~ T=TFINAL IF D~OQ IS CALLED WITH T=TFI~AL AND 
IFLAG=4, IFLAG IS SET EQUAL Tl 8. IF THE VALUE OF 
TFINAL IS CHANGEC THE INTEGRATION WILL CCNTINUE. 
=5 KSTEP=KSOUT (SEE THE OESCRr'T IOr.4 OF HXSTEP,. 
=6 EHAX.GT •• i AND 11 APPEARS TO THE SUgROUTIM~ THAT 
REDUCING H WILL NOT HELP 8ECAJSE OF ROUND,nr-F ERROR. 
IF THIS OCCURS A LARGER VALUE OF EPS(KEMAXI SHOULO 
PROBASt.,Y BE USED. IF EPS(KEHIOO IS NOT INCREASED, TOO 
SHALL A STEPSIZE IS LIABLE TO af. US~O. (WE HA~E FOUND THAT 
REPLACING EPS(KE~AX' WITH J2 •• EMAX·EPSCKEHAX' WORKS WELL.' 
INCREASING EPS IN THIS WAY WILL NOT OEGRADE THE ACCURACY, 
HOWEVER IF THE NATURE OF THE 'ROBLEH CHANGES IT HAY PAY TO 
USE A SMALLER VALUE OF EPS LATER IN THE INTEGRATION. 






























































































































=- 4 e .a £ 4, ;sse 
VALUE OF H. SET HHIN.LE.ABSIH' AND CALL CVOQ. 
IF THE INTEGRATO~ HAS JUST HA~~EO H ONE MAY CONTINUE 
WITH TWICE THE STEPSIZE BY SI~PLY CALLING OVOQ. (SUCH 
AN ACTION IS RISKY WITHOUT A CAREFUL ANALYSIS OF THE 
SITUATION.) IF T~E STEPSIZE HlS NOT JUST BEEN HALVEO 
(A~S(HJ.LT.HHIN MAY BE O~E TO THE USER INCREASING THE 
VALUE OF HHIN OR TO HAVING TOl SHALL AN H AT THE END 
OF THE STARTING PHASE.) THE I~TEGRATION WILL CONTINUE 
WITH THE CURRENT VALUE OF H A~O A RETURN TO THE USER WITH 
IFLAG=7 WILL BE HAOE ON EllERY STEP UNTIL ABS (HJ.GE.HMI'N. 
=8 ILLEGAL PARAMETER IN THE CALLING SEQUENCE. IF DVOQ 
IS CALLED WITH IFLAG=8 THE PROGRAM IS STOPPED. 
H=CURRENT IIALUE OF THE STEPSIZE. IN SELECTING THE INITIAL 
VALUE FOR H. THE USER SHOULO RE~E"3ER THE FOLLOWING--
1. THE INTEGRATOR I~ CAPABLE OF CHANGING H QUITE QUICKLY AN~ 
THUS THE INITIAL CHOICE IS NOT CRITICAL. 
2. IF IT DOES NOT LEAD TO PROBLE~S IN CCMFUTING THE OERIIiATIIiES 
(E.G. BECAUSE OF OVERFLOW OR TRYING TO EXTRACT THE SQUARE. 
ROOT OF A NEGATIVE NCMBER). IT IS BETTER TO CHOOSE H MUCH 
TOO LARGE THAN HUCH TOO SMALL. 
3. IF H·TFRINT.LE.O INITIALLY, AN IMMEOIATE RETURN IS HADE 
WITH IFLAG=8. THE SI~N OF H IS WHAT OETEkMINES THE 
DIRECTION OF INTEGR~TION. 
4. IF TPRINT=H.C2·.K' K A NCNNEG~JIVE INTEGER THEN OUTPUT 
VALUES WILL 8E oeTAI~EO WITHO~T DOING AN INTERFOLATION. 
HHIN AFTER GETTING STARTED, AND WHENEVER H 
IS HALVED. ABS«H) IS COMP~RED WITH HHIN. 
IF ABS(H).LT.HHI~ CONTROL IS RETURNEO T~ 
THE USER WITH IFLAG:7. 
HMAX THE STEPSIZE IS NCT DOUBLE) IF 
DOING SO WOULD HAKE ABS(H).GT.HHAX 
TPRINT ENABLES THE USER TO SPECIFY THE FeINTS WHERE 
OUTFUT IS DESIRED. LET TOUT=TPRINT + THE VALUE OF T THE LAST 
TIME CONTROL WAS RETURNED TO TH:: USER WITH IFLAG=3. CINITIALLY 
TOUT=THE INITIAL VALUE OF T.) CONTROL IS RlTURNED TO THE 
USER WITH IFLAG=3 WHENEVER T=TOUT. IF TOUT DOES NOT FALL 
ON AN INTEG~ATI(N STEP. OUTPUT IALUES ARE OBTAINED BY 
INTERPOLATION ON THE FIRST STEP THAT (T~10UT).H.GT.O. 
INTERPOLATED VALUES FOR BOTH Y ~NO F t-RE COMPUTED. 
(NOTE THAT A RETURN WI1H IFLAG=3 IS ALWAYS HADE 
. BEFORE TAKING THE FIRST STEP.) 
TFINAL CONTROL IS RETURNED TO T~E USER WITH IFLAG=4 WHEN 
T REACHES TFINAL. IF TFINAL DOES NOT FALL eN AN INTEGR~rIO~ 
STEP VALUES AT TfINAL ARE OBTAI~EO B~ EXTRAPOLATION. 
MXSTEP ON THE INITIAL ENTRY. AN~ ON ENTRIES 
WITH 2.LT.IFLAG.LT.6 KSOUT IS SET EQUAL TO 
KSTEP~MXSTEP. AT THE END OF EACi STEP KSTEP IS I~CRE"ENTEO 
AND C OMPA FrO WITH KSO U 1. IF K ST~P. GE. KSOUT CONTROL ,lS 
RETURNED TO THE USER WITH IFLAG=5. (THUS IF TPRINT IS 
SUFFICIENTLY LARGE, CONTROL WILL BE RETURNED TO THE USER 
WITH IFLAG=5 EVERY MXSTEP STEPS.) 
KSTEP=NUH9EROF INTEGRATION STEPS TAKE~ CCO"FUTEO 




















































OVOQ 1:4 t 
OVOQ 1 S5 ' 
OVDQ 156 
OllOQ 157 
OVOQ 1 S8 
O~OQ 1 S9 
OVDQ lEO 





























KEMAX=INOEX OF COMPONENT RESPONSI3LE FOR THE 
VALUE Of EMAX 'SEE BELOW'. 
ENAX=LARGEST VALUE IN ANY COMPONE~T OF CESTIHATEO ERRORJ/EPSCI' 
ORDINARILY THE STEFSIZE IS HAL~~D IF EMAX.GT •• l. WITH A 
RECENT HISTORY OF LOCAL ROUND-OFF PRCBLEHS VALUES OF EMAX AS 
LARGE AS 1 ARE PERMITTED. THE STEPSIZE IS NOT HALVED ON ANY 
STEP T~AT ROUND OFF ERROR APPEA~S TO BE LIMITING THE PRECISION. 
KQ'I'=HIGHEST ORDER DIFFERENCE US::O IN I~TEGRATING 
THE I-TH EQUATION. (CO~PUTED BY TH£ INTEGRATOR) 
• YN=A ~ECTOR WITH THE DIMENSION OF V USED TO STORE 
TH~ VALUE OF Y AT THE END OF EA~H INTEGRATION STEP. 
DT=AN ARRAY WITH OIHENSICN DT(20,~EQ) USED TO 
STORE THE mIFFERENCE TABLE. 
! NEVAL=NUMBER OF Tl"ES F IS EVALUATED C= NUMBER OF 
; ,. RETURNS HAOE WITH IFLA (=1 OR Z). (C OMPUTEO BY DVDQ.' 
NG HUST BE SET = 0 BY THE USER IF THE GSTOP FEATURE IS 



























A GSTOP IS DEFINED AS A RETURN WHICH IS HADE TO THE USER WHEN A DVDQ 
USER SPECIFIED FUNCTION G PASSES THROUGH ZERC. THE USER MAY DVOQ 
SPECIFY ANY NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS G OF TWO TYPES. ZEROS OF THE FIRSrOVOQ 
C : TYPE ARE LOCATED WITHOUT REQUIRIN; A DERIVATIVE EVALUATION 01/00. 
C:, BEYOND THE ZERO. THIS TYPE OF GST)P REQUIRES THAT G BE EVALUATED OVDQ 
C BEFO~E EACH DERIVATIVE EVALUATION. ZEROS OF THE SECOND TYPE ARE 0'100. 
C 'LOCATED USING INTERPOLATION, WHIC~ IS MORE ACCURATE THAN THE 0'100. 
C, ,EXTRAPOLATION USED IN THE PRECEOI~G CASE AND ONLY REQUIRES ONE OVDQ 
C: I ,EVALUATION OF G PER STEP. THUS ON:: SHOULD USE THE SECOND TYPE OFOV'OQ 
C GSTOP IF POSSIBLE. USERS NOT USING THE GSTOP FEATURE NEED READ OVOo. 
C NO FURTHER. OVDo. 
C OVOQ 
C, (THE GSTOP FEATURE IS INVCKEO BY USING A NONZERO VALUE OF NG. OiOQ 





















IMAKE SEPARATE CALLS 10 OVDQ TO 00 THIS. OIOQ 
NG~ THE NUMBER OF COMPONENTS IN G TO BE EXAMINED FOR A Z£RO. 
NGE=THE NUMBER OF COtPONENTS OF G THAT MUST BE EXAMINED FOR 
A ZERO BEFORE COMPUTING THE [)ERIVATIVES CFI~ST TYPE OF 
GSTOP'. IF NGE.LT.O OR NGE.~T.NG, IFLAG IS SET 
EQUAL 8 AND AN IM~EDIATE RETURN IS HADE. IF NGE.GT.ll, 
G(1'.GC2) •••• ,GiNGE' ARE EXAMINED FOR A ZERO BEFORE EACH 
DERIVATIVE EVALUATION, THE ~EHAINING COMPONENTS (IF ANU 
ARE EXAMINED AT THE END OF ~ACH STEP. 




A I/ECTOR CONTAINING THE CUR~ENT ~ALUES OF THE FUNCTIONS 
WHOSE ZEROS ARE TO BE OETER~INED. 
A VECTOR WITH THE SAME OIHE'fSlON AS G USED BY THi;; 






















































































































, $ 42; Z Xi{ 4 PI? C ; .. 1 _ a2 1.01 .. 2. ~ wag _2 __ . 4;~~ , 
IRE~TU~NS FROM CALLI t\G OV OQ WITH IFLAG.G T. 8 SHOULD BE INTERPET fO 
lAS FOLL OWS. 
,IFLAG 
~ 9 COMPUTE GCNGE+1), ••• ,G(NG) CTHE COMPONENTS OF G WITH 
ZEROS TO BE LOCA1ED USING INT£RPOLATION •• THEN CALL OVDQ. 
NO RETURN IS MADE WITH IFlAG=9 IF NGE=NG. 
~10 COMPUTE G(U,G(2), ••• ,GCNGE' (THE COMPONENTS OF G WITH 
ZEROS TO BE LOCATED USING EXTRAPOLATION'. THEN CALL OVDQ. 
NO RETURN IS MADE WITH IFLAG=10 IF NGE=O. 
~11 A GSTOP HAS BEEN FOUND. GCNSTOP'=O. FRINT RESULTS. IF THEIR 
ARE NO DISCONTINUITIES CALL DVOQ TO CONTINUE THE INTEGRATION. 
=12 GCNSTOP) CHANGES SIG~, BUT THERE IS OIFFICU~TY IN CONVERGING 
TO A ZERO. THE USER ~AY WISH TO HAKE A SPECIAL CHECK TO BE 
CERTAIN THAT EVERYTHING IS ALL RIGHT. TO CONTINUE THE 






2 Y N , Df, G, G T 
o I ME N S ION Y U, , F (1 ~ , 'iN ( 1 , , 0 T ( 2 U ,1) , K 0 C 1) ,K Q ( l' ,E PS C1 ) , G ( ::' ... , GT« 1 • 
INTEGER IB,IFt.IFLG,IFLS,IFLGS,I~K,IGKM,K8IT2,KOMAX,KDD,KOC, 







DIMENSION GAM(20,~),GAS(20) ,ETA(1',18) 
DIMENSION OO(26J,O(2S.,PT(21.,FAC(3),GI(2J,RGL3J 
EQUIVALENCE (DO(2),OC1J) 
DATA KBIT2 /01 
CHECK IFLAG 
IF (IFlAG) 1190, 1Q, 60 
CHECK TO INITIALIZE CONSTANTS 





IF(1.+RNO .GT. 1.) GO TO 1~ 
RNO=8.·RNO 
I(QHAx=O .3·FLOATCKB 1T2+1) 
IFCKQ"AX.GT.19) KQHAX=19 
I<BIT2=2·KBIT2+2 
I(QHAX GI~ES 'HE HA~I.UH CROER OF 20LYNOHIAl APPROXIMATION USED. 










































































C ,Of OECIMAL OIGITS IN THE MANTISSA. 
C 
C 'RNO IS APPROXIMATELY 2. 4 C3-8) WHElE 8 IS 
C, THE NUHBER OF 8ITS IN THE HANTISS~. 
C K81T2=2 4 9+2 WHERE 8 IS THE NUMBER OF BITS IN THE HANTISSA. 
C 'IF THE OERIVAT rYES ARE NCT COHPUT=:O TO THE ACCURACY EXPECTED 
C ;FROH THE WORD LENGTH OF THE COMPUTER CFOR EXAMPLE BECAUSE OF 
CCANCELLATION PROBLEMS OR TABULAR ~ATA', THEN THESE CONSTANTS 
C CAN 8E CHANGED TO REFLECT THE NUM3ER OF BITS WHICH ARE 
CSIGNIFICANT IN THE COMPUTED OERIVATI~ES. (THIS IS NOT NECESSARY, 
C iBUT IS WISE IF THE ACCURACY REQUESTED IS DIFFICULT TO OBTAIN 
CBECAUSE THE DERIVATIVES tAVE SO F=:W SIGNIFICANT OIGITS.' 
C 
CON I9M360, KQHAX WILL = 16, RNo = &.880-16, K81T2 = 108 
C ,ON CDC6600, KQHAX WILL = 14, RNO = 2.64E-14, KeIT2 = 98 




C KMAXO IS THE HAX.IHUM OROER DIFFER::NTIAL EQUATION THIS 



















C COMPUTE GAS AND GAM 
C 
C ; GASH' IS THE I-TH ADAMS-HOULTON ::ORRECTOR COEFFICIENT AND 
C GAMCI,J) IS THE I-TH AoAMS-FALKNE~ PREDICTOR COEFFICIENT 
C FOR INTEGRATING J-TH ORDER D1FFER~NTIAL EQUATIONS, 
C I = 1,2, ••• ,KQMAX+2, J = 1.2, •••• KHAXO. 
C 
I<Ho=Kt1+KHAXO 





DO 22 J=2. KMAXO 
GAM(1,J'=O(J)·FAC(J-1) 
22 CONTINUE 
DO 26 I=2.KH 
1<1<=I<MO+1-1 
00 24 1(=1.1(1( 
S=I-1 
0(1('=0(1(' -'0(1(+1) IS 
177 
OVOQ 2d4 
.OVDQ 285 1 
D~OQ 286 I 
OVOQ 281 1 
OVOQ, ZBe 1 
OVoQ 289 tl· 
OlfOQ 290 
OVOQ 291 .l 
OllDQ 292 1 
OVOQ 293 1, 
OVDQ 2S4 
OllOQ 295 1 
OVOQ 296 i 


























OIlOQ 323 , 
0\100, 3 24 ~ 





























GAMU .. U=0(1) 




00 28 I=2,K" 
. GAS(I.=GAH'I,1)-GA~(!-1,1. 
28 CONTINUE 
o GENERATE ETA 
d 
C ETA(I,J)' I=1,2 •••• 9 J IS USED IN THE FI~ST HOOIFICATION OF THE 
d I~TH DIFFERENCE CF A J-TH ORDER METHOD AFTER THE STEfSIZE IS 
C HAL !JED. 
C ETACI,J', J=1,2 ••••• 1-1 IS USED l~ THE SECONe HOOIFICATICN OF 
C THE (J+1)-Sl DIFFERENCE OF AN I-Ii ORDER METHOD 
C 
K=KQMAX -1 
EI GHTH= FAC C 2' ¥F AC (2 .fF AC (2. 
ETA C1, 1) =E IGHTH 
ETAC2,1'=EIGHTH 
TP=FAC(Z)¥FAC(Z) 
00 33 J=2,K 
TP=TP/Z. 
ETACJ,J)=(TP+ETA(J-1,J~1')/2. 
IFCJ.EQ.2' GO TO 32 
JH2=J-2 
DO 30 IB=1,JM2 





00 34 1=1, K 
TP=O. 
00 34 J=1,I 
TP=TP+ETA eJ, n 
ETA U+1,J)=tP 
34 CiONTI NUE 
TP=FAC (2' 




, 00 36 J=1,K 
00 38 I=1,J 
ETA(I,J'=ETAeI,J./OeJ, 
38 CONTINU E 
KM1=K-1 
DO ita J=1, KM1 
oeJ)=oeJ+u/OCJ' 
40 CONTINUE 
00 42 1=2, KM1 
DO 42 J=1,I 
ETAeI+1,J'=-ETACI+2,J)+ETACI+l,J'¥OCI. 
42 CONTINUE 
TP= EI GHTH 
































































































377 j I 
378 ! 379 ~ 
380 1 



















£+&:,O I 401 _4 






!' ... 14 ,n, •• -, "Wi ... , ........ '0.0':'0 " ONJO ,g, ........... l 

















































00 56 J=1, NE 
KQ'J'=l 




IF «KOD.EQ.O) .0R.(1(OO.GT.KMAXO" 














LSC AND lSTC ARE 
L STC~ 4, LSC= .. 
LSTC=3, LSC=4 









FIRST TIME THROUGH THE FIRST STEP 
SECCNO TIME fHROUGH THE FIRST STEP 
(NECESSARY TJ CHECK STA8ILITY) 
THIRD TIME TiROUGH THE FIRST STEP 
(CNlY OCCURS IF INSTABILITY ~OSSIBlE) 
SECeNO STEP (IF KQ(l)=2 , I=1,. •• ,NEQ, 
STA~TING~ ONE OeRI~ATIV~ EI/AL. PER STEP. 































































:' .. -' .~Wb¥ 7 •.• ~_.,y~n. -~: 
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II LSTC= -1 LSC.L T. a SET WHEN HALVING THE STEPSI ZE O~DQ .. 64 
! I N THE LAST TWO CASES LSC IS SET EQUAL TO Lsrc. (MAXIMUM KQ (1) O\lOQ 4E5 
+1). AT THE ENO OF EACH STEP IF LSC.NE.O IT IS REPLACED BY OVOQ 4&6 
LSC-LSTC UNTIL LSC=O, AT WHICH TIME LSTC IS SET EQUAL TO O. 'PVDQ 467 
WHEN DOUBLING H, LSTe IS SfT EQUAL TO -1 ANO LSC TO -3. ;/ ,b~OQ 468 ."" 
UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS WHEN KQUI=l, LSTG IS,' SET =-1 AN,I:) kSG=-;bVOQ 469 J 
j/ '. ,,~~ibv OQ. 410 4 






IFCNG.NE.O) GO TO 1420 
Go TO 315 
~ND OF INITIALIZATION 
ENTRY WITH IFLAG.GT.O 
I 
CHECK FOR GSTDPS 
60 IF(NG.Ea.NGA) GO TO 65 






65 IF (IFL.LT.ZJ GO TO 320 
IF (IFL.EQ.ZJ GO TO 80 
IF (IFl.GT.5) GO TO 118e 
SET STEP STOP 
KSOUT=KSTEP+MXSTEP 
IF (IFl.EQ.5) GO TO 210 
IF (IFL.EQ.4) GO TO 1210 
SET PRINT STOP 
70 TDUT=T+'TPRI tT 
75 TPS1=ABSCAMOO«TOUT-T'/HH,TWO)-PTSi) 
lFO=-l 
IF (1TPS1.GE.PS) LFO=l 
LFD IS USED TO INDICATE WHETHER DlUBLING H IS PERMITTED. 
IF LFO.LT.O AT THE END OF A STEP THEN OOUalING H IS 
NOT PERMITTED. THE SIGN OF lFO IS CHANGEO JUST 8EFORE THE 
END OF EACH STEP. IF TFRINT=H·CPD~ER OF 2. THEN 
OUTPUT VALUES WILL BE OB1AINEO WITHOUT INTERPOLATION. 
GO TO 200 
~NTRY WITH IFl AG=2 
UPOAtE DIFFERENCE TABLE 
ANO COMPUTE KQ"=MAXI"UH VALUE OF <Qel), I=1.2, •••• NEQ. 
180 
"l,,:, PVDQ 4iYl ~ 
'DIIDQ it 72 
DVOQ 473 





















OIlOQ 494 , 






















































80 I(QM=O . DVOQ 525 j 
OVOQ 526 l 















00 90 I=l,NE 
I(QQ=KQU' 
IF CI(QQ.GT.I(Q"' KQH=KQQ 
OU'=FU' 







END OF UPQA TING DIFFERENCE 
STORE Y (J, IN YN (J, 

















IF (LGSS~ 143a,110,1~1C 
IFLAG=2 
IF (LSC~EQ.O) GO TO 140 
lSC=LSC-LSTC 
IF iLSC.EQ.O) GO TO 130 
IF (LSTC.NE.C-1J) GO TO 140 
IF (LOOU8.LT.O) RNtC=RNO.Pl 
E2HAIfE=E2HM iX 
TPS1=PTS1 
GO TO 190 
IF (ABS(HH).L~HMI~) GO TO 10013 
LSTC=O 
IF (lOOUB.NE.1) GO TO 150 
IF (CLFO.GT.O}.ANO.(ABS{HH+HH).LE.HHAX» GO TO 1030 
GO TO 2 00 
Rr~~AX=p TS1/Fl OAT (KQM +3) 
1..F CClSTC.NE.O).OR.(E2HAVE.EQ.O.)) GO TO 120 
TPS1=E2HMAX/E2HAVE 
IF (TPS1-PTS1) 160,190,170 
E2HFAC=AMIN1(P07S,E2HFAC-RQHAX,E2~FAC·1PS1) 
GO TO 180 
TPS1=TPS1·TPS1 




E2HFAC IS A FACTr~ WHICH IS TAKEN TIMES AN INITIAL ESTIMATE CF 
E2H TOGE', , FINAL IIALUE 0= EZH. (E2H=ESTIMATE OF WHAT 
(ESTIMA TE... '"'.ROR)/(REQUESTEO €ZRROR' WOULD BE IF H WERE 
OOUBLED. , 
E2HMAX IS THE MAXI/"! .. 1 VALUE OF TH:: INITIAL E~TIMATE OF E2H OVER 
ALL COMFONENTw WITH KQ(I).;T.l. 
E2HAVE IS A WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF P~ST VALUES OF E2HHAX. 
THE VALUE OF E2HFAC TENDS TO BE S~ALLER WHEN £2HMAX IS 
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1 C CH~CK FOR PRINT STep ANO FOR T RElCHING TFINAl. DV'OQ 584 
·1 2DO TPO=(TOUT-TL./HH DiDQ 585 , 
TPU1=(TFINAL-TL)/HH OVOQ 586 1 
0' C OVOQ 587 1 ;; 
.IF (LGSE.l.T.Il) GO TO 178Q OVOQ 588 1 ;IF ( T POl. LT. FA C , 1) ) GO TO 1220 O~OQ 589 I L iIF (TPD.lE.G.) GO TO 1280 OVOQ 590 c! i 5'31 r ~i DVOQ 1 C ICHECK FOR STEP STOP DVOQ 592 I , 
iIF 'KSOUT. GTe KSTEPJ GO TO 210 O~OQ 593 
C DVDQ 594 
IFl. =5 ~VDQ 595 
GO TO 31D DVOQ 59& 
C D~OQ 597 
C CHECK TO SEE IF ROUND-OFF ERROR IS PROMINENT QVOQ 598 
210 IF CEMA X. EQ.ERNO) GO TO 220 qVOQ 5<;9 
C IT IS qVOQ 600 
IFl=6 QlIOQ 601 
IF (EMAX.GE.II1' GO TO 310 QVOQ &Q2 I IF «LSTC.Gf.O •• OR.(LDOU8.EG.1.' ERRMX=P1S1 d,VOQ &03 
C OVOQ &04 1 j 
220 IFl=l rj,VOQ &05 j 
230 T=TL+HH OIVOQ &€i6 j . 
! C OVDQ &07 I 
C START A NEW STEP DVOQ 608 
C O~OQ 609 
C PREDICT DVOQ 610 
240 J=Q OVOQ 611 
00 290 I=l,NE OVOQ &12 
KOO=KOn) OVDQ &13 
I(OC=K 00 DVDQ 614 
25D KQQ=KQU' aVOQ 615 
TPO=Q" aVOQ 616 
I(=KOC DVOQ 617 
2&fJ TPO=TPD+DT( KQQ, I. "'G AM (KQQ,KDC) DtOQ 618 
KQQ=I(QQ-1 OVOQ 619 ~ IF (I(QQ.GT.O' GO TO 260 OVOQ ~20 
1 
270 I(=K-1 DVOQ &21 
IF (K.l.E.O) GO TO 280 OllOQ: 622 
l=J+K OVOQ 6~3 
TPO=YN(l+l)·FAC(K)+HH·TPD DVOQ &24 
GO TO 270 DV'OQ &25 
280 J=J+l O~OQ 626 'I 
YCJ'=YN(J)+HH·TPO DVPQ &27 1 
I(DC=KOC-1 OIi.OQ 62~ 
1 
IF ( K DC. G T • 0 , GO TO 250 OVOQ 6~9 
290 CONTINUE OVOQ 63D 
C END OF PREDICT OVO'Q 631 i C OVOQ 632 IF UFL) 124",3Z0,300 OvOQ 633 
300 IF (lGSO.NE.O) GO TO 1520 OVOQ 634 
C OVOQ 635 ·1 
310 IFlAG=I Fl OVOQ 63& 
315 IF' UFl AG. LEe 2' ~EVA l~NE VAl.'1 OVDQ 637 j 
C gVDQ &~8 1 RETURN ,VOQ 639 
C bVOQ &40 I 
C Ol/OQ &41 
J C ENTRY WITH IFl. AG-=1 OVOQ 64+2 320 ERNO=O. OVOQ &43 
182 ~ 







































IF (LODUS.GE.D' LOOUe=1 
LOOUB IS SET IN THE LOOP BELOW AS FOLLOWS 
LOOUB=O HAL liE 
LOOU9=1 DOUBLE 
LOOUB=2 00 NOT OOUBLE 
LOOUB.L T.O AT THE BEGINNING OF TH:: LOOP INOICATES THE FOLLOWING 
=~3 STEPSIZE HAS JUST BEEN HALVED. IF A OISCONTINUITY IS 
NOT INOICATEO MCOIFY THE DIFFERENCE TABLE AND REPEAT 
THE STEP. 
=-2 STEP AFTER LOOUB=-3. PROCE~D AS USUAL (ORDER IS NOT 
CHANGEO) 
=-1 STEP AFTE~ LDOUB=-2. MODIFY THE DIFFERENCE 1A61.E ONCE 
, AGAIN ANO REPEAT THE STEP. 
,IF LDOUe IS SET ~QUAL TO -4 THE O~OER IN AT LEAST ONE COMPONENT 
HAS BEEN GREATLY REDUCED AND THE STEP IS REPEAIEO. 
BE:GINNING OF LOOP FOr- CORRECTING, ESTIMATII .. atE ERROR, 
AND ADJUSTING THE NUM8ER OF DIFFE~ENCES U~~O 
00 790 1=1, NE 
1(00=K0(1 ) 
I(QQ=I<QU) 
KQQ GIVES THE ORDER OF THE PREDICTOR FORMULA A~O KQQ+1 THE 
OROER OF THE CO~RECTOR FORMULA. 
KQ1=1( QQ+ 1 
O(1)=F(J) 
FORM THE DIFFERENCE TABLE FROM PREDICTED DERIVATIVE VALUES. 
00 33D 1(=1,I(Q1 
8CI(+1'=DCK)-OTCK,I) 
330 CONTINUE 
0(1(' GIVES THE (K-i) -ST DIFFERENC;E FORMED FROM PREDICTED 
DERIVATIVE VALUES 
TPS3=A9S(O(KQQ+l») 
IF (LDOUe.LT.O) GO TO 720 
340 IF CKGQ.NE.1) GO TO !:20 
KQ(I~=1 IS TREATED AS A SPECIA~ CASE 
EZH=PTSZ 
TPSS=.oTC3, I) 
IF CLSTC.LT.2' GO TO 370 
FIRST STEP OF INTEGRATION 
IF (LSTC.NE.4) GO TO 350 
TPS4=O. 
IF (KOD.GT.1) TPS3=AMAX1(TPS3,A3S(HH.O(1)') 
TPS3=TPS J.p 1 
G.O TO 510 
350 DT(2,I)=D(Zl 
0(2)=0(1)-OT(511) 
TPSZ= -DC Z) 
TPS 3= FTS S·ABS (Tp ~2. 






















• OVOQ 663 
























OVOQ 689 1 
riVDQ 690-! 
Ol/OQ 591 1 
OVDQ 6921 
aVOQ 693: 
qVDQ 694 i 
OIlOQ 695 j 
OVOQ 696 1 
OVOQ 697 : , 
0IVOQ 698 'j 











































,(3,£ .£02.3.,.£ i&2£$3.g.i.LSL.t .. ~· .,,- SJ.M .,$.,=' -Ui4MO.d t(£.~$A*'42 _ ....... 1 
IF (LSTC-2) C.?'Q,380,J80DVOQ 704 
IF CTPS5.EQ.O.) GO TO 360 OVOQ 705 
IF COT(6,I).EQ.O.) GO TO 400 O~OQ 706 
TPS2=OT(5,I'-OT(1,I' OVOQ 707 
TPS4=OTI4,I' O~OQ 708 
TPS1=ABS(TPS4) OVOQ 709 
TPS4=TPS2~SIGN(PTS2,TPS4)-TPS5·rpS1 D~OQ 710 
IF CTFS4.GT.(-TPS1) GO TO 410 OVOQ 711 
TPS6=-PTS1 OVOQ 712 
GO TO 450 OVOQ 113 
FIRST STEP AFTER THE STEPSIZE H'S BEEN CHANGED OllOQ714 
OTe6,I)=PT(1) OVOQ 715 
TPS6=O. OVOQ 716 
GO TO 450 OVOQ 717 
IF (TPS4.LT.TPS1) GO TO ~4Q OVDQ 718 
IF (TPS1.fQ.O.) GO TO 390 OVOQ 719 
TPS6=PTS1 OVDQ 720 
GO TO 450 OVOQ 721 
KQ(I)=2 OfOQ 722 
IF (2-lSTC) 51D,~1atS20 OVOQ 723 
TPS6=TPS4/TPS1 OVOQ 724 
TPS4=TPSS+TPS6 OVOQ 725 
IF (TPS4.LT.P25) GO TO 430 DfOQ 726 
INCREASE E2H IF C-S).GT •• 25 OVOQ 727 
E2H=PTS4~TPS4 DVOQ 728 
IF C2-LSTC) 460,410,~80 OVOQ 729 
LSC=C OIlOQ 730 
GO TO 510 OVOQ 731 
IF (TFS5-P25) 430,4EOt~60 OVOQ 732 
IF CTPS4.GT.PTSZ) GO TO 490 OVOQ 733 
IF (TPS4.GT.PS) O(2)=0(Z)·GAMC2,1J OIlOQ 734 
GO TO 510 OVOQ 735 
IF (TFS4.LT.PTS4) GO TO sao OVOQ 736 
TPS4=PTS4 OVOQ 737 
O(2)=0(Z'/PTC3J OVDQ 738 
THE ESTIH~rE OF E (AND HENCE OF EZH) IS INCREASEO IF (-S'.GE.8. O~OQ 739 
TPS3=TPS3 l,tIlli (7' ,I ' I Q 740 
GO TO 510 'OIlDQ 741 
O(2)=0(2)·(P!S2·CTFS4-PTS1)/(tP~4·TPS4') OVDQ 742 
IF CTPS4.GE.3"i E2H=E2H.OTC1,I) OViOQ 743 
STORE O(U=P~EDICTEO DERIIiATIVE AND O(Z,=Z.CCORRECTEO Y - O~OQ 744 
PREDICTED Y'/H 0(1) AND 0(2) ARE USED TO COMPUTE «-S' ON OVDQ 745 
THE NExt STEP. OVOQ 7~6 
OT(5,I)=0(1) OVOQ 7~1 
OT(4,1;=0(2) DiOQ 748 
o (4)=TPS4 OVOQ 7~9 
:S',ORE 0 (~J= CURRENT ESTI~ATE or- (-S). (-SI.G'f.3 IS AN INOICATION OVDQ 750 
THAr THE STEPSIZE SHOULD BE LIMIT::O BECAUSE OF STABILITY PROBLEMS.DV.·OQ 751 
S=H·CESTIMATE OF EIGEN~ALUf OF F)=H·(OIFFfRENCE BETWEEN PREDICTED O~OQ 752 
IANO CORRECTED DERIVATIVE VALUES'/lOIFFERENCE BETWEEN PREDICTEO OVOQ 753 
AND CORRECTED INTEGR~LS OF THE OE~IVATIVE ~ALUES) OVOQ 754 
THE TREATMENT OF THE CASE KQCU=1 COULD BE IMPROVED BY USING A OVDQ 755 
SPECIAL ~ETHOO FOR STIFF EQUAfIONi WHEN (-SI.GT.3 (HAYBE). OVOQ 756 
(THE ENTIRE TREATMENt OF THE CASE KQtI)=1 Is FAR FROM IDEAL.) OvbQ 757 







































i .£. L ,usa _ ax :& sA epel"'!' 4= fit •. 4'."..,.,..,... • 
K=J 
TPO=HH·TPO 
KDC=I( OC+ 1 
YCI()=YCI('+GAHCKQQ+1,I(DC)·TPO 
1(=1(-1 
IF (I(OC.LT.KOD' GO TO 530 
ENO OF CORRECT 
IF (EPS(!)"NE. U.' GO TO 56C 
IF (HHAX) 1190,7S0,1190 
TPS4=ABSCDCI(QQ+2)) 
TPS2=ABS(OCI(QQ) 
TPS6=HHlEPS C II 
! 
E=ABSCGAS(I(QQ+l)~TPS3·TPS6) 





MEANS NO ROUNO-OFF ERRJR 
HEANS SCHE ROlNO-OFF E~KOR 
MEANS EXT~EHE ROUNO-OF~ ERROR 
FRNO=RNOC·ABSCPTCKQQ+2)·OC1) 
CHECI( TO SEE IF ROUND OFF ERROR IS OOMINANT 
IF CCTPS3+TPS4).GT.FRNO' GO TO S7D 
LRNO=O 
IF CCPTS4·TPSZ'.LT.FRNC' LRNO=-1 
IF (E.LE.ERNO' GO TO ~~O 
IF CE.LE.EHAX) GO TO SEO 
EMAX::::E 
KEMAX:I 
IF ~LRN09LE.O) GO TO S~O 
ERNO= E 
IF CERND.GT.ERRH)' LOOUB=Q 
IF CLDOUB.LE.O) GO TO 780 
TPS1=ABS(OO(I(QQ) 
TPS5=TPSl 
IF (KQQ-2) 500,610 ,E20 
E2H=E·E2H 
IF C E 2!-'!. LT. P 01 , GO TO l' 8 0 
IF COCI+ •• LT.3.) GO TO 770 
L,STC=-i 
L.SC=-S 
GO TO 770 
TPS1=TPS2 






E'2H=A SSC GAS C KQQ-1) "PT (KQQ+l' .E2li.TPS&' 
E2H IS USEO AS AN ESTIMATE OF W~AT THE VALUE OF E 
IF H WERE DOUBLEO. THE ESTI~ATE IS GONSERVATIVELY 
IF CE2H.GT.E2HMAX' E2HMAX=E2H 
IF CLRND) 63D. E40,66D 






























































OVOQ S 22 
OlJOQ 823 













































IF (K.lE.3) GO TO c40 
IF IK. GT. KitH AX' I<=KQMA) 
E2H=£2H/PTCK+l' 
GO TO 650 
E2H=AMIN 1 (E 2H, E2H·3 •• E ,HF AC' 
E2H=E2H·P1 
TPS6=PTS4 
GO TO 670 
EZH=E2H·E2HFAC 
TPS6=KQQ+2 
KN i sa::: jQi iii. a '_&1>221 U''': :Q~ 










TEST TO SEE IF OIFfERE~C£S OECR::ASEHORE RAPIDLY THAN NECESSARY 
IF CTPS5.LT.ITPS3·TPS6») GO 
IF (TPSZ. LE. IT PS4. TPS6J) GO 
THEY 00 INCREASE KQ (IJ 
IF CKQQ.NE.KQHAX' ')(QU)=I<Q1 
GO TO 760 
TO 680 
TO 760 




IF (LSTC.LE.O) GO TO 750 
IF (E2H.LT.P01' GO TO 750 
IF (LSC-LSTC) 690,750, i70 
IF IKSTEP-4) 750,700,710 
KQ1=L STC 
LSC=KQl 
END OF ONE DERIVATIVE EVALUATIO~ PER STEP 
GO TO 770 























AFTER HALVING H. REDUCE KQU' 
IF (L:OQUB.EQ. (-2) GO TO 340 
DTCKQQ+1,I'=O(KQQ+1) 
IF A DISCONTINUITY HAS OCCURRED. OllOQ 857 
IF ILDOUB.EQ.(-1) OTCKQQ+l,I.=)'KQQ+2) 
I<=KQQ 
IF CK.EQ.1) GO TO 740 
IF (ABS(O(K-1)).GT.CPTIZ).ABS')(K+1')')~OR. 
(ABS(OCK»).GT. (PTC2)·ABS(OCK+2))))) GO TO 740 
1<=1<-1 
GO TO 730 




DIFFERENCES DECREASE TOO SLOWLY REDUCE KQII'. 
I<Q (U =KQQ-1 
IF (KQQ.EQ.2) OTI3,1 )=0. 




OIlOQ 8 S9 
OVOQ 860 
OllOQ 861 


















I OIlOQ 880 
190 CONTINUE Ol/OQ 881 











































If CIFL.LT.D' GO TO 1250 
TEST FOR HALVING H 
Ir- (LOOUS' 80Q,950,870 
LDOUB=L 00U8+1 
IF ILOOUB+ U 810,870,820 
IF CLOOUB.EQ.C-2)) GC TO 820 
-4.'am S'!*WM 1 J • ., .?<L.JEQ11 Zig ,. a 4'=+2 4 
ORDER IN AT LEAST ONE COtPONENT HlS B~EN GREATLY REDUCED 
LDOUB=Q 
GO TO 229 
CO 860 1=1" NE 
KQQ=KQU~ 
TP=OT CKQQ+l, n 
IF !t(QQ.LE.3' GO TO a60 
IF CLOOUB.NE.O' GO TO 840 
00 830 K=3,KQQ 
SECOND "ODIFICATION OF DIFFEREN~E TABLE AFT~R HALVING H 
DT(I(,IJ=OTCK,I'+ETA(KQQ-1,K-2'·TP 
CONtINUE 
GO TO 860 
DO 850 K=2,KQQ 





GO TO 240 
IFL=2 
IF CLSTC.LE.O) GO TO 300 
IF (2-LSTC) 880,900,940 
LSTC=LSTC-1 
IF (LSTC.EQ.3) GO TO 890 
IF (lSC! 920.960,920 
IFL=1 
GO TO 300 
IF (LSC-2) 910,930,920 
LSTC=O 
LDOUB=2 
GO TO 80 
LSTC=1 
LSC=O 
GO TO 80 
IF (LSC' 300,80,3aO 
H'ALIJE H 
HH=F AC (2'. HH 
IF (lSTC.lT.2) GO TO 990 
ERNO=P25·ERND 
IN LOOP TO FINO A NEW INITIAL STE~SIZE 
IF (ERNO.GE.P11 GO TO 950 
LSTC=4 
lSC=4 
0.0 970 I=1,NE 
KQ(I'=1 
CONTINUE 


















t,: OVOQ 898 ; 
































OVOQ 930 ! 
OVOQ 931 J 
OVOQ 932; 




























































E",," S_ IX La U JS£L4uuat£ .S as 2 JS £ 
IF (LOOUS.EQ_O' GO TO 990 
lSC=1 
lSTC=1 
GO TO 140 
TEST TO SEE IF H IS TOO SHALL FOR HAL~ING 
IF (ASSCHHI.GE.""INI GO TO 1040 
IF (IFL.EQ.7) GO TO 1010 
IFL=1 




GO TO 310 
ERROR CRITERIA PERMIT DOUBLING 
HH=HH+HI-i 
IF elSTe.EQ.l) GO TO 1050 
lSC=-3 
lSTC=-1 
CHANGE THE STEPSIlE 
DO 1160 I=1,NE 
I(QQ=KQ( I) 
IF CKQQ.NE.1) GO TO 1070 
OT(6,1)=0. 
OC3)=OT(3,I'·PT(2) 
IF (O(3).GT.PTC3)I lSC=-6 
IF (lOoue.NE.O) GO TO 1060 
KQM=8 
IF (DC31.GE.PTe5)) OTC7,I)=OTC1,I'.PTC21 
o (3)=0C3 I/PT (3) 
OTC3,1)=OC3' 
GO TO 1160 
BEGINNING OF LOOP FOR CHANGING JIFFERE~C·E TABLE TO 
CORRESPOND TO NEW VALUE OF H 
00 1060 K=1,KQQ 
O(K'=OTCK,II/PTCI() 
IF (lOOUB.EQ.O) O(K'=OCK)/PTC(' 
CONTINUE 
KQQ2=KQQ-Z 
IF (KQQ2) 1161,11~0,le90 
001130 J=l, KQQ2 





IF (I(+J-KQQ) 113Q,1130J l1QO 
OOU BlE 




00 llS0 1(=2,I(QQ 
188 
















































bv OQ 991 
6VOQ 992 
6"oQ 993 I 
O~OQ 994 
eVOQ 995 
6"OQ 996 I 
mVOQ 997 
eVOQ 998 















IF (LOOUB.NE.D' O(K'=O(I('.PJ(O 
OT(K,IJ=O(K)·PT(KJ 
CONTI NUE 
DIFFERENCE TABLE NOW CORRESPONDS TO NE~ VALUE OF H 
CONTINU E 
H=HH 





GO TO 220 
END OF CHA NGI NG 
GO TO 75 


















GO TO (220,980.1200.1510,157U,172D,172D,80,1480,1450.1630,1570', 
ILLEGAL VALUE OF PARAHETER INTE5RATION CAN NOT PROCEED 
IFL=8 
GO TO 310 
WRI TE (6,4000) 
FORHAT (26HOIFlAG=8 IN CALL TO OVlQl.' 
STOP 
IF (T-TFINALJ 200,11CJC,2C!O 
IFl=4 
IF (KSTEP.NE.DJ GO TO 12iO 
TP02=TPO 
ESTIMATE ERROR WHEN EXTRAPOLATION FROH INITIAL POINT IS REQUESTED 
HH=HH"'TP01·P75 
IFlS= IF l 
IFL=-1 
GO TO 230 
1240 IF «LGSO.EQ.OJ.OR.CIFlS.NE.4" Gl TO 60 
LGSE=-1 
TPO=FAC (1) 
GO TO 1820 
1250 HH=H 
IF (EHAX.LT.~Ol' GO TO 1260 
C ERROR IS TOO LARGE, REDUCE H AND ~EPEAT THE FIRST STEP 





GO T C 950 
1260 IFl=I FL S 
IF (IFl.NE.4J GO TO 1190 
TPO=TPD 2 
IFLAG=3 




















OV OQiD 20 
KOIIOQ1021 



















































4 444« ¥2" • 
- ".'"- <M&.t4'U ~., .. M$£'4ZAL.U4; (4? *4 at. ,1&'& j~, . tid ; 4 it <, t.. .., iJi X .katZ ; IiQua 
GO TO 1290 
1280 T=TOUT 
IFL=3 


























00 1310 f(.= 2,KQM 
DO(1)=OO(1'+PTC1' 
TP=TP+PT C U 
OCK+l)=COCI('·TP'/OOe1' 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 1350 











IF (K.GT.O' GO TO 1340 
O(J'=TP 
DCJ) IS THE INTEGRATION COEFFICIE~T fOR THE INTERPOLATION WHICH 
CORRESPONDS TO GAHCJ-I(OC,KOC). 
L=L-l 
GO TO 1330 
END OF COMPUTING INTEGRATION COEFFICIENTS 
PERFORM THE PART IA L !TEP INTEGRATION 
J=O 
DO 1415 I=l,NE 
I(OO=KO (U 
IF (KOC.GT.KOO' GO TO 1~10 
TP=O. 
I(QQ=KQ ( U + I(QQ2 
L=I(QQ-KOC 
IF (L.LE.O' GO TO 1370 
TP=TP+OCKQQ'·OTCL,I' 
KQQ=KQQ-1 




IF CL.EQ.O' GO TO 1400 
TP=Tp·HH+YNCK'·FACCL)¥TPD 
K=I<-1 
GO TO 1380 











OVOQ1G 73 I 
O"OQ10 74 ! 
OVOQ1D 75 I' 
OVOQ10 16 ' 
D"OQ10 77 1 
O"OQlIl78 ' 









dVOQ10 8 7 I,. 
dVOQ1088 
Q,VOQllI89 
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IF CKDC.NE.KD"AX) GO TO 1320 
ENO OF PART~L STEP INTEGRATION 
IF (LGSE) 1800,310,1810 










IF (LGSO) 1190,1450,14"0 
IFL=15 
GO TO 1470 
ENTRY WITH IFL=15 
LGSS=D 
IF (lGSO-NGA' 14eO,1480,l190 
LGSS=LGSiHl 
IFL=11t 
IFL AG= I FL- 5 
GO TO 315 
ENT RY WITH IFL::14 
00 1,1+90 I=1~NGA 
GT(I)=G(U 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 1730 
ENO OF INITIAlIZATIO~ FeR GSTOPS 





GO TO 310 






GO TO 315 
IGK=IGK +1 
IF (IGK.GT.IGKM) GO TO 1£50 
ENTRY WITH IFL=9,10, AND 17 
TEST FOR G CHANGING SIGN 
IF (GUGK'·GT(IGK» 160C:,lS80,lS9l 
IF (GT(IGKJ.NE.O.) GO TO 1600 
IF (TL.EQ.TG) GO TO 1560 
IF (LGSE.GT.D) GT(IGK'=GCIGK) 
GO TO 1560 



















































































" -. -- --- .--~.-. """'. --.,.,........,-... ¥ ............. .,..... ~. ,----~~ :.: ' 4. '*'" -' asa, A=#4 , 
COMPUTE INITIAL VA LUE FOR RG C=RATIO OF FARTIAL STEPSIZE WHERE 
G IS KNOWN/THE INTEGRATION STEPSIZE) 
IF UFL G. EQ .C" GO TO 1 El0 
RG(3)=FAC( U 
RG(2'=O. 
IF (IFLG.EQ.2'.ANO.(IGK.LT.LGSS)' RG(Z'=FAC(l) 
GO TO 1620 
RG(3'=0. 
RG ( Z , = -F AC ( 11 






GO TO 16ltD 
END OF PREPARATION TC BEGIN THE ITERATIC~ 
ENTRY WITH IFL=16 
ITERATE TO FINO GSTOP 
K=1 
IF ((GI (Z)·GUGk) ).GT.G.) K=2 
IF (A9S(GI(K').~T.ABSCG(IGK)" GO TO 1640 
CONVERGENCE P~08LEMS 
lGSE=LGSE-1 
IF (LGSE.EQ.(-~" EPSGS=PTSl 
EPSGS=EPSG S.PTS~ 
GI (K'=G UGK) 
RGCK'=RG(3) 
SECANT ITERATION (GIVES NEW FARTI~l STEFSIZE/H) 
TPD=RG(1'-(GI(1'+(RG(2)-RG(1»)/(GI(2)-GI(1" 
T=TL+TPO+HH 
TEST FOR CONWERGENCE CF ITERATION 
IF CABS (fPO-RG(·3" .LE.EPSGS' GO TJ 1560 
RG.( 3) =TPO 
GO TO 1300 
IF (1D-IFL) 1&6G,1700,100 
IF (IGKH.NE.NGA) GO TO 1710 
IF (LGSE.GT.C-3» GO TO 1690 
IF (LSTC.NE.4' GO TO 1£70 
ESTIMATE ERROR -- GSTOP IS THE RESULT OF EXTRAFOLA1ING FROM 
THE INITIAL POINT 
TP01=TPO 
RG(3)=TPO 
GO TO 1230 
IFL=11 
IF (LGSE.lT.(-,.t) IFl=12 
IFlAG=IFL . 
TEST TO SEE IF GSTOP IS PRECEOEO 3Y ANOTHER STOP 




GO TO ZOO 
LGSE=1 
IFL=IFLG 
IF (IFL.LT.D' GO TO 60 
IGKM=NGA 
IFL=IFlG 




































































GO TO 315 









IF (IFLG) 17~D,176D,1770 
1t40 IF (IFL.LT.13) GO TO 1750 
IF (IFLG.EQ.(-20)' GO TO 100 
IFL=-IFLG 
GO TO 310 
1750 HH=H 
GO TO 200 
1760 TPO =0. 
T=TL 
LGSE=-2 
GO TO 130~ 
1770 IF (IFLG-3) 220.200,200 
1780 IF (LGSE.EQ.(-l" C:O TO 1790 
LGSE=-l 
GO TO 1220 
1790 TPO=RG ( 3) 
T=TL+TPO·HH 
IF (LGSE.NE.C-l.' GO TO 1670 
IFl.=If'LS 
LGSE=-3 
GO TO 1680 
1800 IF (LGSE+2' 1550,1500,310 





IF (LGSO .GT. 0) GO TO 1~30 
GO TO 15~O' 
END 
193 
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--- ~. --". """ <&.§""" .. ..-..lW"-:--- _. --:-~, "7,~c;;~d __ &2$· :...., S&WEU1&£ 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM PRINTOUT 
PBOXC 
PROGRAH PBOXC ATMOSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 
BODY IDC! T=:ST 
TEST BO 0 't 
PAR A MET RIC I N FOR HAT ION 
NO SYMMETRY SPECIFIED 
PLOTS ARE PREPARED 
PAGE 1 
. <_. • ifi1i 
.. " .... ~,.~ .. ~ ..... ~~""~,...,.,~,........,.,;;; • .imoi ...... _~_~~~ • .,l;jiW4M&Mtmtt&@7l:rir.rnr'!'1tt?tzrrt$tr.~ 
PROGRA M PB oxe AT.OSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEOFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 
BO~Y 10. TEST 
TEST BOO .. 
N M X X X X NX NPX 
Y Y Y Y NY NPY 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 
1 1 2.QOOOOO 2.0004:00 1.5000UO 1.500000 .958086 1.591395 
0.000000 o. DOOOOO 1.67QOOO 1. 732000 .27&584 1.389794 
O.Dooono 0.000000 .229700 O.OOOUOO .074655 .094899 
Z 2.000000 2.000000 1.500000 1.500000 .941794 1.5983'49 
.. 
0.01l0000 0.000000 1.460000 1.670DOO .251249 1.254020 
, 
O.OQfleOO O.ODOOOO .465900 .229700 .223380 .282927 
! 




f 4 2.000000 2.000000 1.500000 1.5lHlOCO .8S1771 1.609275 \ I' 
t 0.000000 0.000000 .800QDO 1.140000 .14&221 .150320 ;,r: 
r 0.000000 0.000000 .7681DO .652000 .426 ao .557494 
~ 
f. 
2.QOOOOO 2.006000 1.5QOOUO 1.500000 .874522 1.620269 ~ 5 r 
r 0.000000 0.000000 .400000 .800000 .088802 .447901 
... 
.47'6787 ~ 0.1.100000 a.DOODOO .842&00 .768.100 .613081 I~ 
l 2.000000 2.000000 1.501)000 1.500000 .865&49 1c E24811 l w O.D!JO£lOO 0.000000 O.OUOOOO .400000 .029238 • 147089 11 
I 0.000000 0.000000 .866000 .842&00 .499797 .641222 7 2.000000 2.liOOOOO 1.5QOOOO 1.500000 c863067 1.62&041 ~ o.aooeao O.OOGOOO -.400000 0.000000 -.082222 -.148316 0.000000 a.GOllQDD .800000 .866000 .498318 .623224 ~ e 2.000000 2.0GOCGO 1.5011000 1.SIHIOtiO .872872 1.627233 I 0.000000 O.OGOOOO -.8QUOLID -.4IHllHIO -.218218 -.44284& C.GOOOOO a.COODOO .601l000 .800000 .43&43& .524111 I 
9 2.,000000 . 2.()(lOCOO 1.500000 1.S0DDeo .812872 1.618821 1 
OltilaOOOO 0.000000 -1.2Oiloua -.S,QCOOO -.218218 -.7511&0 .. ~ 
0.000000 0.000000 .400000 .600000 .43&436 .38&778 ] 
~ 
! 
10 2.QOOOOC 2.D1H)QOO 1.5QOODI1 1.5!JatUJO .872872 1. ED7148 , ~ 13.000000 0.000000 -i,,6{)OOOO -1.20oceD -.218218 -1.08597& 0.000000 O.DCOOOQ .200000 .400000 .436436 .24271& I j 
j 
11 2.ilOOOOO 2.000000 1.500000 1" 5000eo .945063 1.589795 i 
0.000000 0.0001100 - ~o 732000 -1.6 OtHJC a -.272824 -1.3&5206 
0.000000 0.000000 0.000.000 • 2 at) 000 .18D064 .0844&4 
., 
12 2.tlDOOOQ ·2.000000 1.500000 1. 5000011 .958086 1. 591395 . ~ 
" (1.000000 0.000000 -1.6700(;0 -1.732000 -.276584 -1.369794 'j 




fOLOOUl' f.R1 ... tn ~ 
.. ~ __ '-"~'f""---~ ____ 





> ~lJOOOO 1.500000 
i7000D 1.732000 , 
~29700 O.DOGUOO 
sooooa 1.5QOOOO 
.. 61) 00 0 , . 1.670000 
• 65900 .229700 
f 
~OO'OO 0 1.500000 























I 00000 u.oooooo ~ OO~OG .866000 
a tl tit) 0 1.500000 
8UO nIl.! 0 -. 4!l\l ou 0 
6000,00 .800000 
00000 1.500000 
2{hl DO () -.6IHOOD 
QUODD .60GOGO 

























































• 2S 2927 .2350E+00 





1. 6D 9275 .2665E-14 
.750320 .1405E+01 




1. E24611 .2220E-15 
8 1ft 7089 .1058E+01 
.641222 .2lH1E+1l0 
of 1.626041 • 222Q E-15 
-.1ft8316 .1D25E+1l1 
.623224 .201l7E+OO t 
1.627233 .8882E-15 1 -.442846 .111aE+01 
.524111 .2291E+OO 1 1 :-~ 
1c618821 .17 i6E-i4 i 
-.751160 .1360E+01 ! 1 
.386778 .2291E+QO i i 1. eD 7148 .8882E-15 ; 
-1.085976 .1688E+ 01 '~ 
.242716 .2291E.OO 1 i 
..l 
1 
1«) 589795 Q. l 
-183&5206 .18C3E+Ol 
• OS 446l.t .1833E+OO 
1. 591395 O. 
~1. 389794 .16 C 3Et- 0 1 
-.094899 .2076E+OO 
.~ 
". " ·"1 .• u 1 ~ 
.. 
• 
PROGRAM PBOXC ATMOSPHERIC SCIENC~ ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, f1ASSACHUSETl'S PAGE 
BODY 10. TEST 
• 
TEST BODY 
N M X .x ·x X NX N?X 
• 
Y Y Y Y NY N?Y 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 
, 
• 
1 13 2.000000 2.000000 1.500000 1.500000 .941794 1.598349 
o • a Oil 0 00 u.OOOOOO - 1.460000 -1.670UDO - .251249 -1. 2S 4(l20! 
0.000000 O.OOOtlOO -.465900 -.229700 -.223380 -.282927: 
, 
• 14 2.000000 2.000000 1.501l000 1.500000 .915363 1. eo 5113 O. 0 Q 0 Cl O"n 0.000000 -~.14DOOO -1.46'0000 -.202414 -1. D19539·· 
O.JODOaO 0.001l000 -.652000 -.465900 -.348052 -.445&12" 
15 2.000000 2 .. OOOCiOD 1.5DOOOD 1.5UODDD .891771 1.609275, 
0.000000 O.OClOOOO -.800tlOO -1.3.40000 -.146221 -.750320 .. 
0.000000 O.OOtHJOO -.768100 -.652000 -.428210 -.5574-9lt 
,~.~ 
16 2.0!)OOOO 2.000000 1.50000a 1.500000 .874522 1. f20-Z69 
Q. 00000 0 0.000000 -.400000 -.800000 -.088802 -. 4lt 7901 
o.ooocoo o.oeoooo -.842600 -.7&8100 -.476787 -.613081· 
1l. ---~. 2.0011000 2.DOOODO 1.50uOCQ 1.5000UO .865649 1. E2 4811 
lJ -;-O-O-O-G-O.-~ OoO(lOCOO lD.oooaoo -.40~OOO -.0::9238 -.147089 
tl. 0 Oil GOO O-;ltO-&O-O-O__ .... 866000 -.842600 -.499797 -.641222 
-------18 2.QOOl3OO 2.000000 1. 5 0 0 a Oil 1. 500-0-0-0---- .8&5649 1. E24811 I 
0.000000 Q.OOOOOO .'4-00IJuO 0.000000 .0292"3"8 .1470~9 
o.oaOOOQ O.GOOOOO -.842600 -11866000 -.499197 -.641222 .. 
19 2.000000 2.000000 1.500000 1.sonOOD .874522 1.620269 
O.lltlOOOC 0.000000 .800000 .400000 .088802 .447901 ; 
0.300000 1l.000000 -.768100 -.842600 -.476787 -.613081 
20 2.000000 2. Doooao 1.50000&1 1.500000 .891771 1.609275 1 
0.000000 0.000000 1.140000 .800tltlO .146221 .750320 
O.QOO[lOO a.DOODaD -.652Q()O -.768100 -.428210 
-.5574941 
21 2.!)QO()OO 2.0000(1) 1.5UOOOO 1.500000 .915363 1. 6D 5113 . 
O.OQliOOO 0.000000 1.46DOCIO 1.1LtODOO .202414 1.019~39 I 
0.000000 O.OIlOOOO -.465900 -.652000 -.3~8052 
-. 'tit 50 12 f~ 
22 2.000000 2. (lOCOOO 1.5000011 1.5004100 .941794 
f , 
1.5983491 
0.000000 a.oaUCOD 1.671)00U 1.460000 .251249 1.254020" 
0.000000 0,,000000 -.22970D -.465900 -.22338 U -.282927 '1 
, 
1 
23 2.000noo 2. OD 0 DUO 1.S0aaliD 1.500000 .958086 1. S~ 1395;i 
0.000000 C.LHlOOOO 1.7320(10 1.670CHIO .276584 1.389794:1 
0.000000 O.C013OOO 0 • .000000 -.229100 -.074655 -. 09lt6 991 
'. 
1.500000 1. 5D 0000 1.000000 1.000000 1.220560 
I 
2 1 .435365 1 I 












100 1. SOC 000 
luG -1.6100ClG 
ru 0 -.229700 
r 
100 1.500000 , 
JO 0 - 1.4 &'0 0 0 0 
~O 0 -.465900 
io D 1.5000CO 
100 "1.140000 
LO (I -.652QOO 
f 
IlH) 1. 500000 
io Q -.8DlHJOO 







io il 1.500000 
Do 0 0.00000(1 
"' &00 -.0866\100 
r j, 
DOO 1.5Q13000 
100 .400000 ~:: -.84260Q 1.500000 DO .SOOtHlO bou -.76810D 
~:: 1.500000 1.140000 























































1. ED 5113 .2665E-14 
<:> 1. D19 5 39 .1612E+01 
-.445()12' .2299E+QO 
1.609275 .2&E5E-i4 
-.7513320 .1411 SE+ OJ. 
-" SS 7'+94 .1985E.OO 
1. f21f2&9 .9992E-15 
-.41t 7901 .1217E+01 
-.613Q81 .2097E+OO 
1.E24811 .22ZUE-15 
-.147089 .105 8E+(j 1 
-.641222 .20Q1E+OD 
j 1. E24811 .2220E-iS • 1470-89 .1058E+01 -.641222 .ZD1HE+OO 
.9992E-15 1. 620269 
04'+ 7901 .1217E+01 ,J 
-.613081 .2097E+OO 1 
1.609275 .26E5E-14 J '4\ 
.750320 .141l5E+ 01 ,j 
-.557494 .1ge5E·OO ~ 
~ 
1. 605113 .266SE-14 
J 1.019539 .1612E+Ol 
-.,+4-5612 .2299E+IlO ~ 
1 
1 1.5983'+9 .8682E-15 J 
'I 
1.254020 .1158E+01 '1 l 




1.389794 .18U3E+Q1 ~ 
-.091.t899 .2076E+OO I 
.1 
1.220560 .576'+E-CJ2 
10831729 • 6416E+fl 0 
• 149900 .1708E+QO 
E" 
C PROGRAM PBOXC AT~OSP~ERIC SOI~NCE ASSOCIATES BEOFORO~ MAS SACH USETTS 
BODY 10. TEST 
(L TEST BODY 
N M X X X X NX NPX. 
(} Y Y Y Y NY NPY 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 
2 2 1.5~fl!300 1.500000 1.DOODall 1.000000 .390089 1.21t 
1.670000 1.'+60000 1.600000 1.870DIJG .65217IJ 1. E5 
.229700 .465900 .600000 .354600 .650004 .41 
3 1.500000 1.500000 1.000000 1.0aOOOo .324553 
1.460UOO 1.140000 1.200000 1.600000 .'+47006 
• 
.465900 .652000 .800000 .600000 .833577 
1.500000 1.500000 1.000000 1.0UOOOO .288009 
1.140000 .806000 .800000 1.200000 .287154 
.652000 .7681QO .9165GO .80.0 000 .913561 
5 1.500000 1.50.0000 1.000000 1.1)00000 .27D929 
.800000 .400000 .ltOOOOO .,eQO(!OD .163401 
.768100 .842600 .979&00 • 91~500 .94862<; 
~ 1.500000 1.500000 1.000000 1.000000 .261384 
.400000 0.000000 O.QUOllllO • ~()OOOO .052527 
.842600 .866000 1.000000 .979800 .963805 
7 1.500000 1.500000 1.1)00000 1.UiHlGOO .12614U 1.2"'60 
CJ1 0.000000 -.460000 -.4\)0000 0.,000000 -.312996 -.1995 
.866000 .800000 .800000 1.QOOOOO .941341 .8671 
8 1.500000 1.500000 ' 1. CaDDO 0 1.0aODOO 0.001l000 1. 2500 
-.400000 -.80001)0 
-.800 Oil 0 -.400000 -.447214 -.6000 
.600000 .600000 .600000 .800000 .894427 .701l0 
9 1.500000 1.500000 1.UOOOOO 1.CIlOOaO 0.000000 1.2500 
-.800000 -1.200000 -1.200000 -.800000 -.447214 -1 .. 0000 
( .6/l000tl .400CUQ .4GOtlilO .6DOOOO .894427 • SO 00 
10 1.500000 1.S0GODO 1.000000 1.tJtHHIOD 0.000000 1.2500 
( -1.200000 -1. 600000 -1.600000 -1.200000 -.447214 -1. 'tODO 
.ItGOOOQ .2000'00 .200QOO .400000 .894427 .30 0 D 




-'.COOOCD -1.600000 -.593315 -1.7392 ' 
.200(JOO 0.000000 O.OOOOOd .200000 .789109 .1~ 20 
( 
12 1.500000 1.500000 1.0UOOOO 1.(l00DOO .435365 1.2205 ' 
-1.732000 -1.670000 -j.870aOO 
-2.000'000 -.85526·3 -1.8317· 
( 0.000000 -.229700 -.354600 0.000000 -.281038 -.1499 
13 1.500000 1.500000 1.000001l 1.uOOOOO .39Q089 1.24172; 
i' C -1.671]000 -1.460flGO - ~.6GOOOU -1.870000 -.652170 -1. E5 283 
-.229700 -.'+65900 -.600000 -.354600 l -.650004 -.41468, 
.1 
C 
f~d'~JH f ~. 
.".-.. '~-:.:-- '::------- -;:.----;-:---:-----::.: ;j 
"" "' .. "', 
. - ~ ~ ., .. 








NX NPX 0 
NY NPY T 
NZ NPZ A 
.390089 1. 241719 .~2e8E-02 
.65217tJ 1. E5283Q .65E1E+(lO 
.650004 .414680 .1846EHIO 
.324553 1.24163Q .60 43E- 02 
.447006 1.351646 .6814E+ CO 
.833577 .631851 • 21 S'9 E + (j 0 
I .28801)9 1.242990 .4216E-02 .. ~ .287154 .965715 .6600E+00 
t .913561 .786135 .20 25E+ 00 
';:r; 
f· , 
.270929 1. 2S 0 18 0 .2656E-02 , 
t 
.163401 .60 CO 88 .6744E+OO r 
! .94862C; .876683 .21~8e+oo 
~ 
.261384 i. 250;117 .7710E-03 f , 
.052527 .2001. 26 .6594E+00 t ! .963805 .9220'-'1+ .2075E+QO .) I .126140 1.2",&098 .3153E-01 "~ ~ -.; 
~1-·312996 -.19956& .67 (8E+01) I I .9"t341 • 867167 .2125E+OD .' , ~ 0.000000 1.250000 .3553E-14 I , -.447214 -.&00000 .6108E+OO f 
.894427 .7000eO .2236E+OQ 1 
0.000000 1. 25 U 0 Ci &1 .3553E-14 ;~ 
-.447214 -1.000000 .67D8E+00 :~ 
.894427 • SO 00 u 0 .2236E+OO :j J 'J 
0.000000 1.2500 0 0 .66 f1E-14 ',~ 
--.447214 -1.4CDOUQ .67(8E+'0 
.894427 .3DOOOO .22S6E+QO :~ 
.159008 1.216789 .3975E- 01 i 




.435365 1.22 C 5&0 .57E4E-02 .~ 
-.855263 -1.831729 .6416E+.QO l 
-.281038 -.14990u .17Q8E+QO ; ,~,l 
.390089 1.241719 .8288E-02 .1 
"-r 
-.65217D -1. E52830 .6561E+OO .. ' I 
-.650004 -.414&80 .1846E+OO 
~cntrmAf •. ~ 
~:c-:c;,-:,::=::::::c",,,,,'OC:=",-C--




PROGRAM PBOXC ATMOSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
SEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 
BODY 10. TEST 
• 
TEST BODY 
N M X X X X NX NPX 
• 
Y Y Y Y NY NPY 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 
• 
';: ,., .... 
'.1..'0000'00' 1. a'D O;QO'U . . ' , •. ':"'u~ 3'245'5"3"' , "1' ~ Z41& 3'(r~ 2 14 1.500000 1 0 500COO 
-1.460(lOO ·-1.11t0000 
- ~. 200000 -1.600000 -.447000 -1.351046 u 
-.465900 -.652000 -.800000 -.600000 -.833577 -.631851 
.~ 
15 1.50000n 1.5GDOO~ 1.0DOOOO 1. CJ OOOG 0 .2880Q9 1.24299Q' 
-1.140000 -.800000 -.800000 -1.200000 -.287154 -.985715 i 
• 
-.652000 -.7681UO -.916500 -.800000 -.913561 -.786135 
16 1.500000 1. 51l 0000 1.000000 1.000000 .270929 i.250180 
It -.800000 -.4QOOOO -.4000lHl -.8000DO - .163401 -.6000S8 
l -.768100 -.842000 -.979800 -.91E500 -.948629 -.876683 
t 
'. 17 1.500000 1.51)0000 1.iHIOOOO 1.COtlDaa .261384 1.25D~17 
• -.400000 0.000000 o.oonODO -.40011CO -.052527 -.2013026 
-.842600 -.866000 -i.QUanOo -.979800 -.963805 -.922094 
t 18 1.500000 1.5DiHlOO 1.000DOD 1.D!lOOOO .261384 1.250017 
O.DononD .400000 .4000DO 0.000000 .052527 .200026 
• 
-.866000 -.8'+2600 -.979800 -1.00COOO -.963805 -.922094 
~ 19 1.50Q'Clla 1. SO DeaD 1.!JOOODO 1.00()DIl0 .270929 1.250180 I l t .40nOilG .8Daooo .80nDlin .i+!H.lOOO .163401 .600088 
f -.842600 -.768100 -.916500 co.979800 - .946 629 -.876683 I [ 20 1.500000 1. 50 {In 0 0 1.000000 1.000000 .288009 1.242990 
• t r .800eoo 1.1~OtlOO 1.20:0000 .sooooo .287154 .985715 , -~768100 -.652000 -.600000 -.910500 - .913561 -.786135 r' r 
"1 • 21 1.500000 1.500000 1.QOODOO 1.- 01H1 CD 0 .324553 1. 241630 [ 1.140DOO 1.460000 1.000000 1. ZQOOOO .447006 1.351646 ' 1 
-.652000 -.465900 -.60000a -.800000 -.833577 -.631851 ~ t. \~ L 22 1.500000 1.500000 1.000000 1.000000 .3SQ089 1.241719 -1 1.4601300 1.670000 1.6700011 1.600000 .652170 1. 652830 1 l -.465900 -.2c97DU -.35460D -.611COOO -.650004 -.41468U 1 ,I 
" 
23 1.5QOOOO 1.50UDDO 1. DDDuoa 1. 11 aD on 0 .435365 1.220560 ,; , 
1.670000 1.732000 2.000000 1.870000 .8:5263 1.831729 ,l 
-.229700 0.0&0000 0.000000 -.354600 -.281038 - .149900 , 
1 3 1 1.QOOOOO i.Clooaoo o. 000000 0.000000 ' 0.000000 • 500000 1 
2.000000 1.870aoo 1.87QO"'O 2. fJfHiOOO .936893 1" 93 5i11l0 j J 
0 • .000000 .354600 .354600 1l.000000 .344208 .117300 
2 1.000000 1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 O.OOO(lOO .500000 
1.870000 1.600(!\}O 1.600000 1.870000 .612591 1.7350uO 















1. Ot) O:(jOl) . . , .. ': .. ~~ 3'245'53" 
~ ", 
-i.6IJOOOO -.41t7006 , 
-.600000 
- .. 633577 
1.0 !HliHl 0 .286U09 
-1.200000 -.287154 
-.890000 -.913561 
~ 1.1300000 .270929 
t -.800000 - .16340 1 
f -.916500 -.948629 
~ . 




-.979800 -,963805 • t 
r , , 1. Q{.lOOOO .261384 , 
t o.ooonoo .OS2527 
~: 
-1.000000 -.963805 i 
f 1.(;OtlDGO .270929 f 
.4110000 .163401 ~. 
-.919800 - .948629 ~ 
l 




1.000000 • 3S00 89 
1.600000 .6S217Q 
" -.6 Il()OOO -.650004 
1.000060 .. 435365 
1.810 Ot) 0 .8~5203 
:~ 
-.354600 ... 281038 
0.000000' 0.000000 



















-. 6QOO 88 aE744E+ilO 




1.250017 .7710 E-03 
• 2D 0026 .6594E+OO 
-.922094 .2'175E+00 t 
1.2S01BO .2656E-02 :1 
,,6U0088 • E7 44E+ 00 
€ 
-.876683 .21il8E+OO j 
1.242990 .4216E-02 
.965715 .&600E+DD ,1 
-.786135 .2C25E+{)O li 
1. 241630 .604·3E-CJ2 ~ 
1.351646 .6814E+/JO I 
-.631851 .2159E+OO ~ 
1.2lt1719 .8288E-02 i 
1. 652830 .. 65 E1E+CQ ~ 
-.414680 .1846E+ 00 
I 1.22056D .5764E-02 '~ 
,:j 
1.831729 .6416E+ 00 1 
-.1'+9900 .1708E+Oo • 1 
.l 
.5000(;0 o. i! 
1.935iHlO .1069E+01 
• 177300 .3777E+OO 
.500000 .4885E-14 
1. 7350 IJO .10£4E+01 1 
.1 
.477300 .3649E+00 J 
j 
;'''' ". 
"'ar'~) \, ~ i:,~ l<~' ~ ,;~ .·~'if;~· -,,, "- .. , .- ~ '" ~. "~"~ _. ' ~ .. - ." . . '4~"";' ". .,"'- . .. , , " . .. ' -:"'"r;\f ... ~'~:':-' 
r 
• , . 
.. PROGRAM PBOXC ATMOSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
, BEDFORD, HASSACHUSETTS PAGE 
BODY 10. TEST 
• 
TEST BODY 
N M )( X X X NX NPX' 
• 
Y Y Y Y NY NPY 
, Z Z Z Z NZ NP Z 
.-
3 3 1.000DOO 1. DOllODO 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 .5iOOOOq 
1.600000 1.200000 1.200000 1.600000 .447214 1.400000 
, 
.600000 .80nOOO .800000 .60(1000· .694427 .100000 ~ . 
• 1.000000 1.000000 0.090000 a.OOOOOO 0.000000 .50 {j 0 0 Ir· , ~ . 1.200000 .800000 .8001HlD 1.200000 .279631 1.000000 .. 
• 
• 800000 .916500 .916500 • 8 OO~OO .96(1107 . .858250: 
, 
; 
.500000 r 5 1.00oeoo 1.000090 0.000 DO 0 0.000000 .O.OGOOOO l 
.800000 .400000 .400000 ~ 800000 .156305 .600000,;-~ .916500 .979800 .97960U .916500 .967709 .948150-
r 
t' 
1.000000 1.00tlDOO 0.000000 O.()GOO~O 0.000000 .500000: ~ .4Ilt/DOO a.OGGOOO '0.000000 .400000 .050436 ,.200000' 
I .9'19800 1.000000 1.0001]00 .979800 .998727 .989900' , 
1 1.000000 1.UOOODD 0.000000 (!.Oi1(1'OOO 0.000(100 .5()OIJOU' r' 
~ C.OOOOOO -.400000 -.40nO(30 Q.OOOOOO -.447214 ··.2IJOOOO: 
.' 
1.000000 .8DOCGD • 8!JOIlOO 1 • .000000 .894427 .900000 . 
t, 8 1.!JOOtlOO 1.000000 O.OOOlJOO o.OOtUJDD O.DOOOOO • SO u il 0 Q, t 
'" 
-.400000 -.80 !JOOO -.800000 -.400000 -.447214 -.6DOOOO .' r .800000 .0001)00 .600000 .800000 .894427 .700DDO •. ~ 
'1 r 9 1.000000 1.oonODO O. U 00 D:O 0 0.000000 O.ODOOOO .500000.··· -.800000 -1.200000 -1.200000 -.800000 -.447214 -1. CiO 0000 ; .000DUO .400000 • 4uoaoo • 060000 .894·427 .500000 . 
• 10 1.000000 1.000000 O.OOOOlJO D.UOOOOO 0.00000 IJ .sDuolio I i -1.200DOO -1.000000 -1eoOOOOO -1.200000 -.447214 -1.40 U j) U 0 •. 
• 
.400000 .2GOOOO .2000ClO .400000 .894427 .30000° 1 l 11 1.00000.0 1.0eoooa 0.000000 D.OO(JOOG O.OOOOOU .500000 I r -1.600000 ' -2.00 G1'oo - ,. DOUOOG -1.6Q{JOCO -.441214 -1.800000 .200tlOO o.~ooooo tl. 0 00 DO 0 .200UDO .894427 • 100000 . ~ o.OQ'aooa ., 12 1.000000 1.000000 D.OOOOOO Il.COij(lOO .5QOOOO 1 -2.000000 -1.870000 -1.870000 - 2. (l00000 -.938893 -1.93 SOuO j O.QODO!JO -.35460D -.354600 0.C900eo -.344208 -.177300 l " .'1 
13 1.1)00000 1.DeGOOD 0.000000 a.DaaOOD O.ODOOOO .500000" 1 J 
-1.87001)0 -10600000 -1.600000 -1.870000 -.672591 -1.135000 1 
-.354600 -.60COOO -s600Q(JO -.3546CO -.740014 -.477300 :1 
• 14 1.000000 1.00 0000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 111500000 l 
·i 
-1.oDOOf)D 
-1.200000 -1.200000 -1.600000 -.447214 -1.400000 j 




f fetOOUl' f.R1~~t! j 
i, 

PROGRA M PBOXC A'fMOSPHERIC SOI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 
BODY 10. TEST 
TEST BOtH 
N H X X X X NX NPX 
f.p Y Y .' Y Y NY NPY ; 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 
3 15 1.00000 I} 1.00 aaoo 0.0 DuOOO 0.000000 0.000000 .500000 
-1.20J)QOCi 
-.800000 -.800000 -1.2000UI1 -.2196,31 -1.DOOOOO ,I' f 
-.800000 -.916506 -.916500 -.800013'0 -.960107 -.858250 ~. 
!; 16 1.000000 1.000000 O.OOOOuO a.DUOOOD o.oooooa .50UOOO ( , 
~ . 
-.80ijOOO -.400000 '-.4UOOOO -.8l10000 -.156.305 -.600000 , 
" 
-.916500 -.979800 -.979800 -.916500 -.9877fJS -.9481 SO 1 {' .' 
,. 17 1.000000 1.tHJOOaO 0.000000 D.uO\lOOO 0.000000 .50 ilU 00 
~. -~400000 Q.oooeoo 0.000000 -.400000 -.050436 -.2UiHlOC 
-.9798UO -1. annooa -1.0DllaGO -.979800 -.998727 -.989900 
t [ 18 1.\)00000 1. OD 0000 0.090000 0.000000 D. Q 0'000 \) .5001l00 
[ .(I.nOODOO .400000 .4QllflOO !i.COGOOO .050436 .2001)00 
i -1.000000 -.979800 -.979800 -1.000,000 -.998727 -.98990e 
~ 
J 19 1.000000 1.()OOOOO O.QOOOOIl 0.000000 0.011 () ll4l ~ .500000 
.400(;00 .81'.10000 .8 '00000 .'~DOOOO .156305 • 6C no 0 D ','J 
t 
-.979800 -.916500 -.916500 -.979800 -.987709 -.9Lt815Q 
20 1.000000 1,. 0110000 0.000000 il.OUfJOOO O.DOUGOIl .500000 
co .800()OO 1.200000 1.200000 .800000 .279631 :1",1) 41GuOOQ 
~ -.916500 -.800000 -.800000 -.916500 -.960107 -OJ 851}250 . 21 1.000000 1.000000 O.I)(iODOO O.CODDao o.oooeOD .500000 1.2000UO 1. 61Hl DOG 1.6QOOOO 1. ZOGOOO .447214 1. ,,4u 00 (j 0 , -.800000 -.600000 -.600000 -.80001l0 -.694427 -.7DOOOO ~ 
l 22 1.Qi)ODOll 1.0000 00 0.000000 ' I). aocona o .0GOUOI} , .500UOO 1.600000 1.870000 1.8700no 1.600000 .67259 :'I. 1. 7351100 
-.60\)OQO -.~546QO .... 354600 -.600000 -.740014 -.477300 
',~ ;, 23 1.aoooon i.DeCOOD 0. DOOOOO Q.OOO~QO 0.000000 • 5D 0000 
1.87nDOO 2.00;0000 2.0'00000 1 • .870000 .938893 1.935ilOO 1 '-.354600 tl.QOOOOO 0.000000 -.354600 -.3"~20a -.177300 ! 
4 1 O.ODO{iQO 0.000000 -.500000 -.500000" ".049532 
-.2"00&81 2.001]000 1.870000 1.850000 1.9'72006 .939127 1.9231) 92 
0.000000 .354600 .341500 tI.OUOO(JQ .339980 .174052 ' j 
" j 
2 O.'OOuOOO 0.08DOOO -.500!HU -.5000DO -.043145 -.249477 '1 1 1.~7DOO:O 1.60ll000 1.5,8500 Q 1.851H1OO .675156 1.1262_69 , 
.354600 . .600000 .586&00 .341500 .736411 .470&68 "= 1 I ~ 
3 o.aOCflOO o.oaDeao -.500000 -.5,00 oeD -.034815 -.249169 
1.600000 1.20uDDO 1.195QOO 1.565000 .449471 1.395016 , i 
.600000 .600000 .7841+00 .586600 .892614 .632774 ,:l 
)~ 'I ! 
,FOl.OOlLI' ~~~"i r 
J ~~""""'""'~~.'Z .. ;. "~,.-='~,-o:_ ~':-"~~"-T:::;:::--.-'::lU:'.,.~ •• J - -~-.- -- .. ~ ....... ,-- ........ ----......... ~.-.. --' 





















































































.50 0000 .24lt2E-14 
-1.000000 .1063E+01 
-.856250 .41 EEE+OO 
.5011000 .241+2E-14 




-.969900 .'e0 0 se+ 00 




.600000 .10 79E+Q 1 
-.948150 .4050E+OO 
.5000011 .31u9E-14 
1. iiuuOOO .1083E+G1 
-.858250 .41EEE·OO 
.500000 .66E1E-14 
1.4000 C, 0 .1095E+Ol 
-.700000 .447 2E+ GO 
.500000 .6217E-14 
i. '13 5D 00 .111 E'tE+01 
-.477300 .3649E+CO 
• 5D IlO~O .6217E-14 
1.935iHiO .10E9E+Q1 
-.177300 .J771E~OO ;1' 





.174D52 .1853E+00 I 
. 
-.2"9477 .T8a7E-03 i I·· 
1.726269 .62(lSE+QO t 
.470688 .1816E+uO ~ I 
-.249169 .E327E-G3 ~ l ~ 
1.3950 16 .6693E+OO r r .' 
.632774 .2213E+QO ~ 
11 ,. 








PROGRAM PBOXC AT~OSFHERIC SCI~NC£ ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 





X )( X X NX NPX 
Y NY NPY r. 'I' y Y Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 
• 
4 '+ 0.000000 o.oooouo -.500000 -.5r.9000 -.031043 -.249537 
1.Z000QO .sonooo .800000 1. ~,)~OOU .281449 .998756 
4' BOC (110 13 .9165.00 .9012iHl .784400 .959074 .850538, 
~. 5 Oeoaoooo O. Oli 000 a -.5000(1) -.500000 -.0 ~9 218 -.250016 
i .8uao~e ."'.00000 .400000 • 8.~OOOO .157442 .600001 , . 
.. .916500 • 979800 .965500 .9111200 .987096 .940749 . 
~ 6 0.000000 0.0(1)000 -.500000 -.500000 -.028252 -.25DaDZ \ .4001300 a.DOIlCOO 0.000000 .400000 .O5078~ .2000GO 
f .979800 10000000 .986000 .965500 .998310 .982825 
• 
7 O.ODODOCl O.DOGOOO -.500000 -.5il'UDOO -.C12608 -.249496 
o. 000000 -.400000 -.4000DO 0.000000 -.434526 -.199997 
• 1.aaOOGll .80'£'000 .800000 .9861l00 .900571 .896509 
'- a o.oaoooo 0.000000 -.500000 -.500000 O.O{lOUDO -.250000 , , 
-. 40noo I] -.800000 -.80UOOO -.4110000 -.447214 -.600000 
• 
.800000 .600000 .600000 .800000 .894427 .70 "OuO 
~ 9 0.000000 0.000000 -.500000 -.5DOOCU Q.OGOOOO -.25 Ii 001} I.D -.sooooo -1. 20D 000 -~.200Doa -.8000UO -.447214 -1.00.QOllO 
t 
.600nco • 40 j) 000 .400000 .600uao .894427 .50000 Or 
1il 0.000000 0.000000 , •• 5 Il il 0 a 0 -.50C.aOO O.OOOOOIl -.25i'1£H:0 
• i -1.20aOOO -1.600000 - j.600l0D -1.2001l00 -.447214 -1.400000 .4,00000 .200000 .200(100 .400000 .894427 .3ll0JIJO • 
• 
'1 t 11 0.000000 0.000000 -.500000 -.500000 -.012880 -.247831 , 
r -1.6QOOOO -2.000000 -l.972000 -1.600000 -.4fOill£J -1.;33015 
·1 • .200000 O.VOODOO o.ooaoa" • 200000 .867820 II 10 U 024 ~ 12 0.000000 C.OOOOOO -.5000\10 -.500000 -.049532 -.2'+8Q68 1 -2.000000 -1.G70000 -1.8 5./l 00 0 -1.972000 -.939127 -1.923092 ~ 
I O.OQ~DOO -.354600 -.341500 o.olloeoo -.339981l -.174052 I 13 O.ilOOOOO 0.000000 -.500000 -.500000 -.043145 -.2,.9477 1 1 I -1.870000 -1.50 oDeD - j.585!iOO -1.850000 -.675158 -1.726269 ~ 
I -.354600 -.600000 -.586600 -.31.t1500 -.736411 -.470688 14 0.300QOO 0.000000 -.500000 -.500000 -.03481'5 -.249169 
-1.600000 -1.200030 -1.195000 -1.585000 -.449471 -1.395016 
-~6DOOOO -.800000 -.784400 -.586600 -.892614 -.692774-
15 O.ilO!JCOO O.ODOOOO -8500000 -.500ilOO -.0:1043 -.249537 
-1.200000 -.8COOOQ -.800000 -1.19:000 -.281449 -.998756 




ES PAGE 8 
NX NPX 0 
NY NPY T 
NZ NPZ A 
;f 
-.031043 -.249537 .-4237E-03 
.281449 .99875& .&5C17E+QO 
.959074 .850538 .2072E+00 
-.O~9218 -.25UIl1& .2~E8E-Il.3 
.157442 .600001 .&4 ~1E+uO 
.981096 .940749 .2026E+·IlD 
, -.028252 -.250~O2 • 7481E- (\4 
I' 
.05018S .200000 .6412E+00 i 
t .998310 .982825 
.2Q03E+OO 
! , 
-.0126(18 -.21t949& .31~2E-02 i 
, 





.900571 .896509 .2221E+00 , 
, 
~ 
i o.OuOOOO -.250000 .3553E-14 t. ~ -.447214 -.600000 .&108E+OO , 
.894427 .70LiOuO .2236E+OD 
, 
i o.Oljooao -. 25 ~ 0011 .3553E-14 -.441214 -1.00CQuO .61U8E+OD 
r 
.894427 .500000 .223EE+OO 
", 
0.0000013 -.25utlt.:O .6661£-14 
l 
,. 
-.447214 -1.4000 ClO .67081:+00 
.. , 
! 
.694'+21 .300,)UO .2236E+00 
-.012880 -.247831 .3220E-02 
t -.460il1u -1. 13 3015 
.6706E+00 
l .867820 .10 U 024 
.2174E+QO ~ 
-.049532 -.2'+8068 .7648E-03 
·1 
1 .. -.939127 -1.923u92 .6238E+00 
t -.339'381.1 -.174052 e1853E+00 
-.043.1.1+5 -,,2'+9471 .1887E-03 1 
-.675158 -1.726269 .6205E+00 
-.736411 -.470688 .1816E+OO j 
-.034875 -.249169 .6327E-u3 
-.449411 -1.395016 .6&S3E~OO 
1 , 
-.892614 -.692774 .2213E+·QO 
!1 
.1 
-.O~1'il43 -.249537 .4231E-03 
)~ 
~, i -.281449 -.998156 .65Q7E+~O 
1 
-,95907" -.850538 .2072E+(lO 
~c 
J'tI r:nJf mIt.· ~ 
.--;. ... J 
PROGRAM PBOXC ATMOSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
. BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 
BOO'1 10. TEST 
TEST eDDy 
N H X X X )( f NX NPX 
Y Y Y Y NY NPY 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 
~ .. 
4 1& 0.000000 0.000000 -.500000 -.500000 -.029218 -.250016 
-.890DOO -. 4C IlOOO -.400000 -.8QQuOO -.157442 -.600001 
-.916500 -.97980a -c965500 -.901200 -.987096 -.94(,17 Lt9 
17 0.000000 '0.000000 -.500000 -.500000 -.4128252 -e2SQOO2 
-.4000.00 0 .. 000000 0.0 00000 -.40001)0 -.D50789 -.200000 
-.979800 -1.000000 -.98&0!)O -.9655,00 - .998 31Q -.982825 
, 18 O.OOODaa 0.000001) -.500000 -.500000 -.028252 -.25'0002 , l 
.400000 • 2Q 0 D 0 Q t 0.000000 .400QOO O.OOOODO .D50789 i -1.000000 -.979800 -.965500 -.986000 -.998310 -.982825 
f· 
• 
-.500000 -.029218 t 19 0.000000 O.GOOOOO -.5QOlliJO -.250u16 i 
.!toccoa .800000 .600000 .4011000 .157 :'+42 • 61l 0 0 U 1 • 
r -.9798 (1.0 -.91&500 -.9111200 -.9&5500 -.967u96 -.9'+0749 
.. 
I 
20 0.000000 Q.OOOOOO -050000D -.500000 -.O~1043 -.2,.9537 I. ; 
· .800000 1.201HiOU 10195000 .8DOOOIl .281449 .998756 r' } 
-.CJ16500 -.sonQOO -.784400 -.9131200 -.959074 -.850538 
~ 
! ~ 21 0.000000 a.noonoo -.500000 -.500000 -. I) 348;'5 -.Zlt-9169 
I-' 1.200000 1.600000 1.585QOO 1.1951100 .449473, 1.3;5 501& 0 
-.80000fl -.600000 -.5,86600 -.784400 -.892 El i, -.692774 .ffi 
22 O.QOilOOO O.(j~uOOO -.5ilGOIlQ 
-.5000CO -.043145 -.249477 
1.600000 1.870000 1.8500UIl 1.585000 .. 615158 1.126269 
-06QOOOO -.354600 -.341500 -.586600 -.736411 -.470668 
23 O.OlOOOO 0.000000 -.500300 - .. 500000 -.049532 -.248068 
1.870000 2.0llDDDO 1.972IluC; 1.85UOOO .939127 1.923092 
-.354600 0.000000 0.00000\1 -.341500 -.339980 -.174052 I 5 1 -.500000 -.500000 -1.uGOODO -1.(01)000 - .153543 -.743334 1,,972000 1.850000 1.7851lDO 1.865600 .934141 1.874150 0.000000 .341500 .3039tH1 a.oooooo .322168 • 161626 i 
.\ f 
I 2 -.500000 -.5000DO -~.i1{lt'lDIlO -1.CO(J(HiO -.1,32740 -.747309 1.850000 1.585000 1.540000 1.78500D .683173 1.690281 
.341500 .586600 • 544QO Q .303900 .718091 .41t4215 1 1 
3 -.500000 -.53:JOuO -1.000000 -1.000 OC 0 -.108809 -~71+7752 :! 
1.585(]OO 1.19~:O(jU 1.175000 1.540000 .457325 1.373892 
.586600 .784400 .737400 .544000 .882618 .663304 
c. 
-.5QOOOO -.50 cooe -1.000000 -1.00GOOO -.095703 -.71+7958 
1.195000 .800000 .800uOO 1.17S00D .288525 .992512 





FOlOOUJ" ~J", ~ 
'r.l .-
• ~ 1 '-




IUSETTS PAGE 9 
. 
X NX NPX 0 
Y NY NPY T ~~.~ 
Z NZ NPZ A. 
'. ~, 
,. 
i500000 -.029218 -.250016 .24E8E-1J3 :; 
.SQijiJOO -.157442 -.600001 • 64 ~1E+uO 
;.901200 -.987096 -.940749 .202EE+QO 
i 
t5QOOOO -.il28252 -.250002 .7487E-04 i" 
.: 
r400000 -.1)50789 -.200000 .6412E+GO 
;·965500 ... 998 31Q -.982825 .20C3E+tlO :~~ f . 
r [50 (lOGO -.028252 
-.25""002 .7487E-04 
rDOCDOO .050789 • 200000 .6412E+OO . ~ 
1:98EOOO -. 9S8 310 -.982825 .2eo :!E+CO .. ~ 
f 
i 
rsooooo -.029218 -.25UU16 .24E8E- C3 
(400000 .157442 .600 IHi 1 .6451E+OO 
r9 6550 0 -.9871196 -.9'+-0749 .2026E+CO [ 
~ ; .. (,500000 -.D31043 -.21t9537 .4237E-03 




tSDOOOO -.034875 -.2!t-9169 .6327E-03 ,~ ~19 ~uoo .449471 1.395016 .6693E+OO ~Te4400 -.892 E14 -0692774 • 2213E+ 00 !j fij 
~DQOOa -.043145 -.249477 .7aB7E-03 ,t 
,585000 .675158 1.726269 .62G5E+OO 
t ~58660 0 -.736411 -.470608 • 1816E+oa :' . i50 0(100 -.049532 -.248068 • 7648E- 03 '1; '1 
85UOOQ .939127 1.923092 .6238E+OO . ,\~ '.Jl 
" 
'+1500 -.339980 - .17 4052 .18S3E+QO .] 
.i :~ 
GOOOOO - .153543 -.743334 .19€9E-02 ·1 :~ 
885600 .934141 1.874150 .6143E+GO ~ 000000 tl322168 • 161626 .1727E+OO 1100000 -.1.32740 -.7473b9 o2518E-02 'i 
135000 .683173 1.69 Q2 81 .6222E+DO ~ 
03900 .716091 .444215 .1776E+ilO 1 , 
'! 
OOOOllO -.108809 -.147752 .1887E-02 ~ .. l 40()OO .457325 111373892 .664CE+()O j 




Ou(JCO -.095703 -.747958 .1347E- 02 . 
7!;OOO .288525 .992572 .64€:1E+OO 
37400 .952677, .819383 .2(J21E+OO 
J",. cnJr m,f~. ~ 
"'-' .. ~il-"'",:-t, .. '.;t-" .. ',:,-
~ .. '!: 
t 
([ PROGRAM PBOXC AT~OSFHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
I BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS P, 
BODY 10. TEST 
CI. TEST BOO'i 
N M X X X X NX NPX 
(. Y Y Y Y NY NPY' 
Z l Z Z NZ NPZ 
{ 5 5 -.5011uOO -.500000 -1.aOOOOo -1. Goa 00 0 -.089915 -.150 , 
.800000 • LtOOtlOa .~ll\lOOO .8110000 .162020 .6000 
.901200 .965500 .921400 .853800 .982682 .9iU 
-.500000 -.50ll000 -l.ll11aaOa -1.0ilQODO -.(le6851 
.400000 0.000000 o.uaoooo .400000 .QS210e 
.96550 a .986000 .9428LiO • 921~OQ .994858 
7 -.500DOU '-.500000 -j.OOOiJOO -1.000000 -.039925 -.748S! 
0.000000 -.400000 -.400000 0.000000 -.379842 -.1999, 
.966000 .800000 .800000 .942800 .92lt189 .8622 
8 -.50DODO -.500000 -j.OOOOOO -1.000000 o.oeoooo -.7500. 
-.400000 -.800000 -.8000GO -.400000 -.lt47214 .... 60 DO 
.8~COOO .6COOOO .61)0000 • 8tH/DOD .894lt21 .10001 
9 -.503000 -.5CDoeo -j.uoauoo -l.CIHJOOO o.a,o~oo -.750lJi 
-.80GOCIO -1.2001]00 -1.2000no -.800000 ·'.44721lt -1. aD 00:: 
.600000 .~OOOOO .400\100 .600000 .894427 .50 DO 
10 -.500000 -.5~O(lOO -1.000000 -1. COOUOO O.O&i(.jOOO -.750tr 
I--' 
-1.200000 -1.6DtlCOO -:1.600DOO -1.200000 -.447214 -1.40 ~O:) I--' 
.40GOOO .200000 .200000 .4000UO .89lt427 
• 3D Q 01 
11 -.5000(10 -.500000 -1.!l 000(1 0 -l.iJDOOOO -.044855 -.7"'13,1 
-i.6DOOOO -1.972000 -j,.88560D -1.600DOO -.519160 -1. 7647il Jl 
.200000 O.OOOlHl0 0.00,;)000 .20ClCOO .853499 .10 0 2~ 
:1 
12 -.500000 -.500000 -j.ilOOOtlO -letOOOOO -.153543 -. 74~3'~ 
-1.972000 -1.850000 -1.785QOO -1.8856QO 
-.9341"'1 -1.8741i , 
0.000000 -.341500 -.303900 O.(JOOOOO - .. 322188 -.161&~ 
:,~ 
" 
13 -.5JOOOO -.500000 -j.OOIJOOO -1.000000 - .132740 . -.74731 
-1.850000 -1.585QOO -1.540000 -1.785000 -.685173 -1.6302. 
-.341500 -.586600 -.544IHill -.303900 -.718091 
-. 4442~ 
i 
14 -.500000 -.500000 - j. 000000 
i 
-1.000000 -.106809 -.7477! 
-1.585000 -1.19 SOOO -1.175000 -1.540000 -.457325 -1.3738~ 
-.586600 -.784400 -.737!toa -.544000 -.882618 -.66331 
I , 
15 -.50GOnO -.500000 -1.000000 -1.(300000 -.095703 -.7479! 
-1.195000 -.800000 -.800UOO -1.17500U -.288525 -.9925] 
-.784400 -.9012£10 -.853800 -.737400 -.952677 
-.8193l 
16 -.500000 -.5000l.iO -l.OOOOOO -1.000000 -.089915 
-. 75ao~ 
-.600000 -.!tOOCOO -.4001100 -.BOGOOO -.162020 ";'.60001 




< ",,- "'A~ ~ +~. -" ~;';-'''."'-~''i:t\. 





USETTS PAGE 10 
1 
'''.,. 
,X NX N~X 0 
Y NY NPY T 
" 
·z NZ N~Z A " .. 'If 
DOCOOO -.089915 -.750055 .8107E-03 
800000 .162020 .600009 .6500E+(j0 
~53800 .982682 .91D468 .2035E+OU 
, 
i 
11'10000 -.086851 -.75U005 .2238E-03 
~OOOOO .OS210~ .200003 .6436E+00 
921'tOQ .994858 .953924 .2010E+00 
~ paa 00 0 -.Q39925 -.748551 .9981E-02 
DOO 000 -.319842 -.199961 .66f8E+OO 
.,. 
~42ijOO .924189 .862279 .2164E+00 
r·· 
~nOOOD o.oeoooo -.750!J 0 0 .3553E-14 
1\00000 -.447214 -.600000 .67D8E+00 
8GtJIlOO .894421 .100000 .2236E+OD 
" r 
lliHH,OO O.OGOODO -. 75 D il 0" .3553E-14 ';. 
800000 -.447214 -1.000000 .67118E+OO 
rooooo .894427 .500000 ,.2236E+ 00 .. ; 
Iu. Q 410 0 O.O(j(iQOO -.750000 .66 £1E-14 too 000 -.447214 -1.40 D DOD .6108E+00 
J OOOlJO .894427 .300QiJO .2236E+(;0 
. pooooo -.044855 -.741375 .1121E-01 " ',oj 
6QG 000 -.519160 -i. 764760 .6545E+00 t 
f0c! COO .853499 .10 0 234 .192EEHJO .~ 
100000 - .153543 -e743334 .19E9E-02 :j 1L8S6UO -.934141 -1.874150 .6143E.00 
, OOOCO 
-.322188 -. 161626 .1727E+00 l 
00000 -.132740 ' -.747389 .2518E-02 4 
85000 -.683173 -1.E3il281 .6222E+OO I Jl3900 -.718091 -.444215 .177EE+GO 
A 
:000(10 -.1 U8 809 -.741752 .1887E-02 ] 
.40000 -.457325 -1.373892 .6640E+OO i 
44000 -.882618 -.6633iJ4 .2139E+OO .~ 
~ 
-1 
-.095703 -.747958 .1347E-02 00000 .1 :] 
75000 -.288525 -.992572 .6461E+OO .~ :37400 -.952677 -.819.383 .2021E+00 i 
~ 
OCOOO -.089915 -.75Q055 .8107E-03 
'00000 -.162020 .;..600009 .65QOe+OO , i 





.. tI t:nJr ~tf¥, ~ 
. --~ ..... ,-,'_. ----~, .... .----.---:::;:~:-;~.~.~;:,-.:::::"=" ~ 
..- -< ... ,.. .~-"'--.. T' . ~ .......... ,-
-
-",,,,~<,,,-.-,--:::-, -'~~.:I"d>~ ~-:-'!.-::r"'-' 
PROGRA M PBOXC 















































































































































U. (j 00 00 0 
-.942800 
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• &0 00 27 1 
1 
-1.2lt5783 1 
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, 
SPHERIC SCI::NCE ASSOCIATES 
iEDFORO. MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 11 
)Oy 
X X NX NPX 0 
Y Y NY N?Y T 
Z Z NZ NPZ A 
- 1.000000 -1.00CIl1J0 -.086851 -.750005 .2238 E- 03 
O.lHU1QOO -.400000 -.052106 -.200003 .E436E+QO 
, 
-.942800 -.921401) -.994858 -.953924 o~010E+DO 
~~' 
,-1.000000 -1.000000 -.086851 -.750a05 .2238E-()3 
.400000 O. fj 000·00 .052106 • 20000:3 .64t~6E+OO 
-.92140 Il -.942800 -.994858 -.953924 .2010£+00 
i- ~.aOijaOQ -1.000000 -.089915 -.75U055 .811l7E-03 
.800000 .4!)OOOO .162020 .600009 .65QCE+OO 
l' -.85380D -.921400 -.982682 -.910468 .2035E+UO 
~ 
:-1.00aooo -1.000000 -.095703 -.747958 .1347E-02 
1.175000 .800000 .288525 .992572 .&461E+OO 
i. 
-.137400 -.853800 -.952617 -.819383 .2021E+OO 
, 
I" 
:.-j.OOOOOO -1.(100000 -.108809 - .147752 .1887E-Q2 
1.540000 1.175000 .457325 1.373892 .66~OE+ CO 
-.544000 .... 737400 -.88:2618 -.663304 .2139E+OO 
, 
!,-i.GanaDD -1.000000 -.132740 -.747389 I'! 251.8E- 02 t 1.185011 0 1.540000 .6831.7J 1. E90281 .6222E+ao 
-.J1l39DO -.544000 - .118091 -.444215 .1716E+uO 
-1.000aoo -1.0~OOOO -.153543 -.743334 .1969E-1l2 
~. 1.88560 n 1.785000 .934141 1.874150 .6143E+OO 
0.000000 -.303900 -.3~2168 -.161626 .lJ27E+OO 
1 '-1. 50DOD 0 -1.50001l0 -.268341 -1.229655 .3684E-02 1..670Doa 1.732000 .921489 1.173614 .5910£+00 .229700 U.ODOOCO .280799 .134912 .i448E+ 00 
I 
-1. 5QOUu 0 -1.500000 -.239065 -1.245329 .549QE-D2 1 i.460UGlJ 1.670000 .702123 1. E14& 91 .6180E+{JO 
.1+65900 .229700 .610724 .386555 .1696E+ no 
, 
I ~.5aoaoo -1.500000 -.194936 -1.245068 .37t32E-02 j 
1..140000 1.460000 .475316 1.329324 .64'?4E+UO l 
.65200D .465900 .857948 • &0 0& 27 .1996E+OO ! .J 1 
'1 
l 
1.500000 -1.50000.0 -.170981 -1.21t5783 .259 6E" 02 , 
• 8 00 OC 0 1.1400UQ .304683 .979004 .6374E+OO 
.168100 .652000 .936981 .753512 .19£i8E+OO 
:!.5(JOOOO -1.500000 -.159881 -1.250120 .1677 E-G2 
.400000 .800000 .172638 .600034- .6584E+OO 
.84260 il .768100 .97192 :5 .846449 .2058E+OO 
.< 
y;,. t:n.If ~tf" 2--
-jf-- -.'<~~~.~. ,to .x.;:,~!,l.;."':J-.4-~;"'.,"_ "'" ..', _ .·._r .... ~_,..n-...-'._' --j 
- -----1 r 
PROGRAM PBOXC ATMOSPHERIC SGI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
EEOFORO, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 
BODY 10. TEST 
TEST BODY 
N M X X X X NX NPX 
Y -y Y Y NY NPY 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 
6 & -1.000000 -1.000000 -j.50000D -1.50UOOO - .153515 -1.2SU012 
.401)000 a.DOOOOD O.OOUOOO .400000 .055250 .200010 
.921400 .342800 .86600D .842&00 .98&&01 .893198 
. 
7 -1.000000 -1.000000 -1.5000(1 (J -1.50-0000 -.07410 C -1.- 248100 . 
0.1)00000 -.400000 -.400000 o.ooooeD -.25184& -.199835 
.942800 .800000 .800000 .866000 .964926 .852389 
, - 8 -1.1.100000 -l.nooooo -l.5000fJO -i.50DOOO OoUCHl(IOO -1.25QOOO 
I 
-.400000 -.600000 -.800000 -.ltOOOOO -.447214 -. 6D 0000 i. 
, 
.800000 .60'0000 .&OQOIlO .6QOOOO .894427 .700000 , t 
':-? 
9 -1.aoonOD -1.000000 -1.500000 -1.500000 o.onODOO -1.250000 
'7 
-.800000 -1.200000 -j.200000 -.SQOOCO -.447214 -1.000000 r 
V .60ll0GO .400000 .400Q()O .600000 .894427 .500000 
,: ill -1.000000 -1.000000 -1.500000 -1.500000 0.000000 -1.250000 
, 
-1.20nOOD -1.600000 -j.600000 -1.2000&l0 -.447214 -1.400000 f' 
.400COO .200000 .200000 .4QOOOO .894421 .30llDOQ 
f' 
! 11 -1.000000 -1.00 0000 -1.500000 -1.5000DO - .105654 -1.225923 ....... 
-1.600000 -1.885600 -j.732t100 -1. &ODOnO -.687853 -1. 7D 7445 r w 
~ .200000 0.000000 O.OOOQOO .2000GO .718119 .10062& 
t 
i 12 -1.00000Q -1.000000 -j.50~QOQ -1.500000 -.268347 -1.229655 t -1.665&00 -1.785000 -106700DO -1.73200U -.921489 -1. 173614 ~ 0.000000 - •. 303900 -.229700 0.000000 -.280799 -.134912 ~ f 13 -1.000000 -1. {Hoi 0 (J 00 - j. 50aGOU -1. :00'00 a -.2390&5 -1.245329 
1 -1.785£)00 -1.540000 -1 ... 60IJOO -1.670000 -.702123 -1. 614&91 
-,,30390 !.i -.5440UO -.4&5900 -II 229700 -.6 7f; 72 '+ -.38&555 1 1 
1 
14- -1.000000 -1. 000000 -j.50aOCD -1.500000 -.19493& -1.2!t5Q68 1 j 
-1.540000 -1.175000 -1.140QOO -1.460000 -.475316 -1.329324- 1 
-.544000 -.737400 -.652000 -.465900 -.857948 
-. &00627 
15 -l.DOOOOO '·1 • (1013 f) 0 0 -j.50aooo -1.500000 -.170981 -1.21+5783 
-1.175000 ".8D3000 -.800000 -1.140000 -.304683 -.979004 
-.737400 -.853800 -.7&8100 -.6521100 -.936981 -.753512 
1& -1.000000 -l.tlOODOO -1.500000 -1.500(01) -.159881 -1.250120 
-.800000 -.400000 -.400000 -.800000 -.112638 -.600034 
-.853800 -.921400 -.842600 -.768100 -.971923 -.84&449 
17 -1.000000 -1.000000 -1.50DllOil -1.SIHOOO -.153515 -1.250012 
-.4liODOO O.Donooo 0.000000 -.41l1JUOO -.055250 -.200010 
-.921400 -.942800 -.8660011 -.842600 -.986601 -.893198 
~ 
. ~t, 
-faoour . ..,~\ ~ 
> 
. -
..... ~ >:::-r'" 
~ - - - -~ - --- "--- --- _ ... ~ ........ -~ ..... ," '"" .. "" ., _. . .-- .~ 
--. # ..--" - - - .J 
AT~OSPHERIC SGI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
EEOFORi3 , MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 12 
~ST BODY 
X X NX NPX 0 
Y Y NY NPY T 
Z Z NZ NPZ A 
" ~\. 
i,OO -j.5OOOOD -1.500000 -.153515 -1.25U012 .49~3f-03 
~no O.OOUOOO .400000 .055250 .21H101Q .&4~1E+ilO 
~DD .8 &&000 .842600 .98&&01 .893198 .2027E+00 , 
, 
... '" 
100 -1.500Q{JQ -1.S0ilOOO -.074106 -1.' 248100 , .1853E-01 
IGO -.40000D U.OUOOCO -.25184& -.199835 .&560E+00 
~UO .800000 .866000 .9&492& .852389 .2073E+00 
r' l 
lelD -j.5OOIlQO -l.500000 O$OGOOOU -1.250000 .• 35 S3E-14 
'00 -.800000 -.400000 -.447214 -.&GJlOOQ .&708E+{l0 
1.00 .600i1lD .60ClDDO .894427 .700000 .223&E+GO 
, 
'00 -1.500000 -1.500000 0.000000 -1.250000 .3553E-14 
IGO -j.2DOOOO -.600000 -.447214 -1.1'1['0000 .6706E·"0 
til 0 [ .400000 .&00000 .894427 .500000 • 2236E+00 
fOO -1.500000 -1.500000 0.000000 -1.250000 .6&E1E-14 
ioo -:1.600000 -1.200000 -.447214 -1.400000 .&708E+00 j'oo .200000 .4~OOCO .894427 .300000 .22~6Efo(jO [ 
roo -1.500000 ..... 1850130DO ... le5 E54 -1.225923 .2641£-U1 
~fla -j.732iJOO -1. &aDOnO -.&87853 -1. 7D 7445 .6096E+&l0 [on 0.0001l00 .20DOGO .718119 • 100626 .14SItE+1l0 
i,ao -:1.504)000 -1.5avauo -.268347 -lea 229&55 .36S4E-02 
~OD -1.670 ao il -1.732000 -.921489 -1. 773&14 .5910E+00 
JOO -.229700 0.000000 -.280799 - .13 4912 .1448,E+ 00 J I ~: - j. 50000U - y. sao'oo 0 -.2390&5 -1.245329 .S490E-1l2 . , -1 ... 60DO 0 -1.670000 -.102123 -1. 614&91 .61S0e.foOO j t: 1 -.465900 -.2297CO -.670724 -.386555 .1696E+00 .~ j -:1.500000 -1.500000 -.194936 -1.21+5Q6<3 .3762£-02 j J. 
0 -1.14QOOO -1.4&0000 -.475316 -1.329324 .&4~4E·.(jO .1 
00 -.652QUO -.4&5900 -.857948 -.600&27 .199&E+ GO ij l 
1 j 
0 -j.5OOOOO -1.500000 -.170981 -1.245783 .259&E-02 ~ , 
a -.800000 -1.140000 -.304683 -.979004 .,63 74E+0 0 
0 -.168100 -.652000 -.936981 -.753512 .1908E+DO 
,·0 
-1.500000 -1.50,0000 -.159881 -1.25D120 .1617E-02 j 
0 -.40000D -.800000 -.172&38 -. &00 () 34 .6584£+00 : 
0 .... 8426U 0 -0768100 -.971923 -.84&449 • 2U 58E+00 
0 -1.500000 -1.50UI00 -.153515 -1. 250012 84933E-03' 
0 O.ODilOOO -.4!HH100 - .055 250 -.200111D .6481E"OO 
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r PROGRAM PBOXG ATMOSPHERIC SCI::NCE ASSOCIATES (t BEDFORD, MA S S ACH U SE TT S p, 
BODY ID. TEST 
(l, TEST BODY 
N Ii X X X X NX N?X'" 
( Y Y '( ,Y NY NPY, Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ' , 
( ,. 7 7 -1.500000 -1.500000 -2.000000 -2.000,(100 -.197278 -1.7495-
0.000000 -.~OOOOO -. ~,OOOO 0 O.OOCOOO - .113683 -019911 
.866000 .800000 .718000 .745400 .973734 .7824' 
S -1.S00nOo -1.S00DDe -2.001)000 -2.000000 -.075980 -1.747~ 
-.400000 -·.80tlOOO -.800000 -.400000 -.368319 -.5998 
, .800000 .60 nona .6000!l!l .718000 ,,926589 .6797) 
9 -10500000 -1.51) 0000 -2.000000 
- 2.0013 000 0.00'0000 -1.75 00 
-.aaoooo -1.200000 -1.200000 -.8UOIlOQ -.447214 -1.1l000 
.600000 .400000 ./tooooo .600000 fl89/t427 .50 00 
10 -1.500000 -i.50DDno - ,.000000 -2.000000 -.050829 -1.1204 
-1.200000 -1.600000 - jo 40000 0 -1.200000 -.,49&741 -1.3528 
.4000'00 .200 Oll 0 .256DOO .400000 .866409 .3141 





-1.600COO -1.732C1l0 -1.4913700 -1.41)0000 -.8/t2191 -1.55 (j 5 
.200000 a.tlGoooa 0.0 Oil 000 .25 EOD Q • 4i1'30 7 81139 
,I 
I-' 12 -1.500000 -1.5{lOOOU -,.000000 -2.000'000 -.414479 
-1. C996~ U1 -1~7320ijQ -1.6700CD -1.465000 -1.490700 -.885202 -1.6118 
0.0 OOtHI 0 -.2297DO -.1378.:10 O. U 00·00 0 -.211244 
-. 0965~ 
13 -1.50000 0 -1.500000 -2.ll OOOD 0 -2. ufHlOOO -.372374 -1. 73 3r_~ 
-1.670000 -1.46tlOOO -j.322!)OO -1.465DOO -.725701 -1. 48 47~ 
)l 
-.229700 ",.4659 00 -.34440 Q -.137800 -.518529 -.297991 I 1/t -1.5!HHHlO -1.500000 - 2. aOll ao Q -2.000000 -.310024 -1.7389~ 
-1.460000 -1.140000 -1. 072;ao 0 -1.322(.100 -.507279 -1. 25 07~ 
-.465900 -.652000 -.517900 -.344400 -.8 lI40 85 
-. 49791~ 
15 -1.500Doe -1.5(J~OQO -c.,OOOOOD -2.0000011 -.269527 I 
-1. 7382~ 
C -1.1413000 -.80GOaO -.8'00000 -1.072000 -.335!l23 -.95405'1 ,~ 
-.652000 -.768100 -.628900 -.5179.00 -.9028,37 -.64483! , 
16 -1.500COO -1.500000 -f.OOiJODO - 2 ~ (! 0 GiHl 0 -.250229 ~~, -1. 750 27:! -,~800000 -.«.00000 - -.400000 -.8130000 -.19398Q -.600l0} 
-.768100 -.8'+2600 -.718000 -.628900 -.948555 -.73930:1 
,J 
~. ; .~'! 
17 -1.S00con -1.500000 -2.0000.00 -2.000000 -.237694 -1.750 0 z~ 
-~L,;,ooono 0.060000 o.OOGOOO -.4DCOOO -.061556 -.200031 
t: -.842600 -,,866000 -0745400 -.718000 -.969388 -.79299: 
, 
18 -1.500000 -1.500000 -2.000000 -2.000(100 -.237694 -1.75002! 
c- 0.000000 .40.0000 ./t00000 0.000000 .061556 8200031 
-.$66000 -.8~\260D -.71800 D -.745400 -.969388 -.79299i 
~ , fa;onuJ' ~ .. t~\ \ .,: t, , 
!_ ~'_TO .. ~ 
tIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
)RD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 14 
h 
":·- __ ;'i:~~!:;;'-""r::,, ~"'-~~ .-. 
\" ,:' 
f: PROGRAM PBOXC ATMOSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 
BODY 10. TEST 
--." TEST BOO .. 
"l 
N M X X X X NX NPi 
,..-(r Y Y Y Y NY NP ,. Z Z Z Z NZ N?; 
,I 7 19 -1.50UOOO -1 .. 500000 -2cOOOOOO -2.ClOOOOO -.250229 -1.75 
" 
.400000 .800DOD .8110000 .4DOQGO .193980 .6D 
-.842600 -.768100 -.628'300 -.718000 -.948555 -.73. 
,~ 20 -1.50aOOO -1.5DOOOO 
-'.ODOOOo -2.00001l0 -.269527 -1.73' 
.600000 10140000 1.072000 .800000 .335023 .95, 
-.768100 -.652!HJO -.517900 -.628900 -.9Cl2837 -.64 
21 -1.500000 ,.1,,500000 -,.000000 -2.0006)00 -.310024 
1.140 DO 0 1.46 a 000 1.322000 1.U72000 .507279 
-.652000 -.4659CO -.344400 -.517900 -.8Q4085 
22 -1.500000 -1.500000 -2.000000 -2.000000 -.372374 -1.73 
1.460000 1.670000 1.465!l00 1.322000 .725701 b46 
-.465900 -.229700 -.137800 '''.344400 -.578529 -.291-
23 -1.5110000 -1.50'tiGOC -2.00GIHlg -2.000000 -.414Lt79 -1. 699 
1.670000 1.732000 1.490700 1.465000 0885202 1.611 
-.229700 O. OD GOO C 0.000000 -.137800 -.211244 
-.
031 .. ~ ............ ............... 
...... 
0'1 
1 -2.1l0aOi)O -2.00JOOO - ,.500000 -2.500000 -.597981 - 2.218: 8 
1.490700 1.322 ooe 1.000tlOO 1.05~OOO .74783,4 1.24eLI 
0.000000 .344400 .235700 0,000000 • 26a 382 • 149fl 
1 2 -2.000000 -2.000000 -2.500000 -2.5QOOQO -.425912 -2.214, 
1.32Z(lQO .8QOOOO .8tH;~OQ 1.000000 .463200 .9902 
.344LtOO .628900 .381500 .23=700 .777203 .4112 
3 -2.000000 -2.00000(J -2.500000 -2.5UOOOO -.397801 -2.250J .. 
.8DOCOO .400COO • 400000 .800000 .246251 .600~ 
~628900 .718DDD .515300 .381500 .883807 
.560, 
-2.000000 -2.000000 -'.500UOO "2.5000UO -.366809 -2.25001 
.400000 0.000000 0 .. 000000 .400000 .075569 • 20 o~ 
.118000 .145700 .552800 .515300 .,927222 .6329] 
~ 
5 -2.000000 -2.01l0000 -2.500000 -2.500000 -.366809 - 2.25 ij oi 
0.030000 -.400000 -.40,,0£10 0.000000 -.075569 j -.2001; 
.745700 .718000 .5153UO .552800 .927222 .63291 
.~ 
, 
-2.000000 -2.011tJOCO -(.5UOOOU -2.500000 -.372805 -2.2503: 
-.400000 -.800DOO -.800000 -.4000(!0 -.278586 -.6001; 
.7'18000 .6DDOOO .3815Da .515300 .685102 .5534] , 
1 j 
'i 
{ FOlOOla {RAt . ~ft f 
r 
ATMOSPHERIC SCENCE ASSOCIATES 
B ECFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 15 
TEST BOD' 
X X X NX NPX D 
V Y Y NY NPY T 
Z Z Z NZ NPZ A 
l. 50 0001) -2.000000 -2.()OOOOO -.250229 -1. 750276 .34 f2 E- U 2 
.800000 .8i10QOfJ .4tHlaGO .193980 .60ul&4 .67S1JE+OD r. 768100 -.628-300 -.718000 -.948555 -.7393u6 .21!18E+OO 
~ 
I 
L. SO 0000 -'.oaoooo -2. uuOOOO -.269527 -1.738266 .4544E-02 
L.140COO 1.072000 .8:00000 .335023 • 95 '+054 .6216E+QO 
~. 6520no -.517900 -.628900 -.902831 -.644837 .169 SE+ ~o 
~ 
l.SDOOOO -'.001l001l -2.0QOilOQ -.310024 -1.738932 .63 45E- 02 
~. 460000 1.3220UO 1.u72000 .507279 1,,250730 .63~OE+OO 
t 
-.344400 -.517900 -.804085 -.497910 .1712E+(JO ~. 46 5900 
~. 
~.S(lOOOO -2.000000 -2.000000 -.372374 -1. 733772 .7874E-02 
~.670000 1.465!)OO 1.322000 .725701 1.484752 .6199E+QO 
~" 229700 -.137800 -.344400 -.578529 -.297994 .1525E+ilO 
f f .• SOtiOOO -2.ilOOIlGQ -2.000000 -.414479 -1.699678 .3180E-02 
~.732000 1.490700 1.465000 .885202 1.611865 .5833E+00 l 
17. OD 0000 o.oonooa -.137800 -.211244 -. 03 &576 .1038E+00 
f, ~, 
! 
~ ....... ~ ........... ~ ..... ... .................. 
~. 
~.DOJOOO -,.5000041 -2.500000 -.59798:1: -2.218024 .1342E-01 
~ 322000 1.DoaO-OIl 1.05:000 .747834 1.24G723 .7391E+00 
. 344400 .235700 O.OOOOtlO .288382 .1496l7 .1939E.00 
~ 
"onOODO -2.500000 -2.5130000 -.425912 -2.214445 .1034E- 01 1.i L 800000 .8011ana 1.000000 .46320il .990269 .7238E+OD I l.62890u .3815(;0 .23:700 .777203 .411267 .2322E+OO .. , 
I 
,00000(1 
-2.500000 -2.5UOOOO - .. 397801 -2.250969 • 9877E- 02 .~ 
. ~oot)no 
.400000 .socono .246251 .600392 .7233E+OD 
71 all 00 .515300 .381500 .B83807 .560379 .22E3E+OO ~ ~ 
,I 
'·000000 -,.500'000 -2.5000UO -.366809 -2.250072 .2212E-02 
1 
000000 0.0000011 .40DOOO .075569 .20 lila 1 .660SE+OO 
.745700 .552800 .5153DD .927222 .632913 • 2157E+ 00 
,OG 0000 -2.5000·00 -2. SUDOOO -.366809 -Z.Z5u072 .2272E-02 J 
'400000 -.4QuDDO O.OOOt10D -.075569 -.200101 .68 ClSE+,",O 1 j 
.718000 .515300 .552800 .927222 .632913 .2157E+OO 
J 
OO.QOOO -~ .. 5i1\)OOLl -2.500000 -.372805 -2.250383 .34SEf-C2 
"·i 800000 -.800000 -.400(J{lO -.278586 -.60 j) 126 .7233E+GO 
6GOOOO .3815Da .515300 .685102 .553499 .2260E.QO , 










taooilO - 2.540&100 
155000 -1.000000 
1000011 .235700 
~oaoo -2. SODOilO 
~OOilQQ -1.6J5~(JOU r5700 0.000000 




10000 ~.800000 ~53{lO -.381500 
~OOO(J -2.500.QOC 













~}50 00 1.000000 
;0000 -.235700 
........................... 





NX NPX 0 
NY NPY T 
NZ NPZ A 
-.39&212 - 2.218355 .1214E-G1 
-.458473 -.956945 .65C2E+OO 
.795499 .416059 .1686E+00 
-.537231 -2.212088 .2711E-01 
-.7409&0 -1.2D9729 .73S1f+OO 
0402941 .1&&619 .2145E+00 
-.597981 -2.2180 24 .1342 E- 01 
-.747834 -1.2.0723 .73S1E+GO 
-.288362 -.11?9617 .19J9E+OO 
-.425912 -2.214445 .1034E-Cl1 
- .46320 D -.99C269 .7238E+00 
-.777203 -.411287 .2322E+QO 
-.3978Ul -2.25U969 89877E-G2 
-.246251 -.600392 .7233E+OO 
-.883807 -.560379 .22 Elf" (0 
-.366578 
- 2.2500 f.lt .2342E-02 
-.075231 -.200104 .68u4E+00 
-.:327341 -.632837 .21!;7E+OO 
-.366578 -2.250074 .23lt2E-02 
.075231 .200104 .6804E+uO 
-.927341 -8632837 .2157E+00 
-.397801 -2.250'369 .9877E- 02 
.2 .. 6251 .6(10392 .7233E+CO 
-.883807 -.560379 .22E3E+110 
-.425912 -2.214'+45 .. 1034E-01 
• 4E3 20 0 ') 990 269 .7238E+00 
-.777203 -.411287 112322E+OO 
-.597981 -2.218024 .1342E-01 
.747834 1.240723 .7391E+00 
-.288382 -.llt9617 .1939E+00 
.......... .f. .................. 
-.8Ea7S6 -2.626833 o. 
.411733 .657692 .11c7E+01 
.275208 .1lt9145 .2316E+00 
e 
e PROGRAM PBOXC AT HO SPHERIC SGIENCE ASSOCIATES EEOFORO, MASSACHUSETTS PA 
BODY 10. TEST 
lEST BODY 
N H X X X X NX NPX.· 
.:- y y Y Y NY · NPY l Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ' 
( 9 2 - ,~ .;. I; 11 a Q 0 0 -2.500000 -3.0000(lQ -3.0000130 -.776209 
, .. 800000 .I.tOllOOO 0.000000 Q.OilOUIJO .200002 
.. 381500 .51 S3 00 o.oooooa 0.009000 .5S79t2 
3 -2.5!:JOOOO -2.5GOOOO 
-3.000000 -'3.uQOOOQ -.740175 
.400000 o. tUHHHIO o.ooaouB O.OOOliDO .062764 
.515300 .552800 0.DOO011£1 u.oaoooo .669478 
4 -2.51)0000 -2.500000 -3.000000 -3.000000 -.7 4C17 5 
0.000000 -,.LtOOClOO 0.000000 0.0000130 -.062761.t 
.552800 .515300 0.000000 Oltg9fHJDO .669476 
5 -2.5DCJDOO -2.560000 -;:.0'00000 -3.'OQOOao 
- .716209 
-.400000 -.600000 Q.ilOODilO o. (JQODOO -.2(1U002 
.51530 G .381500 0.000000 11.000000 .597912 
6 -2.500000 -2.500000 -3.000000 -3.000000 -.868156 
-2. c2~ 
-.80CVCO -1.055000 0.000000 0.000000 -.411733 -.687,. 
.381500 O.QOOOOU O.OOOilOO 0 .. (100000 .275208 
•
141 I-' co 7 -2.500000 -2.500900 -:.ooU~uO 
- 3 • .0 DO OflO - .868 75 6 -2.626 
-1.055000 -.800000' 0.000000 0.000000 -.1.t11733 -. 68l~ 
O. aOODO !J -.381500 O.GOOODO 0.000000 -.275208 -.1lt9 
-2. 6Z~ 8 -2.500000 -2.500000 -~. 000000 -3.1300000 -.776209 
-.600000 -.ltonaoo a.QUOODI) O.6QCUOQ -.200002 -.43 
-.381500 -.515300 o.oooaUQ lI.ooooeD -.597912 
-. 33~ 
J 
9 -2.5(JoaOG -2.500000 -3.000000 -3.000000 -.740175 -2.635 
" -.400000 0.000000 0.0000011 !lit 000000 -.062764 -.1ltj
-.515300 -.552800 o.oallooo Q.OODOOO -.669478 
-. 
381 
10 -2.500000 -2.500000 -:ItOOOQ4JO -3.DIlOOCLl -.740175 -2. E3.! 
0.000000 .400000 O"QOOQtlQ u.oooooo .Q62764 .11t~ 
-.552800 -.515300 0.000 GO 0 U.OOiHH1O -.669478' 
-. 36~ 
11 -2.500000 -2.500000 -~.ooaaGQ 
1 
-3.0QDOOD -.776209 
- 2. e2~ 
.40DDOO .800000 ullooaoo(] Q.IJQOOfJO .200002 
• 1.t31 
-.515300 -.381500 o.oaoaoo O.OQQOQO -.597912 -.33( 
1 
12 -2.500000 -2.500ll0U -~.OOOO(jQ "'3.000QOO -,,868756 1 °2.62 
.800000 1.05S000 0.000000 o.ooonoo .411733 • &8! 
-.381500 a.Dooeou 0.000000 1l.(1QOOOO 1 -.275208 .... 1ff 
.............. ....... o\t.-¥ ........ 
. 
F~'fRP ... h! r 189 BASIC ELEMENT S WERE INPUT 






























































-II 141262 .8219£+00 
.389779 .14S4E+OO 
'-2. 62915D .11 jilE-14 



































































J't'IOlUr mAf., ~ 
~ 
~ ""; -~. "-"!""--",;:1" --
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J 





PROGRAM BOXC AT~CSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORC, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 1 
aooy 10. TEST 
TEST BODY 
INPUT PARAMETE~S-
IFLAG= C LIST= 0 IS IG= Cl IPRS= 0 HPR= 0 
NCODE= 0 NNON=C NOFF: 0 KMACH= 0 KTP14= 1 
NUMBER OF LEAKY QUADRAlATERALS= t FRACTION OF FREE-STREAM VELOCITY LEAKED= G~ 
PAR A H E T R ! C I N FOR MAT ION 
GENERATED U~IFORh FLOWS 
X-F_OW 
NO SYMMETRY SPECIFIED 




f;' PROGRAM Boxe ATMOSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES t. BEDFORD, ,HASSACHUSETTS p( 
BOOY IO .. TEST 
,.,' TEST BOCV , 
-' 
N M X X X X NX NPX] f. v y y y NY N.?Y • Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 
1 1 2. ::JOCODa 2.000000 1.500000 1.5000130 .958086 1" S91,"5 
O.OOlJOOG O.QC!lCDQ 1.6700£lQ 1.732000 .276584 .' .1..389". 
o.!Jonoor.; 0.000000 .229100 O.~(JOOOO • el7 465 5 .0948 
2 2.000000 2.000000 1.500000 1.S0t(iQO .941794 1.53 d3 
0.000000 0.00\)000 1.460000 1.670JCO .251249 1.2540 
0.000000 0.000000 .4659& Il • 229ru 0 .223380 • 2B 29 
3 2.01JIH1On 2.0lJOOOO 1.50GOOa 1. SOOODl! .915363 1. EO 51 
li.1ililCOO G.onoooo 1. 14!lI.HI 0 1. l:60000 .2021+14 1.0195 
0.;)001300 O.ODuOOO • 6520~ il .465900 .348052 .4456 
2.00f)COO 2. on ouoa 1.500000 1.500000 .891771 1.6092 
0.;)00000 O.GOJOOO .800000 1.1 .. 0000 .146221 • 7S (j 3 
O.OOOCOO O.otH1OOO .76810~ .652000 .428210 .5571t 
q 
5 2.JO!HiOO 2.0tHJOOO 1.511lJOna 1.5130000 .874522 1. E20 2 
1).300000 0.000000 .4000UO .800000 .088802 .4479 
o.ooooon 0.000000 .842600 .768100 .476787 .613Q 
2.JOilGOO 2.0D 0000 1.5Doono 1. sooooo .865649 1. 6248~ 
{ N o.Joanna O.LHlOOQO O.OOOuOO .400000 .029238 • 147fJ$l I-' .~ 0.000000 O.Doanno .866000 .8426f.lO .499797 .6412al 
1 
(, 7 2.000COtl 2.00UOOO 1.5'0'0000 1.51lenOO .863087 1. E260~ Os 11000(1) o.OOJOOO -.4000,,0 0.000000 -.082222 -.14831! Q.)OOOOO 0.600000 .8000(jO .8660£10 .4983i8 • 62 32~ 
~ 8 2.00~UOO 2 .. 0001.)00 1.S000t)Q 1.50000,) .872872 1. E272'-
0.000000 o. GOtH!OO -.80aO(4) -.400000 -.21821t: -.4428 . 
~. 0.000000 0.000000 .60001.10 .aCCDao .4'36436 • S2 41J! 1 
9 2.\100(100 2.000000 1.5 00 0;(141 1.500000 .872872 1. 6188~ 
( 0.00£1001) a.IH)GO{)O -1.200000 -.800000 -.218218 -.7511q 
0.000000 O.OtlIJClOO .4001)00 .61l00UO .436436 
.36 6 7~ 
~ 
10 2. )03000 2.tHJOOOO 1.500000 , 1. SI)OOOO .872872 1. EO 71~ 
., 
O.'OOO~OO O.IH1OOOO -j.600000 -1.20UOOO -.218218 -1.08S91: 
o.aOI)GOO c.oooooo .20GOOrJ .~OCuOO .436436 • 24 27~ 
11 2.001)00n 2.001)000 1.500000 1.5'110000 .94506~ 1. S8 97~ 
o.~oonau. ~ .. OQOOOO -j.732000 -1.6000.00 -.272824 -1.36520, 
o.oooo~o 0.000000 -0.000000 .2iliHJOO .180~64 • 08446 
12 2.000000 2.000001l 1.SCGllOD 1.50tHIOO .958086 1. S313~ 
~t 
D.OI'l{JOOO o.~ooooo -1.670000 -1.132000 -.276584 -1.3897~ 




FOlOOlO' ofRPJ'tl r C 
rKOSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MAS SACH USETTS PAGE 2 
r aocy 
X X NX NPX D 
Y ~ NY NPY T • Z Z NZ NPZ A 
J. 1.503000 1 8 500000 .. 958\)86 1. 591395 O. , 1.670000 1.732000 .276584 1.389794 .18C3E+01 
I .229700 (!.~ooooo • Ci 7 465 5 • 094899 .2D76E+DD , 
~ , 
I' 1.500000 1.50tOOO .91;.1794 1. 53 tj3 49 .8882E-15 
i 1.460000 1.670\300 .251249 1.254020 .17 S.8E.01 
! .465900 .229700 .223380 .282927 .23:0E+(0 
., 
I' 1.50rJOOO 1.500000 .915363 1. EO 5113 .266SE-14 
I 1.14!lOijO 1.1:60000 .202,+l l+ 1.019539 .16J2E+Ol 
i' .65200ij .465900 .348052 .445612 .22SSEf-,"O !., 
, 
I; 1.500DOO 1.5QOOUO .891771 1.609275 .2665E-14 
i. .800000 1.140000 .146221 • 750320 .141l5E+Gl 
j; 
~ 
.7681011 .652000 .428210 .557494 .198SE+ (0 
l 
r 1.5011000 1.5QOOOO .874522 1. E20 269 .9992E-15 
r .400iJUQ .80OGOO .088802 .4479iH .1217E+01 
!; .842600 .768100 .476787 .613081 .2097E+00 
~ ~ 
~. 1. 51HHHI 0 1.500000 .865649 1.624811 .2220E-i5 
II o.OOOuOO .400000 .029238 .147089 a105SE+01 ~ .866000 .8426!.lO .499797 .641222 .2C()1E+OO ~ ~ 1.50110DO 1.51COOO .863087 1.626041 .2220E-15 t 
~ -.40aouo 0.000000 -.082222 -.148316 .1tl2 5E+ij 1 t .8110000 08660.00 .498318 .623221+ • 2C01E+ till 
~. 1.5000tJO 1.500000 .872872 1. E27233 .88S2E-15 ~ -.80aOCQ -.4!lQOIlD -.218218 -.4~2840 .1118E+Ol ~. .6000uO .so:(;ooo .4'36436 .524111 .2291E+uO 
1.5 ilD O,tHl 1.500000 .672872 1.618821 .1776E-14 
-182anaoo -.80IJO.(lO -.218218 -.751160 .13EOE+01 ·i 
.4QOnOll .6ilOOOO .436436 .386778 .22~lf+LlO j 
1.5000(1) 1. SI)OOOO .872872 1. EO 7148 • S8S2E-15 1 ~ 
-j.600000 -1.200000 -.218218 -1.tlBS976 .1688E+D1 I 
.20GGOO .ltOCOOD .436436 8242716 .22S1E+OO ' j ; 
1.500000 1.SJOOOO .945063 1. S89795 o • 1 
-j.732000 -1.6004JOO -.272824 -1.305206 .18C3E+Ol 1 
O.OOOIlDO .2iHlOUO .18U~64 • 084464 .182~E+CJ(! J 
i 
1.5GGlJOO 1.5UO(lOO .9581l86 1. 591395 1I • 
-1.670000 -1.132QOO -.276584 -1.389794 .18lJ3E+ul I 1 
-.229700 O.OIlCQ(jO -.tl74655 -.094899 .2076E+UD i ,~ 
! 
~ 
,..,. aoor mAt., ~ 
~ . ~ ~ .~ 
t, 
;"1!" PROGRAM BOXC ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES ~ ... BEDFORD, MAS SACHUSETTS 
BO~Y 10. TEST 
" ' TEST BODY 
':.t. 
N M X X X X NX N:;)' 
() Y Y Y Y NY NP, 
"" Z Z Z Z NZ NP" 
1 13 2.000000 2.0nOOOo 1.5000CO 1.500000 .91+1794 1.53. 
0.000000 O.liC{;OOO - j.'46000 Il -1.670'000 .... 251249 -1.25 
0.000000 0.000000 -.465900 -.229700 -.2~338U -.28 
i4 28000000 2.0DUOOO 1.50\lOOIJ 1. 50~ DD 0 .915363 1.60 
0.000000 0.000000 -1.1400011 -1.460.000 -.202414 -1.01 
o.onoooo o.uooooo 
-. 652tHl 0 -.465900 -.348052 -.44 
15 2.0~~OOO 2.000000 1.500000 1.5DOOOO .. 891771 1. ED 
O.'lUJOOC 0.000000 -.8UllDOG -1.140000 -.146221 -.75 
0.000000 ti.ClOiJOOO -.7681{)O -.652000 -.428210 -.55 
16 2.000000 2.000000 1.5 ,)ilOa Il :l.50IJOO'.o .874522 1.620 
o.{)OOOOO O.OODOOfJ -.4UOOOO -.80liOUO -.088802 
-. 44~' 
1).;)013(100 o. on ':)000 -.842600 -.768100 -.476787 -.613" 
17 2.00JOOa 2.0130000 1.5tlOOOO 1.500000 .865649 1.624 
O,O!lO{lOO O.OOJoon 0.0001l00 -.400000 -.O~9238 
-. 141: 
(L,dlOOOOO v.onoooa -.8660.0'0 -.842600 -.499797 -.641 
1 18 2,)00000 2.1)00000 1.500000 1.5!lOuOQ .865649 1. €241 
N 0.000000 0.000000 .400000 D. ilOOIJOa • {) 29 238 • 147,1 N o. ;)0:)000 0.0001300 -.842600 -.866000 -.499797 -.641; 
1.62Llt 19 2.00000(1 2.00t')OOO 1.500(1011 1.5!HH1OIl .874522 
o.aol1ooo 0.000000 .800000 .4000DO .088802 .441; 
O.90'H1OO 0.000000 -.7681fJO -.8,+2600 -.476787 -.6131 
1 2{) 2.JlOOUI10 2.(;00000 1.51)0000 1.500000 .891771 1. to 9~ 
o.oonooo o.Ot'lOOOO 1.1400011 .800000 .146221 • 75 o~ 0.000000 0.000000 -.652000 -.76l:1CO -.42821J -.5574 
:! 
21 2.000000 2.0QOOOD 1.5QO(JOO 1.5001)(!0 .915363 1. EO 5i lJ.iJonooo c.ooocoo 1.460000 1.140000 .202414 1. Oi 95 
O.J!)~OOO G.u()OOOO -.465900 -.652QO{l -.348052 , . ,-.4456 
• 
'I j 
22 2.IH1001l0 2. OO{l 0011 1.5UOlliJlJ 1.5000eo .941794 1. 59 8~ 
O. ij OUO 00 o.oonooo 1.670!J{)O 1.t;€OO{)O .251249 1.2540 
Q"Q{}OOOO O.QOOOOO -.229100 -.465900 -.223381) - ,_ 2829 
1 
23 2.1JOJOfJ Il 2.00000(i 1.50000n i 1.500a,co ,,958086 1;, ~913 
0.01](,!000 O.tlGODOO 1.732000 1.c70aoa .276584 1.38 9~ O.Dooono 0.000000 o.QaOOiJ~ -.22970 a -.074655 
-. C94~ 
A 
2 1 1650'3000 1.500000 1.00u1JOIl 1.uuOUOO .435365 1.2205 
1.732000 1.670000 1.871)000 2.000000 .855263 1.83i~ 
0.000000 .22971)0 .3546{iO o.uOOOOO .26103d • 1499 ~ 




__ ____ ._~_·_.·-"'· .. ~"'r . . ~ 
..... " ' 
_. ~T' 
r 
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 3 
TEST BODY 
X X X NX N~X 0 
Y Y Y NY NPY 1 
~Z Z Z NZ NP Z A 
, ,. 
ra 0 0 00 1.500000 1.500000 .941794 1.538349 .8882£-15 
leU) 000 -j.'46000a -1.670'000 -.251249 -1.254021) .1758£+01 
!G·O 000 -.465900 -.229700 -.2c338U -0282927 .235G£+CO 
i~OOO4J 1.50JOOG 1.50(\001} .915363 1. 605113 .26E5E-14 
/O{lDOO 
-1.140000 -1.460000 -.202414 -1.019539 .1612E+01 
D 0000 -.652000 -.465900 -.3.48052 -.445612 .2299€+!)O 
;DOCOO 1.500000 1.5DOOOO .891771 1. EO 9275 .26ESE-14 
lonoo -.8iHJIlOG -1. 14{lOQ 0 -.146221 -.750320 .1405E+Ol 
DOOUO -.7681DO -.652000 -.428210 -.557494 t>1985E+OO 
t 
1.50000'0 DUOOi) 1.501JOOil .874522 1.620269 .9992E-15 
,a 000 
-.4flOtlOa -.800000 -.088802 - .. 447901 .1217E+01 
IDOOO -.842600 -.1681011 -.476787 -.613081 .2097E+GO 
~~ 
, 
10000 1.5IlDOOO 1.5iJOOOQ .865649 1.624811 .2220£-15 
,,,HIOO 11.000000 -.400000 -.0,9238 -.141089 .11l5€E+Ql 
1,0.000 -.866GilD -.-842600 -.499197 -.641222 .2Q01E+ClO , ~. 
aooo 1.500000 1.500000 .865649 1.€24811 .222I)E-15 
I 
000 .400000 £J • O!HH) 0 0 .029238 .147089 .1058E+Dl 
000 -.842600 -,d3660IJO -.499797 -.641222 .2lJ01EH1O 
1.500.o0il 1.5110000 .874522 1.620269 .9992E-15 
.800000 .400000 .088802 .4419u1 .1217E+01 
-.7081DO -.8i+26QQ -.476787 -.61.3001 .2097E+\iO .i t 
1.5/)0000 1.500000 .891171 1.€09275 .26E5f:-14 , 
1. 14l)OIlIl .800000 .146221 • 750320 .1405E+Ll1 'l 
-.652000 -.76clCO -.4282113 -.557494 .1985E+(i.Q 
1 1.500000 1.500DOO .915363 1. EU5113 .26E5E-14 
1.1+60000 1.1!tOOOO .202414 1.Q19539 .1612E+Ol 
:] -.465900 -.652000 -.348052 -.4451;)12 .2299E+OO 
1.5UOOJJO 1.500000 .941794 1. 598.3 49 .d8S2E-15 , 
1.670000 1.4€OOOO .251249 1.254020 .1158£+-01 
-.229700 -.465900 -.223360 -.282927 .23S0E+(iO ,~ 
I 
1 
1)0 1.50000!) i.500GGO .. 958086 1. :91395 o • 
OD 1.7J2tHllJ 1.670000 .276584 1.359794 .1803E+01 ..~ 
00 O.i)ODaiJ~ -.229700 -.074655 -. C94899 .2076E+oa j 
DO 1.flOljiJOl1 1.uuOtiOO .435365 1.22u56G .57€:4E-02 
(10 1.870000 2.000000 .85526J 1.831729 .6416 E+ 00 
\ 
flO .3546<iO 0.1100000 .28103d • :i49':lliO .17t18E+(;O 













r. 2 DO 00 U 1.600000 r. 80 Q DO a .6CGOOO 
t 
f:.OuOOOO 1."~COOll 
~. 8 0 CO (j 0 1 .. 2lJU{JCO 
,.916500 .80(000 




~\. 00 \) 000 .400000 
l.ouooua .97saoo 
t l. 0 0 {) a tJ II 1.CO!JOOO 
L.l<-ll\iO u 'J O.OGtJOOO l·ooo~uo 1 .. 00UOOO 










'4110lJOOO -1. EIl(lQCO 
.00:1000 .2{lU'JOU 
.OflOIHlD 1.tO!!OOO 
.870000 -2. G:)OIlIJO 
.354&00 OoCOOOOO 
.000tlO1) 1. uOOOOO 
.oO~QOO -1.b70I.iCO 























































1. 25 (j 1 &~ .2&5EE-02 
.601.0088 .&144E+tO 
.876683 .21C8E"uO 

















1.2S("JOQ .6661E-14 4 
-1.40(;0('0 .67C8E+GIl i 
.3000nJ .22~EE+('O ! 
1 
1. C;1.6189 .3975E- (1 ~ 
-1.739216 .&1I.;eE+CO I 1 









-1.652830 .65 E1E+ UO 


















































































-.92209 .. .21! 75£+00 
1.250017 .771OE-03 
• 2C U 026 .65 94f+ to 
-.g221J94 .2075£+00 
1.2501/jO .2656E-02 
• HH .. O 8a .E744E.OO 
-.876683 .21(8E+00 








1. 65283 Q .b561E+CO 
-.414680 .1846£+00 
1.22056{1 .5764E-02 
1. 3317~9 .6416E+00 
-.1499(:0 .11(J8E+IJO 
.50CiIJ ... 0 o • 
1. '~3 5DI:O .1069E+01 
.177300 .3777E+00 
• ';0 0000 .48851:-14 




PROGRA~l saxe AT~OSPHERIC SCENCE ASSOCIATES 
BEOFaRD~ MASSACHUSETTS PAG 
BODY 10. TEST 
• 
TEST BODY 
N M X X X X NX NPX 
.' 
Y Y Y Y NY N?Y 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 
• 
3 3 1.0000DO 1.0tPH1OU () • ,)1) ;) 0 tnt ~.iljJOODO D.iH.lIlOOQ .50000 
1.600000 1.200000 1.2DOOO 0 1.600aea 0447214 1.,+OOUO 
.600000 .8tiOOOO .800000 .60000Q e891+Lt27 .700aO 
1.000000 1.0GOOOO 0.000000 0.(100000 O.OOODOO • 50 DUG 
1.2!l10(lO .80!H'IOO .81101l00 1.290000 .279631 1.00000 
• 
.8.00000 • 9165\10 .916500 .8000lJtJ .96010 7 " .8782 S . 
5 1.000000 1.000000 Q.,{)(!COQO O.VOOLiOO ().O~OOO1 .5~OOO 
• 
.800001: .400CuO • 400QilO .80ll00n .156305 .6LODO . 
.9165GO .97980(! .979800 .916500 .987709 .94815: 
\ 1.~OOOOf.J 1.IH10000 0.0001)00 O.OIJOOGO tl.OGOOOO • 50000 .~onaoa O.(jODOOiJ il.OJOIlOO .4000110 .()50tt36 • ZC 000 
.979800 1.000000 1.000000 .979800 .998727 .98990[ 
( 
7 1. OO:JOC 0 1.UUDOOO O.GOOODO o.nooooo 0.000000 .50 a OO~ 
00000000 -.40oooa -.400000 U.OOuOOO -.LtLt721tt -. 2~ II au, 
1.1100COO .BOGUeO .80iJOUO 1.IJO(JCOO • .8 94,427 • 9013 oor 
N 
· senoi tTl 5 1.JOI)OOC 1.&HJIJt:JOO u.OODOOO 0.000000 0.000000 
-.:'00(,01) 
-"eOGO!)V -.80000U -.4()OnCO -.447214 -.600iJO: 
.800000 .61l0QOC .6coaoo .8JOOOO Ii 894l+2 7 
.700Dl 
9 1.000000 1.0eOCtH) O.OOODOO O.OllotHU /J"QOOIJOO II 50 IJ a 
-.8110000 -1.200(!OO -1.2000!lO -.8JGOuD -.441'21,* 
-1.0000lfj 




10 1.JOOOOIl 1.000000 U.ilOOOOiJ iJ.OOOOOO o • 0 (iO 0 0 u .5000, 
-1.20f.!OOO -1.600COO 
- 1. 600000 -1.20COOO -.447214 -1.ltOOO, 
.400000 • 2G 0000 .200000 .400CsDO .8S4427 .300 au 
,j 
11 1.000000 1.(,00000 0.000000 O.O!]OQOO O.OiilHHHi • 500 O' 
-1.601)000 
-2.000000 
-'.OUIlOOO -1. cOOOOO -.LtLt7214 -i,.aGod 
.2nO(lOO O.UOOO{\(j O.UUOOuO .2UOOClD .894421 • iO uOI , 
12 1.000000 1.IHjO~OO o.llocauu u.oooooo o.O{}OO~O • 5u 001 
-2.JOJC'JO -1.S700GD - :.87ilQOO -2.0u,:,000 -.938893 -1.935D;J 
0.000000 -.35460a -.3540011 o. uOO(JfHI -.344208 
-.17 73J 
., 
13 1.tJIJOCOO 1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 o.oooaoli • 5C 00,1 , 
-1.870000 -1. 6D illHJV -j.600aon -1.87(:000 -.612591 -1. 73 501 , 
-.354600 -.600000 
-.600000 -.!54601) -.740u1 .. -.4773; 
I 
14 1.000000 1. Of) 0000 O.COIlODO 'l.O 0000 (I O.UO:JOO~ .5Ioil~' 
-1.60001)0 -1.21)0000 -1.200000 -1.6013000 -.447214 -1.4000, 
-.5000CO -.Booeoa -.80nO()O -.6UOOOO 
- .89442 7 -. 70 DQ 
! 
FOlDOlO' ffl"'~1' r 
L.. 
-- _._"- ~--~~:'::'-":~~.'!~:::''::~7'::,'':.·~~:r:::·-'7'"~'~' ~ 
ATt/OS PHERIC SCENCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 6 
TEST BODY 
( X X NX NPX 0 
r Y Y NY NPY T 
~ Z Z NZ NPZ A 
10000 l).\}OJO~iJ :J. JiJOOOO O.uOOOOO .500000 .66E1E-14 
10000 1.20000 !l 1..6000lJO .447214 1 ... 0QUCO .lC-:5E+Ol 
fooao .80I)OUO .600COO .894427 .700000 .4472£+UO , .
. 
UlOOO 0.0001]00 O.(d)QOCO 0.000000 • 5D 1.H1 U 0 .244'E-14 
10000 .800000 1.2130000 .279631 1.000000 .10€3E+01 
" l6S'O 0 .916500 .8UIJOCO 
~ 
.96011) 7 .8:;6250 .41 f6E+ 00 
JOQOO o • ~j t: ~d 00 I1.COOOOO 0.0(,000') .%0000 .24~2E-14 
1.00'00 .400000 .80{)OIHI .156305 .6LOtllJiJ .If) 79E.,a t98O (l .979800 .916500 .987709 .948150 .4050E+OO 
I r:oooo 0.000000 O.OOOOuO 1).0(;0000 .500000 .55~lE-16 
1:0000 u.ouoaoo .400000 .050436 .20~OiJu .1077E+01 > 
10000 1.GQOaOO .979800 .998727 .9899(;0 .40CSE+OO " 
Ii) 0 0 0 O.DOOODO ulJDOOIJOO O.OCUOOO .500000 .3109E-14 ~ao 0 ti -.400000 U.uOOOOO -.447214 -. 20 Ci 0 l; u .1095 E. 0 1 
lOCCO .80ilOuO 1.",OQOOO • .e 94·427 • 9000 \l U .4472E+00 
f Ploao u.OOOOOO D.OUOOOO O.OOOilOO .5000nO .3553E-14 
~COO -,,~OOOOU -.4!JCQCO -.447214 -.60QiJOO .109!3E+01 
000 .bt,;OOOO .8JOOOO .894,+27 .7GOiHiO 84472E+00 
t O.OOOODO O.OOOQ~O 1.1.0001)00 .500000 .3553E-14 ~GO()O 
~(]O 0 -1.2000DO -.alGOOD -.44721~ -1.iJCllOI.ll) .10S5E+01 
tDCO .400000 .600COO .894427 .500000 .4472£+00 , 000 U.iJOOOOO u.VOOOOO O.OtWUOu .500illlIJ .66E1E-14 j ~ 
.COO -:1.601l000 -1.20CU(!Q -.447214 -1.4(1 tJll 00 .1095E+1J1 'll '~ lGOOI) .200000 .4001J00 .8<;,4427 .3000C!J .l+472E+(JO j Loun a.OODoaa O.O:)ODOO O.O1l000~ .50001.;'-1 .4441E-15 
.. 000 -~.(jilOOOO -i. EOOOOO -.447214 -1.SDOOt-C1 .10'35E+01 i 
'i OiHJ 0.01100uO .2UOOOO .894427 .10IJOuO .4472E+00 f ~ 
11 
000 O.LlO()()OiJ t.i.oooooo O.OOOOQO • SuOOCD Gil 1 o Ij 0 
- :.871.1000 -Z.OUIJOOO -.938893 -1.9350 II U .10E9E+01 i 
600 -.354601l o.uOOOOO -0344208 -.1773CO .3777E+00 '1 j 
1 
000 0.000000 0.000000 O.OOUOOu • seCODO .48eSE-14 1 '~ 
11 (10 -j.600000 -1.87£:000 -.672591 -1.7350;)0 .106'tE+01 
'000 -.6000U~ -.~S460Q -.7401)1 .. -.4773ulJ .3649E"00 
:ec 0 O.OOJOOO 'J.;)OOOOO O.UUJOOu .S,,!.!OOQ .E6E1E-14 
'1)00 -1.20DOOO -1.6JuOOO -.447214 -1.40 CO C a .1095E+01 
100 -.800000 -.6UOOOO -.894427 -810~uOO .4it72E+Oll 
. ~ 






PROGRA M 80 XC AT~OSfHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
B EDFOROt MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 
BODY ID. TEST 
• 
TEST BODY 
N M X X X X NX NPX I. V '( '( Y NY NFl Y Z Z Z Z NZ N?Z 
• 
:3 15 1.Jll!JDuO 1.000000 a.Quoaoa O.O=aOGDO o.onoooo • SO 0000 
-1.200QOO -.600000 -.8'00000 -1.2QOOOO -.279631 -1. OOCClJO , 
-.60000~ -.916500 -.9165DG -.800000 -.960107 -.658250 
i- 16 1. !lOl101C 1. GO OOfJ 0 O.ilOOOOO O.OilOOOO o .00000 il • 50 D a \i I) . 
-.800000 -.I.tCOCiOO -.4 ClOOO I) -.8noooo -.156305 -.6GOOOQ :. -.916500 -.979800 -.979800 -.916500 -.98770<; -.948150 , 
17 1.000000 1.01)0000 0.000000 0.000000 O.Ot.J{J~CD • 50 II 0 U tl ~ 
~. -.itoooalJ Q.ooonOG O.ODnooo -.4000!l0 -. G 5043& -.2UQOOU· t -.3798JO -1.0DDona -1.uQUl)GQ -.9198UO -.998727 -.989900 
16 1. Jtloonll 1. OaHI 000 O.OOOQ~O O.\iJOOOO O.OOOGOO .5IH!QOO, 
C.JOO{)OO .400000 .400ll0a 0.000000 .050it~0 .20QOOIl ' 
-1.JOaOnu -.979800 -.9798 iJO -1.£lOnQ(lO -.9~8721 -.989900 
19 1.~OOQO(J 1.0{dIOJO O.IlOOt3lJO !.I.£tilOOOO O.OtiOUO\l .50000a 
.400!)(iO .8GDfJO~ .8.lHHHHI • ". ti IHlll I) .156305 .600000 
-.979800 -.916500 -.916500 -.979800 -.987709 -.9'+8150 
20 1.!JIJOOOO 1.0ilOOUO J.aCi.lOOO 1J.IiOOOtlO O.(d'OuDQ .50 Ilono 
N 
.SOOOOO 1.2QO{HlfJ 1.200000 .8QOO.oO .279631 1.0001300 (J) 
-.91650~ -.8nnOOa -.800;)00 -.916500 -.960107 -.856250 
21 1.000000 1.0{)110Q!) O.uOOOOO ~.oO~OOO 0.000000 • 50 Q lJ 00 
1.200{)IHI 1.60 J 0 0 () 1.60agOO 1.21)001)0 .447214 i.4~uihJa 
-.800000 -.600000 -.600000 - • .s!lOC{)O -.894427 -.70QuCO 
22 1.000000 1.01lnOuo O.OOOOO~ O.G~OOOO 0.000000 .5ilOuvQ 
1.600aoo 1.870000 1.870000 1.600000 .672591 1. 13 5V)OO 
-.600000 -.354600 -.354600 - .. 600000 -.74001it - .. 477300 
23 1.ilonOOO 1.0CtlOCO .0 • \J ihlt) 0 0 0.000000 O.i'JuUOOu .500000 
1.870{)OO 2.llCOOOO 2.000000 1.87000n .938893 1. 93501:0 1 
-.354600 C.O(lOQDi3 O.QOOOOO -.J54600 -.344200 -. 1773 a 0 .~ 
1 
1 a.OanODO O.OO,OODO 
-.500000 -.590()QO 
- .. 049532 -.Z48068J 
2.0lltHlOll 1.87000C 1.850000 1.9721JOG .939127 1.92 3D 92 I 
0.0.00000 .3546{JO .3415UO 0.000000 .3399813 .17 1+052 I 
j , 
2 0.000000 li.OOJOOO -.500000 -.500000 -. U 43145 -.2,+9477j 
1.870000 1.60,1000 1.585000 1.850000 .675158 1.;26269 : 
.354600 .6000!lO .5866011 .341500 .736411 .470688 i 
3 O.OGOOOG ~.OOiJOOO -.5UOOOO -.500000 ".03487:; -.21+9169 ; 
1.6'lnOOO 1.20 TjQOO 1.i95000 1. S8S0QO .4,+9471 1.39501& 
.600000 .8eGOOn .7844UO .58e60D .892614 .692774 
PAGE 7 
NX ' lIX 0 
NY N~ If T 
NZ N? Z A 
0.000000 .5000(;0 .241.;2E-14 
- ~ 279631 -1.L1tlOrlQO .1(;.83E+01 
-.960107 -.858250 .41EcE+OO 
f 
rO.OGOOOO • SCI 0 {l u iJ .24lf2E-14 
,-.156305 -.6000Ull .107SE+01 
f-·98770S -.91+ 8150 .4050E+(iu 
, 
~ O.OCOvOO • 5C II 0 lJ U .5551E-16 
! -.05043b -.2UOQOU .1077E+01 
~ 
-.989900 .4005E+130 -.9~8727 
0.000000 .SuOJOO .3553E-14 
.050436 .200D£itl .1077E+01 
f. - .9~8 721 -.9899UO ~4DC5EHlO 
[ 
I O.OOO\iO!J .SOtHIOn .2220E-14 
i. 
.156305 .6000CQ .10'i'9E+01 ( 
~ -.987709 -.948150 .405nE+GO 
f Q.~GOolDO .50 IHJ GO .31.09E'""iL+ 
.• 279631 1.0liG1l00 .1083E+01 
t -,960107 -.858250 .4166E+.oO 
I o.ouOnGO .50Q:UOO ,c6E1E-11; .447214 1.4I.tOi)(JO .1QSSE+U1 
r 
-.894427 -~700uOO .L+472E+OO 
~ 0.000000 .50t)ilvO ,6217E-14 
.672591 1.735001l .10c4E+01 
-.740014 -.4773iJO .3649E+00 
O.(J'JIJ!lu~ .SOuUt",! .6217E-14 
.938893 1.93 suno .1069£+01 
-.341+2(10 -. 171300 .3777E+CO 
-.O49~32 -.248068 .7648E-03 
.939127 1.92 3D 92 .6238E+CO 
.33998D .174052 .18 :3E+00 
-.1.143145 -.249477 .7887E-03 
.675.1.58 1. ;26269 .6205E+Ou 
.736411 .47 (j 688 o 1816E+ (0 
-.034875 -.21+ 9 169 • E327E- C3 
.4,+9471 1.395016 .66S3E+CO 
.892614 .692771+ .2213E+OO 
.--
I " ::" , ' 
~ 
PROGRAM saxe AT t'OSP HERI C SCI~NCE 
ASSOCIATES 
. BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS FI 
BODY 10. TEST 
TEST 8COY 
( 
N M X )( X 
X NX NPX 
Y Y Y Y 
NY NPY 
Z Z Z Z 
NZ NPZ 
4 4 O.OOO{}OO 0.000000 -.500000 -.500001) 
-.031043 -.249 
1.200000 .81100fJO .80000U 1.19~(jO{J 
.281449 .998 
.annono .916500 .901200 • 784400 
.959074 .850: 
5 O.IlOHHlil O. (HHlCflO -.SOOUl)O -.51001)0 
-.029218 -.250; 
.8l30UOO .4DOOUO .40Q01J0 .8000no .157442 .000" 
.~16S00 .979800 .905500 .9n120l) .9b7Q96 
.9'+0 
O"OrJCDOO I).OCOUOO -.50DDOD -.500000 
-.028252 -.250 
.40'JCOO g. OCO OD (j O.OOQQOQ .4ilCOOD .05078S 
• 2Q 0: 
.979800 1.000000 .986000 1l9655UO 
.998310 .982' 
7 C • a 0 0 tl'tlU O.OGOOoO -.50QilOIl -.500000 
-.1.112606 -. ,4<) 
0.000000 -.4COOOO -.400000 a.oocono 
-.434526 -.199 
1. f) (H)Ctl 0 .800000 .sonono .986000 .90U571 
.89&) 
8 tl • !Hl iHI (Ill a.OQooon -.50001)0 -.50UCOO O.OOOQU;J -.250; 
·,.4ilOtlOO -.8&0000 -.800000 -.4iJOOOa 
-.447214 -.60 Of 
• 800000 .600000 .600000 .8iJOIJOO 
e 89442 7 " 700 . 
N 




-.800000 -1.2CjOCllO - ~.20{}OOtl -.800000 -.447214 -1. 00 ~ 
.000000 .400000 .400000 .600()OO .894427 · SOl 
10 c. GO!HIO 0 O.O'6u1\OO -.500tJUO -.51HOOO 
0.0000013 
-. 25 ~ 
c-1.200000 -1.6DnOOI) -1.600aO{J -1.200UOO - .. 44721 It -1. 40 ~ 
.'+OCO))O • 200000 .200.000 .4QOOOO .694427 • 30 J j 
11 n.aolJoon c.onootlo -.500000 -.51)0000 -.01288Q 
-. 24~ 
-1.600000 -2 .. 0()OOOO - ~.972aOD -1. 60 (1(i UI1 - .46001il 
-1.79'3 
• 200fHl 0 a.oocoOO '. 0.000000 .20 nor. 0 .887820 .1DOI ~ 
12 D. :)onooo r.;~OOOOuo -.5000ua -. sooooo -.049532 -.21+8 " 
-2.00'1000 -1.87(;000 -1.850000 -1.972noo -.939127 
-1.923 
0.1101)000 -.354600 -.341500 O.(O:)\1CO -.339980 
- .17~ 
1 j 
13 G.fJIJI'JOOO 0.0601)00 -.500()OO -.50COOO 
-.043145 -. 2"~ 
-1.870000 -1.6()OO4JO -1.585000 -1.8500\l0 -.675l58 
-1.121 
-.354630 -.60COOO -.5a660~ -.34150fJ 
-.736411 -. 47~ 
" 
1'+ 0.000000 o.-ooooo~ -.500000 
-.50000U -.034875 - • 21t~ 
-1.600000 -1.2cooon -1.195000 -1. 5851100 
-.44g471. -1.33l 
-.oOOOIJO -.80nooo -.784400 -.586600 -.892614 -. 69~ 
15 0.000000 a.nocooa -.50QI)00 -.500000 
-.031043 -.2Itl 
-1.200000 -.800000 -.800000 -1.19~OUO -.281449 
-. 99~ 






. , . 
. ~ 
r FOUOB1 f.WJ~~ 
'. --= 







1120 a .784400 
r 
" 









lOiHl U -.500000 
rOOD 0 0.000000 
ID OD \) .9860130 
r 
10000 -.5nGCO~ 




1000 a -.500000 
~ 
1'100 U -.800eGO 
(0000 .600(100 
10 il U 0 -.5lJ~OOf) 
10000 -1.20Q1.JOO 
" lono 0 .4DOOOO 
10 QO 0 -.5JuOOO 
~200 a -1.6{HllJOO 







-50U (I -1.851)0041 
"660 fJ -.34.1500 
0000 -.5QOOOil 














































NPY T ." 








• 200 U 00 .6412£+00 
.98~82S .2003£+00 
-. Z49496 .3152E-02 
-.199997 .6708E+00 
.8965li9 • 2221E+ co 
-.2500 CO .3553E-14 




.5COU ... O .223EE+ (0 
-. 250 j (; 0 .66ciE-14 
1 -1. 4G LiO(,u .o7~8E+OO .-• 3(; (,!JiJO .22.3EE+t.O 
M 
-.247831 .3220E-02 I -1.793u15 .67u BE+uO • 10 u 0 ~4 .217I;E+O:J 
il 
-.21+8068 .76L,8E-03 I -1.92 31j 92 .E238E+rJO 
-.174052 .1853E+00 ~ 
'3 
-.21t9477 .7887E-03 i i 
-1.726269 .6205E+ {O 
'5 









-'I '" ., •• C 7 .... ; " 
• 
• 
PROGRAM Baxe ATMOSPHERIC SCI::NC E ASSOCIATES 
BECFORO, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 
BOOY 10. TEST 
• 
TEST BOO'r 
N M X X X X NX NPX 
• 
Y Y Y Y NY NPY 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 
• 
4 16 O.OOOQ()O 0.1)00000 -.500000 -.5(l\iOOQ -.029218 -.250016 
-.BOOO!}11 -.4DOOQO -.4000(JO -,80(000 - .157442 -.600!)Of 
-.g1650n -.979800 -.965500 -.901200 -.987U96 -. '3407 49 
• 17 0.000000 o.o'caooo -.5000UO -.5000uO -. (J 28252 I 
~ -.4!laOOIl o .00 IJ flO 0 0.000000 -.41)0000 -.0 5u 78 S , 
• 
--.979800 -1.0GOOIlC -.986000 -.965500 -.99831ll 
18 U.OOOO(lO '0. nQOOO~ -.500000 -.5{)13OOO -.f328252 -.2, G Q t.l 
• 
0.000000 .4DOUO'O .40uJOQ D.OI)OOOO • U 50 78 S • 20000 
-1.000000 -.97S800 -.965500 -.986000 -.998310 -.982825 
• 
19 O.Of.HHlOO O.OUOOOD -.50£1000 -.50GOOO -.O2921() 
.400000 .80aooo .8000'()O .~at:(!CO .1S7442 
-.979800 -.916500 -.901200 -.965500 - II 987\)9 6 
• 2Q o.oooono 0.000000 -.500000 -.S!lvono -.031U43 -4)2495311 
.800000 1.2001100 1.195~(jO • 800UOO .281449 .99875' . 
( -.916S!)0 -.8IliJGOD -.784400 -.90120,\1 - .95907 I.; -.350538 
N 
00 21 O.llOOOOD 0.000000 -.5003(10 -.500000 -.034875 -.249169 
(, 1.znOOOQ 1. 61HHH10 1.585000 1.195DOO .449L+71 1.395016 
-.sooooo -.600000 -.sa661l0 -.784400 -.892614 -.632771t~ 
Ji! 
( 22 o. !loooa 0 O.O'OO()OD -.5410000 -e5000GD -.043145 -.24947 1.60000ll 1.870000 1.8501)00 1. s:e5000 .675158 1.72626 
-.6DtlO!)O -.35461)0 -.341500 -.586600 - .736411 -.47l168a 
.- 23 Q.oooaoo O.ODOOOO -.500000 -.5:)0000 -.049532 -.24806 
1.8700JO 2. {HHl!HHi 1.9720GO 1.8500\)0 .939127 1.923\19 
( -.354600 0.000000 0.000000 -.341500 -.33998U -.17 4C 52 
-.74333J. 5 1 -.500000 -.SODUOO -i.O{)OaOo -1. OJ 0000 -.153543 
f 1.9720QO 1.850000 1.785000 1.685600 .934141 1887,,+154 O. aoona il .341500 .3039!lO (I.(j~QOOCl .3~2188 • 15l62~ 
j 
, 2 -.500000 -.500000 -1.GOODOIl -1. GIHllil.1Q -.13274lJ -.747389 
1.85;3000 1.585000 1.54'3000 1.785000 .683173 1. E9iJ282! 
.:341500 .586600 .544;)00 .3039(;0 .718 J91 • 4~ L+21~ 
• 1 
3 -.500000 -.5001)00 -1.0001)00 -1.(:00000 -.108809 
-. 74 775~ 
1.585000 1.195000 1.17500D 1. 5 LtD 00(1 .457325 1.373892 
.586600 .784400 .737400 .544000 .88261€ .6033U~ 
-.500000 -.500000 -1.000000 -1.uOoJOOO -.09570',3 -.747958 
1.195000 .'600000 .800000 1.175000 .288525 .992512 










~(J 0 -.5GtlOOO 







DU 0 -.965500 
r [ 
DOO -.5!)OOOO 
iaCPl ;).01)0(100 ;Q 0 -.986000 
~ 





• PDO -.5fl!!CJOO 




10 n 1.1951iOG 






























-.0 5U 78 S 
-.998310 
-.fl28252 







































-.982825 • 2,tl03E+ 110 
-.2:; G U D 2 • 74e1E- 04 
.2000uO .64i2E+uO 
-.982825 .2003E+QO 
-. 25 0016 .2468E-G3 











-,248068 ~ 7648 E- C3 
1.9231)92 .6238Et-OQ ] -.174052 .1853£+00 
-.743334 .19E9E-02 
1.87 .. 150 .6143E+uO I 
.161626 .1727E+uO 1 ~ 
-.747389 .2518E-02 ~ 
1.630281 .6222E+OD 1 , 1 
.441+215 .1176E+()O 1 
~ 
-.747752 .1887E- 02 'j ;,1 
1.373892 .6&40E+ 00 
• 6633 (,;4 .2139E+00 
-.747958 .1347E-02 
.992572 .64 t1E+ CO 
.819383 .2021E+00 
_ll 
• ~"~~="""'_, .... -,~, ....... ~ ... --";!~ . ..!>~-,..>~ .... ~- '., ..... ~. , 
• 
.~ 
PROGRAH saxc ATMOSPHERIC SOIENCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 
BODY 10. TEST 
TEST BODY 
N M X X X X NX NPX 
• 
Y Y Y Y NY NPY 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 
t 5 5 -. 500no 0 -.5110COU -1.DIlUllO') -1.0~!HHlO -.089915 ·,.750055 
.80(01)0 .4DOCOQ ."DOIJuQ .800000 .162lJ2u • 6D 0009 
.901200 .965S00 .921400 .853800 .982682 .910468 
~ 6 -.50eooo -.500000 -1.11uODOO -1.1.100000 -.086851 -.750005 
.~oocoo O.O(HHJOO C.O,OOOOO .4\)0000 .052106 .2CO\JQ3 
• 
.9655(,0 .986000 .94280 Q .9214QO .994858 .953924 , 
., 
7 -.5Q!H!OO -.5tHlOOQ -1.000000 -1.l.lIlOOOO -.039925 -.71+8551 




8 -.5noooo -. 5u 0000 -1.000000 -1.000060 C.QCOOOfl -.75uO('O 
- .. 400(P1Q -.800000 -.800!Hi9 -.4(10 CD (l -.4J.+7214 -.600\)00 
l .800000 .60COCO .600000 .8UOiJOQ .8S4-427 .70000e 
• 9 -.500.01)1) -.5COOOO -:1. ~Q!lIlOO -i.oonnOD O.OOuwloilJ -.7500f;O 
-.800000 -1. 2 CHI () 00 - j. 20aoeD -.800000 -.447214 -1.00IH1OO 
.. .600000 ..ltOOO!)O .. 4001100 .6COOOO .894427 • SO 00 IJ 0 
N 
1.0 10 -.5QO(l!)C -.50QCQO -j.OOOOOG -1.0IHlOOO 0.00000:.3 -i7500uO ~ -1.200000 -1.6().Q{?O() -1.6liiHHlll -1 .. 200000 -.447214 -i.40UOlJO I. .40COOO .20(3000 .201JtJGIl .. ~OOO&lO .894427 .3DOiluO 
• 
11 -.503000 -.scouoo -:1.0Doono -1.0tlUIOO -.044855 -.741375 
-1.600fJIlO -1 .. 972000 
- :1.885600 -1.60000D -.519160 -1. 76~760 
.20aooo i).oentlao O.OOO!lOQ .2000uQ .8~3499 .100234 . 
• 12 -.5,00000 ··.5Ci Ilono -1.iHIQIlOO -1.(00000 ~ .153 543 -.743334,1 
-1.972000 -1.8'3{J oeo 
- :1. 7850tJ 0 -1.88S600 -.934141 -1.874150 
• 
0.000000 -.3415DO -.303900 O.OIJQIJOO -.322188 -.161626 . 
1 13 -.500000 -.5~OOOO -1.1)00000 -1.{iQOOOO -.132740 -.747389 
• 
-1.6500~O -1.S85!!DO -1.540000 °l.78sa~o -.683173 -1.690281 
I -.341500 -.586600 -.544000 -.303900 -.718091 -.44-4215 
• 
14 -.SOllono -.5GOO(lO -j.Oflonoo -1.000(iOO -.1088Q9 -.747752 1 
-1.585000 -1.195000 
- 1.175000 -1. 540 OIHI -.457325 -1.373692 I J 
-.586600 -.784400 -.737400 -.544(100 -.882618 -.6633 w4 I 
• 15 -.51)0000 -.500000 -:1.0000tlO -1.00QOOO -.095703 l -.747958 ,1 
-1.195000 -4)800000 -.S(30000 -1.17~CQO -.288525 -.992572 J 
.! -.784400 -.901200 -.8538,0 () -.737400 -.9 S2677 -.8193831 j 
16 -.500000 -.500000 -:1.000000 -1. Oll ooe 0 -.089915 i -.750055; 
• 
-.800000 -.40 (j OQ {I -.4lH1OOD -.80I!OOO -.16202fJ -.6000Q9, 
-.901200 -.965500 -.921400 -.8536CD -.982682 -.91 Cl46,8 
C; 
• 
. fOUXllO" ~,J1'~ f 
'*'''' .. 
.. <{~- ~. ~-~.-~-- ';'':':-'.-,<'-'Z..:"--':'':--.:'.: .-
~ 
:PHERIC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES 
iED FORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE ill 
pV 
X X NX NPX 0 
Y Y NY NPY T 
Z Z NZ NPZ A 
"- 1. 000 DlllJ -1.0anaco -.089915 -.7SD055 .81C7E-03 
.400 1)00 .800000 .1621.12;,) • 6(; OQ 0 9 .65GilE+OO 
.921400 .853800 .982682 .910468 .2035E+(!O 
~- 1. tl 00 00 0 -1.000000 -.086851 -.75fJOil5 .2236f-03 
a.oooooo .4~{)OfjO .052106 .21HI003 .6436£+00 
f 
.942800 .9214(;1) .994858 .953924 .2010£+ (0 
I 
t- 1. 0 C 0 tl 0 a -1.1.100000 -.039925 -.71+-8551 .9981E-02 
t 
-.400000 'U.utlOGOO -.379842 -.199961 .6668E+00 I .80!lDGO .942800 .924189 .882279 .216JtE+QO 
t 
[-1.000000 -1.0UOOllO V.Douooa -.7SuO('O .3553E-14 
, -.800009 -.4(1C()(lC -.44:+7214 -.600ilOO .6708E+00 
~ .600000 .8UOOOO .894427 .700000 .22~6E+OO f' ~. 
f-j.oooooo -1. OO~OIHI O.OOuwlolU - .. 7S00IJO 83553E-14 
r- 1.200!lCO -.813I1VOO -.447214 -1.00IJUOO .67'C8E+OO ~ . 
.caouca .894421 • 50 00 lJ 0 .2236E+QO f .400noo 
l- 1.000000 -1.00\1000 O.OOOGOO -.750QIJO .bc61E-14 
J-1.6UOQtHl -1.200000 - .447214 -1. 40 iJiJ~O .67C8E+uO I .200UUO .41300UO .894427 .3COJIJO .2236E+QO .&\ 
j~ 
l-:l.oooooo -l.OIlCOOtl -.044855 -.741375 .1121£-C1 .~ j !- :1.885600 -1.60000n - .519160 -1. 16i+760 • 65~5E+:OO 
O.OOOOOD .2000uO .8=3499 .100234 .1926E+ CO i1 I 
-1.0UDl]O;) -1. COllOOO ~ .153 S43 -.743334 .19b9E-02 
-:1.785000 -1.885600 -.934141 -1",874150 .6143E+QU 1 -.303900 u.OOQuOO -.322188 -.161626 .1727E+OO t 
, .1.1)00000 
-1.000000 -.132740 -.747389 .2518£-02 ') 
- j. 540 (HPJ -1.785000 -.683173 -1.69 I) 281 .6222E+GO f 
-.54400,0 -.303900 -.718091 -.444215 .1776E+OO ~ ! , 
:l.CflO!)OO -1.000(lOO -.108809 -.747752 .1887E-lJ2 1 
J.175000 -1.540000 -.457325 -1.373892 .66t,OE+(iO 1 
-.737'+oa -.544000 -.882618 -.6633 L 4 • 21~9E+uO 'J 1 
1 
i.00aotJo -1. fHlilOOO -.095703 -.747958 .1347£-02 ! j 
-.800000 -1.17:COO -.288525 -.992572 .64 E1E+CO I 
. '-.853800 -.737400 -.952677 -.819383 .20 21E+~O 
, 
.,~ 
1.DOOOOO -1.0000CO -.089915 -.750055 .811.7E-03 
-.LtOOOOO -.60'!OOO -.162020 -.600009 .65(10E+un 










'00 -1. ufHiOOO 
'0 a , -.4()DlJOIi 
.00 f: -.S2l401) 
bo -1.0QuOt!) io ll.tlOIJ£.lOO r 10 -.942800 f 
L 




~ I~ -l.r;JLOOO .SllGuOe 
rO -.853800 
f 




roo -l.(.;OIlOOtl po 1.54GOOO 





























- .. 994858 
-.089915 
.162020 














































1.373892 • E640E+I.I0 
-.6633C4 .2139E+LO 
-.747389 .2518E-02 i 1.6311281 .E2"E+I,;D 
-.44't215 .1776E+(,(; 
t -.74333~ .19E9E-C2 1.871+150 .61Lt3E+uO 
-.161626 .1727E+uO 
t -1.229655 .3E84E-{}2 
1. i73614 .59 lDE+ illl ~ ~I .1:349~2 .1448E+OO 
~ 
-1.21+5329 .54<:0£-02 i 
1.614691 .61S0E+uO I 





1.329324 .649~E+~O 1 





.'379iliJ4 .637 4E+ £iu 
.753512 .19CeE+OO 
-1. 250.i.20 .1677E-D2 
.60ilO34 .65E4E+OO 
.846449 .2~ 58E+UO 
-
PROGRAM 80 XC AT ,.OSPHER IC SCI ::NC E ASSCCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 
BODY ID. TEST 
'. ~ TEST BODY 
N M X X X X NX NP 
Y Y Y Y NY NP 
Z Z Z Z NZ NP' 
6 -i.Jan .au -1.0000 illl -1.50000U -1.50(!l')OO 
-.1 =3 515 -1.25 
.400"'00 G.OGUO!JO O.OlJOQGO .400000 .055250 .20 
.921400 .942800 .866000 .842600 .986601 .89 
7 -1.00!jGOO -1.000300 -1.500lJOn -1.50(1000 -.074106 -1.24 
C.ilO:]QOO -.400000 -.400000 D.(lOOCOu -.251846 -.19 
.942800 .800(!OO .BQOQ(lD .866000 .964926 .85 
8 -l.ilOOOOO -1.GaOaOo -1.50!lOOO '-1.500000 o • D ijQ au a -1.25 
-.400000 -.800000 -.L~GOOOO -.400000 -.,+47214 -.60 
.300000 .6nO.,00 .6IHlQOa .80JOOO .894427 .70 
9 -1.QuOOno -l.ClOO .. OO -1.500000 -1.SQ'JO{)O O.iHOOtlO -1.250 
-.8000ilO -1.2(\ 0 COO -1.200000 
-.800000 -.447214 -1. no 0 
.6001)00 • 4C 000 () .400000 .6000UO .894'+27 .500 
10 -1.JOOOOCJ -1.000eoo - j.50GOOD -1..5QOOOO 0.000000 -1.250i 
-1.2'0000 -1.60c;OOO -!.6OOOOD -1.200000 -.447214 -1.400t 
.1+')0000 .2001:00 .2001lDO .4!)(lOOO .894~27 .300 
11 -1.0!Joaoo -l.OOuOOO -j.SIlOQOil -1. SU(iooa -.105ES4 
-1.225" 
w 
-1.60noco -1.885600 -j.732IJOO -1.600000 -.687853 -1. 7G 1. I-' 
.. 20QilOO O.OOOOOD O.OOODOO .20~iHlO .718119 • 1D 0 
12 -1.00DDOO -1.0QuQ!'IO -j.500lJOO -1.5110000 -.2E8347 -1~229, 
-1.885600 -1.785000 -1.670000 -1.732000 -.921'+89 -1.773: , 
o.ooooco -.303900 -.229700 o.o13oono -o28G79S 
-. 13'" 
13 13 -l.ao'JOOo -1.0DQ{)OO -j.5DDIlOO -1.50(;OeO 
-.23906 : -1.2,+5i 
-i.7851lnO -1.540000 -1.46ullC.9 -1.670000 -.7(,2123 -1. E14Ei 
" 
-.303900 ~. 544000 -.465900 -.229700 -.670724 -.386§ j 
14 -1. nO!)DJO -l.no n oao - j.500~!!O -1.500000 -.194936 -1.2:'Sq 
-1.540000 -1.175000 -:.140000 -1.4EOOOO -.475316 -1.3293 
~ 
-. 5~4Ct't~ -.737'+00 -.652000 -.'+659()O -.857940 
-. 6D 06 ~ 
l 
" 15 -1.Q~QOGO -l.aoonoo -3.500006 -1.50000e -.170981 -1.2'+5~ 
-1.1750i'lO '·.801~noo -.80~OOO -1. 14C~OO -.304683 
-. 97 9~ 




-1.000000 -1.50000U -1.5000tO -.159881 -1.2502J 




-. 8'+ 6~ 
17 -1.:1fl~OOO -1.0(;00(;0 -j.50000ij 
-1.500000 -.153515 -1. 25 () ili 
-.r.aoo~c (l.OOOOCO o.IJOUaOD -.4QOIJOO -.055250 -. 2u 00: 
-.986601 
.J 
-.921400 -.942800 -.8660IJO -.842600 
-. 89 3~ 
F~OOta~t 
. {\~ r 
l. ,- j 
-- -~- .- -" .. 
F 
, 
HERre SCI=:NCE ASSCCIATES 
OFORO, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 12 
Y 
X X NX NPX 0 
Y V NY NPY T 
Z Z NZ NP Z A 
1.SuOOOO -1.51l(qH1D -.1 S3 515 -1.250012 .4933E-03 
B.ODOllOO .4000UO .055250 .200J10 • 6481E+O il 
.• 866000 .842600 .986601 .893198 .20 C 7E+ GO 
, 
~ 
l.SOOIJOO -1.500000 -.074106 -1.246100 .18S~E-01 
~.4aoaoo a.coooou -.251846 -.199835 .65€:OE+(lO 
i.aooocCl .86€:OOO .964926 .852389 .2Q73E+OtJ 
I 
I I. SOOOOO -1.500000 I) • 0 jjC all 0 -1.254,;000 .3553E-14 
I 
.800000 -.400000 -.,+47214 -.600 lJ 0 0 .&71l8E+OO 
.61HI000 .80;)000 .894427 .700000 .223EE+OO 
500 GO Q -1e 501)0fJO o.iJGocno -1. 2S 0000 .35S3E-14 
.200000 -.800000 -.447214 -1.QQO;lul) .67Ci8E+(lO 
.400000 .600000 .894427 .50IJ!JOIl .2236E+DO 
.sooooo -1.5QQODO 0 .. 000000 -1.250000 .6661f-14 
600000 -1.2!lOOaO -.447214 -1.4000 CO .67C8E+tO 
.2001]00 .4~OOOO .894427 .3DOOI.iO .22361:+1:0 
SIlQQOll -1.5IJuOIJO -.105ES4 -1.225923 .26 L1E-Cli 
I 7321100 -1.600000 -.687853 -1. 7G 7445 .609€:€+OO 000000 .20;;UlfO .718119 .10CJ526 .1454f+(JO 5DOOOO -1.50(;000 -.2E8347 -1.229655 .36€4E-02 
, 670ilOQ 
-1.732000 -.921489 -1.773614 .591QE+OO 1 229700 a.ouo()CO -.28079~ -.134912 .14,+8E+t)O 
StlOllOO -1.50(;000 -.23906 : -1.245329 .5490E-ij2 I ·46Doca -1.670000 -.7G2123 -1. E14&91 .6180E+(,O 
·465900 -.229700 -.670724 -.386555 ~169EE+OO ! 
~ 
50illloa -1.500000 -.194936 -1.245068 .3782E-02 ~ .) 
:1.40000 -1.4EOOOO ·0475316 -1.329324 .6494E+QO ~ 
6S2000 -.465900 -.85794d -.600627 .19~cE.'O 1 
500000 -1.50000(1 -.170981 -1.2~5783 .2596£-02 i 1 8 Dc 00 0 -1. 14C{'OO - .30468 3 -.9790G4- .6374E+QO .£ 
768100 -.652000 -.936981 -.753512 .19U8E+OO 1 
,1 
OOOOlJ -1.5000,-,0 -.159861 -1.251.1120 .1677E-02 I l 
00 DO 0 -.8 ilCOOO -.172638 -.600034 .6S84E+OD l 84260 (J -.76811;0 -.971923 -a846449 .2058E+(O ] 
00000 -1.500000 -.153515 -1.250;.112 .4933E-03 
00000 -.40(1000 -.05525::1 
-. 2tl "u 10 .64€1EHdl 




PROGRAM saxe AT t'OS PHERIC SCI=: NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, RASSACHUSETTS PAG 




N M X X X X NX NPX 
• 
Y Y Y Y NY NPY 
Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 
• 
6 18 -1.000000 -1.0UJOOO -j.50DOOiJ -1.500000 -.153515 -1.25001· 
1: • 0 on (j 0 0 .400000 • 1+ 00 tJ(i 0 O.CllOOQO .05525J • 20 U U 1 
-.9!t2800 -.9211+00 -.8425UO -.866(01) -.986601 -.89319, 
• 19 -1.00COOO -1.000000 - j.5tHQIHl -1.500000 -.159681 -1.25 !H20 
.400000 .8UODOD .80001l0 .4000{)O .172638 .60 I.' 0 3 
• 
-.921400 -.853800 -.76810!) -.842600 -.971923 -.846!t49 
20 -1.0000no -1. (lOOOGO -1.51l01lG!l -1.500000 -.17u981 -1.245783 
• 
.801)003 1.11 S 000 1.140~O 0 .8:1\,,000 .30468.3 .979004t: 
-.853800 -.737400 -.652000 -.76cl00 -.936981 -.75351a 
• 
21 -1.uOOOOO -1.GUIlOOO -j.5JOOO\l -1.50IJIlOO - .19 4936 -1.21+ 50 63 
1.175~Oil 1.5ltOQljO 1. Lt6n:)!)!) 1.11+0000 .1+15316 1.329324. 
-.7374:30 -.544000 -.46591.10 -.652DJ.:O -.857948 -.600627 
• 22 -1.00\10011 -1.00:1000 - j.5tlOJOIJ -1.5001.100 -.2 39£i6 5 - 1. 245329 1.54;)000 1. 78500 U 1.67\JDOO 1.460000 .702123 1.614691 
• 
-.544000 - 0 3D 3900 -.229700 -.465900 -.67072 .. -.386555 
w 
N 23 -1.1)00000 -1.000000 -j.500JOO -i.50nooo -.268347 -1(J229655 
• 
1.785000 1., 88 S6UU 1.732900 1. 67ilO~O .921489 1.77361,.; 
-.J03900 o.uOOOOO o.OOOOOu -.22S7UO -.280199 -.134912" 
• 
7 1 -10500000 -1.50,uDIlO -2.Il~onDD -2.000000 -.414479 -1. E9961S 
1.732000 1.61,0000 1.465000 1.490700 .885202 1.61.1865 
0.')00000 .2297[)O .1378QO tJ. ~ilil 00 lJ 11211244 .09657& 
• 2 -1.50']00(, -1 .. 5'0 /'Jonu -2.uiJilQOO -2.0JOOOO -.372374 -18133772 i.670Doe 1. 460000 1.322!lOQ 1.465Gt:O .7~5701 j. 484752' 
~. .229700 • '+65900 .31+4400 .137800 .578529 • 29799"1 
~ -1.500Cl)~ -1.500000 -2.000000 -2.000000 - .31002 .. 
-1.736'3321 i t· 1.46iJODO 1.140000 1.072000 h 322000 .501279 1.25U730:. 
.-~ .1+659110 .652000 .51790u .344400 .61JL+085 .497910 
I 4 -1.5!)uOOO -1.500000 - ,.(1013000 -2. oao 000 ~. 2 69 52 7 -1.7382601 •• 1.140000 .600000 .8DQOuO 1.u12000 .335023 • 95405it 1 ~ 
i .652000 .166100 .628900 .51·79uO .902837 .61t .. 837 
-. 
1 
I 5 -1.500000 -1.500000 -t.uOO!)OO -2.!:OOtlOO -.250229 -1. 15 U 276l 
.800000 • 4D 0000 .40UOOO .80DOOO 
.19398 " 86DC'lC41 
• 
.768100 .81t2EOU • 718!,Ju 0 .62e900 .948555 .7393061 
6 -1.5039()O -1.500000 -2.0(JC!JOO -2.tlO~OOO -.237694 -1.750025 , 
C' .400000 o.ooonoo 0.000000 ,,+00000 .061556 .2000301 
.842600 .866000 .7454fJ 0 .71efiOO .969S8d .732~92i 
i 
&i ~ f~f.P~J~, 
• ~~ ,,' ~ - - -.- -"-
, 
, 
t'OS PHERIC S CI::NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 13 
BOD 'Y 
X X NX NPX 0 
Y Y NY NPY T 
Z Z NZ r-,PZ A 
-j.50DOu!l -1.5lJOOOO -.153515 -1.250012 .49 33E- G3 
.40UI.WO 0.[;-)0000 .05525J .. 20vu10 .64€1E+OO 
-.8425UO -.866QOO -.985501 -.893198 .20~7E+UO 
r 
I - j.50J!lOa -1.50CIlOO -.159681 -1. 25 !H20 .1677E-02 
t 
r, 
.300000 .40aOUO .172538 .60(,034 .658 4E+ OU 
t 
-.768100 -.842600 -.971'323 I~ -.81;.6449 .2058E+QO 
-1~51l0000 -1" 50-0000 -.17u981 -1.245783 .259EE-02 
1.1,+a~oo .831...000 .;3 04 68.3 .979004 .5374E+OO 
-.652000 -.76cHIO -.935981 -.753512 .191l8E+Ou 
~ -l.5JOOuJ -1.50131100 - .1949 36 -1.245066 .37EZE-C;2 
I: 1.460000 1.140000 .475316 1.329324 .5494E+OO , 
I -~4659Dll -.6S20J.:O -.857948 -.60u627 .1996E+OO i 
! 
-j.5tlOJOU -1.500000 -.239(;65 .54<;' QE- C2 r. -1. 245329 
f 1.67ti900 1.460000 .702123 1.614691 .61EOEf-Oa 
" 
-.229700 -.4659CO -.67072 .. L -.386555 .169EE+110 ~ j 
~ -j.500JGO -1.50DOGO -.2663'+7 -1.229655 .36S4E-C2 f' 1.7321300 1.67ilOUO .921489 1.773614 .5910E+OO ~ O.OOQooa -.22':700 -.280799 -.134912 .144EE+CO ~ 
f -2.I)JOI)Dn -2.COCHWO -.414479 -1. E99678 .3180E-lJ2 ~ 1.465000 1.490700 .885202 1a611865 .5833E+OD ~ .13780n Il. uu-j 00 (j .211244 .096576 .lD38E+OO 
• ~ - 2. \I ilil 00 0 -2.CJOOOO -.372374 -1.733772 .7874E-liZ 
1. 322!Ju 0 1.46SGCQ .7Z5701 l,484752 .61 g9E+OO 
• 34'+4(Hl .137800 .~78529 .297994 .1525EtCIJ ! 
·-2.0U{'IOOO -2.uooaco -.31002Lt -1.738932 .E345E-02 ~ ~ 
" 1.072000 1.3220(j0 .507219 1.250730 .6,350 E+ CO j 
.51790il .3444CiO .afj,+085 .497910 .17i2E+OO 
- ,.{IOUOD\} -2.0JOOOO -.269527 -1.738266 .45"ltE- 02 
1 
.80QOuO 1.u72000 .335023 .954054 .E218E.OIl 
.62 S 900 • 51'79jJ 0 .902837 .6 .. 1+837 .1695£+\J0 
-'.uOOODO -2. LOOIlOO -.25022S -1.750276 .34 E2E- Q2 1 
.40!H1OO .80QOCO .19398 !l .6001(,4 .6750E+QO 1 
.7180tdl .628900 .948555 .739306 .':lo.i8Et(O 
-2.00(;1)00 -2.VOOOOI) -.237694 -1. 75 Cl 0 25 .9694E-C3 
00000000 .401JOuO .061556 .,200030 .6572E+OO 
,7 L+ Slt{) 0 .71tOOO .96938b • 732 -392 .20E:3E.CO 
, ~ 
., PROGRAM Baxe ATtOSPHERIC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES 
B€CFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PA 
BODY ID. TEST 
.: TEST BOO' 
N M X )( X X NX NPX 
e Y y Y Y NY NPY Z Z Z Z NZ NPZ 
.' 
7 7 -1.500non -1.SQDUOtJ 
-'.OOOOOD -2.000:00D -.197218 -1.1495 
o.Jontloo -. 4!) tHlO a -.4(10000 0.<300000 - .113 683 -.1997 
.866000 .8000()O .718000 .745400 c .973734 .7824 
( 8 -1.500000 -1. SOOCOO -2.000auo -2.000000 -.075980 -1.7473 
-a401)(!OO 
-.800eOO -.6001)0D -.401)000 ~.3~8319 -.5998 
t .800000 .6l!OOOO .60!l!JtlO .718000 .926589 • 67971 
9 -1.500000 -1.S0C/nOo -~.iJOnOOIl -2.C:DOOOO O.OQOQiJu 
f' -.800000 -1. 2G 0 00 0 - 1. 2{J 0 01.1 0 - • .a,uilOuG -.447214 
.600000 .4GOOOO .400000 .600000 .894421 
f 10 -1.500000 -1.5eOOOO -2.DOOlJOO -2.GOGODO -.050829 -1. 72 u40 
-1.200000 -1.60GDOt) -j.·400aOll -1.2{101l00 -.496741 -1.3528 a 
.40000D • 20130011 .2S6000 .4uOOOQ .866409 a 314111 . 
( 
11 -1.5t10000 -1.5DO(HIO -2 • .!JQOIH1O -2.0nOiiOO -.34862 C -1. 7&253' 
-1.&00·QOO -1.732000 -j.490100 -1.40~ilno -.842191 -1.5505JJ 
f .20f.1DOO O.(i110000 O.OOClluO .2SEOOO .4:'1307 .1139 " 
12 -1.50:3000 -1.500000 - 2",000000 -2.(,00000 -.414419 -1.69967: 
( w -1.732000 -1. 67i.iOiHl - ~.465QO!l -;1.490700 -.885202 -1.H1S';' w 0.000000 -.229700 -.137800 O.OOOOuD -.2112,+ '+ 
-. U9 6571 
13 -1.500000 -1.StlOO(lO 
- ,.000060 -2.000000 -a372371t -1. 73317~ 
-1.670noo 
-1.4600'H1 -j.3220CO -1.465000 -.725701 
-1. 46 475~ 
-.229700 -.465900 -.3444110 -.137800 -.576529 
-.29799) 
( 
1~ -1.S010CO -1.S00000 .. ,.ooooou 
-2.1;00000 -.310324 -1. 73893i 
-1.460000 -1.14CCOO -1.tl721l00 -1.322000 -.507279 
-1 .. 25:.1 73' 
( -.465900 -. 6S 2000 -.517900 -.3444(10 -.604U65 -.,+9791i ~ 
1 15 -1.500000 -1. SO 0·000 -,.000000 -2.000000 -.2 E952 7 -1.738261 
-1.140000 -.800QIlO -.8(;0000 -1.072000 -.335023 .~ ( -. 9540 5~ 
.0 
-.652000 -.768100 -.6289QO -.517900 -.902837 -.644631 
1 
( 16 -1.5000043 -1. S DOD DO -,.aooooo -2.!HOOOIl -.2S0229 -1.7S027E 
-.811DODO -.400000 -.400ll00 -.6DOOOO -.193980 -.60010~ 
-.768100 -.842600 -.7181]00 -.628900 -.948555 -.739301 
( 17 -1.500000 -1.500000 i -2.C)OOOOG -2.000000 - .237694 -1.750025 
-.400000 00000000 O.OOOllOO -.4'30000 -.061556 -.2£1 (; iJ 3. 
( -.,842600 -.866000 -.745400 -.71€OOO -.969388 -.792992 1 
18 -1.50000n -1.500t)Ol) -, .. ao~aoo i -2.0QOQ(l0 -.237 E94 -1. 750025 
( 0.000000 • 400fJOO .4DOOOO o.cooooo .OE1556 .20003 • 




r t F~fRPJf( r ' " ~.-I 







rOO il O.,;;)UOOO ~CO • 7'+54G 0 
! 
1000 -2.DOCiOOO 
tOG 0 -.4IJNIOO 




000 -2.00(,000 ~DO {) -1.21](1000 
tOG Q • ,+JO(JOO 
f 
,'Ot) 0 -2.;JnO~OO 
i'Ton -1. t.;OciJDO 
floo 0 .25ECOO 
t pDe -2.(.0000D 
roo !l -If!11.t9D71JO lao u 0.(:0\)\)\10 
1,00 a -2.000000 








000 -.6aOOOO , 
900 -.628900 






















































• 679777 .2158£+(.0 
-1. is VO 00 .35S3E-1'+ 
-1.0Cl..uOO .67lJ8E+ilO 
.50~:;uO .2236E+uO 











~ -.297994 .1525£+IJO -1.738932 • 63 ~5f- 1.2 
-1. 25:J 7 30 .5350E+00 ~ 1 
-. ,+97910 .1772E+lHl 1 
-1.. 738266 .,+5'+4E- 02 ~ lj 
-.95Lt051.t .6218E+OO I 
-.644837 .1695E+CO i 
i 
-1.750276 .3I.tE2E-02 1 -.60010Lt .6750E+00 
-.739306 .21C8E+tlO 
-1.750025 .9694E-03 >; 
-.2ulltl3C1 .6572E+vO 1 t 








PROGRAM Boxe ATMOSPrERIC SCI~NC£ ASSOCIATES '~ BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 
BODY 10. TEST 
TEST :BODY 
N M X X X X NX NP~ 
Y Y Y Y NY NP; 
Z Z Z Z NZ NP' 
7 19 -1.500000 -1.5(JDilOO -2.UOOllOO -2.oooaOll -,250229 -1. 15: 
.40DOOO .800000 .8000ilu • 4~OOO~ .19398u .6D; 
-.842600 -.768100 -.626900 -.71800(; -.948555 -.73. 
20 -1.500000 -1.50nooo -(.000(100 -2.00eooo -.269527 -1.73 
.8000Du 1.1ltOUOO 1 • .lJ72DUO .81lGOOO • 335023 .95 . 
-.768100 
-. E52000 -.51790f) -.628900 -.902837 
-.6" 
21 -1.500000 -1.5tlOOOO -'.1I000UO -2.000UOO -.31u024 -1. 73 
1.140000 1.460000 1.322000 1.0720.00 .50727S 1.25 
-.652000 -.4659ilO -.344400 -.5179ClO -.8\14U85 -.49 
22 -1.5DOOtlu -1.50.0000 -2.1.'100000 -2.tlOOOOO -.372037'+ -1. 13 
1.46lJIHJO 1.670000 1.465000 1. 322!HiO .725701 1.48 
-,,465900 -.229700 -.131'800 -.344400 -.578529 -e 29· 
23 -1.500000 -1.5COOCO - ,.OClilOOO -2.1200000 - 0414'+19 -1. E9 
1.670000 1. 732~OO 1.490700 1.4ESQOO .865202 1. El , 




••• JiJ. .............. ••• 'f" •••• .... 
-2. ZlJ 8 1 -2.000t!OO -2.000000 -'.5tOODO -2.500C!lO -.597981 1.4907()O 1.322QOO 1.000000 1.(J5SUO~ .747834 1.240 
0.000000 .344 /yCO .235700 O.J(10COO .288382 .1491 
1 
2 -2. ~ooooo -2.000000 -,.500000 -2.5ilO(;00 -.425912 
- 2. 21~ 
~ 1.322000 .800noc .80uOOO 1.000000 .46320 iJ • 39Ql .34(~40 II .62891)0 .3815(1) (I 235700 .777203 • 411~ , i I 3 -2.000000 -2.0000(10 -(.500900 -2.5000lHl -.397601 -2. 250~ .8000'10 • Itt) 0 (] 0 0 .4001Hl tl 0000000 .246251 • EO O~ 1)028900 .718000 .515300 .381500 .883B07 • 500.~ j 
.1 
-2.11000"0 -2.000000 -2.500000 -2.500000 -.36600 S - 2. 25()! 
.400000 0.000000 0.000000 .400000 .075569 • 20 O~ 
.718000 • 71t 57 00 .5528iJO .515300 .927222 .6321 
5 -;~.oooooo - 2. 00 OtlOO -2.50,oaDO -2.511CQOQ -.366809 -2.250~ 
10. 000000 -.400000 -.LtOOOOO 0.000000 -.075569 
, 
-. 20 O~ 
.745700 .718000 .515300 .5528tJO .927222 • 63 2~ 
6 -2.003000 -2.000000 -,.500000 -2.5'JOOOO -.372805 - 2. 250~ 
-.400000 -.eO{)OOIl -.600000 -.413001.10 -.278586 -. 6D Q~ 








t" 0 -2.000000 







10 D .8uCODa 
ao D -.628900 
r' 
100 -2.IHlOtlOO 
.00 1.07Z0DO , 





















~o 1) -2.5~O!)OO 
110 1 .. 000000 
rca .235700 








0 • 552800 












































.6D01\34 .f:7~QE" (0 
-.739306 .2108E+(;0 
-1. 736266 .4544E-u2 
.954054 .6218E+Otl 
-.644837 .16S5E+; 10 
-1.738932 • 6345E- 0 2 
1.250730 .635 OE+O a 
-.497910 .1772E+OO 






~. 096576 .10.38E+00 , 
. ........... "" .......... 
I -2.218024 .1342E-01 1.24{l723 .73S1E+C£l .1496l7 .1939E+OO 
- 2.214445 .. 103LtE-C1 ~ 
• 99u~69 .7238E+OO i .411287 .2322E+OO ,~ 
~ 
-, 
-2.250969 .9877E-02 ! 
• EOO392 .72~3E+OO ~ i~ 
.5&0379 .2263E+GO 
'1 
-2.250072 .2272E-02 1 ~ 
.200101 .66C5E+iJO ~ 
.632913 • 2157E+~1J i i 
,1 
l 
-2.25U072 .2272E-02 , 1 ! 
-('200101 .6805E+OO 1 , 
.632913 ~2157E+DO .~ 
:~ 
-2.25!1383 .3496E- 02 1 
-.600126 .7233E+GO 
• 553499 .2260E+OO 
2 
" 
II PROGRAM 90 XC AT t"OS PHER IC SOI::NCE ASS aCIATES 
.. BEOFORD, HAS SACH USETTS 
BODY 10. TEST 
TEST BODY 
N H X )( X X NX NP 
Y Y Y Y NY NP 
Z Z Z Z NZ NP 
8 7 -2.0001)00 
-2.000 COO - ,.5QOlhiQ -2. SOOIHiil -.396212 -2.21, 
-.800000 -1.20ncoo -1.000QGO -. ,8QOOO 0 -.458473 -.95" 
.-
.60tH1Oll .412 0 000 .2357QO • .381500 .795499 .41 
8 -2. ~OODOO -2.ooeoco -2.500000 
-2.5000"0 ".5'37231 -2.21 
-1.200iJOO -1. ~s U7QO -1.055000 -1.000000 -.7411960 -1.20. 
.4iJOOOO 0.000000 0.000000 .235700 .4fi2941 .16 
9 -2.!JOOOOC -2.000000 -,.500000 
-2.500000 -.597981 -2.21 
-1.490700 -1.322 (!t!D -1.UQOOQD -1.05~.OGO -.747e34 
-1.2'" 
O.OOO!)CO 
-.344400 -.235700 O.DoooeD -.288382 -.14 
10 -2.aQOCOa -2.000000 
-'.SOO!lOD -2.5UUODO -.425912 
-1.322000 -.80 DOnO -.80GGilO -1.0!lCOOO -.4c3200 
-.3!t~400 -.628900 
-.38150il -.235700 -.777203 
11 -2.CJOOOIJ -2.0GOOOt) -2$50fJQOD 
-2.500000 -.397801 -2.25 
-.80000n 
-.400000 -.4U!)000 
-.8UiJuDO -.2Lt625:\ -.60 
-.628900 -.718000 -.515300 -.381.500 -.883807 
.-. 56~1 
.. 12 -2.1)00000 -2.0tlOOOO -c.50QGQO -2.5QO(JUO -.366578 
-2. 250~ w 
-.i+OOOOO 0.000000 0.000000 -.400000 -.075231 
-.2DO] CJ1 
-.7180:11) 
-.74540D -.552BOO -.515300 ~.927341 -.63~ 
- <. 25~ 13 -2.QOOOOO -2.DOOOiJO -2.500000 -2.5QOO(,0 -.366578 0.000000 • 4{J 0000 .400000 0.000000 .075231 
• 20 u~ 
-.745'+00 





-2.0DOOOO -'.50000!) -2.500000 -.397801 -2. 25Qi! , 
t .400COO .. 800000 .800000 .4lJO(lOQ .246251 
• 600~ , 
-.718CO!) 
-.628900 -.381500 -.515300 -.883807 
-. 560~ ~ . ,1 15 -2.000000 -2.060000 -2.500(JO~ -2.500000 -.425912 - 2. 21~1 01800000 1.322DOO 1.0000CO .800000 .463200 .990;: 
-.62891)0 
-.34itLtUO -.235700 -.381500 -.77720J 
-. ~11i ~ 
,; 
16 - 2. 00 !Jon 0 -2.00,JOOO 
-2.500000 -2.50u'{HiO -.597981 1 -2.2181 
1.32200r) 1.49070 U 1.1J5500~ 1. CilJOQaO .747834 1.2ItO~ , 
-.34·'+ LtO 0 0.000000 0.000000 -.2357~O -.288382 
- .1491 
-lJ. ........................... 
.... 4 ............. ~ ......... l 1 
9 1 -2.50')000 -2.500000 -~.aQGOOQ -3.001J()OD -.868756 -2. E261 
1.iJ55000 .800UOO 0.000000 0.000000 .411733 .6871 
c. !l01.10no .381500 0.000000 O.C(jQOOO .27520e 
• 149: 
-~ 
f'-OSPHERIC SGI::NCE ASSOCIATES 
B EOFQRD, HAS SACH US€TTS PAGE 16 
BOOY 
X X NX NP X 0 
Y Y NY NPY T 
Z Z NZ NPZ A 
- '.SOOllilO -2.50CU{iO -. 3S 6212 -2.218355 .1214E-(i1 
-1.000000 -.800000 -.458473 -.956945 .6502£+00 
'~ 
.235700 .381500 .795i;.99 .416059 elS86E+OO 
l 
• 
-c.saIlDoe -2. 5ao~co -.5'37231 -2.212088 .2711£-01 ~ , 
r -1.055000 -1.0!lOOOO -.74(!960 -1.209729 .73 SlE+I.IO 
t Q.OOOOOO .235700 .1+{i2941 .166619 .214SE+ij~ 
\ 
- ,.500000 -2.500000 -.597981 -2.218024 .131+ 2f- 0 1 I 
~ -1.!laOOO{] -1.055DCO -.747e34 -1.240723 .73S1E+tiO 
l -.2351(1 Q 0.000000 -.288382 -ai49617 .19~9E+OO 
I 
- '.51l000D -2.50UUDO -.1+25912 - 2.214445 .1034E-Cl t 
.. -.8QOOOO -l.oonooo - .1+c3 20 \) -.990269 .7238E+00 
~, 
-.3B15Dll -.235700 -.777203 -.411287 .2322E+QO L , 
, -2.50ijOO~ -2.500000 -.397801 -2.250969 .9877E-02 f 
-.41l'JOCG -.8-O",uOO -.2£+6251 -.6110392 .7233E+OO 
~ I. -0515300 -.381500 -.883807 -. S60 37\.:1 .2263E+OO 
t -~.500000 -2. sooatlo - .. 366578 -2.250074 .234ZE-u2 
\ 
o"OOuOOU -.400000 -.075231 -.2001IJ4 • 68C 4E+ CO 
-.552800 -.515300 -.927341 -.632837 .2157E+GO 
-2.50QOOa -2. SOOHO -.3c6S78 -~. 25 Q IJ 74 .23Lt2E-02 
.' .4001ltlQ O.OOotHIO .075231 • 20 ul~4 .68G4E+ijO ~ -.515300 -.55280G -.927341 -.632837 .2157E+oa ~. 
, - f.soaooo -2.50GOOO -.397801 -2.250969 .9871£-D2 
~ .800000 • ~;JOOOD .246251 .600392 .7233€+(lO 
! -.381500 -.515300 -.883807 -.56u379 .2263E+oa 
.-2.500{Jon -2.50uoua -.425912 - 2. 214 .. 45 .lD3'tE-(l1 
1.000000 .800000 .. 4 ~3 200 .990269 .7238E+{lO 
-.235100 -.381500 -.77720.3 -.411287 .2322E+(iO 
-2.500000 -2.500'OGO ... 597981 -2.218024 .13~2E-01 
j..,055~O~ 1.CJOOOO .747834 1.21tiJ723 .13S1E+uO 
O.OOGOCO -.2357CO -.288382 -.149611 .1939E+OO 
.......... .,. .. 11 .... ... .................... 
:. 
, ~.aooooa -3.COfJOOQ -.868756 -2. E2 68 33 o. i 
0.000000 0.000000 .411733 .687692 .11E7E+Ol J , 1 
O.{JOOOOO c. CGOOOO .2752!l€ .149145 .23:l6E+OO 1 1 , 
'< 
\. \1 
1l. PROGRAM SOXC ATHOSPHE-RIC SCI::NCE ASSOCIATES BECFORO, MASSACHUSETTS 
BODY 10. TEST 
t TEST BOO't 
N H X X X X NX NP' 
Y Y Y Y NY NP 
Z Z Z Z NZ NP 
9 2 -2.5000UO -2.5i10000 -3.0000uil -3.000000 -.176209 -2.62 
.800000 .4-00flilG 0.000000 O.uQOOCO .2001102 .43 
.381500 .515300 0.000000 O.GanaDO .597912 .33 
3 -2~500DIJO -2.5Q(lOCO 
- :.OIlOQGO -3.0lJOOOO -" 7 40175 
.400000 0.000000 O.DOGOnO O.OiHlOOQ • C 62 764 
.515300 .552800 O.OOtH)OO Ii. (3tHICOO .669478 
1+ - 2.50000 I) -2"C;OOCOtJ -~.OC3iJDOO -3.iJO(l()CD -.740175 - 2. 63 ~ 
0.0000.1)0 -.~OO(lOO O.DC{)~Oa u,dlUCDIJO -.062764 -.141 
.552800 .515300 o.ooeooo u.oooooo .669478 .389; 
5 -2.500000 -2.500000 -~.DOOOOO -3. (JOOOOO -.776209 -2.629 
-.400000 -.anoooo 0.000000 u."OO{!OO -.2£0002 -.434-' 
": .. " 
.515300 .381500 O.QUOOOO O.O~llOuO .597912 .336 
6 -2.500000 -2.5 D 000" - ~.llV~ ~!lll -3.(jOilono -.668756 -2 .. E26 
-.aOGOOG -1.055000 0.000000 OolHJOOOD -.411733 -.687 
.38150'3 13.000000 ~.DoaOOIJ 0.000000 .275208 .149 
w 7 -2.500000 -2.500000 -3.000000 -3.000000 -.8 fa 756 -2. 626 
O"l 
-1.055(01) 
-.60'0000 0.061(01)0 0.000000 -.411733 - .687 
0.000000 -.381500 0.000000 0.000000 -.275208 
-.1 .. 9) 
8 -2.50\1000 -2.500000 -~IlO(loaGO -3.000000 -.776209 
-2. 6291 
-.800000 -.400000 O.Oouooo O.(OOtlCIJ -.200(i02 -.434 
-.381500 -.515300 o.ooaauo ll.iJOQOOO -.597912 -.336 1 
9 -2.300000 -2.500000 -~.OQoalJO -3.00IHlOO -.740175 -2.6354 
-.400000 a.oooeoo c.onuo~o u.oooooo -.062764 -. J,1+1.~ 
-.515'300 -.552800 0.0001)00 0.000000 -.669418 
-. 
3891 
if) -2.500000 -2.500000 -~.ODoaoo -3 .. 000000 -. 74D 175 -2. E3 54~ 
0.003000 .'400000 0.0110000 a.iJOiH1DD .062764 • 1412i 
-.552800 -.515300 Q.OOOOOO o.OOOuoo -.669478 -. 38 91~ 
1 
-2.5uaooo " 11 -2.500000 -3.00uOOD -3.DlJDVOO -.776209 -2 (16292:/ 
04-1J0000 .80000·0 O.OOOD()O O.tJGOOOO .2uOtJ02 
• 4-3411 
-.515300 -.38150;) O.ODllOO!l u.(;OOooO -.597912 -.3362! 
i 12 -2.500000 -2.5D.oCOO -3.0aOOIHJ -3.000000 -.868756 - 2. E2 681-
.800000 1.D5~DUO 0.0110000 o. CtlOOcCO .411733 • 68 76~ 
-.381500 O.ODOCOO 0.00000" u.uOOOOO -.275208 -.11+91 1 
•• ••• ", ...... "f. ..... 44 ......... 
- 1 • 
./;. 
UtOSPHE-R Ie SCI::NCE ASSOCIATES 
8ECFORO, MAS SA CHUS-ETTS PAGE 17 
r BOD" 
x X NX NPX 0 
Y Y NY NPY T 
Z Z NZ NPZ A 
I -3.00000ij -3.000000 -.176209 -2. E29150 .13~2E-14 
i o.OQaooo ll.uQODOfJ .200U02 .43417£1 .1018E+01 
,. 0.000000 o.GOOOOO .597912 .336208 .1672E+00 
, 
- :.000000 -3.oaOooo -.7 LtO 17 5 -2.635472 .2220£-15 
I 0.000000 O.OUilOOQ .062764 • 141262 .8219E+OU 
! o.(;OO:)uu u.Ojt\ooo .669478 .389779 .14SLtE+OO 
, 
-~.oonOOil -3.c~uoeo -.740175 - 2.635472 .30 :3E-15 
f; O.OCOOOO tl.GU04jQO -. (I 6276 4 -.141262 .8219E+OO 0.000000 0. uOCOOO .669478 .3897'79 .1494E~UO 
-~.i.lOOOOO -3.000000 -.776209 -2. 6291 SO .111 tlE-14 
o.OOOQ()O !i."OO~OO -.2l:0Q1l2 -.434170 .10 18E+ 01 
O.OUOOOO o.O!lJOUD .597912 ;;336208 .1672£+00 
-~.{jn'.l;):lU -3. {lOuoon -.868756 -2.626633 .8882E-15 
0.000000 O.OtlOQOO -.411733 -.687692 .1167E+1J1 
~ 11.000000 o.OOlJIJOfl .275208 .11t9145 .2316£+00 i • 
t i t -3.00'0000 -3.000000 -.6 E8156 -2.626833 O. O.iHWOgO 0.000000 -.411733 -.687692 .1167E+0 1 11 l 0.000000 0.000000 - .275208 -.1~9145 .2316E+(jO 11 t, .'Ii 
f -~.GGoaoo -3.000000 -.77621)9 -2.629150 .:1.332E-14 O.OGDOOt'l O.(OOtlO!J - .200GO 2 -.434170 .11l18E+ 01 
f 0.000000 ti.OOQ(lOO -.597912 -.336208 .1672E+00 
I -~.GO(l!JOO -3.000000 -.740175 -2.635472 .222flE-15 1 C.(HHI030 0.£100000 -.062764 -.141,262 .82.1SE+uO 0.0 G 0 no 0 O.QOO()OO -.669478 -.389779 .14 S4E+Oll I I -~.oooooo -3.000000 -.740175 - 2. 635472 .3(153E-15 o.oauoo!! O.OOiHIDO .062764 • lit 12 62 oo2j9E+QO 0.000000 0.0001.100 -.669478 -.389779 .1494E+00 :1 
-3.0!hdlOlJ -3.CU{lVOO -.776209 -2.629150 .111DE-14 i 
'" i 0.000000 O.fJOOOOO .2{lOIJ02 .434:1. 70 .1018£+01 ; 
O.OOIlOOO u.GOiJDOO -.597912 -.336208 .1612E+(;0 ~ 
-3.0')OIl(dJ -3.000000 -.868756 - 2. E2 68 33 .8S€ZE-15 
G.Ol1QOOO O. canODO .411733 .687692 .1167E+01 
O.GOilOOtj lJ.uOOOOO -,,275208 -.149145 .23j.6E+IJO 
j 
...... ~ Jf, ....... ~ .. .. ..,. .. "' ............... 1 
1 
1 , 
..,. crur rnAf~, ~ 
.J 
. ,-
~~ . ' 
.. , 
189 BASIC ELEMENTS WERE INPUT 
FLOHS HAS SET UP 1 X FLaw~, 0 Y FLOWS, AND 0 Z FLOWS. 
NEAR ELEMEN TS = 12340 
INTERMEDIATE ELEMENTS = 12849 
FAR ELEMENTS = 1D532 
LEAVING 'IF ORM 
LEAVING AFORM 
THE 189 X 189 MATRIX WITH 1 RIGHT SIDES HAS SOLVED DIRECTLY. 
LEAVING AT APES 
• 
\ 
PROGRA M BOXC AT~O SPHERIC SCI~NC E ASSOCIATES '<l 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS BODY IO. TEST 
TEST BOO,,{ 
X-F;..QW 
N H NPX VT VX OCX NX NPY IITSQ IJY DCY NY NPZ CP VZ Dez NZ 


















































.456'1) 97 • '+ 8,+7 93 















.010372 • (,1,,630 
.029238 , 
-
.641222 • '347902 
-.8,*5127 
-. BE 6126 
.499797 
7 1.626,)41 1.0225 f2 
• =1 eO 2 3 
.504625 ,,663lJ87 -~ -.14'6316 1.045673 .18521 9 .161129 -.082222 r,S2322o+ -.O4!)673 -.36319£) -.84~124 .493318 


















.... 54931 043b350 
-1121<3218 








.1 -1. C85916 1.. r92756 
.5042.6 
.48 c::.3 70 




.436 .. 36 , j 
1 11 1.589795 
.343584 
.2751) 38 
.326094 .9~5tl63 • '1 -1.365206 .711633 
.631330 
.74 S4 62 















-.007 .. 73 
-.01,+655 
AT"'O~PHt:RIC SCI::NC E ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, HAS~ACHUSETTS PAGE 18 
'EST BODY 
X-F_OW 
VT VX DCX NX VN 
'TSQ vY Dey NY SIG 
cCP VZ Dez NZ 
f 
;.50542 .18635 S 
.28 ~"60 .95808E .OuOlJ~JO t2 ~205 -.60377 .. -.928109 .276584 
-.13 9C SCi 
:76795 -.1547)7 
-.237013 .!l7 .. c55 I 
t 
:22874 .242954 .336094 .9 4179~, eGOuU.;(; , 
[225 4 6 -.520217 -.719651 .25124<': -.137437 
'77454 
-.<+39138 
-.607572 .2~3380 ~7395 .3331l8 e &;0 ~S99 .915363 .GOOOiJO 
~B4582 -.389630 -.47~922 .202414 -.133778 
115418 -.549454 -.781.+951.! .34BJ52 
~. 
tD7577 .4~Oc52 .452482 .8'31771 .':lJUVI.O 
,236 ~6 -.2574'57 
-.283676 .146221 -.13tl613 
~E3C4 -.76731~ 
-. t 45451 .42821D , 
~!tO 80 B .45 6n9 7 • '+ 8,+7 93 .87 .. 522 .OOO!JOC ~S119 -.124538 -.132373 .'366502 -.1237S2 
lt881 -.813370 -.864553 .4-76787 
t 
.499?i3 
.OOOuuG J!5755 .487598 .8656~S 
t2098 .0.10372 .(.1",630 .U29238 -.1276flt i 7902 -.0 .. 5127 -.866126 .,+99797 I It 5 16a 23 .504625 .663 n 87 .JQ;Jil~C ~25l2 ~ 5673 .185219 .161129 -.082222 
-.127756 II I rS673 -.363136 - .. 84L.124 .493318 
~ 27046 .5: 1379 • 'tS7S8! .872072 .;;uuu:?O !j 
. 
,"824 .3856!tl .3754'6 -.21d2i~ -.134528 ~ 
'+824 -.809336 
-.768023 .436':'36 .~ I 
• 7872 .505633 .487230 .872872 .lJvOU.lO . ,, , 7179 .... 54951 .lt3b350 
-.213218 -.1363b6 j 
1179 -.78383:1 -.755286 .43643E 
5350 .,5072!+3 
• "65237 .672872 .0000':;0 
.2756 .5042~6 • 48c:::3 70 -.21821 C -.12cHj97 
r
so -.762353 
-. 72~29t\ .436 .. 3E 
3564 .275038 .326094 .9 ... 51l63 .t1000GO 
1633 .631330 c 7 Lt 81f 62 -.27282Lf -.14!.. .. 78 
8367 -.4871:'1 -.577466 .15;J~64 I 
9238 .182,+35 .271;812 .95d08E. • 110 C U tI 0 
,45 C;4 .6331+50 .960895 -.276584 -el't371t2 
~406 -.004927 -.007 ... 73 
-e07 .. tSS 



































.484982 ~ t -.163739 






















-.25124<: -.l41206 '" 
-.2~3380 
.915363 .OOOOvO 
-.2'2414 -.:1.36358 ~ , . 
-.348052 




-.088802 - .. 129915 " 
-0476787 I. 
.86564S .8000UO I 
-.029233 -.126441 
-.499797 









.874522 .0000t-0 Ii 






.891771 .r.,a~OoiQ ~ 
.146221 -.130873 'I 
-.42821" 












...... cnrr~lt.· ~ 
• 
.. I~~~·.,,~-~---: .... r~.~.-."'·"-·;;;·~ .-' . 
<. 
~ PROGRA H BO XC ATMOSPHERIC SCISNCE ASSOCIATES BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS P BODY 10. TEST 
'l TEST BOO't 
X-FLOW 
tf N M NPX liT IJX DCX NX 
NPY VTSQ VY DCY NY 
,~ NPZ CP VZ DCZ NZ 
2 2 1.241719 1.3424041 1.235652 .920459 .390089 
ii 1.652830 1.8(!2147 -.395679 -.2940746 .652170 
"-
• 414680 -.802147 
-.344554 -,,256670 .650;)04 
1.241630 1.39lf162 1.318375 .945640 .324553 ~ 1,,351646 1.9436f7 
-.240723 -.172665 .44700£ -.• 
.631851 -.9436 H 
-.384222 -.275593 .833577 
4 1.242993 1.422806 1.362458 .957585 .2~80Q C; 
• 
.985715 2.024378 -.135634 
-.095371 ,,28715' -. 
.786135 
-1.024378 -.386876 
-.271910 • 913561 
5 1.250160 1.439029 1.385168 .962571 .270929 • 
.600068 2.010805 
-.055319 -.038442 .1634Ql 
-. 
.876683 -1.!l7Q805 
-.386075 -.268289 • 948629 
6 1.250017 1. 1 .. 400lf2 1.388034 .963884 .261384 .~ 
.2D0026 2.07~722 .055597 .U3~608 0052527 -.~ 
• 922Q 94 
-1.073722 
-.319405 -.263509 .963805 
:1 
.j:::> 
0 7 1.246098 1.454052 1.441656 .991475 .12614Q 
-.199566 2.114266 .10 321+2 .lJ7Hi03 -.312996 
.867167 
-1.1142E6 -.158854 
- .1092 409 .9,+1341 
.1 8 1.250000 1. 4t42 73 1.463954 .999782 0.U.:10000 
• 
-.60COOO 2.144096 .027353 .018687 -.4'+7214 .~ 
.71)0000 
-1.144096 .013631 .009344 .894427 J 
1 
<3 1.250000 1.45S110 1.458561l .999623 (s.OCOijOCl •. 1 
-l.a~oooo 2.129001 .035829 .024556 -,,4472140 .i 
.500000 
-1.129001 .017915 .012278 .891+427 1 1 
1 10 1.250001) 1.413037 1.4123!t6 .999511 O.OIlOOUO .;1 
-1.4000(10 1.996674 .0313537 .027980 -.4,+7214 
.1 
.300000 
-.996614 .019753 • C 139 9Ci .894427 1 J 
1 11 1.216789 1.32':756 1.312735 .987245 • 159008 
•• 
-1.739216 1.768252 .1184&3 • o 8 !:it! 86 -.59J31~ · , 
.102iJ18 -.76 S252 
-.1754053 
-.131951 .78910~ 
12 1.220560 1.24&825 1.106576 .69~807 .435365 
·t 
-1.831729 1.539647 .. 561333 .452391 -.855263 -.1 
-.149900 
-.53C:647 • ()0591+9 .(lO4795 
-.2011J38 
13 1.241719 1.307517 1.201637 .9113023 .390'l89 
• j 
-1.652830 1.709599 .417526 .319327 -.652170 
- .1 
-.414580 
-.709599 • 3U 2225 .231144 -.650;)04 
__ 1 
HERIC SCI~NC E ASSOCIATES 
DFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 20 
¥ 
X-FLOW 
IJX DCX NX VN 














.324553 • OOO~.li:O 
-.240723 
- .1726 65 
.44700 E 























1.368034- • 9 f: 3b 8 it .261384 flOOOU~O I i .Q55537 .03(;608 .052527 -.i.tU78S1 
~ -.379405 -.263509 .963805 'I l j1i 1.441655 .991475 .125140 .GOOOuO 
1 I .10 32~2 .071(i{)3 -.312996 .022592 t -.15885"" - .1092 49 • 94 l3 41 I 
'I ~ ~ 1 It 463954. 
.999782 0.U;:;01100 
.O'UuOOO 




.013 c3 t 




.uuGOOO 1 .~ 
.035829 
.02:'1556 "~447214 .lLtS986 I 
i .Ol7915 • V 12278 .891+427 ¥ ~ ~ , 1.41231t6 
























• a0591t9 ,004795 
-.201038 









,.,. COtIr f:J?At.. ~ 
i 
.J!i 
_ --i._;:::',;~-('-,::>....:," ~"';'~"'''f~_'''' .~~ •• ",~ 'T""'-:-:-:-.T._ ... .::--:-~:...._~ .. ~ 
.; ~:, --.>-"' ... ,.-".",,- • 
" - -
- .. -~ ~- -
J \ f: PROGRAM Boxe A THO SP PER IC SCIENCE ASSCCIATES BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 
BODY 10. TEST 
TEST BOny 
X-F:"OW 
,(" N M NPX liT VX DCX NX 
NPY VTSQ IIY DCY NY 
. , NPZ CP VZ DCZ NZ 
"Ii 
2 14 1.241630 1.375733 1.330194 .945091., .324S53 
-1.351646 1.892642 .259930 .1869 4;~ -.i{·4700E 
;. 
-.631851 -.892642 .3668ft.J • 26c6 51 -.833577 
15 1.242990 1.,414596 1.354235 .957309 .288009 
-.985715 2.001080 .156928 .111J935 -.2(;) 11 54 
-
-.786135 -1.0010eo .377600 .266931 -.91';:;61 
16 1.250180 1.43 £1 f8 1.3851~7 .962418 .270929 
-.600088 2.0712E2 .088639 • £i61031 -.163401 
-.8166~3 -1.071262 .380331 .264268 -.94'::629 
17 1.2501)17 1.449715 1.399232 .965212 .261384 
-.200026 2. 1Q 1613 .Q3068& • \i 21167 -.052527 
-
-.9221)94 -1.101673 .377813 • ~6u612 -.963605 
18 1.250017 1.451738 1.401253 .965235 .261384 
.200026 2.1075"4- -.022QIt2 -.015183 .052527 1 -.922094 -1.101544 .378623 .~6G944 -.963805 ~ I-' 
.962560 19 1.250180 1.445116 1,,391539 .270929 .it 
.500088 2.090095 -.079317 -.0548 63 .163401 ~ 
-.876683 -1.090095 .383776 .265457 -.948629 
20 1.24299:3 1.426664 1.366014 .957486 .2-aSOOI! 
.985115 2.035371 
-.1464""0 ""11102645 .287154 
-.7861.35 -1.035371 .384619 .269593 -.913561 
t 21 1.241630 1.396261 1.320233 .945549 .324553 1 
~ 1.351646 1.949544 -.245998 -.17b183 .447006 1 -.631851- -.949544 .382116 .273611 -.833577 22 1.241119 1.34~418 1.236477 .920·396 .390089 
1.652630 1.8C!4772 -.398238 -.29648t .652170 .J!, ~ 
-&41'+680 -.804772 .342426 .254891 -.65,;)004 J 
., 
23 1.220560 1.298765 1.169035 .900112 .435365 
'I 1.831729 1.686792 -.544235 -. L,190 79 .855263 
'1 
-.149900 -.686792 .1546)3 • '1190 39 -.281038 
3 1 .5000.00 1.212633 1.212570 .999948 0.000000 
1.9350oa 1.410479 -.004275 -.(J03S26 e938893 
.177300 -.410479 .0116&2 .009617 .34420e 
I 
2 .5QOOOO 1.2214 e3 1.221289 .999841 0.000000 j 
1.135000 1.492020 -.O1603!3 -.013179 .672591 I. ,~ 
• l,773 OQ 
-.492020 .{HLt 632 .011919 .74u014 1 
: I 
l .'F. . '1 FOlOOttr f.RA.tfl r ~. j - ~ 
:E ASSCCIATES 
~CH USETTS PAGE 21 
-
DCX NX VN 
DCY NY SIG 
DCZ NZ I; 
.945091 .324S53 .000000 
E .18&943 -.447tJOE -.024030 .26 E6 51 -.833577 ~;. 
a : 1 , 
a 957309 .288009 .000000 r 
,11£:935 -.201154 -.;;14970 )j . f 
.266931 -.91.i561 ; ~ 
,962478 .2i0929 .000000 ,.~: 
!! (j61e 31 
-.163401 -.010137 
.264268 -.948629 r 
~ > 
" 
.965212 .261384 .0000£10 ~ ,: ; ; .{i • {j 21167 -.052527 -.ClO76S? ' . 
1 
, ,6u612 
-.963805 ;: ~, r, ;1 ~ , , .965235 .261384 .:JOOOIJO 
11 ". -.0 j, 5183 ~(l52527 -.0071S6 ~ .26G944 -.9638(15 ~ , 
h 
r .962560 fl27u929 .uGOnOa I " l -.0548 63 .163401 -.008545 ~. .265457 -.948629 ~ f • <357488 .2B8I)O~ .000000 ~ 1 t -.10c.645 .287154 -.012085 .269593 -.913561 ~ ~ l .945549 .324553 .000000 ,~ ! ,~ 
-.176183 .447006 -.",19350 i! '.~ 
.273671 -.833577 1.i 
4 
.920396 .39U089 .ODOOJD 1 -.296'+81 .652170 -.0320 SO ~ 
.254891 -.6511004 1 
.900112 .435365 ,OOOOIlO ~ 
· -.419079 .8552&3 -.041587 
· 
.119039 -.281038 'i 1 
1 
.999948 O.DllOOOO .OOOOJO 




.999641 0.000000 .O(JU~CO , I 
-.013179 .672591 .009772 .~ 
8011979 .74001lt 
• 
J"tII rn.n" f:P,At¥. ~ '" 
.' 
"'. 
;. PROGRA t1 Boxe AT~OSPHERle seI~NeE ASS aeIATES 
,. BEDFORD, MA!;)SACHUSETTS 





N H NPX VT VX DCX NX 
NPY VTsa Vy DCY NY 
NPZ CF \lZ Dez NZ 
3 3 • 5{1!.1 0 00 1.232356 1.232207 .99<3879 o.oooaoo 
1.4nOI)QIl i.S1e701 - .. Q17153 -.013919 .447214 
.700000 -.5187U1 .QC8577 .COc960 .894427 
.500000 1.237037 1.236932 .999955 0.000000 
1.01)00'00 1.5302E1 -.01.12Lt3 -.CiG9088 .279631 
.858250 -.5302E1 .003274 .0 Q 2647 .96ul07 
5 .5naG!!!) 1.23"013 1.234011 .999998 il.OOOZOO 
.600000 1. 522789 -. Ol)24S 2 -. C 020 11 .156305 
.948150 -.5227t9 .000333 .OCL318 .987709 
6 .5~OOOO 1.2200 E4 1.220020 • 9999f.,4 O.D~llaoo 
.200200 1.488557 .010370 .008506 .050436 
.98991)0 -.488557 -.!)OO5~4 -.000429 .998127 
7 .500000 1.20 E541 1.206516 .999979 1l.oau!)UQ 
-.21)0000 1.455742 -.007029 -.005826 -.447214 
.9;)0£100 -.455742 -. a 03515 -. C 02913 .094427 
.j:::> 
N 
.500aoo 1.196347 1.196331 .99998& 0.0130000 8 
-.6iJOOC\J 1.431247 .D05573 .lJ 04659 -.44721-1; 
.700000 -.431241 .002767 .002329 .694427 
9 .5000CO 1.18S439 1.185352 .999927 O.OOuUIlO 
-1.,Jr)OOon 1."'~52£:5 • 012836 .~10828 -.447214 
.500000 -.40=2e5 .Q06418 .005414 ~89'!';427 
f iO ,,500!J"O 1.175488 1.175237 
.999829 0.000(100 
, 
-1.400000 1.381772 .019439 .01E.537 -.447214 
~ .300000 -.381772 .009719 .000268 .894427 11 .5QO\lOO 1.16 LtC 00 1.163439 .999519 a.OaOOOD 
-1.81)0000 1.3548 ~5 .032332 .027751 -.44721{1 l 
.1!H1{J 00 -.354895 .016151 .013876 .890+427 I i 
~ 
12 .510000 1.16 ~OO3 1.167855 .999873 u.OOOOOO j 
-1.935000 1 • .364231 .006398 .005477 -.9·~8893 1 
-.177300 -.364231 -.017450 -.014940 -.344208 i c~ 
13 .500001) 1.195403 1.19512Q .«39<;763 U.oooooo 
-1.735000 1.42lge9 .019253 • 0 1 t:>1 0 6 -.672591 
-.477300 -.428989 -.017439 -.li14638 -.74JIl14 
14 .5;)0000 1.2i87EO 1.218532 .999813 O.JOllOOC 
-1.400000 1.485377 .0210 S Q .011296 -.1+47214 
-.70CI)OO -.485377 -.010540 -.008648 -.894427 
I , 
t. 
.- FOlOOW" f.RA~fr f .. , 
... ~ I-














1. 23 69~ 2 .999955 
r -.01121+3 -.0 Ci 9088 
~ .003274 • 002647 ~. 
f 1.234011 .999998 I. 




\ 1.220020 .999964 
\ .010370 .008500 1-.~OO524 -oOO()429 
! 
! 
.999979 ~ 1.206516 
r- 0 007029 -.005826 , 1-. IJ 0 3515 -. C 02913 
.999986 ~1.1S6331 
~, .005573 .1304659 I · 0 \l 2787 .1102329 
~1.1B5352 • S 9Y927 
~ .0 i 2836 .~10828 
~... • {J 06418 
.005414 
1.1752,7 • 9998 29 
.019439 • 01 E.S 37 
.0£19719 .006268 
.163439 1999519 
.• 032332 .027751 
.1116151 .0138 76 
.167855 .999873 





l .• 218532 .999813 
















O.OiillOOO .000000 , :;, 
.050436 .010980 
.998727 
o.oauouo .000"00 il 
-.447214 .ul1147 , 
.094427 
O.OOuOOO .t~O·OO~o , 














-.447214 .i.IIJ4981 ~ 
.89'+427 J , 








O.JOOOO(; .uOOO()O 1 
-.447214 .~O891.10 
-.894427 
Jt'II crur f'mt.-~ 
« 
"-
, PROGRAM Boxe ATMOSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
... B EOFORO, MASSACHUSETTS 
BODY IO. TEST 
TEST BODY 
X-F:"'OW 
N M NPX VT VX OCX NX 
NPY VTSQ VY Dey NY 
NPZ CP IJZ OCZ NZ 
3 15 .5!JO!HllJ 1e 234579 1.234452 II 999905 o.oaOGlJO 
-1.000000 1.5241e6 .016316 • {) 13216 
-.279631 
-.85825u 
-.524186 -.1)04752 ..... !l 03849 
-.9601&17 
16 .500000 1.244132 1.244037 .999961+ 0.000000 
-.600:)00 1.547863 





17 .5!JC!JCO 1.2493 g7 1. 24939~ .999994 0.000000 





18 .500000 1.251259 1.251258 .99<3999 O.OIlUOOO 
.20000D 1.565650 





19 .500000 1.249969 .1.24S94-2 .999979 Q • f,HHIJ a u 
.600000 1.562422 -.0 U 81} 5"5 




-. G 01021 -,,987709 
.j:::. 20 &500000 1.245269 1.24513 5 • 5999 7~3 1l.0C;;~OO w 
1.0~OG/JO 1. 5S0 6r:4 






21 .500000 1.236471 1.2363D5 .999866 O.OIJOOCO > 
1. 4::i G ~ 0 D 1.528862 -.1)18128 





, 22 ~5001l00 1. 22341~ 1.223215 .999838 O.ULlUOJO 
1.73'500u 1.496738 -.016278 
-.013306 .672391 1 
~ -.477300 -.49E738 -.011;735 -.012093 -.74a~14 23 .500000 1.213215 1.213153 .999949 a.ouOQue 1.935000 1.4718<3(; 
-.!lO 4220 -.003478 .93d893 
-.177300 -.471891) 
-.01151 iJ -II1H,9487 
-.34l.t208 
1 -.246Q68 1.156990 1.155558 .998771 
-.049S32 l 1.923092 1.338626 .053200 .045981 .939127 o174nS2 -.338626 • !) 21401 .018497 .33998C 
2 -.249477 1.161134 1.160n40 .99S056 -.04314: 
1.726269 1.348232 .329883 .02 S7 3 6 .67515l 
.47068'3 ~.34E232 
.040558 .031.0938 .736'+11 
:3 -.249169 1.165449 1.1647)8 .9993(;4 
-.03:'875 
.1 
1.395016 1 • .3 58 272 .010548 • oo~o Sl .449471 





l' FOUXJU.r f.RA.~ff r . ,~ 
• • 1' ~
SPHERIC SCr:::NCE ASSOCIATES 
~EOFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 2J 
lOY 
X-F~OH 
VX OCX NX VN 
v'V Dey NY SIG 




























'" ~ 1.251258 









.999979 O.OOOiluO • LdJOOOO 
-.OY8053 





-. OOiO 21 
-.987709 
l 1~24513 5 




.0117uO ~. ~ c 





.OCOtliJO I r -1I~1.a128 -.014661 .447211. .010921 -.OU9054 -.007331 -.894427 ~ 1.223215 






I -.014735 -.lJ 120 93 -.740014 1.213153 











-.O49!;32 • uaHlDuO j 
1 ~. .053200 .045981 .939127 .004922 l 




1.160040 • 99S0 56 







1 1.1647) B .999364 -.034875 .(,00000 







,.,. arur +:RIM., ~ 
,~ 
~, 
PROGRAM saxe ATMOSPHERIC SGISNCE ~SSOCIATES 
'" BEOFO RO, MASSACH USET TS 
BODY 10. TEST 
TES-T BODY 
X-F~OW 
N M NPX V 1 VX OCX NX 
NPY VTSQ Vy DCY NY 
NPZ CP 'IZ Dez NZ 
-.249537 1.166421 1.165810 .999416 -.(311)43 
.998756 1.360539 -.000124 -.000106 .28144C: 
.850538 -.360539 .037770 • Q32381 .959071.t 
5 -.250016 1.163090 1.1625J5 .999497 -.O2921€ 
.600001 1.352777 - .llu873 7 -.007555 .157442 
.940749 -.352777 .Q35812 .t:3{J790 .98709E 
6 -.250n02 1.152040 1.1513!f5 .999397 -.028252 
.200000 1.327196 -.1l21556 -. fJiS7 22 .O5076~ 
.982825 -.3271~6 .1)3363:) .Q29235 ~99831(j 
7 -.249496 1.13 ~124 1.1348ltJ .999714 -.13126138 
-0199997 1.288507 -.026978 -.023767 -.43452E 
.8'36509 -.2885(7 • il 02870 .002529 .9:;0571 
8 -.250000 1.119936 1 e 119873 .999944 u.OiJODOO 
-.600000 1.254256 -.!l10588 -.0091;.54 -.41+7214 
.700000 -.2542S6 -.005294 -.00472-7 .894427 
..f.::> 9 -.250000 1.111342 1.111342 
.99C;999 a.ovollen 
..f.::> -1.0('10000 1.23S0~2 .ilO1286 .001157 -.441214 
.500000 -~235082 .0011643 .OOf}578 .89!+427 
10 -.25QOOO 1.108832 1.1(l8740 • 999917 o.OGooao ~ -1.400000 1.229S08 .012740 .011489 -.44721lt 




11 -.247831 1.115217 1.114799 .999625 -.012880 ·1 
~ -1.793015 1.243710 .0173:.2 .01:5550 -.460010 1 i .100024 -.243710 .025159 .022559 .887820 .~ 12 -.248u68 1.128924 1.126833 .998201 ~.OI+9S32 
-1.923092 1.2744£:8 -.U655+5 -.058060 -.939127 ~ -.174052 -.274468 .016879 .014951 -.339980 13 -.249477 1.147ge6 1 e 14 685 a .999018 -.043145 
-1.726269 1.31 ;872 -.042024 -.036607 -.675158 , 
-.4-70688 -.317872 -.028665 -.024969 - .. 736411 
<1 
14 -.249169 1.160735 1.160026 II 999.389 -.034875 
~ 
f 
-1.395016 1.347306 -.02Q453 -.(;17620 -.449471 1 1 
-.692774- -.3473C6 -.035024 -.030174 -.892614 
15 -.249537 1.16<3028 1.168465 .999518 -.031JI+3 ~ 
-.998756 1.366627 -.009974 -.008532 -.28144S 
-.850538 -036£627 -.034893 -.029848 -.95907" 
I 
I- -




























































































• CD 4249 
.GOOIlJO 
.001.1604 
.000000 I' -.:;01173 
I 




.wOOQOO Ii: r 
-.VG298iJ 
') L: F 
.GOOO(:O i' l ~.' 
-.OG32E4 h 11 i~ 




.Cil6628 {i : ;1 
1 '. 
.QOOCilO ~ ,~ ~ .~ 
,005602 r ;::: 
\ ~ 
.OOUIHO 
• GO 5201 
, 
• 
J'nunJr ') I fflArv. ___ 
;:? ~: 
j J """---- " 
P~O:;RAM 80XC ATt~OSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD ~, MASSACHUSETTS 
SODY 10. TEST 
TEST BODY 
X-F!..OW 
N M NPX Vl VX OCX NX NPY VTSQ VY DCY NY 
NPZ CP JZ Dez NZ 
4 16 
-.2501116 1.17"210 1.1737G9 .999573 
-.02921e 
-.6liDOO1 1.3787 e:9 
-.005058 







-.250002 1.177071 1.1766;)1 .g996Gl 
-0028252 
·'.20001J3 1.3854S7 
















19 -.250016 1.176983 1.176476 .999569 -.3,9218 
.SOo!}!)l 1.385288 .:)0 22:P+ I) G019ltO .15741+2 





20 -.2 .. 9537 1.174127 1.173553 
.999511 -.O3104~ 





-. C3e611 -.95~i:74 ~ 
(J1 
21 -.249169 1.169520 1.168€JO .99':;384 
- • 0 ~ -+07 '3 
1.395016 1.367717 





22 -.249477 1.163098 1.162£ 13 .99\<)67 -.(,,+31'+~ 
1.72626'3 1.3527c;7 
.032273 • U 27748 .67515c 
-.470688 
-.352797 
-.138432 -.C3~C9" -.736411 ~ 23 -.248068 1.157588 1.156167 .998772 


















.113850 .097597 0710091 
3 -.747752 1.1718E4 1.164831 
.994042 
-.1 C13809 1.373892 1.373264 .Q519~9 










.819383 -~375ge6 0111176 It 09·4777 .952677 
t· 
- FOlOOUt 'ffb'/Jf! ~ r ~ :; ... ' .. .. ·.;::~·~X;;t:·l'\':;;nC .. ,·e ... '$":;:~~ . . , 





















i -. C3Cell 
l .99<;,384 • 0 12223 
! -.~3269Z 
r • 99<.:!G67 l ." 2 7748 
-. C 3 3t 94 
.998772 




























-.J':~21e • r..LU,,!!O 
.157lf,+2 .uu,+6~3 
-.9c709c 
-.03104.3 • cOllClto 
.201 .. 49 .Cils4347 
-.95':1il74 








".049532 • C(iG(j~O I .939127 .0049b7 ~ -.33~98C Ii 
1 -lIi5JS43 -.G!i(,uDO .934141 .e15792 
.32216E J 
1 
-.132740 -.(;0001.10 ~ 
~ 
.683173 .(,,13'+15 1 
'j 
.710091 I 
-.1 C8809 -.uO~ooo 
.457325 .L10B93 
.882618 
-.095703 -.uOQIJOO .i 
.288525 .U09621 i ~ 
,9S2C77 
• ~ cnn- ~tf., 2-. 










PROGRA M BO xc 
BOO" 10. 'TEST 






















































VT VX DCK NX IITSQ lJy DCY NY CF VZ Dez NZ 
1 .. 1707E9 1.165f17 
.995771 
-.089915 1.370699 -.a~4751 






























-. a 11156 
.891;427 
l.11487U 1.114851 















.009158 • CO 8210 
.8':34427 
J 1.1~2611 1.1311300 .997960 -.0 ...... 03 55 1.2828C7 
• 017621+ 
.015560 




'1 ~1.132236 1.115714 • sa S408 
-.153:4;: I .. 1.261958 
-.19133& 
-.168990 
-.934141 I -.281958 .02301,4 .020.353 
-.322188 
1 










-.7l8D91 . 1 







1 .. 3578S1 
-.357891 
-.t06? .. ! 
-.091601 
-.88261e 
4 1.17 ;:015 1.167615 
.995397 





















































































































-.'dJG .. ~6 
.tOIlL·",O 
-.Ju7092 
... OuO:O l -.007455 
,j 
.00UCilC ,1 
-,,(,u90~O 1 ~ ~ 
.CuOO()O 










-.uOCOutl 'i 1 
































~. f V. 991148 
(. C93305 f r.o 94447 
, 
~ i • S88133 
I .14 €548 
~. 0 4 EO 11 




































-.7 18 ;)91 
-.153::43 







































-.uQ(;\i,,(j ,1 ~ 
• ..,272j2 ~ ,~ ; -.~LOQlJu 
.t24419 










• ~ flOOr rnAt¥. ~ 
" 
•. ;: 
... - it. ~ .. .:::_ '- :-_~::::: ~ ,1 
• ~.-._~ __ «_.~ •• .o.;~ '" • 
" 
... 
PROGRA M BO XC ATMOSPHERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BECFORD, MASSACHUSETTS BODY ID. TEST 
.;. 
TEST BOD 'y ~. ~ . 
. , 
~ X-FLOW 
N M NPX VT \IX DCX NX NPV VTSQ 'IV Dey NY NPZ CP VZ DeZ NZ 
6 6 





























































-1.225923 1.1613ED 1.150415 .99(1576 
-.105ES4 
-1.707445 1.3487 S6 
-.lll10lt1 
-.00SS07 




-1.229655 1.116520 1. !l69951 
.S565F.l6 
-.,268347 







... !: 35254 
-.21;079S 
13 








- .14995 j) 
- .13260 1 






1 -.600627 -.32~5~6 -.185734 -.161321 
-.857948 J 15 -1.245783 1.162543 1.145354 .985223 
-.170981 -.979~O,+ 1.351506 
-.1l72753 





-.936981 ~ 16 -1.250120 1.169385 1.154316 
.987114 
-.15'3881 I.J 
-. -.600034 1.367LtE2 
-.04£1457 
-.034597 





; j 17 
-1.250012 1.172927 1.159016 
.968140 
-.153515 
-J -.2'1001~ 1.375757 
-.>J143fJ1 
-.012192 




- .. 966601 
I 
PAGE 28 
~x NX VN 
:v NY SIG 
PZ NZ 
6679 -.153515 -.COGOCO 
5811 .055250 .{:lS444 
6093 .986601 
r 
5078 -.07LtlGE .auocoO 
250ft -o2518~E .uOLO~9 , 
i 88 .964926 
9187 O.OIJOOOO .l.tGO{}CO 
&050 -.4,+7214 -.Li13633 
BO 25 .894427 
t, 
9954 0.01.:\1000 ouOOOl10 
8568 -.~47214 -.01;:916 
r284 .. 89 ... 427 " . 
~571 Q.tJ~JOOC .OOLiOCO 
~88 u,. 44121 L; -. Cli6 5 69 • 
r
094 0894427 i 1576 -.lu5E54 .cuooca SD7 -.607853 -.l.024u3 r34 .1ll:H19 t 586 -.268341 -.OIlOljjO j 






641 -.1~4936 -.GOaOeO l'o, 
993 -.1+7531f: .024287 j 321 -.857948 
-.170981 -.CiJOODO 
-.3 C4E8;: .:i2U145 ,j 
-.936981 ,~ 
-.15'3881 -.OOouOO 1 
-.17263c .018139 
-e971923 ' 1~ 
~ 
'140 -.153515 -.OO(!uDO ~ ,j 
192 -.1J55250 .lJ16626 
~ 
i 
072 -.9066£)1 " 
• 
..,. Qlur ~f •. ~ 
PROGRA M soxe ATMOSPPERIC SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDfORD, MASSACHUSETTS 
BODY ID. TEST 
TEST 80 C 't 
X-F!..OH 
N M NPX VT IJX DCX NX 
NPY VTSQ Vy OCY NY 
NPZ CP VZ DCZ NZ 
6 18 -1.250012 1,,173694 1.159779 .S86144 -.153S15 
.200010 1.377557 .Oil7630 • (10 65 52 .Q55250 
-.893198 -.377557 -.180031 -.15::3388 -.966601 
19 -1.250120 1.1719U2 1.156827 • '387136 -.159881 
.6lJOO34 1.3733S4 .0.325&5 .027788 .172638 
-.846449 -.373354 -,,18451!t -.157,+48 
-.911923 
20 -1.245783 1.167332 1.15()142 ,,9'85274 -.170981 
.9790~1t 1.362663 .01:2430 .053481 .30 .. 683 
-.753512 
-.3626E3 -.189579 -.162403 -.9~6981 
21 -1.2451)68 1.15~668 1.137419 .98U815 - .1~;y9 36 
1.329324 1.344829 .111181+ .09587& .475316 
- .. 690621 -.344829 
- ... 196837 -.169736 -0857948 
22 -1.245329 1.144845 1.111621 .97£!984 -.2:39065 
1.614691 1.310671 .. 2~ 2~59 .177193 .j7'02123 
-.386555 
-.310611 
-.183850 -.16lJ59S -.670724 
.p. 
~ 23 -1.229655 1.132343 1.090732 .963296 -.268347 
1.173614 1,,282201 .29310 .. .250848 .92148 S 
-.134912 -.282201 -.Q8~54Q 
-.071127 -.280799 
7 1 -1.699578 1.(j717~3 .975394 .910058 -.414479 
1.611365 1.148740 .431871 .402943 .8d520' 
.096576 
-.14e740 .104')35 .097113 .2112 .. 4 
2 -1.733772 1.092781 1. a 14192 .928083 -.372374 
, 1.484752 1.194171 .318158 • ,91155 .725701 I ~ .297994 -.194171 .253683 .232145 .578529 3 -1.738932 1.1219E5 1.066664 .950111 -,,31()O24 
1.25D730 1.25t805 .179758 .160226 .507279 
.497910 -.25 e81) 5 .297852 .265474 .8l;,+u85 i 4 -1.738266 1.1421E5 1.099857 .962958 -.269527 
.954054 1.304542 .097975 .085780 .335u23 1 
.644837 -.31)4542 .291988 .255644 .902837 1 1 I 
J 
5 -1.750276 1.158627 1.121S,30 .968034 -.25tJ22~ 1 1 
.600104 1.342417 .)) 319l 6 ~O32716 .1':13980 , 1 
.739306 
-.342417 .288124 .2'+8677 .948555 
G -1.750025 1.174333 1.139526 197£:360 -.237694 
.2110lJ3n 1.379059 -.034907 
-.029776 .061556 
.792992 -.379059 .261632 .23S823 .969381: 












• S 86144 
~ .006552 




t • 985~74 





































































































( PROG RA H ao xc ATMOSPHERIC SCI~NC~ ASSCCIATES 
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS PAGE 
BODY ID. TEST 
TEST BOD' 
X-FLOW 
N M NPX liT "X OCX NX VN 
NPY VTSQ VY Dey NY SIG 
NPZ CF VZ Dez NZ 
7 7 -1.749550 1.205607 1.178688 .977672 -.1~727e .,;000110 
-.199759 1.4534 es -.115921 -.096152 -.113E83 .015226 
.782469 -.453488 .225266 .186851 .97313~ 
8 -1.747311 1.230972 1.225355 .995437 -.07598(1 eutlOuoa 
-.599857 1.5152C:l -.100709 -.081813 -.368319 -.008877 
.679777 -.515291 .06D4~7 .049105 .92658~ 
9 -1.750000 1.2273EQ 1.227221 .999871 O.O\.lOO()O .00uOOO 
-l.aOCO!HJ 1.50E4El -. (jl 763 2 -.c 1.1+365 -. ~472~.4 -.U2~519 
.500000 -e:;O€4E1 -.00881.6 -.OD7183 .894427 
10 -1.726409 1.218753 1.215655 .997458 - 8 a sua 29 .iJOOL~O 
-1.352829 1.485359 .022100 • 01.8133 -,,496741 -.1::18933 
t .3i4114 -.485359 .083999 II u68914 .866409 
i 11 -1.762537 1.16E:416 1.083065 .928542 -. 3<+S 626 -.DOljuCO , 
r -1.550513 1.360526 -.292335 -.250627 -.842191 .u31.t454 
I' .113943 -.360526 .319428 .273854 .411307 
I tr1 0 -1.699678 18U81512 .977211 .903560 -.414479 G.OOlJuGO 12 -1.611865 1.169668 -.1.t62855 -.427970 -.885202 .C4S582 -.096576 -.16~6e8 .022136 .\J20514 -.211244 
I 13 -1.733772 1.()8E144 1.ilO62a8 • 9264~4 -.372374 -.~uouno -1.484752 1.179709 -.356337 -.328121 -.725701 .045341 -.297994 -.17S7C9 -.2f.j·0604 -.184693 -.578529 
14 -1.738932 1.114650 1.059335 .950374 ';',310024 -.iiOUOOO 
-1.250730 1.242445 -.210050 -.188450 -.5al727S .U359C1 
-.49791(1 -.242445 -.275918 - .. 247538 -.8';4085 
15 -1.738266 1.13 E2il4 1.093988 .962844 ' ... 269527 -.LJlJuLJUO 
-.954054 1.2909EO -.125252 -.11iJ237 -.335t;23 01.129572 
-.644837 -.29096U -.280114 -.246534 -.9 (2837 
16 -1.750276 1.1~:12e2 1.114573 .968114 -.250229 -.l:OU~DO 
-.6001~4 1.32:5451 -.071437 -.062102 -.1'33980 &026698 
,-.739306 -.3254~1 -.279403 -.242689 -.948555 
17 -1.750025 1.158015 1.124810 .971326 -.237694 -.OuGOtO 
-.200030 1.3409~8 -.023555 -.1J2!J350 -.u6155E .u2lt180 
-.792992 -.34U9SB -,274307 -.236877 -.969388 l 18 -1.750025 1.158514 1.1253)8 .971338 -.237694 -.UUyQCO 
.21)0;)30 1.342154 .0150S3 .D13{)19 .06155.E .~2~5~3 




















































- .. 600126 
.553499 











































































































- .. 069654 







































































PROGRAM BOXC ATt"OSPHER Ie SCI~NCE ASSOCIATES 
BEDFORD, MAS S ACH USETTS PAGE 32\? 
BODY ID. TEST 
TEST BODY 
X-F:"OH 
N M NPX VT VX oex NX ItN 
NPY VTSQ Vy Dey NY SI G 
NPZ CP liZ Dez NZ 
8 7' 
-2.218355 1.206VSC 1.107315 • S18::t33 -.396212 -~oo\Ja!'o 
-.9569lt5 1.lt5lt557 -.24E493 -.20 l},$ 80 -.lt58473 .033963 
.lt16059 -.lt5lt557 .~094;lt .339500 .79549~ 
8 -2.212088 1.·Q 83768 .912254 (j€Hd.7'52 -.537231 
-.000000 
-1.209729 1. 17455lt -.477735 -.'+~(}855 "".7ltJ96tl .(i58742 
.166619 -.17455lt .337711 .311608 .lt029lt1 
9 -2.21802:' .9653~8 .772781.;, .80~lt83 -.597981 -.GiJ~OuO 
-1.240723 .931993 -.555522 -.57S433 -.7lt7834 .1.169724 
-e1lt9617 • /)6 Ell 07 -.1618~1 -.1676r.2 -.288382 
10 -2.21lt445 1.074426 .9714J2 • 91l 4113 - ... 25912 ./jO~OSO 
-.990269 1.154391 
-.269128 -.25u485 -.~632iHI .i;43639 
-.411287 -.154391 -8'371939 
-.346175 -.777203 
11 -2.25G969 1 .. 117305 1.0248J1 .917209 -.397801 -.(,OOU.;O 
i -.6.'1:392 1.248370 - .1'4503 J - .1298 04- -.2Lt6251 .039174 -~ 
t -. 56037'3 -.24~37t1 -e420854 -.376669 -.883807 
~. U1 N 12 -2.250074 1.138957 1.a5g6~G 4193(1360 -.366578 -.!JlJlloro t, I' 
t 
-.20010Lt 1.297223 
-.0'+2453 -.037274- -.a·("5231 .0339E6 -l., ~ 
I ~.6328"37 -.297223 -.415432 -.364748 -~927J41 
./ ~ 
r 13 -2.25007~ 1.139033 1. 059741 .930387 -.3tl657e 
-.000000 ~, 
.2D0104 1.2137395 .;)32406 .1328451 .Q75231 .u33347 t -.532837 -.2973135 -.416287 -.365474 -.927341 .~ 
r' 14 -2.250969 1.11 i4f6 1.;,) 2 5131 .917408 -.397801 .I.:OOOUO I t .600392 1.248774 .131954 .118082 .246251 .037211 I -.560379 -.248774 -.424672 -.380025 -.883807 15 -2.2144Lt5 1.073381 .971068 .904682 -.425912 .f.JOfJDOQ ~ .990269 1.152146 .246456 .229607 .4632\.lv .0398EO 1 -.4112.07 -.152146 -.385258 -.358930 -.777203 , 
1 16 -2.2i8C24 .950934 .762055 .801375 -.597981 
-.COu000 
10240723 .9134276 .524150 .551212 .747834 .065833 , 
-e1lt9617 .lJ95724 
-.2209U4 -,,232302 -,,288382 .. ~ 
. ~ 
•••••• .If. ......... 
.... ljr. • .If. .. ..,..Ji..If.¥- J(.¥- ... ¥- .... .If. • .,.¥- •• O'~ 






LEA" I NG MA I N . . I , ......... .' 1\· .. ·.1 ... ",'.. " I.: • .' ~ .' ~. ". . ... '. t- • 
~l:·····.· . . ~ 
FLOPNT 
BODY IDENTIFIER IS rEST 
(J1 
(.J1 



















FLOPNT RUN ID -
TEST PROBLEM WITH TEST BeDY 
INPUT DATA -
INITIAL X=-4.500~E+OO 
INITIAL y= O. 
INITIAL Z= 1.0000E+OD 
INC~EMENT= 1.0000E+QO 
I NCR:EHENT= o. 
INCREMfNT=-5.00CJE-U1 
X AXIS IS INCREMENTED FIRST 
Y AXIS IS INCREMENTED THIRD 
Z AXIS IS INCREMENTED SECO~D 
NUMBER OF VALUES= 
NU~8ER OF VALUES: 




• INDICATES THE POI~T IS INSIDE THE BOOY 
X Y Z VX VY 'lZ 
-4.S000000 o.OCOOOOtl 1000()ODOO 9.427!tE-01 -1.8463E-Cl3 3.1225£-02 
-3.S000:000 O.OOOODOO 1.0000eoo a. <:; 363 E-Q1 -5.2865E-03 1,dJ8 3 Of-" 1 
-20 SODD lUI 0 0 .. 0000000 1.0000000 9.~850+E- 01 -2.1047E-02 2.863~E-01 
-1.50S0IHJO 0.0000000 1.C~OOCOO 1.1528E*OD -7.72Q 6E - 02 1. E956E-D1 
X y Z vx Vy VZ 
-4.S(JOOOOO 0.0000000 " 5000000 9.2698E-Ol -1.8681E-03 2. il175E-U2 
-3.50COOOO O.OfHJOOOO .5000000 8.0239E-01 -5.377 Of-U 3 1.0116E-01 
CJ1 INSIDE QUAD 179 12= 1 
O'l ZNP ,RO SQ, TSQ, H= -8.9149E-OZ Z.2821E-D1 1.0355E+00 1.000DE-01 
INSIDE QUAD 180 1Z= 1 
ZNP ,RO SQ, TSQ, H= 
-3. 53"8E-02 5.6282£-22 6.7553E-01 1.'OOO£lE-01 
INSIDE QUAD 181 12= 1 
ZNP,ROSQ, TSQ, H= -3. 5348E-0 Z 6.6282E-02 6.7553E-01 1.0&100£-01 
INSIDE QUAD 182 12= 1 
ZNP, RO SQ, TSQ, H= -8.9149E-02 2.2821E-lll 1.03.55E+OO 1.0000E-01 
-2.50tJOfJUO 0.0000000 .5000000 1.4448E+00 - 2 • 2 31'4E - 0 2 1.2787E-01 
-1. SOOO (lOO Q.OliOOQOO .5000000 1.2122 E+QO - 6 • 249 4E - 0 2 3.9898E-U2 
X Y Z VI( VY VZ 
-4.5000IHlO 0.0000000 D. Q OU1) DOD 9.1973E-01 -1.7342E-03 1.5068£-03 
-3.S000000 0.0000000 0.0000(00 7.3093E-Ol -4.4575E-03 4.6(159£-03 
-Z.50DOODO a.ooooooo O.ODllODeD 1.2744E+00 -1.3b80E-02 1.8615E-02 
-1.5000000 OeODOOOOO 0.0000000 1.2164E+00 -3.0605£-02 3.3288 E- 02 
X Y Z VX ~Y IJZ 
-4.SOOOOoo 0.0000000 -.5000000 9.2565E-01 -1.4964E-03 -1. 7501E-02 
-31/ 500fHUlO a.OOOOOOO -.5000000 1.9717E-01 . -3. 3034E -93 -9.4Q89E-02 
INSIDE QUAD 185 12= j 
ZN P,ROSQ, TSQ, H= -8.9149E-02 Z.2821£-01 1.0355E+OO 1.0 OOOE-O 1 
INSIDE QUAD 186 12= 1 
ZNP, ROS Q, TS Q, H= -3. 5346E-02 G. G28ZE-IIZ 6.1553£-01 1.UOllOE-D1 
IN SIDE QUAD 187 12= 1 
ZNP ,ROSQ, TSQ, H= -J.5348E-fJZ G.6Z82E-1l2 6.7553E-01 1.0000E-01 
INSIDE QUAD 188 12= 1 
ZNP,ROSQ, TSQ, H= -8.9149E-02 2. 2821E~1l1 1.0355£+00 1.0000E-01 
-2.5000000 0.0000000 -.5000000 1.4261E+QO - 4.193 7E"'03 -1.0065E-01 
-1.5"00000 0.0000000 -~ 5fJOODriO 1.2105E+00 -1.1531E-0 2 1.9700E-02 



























~+DO NUMBER OF VALUES= 4 1 ' 
" NUI'1BER OF VALUES= 1 





tE THE BOOY 
, l,i VV I/Z V 
1-()1 
-1.8463E-{!3 3. i22 5E-{; 2 9.432EE-Ol 
;-01 ··So 2055E··~O.3 1.0830E-ul 9.0019E-Ol 
) :t. :-01 
-2" 1047E-0 2 2.863aE-01 1.0260E+(lO i 
:'00 -1'8 T 20 6E - 0 2 1. E956E-Ql 1.1678E+00 d j 
~ 
, , VV VZ V 
'j :-01 -1.8687E-03 2.0175E-U2 9.272DE-Q1 
i ! ~-Ol -5.3770E-03 1.0116E-01 6.0876E-~1 
,1 
I, 
1.0355E+CO 1.000lJE-Ol ! :1 
6.7553E-Ol 1.0000£-01 'J 
• <\ 
6.7553E-01 1.0000£-01 
j 1.0355£+00 1.0000E-01 
,I 00 -2.2314E-0 2 1.2787E-01 1.4506£+00 ... 00 -6. 2494E-0 2 3. 9898E-0 2 1.2145E+00 
IJY VZ V 
01 -1.7342E-03 1.5068£-03 9.1975E-01 
~ ~ 01 -4'84575E-03 Lt.6059E-Q3 7.3096E-01 i 00 -1.368 Of-I) 2 1.8615E-02 1.2746E+00 I 
00 -3.0605£-02 3.3288E-02 1.2173E+00 
'IV IJZ V 
01 -1.4954£-03 
-1. 7501E-02 9.2582E-tl1 ~ 01 . -3.3(J34E-~3 -9.4Q89£-02 8.Q271E-01 ~ 1.0355E+00 1.0000E-01 " ,~ 
6.7553E-01 1.0')(')OE-01 
6 • 7553 EI. 01 1.0000E-01 
,1:"', 
1.0355E+00 1.0000E-01 1;: .; 
-401937E-03 
-1.0065E-01 1.4297E+00 !If r:t1I cntr mAf •. ~ 
-1.1531E-02 1.9700E-02 1.2108E+OO 
i . 
. ~ .... 

























-1.216 4E -03 
- 2 • 348 f) E - I) :3 
-3.3:!61E-03 
-2.5233E-03 




-2.883 4E- 01 






... :_~ ..... '._ •• ~ 0' " ••. ...'!'-.,.~._'- __ ~. .!;.& ........... ..::~ ... > .... ~_"J,1;Ic<.~f..~l-..,,~o..-~,:_ .. ~~~~~~~iJij~~~~.'.:,.-"". . __ ~~MYi"f'i' 
ARYTRJ 




NUMBER CF SYMMETRY PLANES= 0 
. NUMBER OF QUAORAl: 
PLANES= 0 
. NUMBER OF QUAORAlATERAlS= 189 MACH NUMBER= O. 
I 
" ( 







f :~ , 
~ [ ~ .~ r 






'. ' . I'. 
· r. ,. 
~. 
f 
'. f r 
~ 
" 



















ARYTRJ RUN IO -
TEST PROBLEM WITH TEST Boer 
PHYSICAL INPUT DATA -
AIR SPEED= 9~OGCOOOE+01 CHARACTERISTIC OIHENSIO~ OF THE BODY: 1.0000ao£+00 
DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE OF AIR ARE 9.0925DO£-01 AND 2.&86590E+02 AIR VISCOS 
NUMERICAL INTEGRATOR INPUTS -
TIME STEP= 1.DOOOE-01 MINIMUM TIME STEP= 5.0GuQ€-03 PRINT TIME INTERVAL= 1. 
LOCAL ERROR TOLERANCES FOR avoc 1.000lE-u5 1.0000E-05 1. OOODE- as 
IHENSIO~ OF THE BODY: 1.000DaOE+OO 
IOE-D1 AND 2.686590E+DZ AIR VISCOSITY IS 
s.nG~QE-03 PRINT TIME I~TERVAL= 1.00DOE+OO 










1. E93764E-O 5 




















WATER DROP DIAMETER = 3.QOCOOE+02 MICRO~ETERS 
PARTICLE SETTLING SPEED= 1.27827£+00 M/SEC 
INITIAL X=-5.0000E+OD INCREMENT= O. NUMBER OF VALUES= 
INITIAL Y=-1.00COE+OD I~CREME~T= 2.000DE+ijO NU~BER OF VALUES= 
INITIAL Z= 1.0000£+00 INCREMENT=-2.aOODE+UQ NUMBER OF VALUES= 
x AXIS IS INCREHENTED THIRD 
Y AXIS IS INCREMENTED FIRSl 




• • • • • •• INITIAL COORDINATES X=-~.OOOUOE+3D Y=-1.DODODE+~O Z= 1.00'00 
HHIN IS SET TO 3.1250E-03, IFLAG= 7 FOR KSTEP= 27 NEVAL= ~9 
KSTEP T X Y Z VPX Vpy 
0'\ 
a 
-0 o. -5.0000E+JO -l.000DE+fO 1.000' E+(lO 9.6596£- 01 -1.4267£-02 1 
H= 1.0 COO E-O 1 R= 2.0586E+01 AC= o. NEVAl= 1 
10 1.0ll00E+00 - 4. a 344 E +~ 0 - 1. Q 14 5E + 00 i.O 021 E+DO 9.6478E-01 -1.5232£-02 
H= 1.0tU)OE=01 R= 6.836"3E+01 AC= 7.6443£-04 NEVAL= 12 
11 1.00 ODE" 00 -4.0344E+00 -1.C145E+QO 1.0a21E+(]O 9.6478 E- 01 -1. 52J2E-02 3. 
H= 1.0000E-01 R= 7.6138E+Ol AC= 6.1633 E-~4 NEVAl= 13 
21 2. 00 00 E" 0 0 -3.0718EHIO -1.0325E+QO 1.UG9'+E+OO 9.5991E-01 -2.2680£-02 
H= l.0000E-01 R= 1.8029E+02 AC= 5.1923E-C/4 NEVAL= ~1 
31 2. 3:t. 25£+ 00 -2.7720E+00 -1. (404£+00 1.0151E+OO 9.5930E-01 -2.78~1E-02 
H-= 3.1250E-03 R= 2.0134Ev02 AC= 5.1576£-04 NEVAL= 57 
41 2.4000E.00 -2.6881E+00 -1.Q429E+00 1.0172 £+00 9.5956E-01 -2.9385E-02 
H= 1.2500E-02 R= 2.0860E+02 AC= 5.0906E-04 NEVAL= 77 
51 2.80 tiOEt- 00 -2.3035E+00 -1.05El£+Oij 1.0293 £+00 9.6440E-01 -3.6556E-02 
H= 1.0 CODE-01 R= 2.2229E+02 AC= 4.9929E-O'+ NEVAl= 97 
54 3.000 OEt- 00 - 2. 110 1 E + G Q - 1. 06 3 7E + 00 1.0373E+DO 9.6916£-01 -3.9522E-02 
H= 1.0000E-01 R= 2.0962E+02 AC= 5.373JE-04 NEVAl= 104 
64 3.25 ODE" 00 -1.8670E+uO -1.0739E+00 1.0492E+00 9.7641E-01 -4.20E9E-02 
H= 1.2500E-,02 R= 1.9778E+02 AC= 5.6993E-04 NEVAl= 1~C 
74 3.50 ODE" 00 -1.6219E+OD -1. C8 46E+ 00 1.0613E"00 9. 8411E- 01 -4.3370£-02 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 1.76aOE+02 AC= 5.9851+E-04 NEVAl= 1SQ 
81 4.00 OOE+ CO -1. 1265 E +0 0 -1. 106 4E + co 1.0860 E+(lO 9.9693£-01 -4.3131E-02 
H= 2.0 DOil E-O i R= 1.4402E+02 AC= 6.9647£-il4 NEVAl= 164 
86 5.(!UCDE .. OO -1.1968E-01 -1.1471E+00 1.1313E+00 1.0160£+ no -3.7496£-02 
H= 2.DOOOE-D1 R= 1.5173E+02 AC= 6. Q 353 E-(Jlt NEVAL= 175 
86 5. 1177E+ 00 o. -1. 15 15E+ C 0 1.1361 E + i3 0 1.0181E+00 -3.6517E-02 
H= 2.041OOE-01 R= 1.5173E+02 AC= 6. 290 !t E - 0 ,.. NEVAL= 175 
INITIAL AND FINAL TRAJECTORY ANGLES (DEGREES) -
ALPHAO= -.8162 BETAO= .0988 
ALPHAR= -2.0542 BEJAR= 2.2413 
~ 
DRAG VECTOR AT FINAL POINT.. 'I i DIRECTION COSINES- 8.2179E-01 3.8626E-01 ~4.1888E-01 ANGLES A AND GA~ 
AIR AND PARTICLE SPEEDS AT THE fINAL POINT~RE 1.10221E+00 1.01954'E+QOl 
• ~ ~ • • • ~ INITIAL COORDINATES X=-5.uooaOE+QO y= 1.0~OOOE+OO Z=-1.0DOOO~ 
H~IN IS SET TO 3.125~E-03 IFLAG= 7 FOR KSTEP= 26 NEVAL= 60 
i , I. 
CRO\fET ERS 
:.27827E+00 M/SEC 
NUMBER OF VALUES= 1 
OOQDE+ijO NU~BER OF VALUES: 2 
~nOOE+uO NUMBER OF VALUES= 2 
.£+30 
t. 
Y=-l.DOOODE+no Z= 1.00DDOE+QO 


























































VPZ VX VY ~Z 
1.6667E-03 9D65~6E-~1 -1.4261E-02 1.5870£-02 
J.1541E-03 9.43~2E-01 -3.4403£-02 4.0864E-02 
3.1541E-03 '9.lt1~1E-a1 -3.7761E-02 4.5294E-02 
1.4476£-02 1.2281E-01 9.4637E-01 -8.7974£-02 
9.65£1£-01 -9 • 7 9 9 (IE - 0 2 2.2740E-~2 1.4245E-01 
9.76c:1E-01 -1.00a8E-01 2.5288E-02 1.4~9aE-01 
1.C42GE+OC - 9 • 975 4E - Q 2 3.7613E-a2 1.5379£-01 
1.0858E+OD - 8 • 311 9£ - 0 2 4.2861E-G2 1.2343E'-01 
1.0977E+i1Q -7. 2147E- 0 2 
1.11l~7E+OQ -5.4174E-02 4.9320£-02 7.0318£-02 
1.0S~7E+~Q -2.2761E-02 4.8716E-02 2.4140E-02 
4.1078E-02 1.1046E+00 5.6844E-03 -6.0132E-03 




-4.1888E-01 ANGLES A AND GAMMA-
1.10221E+00 1.01954E+aC 
y= 1.0~DOOE+OO Z=-1.0DQOOE+OD 

















T X Y Z 
O. -5.0000E+00 1.0000E+'0 -1.0003E+00 
H= 1.0ifoaE-(l1 R= 1.5173E+02 Jl.C= O. 
1.0000E+00 -4.0369E+00 1.01~2E+CO -1.D295E+CQ 
H= 1.0QOGE-01 R= 4.5689E+01 AC= 1.2573E-u3 
1.0000E+00 -4.D369E+00 1. Cl~2E+CO -1.0295£+00 
H= 1.0 CODE-01 R= 5.2997E+Ol AC= 9.345DE-a4 
2.0000E+00 -3.0769£+00 1.0291E+00 -1.u623E+UO 
H= 1.0~OOE-Ol R= 1.5349E+02 AC= 5.8890£-04 
2.7656E+00 -2.3454E+DO 1.O£t.85E+QO -1.0983E+OO 
H = 3. 1 ,50 E - 0 3 R = 2. 00 16 E + 0 2 tl C= 5.497] E - 0 J.j. 
2.90 COE+ 00 -2. 2166E+0 0 1.0529£+ 110 -1.10 ESE+fJO 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.0280E+02 AC= 5.460QE-OJ.j. 
3.COOOE+OO -2.1210E+00 1.n~63E+OO -1.1130E+00 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.D340E+02 AC= 5.4493£-04 
3.3875 E+ 00 -1.7 482E+{J 0 1. Q70 7E+ CO -1.1405E+00 
H= 6.2500E-03 R= 1.9948£+02 AC= 5.8871E-04 
3.5500E.00 -1.5909E+DD 1.0772E+00 -1.1532£+fiO 
H= 5.0000£-02 R= 1.9617E+02 AC= 5.9103E-U4 
4.0000£+0:) ·-1.1512£+00 1. C960E+tO -1.191DE+OQ 
H= 1.0nOOE-Ol R= 1.8893E+02 tlC= 5.9535£-04 
5.0000E+00 -1.5051E-01 1.1371£+00 -1.278SE+QC 
H= 5.0 nOOE-02 R= 2.01J9E+(J2 AC= 5.5777E-04 
5.1477E+00 1.3876E-17 1.1427E+00 -1.2909E+OU 
























1.Q214E+ flO 3.6966£-02 
NEI/Al= 181 
INITIAL AND FINAL TRAJECTORY ~NGLES 40EGREES) -
ALPHAO= .7716 8ETAO= -1.7363 
ALPHAR= 2.Q727 BETAR= -4.5852 






•. ~ q ,~ 
{~ 11 
DIRECTION COSINES- 8.4447E-01 -2.5705E-01 















".l' ~ .. ~'. ...., - . 
.'.' 
Z VFX VPY VPZ 'IX 'JY liZ 
ODE+OO 9.63'40£-01 1.2975E-02 -2.9207£-02 9. t340E-G1 1.2975E-[2 -1.5004E-02 
NEVAl= 1 .. 
95E+{)u 9.6232E-01 i.37{J8£-02 -3. D100£-02 9.3841E-Ol 3.1623E-02 -4.0163£"'02 
73E-1J3 NE V AI.,: 16 
95£+UO 9.6232£-0:1. i~37[J8E-02 -3.0:"CH1E-02 9.35~2E-01 3.47041£-02 -4.4642£-02 
~CE-(j4 NEVAl= 18 
?3 E+OD 9.5692E-Ol 1.97J.5E-02 - :. 8095 E- 0 2 9. :2 8C6E- 01 7.9368£- 02 -1.2368£-(11 
9GE-04 NfllAl= 38 
~; E+O 0 9 .5~02E- 01 3 .• 1574£- 02 - 5.8414£- 02 ' 9. 071£-01 9.4036E-02 -1.7743£-01 
" E-04 NEVAL= 66 
65E+'00 9.5733£- 01 3.3576£-02 - 6. 2513 E - 02 1.0 a £'5E+OO 9.18 7SE~C2 -1.8D64£"'01 
ODE-04 Nfl/Al= 86 
~OE+Oll 9.5864E-01 3.4974E-02 - 6<1 5529 E- C 2 1. O~~lE+UO 8.77915£-02 -1.8064£-(;1 
~3E-04 NEVAl= 92 
05E+OO 9.6613£- Cl 3.9311E-U2 -7.6149E-02 1. 0615E+ CO 7 • 4 5 5 4E -1l2 -1.6886£-01 
17E-04 , NEvAl= 117 
32 E+OO 9.7046£-01 4.0630£!""C2 -8.0008£-02 1.0775£+110 6.7191E-02 -1.5845E-Dl 
113E-U4 NEVAL= 137 
lIJE+OQ 9.8418E- 01 4.2377E-02 -8.7065E-02 1.11:9E+00 ~h 1874E-02 -1.10 20 E-Ol 
3~E"04 NE\lAL= 152 
~&E+Otl 1.0170E+00 3.8245E-02 - 8. 40 91 £ - jj 2 1.1389E+uO 3.9491E-03 -2.2823E-02 r7 E-04 NEVAL= 172 
~9E+OU 1110214E+00 3.696&£ -02 -8.1911£-Q2 1. j,416E+GO 3.2180E-04 -1.4954E-02 







tl 4.6989£-01 ANGLES A A~O GAMMA- -1.6930E+(1 












BODY IDENTIFIER IS TEST NUMBER OF S~MMETRY PLANES= 0 NUMBER OF QUAORAl . 
~ 
! 





















PLANES= o NUMBER OF QUAORALATERALS= 189 MACH NUMBER= O. 
, 
1 ;i 





















CONFAC RUN 10 -
TEST PROBLEM WITH TEST BOCY 
PHYSICAL INPUT DATA -
AIR SPEED= 9.0DOOOOE+01 CHA~ACTERISTIC OIHENSIO~ OF THE BODY: 1eOOOCOOE+O 
DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE OF AI~ ARE 9.09Z50QE-01 ANO Z.686590E+02 AIR ~I 
NUMERICAL INTEGRATOR INPUTS -
TIME STEP: 1.0000E-0: MINIMUM TIME STEP= 5.0000-£-03 PRINT TIME INTERVAL_ 
LOCAL ERROR TOLERANCES FOR OVOQ - 1.0003E-D5 1.0000 E-05 1.00130E-OS 
PARTICLE FLUX TUBE SPECIFICATIONS -
NUMBER OF TRAJECTORIES ON FLUX TUEE PERIPHERY= 4 FLUX TUBE RADIUS AT TARG 
TARGET AND INITIAL COORDINATE ES1I~ATES-
JGUESS YT ZT 
1 0.00001; a.OClOOO 









lERISTIC OIMENSIO~ OF THE BOOY= 1.0000DOE+00 
RE 9.092500E-01 AND 2.686590E+02 AIR VISCOSITY IS 1~t93764E-~S 
:r I HE S T E P= S. 00 0 QE - 0 '3 PRINT TIME INTERVAL= 1.0uuOE+O~ 
1.0aGlE-OS 1.0000E-05 1.0lHlDE- as 
I,' -
tuEE PERIPHERY: 4 FLUX TUBE RADIUS AT TARGET= 
t1 I"!ATES-
, ZT 















WATER'DROP OIAMETER = 3.(0000E+02 MICRO~ETERS 
PARTICLE SETTLIN~ SPEED= 1.27S27E+OO M/SEC 
TARGET COORDINATES, X=-1.5QQOO£+OO y = 1. 10 0 00 £ +0 0 Z= 8.00000£-01 
TRAJECTORY NUMBER 0 TARGET COORDINATES - X'STAR = -1.500000 YPSTAR = 1.! 
YPSTARP= 1.; 
Y FINAL ZFI NAl ITERATIONS YINIT ZINIT ERRO 
.1209E+Ol .8603£+ 60 1 .1101E+01 .8012E+OU .1352E' 
KSTEP 
o 
.1210E+01 .8813E+ 00 
.11)97£+01 .8052E+00 
.1102E+Ol .7993E+00 
.1099E+01 • 1979E+ OD 
.1100E+01 .7998E+OO 
T X Y 
O. -5.0000E+00 9.8110E-(1 
H= 1.0000E-D1 R= 2.7725E+02 AC= 
10 7.0000E-01 -4.3261E+30 9.9Q68E-Ci 
H= 1.0caOE-Ol R= 5.2057£+01 AC= 
14 1.0000E+00 -4.0405E+DO 9.9497E-U 
H= 1.0 DOOE-01 R= 6. 7j, ~2E+01 AC= 
24 1.8625E+00 -3.2173E+00 1.Q101E+00 
H= oe2SUOE-C3 R= 2.0038£+02 AC= 
34 2.0000E+00 -3.0870E+00 1.0134E+(0 
0'1 H= 5.0 tOOE-02 R= 2.2~30E+02 AC= 
.j::::. 35 2.0000E+00 -3.0870E+{JO 1.U~ftE+(O 
H= 5.0QO~E-02 R= 2.3878E+02 AC= 
45 2.8000E+00 -2.3352E+00 1.0437£+(0 
H= 5.0 COOE-02 R= 3.3778E+02 AC= 
4g 3.0000E+00 -2.1475E+00 1.Q549E+(JO 
H= 1.0000E-01 R= 3.2150E+02 AC= 
59 3.6804E+00 -1.5000£+00 1.0996E+00 
H= 5.0 (JOOE-02 R= 2. 7658E+02 AC= 






.11il2f+01 .8024E+00 .1367E 
.9795E+00 .1039E+OO .5981E 
.98·34E+00 .6981E+Ou .2112E 
.,9.800f+OCl .6961E+OO .2283E' 














7. 266~ E -u 1 
























DIRECTION COSINES- 8.1247E-Oj 4.2911E-02 
AIR AND PARTICLE SPEEDS Ai THE FINAL POINT ~RE 
INITIAL AND FlhAL TRAJECTORY ANGLES (DEGREES) -
. R~.GiNAL PAGE 15 
OF pOOR QUAUTY 
ALPHAO= .8099 BETAO= -.OS73 















ZFINAl ITERATIONS YINIT ZINIT ERROR: 
.3611E-02 1 .725EE-03 .4269E-Q2 .4483E-O 
T X Y 
O. -5.0000E+00 9.8182E-(1 
H= 1.0000E-01 R= 2.7658E~02 AC= 
7.0000E-01 -4.3281E+~O 9.9140E-(1 
H= 1.0000E-Ol R= 5.2019E+Ol AC= 










9 .. 5935E-01 1.3974E-02 
NEI/AL= 15 
9.5825E-01 1.466QE-02 
~'.,..~ ~.. I!"'''''' fill,.. fit... ,... _ I -." ... ,n r. • .,.. • I""to _~ r- "f n, - f", ,'" r- '" " • _ ,., ... 











!toO 0 M/SEC 
~ 100 0 IJ E +0 0 
R = -1.500000 
Z= 8.00000£-01 
YPSTAR = 1.100000 
YPSTARP= 1.1uuOOO 
. Y IN!T ZINIT ERROR (FLUX 
1101E+Ol .8012E+Oll .. 1352E+DO 
11:)2£+01 .8024E+00 .136 7E+0 0 
Sl795E+OIJ .7039E+00 .5981E-02 
9834E+0(' .6981E+Ou • 2112E -1)2 
9800£+Q(I .6961Et-OU .2~83E-Q2 
9.811£+00 .6983E+oa • 4269E -Q 3 
h IJP X IJPV \)PZ 
1. <3.6.0 0 2 E -I) 1 1.3511E-02 "1.&3(;8E-Q3 
i NEVAL= 1 
" ~ 
1 9.S9Z9E-C1 1.3983E-Q2 -1. OS8GE- 03 
~ NEVAl= 13 
~ 9.5819E-01 l.4671E-02 -2.0919E-J4 
.. NEVAl= 17 
~ 9. '+867E- 01 2.266IJE-02 9.6867E-03 
~ NEVAl= 42 
1 9.4620E- 01 2.5388E-1l2 1. 3176E- 02 
r. NEVAL= 62 
l 9.4620E- 01 2.5388E-02 1.3176E-02 
.. NEVAl= 64 
9.3723 E- 01 5.2614E-02 5. 5791E-.o 2 
NEVAl= 86 
9.41151£- 01 5.9151)E-02 6. 9614E- a 2 
NEVAl= 94 















.8000eo (FLOW SYSTEM) 
.800000 (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM) 
VY IJZ 
1.3571E-02 1.2572E-02 
2.651 2E- Q 2 2. 5~; ~lE-02 
4. 05'+ 3E - 0 2 :-3, 9616 E-02 
9 • '+ '+ 19E - C 2 1.0518E-01 
, 
l.0894E-01 l.2621E-01 
1.1444£- C1 1.3473E-01 
1.5681£- 01 2. 62J4E~01 
1.4009E-Cl1 2.7029E-01 
7.7552E-02 2.1635E-01 











ERROR (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM) 
.'+483E-03 
.8032€1 (FLOW SYSTEM) 
• {l.0328fJ (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM' 
vPX VPV VPZ VX Vy VZ 
9.6008£-01 1.3563£-02 -1.5749E-03 9.6008E-01 1.356~E-02 1.2626E-Q2 
NEVAl= 1 
9.S935E-01 1.3974E-D2 -1.D3u9E-~3 9.3835E-01 2.6478E-02 2.52'+8£-02 
NEIIAl= 15 
9.5825£-01 1.4660E-D2 -l.5069E-04 9.2023E-01 4.046~E-02 3.9745E-02 











~., .• " '-.f'1;;' '1,". 'U'!JlIU t. - U ~I(; o. (U ~o t:. T" U l. " Au'; .::>~ ':.14c{ltt:. - &l It 
24 1.8688E+00 -3.2112E+00 1.0110E+(O 7.0439E-01 
H= 6.2500E-03 R= 2.0090£+02 AC= 5.1944E-04 
34 1.975QE+OD -3.1105E+00 1.C135E+(O 7.0557E-U1 
H= 2.5000E-02 R= 2.2224E+02 AC= 5.0001E-04 
36 20COCOE+OO -3.0869E+00 1.0141E+00 7.0590E-01 
H= 2.5000E-02 R= 2.3257£+12 AC= 4.74D5E-04 
46 2.4750E+00 -2.5395E+00 1.C293E+~O 7.1651E-01 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 3.1803E+02 AC= 4.4628E-04 
53 3.000QE+00 -2.1471£+00 1.0554E+00 7.4345E-01 
H= 2.0eOOE-fH f';-.; 3.27HIE+02 AC=.4.4585E-04 
63 3.6250E.00 -1.5528E+00 1.0959E+(O \7.9193E-01 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.8288E+02 AC= 4.631~E-D4 
65 3.67 94E+ 00 -1.5.004£+110 1. 0997E+ (0 8.0359E-01 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.7205E+02 AC= 4.8633£-04 















DIRECTION COSINES- 8.2136E-01 3.1554E-02 
AIR AND PARTICLE SPEEDS AT THE FINAL POINT ~RE 
5.6(.I78E-01 ANGLES A At-O'~ 
1.1449&E+0 0 
(i TRAJECTORY NUMBER 
I -f 
TARGET COORDINATES - X~STAR = -1.500235 
9.73520£1 
YPSTAR = 'I" YPST AR f= -~. 




-. 1236E- 02 
ITERATIONS 
1 
YINIT ZINIT El 
.lt128E-C2 -03891E-03 .1it .• 
KSTEP 
o 
T x Y 
O. -5.0001E+00 9.8523E-U 
H= 1.0000E-01 R= 2.72U5E+Q2 AC= 
10 7.0000E-01 -4.3282E+00 9.9484E-(1 
H= 1.0COOE-01 R= 5.1988E+01 AC= 
14 1.0000E+00 -4.0405E+00 9.9914£-U 
H= 1.0000E-Q1 R= 8.7042E+01 AC= 
24 1.8688E+OO -3.2113E+00 1.0145E+(0 
H= 6.2500E-03 R= 2.0108E+02 AC= 
34 1.9750E.00 -3.110&E+00 1. C170E+GO 
H= 2.5000E-02 R= 2.2250E+02 AC= 
36 2.0000E+OO -3.0870E+00 1.0176E+CO 
H= 2.5QQnE-D2 R= 2.3288E+02 AC= 
46 2.6250E.00 -2.4990E+00 1.C393E+GO 
H= 5.0~OOE-02 R= 3.3341E+02 AC= 
52 3.0000E+00 -2.1473E+00. 1.0592E+[0 
H= 1.0000E-01 R= 3.2871E+02 AC= 
62 3.625DE+ 00 -1.5532E+Il11 1.1001E+ CO 
H= 500000E-02 R= 2.8409£+02 AC= 
64 3 • 68 0 a E + 0 0 -1. 5 00 2 E +00 1. 10 3 9E + GO 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.7313E+02 AC= 
DRAG VECTCR AT FINAL POINT -
Z VPX Vpy· 
&.9791E-Ol 9.6007E-Ol 1.3617E-02, 
O. NEVAL= 1 1 
6.9685£-01 9.5934E-01 1.4030E-02 1 
8.3522 E-04 NEVAL= 15 'f 
6.966+E-Ol 9.5824E-Ol 1. 4719E-02 -.•. 1 
5.9501£-04 NEVAl= 23 1 
6.9955E-Ol 9.4666E-01 2.2826E-02 1 
5.1932E-04 ~EVAL= 48 J 
7.007:'E-01 9.4677E-01 Z.491l1E-iJ2j 
4.9985E-04 ~EVAL= 68 1 
7.0105E-01 9.4630E-(1 2.5444E-02 J 
4.1383E- 04 NEVA&.= 72 1 -~ 
7.1738E-Ol 9.3677E-01 4.6006£-02 1 
4.4043E-04 NE~AL= 93 ! 
7.385DE-01 9.4062£-01 509214E-02 ~ 
4.4545E-04 NEVA&.= 105 j, I 11 
7.9303C:-1l1 9.6261E-1)1 6. 9230f>-02 ~ 
4.6253E-04 NEVAl= 128 J 
7.9877 E-01 9. 6534E- 01 6.946 3E- 02 ~ 
4.8587E-04 NEV Al= 132 i i 
DIRECTION COSINES- 8.2653E-01 3.2372E-02 
AIR AND PARTICLE SPEEDS AT THE FINAL POINT ~RE 
I 
5'1 6197E-0 1 ANGLES A AND GI 
1.14541E+00 9.73446E-J 






V FI NAL ZFI NAL YINIT ZINIT 
.3971E-03 .... 2C22E-tl2 
ITERATIONS 
1 .4452£-03 -.1895E-02 
T X Y Z VPX vp'{ 
O. -5.0000E+00 9.8154E- Ii 6.9640E-01 9.6000E-01 1.3583E-02 
H= 1.0000E-ra R= 2.7313E+02 AC= O. NEVAL= 1 
7.0000E-01 -4.3282E+00 9.9114E- C1 6.9535E-01 9.5927E- 01 1.3995E-02 
H= 1.0-o00E-01 R= 5.2060E+01 AC= 8.3513E-04- NEVAl= 13 






,--...~ v- --:.-' ~t"~t-""r._ ... ~:~ "" .11_. c /,. I~ ,~.~ ~ '"~. !!.<!. .0 . ..., •.. D ..• 'lI! " .• ".~ ... 1.'1.'" ... A.l',_ e rot I .... ~ ~ r"._ "'o. ."I~~' .A. _ 
I!I-I~ 
. - ,,-. 'c';j" '>' . 
10E-01 2.2724£-02 9.89!l~E-Q3 8. 7962E-0 1 9.469~E-02 1.0612£-01 
l= 48 
e2E- 01 2. Lt 7 83 E - 02 1.2530£-02 8.7645 E-Gl 1.05 71E - eli 152211E-Ol 
L= 68 
3&E- 01 2.5322E-02 1. 3231f-Q 2 8. i5f2E-Ol 1.1110E- 01 1 •. 303&E-Ol 
1:.= 72 
D3 E- 01 3.9867E-02 3.3994E-lJ2 9.03:37£-01 1.5408E- a1 2.1774E-01 
L= 92 
iB& E- 01 5.871)7£-02 6. 9232E- Q2 1.0128E+00 1.4126E- 01 2.6912E-01 
L= 106 
01£- 01 6.8579£-02 1.9215E-U1 1.1111E+(,0 8.402EE-D2 2.2827E-01 
L= 129 
,.9£- lil 6.8796E-1l2 1. D407E- C 1 1.12'9E+uO 7.4802E-D2 2.1077E-Dl 
L= 133 
r01 ANGLES A A~O GAMMA- 2.1841E+~O 5.58~OE+01 
"90E+00 9.73520E-01 
500235 y,pSTAR = 1.103272 
YPST ARf= .003280 
ZPS1AR:: .800000 (FLOW SYST EM) 
ZPS1ARP= -.OCQuOO (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM) 
ZINIT 
ie -.3891E-03 
ERROR (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM) 
.11+0 oE -I) 2 
,PX VPY VPZ 
17E-01 1.3617E-Cl2 -1.6521£-03 
~:: 1 
54E-01 1.4;)30E-02 -1.1109E-03 
1.;= 15 
24 E - 1,) 1 1. Lt719 E - 02 - 2 • ;3 5 Ci 1 E - U '+ 
i.:': 23 
S&E-01 2.2828£-02 9. 76Lt\)E-G3 
t= 48 
~7E-Ol 2,,4901£-02 1.2396£-132 
~= 68 
~E-t1 2. 54Lt4E-02 1.3095E-02 
,.= 72 
r7E- 01 4.6006E-02 4.3395£-02 
1= 93 
iZE-01 5.9214£-02 6.9218E-{]2 
t= 105 
hE-Ol 6.9235E-02 1.023&£-01 
~ 128 




9.2016 E-O 1 
e. 7928 E-ca 











1.0 636E-0 1 
1.0091£-01 
1. 42 7 -4E - G 1 










Ll ANGLES A AND GAMMA- 2. 2 ~29 E + to 5.5808E+01 
r7E +00 9. 73446E- o~ 
,,99648 YP STAR = 1. 100025 
Ii- 'YPSTARP= ... ouoooo 
ZINIT ERROR (FLUX 
, 
-.1895E-02 .1319E"02 
.X VPV VPZ 
f-Ol 1.3583E-D2 -1.6586E-113 
1 
,E" 01 1.3995E-02 -1.1107E-03 
13 
E-01 1.'+084E-(l2 -2.390DE-Q4 
Zf SlAR = 






.790739 (FLOW SYSTEM) 
... 003280 (FLUX TUSE SYSTEM' 
VY VZ 
1.3583E-02 1.25Lt4E- 02 
2.E541E-02 2.50 99E-0 2 
, 





'Ii:'" J..UUUUc.-uJ. 1'("': O."""t:.~UJ. Hu;;':;.':1't:;:;'C;--Uit 
24 1.8625E+00 -3.2174E+00 1.0106E+00 6.980aE-C1 
H= 6.2500E-03 R= 2.0056E+02 AC= 5.1965E-u4 
34 2.ll0 COE+ 00 -3.0871E+00 1.0139E+ CO 6.9955E-01 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.2856E+02 AC= 4.9509£-04 
35 2.0000E.00 ~3.0871E+On 1.0139E+00 6.995;E-D1 
H= 5.0nOOE-02 R= 2.3908E+02 AC= 4e525DE-04 
45 2.8000E+00 -2.3354E+00 1.0443E+(0 7.2468E-01 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 3.3842E+02 AC= 4.3855E-04 
Ltg 3.0000E+00 -2.1Lt77E+~O 1.C5SSE+OO 7. 372I+E-01-
H= 1.0CODE-01 R= 3.28n6E+02 AC= 4.4975£-D4 
59 3.6500E+QO -1.5296E+00 1.C983E+CO 7.9477£-01 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.8269E+02 AC= 4.63Lt3E-04 
60 3.6808E~oa -1.4998E+00 1.1004E+00 7.9793£-01 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.7710E+02 AC= 4.7361E-04 
DRAG VECTOR AT FINAL POINT -
NI:V Ma.:"" ' J. ( 
9.4863E-C1 2.2692£-02 
NEYAl= 42 
9.4614E-01 2. ~428E-a2 
NEVAl= 62 








9.6528E-01 6.9554E-02 ;~ 
NEVAL= 119 
DIRECTION COSINES- 6.1238E-01 4.2836£-02 
AIR AND PARTICLE SPEEDS AT THE FINAL POINT ARE 
5. 8156E-0 1 ANGLES A AND Gi 
1.14489E+Otl 9.73459£-" 
TRAJECTORY NUMBER '+ TARGET COO~DINATES - X?STAR = -1.499765 YPSTAR = 
YPSTARP= 




ITERATIONS YINIT ZINIT 
1 -.3891E-02 -.3977E-03 
KSTEP 
o 
T x y Z 






















NEVAL= 1 I 
ge5923E-01 1.3941£-02-4 
NEVAl= 13 .. 1 
9. 58 13 E - (11 1.46 28 E - Q2 f 
NEVAL= 1.7 ~ 
9.4856E-01 2.262~E-02 1 
NE\lAL: 42 
9.460&E-Q1 ~.5356E-C2 ~ 
NEVAL= 62 '~ 
9.46C6E-01 2.535bE-02 ~ 
NE~AL= 64 'J 
'~ 9.3704E-01 5.2642E-62 ~ 
NEVAl= 86 1 
9.4034E-01 5.9173E-02 ~ 
NEVAL= 94- 1 
9.6387E-01 6.9148E-02 ~ 
NEVAl= 116 " ,
H= 1eOCOOE-01 R= 2.7710E+02 AC= 
10 7.0000E-01 -4.3281E+00 9.8676E-01 
H= 1.0000E-01 R= 5.2125E+01 ~C= 
14 1.0000E+00 -4.0405E+DO 9.9104E-(1 
H= 1.0UOOE-01 R= 8.7353E+01 AC= 
24 1.8625E+00 -3.2174E+QO 1.CO£lE+'0 
H= 6.2500E-03 R= 2.0095£+02 AC= 
34 2.0000E+.oO -3.0871E+00 1. 0094E+ (0 
H= 5.0000£-02 R= 2.2900E+02 AC= 
35 2.aOOOE+oa -3.0871E+00 1,(10 94E+QO 
H= 5.DOOOE-02 R= 2.3953£+02 AC= 
45 2. 80 {) 0 E + 0 a - 2 • 3 355 E + 0 0 1. 03 ~8 E + 4) 0 
H= 5.0COOE-02 R= 3.3867E+02 AC= 
49 3.0000E+00 -2.1478E+00 1.0510E+DO 
H= 1.0000E-01 R= 3.2816£+02 ~C= 
59 3.6500E+00 -1.5297E+00 1.0935E+00 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.8240E+02 AC= 
60 3. 6811E+00 -1.4997£+00 1.0957E+00 
H= 5.0000E-D2 R= 2.7685£+02 AC= 
DRAG VECTOR AT FINAL POINT -
DIRECT IOI\ COSINES- S.1378E-0 1 4.0887E-02 
AIR AND PARTICLE SPEEDS AT THE FINAL POINT ~RE 
9.6531E-01 6.9255E-02 ~ 
NEVAl= 118 1 
:; 




..........-. .. _. • __ ... ~,"~'~ ___ " _. ,,~~, 11' 
-.. -
"<_~,_~,w ___ ·-"",,_ 
~a E-01 .. ,,- .. ~- 4' 9 .4863E- a1 2.2692E-02 9.6505E-O~ 
(85E-04 NEYAL= 42 
ISS E-01 9.,4614£- 01 2. ~428E-02 1.3140E-02 
:09E-04 NEVAL= 62 
~5E-(j1 9.4614E··01 2" :428£-02 1.3140E-1l2 
30E-04 NEVAL= 64 
68E-Ol 9 .371.1E- ai 5.2784E-02 5.5842E-U2 
55E-04 NEVAL= as 
24E-01 9.4038£- 01 5.9353£-02 6.9706E-02 
75£-04 NEVAL= 94 
77£-01 9.6385E-Cl 6.9443E-4I2 1.0389E-(11 
r.3E-04 NEVAl= 117 
~3E-Ul 9.6528 E- 01 6.9554E-02 1.0497£-01 
&i~-04 NEVAL= 119 
12 50 8156E-0 1 ANGLES A AND GAHMA-
~ARE 1.14489E+00 9.734 59E- 01 
CPSTAR = -1.499765 YPSTAR = 1.U96728 
YPSTARP= -.003280 
" YINIT ZINIT ERROR (FLUX 
.' 
-.3891E-02 -.3977E-03 o1u33E-02 
Z VPX Vpy VPZ 
iOE-O! 9. 5996E-O 1 1.3530E-02 -i.6213E-iiJ 
NEVAl= 1 
'1E-01 9.5923E-Ol 1.39ttlE-02 -1.0773£-03 
~E-(j4 NEVA(= 13 
7E-01 9. 5813E- 01 1.4628£-Q2 -1.9607E-Q4 
t.E-04 NEVAl= 17 
9E-01 9.4856E- 01 2.2624E-02 9.7440E-03 
Sf-04 NEVAl: 42 
'.' 2.5356E-02 1.3253E-02 Sf-01 9.460&E-1l1 r, 
NEVAl= ~E-04 62 
~'E-01 9 .46U6E- 01 2.5350E-Q2 1.3253E-U2 
E-04 NEVAl= 6tt 
E-01 9.3704£- 01 5.2642E-(;2 5.6158E-02 
E-04 NEVAl= 86 
£-01 9. 4034E- 01 5.9173E-02 7.0049E-02 
E-04 NEIIAL= 94-
-01 9.6387£-01 6.9148E-02 1.0418£-01 
-04 NEVAl= 116 
-01 9.6531E-01 6.9255E-02 1.0526E-Ol 
-04 NEVAL= 118 
~ 't.-,:: • :... ;'. ;;-'~ . " .".';'}.,-,f ~-' :"' • ~¥, .:-
8.78<:OE-01 9.467S£-02 1.0508E-01 
8.74 l2E-D 1 1.Q920E-01 1.2612E-Ol 
8.1418E-01 1.1472£-01 1.3465E-01 
9.cSQ4E-u1 1.5739E-Ol 2.6271£-01 
1. 0176E+ 4JO 1.,405SE-Ol 2.7074E-Ol 
1.11~4E+QG 80284SE-02 2.2593E-Ol 
1.1215E+00 701790E-02 2.j.679E-01 
5.4440E+01 
ZPSTAR = .800000 (FLOW SYSTEM) 
ZPSTARP= .000000 (FLUX TUSE SYSTEM) 
TUBE SYSTEM) 
VX 'JY IJZ 
9.59C:6£-Cii 1e35!Gf-02 102582E-02 
9. ::8Q8E-01 2.64tt!E-·(l2 2.5166E-02 
9.1916E-01 tt.0466E-02 3.9694E-02 
8.78E6E-Ol 9.tttt30E-02 1.0556E-01 
8.7ttS9E-Ol 1.0891E-Ol 1.2671E-Ol 
6. 7396E-U 1 1.1442E- 01 1.3528E-Ol 
9. f537E-O 1 1.5667E-01 2.6346E-01 
1.11180£+QO 1.3981E-(il 2.7122E-Ol 
1 .. 11 ~6 E + [j 0 8.2154£- 02 2.2576E-01 
1. 12j6E+OO 7 • 710 C;E - a 2 2.1662E-01 
5.7973E-Ol ANGLES A AND GAMMA- 2.8763£+00 5.4568£+01 


























































- 3.0 21 5E - Q 4. 
3.9506E-03 
3.9710E-04 
- 4.l1'O OE -03' 
F LUX TUB E CROSS SEcrI eN A REA IN THE I NIT IAL PLANE::: 2. 47114E-Q 5 
CONCENTRATION FACTOR= 1.08337 
AT THE POINT (X,y~Z)= -1.50000 1.1uOOO .80uOO 
FOR A PARTICLE OF DIAMETER= ~OO.OOOUD WITH DIAMETER TO LENGTH RATIO: 1: 
NORMALIZED AIR SPEED AT FINAL FOINT= 1.14339 .... 1 ..... 
















,ROSS SECTION COORDINATES IN THE -
TARGET PLA NE 
zp 
,9829E-Q 1 











1e1 00 QE+O 0 








a.OCCCE-C1 (FLC~ SYSTEM) 
3.6111E-03 'FLUX TUBE SYSTEM) 
-1.Z3c1E-u3 'FLUX TUBE SYSTEM) 
-Z.0225E-03 (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM) 
1.5786E-D5 (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM) 
IN THE TARGET PLANE: 2.28097E-05 















~HMETRY PLANES= 0 1'.' 




















TANGENT TRAJECTORY CODE RUN 10 -
TEST PROBLEM WITH TEST BO[Y 
PHYSICAL INPUT DATA -
AIR SPEED= 9.0DOOOOE+01 CHA~ACTERISTIC DIMENSIO~ OF THE BOOY= 1.0QUOQO_ 
DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE OF AIR ARE 9.0925~OE-O~ AND 2.686590E+02 AIR 
NUMERICAL INTEGRATOR INPUTS _ 
TIME STEP= 1.0aOOE-01 MINIMUM TIME STEP= 5.QC~OE-03 PRINT TIME 
LOCAL ERROR TOLERANCES FOR OVOQ _ 1.000 OE- 05 1.0000E-OS 1. ilOOOE-





















C OIHENSIO~ OF THE BODY= 1.aOU~OOE+OO 
92SBOE-01 AND 2.666590E+02 AIR VISCOSITY IS 1.E93764E-05 














WATER DROP DIAMETER = 2.CO~OOE+02 MICROMETERS 
PARTICLE SETTLING SPEED= 7.69093£-01 M/SEC 
TRAJ~CTORIES ARE TO BEGIN ALONG A LINE DEFINED BY THE POINTS (X1,Y1,Z1,) ANO' 
( -5.0000DE+00 O. -~.5DQOOE-01) AND ( -5.00000£, 
WITH DIRECTION COSINES -(COS(AlFHA),COS~aETA),COS(GAMHA) - O. 
STARTING POINT INCREMENTS ARE - COAf'SE INCREMENT= 5.0COO()E-02 FINE INCREHE~ 
• • • • INITIAL COORDINATES X=-5.0000Uf+OO Y= O. Z=-4.~OOOE 
IFLAG= 7 FOR KSTEP= 27 NEVAL= 58 HHIN IS SET TO 3.12SQE-03' 
IFlAG= 7 FOR KSTEP= 27 NEVAL= 59 HMIN IS SET TO 1.5625E-03-
INSIDE QUAD 185 12= 1 
ZNP,ROSQ,TSQ,H= -5~4665E-03 2.4343E-D1 1.0355E.00 2.500JE-02 
INSIDE QUAD 188 12= 1 
ZNP,ROSQ,TSQ,H= -7.1977E-03 2.5035£-01 1.0355E+00 2.5000£-02 
THE BODY SURFACE IS PENETRATED. PARTICLE COORDINATES ARE (X,y,Z)-~5S23 
TRIAL INITIAL COORDINATES ARE (YINIT,ZINIT) O. -4.5UOu£-01 
AFTER o ATTEMPTS FART!CtE STILL PENETRATES THE BODY. 








Q. -5.0000E+OU O. -4.500DE-01 
H= 1.0COOE-01 R= 8.2573E+00 AC= 1.9004E-17 
5.0000£-01 -4.5253£+00 -5.2030E-04 -4.5857S-01 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.1823E+01 AC= 1.6453E-03 
1.0000E+00 -4.0511E+00 -1.0&:?7E-C3 -4.6742E-Ol, 
H= 1.000DE-01 R= 6.8350E+01 AC= 6.605~E-04 
1.8406E+00 -3.2695E+00 -2.2201E-(3 -4.8600E-01 
H= 1.5625E-03 R= 2.0070E+02 AC= 4.S963E-Q4 
1.875DE+00 -3.2385E+00 -2.2817E-(3 -4.8936E-01 
H= 1.2500E-02 R= 2.1011E+02 AC= 4.9aO~E-a4 
2.0000E+00 -3.1264E+00 -2.S204E-C3 -4.9505E-Ol 
H= 5.3000E-02 R= 2.6029E+02 AC= 4.112~E-~4 
2.5750E+00 -2.6346E+00 -3.99€5E-~3 -5.5195E-Ol 















• • • • INITIAL COORDINATES X=-5.0000aE+OO y= o. 
IFLAG= 7 FOR KSTEP= 28 NEVAL= &0 
IFLAG= 7 FOR KSTEP= 29 NEVAL= 6J 
IFLAG= 7 FOR KSTEP= 1DS NEVAL= 235 
KS TEP T X Y Z 
o O. -5.0000E+00 O. -5.00COE-01 
H= 1.0000E-01 R= 3.9701E+02 AC= 8.22Q~E-21 
10 5.0000E-01 -4.525DE+00 -5. 1313E-C4 -5.Q905E-C1 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.1ZS5E+~1 AC= 1.6923E-U3 
20 1.00COE+OO -4.0512E+00 -1.0~85E-03 -5.1842E-01 
H= 1.0tOOE-U1 R= 6.6581E+01 AC= 6.726~E-D4 
3D 1.8797E+00 -3.2321E+UD -2.2468E-(3 -5.417~E-01 
H= 1.5625E-03 R= 1.9997E+02 AC= 5.3975E-04 
.. ~ ... 
l_ 
HMIN IS SET TO 
ti+' I N I S SE T TO 
HfHN IS SET TO 
VPX VPY 
9.5022E-Ol -1.0211E-1l3 -1.,1 
NE\lAL= 1 ' 
9.4939E-Ol -1e0379E-03 -1 •.• 
l NEVAL= 17 J 
9.4510E-Ql -1.12u4E-03 -1.! 
NEil AL= 31 1 
9. 0611E- 01 -1.7668E-03 -4."j 
NE''1A L= 65 
r 
! 
( X 1, Y 1 , Z 1 , ) AN 0 ( X 2 t y 2 ,Z2) -




2 FINE INCREHENT: 5~O'O~OE-~3 
~ z = - 4. sa 01) 0 E - 0 1 FOR TRAJECTORY NUMBER 1 
ET TO 3.12541E-03 






. -4.5UOUE-Q1 ATTEMPT NUMBER 0 
t 
pore 
VPY lIPZ VX VY 
1 -1.0353E-03 -1,,7071£-02 9.4971E-01 
-1 • 0 3 5 3E - 03 
1 
l "'1.U5~oE-Q3 -1. '7267£-0 2 9.2635E-01 
-1 • 50 '+ E£ - 03 ~17 
f • 




-3.8358E-(2 7.3501E-01 -4.3441£-03 
-1.8174E-03 -4.0613E-C2 7.26<;4£-01 -4.4526£-03 
83 
-2.007l.tE-03 -5.1080£-02 6.<;1C5E-Ol 
-4.9664£-03 
99 





FOR TRAJECTORY NUMBER 
TO 1.5625£-03 









'RIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALnY 
v P Y II P Z v x Vy v Z 
,-1.0211E-03 -1.8Q37E-n2 9.~022E-Q1 -1.0211E-03 -9.4917E-03 
1 
-1.0379E-03 -1.8253E-C2 9.21~3E-U1 -1.4781£-03 -1.7214E-02 
7 
-1.12J4E-03 -1.9572E-02 8.7764E-U1 -2.3594£-03 -4.0720E-C2 
7 
-1.7668£-03 -4.2684£-02 7.45~3E-01 -4.2808£-03 -1.7362E-01 
5 
. n~~.A ",r ,"\-' ., t -.~nr II~ ., I A..-,:",- '!"t. I ..,,.,.~;-. t'\_ ,..~ n .... ~.- ..... 



































i~~~C~C~Uij -~.~U01C9bU -~.~~~~~-~~-~.~~~~~-u~ 
H= 6.2500£-03 R= 2.0666£+02 AC= 4.9383E-04 
2.0000E+00 -3.1237£+00 -2.4692E-03 ~5.4747E-Dl 
H= 2.5000E-02 R= 2.3735E+C2 AC= 4.46B~E-04 
2.5250E.00 -2.6674£+00 -3.72€OE-(3 -5.9541E-Ol 
H= 5.0UDO£-02 R= 3.5235E~02 AC= 4.1138£-04 
2. 71 2 5 E + 0 I) - 2 • 5 0 91 £ + (I D - '+. ~ 0 = 4E - C 3 - 6. 2 775 £ - 01 
H= 1.2530E-02 R= 3.6565E+02 AC= 4.D703E-~4 
2.8750E.00 -2.3701E+OO·-4.~572E-C3 -6.6323E-01 
H= 2.5ilOOE-02 R= 2.7019E+02 AC= 4.4643E-OIt 
3.0000E+00 -2.2614E+00 -5.3C'ItE-C3 -6.933SE-U1 
H= 2.5UOOE-02 R= 2.2479E+02 AC= 4.9517£-04 
3.2687E+00 -2.0226E+00 -6.2920£-03 -7.6277E-01 
H= 6.2500£-03 R= 2.2802E+02 AC= 4.7312E-04 
3.3750E+00 -1.9261£+00 -6.6963E-03 -7.9143E-01 
H= 2.5000E-02 R= 2.u274E+Q2 AC= 1t.9543E-04 
3. 3937E+OO -1.9089E+00 -6.7679E-03 -7.965~E-01 
H= 1.5625E-03 R= 1.9867£+02 AC= 5.3852E-04 
3.45 OOE+ 00 -:L 857 2E+00 - 6.9827£- Q3 -8.1193 E-iJ1 
H= 1.2.500£-02 R= 1.8939E+02 AC= 5.4795E-04 
3.8000E+00 -1.5285E+00 -8.~1S4E-C3 -9.076DE-01 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 1.9nS6E+02 AC= 5.4461£-04 
4.0000£+00 -1.3352E+OQ -9.0641E-03 "'9.6181E-01 
H= 5.0000E-nz R= 1.8499E+02 AC= S.493aE~04 
4.nOOOE+OO -1.3352E+00 -9.0641E-03 -9.6181E-01 
H= 285000£-02 R= 1~8398E+02 AC= 5.5533£-04 
~.3500E+OO -9.8803E-01 -1.0328E-(2 -1.0523E+00 
H= 2.5000£-02 R= 1.9043E+02 AC= !.4239E-04 
4.7750E+00 -5.5306E-Ol -1.17:3£-02 -1.152DE+OO 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 1.8139£+02 AC= 5.4448E-04 
5.QOOOE+OQ -3.1772E-Cl -1.2444E-(2 -1.1993£+DG 
H= 5.0000£-02 R= 1.8378E+02 AC= 5.5173£-04 
5.2995E+00 1.1102E-16 -1.3284E-02 -1.2559E+00 









8.6379E-Ol -3.4910£-03 ~ 
t\EII Al= 1 €,7 
8.7616E-1l1 -3.5962£-03 .-
NEVAL= 178 
9.0165£-01 -3. 7829E-~3 
NE\I Al:; 202 
9 .14 05 E - 01 - ;; • 8 1 60 E - (3 .. 
NEVAL= 222 
9.16C8£-Cil -.3.8177E-03 -; 
NEI/AL= 247 
9.2214E- 01 -3.82U5E-03 -
t\EVAL= 261 " 









N£IIAL= 356 1 
1.0528£+ 00 -2.9619E-(j3 -21 
NEVAL= 367 1 
1.0682E+00 -2. 6446E-03 -1~ 
NE\lAL= 377 ') 
, 
•• IIf IIf • IIf IIf ...... IIf IIf IIf .., ............ :,. ..... 1If· ....... IIf SWITCH TO fINE STEPSIZE ...... :J 
. 1 ,~ 
:~ 
.~ 
IIf IIf • INITIAL COORrnINATES X=-5.00~OOE+30 y= O. Z=-4.95uOOE 
IFLAG= 7 FOR KSTEP= 30 NEVAL= 57 HHIN IS SET TO 3.1250E-03l 
IFLAG= 7 FOR KSTEP= 30 NEVAL= 58 HI'!IN IS SET TO 1.562~E-03~ 
INSIDE QUAD 187 12= l '
ZNF,ROSQ,TSQ,H= -3.2026E-04 1.6737E-01 6.7553E-Q1 2.5~OJE-02 j 
THE BODY SURFACE IS PENETRATED. PARTICLE COORDINATES ARE (X,y,Z)-'.41lt! 
J 
TRIAL INITIAL COORDINATES ARE (YINIT,ZHIT) o. -4.9500£-01 1 
~ 
'j AFTER o ATTEMPTS PARTICLE STILL PENETRATES THE BODY. 
KST£P 
a 
T X Y Z 
o. -5 .. 0000E+00 o. -4.950~E-£ll 
VPX VPV 







H= 1.0000E-Ol R= 1e7534E+02 AC= 4.2147E-20 
5. 0000E-01 -4.5250£+00 -5.1385E-(4 -5.0401£-01 
H= 5.0nOOE-02 R= 2.1313E+01 AC= 1.687~E-~3 
1.0000E+00 -4.0512E+00 -1.0501E-(3 -5.1333E-01 
H= 1.0QOOE-01 R= 5.6799E+Ol AC= 9.2763E-04 
1.0000E+00 -4.0512E+00 -1.05G1E-C3 -5.1333E-01 
H= 1.0000E-01 R= 6.6762£+01 AC= 6.7141£-04 
1.8766E+00 -3.2352£+00 -2.24S7E-C3 -5.3643E-Ol 
H= 1.5625E-03 R= 2.0029E+02 AC= 5.0Q45E-04 
1.9063E+00 -3.2083£+00 -2.2988E-Q3 -5.3772£-01 





















1.22 61 -'1'4;'OUltH;;'-U5'''''1l.-'i~(':H::''.r~ 
= 85 ~-e:-Ol -1.9350E-03 -5.2416£-02 
~ ill 3 
rE-01 -2.8990E-03 -1.4541E-01 
='. 124 
2E-(11 -3.2768£-03 -2.0033£-01 
= 141' 
9E- 01 -3. ,+910E-03 -2. 3312E-Ol 
~ 167 
6E- Il1 -3.59 62E-03 '"'Z. 47 46E- 01 
~ 178 
~E-Ol -3.1829E-~3 -2.6766E-(1 
= 202 
5E-Ol -3.8160E-(3 - '.1199E-Q1 
== 222 
.8E-Il1 -3.8177E-03 -Z.7241£-01 
:: 247 
~E-01 -3.8205E-03 -Z~7338E-01 
267 
'2E- Cl -3.7791£-03 -211 7288£-01 
288 
~ E - 0 1 -:3. 7 a 2 5 E - 03 - Zit 6648 E - III 
.~ 311' 
3E-t1 -3.7025E-~ -2. 6648E-01, 
;,= 314 
,,9£+00 -3.5092E-G3 -2.4919E-U1 
~~ 335 
17E+00 -3.1772E-03' -2.1.923E-(11 
~= 356 
~8E+OIl -2.9619E-fl3 -200115E-01 
.- 367 
12E+00 -2. 6440E-(13 -1.7707E-Ol 
,~= 317 
1.~317E+OO -5.05COE-G3 '-4. ~& 71E-Ol 
1.0474£+OD -4.9241E-03 -4.0913E-01 
1.1074E+00 -5.0931£"'03 -3.8329£-01 
1.1195E+0 0 -4. 0114E -0 3 -3.1470 E-Ol 
1.1183E+OO - 3 • 961' 1E - 0 3 -3.0931£-01 
1. 11 f6 f + (l 0 -3.86QQE-1l3 -2.9616E-Ol 
1&1511E+QO -3.2909E-03 -2.4026£-01 
1.1SHE+CO -2.854I1E-03 -1.8720E-Ol 
111 1506E+ 00 -2.8140E-03 -1. 8361E-Ol 
10 16~6E+tHJ -2112839E-Q3 -1.3240 E-Ol 
181649 E+Q 0 -1.481)9£-03 -781961E-02 
1.16(3E+00 -1.005<3E-03 -4.1299£-02 
1.16~lf+aD -4.1830£-04 -1.9720£-02 
rO FINE STEPSIZ£ ~ ¥ • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • ~ • • • • • • • • • • 
~ I S 
lIS 
Z=-4. 95000E-0 1 
SET TO 3.1250E-03 
SET TO 1.Sc2~E-D3 
t. 
t;"01 2. SilO llE-02 
FOR TRAJECTORY NUMBER 
ORIGINAL PAGE ~s 
OF POOR QUAlrN 
rES ARE (X tV, Z) - ~.41lt59E+UO- 4.1G245E-03-6. 47195E-Ol 





liP X VPY VPZ VX VY VZ 
~7E-01 -1.~226E-u3 -1.1943E-02 905017E-01 -1.0226E-03 -9.3911E-03 
~.~E-01 =1.0394£-03 -1.8156E~u2 
t= 13 
9.273!E-U1 -1.4808£-03 -1.705&E-02 
iZE-Q1 -1.1222£-Q3 -1.9463E-02 
iii,: 31 iZE-01 -1.1222E-~3 -1.9403E-U2 '= 33 ,2E-01 -1.768aE-03 -4.2313E-(2 L= 60 
iOE-Oi -1.80S1E-03 -4.4423E-02 
8.8821E-01 -2.1833E-03 -3.45UOE-02 
8.1720E-01 -2.3654£-03 -4.04G9E-02 
704457E-01 -4.2901E-03 -1. 7230E-01 
7.38S5E-01 -4.3746E-03 -1.8295E-01 



































'=~~~""'~~'~-"""+-(r~c ~'"-lt ·.'lI,ru"U1:.~"i'1JTu ~< ... :3 .·:L·~*I1'I:.".·U \,1- (::. if r If'!)e;" ,;) - w ~-.-1t''2::'Z.1.Jt::'''U 1 
H= 2.5000E-02 R= 2.3887E+02 AC= ~.4563E-04 
58 2.4750E.OD -2.7105E+00 -3.5943E-£3 -5.8330E-01 
H= 5.0tOOE-02 R= 3.4415E+02 AC= 4.1413E-04 
68 2.7125E.00 -2.5103E+OO -4.32G8E-D3 -6.2285E-01 
H= 1.25DOE-02 R= 3.7292E+02 AC=4.04eaE-04 
·()."='·~'3ut.-\ll. -l..':1,+,!)t,-u.) -, 
NEVAl= 94 




• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ¥ • ¥ • • • • • • TANGENT TRAJECTORY IS AS fOLl 
I. 
, . 
l~ Ik'· ' 
""-J 
N 
• • • INITIAL COORDINATES X=-5.0000DE+DO y= o. Z=-5.00ao 
3.125 QE-O· 
1.5625E-0 
7.812 :E-O f 
IFLAG= 1 FOR KSTEP= 28 NEVAl= 60 
IFLAG= 1 FOR KSTEP= 29 NEVAl= 63 























T X Y Z 
O. -5.00UOE+00 O. -5.000'E-01 
H= 1.0000E-01 R= 3.J292E+02 AC: 9.317~E-21 
5.00 (!OE- 01 -4.5250E+00 - 5.1313E- (14 -5.n 903 E-01 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 2.1255E+01 AC= 1.6923E-03 
18QOOOE+O~ -4.0512E+QO -1.0485E-(3 -5.1842E-01 
H= 1.0 eDOE-li1 R= 6.65B1E"01 AC= 6.7263E-(l4 
1.8797E+00 -3.2321E+00 -2.2468E-[3 -5.4173E-Ol 
H= 1.S625E-03 R= 1.9997£+02 AC= 5.3975E-04 
1.9063E.00 -3.2081E+OO -2.2942E-D3 -5.429~E-Q1 
H= 6.2500E-03 R= 2.0666E+02 AC= 4.9383E-O~ 
2.0000E+00 -3.1237E+DO -2.4692E-Q3 -5.41~7E-01 
H= 2.5OO0E-02 R= 2$3735£+02. AC= 4.4684£-04 
2.5250E+00 -2.6674E+[)0 -3.7260E-03 -5.9541£-01 
H= 5.0~OOE-02 R= 3.5235E+02 AC= 4.1138E-U4 
2.7125E+CO -2.5091E+00 -4.3054E-D3 -6.2713E-01 
H= 1.2500E-02 R= 3.6565E+02 lIC= 4.0703E-04 
2.8750E.00 -2.3701E+~Q -4.8572E-03 -6.6323E-~1 
H= 2.5000E-02 R= 2.7019E+02 AC= 4.46~3E-04 
3.0000E+00 -2.2614E+00 -5.3004E-03 -~.933SE-Ol 
H= 2.50nOE-C2 R= 2.2419£+02 AC= 4.9517£-04 
3.2687E+00 -2.0226E+OO -6.Z920E-~3 -7.6277E-01 
H= 6.25DOE-03 R= 2.28Q2E+02 AC= 4.7372E-04 
3.3750E+00 -1.9261E+00 -6.6963E-03 -7.9143E-01 
H= 2.5003E-Q2 R= 2.D~74E+02 AC= 4.954~E-04 
3. 393 7 E + 00 -1. 9 a 8 9 E +0 0 - 6 • 7679 E - (13 -7.9 C 5 S E - G 1 
H= 1.5625E-03 R= 1.9867E.Q2 AC= 5.3852E-O~ 
3.4500E+00 -1.6572E+OD -6.9627E-(3 -8.1193E-01 
H= 1.2500E-02 R= 1.8939E+02 AC= 5.4795£-04 
3.8000E+00 -1.5285E+00 -8.31S4E-C3 -9.U780E-01 
H= 5.000DE-02 R= 1.9~a6E.Q2 AC= 5.4461E-04 
4.0000E+00 -1.3352E+00 -9.~6~lE-~3 -9.61!lE-Ol 
H= 5.0000E-02 R= 1.8499E+02 AC= 5.4930E-04 
4.0000E+00 -1.3352E.00 -ge0641E-03 -9.6181E-01 
H= 2.5000E-02 R= 1.8398E+02 AC= :.5533E-04 
4.3500E+00 -9.8803£-01 -1.C328E-C2 -1.0523E+00 
H= 2.5{lQOE-C2 R= 1.9043E+02 AC= ~.4233E-04 
4.7750E+00 -5.530&E-Ol -1.1753E-02 -1.152DE+OD 
H= 5.DODO£-02 R= 1.8739E+C2 AC= 5.444SE-Q4 
5.0000E.00 -3.1772E-U1 -1.24'4E-02 -1.1993E+OG 
H= 5.0nOOE-02 R= 1.8376E+02 AC= 5.5173£-04 
5.2995E+00 1.1102E-16 -1.3284E-02 -1.2553£+UO 
H= 1.0COOE-Ol R= 1.7534E.02 AC= 5.5777E-04 
HMIN IS SET TO 
HMI N I S SET TO 
HHIN IS SET 1'0 













8.4607 E- {ll -2.899 UE-03 
NEVAl= 124 
8.4692E-1J1 -3.2768E-03 







9 .14 05 E - 01 -:3 • a 1 6 Q E - i.r 3 
NEil AL= 222 
9.1608E-01 -3.8171E-03 
NEVAL= 247 
9. 2214E- (11 -3.820 5i::-U3 






NEI/AL= 314 1 
1.0069E+ijO -3.5D92E-V3 -2 
N E \I A L= 3 3 5 1 
1110387E+(l0 -3.1712E-03 -'2 
NEVAl= 356 
1.05~8E+OO -2.96.1.9£-03 -2 
NE\lAl= 367 I 
1.0682E+00 -2.64~6E-03 -j 
NEVAl= 377 
'-v 
rORY IS AS FOLLOWS • • ••••• ~ ••••••••••••••• 
Z-=-5.00000E-01 FOR TRAJECTORY NUtI,B£R 0 
:T TO :3 .125 O£-'p ~T TO 1 .562 5E-B<3 
~T 
;',. 
TO 7 • 81 2 :E·' 0 4 
~~. ' 
, \)py IIPZ "X vV VZ l -1.02i1£-Ci3 -1.8037E-02 9. ~O Z2 E-O 1 -1.0211E-03 -9.4917E-03 
i- 1 
l -1.0379£-03 -1.8253£-02 9.2743E-Ol -1.4181£- 03 -1. 7211t'£-112 
(17 




-4.2684E·~02 7. 45~3E-rJ1 -4.2808E-03 
-1. 7362E-Dl 
, 
t -1.8D 18 E-03 -4.4579E-G2 7.;t;lCl2E-Ol -4.3561E-03 
-1.8313E-01 
t,85 
~. -1. ')35 UE-£!3 
- 5. 2476E- (2 7.2203E-Ol 





-2.899 UE-03 -l. 4541£- 01 7. 7 S (j,3 E - 0 1 
- 5 • 6161£ - 0 3 -5.0306E-Ol 
,24 
~, .• 3 It 27 68 E - 03 '-2.0033£-01 9. ~347E-O 1 -5.630 OE- 03 -5. 6342E-Dl (47 
~~ -3.4910£-03 -2.3312£-01 1.13317E+0(1 -5.D50C£-03 -'4.5671E-Ol 
r67 
~ - 3 • 59 62 E - al3 
~.78 
-2.4746E-{l1 1.0474E+UO -4.9247£-03 u4.0973£-Ol 
t -3.78 29 E - [3 -2.6766£-01 1.10i4f+lJO -5.0931£-03 -3.8329E-01 ~O2 
~; - 3. 81 6 0 £ - i.r 3 - Z. 71 99 c: - 13 1 1.11£5£+00 -4.0114E-1l3 -3.1471;£-Dl 
t22 
If 
- 2. 7241£- Cll. 1.11.3E+\10 -:3 ,.967 1£ - 0:3 -3.0931£-()1 ~,' - 3. 8171E-03 
1'+7 " t 
~. -3. 82!l 51::-03 
- 2. 7338 E- 01 1.11 E8E+O 0 -3.8600E-[3 -2.961& E-Ol 
~~67 
.' ~ -3 II 7791£-03 -2.7288 £-0 1 1.1511E+OO -3. iE909E-C3 -2. 4D 28 E-O 1 ~, 
~88 . 
" 
If ~', - 3.71125 E - ~3 - 2. 6648 E- 01 1.1507E+OU -21)8540E-03 
-1. 8720.E-01 
111 .. ~ ~;3' 7D25E-CJ - 2. 6 648 E - 0 1 1.1506E+00 -2.8140E-03 -1.8361 E-O 1 "', 
. -3.5D92E-C3 -2.4919E-1.il 1.1656E+GU -2.2839£-03 -1.3240E-01 " ... 
5 , ..... 
. -3.1772E-03 -2.1923E-I\1 1.1649E+OO -1.4809£-03 -7.1961E-02 
56 .:,. 
, -2. 96.1.9E-1l3 -2.0115E-~1 1.1EG3E+Utl -1.D059£-03 -4.1299£-02 q!.r-
67 
'-2.6446E-03 - j, 7707E-D 1 1.16~1E"Oll -4.1830E-04 -1.9720£-02 
't 7 ( '1-






PLOT TANGENT TRAJECTORY TO THE TEST BOlY 
NUMBER OF SYMHETJRV'PLANES= a NUMBER OF TRAJECTORIES= 1 XSTART. 
"-J 
(.oJ 











COORDINATE TRANSLATIONS USED TO CENTER THE PLOTS - OELX, DELY, DELZ 
-1.50000E+00 J. -1.27964E-01 
CRT PLOTS 
THETA = O.OC PSI = 160.00 
PLOT LABEL - THETA=O, PSI=160, DElTA=3.5 
PEMSF = 1.5466E+00 
TRAJ. NO. 1 OF 22 POI NTS 
XTRAJ YTRAJ ZTRAJ 
-.5000E+01 o. -.S1100E+OO 
-.5000E+01 o. -.5000E+00 
-. 4525E+0 1 -.5131E-03 -.5091£+00 
-. 4Q 51E+01 -.1049E-02 -.518l4E+OO 
-. 3232E+0 1 -.2247£-02 -.541ef+OO 
-.3206E+01 -.2294E-02 -. 5~2 ~E+OQ 
-.31,24E+01 - .. 2469E-02 -.5475E+00 
-.2667E+01 -.3726E-02 -.5954E+00 
-.2509E+01 -.4305E-02 -.627 7E+0 0 
-.2370E+01 -.'+857E-02 -.6633E+l)O 
-. 2261E+iJ 1 -.5300E-02 - .6934E+00 
-.2023E+01 -.6292E-02 -.762£E+00 
-.1926E+01 -.6696£-D2 -.7915E+00 
-.1909E+01 -.6768E-02 -.7£66E+00 
- .16 57E +01 - .6963 E-G 2 -.8119E+00 
-.1528E+01 -.8315£-02 - .907l:E·.OO 
... 1335E+01 -.9064£-02 -.961~E+DO 
-.1335E+Ol -.90&4E-02 -.9 E1·fE+ 00 
-.9880E+OO -.1033E-01 -.105'E+01 
-.5531E+DQ -.1175E-Ol -.1152E+01 
-.3177E+0 Cl -.1244E-Ol -.1199E+Ol 
.1110E-15 -.1328E-Ol -.125€E+Ol 
TRAJ. NO. 1 OF 22 POI NTS 
XTRAJ \fTRAJ ZT~AJ 
~.SDOOE+01 o. -.5000E+00 
-.5000E+01 o. -.5000E+0f) 
-.4525E+Ol -.5131E-03 -.5091E+00 
".4051E+Ol -.1049E-02 -.518"E+00 
-.3232E+01 -.2247E-02 -.5418E+00 
-.3208E+01 -.2294E-U2 -.542SE~QO 
-.3124E+Ol -. 2469E-0 2 -.5475E+00 

















































-.1 ~34E+O 1 
-.1058E+01 
















~--. ., ..... , ~r ...... 'l...C<.fI!i,(\r:".-.. II! .. .. J . "',It ~ ~. "l'" '"' _ ~~ .. ~ .... ~ .. (11.13 .. _~..- .... _ .,.,.- ~!~J.~,o.e ... ~,. 
. ..." ~ ~. -'" 









r-.5894E+00 1-. &039E+ 00 
I-·&400E+OU 
r-·6418E+OO f-. 6488E+00 






































































THETA = 0.0 G PSI = 160.00 
PLOT LABEL - THETA=O, PSI=160, OELTA=3.0 
PEHSF = 1.5568E+00 
TRAJ. NO. 1 OF 
XTRAJ 
~. 5000E+O 1 
-.500 OE+O 1 
-.4525E+01 
-. 4051E+0 1 
-. 3232E+0 1 

















TRAJ. NO. 1 OF 
XTRAJ 







-.2 294E-0 2 
-.2459£-02 
-.3726E-112 





















































































































-.5000E+Ol O. -.500DE+OO -.1593E~Ol -.5792E+QO 
-.500~E+al o. ~.5DOOE+OO -.1593E+Ol -.5792£+QO 
-.4525E+Q1 -.5131E-03 -.5091E+00 -.1376E+C1 -.5933£+00 
-.4051E+01 -.1049E-02 -.5184E+00 -.1160E+01 -.6~79E+OQ 
-.3232E+01 -.2247£-02 -.541~E+OO -.7850E+DO -.6442E+OO 
-.3208E+Ol -.2294E-02 -.5429E+00 -.7740E+OO -.6460E+UD 
-.3124£+01 -.2469E-02 -.5475E+Oa -.7354E+00 -.6531E+OO 
-.2667£+01 ~.3726E-02 -e5~54E+ijO -.5258E+00 -.7217£+00 
-.2509E+Ol -.4305E-02 -.6217E+00 -.4529E+00 -.7780E+00 
-.2370E+01 -.4857E-02 -.6633E.00 -.3868E+OO -.8334E+UO 
:r_.~ 
. -.2261E+01 -.5300E-02 -.6934E+00 -.3381E+CO -.88G2E+On L (', -.2023E+01 -.&292E-02 -.7E2~E+OO -.2285E+00 -.9882E+OO 
, . -.1926E+Ol -.5696E-02 -.7915E+DO -.1840E+QO -e1033E+Ol 




..;.· .. ....:-;;u·~c. ... u·~ . 
-.1857E"01 
-.1528E+01 
- .1335E+0 1 
- .1335E+0 1 
-.9880E+Q( 
-.5531E+00 
- .. 3177E+00 
.1110E-15 









-.f"JeOI:. ... "u 
-.8119E+OlJ 
-. 9018E+ 00 
- .961 €E+CHl 
- .961 eE+ 00 
-.105cE+01 
- .11 52E+01 
-.1199£+01 
-.125€E+01 
THETA = o.OC PSI = 160.00 
PLOT LABEL - THETA=O, PSI=160, DELT~=2.5 
PEMSF = 1.5672E+00 















- .19D 9E+0 1 
-.1857E+01 
-.1528E+01 
- .133 5E+0 1 
-.1335E+01 


















- .19 26E+0 1 
-.1909E+01 
- .1857E+0 1 












-. 3126E-0 2 


























-. 5301OE-0 2 
-.6292£-02 
-.6696£-02 













:: ~~;;~:~~ ~ 
-.6633E+OO 
-.693 ,.E ~ 00 




















- .6277E+ 00 
.... 6633E+00 
-.69 34E+ 00 






-. 9618E+ 1.1£1 





















































.... ~ \I At J.C-'" U:J: 















































- .122 2£+01 
- .130 7E+D 1 
-.1307E+01 
_ ... " .• J ".~ • -" .. 























PROGR4/1 P!)O)(C 710/7". CPT=2 FTN ".7+ .. 76 
PRDGRAI' P8IlXC(lNPUT,TAP::&, TAPE5=r"PUT, OUTPUT, 
1 TAPES, TAPE9. TAPE39, PUNCH, TAPf.1=PUNCH) FBO>:C 2 
C PBOXC 3 C H. G. NORMENT, AT/10SPHE~IC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES - NO~EM8E~ 1~79 PBOXC .. 
C PBcxe 5 C THIS COOt HAS THREE PRI~CIPAL VSES - PBOXC 6 
C 1. DEBUG HESS-SI'UT'i COOE INFUT DA TA. PBCXC 7 
C 2. PUT 3-0II1ENSIC~AL BODY SURFACE DESCRIPTIOf\. PBCXC 8 
C 3. TRANSFER aUAORA.ATERAL ELEMENT DATA TO UNIT r:, FD/{ LATER PBOXC., 
C USE BY PRCGRAI'I STEf\EO. FBCXC 10 
C PBOXC 11 C PER.FORt'S FRELIHINARY P~OCESSI"G (IPROS=TRUEJ (SCALING, PBCXC 12 
C TRANSLATING, R(lATING) :JF INFUT OATA FOR THe. HE!:)S-SI'IITH PBOXC 13 
C NON-LIFTING COCE (RPT. ::.s. 4111:22). PRELIHINA~Y PROCt:S!:.£u OATA PBC)(C 14 
C HAY 9E PUNCHEO (IPUNCH=r~UEI. AFTER PRELIMINARY PROCESSING, OATAPBCXC 15 
C ALSO HAY OE PPCCESSEO I~TO QUAORALATERAL ELEMENTS ANC T~~ HESS- PBOXC 16 
C SHrrH FIRST OU1Pur (~.S. ItLb22 SEC. 9.41 HAY B~ PRlNTEO (!PRNT= PBCXC 17 
C TRUE) • OATA ALSO 114 Y :IE PLOTTED ClPICT=TRUEI. IN ANy CASE THE PBCXC 18 
C onA ARE WRITTfN ON TO JNIT y, WHICH HAy BE ~AVED FOR USE LATER P8CXC 19 
C BY S1\ STEREO WHICH PLOT~ THE BODY ALONG IHTH TRAJt:CTCRI~S. P80XC 20 
C FBC~C c1 
COMMON HEOR' lSJ, NQUAD, KASE., r-.SYM, IFL~G, IPROS, IPUN:;H, II-!R"T, FB(XC 22 
1 IPICT, ICRT, SINA, COS~, XSCALE, ~SCALE, ZSCUE, XTI\At-S, YTRAI'S, FBCXC 23 
2 ZTRANS FBOXC 2~ ~EAl MACH FBC)(C 2S 
LOGICAL IPI\OS, IPUNCH, IPRNT, IFICl, ICRT F8CXC 26 
COMMON ,,./ I1ACI-', SHA, ~:iETA FBCXC 27 
C RfAO 11'-1 CONTROL DAU PBC)(C 211 
J. REAO ( 5, SOOO HHEo"cr'ol=1,15',lFlAG,NSYM, KMACH, KASE PBCXC 29 
9000 FO~MAT( 15114, 11, lO)(,I1, llI, 11, ,X, A4, FBOXC 30 
HACH = c.o F8CX( 31 
IF'IKI1AGH .NE. CI RE~D(S,b) MACH FBOXC 32 
o FO'\I1AT (Fl0.f) PBO~C 33 
BEJA = SCRT(1.0 - MACH • MACHI FBC)(C 3". 
R BET A = 1. C / 8 ET A P B C X ( 35 
"EAO(S,8000IIPROS, IPUN::H, IPi<NT, IPICT, ICRT FBOC J& 
8000 FO~I1AT(5L1' FBCX( 37 
If( IPRO! I READ(5,70UO) ANGLE, XSC:'LE, YSCALE, lSCAlE,l\T~ANS, FBCXC 38 
1 'rn;:Ar-s, ZTRHS P80( 39 
7eDO FO~MAT( 7F20.01 PBOXC "0 
IF(.NOT. IFROSJ GO TO 5J FBC)C( 41 
IF(XSCAlE .le. 0.01 XSCAlE.=1.0 P80XC 102 
IFCYSCALE .EQ. U.1l1 YSC~lt:.=l.1l FBCXC .. 3 
IFCZSCALE .EQ. O.OJ ZSGALE=1.~ PBOXC 104 
COSA = COSC 0.0174S33· ANGl~) PBCXC .. 5 
SINA = SIN( 0.017".533' ANGLEI PBCXC 46 
5(1 REWIND ~ P6C)« H 
REWIND 9 ~BCXC 48 
GALL PINFUT FBOXC "9 
IFCIPIcr I CALL PICTUR PBCXC 50 
IF( ICRT I CALL FRAME(O.5,O.S' FBCX( 51 
IFCIPIcr .ANO •• NOT. I;RT) CALL PLOf(1.5.0~ lIo1l,-3) PBO)(C51A 
IF(fPICT .ANO. .NCT. I::RTJ CAll E~DCC FBoe 52 
IFCIPICT .AND.ICRTI CALL ENOFLT PBCXC 53 
REWIND 9 FBCxC 5~ 
STOP F8CXC 55 







o .. • ... ........ ~....... ._. ~ ... ~ .... • .... i . ~ 1!- ... _.~ .,.~. ~ 
~DECK,PEAOER PEAD 1 
SU8ROUTINE PEADER PEAO 2 
COMMON HEDR( 15), NQUAO, KASE, NSYM, IFlAG, IPROS, IfUNCH, IPRNT, PEAO 3 
1 IPICT, ICRT, SINA, COSA, XSCAlE, '(SCAl.E, ZSCAlE, XTf<ANS, .yT~ANS, PEAO '+ 
2 ZTRANS PEAD 5 
LOG ICAl IPROS, I PUNC H, I FR,NT, IPI~T, ICRT PEAD 6 
OAT A IPAGE/OI PEAD 7 
1 FORMATe 1H1, 4X, 1ljH PRO(;RAM PBCXC, 15X, ~OHATHOSPHExIC SCIE~Cf ASPEAO 6 
1S0CIATESI 38X, 22H8ECFORO, MASSACHUSETTS, 22X, '+HP~GEI5(PEAO 9 
2 1X, 8HeODY 10., 2X, A41 311X, 15A!t) PEAD 10 
10 IPAGE = IPAGE + 1 PEAD 11 
WRITE (6,1) IPAGE, KASE, (HED~UI)'I=1,15) PEAO 12'~ 
RETURN PEAD 13 
END PEAO 14 








































SUBROUTINE PATPROS( X, Y, Z, XX, ,(y, ZZ ) 
THIS IS A SIMPLE SCALING AND ORIGIN TRANSLATION COCE FOR THE 
DOUGLAS SOXC POTENTIAL FLOW CODE DATA INPUT 
XTRANS, YTRANS, ZTRANS ARE ORI;IN TRA~SlATIONS 
XSCALE, YSCALE, ZSCAlE ARE SCALE FACTCRS 
THE CODE ALSO ALLOWS FOR ROTATION IN THE ~ - Z PLANE TO ADJUST 
FOR ARBITRARY ANGLE OF ATTACK 
SINA, COSA ARE SINE AND COSINE OF ANGLE 
ANGLE IS THE ANGLE( I~PUT IN D~GREES) THAT THE AIRPLANE AXIS 
MAKES WITH rHE NEGATIVE x AXIS (POSITIVE COUNTERCLOCKWISE 
FROM THE-X AXIS) AFTER SCALING ( NOTE - AFTER SCALING THE 
AIRPLANE NOSE POINTS DOWN THE ~EGATIVE X AXIS) 
THIS VE~SION FOR USE WITt P80XC 
LOGICAL IPROS, IPUNCH, IPRNT, IPI~T, ICRT 
COMMON HEDR( 15), NQLAD, KASE, NSYM, 1FLAG, IPROS, IPUNCH, IPRNT, 
1 I PICT, ICRT, SI NA, COSA, XSCALE~ YSCALoE, ZSCALE: t XTRANS ~ Y TRA NS t 
2 ZTRANS 
X = ( x - XTRANS 
Y = ( Y - YTRANS 
Z = ( Z - ZTRANS 
XX= ( XX- XTRANS 
YY= ( YY- Y lRANS 
ZZ= ( ZZ- ZTRANS 
XP = x 
) • XSCALE ) .. YSCAlE 
) • ZSCALE 
) • XSCALE 
) • YSCALE ) "ZSCALE 
x = XP .. COSA .. Z • S1 ~A 
Z = XP • SINA + Z • COSA 
XP :; xx 
XX= XP .. COSA - ZZ .. SINA 






















































I! "' .. _ 
... <-.,~ - ..... _.' , ""~ .. .;;: ., '". - ".~ ... 



















PROCESSES THE HESS-SMITH CODE INP~T DATA 
REAL NX, NY, NZ t HACH 
LOGICAL IPROS, IPUNCH, IFRNT, IPI~T, ICRr, RFlAG, AFLAG, aFLAG 
INTEGER STAT, STATT, CCNV 
COMMON HEOR( 15), NQCAD,KASE, NSYM, IFLAG, !PROS, IPUNCH, IfRNT, 
1 IPICT, IC:RT. SINA, COSA, XSCALEt YSCAL£, ZSCALE, XTRANS, YTFANS, 
2 ZTRANS 






















DIMENSION LAXIS(8), ~AXIS(6), L4S(6), LeS) PINP 
DIMENSION XA ( sec), xe« 500), VA ( SOO)' VB 5(10 ), PINP 
1 ZA ( 500), ZS ( 50D't NLINE(500), NLT« SOD ), CFLAG(3)' PINP 
2 XI (~" ETA (4), XIN (4), YIN (!t), ZIN (,~" 
4 RX(4), ~ (4), RV (4' 
EQUIVALENCE (NUlL,NQUAC) 
DATA CFLAG ·1 2H 1, 2H 2, 2H I 
DATA PI/3.1~1593EO/, HAFPI/1.570736E~/, epS/.OOD11 
DATA LAXIS I 4HVIEH~ ltH CF , 4HBOI)Y, 4H lOa, 4HKING, 4H DOH, 
~ 4HN TH, 1HEI 
DATA RAXISI 4H AX!, 4HS TO, 4HWAR~,4H THE, 4H ORI, 4HGIN I 
DATA L451 4H45-0, 4HEGRE, 4HE VI, 4HEW F, 4HROH , 4HTHE I 
DATA R451 4HSIDE/, L/S.4H I 
DATA PLUSX, MINUSX, fLUSY, HINUSY, PLUSZ, r.INUSZ 
1 I ~H + X , 4H - X t 4H + 'I , ltH -Y , 4H -+ Z , 4H - Z I 
1 FORMAT ( 3E10.0, 12 I 3FiQ.ln, 12) 
4002 FORMAT ( 1HO, 6)( St-N M, lX, 4 ( 1HX, 11X ), 2HNX, 11X, 3HNFX, 
1 11X, 1HO I 19)(, It ( 1HY, 11X ), 2HNY, 11X, 3HNPY, 11)(, 1HT I 
2 19X, 4(1HZ, 11X ), 2HN2, 11X, 3'iNPZ, 11X, 1HA ) 
4005 FO~MAT (·1HO, 7)(, 14, 4F12.6, 2F13.6, E14.4,A2/(12X,4F12.6, 
1 2F13.6, E14.4) ) 
4010 FORMAT ( tHO, JX, 214, 4F12.6, 2F13.6, E14 ... ,A2/Ci2X, 4F12.&, 
1 2F13.6, E14.4 ) ) 
4015 FORMAT ( 1HO, J « 20)(, 12H .... "~····4 ..... » 
INPUT -- SECTION 9.1 INPUT SCHEME 
KLCT = 0 
NULL = 0 
NPRT = 13 
CALL PEADER 

































PI NP 36 








40 FORMAT (1HO,16X.44HP A R A H E T l I C 
IF ( N S Y H - 1) 54 , 56 t 58 
I ~ FOR tI A T I a NIl) PI NP 45 
5~ WRITE (6, 55) 
55 FORMAT UHO,16X,21HNC SYMMETRY SPECIFIED) 
GO TO 61 
56 WR I T E (6, 51) 
57 FORMAT (1HO ,16X.3DHTHERE IS ONE P~ANE OF SYMMETRY) 
GO TO 61 
S8 WRITE (6, 59) NS VH 
59 FORMAT (1HO,l&X,9HTHERE ARE,I2, 13H PLANES OF SYMMETRY) 
61 IF ( MACH .NE. 0.0 , WRITE (6, 21) MACH 
21 FORMAT (1~O,16X.13HHACH NUMBER =,F10.S) 
IF CIFLAG .EIl. 0) GO TO 29 
REAO C5, 20) NLH1, HHIN, Bt C 
IF (B .EQ. 0.0) B = 1.,0 











PI NP 54 
PI NP 55 
PINP 56 
PINP 57 
PI ~p. 5,8 





2Q FORMAT ( 215, 2f 10.5 ) PINP ·61 
4 FORMAT ( 8F10.D ) PINP 62 
WRITE (6, 62) NtM1, ~HIN, B, C PINP 63 
62 FORMAT (1HO,16X,10HGENERATE A,I3, 2H X,I3, 12H SPHfRE. B :;'; ,flO .5, PINP 64 
1 4X,3HC ::,F10.5 ) PINP 65 
MLINES = HMIN. 1 PINP 66 
NLINES :: NLH1 + 1 PINP 61 
N = 0 PINP 68 
IF ( NSYH .EQ. U ) GO TO 2 PINP 69 
IF ( NS YM - 2 ) 3, 5, 6 PINP 70 
2 PITH :: PI PINP 71 
PIPHI :: PI + PI PIN? 72 
GO TO 7 PINP 73 
3 PITH :: PI PINP 74 
PIPHI ::' PI PIN? 1S 
GO TO 7 PINP 76 
5 PITH = PI PIN? 71 
PIPHI = HAFPI PINP 76 
GO TO 1 PINP 19 
6 PITH = HAFPI PINP 80 
--,: 
PIPHI :: PITH PINP 81 
7 SPH ( MLINES , = SIN « PIPHI ,- PINP 82 SPH ( 1 , = 0.0 PINP 83 ., 
CPH ( HLINES ) = COS ( PIPHI PINP 84 i CPH ( 1 ) = 1.0 PINP 85 
I EKH 
:: MMIN ,pINP 86 
EKN :: NLMi PINP 87 
EMM = 0.0 PINP 88 
DO 8 I = 2, MMIN PINP 89 
EMM = EHM + 1.0 PINP 90 i PHI = EMM I EKM ... PI FHI PINP 91 i ~ SPH ( I , = SIN ( PHI) PIN? 92 
t, e .CPH r I ) = CO.S ( PHI' ) PINP 93 I IF ( IFlAG .EQ. 2 , GO TO 1~ PINP 94 ENN = 1.0 PINP 95 DO 9 I = 1, tiLl NES PINP 96 
J XA ( I I = 1.0 PINP 97 YA « I ) =U. 0 PINP 98 i 9 ZA ( I ) = 0.0 PINP 99 
GO TO 18 PINP lOO i 
10 READ ( 5, 4 ) ( XI t\P ( I , . ZINP ( I ) t I = 1, NLI NES ) PIN? 101 I 00 11 I= 1, HLI NES PINP 102 XA « I , = XINF ( 1 , PINP 103 
.f 
YA ( I , = B ... lIN? « 1 , ... SPH ( I ) PINP 10 It -Ijl 
ZA « I » = - C '" ZINP « 1 ) ... CPH ( I , PINP 105 1 XB « I ) = XINP « 2 ) PINP 106 , :1 
YB ( I ) a ... lINP C 2 ) ... SPH ( I ) PINP 1117 , = 
1 11 za ( I » = .- C .. ZINF ( 2 » ... CPH ( I ) PINP 108 
NLCT = 2 PINP 109 l j GO TO 250 PINP 110 ~ 
12 00 1tt I = 1, HLI NES PINP 111 , , 
XA ( I ) = KB « I ) PIN? 112 ~ j YA ( I ) = YB ( I ) PINP 113 
14 ZA C I ) = ZB « I ) PINP 114 
IF ( IFLAG .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 16 PINP 115 
NLCT = NLCT + 1 f'I NP 116 
DO 15 I = 1, HlINES PINP 117 
XB ( I ) = XINP ( NLCT ) PIN? 116 
VB ( I » = a .. ZINP ( NLCT ) .. S?H ( I ) Plt-.? 119 






GO TO 250 PINP 121 
16 ENN = ENN + 1.0 PINP 122 
18 THETA = ENN / EKN • PITH PINP 123 
STH = SIN ( THETA) PINP 124 
CTH = COS ( THETA) PINP 125 
DO 17 I = 1, K..INES PINP 126 
X B ( I ) = C T H P I Nfl 1.2 7 
VB ( I ) = B • STH .. SPH ( I ) PINP 128 
1; ZB ( I , = - c· • STH • CPH « I ) PINP 129 
GO TO 250 PINP 130 
29 N = -1 PINP 131 
IFCIPROS) WRITE(6,lV1) PINP 132 
IF(IPROS) WRITE(6,102) XSCALE, YSCALE, ZSCALE, XTRANS, YTRANS, PINP 133 
1 ZTRANS, COSA, SINA PINP 134 
IF(IPICT) WRITE(6,1C3) PINP 135 
IF (IPUNCH) WRITE (6,104) PI NP 136 
C PINP 137 
101 FORHAT( lHO, 16X, 61HINPLT DATA A~E PROCESSED BY SCALING, ROTATI~~PINP 138 
1 AND TRANSLATING) PINP 139 
102 FORMAT( 18X, SaHXSCALE, YSCAlE, ZSCALE, XTRANS, YTRANS, ZTRANS, COPINP 140 
1SA, SINAI 15X, 8(1PE14.~)' PINP 141 
103 FORHATe lHO, 16X,18HPlOTS ARE PRE'AREO' PINP 142 
104 FORHAT( lHO, 16X, 16HDATA ARE FUN::HEO' PINP 143 
XMIN = 1.0E6 PINP 144 
XMA X = -1. DE6 PINP 1 i.'-;; 
VMIN = 1.0E6 PINP 1~6 
VMAX = -1.DE6 PINP 147 
ZMIN = 1.DEG PINP 148 
ZHAX = -1.0E6 PINP 149 
GO TO 50 PINP 15U 
30 IF ( RFLAG ) GO TO 50 PINP 151 
RFLAG = .TRUE. PINP 152 
X = XX PI NP 1!;3 
V = VV PINP 1~4 
Z = ZZ PINP 155 
STAT = STATT PINP 156 
GO TO 66 PINP 157 
50 RFlAG = .FAlSE. PINP 158 
51 READ ( 5, l' X, Y, Z, STAT, XX, YV, ZZ, STATT PINP 159 
IF ( IPROS , CALL FATPROS( X, V, Z, XX, yy, ZZ ) PINP lEO 
IFCIPUNCH , WRITE(1,51DO) X, Y, Z. STAT, XX, YV, ZZ, STATT PINP 161 
5100 FORMAT( 3e Fl0.7), 12/ 3( F1D.7', 12) PINP 162 
WRITE (9' X,Y,Z,STAT,XX,YY,ZZ,STATT PINP 1£3 
C PINP 164 
64 XMIN = AMIN1(XHIN, X • RBETA' PINP 165 
YHIN = AHINUYHIN,Y) PINP 156 
ZMIN = AHIN1(ZHIN,Z) PINP 167 
XMAX = AMAX1(XHAX, X • R~ETA) PINP 168 
VMAX = AMAX1(YMAX,Y) PINP 169 
ZMAX = AHAX1(ZMAX,Z) PINP 170 
IF(STAT .EQ. 3' GO TO 164 PINP 171 
X MIN = AMI N 1 ( X HI N t X X. R e ETA , PI N P 112 
VMIN = AHIN 1CYMIN, YY> PINP 173 
ZMIN = AHIN1(ZHIN,ZZ) PINP 174 
XMAX = AMAX1(XMAX, XX· RBETA) PINP 175 
YMAX = AMAX1CVMAX,YV) PINP 176 
ZHAX = AMAX1(ZMAX,ZZ) PINP 177 
164 IFe NSYM .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 65 PINP 178 
VMIN = MlIN1( YHIN, -Y) PINP 179 









IF(STAT .EQ. 3) GO TO 16: 
YMIN = AMIN1( YMIN, -YY) 
¥HAX = AMAX1( YMAX, -YY) 
165 IF( NSYH .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 65 
ZMIN = AMINi( ZHIN, -Z) 
ZMAX = AMAX1( ZHAX, -Z) 
IFCSTAT .EQ. 3) GO TO 65 
ZMIN = AMIN1( ZMIN, -ZZ) 
ZMAX = AK,)(1' ZHAX, -ZZ) 
65 IF (N .EU.(-1"GO TO 80 
66 IF (STAT .EQ. 0 .OR. STAT .EQ. 3) GO TO 180 
IF ( STAT .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 200 
IF ( .NOT. AFLAG ) GO 10 200 
MC = M 
80 M = 1 
IF ( STAT • EQ. 2) GO TO 150 
IF ( .NOT. BFLAG ) GO TO 84 
75 00 81 J = 1, MC 
X A ( J ) = )(8 ( J ) 
VA ( J ) = YB ( J ) 
81 ZA « J , = ZB ( J ) 
83 XB ( 1 ) = )( 
YB ( 1 ) = Y 
ZB ( 1 ) = Z 
GO TO 30 
8~ IF ( AFLAG ) GO TO 85 
Bf'LAG = • TRUE. 
GO TO 75 
85 AFLAG - .FALSE. 
GO TO 83 
150 AFLAG = .TRUE. 
BFLAG = .FALSE. 
IF (N .EQ.(-1)N = Q 
160 XA ( M ) = X 
YA ( M ) = V 
ZA ( M ) = Z 
GO TO 30 
180 t1 = M + 1 
IF ( AFLAG ) GO TO 160 
XB (M ) = X 
YB ( M , = Y 
ZB ( M ) = Z 
IF « STAT .NE. 3) GO TO 30 
200 MMIN = MINO(M~ He) - 1 
MC = M 
250 N = N + 1 
KLCT ::.:. KLCT + 1 
IF( .wOT. IPRNT) GO TO 2100 
BEGIN COMPUTATION OF NUll PCINTS AND 28 QUANTITIES 
DO 2000 I = 1, MMI~ 
NULL = NULL + 1 
X IN ( 1) = X A ( .I , ... R 8ET A 
X I N ( 2 ) = X A CI + U ... R 8 ET A 
XIN(3) = XBCI+1' ... RBETA 
XIN(4' = xae I ) ... RaETA' 
YIN(t) = YAU) 
YIN(2) = YA'I.1' 














































































































































.:: ZA (U 
.:: ZA U+1J 
.:: ZB cr+U 
:: ZBU' 




















FORM CROSS PROOlJC~ 
EQUATION (65) N .:: T2 X T 1 
NX :: T2Y4T1Z - T1Y4T2Z 
NY = T1X·T2Z T2X.T1Z 
NZ = T2X4T1Y - T1X4T2Y 
VN .:: SQRT ( NX· NX • 
FORM UNIT NORMAL ~ECTOR 
EQUATION (&6' 
NX .:: NX I VN 
NY = NY I VN 
NZ .:: NZ I VN 
COMPUTE AVERAGE POINT 
EQUATION (68' 
· '-' 
AVX = ~25 • « XINUl ... XIN(2) + XIN(3) + XIN(4) I 
AVY = .25 4 ( YIN(1) -+ YIN(2) + YINCH + YIN(4) , 
AVZ = .2S • « ZINC!) + ZIN(2) + ZIN(3) ... ZIN(4' ) 
COMPU.TE PROJECTION DISTANCE 










































o = NX.( A~X - XI~(1) ) + 
PO :: ASS( 0 ) NY·( ~'JY - YIN(1) ) + NZ4(A~Z-ZINC1») PIN? 
EQUATIONS ( 73 ) AND ( 74 
T = SQRT ( T1X·T1X + 11Y4T1Y + T1Z.T1Z , 
T1X = T 1X I T 
T1Y = T1Y I T 
T1Z - T 1Z I T 
EQUATION C 75 , 
T2X = NY.T1Z - NZ4T1Y 
TZY = NZ.T1X - NX.T1Z 
T2Z :: NX4T1Y - NY4T1X 
, 
COMPUTE COORDINATES OF CORNER POINTS IN REFERENCE COORD. SYSTEM 































































































DO 1000 J = 1, 4 
XP = XINeJJ + NX .. 0 
YP = YIN(J) • NY .. 0 
ZP = ZIN(J) + NZ • 0 
D = - 0 
XOIF = XP - AVX 
YOIF = YP - AVY 
lOIF = ZP - AVZ 
C TRANSFORM CORNER POIN1S TO ELEMENT COORtOINATE SYSTEM (XI, ETA) 
C WITH AVERAGE POINT AS O~IGIN 
C EQUATION e 60 ) :u 
XI(J) = T1X·XOIF + T1Y.YOIF + T1Z"ZOIF 
1000 ETAeJ) = T2X·XOIF + T2Y~YOIF + T2Z"ZDIF 
C COMPUTE CENTRCIO 
C EQUATION «81) 
XIO = .3333333EO ¥ ( XI (4) .. ( ETA (1) - ETA (2) ) .. XI ( 2' 
1 .. ( ETA (4) - ET A 4 1) ) j I ( :: T A (2' - ETA « it) ) 
ETAO = -.3333333EO .. ET~(1) 
C OBTAIN CORNER POINTS IN SYSTEM WITH ~ENTROIO AS ORIGIN 
C EQU ATION (82' 
00 1020 J = 1, 4 
XIeJ' = XI(J) - XIO 
102 Q ETA (J) = ETA(J) - ETAO 
G COMPUrATION AIDS 
ETA2M1 = ETA ( 2 ) - ETA « 1 ) 
ET A 3H2 = ET A ( 3) E1 A ( 2 ) 
ET A 4M3 = ET A ( 4 ) - ET A ( 3 ) 
ET A 1M 4 = ET A ( 1 ) - ET A ( 4 , 
Xli HZ = XI ( 1 , - X I ( 2 ) 
XI21'13 = XI e 2 ) - X I ( 3 , 
XI3114 = XI e 3 ) - XI ( 4 , 
XI4M1 = XI ( 4 ) - XI ( 1 ) 
ETA2P4 = ETA ( 2 ) + ETA C 4 ) 
X131'11 = XI e 3 » - XI ( 1 ) 
XI4H2 = XI ( 4 » - X I e 2 t 
ETA2M4 = ETA « 2 ) - ETA ( 4 ) 
X I 12 3 4 = X I « 1 ) • )( I ( 2 ) • XI ( 3 ) • X I ( 1+ , 
C TRANSFORM CENTROIO TO REFERENCE COOR~INAT£ SYSTEM 
C ECUATION (83) 
XGENT = AVX + T1X.XIO + T2X.ETAO 
YCENT = AVY + T1Y"XIO .. T2Y"ETAO 
ZCENT = AVZ • T1Z"XI~ + T2Z.ETAO 
C COMPUTE LARGER OIAGCNAL VECTOR 
C EQUATION (84) 
TSQ = AMAX1 e X13M1 •• 2, XI4M2 .~ 2 • ETA2M4 .... 2 
T = SQRT ( TSQ ) 
C COMPUTE AREA 

























































































328 :~~ :1 
331 ~ ~;i 1 






342 1 1 343 ,I 
344 '~ 
345 j 






354 I i 355 :\ 







AREA .:: .5 ¥ XI3Ml ~ ETA2H4 
C COMPUTE CONSTANTS FOR EQUATIONS ( 42 ) ANO ( 43 ) 
C EQU A TI ON (,. 5 ) 
0125Q = XllM2 •• 2 + ETA2Ml ~~ 2 
012 = SORT ( 012SQ ) 
023SQ .:: XI2H3 ·.2 + ETA3H2 .~ 2 
023 = SORT ( 023S0 ) 
D34SQ .:: XI3M~ •• 2 + ETA4M3 ~~ 2 
034 : SORT ( 034SQ ) 
D41SQ .:: XI4Ml •• 2 + ETA1M4 ... ~ 2 
041 = SORT ( 041SQ ) 
C1 = 0.0 
C2 = 0.0 
C3 = 0.0 
Cit = 0.0 
C5 = a.a 
C6 = Q. 0 
C1 = 0.0 
C8 .:: O.G 
XNP = 0.0 
YNP = 000 
IF ( 012 ) 103D, 1040, 1030 
1030 Cl = ETA2Ml I 012 
C5 .:: XllM2 I OiZ 
Ul40 IF ( 023) 1050, 1060, 1050 
1050 C2 = ETA3H2 I 023 
Co = XI2M3 I ()23 
1060 IF 034) 1070, 1080, 1070 
1070 C3 = ETA4H3 I 034 
C7 = XI3M4 I 034 
11.180 IF ( 041 ) 1090, 1100, 1090 
1090 Cft - ETA1M4 I 041 
C6 = XI4M1 I 041 
1100 CONV =3 
C BEGIN NULL'POINT ITERATICN 
00 1590 IT R = 'i, 30 
DO 158(1 K = 1,4 
C EQU ATI ON (47) 
R ( K ) = SORT ( ( X N P - XI ( K ) ) ...... 2 +- ( Y NP - ETA ( K )J·v· ~ 2 ) 
RX (K ) .:: ( XNP - XI ( K ) » I R ( K , 
1560 RY (K ) = ( YNP - ETA ( K ) ) I R ( K • 
R1PR2 .:: R ( l' + R ( 2 ) 
R2PR3 = R« 2 ) + R ( 3 , 
R3PR4 = R ( 3) + R ( '+ ) 
R'+PR1 .:: R ( '+) + R ( 1 ) 
ARG1 .:: ALOG « ( R1PR2 - 012 ) I < R1PR2 + 012 ) ) 
ARG2 = ALOG ( ( R2PR~ - 023 ) I « R2PR3 • 023 ) ) 
ARG3 .:: AlOG (CR3PR4 - 034 ) I C R3PR4 + 034 ) ) 
ARG4 = AlOG «R4PRl - 041 ) I ( R*PR1 + 041 ) ) 
C COI1PUTE INDUCED VElOC lTV CO~PONENTS 
C ECUATIONS (42) AND ( 43 ) 
VX = Cl ... ARGl + C2 ... ARG2 + C3 ... ARG3 + C4 ... ARG 4 



























































PI NP 416 
PI NP 417 
PINP 418 
PINP 419 







COMPUTE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF INDUCED VELOCITIES 
ECUATION ( 90 " USING EQUATIONS ( 91 ) - ( 93 , 
012P= (R1PR2..... 2 
D23P= (R2PR3· ... 2 
034P= (R3PR4...... 2 
041P= (R4PR1"~ 2 
C1P = ETA2M1 I D12P 
C2P = ETA3M2 I D23P 
C3P = ETA4H3 I D34P 
C4P = ETA1H4 I D41P 
C5P = XI1M2 I 012P 
C 6 P = X I2M 3 I D 2:3 P 
ClP = XI3M4 I D34P 
C8P = XI4H1 I C41P 
- 012 sa 
- 023 SQ 
- 031t sa 
- 041 sa 
R12Y = RY ( 1 ) + RY ( 2 ) 
R23Y = RY « 2 , + RY « 3 J 
R34Y = RY ( 3 ) + RV ( 4 , 
R41 Y = RY ( '+ , + R Y ( 1 , 
» " • 5 
) ... 5 
) " • 5 ) ... 5 
V X X = C 1 P'" ( R X ( 1 , + R X « 2 , , + C 2 P'" « RX « 2 ) + R X ( 3 
1 C 3P'" ( RX « 3 , + RX ( It » ) + C itp· ( RX ( 4 ) • RX « 1 
VXY = C1P'" R12Y + C2P'" R23Y + C3f)f. R34Y ,+ C4P" R41 Y' 
VYY = C5P'" R1ZV + C6f. R23Y + C1P~ R34Y + C8p· R41Y 
COMPUTE NEW NULL POINT ( XNP, YNP ) 
EQUATION ( 94 ) 
XMXP = ( VY .. VXY - VX ... VYV ) I ( VXX 
XNP = XMXP + XNP 
YNP = YNP - ( VX + V~X ... XMXP ) I VXY 
CONVERGENCE 

































TEST NU LL POINT 
IF ( ABS ( VX ) 
CONTINUE 




C NO CONVERGENCE, USE 
CONV = 2 
30TH ITERATION 
C TEST IF THIS POINT IS OU1SIOE THE ELEMENT 
C 
1600 IF ( XNp ..... 2 .. YNP ..... 2 .LE. TSl) GO TO 1620 
CONVERGES 




GO TO 1700 




C TRANSFORM NULL POI~T TO REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM 
C EQUATION ( 19) NOTE THAT Z - COORDINATE IS ZERO 
C 
1620 XNULL = XCENT + TiX ... XN' + T 2X ... YNP 
YNULL = YCENT + TlY • XN' + T2Y ... YNP 
ZNULL = ZCENT + T1Z ... XN' + T 2Z ... YNP 
PRINT RESULTS -- SECTION 9.4 THE FIRST OUTPUT 
1700 IF ( NPRT .GE. 11 , GO TO 1750 



























































































IF ( I .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 17EO PINP 481 
WRITE (6, 4005) I, XIN, NX, XNUll , PD, CFLAG (CONV), PINP 482 
1 YIN, NY, YNULL , T, ZIN, ~Z7 ZNULL , AREA PINP 483 
GO TO 1710 PINP 484 
1750 NPRT = 0 PINP 485 
CALL PEAOER PINP 486 
WRITE ( 6, 4002 ) PINP 487 
1760 WRITE ( 6, 4010) N ,I, XIN, NX, XNULL , PO, CFLAG (CONVPINP 488 
1 ), YIN, NY, YNULL , T, ZIN, NZ, Z~UlL , AREA PINP489 
1770 CONTINUE PINP 490 
200n CONTINUE PINP 491 
2100 NLT ( Klcr ) = HMI~ PINP 492 
NLINE ( KLCT ) = N PINP 493 
IF ( IFLAG .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 2001 PINP 494 
IF ( N .IT. NlM1 ) GC TO 12 PINP 495 
IF( IPRNT ) WRITE(6,4015) PINP 496 
GO TO 2025 PINP 497 
2001 IF ( STAT .LT. 2 ) GO TO 80 PINP 498 
Nt T (K '-en = -N L T ( KL C n PI N P 4 9 9 
NPRT = NPRT * 1 PINP 500 
IF( IPRNT ) WRITE(6,4015) PINP 501 
PI NP 502 
C T EST FOR END OF CASE PINP 503 
2020 IF ( STAT .NE. 3 ) GO TO 80 PINP 504 
2025 NN1 = MOD ( 3 ... NQUAO, 255 ) PINP 5U5 
NQNN1 = NQUAD PINP 506 
IF ( NNl .LT. 5 .ANOe NN1 .GT. 0 ) NQNN1 = NQUAD ~ 2 PINP 507 
DELX = -0.5 ... (XHIt.; .. Xt'!AX) PINP 508 
OELY = -0.5 ... (Yt1It; + YMAX) PINP 5139 
DELZ = -0.5 ... (ZMI~ + ZHAX) PINP 510 
WRITE (9) XMIN, XHAX. YMIN, YMAX, ZMIN, ZMAX, DELX, DELY, DELZ, PINP 511 
1 NSYM PINP 512 
ENDFILE 9 PINP 513 
REWIND 9 PINP 514 
IF ( .NOT. IPICT ) GO TO 8500 PINP 515 
C SET UP PERSPECTIVE ANGLES FOR FLOTS PINP 516 
WRITE (B' XHIN, XMAX, VMIN~ YMAX, ZM~N, ZMAX, DELX, OELY, DELZ PINP 517 
LAST = n PINP 518 
PHI = 0.0 PIN? 519 
C THE OPERATION OF A~GlES THETA AND PSI ARE AS FeLLOWS FOR A RIG~T PINP 520 
C HANDED COORDINATE SYSTEM WITH THE Z AX IS DIRECTED UPWARD. FIRST PINP 521 
C ROTATE THE COORDINATE SYSTEM BY A~GLE THETA ABOUT THE Y AXIS SUCH PINP 522 
C THAT FOR POSITIVE THETA THE POSITIVE X AXIS TILTS UPWARD. THEN PINP 523 
C ROTATE BY ANGLE PSI ABOUl THE NEW Z AXIS SUCH THAT FOR POSITIVE PINP 524 
C PSI THE ROTATION IS CLOCKWISE WHE~ VIEWED FROM ABOVE. PINP 525 
! F ( N S Y M • G T. C ) I F ( NS Y M - 2 ) 20 2 (; t 20 29 , 203 0 PI. NP 5 2 6 
2027 PSI = 90. PINP 527 
THETA = 0.0 PINP 528 
WRITE (8) PSI, THETA, PHI, LAST, LAXIS, ~INUSY~ RAXrS PINP 529 
PSI = 45. PI NP 530 
THETA = 45. PINP 531 
WRITE (8) PSI, THETA, PHI, LAST, L45, PLUSX, MINUSY, PlUSZ, ~45 ,LPINP 532 
THETA = -45. PINP 533 
WRITE (8) PSI, THETA, PHI, LAST, Lf.t.5, PLUSX, MINUSY, MIN'USZ, R45,LPINP S3(f 
PSI = 135. PINP 535 
WRITE (8) FSI, THETA, PHI, LAST, L45, MINUSX, MINUSY, PLUSZ, R45,LPINP 536 
THETA = 45. PINP 537 
WRITE (8) PSI, THETA, PHI, LAST, l.f.t.5, HINUSX, MINUSY, MINUSZ,R45,i.,PINP 538 
2026 PSI = O. PINP 539 
THETA = -90. PINP 540 
88 
WRITE ( 8) PSI, THETA, PHI, lAST, LAXIS, MINUSZ, RAXIS THETA: 45. 
PSI=-135. 
WRITE « 8) PSI, THETA, PHI, lAST, l45, .HINUSX, Pl US Y , M I NU S Z , R45, L THETA:-45. 
PSI=-45. 
WRITE (8) PSI, THE~{A , PHI, lAST, L.45, PLUSX, PL USY, f'l!NUSZ, R45,L 
2029 PSI : 180. 
THETA = o. 
WRITE ( 8) PSI, THETA, PHI, LAST, ~AXIS, MINUSX, RAXIS PSI = -135. 
THETA =-45. 
WRITE ( 8) PSI, THETA, PHI, lAST, L45, MIt\USX, Pi. USV, PLUSZ, R45, L 
2Cl30 THETA = 0.0 
PSI = o. 
WRITE ( 8. PSI, THETA, PHI~ LAST. LAX IS, PlUSX, RAXIS THETA = 0.0 
", PSI : -90. c 
t WRITE ( 8. PSI, THETA, PH 1, lAST, LAXIS, ,PlUSY, RAXIS i ! THETA = 90. i 
f 
0 
PSI = O. 
WRITE ( 6' PSI, THETA, PHI, LAST, _AXIS, PlUSZ, RAXIS THETA : 45. 
PSI =-45. 
LAST : 1 
WRITE ( 8) PSI, THETA, PHI, 
8500 REWIND 8 
LAST, L,4S, PlUSX, PLUSY, PlUSZ, Rlj5 f l 
C 
IF( IPRNn WRITE(0,9999) NQUAO 
9999 FORMAT ( 1HD, 10X t IS, 20H BASIC ELEMENTS WERE INf'UT) 
RETURN 














































































































PLOTS SURFACE ELEHEN1S ON A 3-0IMENSIONAL BODY 
LOGICAL IPROS, IPUNCH, IfRNT, IPICT, IC~T, RFLAG, AFLAG, BFLAG 
COMMON HEOR( 15) OJ NQUAO, KASE, NSVM, IFlAG, IPROS, IPUNCH, IFRNT, 
1 IPICT, ICRT y SINA, COSA, XSCALE, YSCALE, ZSCALE, XTRANS, YTFANS, 
2 ZTRANS 
DIMENSION XA(250),XB(2S0J,YA(2S0) ,YB(250),ZA(2S0) ,ZB(250), 
1 XIN(4),YIN(4),ZIN(4,.,HLABEL(1S), PROGIO( 3)~ 
2 YIN2(4),ZIN2C4), YPLTSC( 4), ZFLTSC( 4),HLINE2C1', 
3 HLINE1(7), XM(Z), YM(2), ZH(2) 
REAL NX,NY,NZ,NXO 
INTEGER STAT,STATT 
DATA PROGIDI 7HNORMENT, 4H3840, 3iLYGI 
DATA ISHAO,IFRAHE/O,O/, XSC,YSC,ZSC/3"'1.01 
THIRO(Q)(,QY,QZ,QPSI,QTHETA,QPHI) = QX'" (COS(QTH£TA).COSCQPSI) ) + 
1 QY'" (-SIN (QPSI)"'C OS (QPHl) +SIN (QTHET AJ ""'"COS (QPS!) ""'"S IN (QPHI») .. 
2 QZ·(SIN(QPSI)4SIN(QPHI)+SIN(QTH~TA).COS(QPSI).COS(QPHIJ) 
IREFL = NSYM PICT 
J:F( IREFL .GT.2 ) IREFL = 2 PICT 
IPIC = 1 PIeT 
IF( ICRr ) GO TO 750 PIcr 
CALL PLOTID PIcr 
CALL PLTI03( PROGID, 200.0, 11.0, 1.U) PICT 
CALL PLOT ( 5.0, o. at -3 ) PICT 
GO TO 2 PICT 
750 CALL MICROCPROGID, 1.0, 14.Q) PICT 
REAO(S,3000) HLINE1, HLINE2 PICT 
3000 FORMAT(7AG/7AG) PICT 
CALL TITL(HLINE1,HLI~E2) PIcr 
WRITE( 6, 5201 ) PICT 
5201 FORHATe 1H-, 12H CRT PLOTS) PIeT 
2 RE WIN 0 9 PI CT 
3Ql READ (in XM(1) ,XH(2"YM(1),YMC2),ZHCi)tUH2"DELX,OELY,DELZ PleT 
WRITECG,14DO) XH(1),XM(2),YM(1)iY~(2"ZM(i),ZM(2' PICT 
WRITECG,7S00) PICT 
WRITECo,77GO) DELX,OELY,DELZ PICT 
7400 FBRHAT( 1HO, 9X, 81HMINI~UH AND M~XIMUH COORDINATES IN THE SCALEPICT 
10, TRANSLATED, ROTATED SYSTEM -/12X, 7Hx AXIS=2(1PE15.S)1 PICT 
2 12X, 7HY AXIS=2(1PE1S.S)1 12X, 71Z AXIS=2(1PE15.5» PICT 
7500 FORMAT(1HQ, 9X, 69HCCOROINATE TRA~SLATIO~S USED TO CENTER THE FLCTPICT 
1S - OELX, DELY, OELZ -) PICT 
7700 FORHAT(12X~39H AFTER SCALING, TRA~SLATING, ROTATING -3C1PE15.5J/) PICT 
4 IPIC = IPIC + 1 PICT 
READ PLOTTING INSTRUCTIONS 
READ « 8 ) PSI,THETA,PHI,LAST, 
HRITECo,520S)HLAEEL 
5205 FORHATC5X, 15A~' 
8 IF ( I PIC • G T • 2 • A NO • 
IF( IPIC .GT. 2 .AND. 
.NOT. 
SET UP STARTING CONS1ANTS 
HL~ BEL 
ICRr ) CALL FlOTe 10.0, -5.5, -3 ) 
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IFA DV -= 1 
PSI = PSI I 5~,29S78EO 
THETA = THETA I :1.2SS78ED 
PHI = PHI I 57.ZS578EO 
SINTH = SINCTHETA) 




COSPHI= COS (PHI) 
Al = COSTH • SINFSI 
A2 = COSPSI.COSPHI + SINTH.SINPSIfSINPHI 
A3 =-COSPSI·SINPHI + SINTH.SINPSI~COSPHI 
A4 =-SINTH 
AS = COSTH4SINPHI 
A6 = COSTH·COSPHI 
A7 = COSTH.COSPSI 
A8 =-SINPSI.COSPHI + SINTH.COSPSIfSINPHI 
A9 = SINPSI·SINPHI + S1NTH.COSPSI.COSPHI 
C SET SCALE FACTOR FOR THE PLOT 
YSM= 1.E50 
ZSH= 1. E5Q 
YLG=-l. E50 
ZLG=-1.E50 
00 20 1=1,2 
X=XM (I) +DEL X 
DO 20 J=1,2 
Y=YH(J)+DElY 
eo 20 K=1,2 
Z=ZM( K) +OELZ 







N = -1 
NN = "" 1 
C READ IN SURFACE DATA 
29 READ (9'.X,Y,l,STAT, XX,YY,ZZ,STATT 
IF (STAT .EQ. 3 .OR. STATT .EQ. 3) REWINO 9 
RFLAG= .FALSE. 
GO TO 8ll 
30 IF {RFLAG) GO TO 50 
RFLAG = .TRUE. 
X = xx 
y = YY 
Z = ZZ 
STAT = STAlT 
GO TO 60 
50 RFLAG = .FALSE. 
READ (9) X,Y,Z,STAT, XX,yy,ZZ~STArT 
IF (STAT .EO. 3 .OR. STATl .EQ. 3) REWINC 9 
60 IF (STAT .EQ. 0 .. OR. STAT. EQ. 3) GO TO 180 
IF (STAT .EQo 2) GO TO 200 
70 IF (. NOT. AFLAG' GO TO 20D 





































PI CT 96 
PICT 97 























80 M :: 1 PleT 121 
IF (~TAT • Ea. Z) GO TO 150 PICT 122 
IF (. NOT. BFLAG» GO TO 84 PIeT 123 
75 00 81 J =l.HC PIer 124 
x A (J, :: XQCJ» PICT 125 
YA(J' :: Y8iJ' PIeT 126 
81 ZA(J' .: Z Be J) PIer 127 
83 XBU' :: X PIcr 126 
YB ( 1» :: Y PICT 129 
ZB (1) :: Z Plcr 130 
GO TO 30 PIer 131 
84 IF ( AFL AG) GO TO 85 PIcr 132 
SF LAG :: • TRUE. PleT 133 
GO TO 75 PleT 134 
85 AFLAG = .FALSE. PIeT 135 
GO TO 83 PIcr 136 
150 AFL AG = • TRUE. PICT 137 
BFLAG :: • FALSE. PICT 138 
N = N+1 PIer 139 
160 XA(M) = x PICT l~O 
YACti) = Y PICT 1~1 
ZA (M' .: Z PICT 142 
GO TO 30 PleT 143 
180 M = 1'1 + 1 PICT 144 
IF (AFL AG' GO TO lEO PleT 145 
XB(M' = X PleT 146 
VB (1'1) :: Y PleT 147 
ZB(MJ :: Z PIcr 148 "i3 
IF (STAT .NE. 3' GO TO 30 PICT 149 I 200 MMIN :: HINO (H,HC) - 1 PICT 15D He = M PleT 151 
\ 
250 N =: f\ + 1 PIcr 152 I NN :: NN + 1 PleT 1!;3 
k PIeT 154 ~ I PIeT 155 1 I' C BEGIN COMPUTATION OF SU~FACE ELEMENT CHARACTERISTICS PICT 1 S6 
t PIer 157 I 
1+50 DO 200C I= 1, HHI N PIer 158 i XIN(U = XA C 1) • XSC + DEL X PIer 159 
XIN(2' = XACI+l) Ito xsc + OELX PICT 160 
.) XINC3' = XB 'I + 1) • XSC + OELX PleT 1 El ~ XIN(lt) :: XBn) .. XSC + DELX PICT 162 j YIN(!) :: YA( Il .. YSC • OELY PIeT 1 E3 
YIN(Z» :: YACI+!) • YSC + OELY PieT 1E4 I 
YIN(3i YIJU+1) .. YSC + OELY Plcr 165 , = 1 YIN(4) = YB(I) .. YSC + OELY PICT lE6' ~ ~ ZIIH 1) = ZA'I' .. ZSC + DELZ PICT 1 E7 J 
Z IN (2 ) = ZACI+!) • ZSC + DELZ Plcr lE8 l 
'I ZIN(3) = ZBU+l) .. ZSC + DELZ PleT 169 1 
ZIN(4) :: Z8CI) .. ZSC + DELZ PICT 170 1 
IRFLG :: 0 PleT 171 
PICT 172 
C FORM DIAGONAL VECTORS - EQU~TICN ( 64' PleT 173 
TiX = XIN , 3) 
-
XI t\( U PICT 174 
T2X :: XIN' 4) 
-
Xlt\(Z) PICT 175 
T1V =: YIN(3) 
- YI~U) PIcr 176 
TZY .Ie YIN (4) 
-
VI td Z) PICT 177 
TtZ .: ZINC!) 
-
ZIM1) PIeT 178 







C fORM CROSS PRODUCT . N=T2 X T1 - EQU~TION (65) 
NX = T2Y·T1Z - ilY"'12Z 
NY = T1X.T2Z - T2X.T1Z 
NZ = T2Xq.T1V - T1X"'T2V 
VN = SQRT ( NX.NX + NY~~Y + NZ4NZ ) 
C FORM UNIT NORMAL VECTOR - EQUATION (56) 
NX = NX I VN 
NY = NY I VN 
NZ = NZ I VN 
IF (IFAOV .EQ~ 0) GO TO 471 
C A NEW VIEW OF THE BOOY IS TO BE PLOTTED. FLOT THE LEGEND AND 
C INITIALIZE FOR THE BODY PLOT. 
IF C ICR T) GO TO 524 
CALL PLOT( 2.5, o.c, 3) 
CALL SYMBOL« ;!.5" 0.0, 0.150, HLABEL'i 0.0, GO) 
CAl.L PLOT( 7.5, 5.5, -3) 
GO TO 525 
524 CALL S1 BEAM (24' 
CALL SYMBOl( l.O, 0110, 0.150, HLA3EL, 0.11, Gil) 
CALL STBEAMC1IU ' 
CALL PLOT( 8.0, 5.5, -3) 
525 IFAOIJ = 0 
471 NXO = THIROCNX,NY,NZ.PSI,THETA,PHI) 
IF (NXO.LE.O.O ~AN(. ISHAO.EQ.Il»:;O TO 571 
C CALCULATE POINTS TO BE PLOTTED 
530 Y01 = FIRST(XIN(1),YIN(1)9ZIN(1),A1,A2,A3) 
Y02 = FIRST(XIN(2),YIN(2),ZINC2),~1,A2,A3) 
Y03 = FIRST(X1N(3),YINC3),ZIN(3),A1,A2,A3) 
Y04 = FIRST(XIN(4),YIN(4),ZIN(4),A1,A2,A3) 
Z01 = FIRST(XIN(U,YINUJ,ZINU"'~lt,A5,AG) 
Z02 = FIRST(X1N(2),YIN(2),ZINCZ),A4,A5,A6) 
Z03 = FIRST(XIN(3),YIN(3),ZIN(3),~4,A5,Ae) 
Z04 = FIRST(XINC4),YIN(4),ZIN(4),A4.A5,A6) 
YINZ(1) = Y01 
YIN2(2) = Y02 
YIN2(3) = Y03 
YIN 2 ( 4) = Y C4 
ZI NZ( 1) = Z01 
ZIN2(2) = Z02 
ZIN2(3) .: Z03 
ZIN2(4) .: Z04 
C SCALE AND PLOT A SINGLE QUADRAlAT~RAL 
00 540 11=1,-4 
YPLTSCCII> = YINZ(II:. PENSF 
ZPLTSC(IU = Z1N2CII) '" PENSF 
IF( ABS(ZPLTSC(II') .lE. 5.000' 
1 GO TO 540 
WRITE(6,500g, N, M 
5000 FORMATe 1HO, 10X, 21HSCALE TROUBl~ FOR N =14, 3X, 3HM =14) 
GO TO 2000 
540 CONTINUE 











































































00 550 11=2,1+ 
550 CALL PLOT( YPLTSC(II)' ZPLTSCCII), 2) 
CALL PLOT( YPLTSC( 1), ZFLTSC( i), 2) 
571 IF (IREFL .EQ. 0 .OR. IRFLG .EQ. 3) GO TO 20UO 
IF (IREFL .EO. 2 .AND. IRFLG .EQ. 1J GO TO 600 
IF (IREFL .EQ. 2 .AND. IRFLG .EQ. 2) GO TO 602 
C REFLECT QUADRANT I ELEMENTS TO QU4DRANT II 
00 58G II = 1,4-
C 
580 YINCII) = -YINCII' 
NY ::: -NY 
GO TO 601t 
C REFLECT QUADRANT II ELEMENTS TO QUADRANT IV 
C 
600 00 601 II = 1,4 
YIN(I1) = -YIN«I!) 
501 ZINC!I) = -ZIN«II) 
NY = -NY 
NZ = -NZ 
GO TO 604 
C REFLECT QUADRANT 1\1 ELEMENTS TO QUADRANT III 
C 
C 
602 00 603 II = 1,4 
603 YIN(II~ = -rINeII) 
NY = -NY 
604 IRFLG = IRFLG + 1 
IF (IREFL .EQ. 1) IRFLG = 3 
GO TO 471 
2000 CONTINUE 
2001 IF (S TAT .L T. 2' GO TO 4 eo 
NN = NN - 1 
N = - :l 
1t75 IF (IFRAME .EQ. 2) IFAOI/ = 1 
1t80 IF (IFRAME • E Q. 1) I FAOV = 1 
485 IF (IFADV .EQ. 1) CALL PLOT(10.0,-5.5, -3) 
C TEST FOR END OF CASE 
2020 IF (STAT .NE. 3) GO TO 80 
IF (LAST .EQ. 1) RETURN 

























PICT 2 E3 
PICT 264 




























OVERLAY(BOXC,O,O, saxc 1 
PROGRAM HAIN( INPUT,TAP=:6, TAPES=INPUT, OUTPUT, 
1 TAPE1, TAPE3, TAPE8, T~PE9, TAPE11, TAPE12, TAPE1J, BO)C 3 
2 TAPE4, TAPE10, TAPE14) SOXC 4 
C SOXC 5 
C H. G. NORMENT, ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES - DECEMBER 1979 soxe 6 
C BO XC 7 
C THIS IS ESSENTIALLY THE NON-LIFTING POTENTIAL FLOW CODE OF HESS soxe a 
C AND SMITH AS DESCRIBED IN DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO. RPT. E.S. 40622 SOXC 9 
C (15 MARCH 1962), AD-282 255. THAT REPORT SHOULD BE CONSULT~O FORBOXC 10 
C DETAILS OF THE METHOD AND COMPUTATION. SOXC 11 
C SOXC 12 
C EIGHT OVERLAYS ARE USEOo THE FINAL OVERLAY WRITES THE 28 SOXC 13 
C QUANTITIES ON LNIT 14 FJR USE ey SR FLOVEL IN CALCULATING FLOW EOXC 1_ 
C VELOCITIES. SOXC 15 
C soxe 16 
C ALSO REQUIRED, IN ADDITION TO THE SYSTEM INPUT, OUlPUT AND PUNCH saxc 17 
C UNITS, ARE THE FOLLOWINS UNITS - 1,3,8,9,lC,11,12,13. soxe 18 
C SOXC 19 
LOGICAL ~PROS SOXC 20 
COMMON HED~(15),MPR,NER,IPRS,ISIG,ITER,NCFLG,NFLOW.NQUAD, BOXC 21 
1 KASE,NOFF,NSYM,IFLAG,IFLOW,NCOOE soxe 22 
REAL MACH SOXC 23 
COMMON /SPACERI OUt-1MY U4000} BOXC 24 
COMMON / ATAPE / NATAPE saxc 25 
COMMON / fiI MA CH~ BETA, ~8ETA Boxe 26 
LOGICAL AfLOW. SFLOW, ~FLOW SOXC 27 
COMMON /OFLOWI AFLOW,BF~OW,CfLCW,NMAT,NHATM1,NAFLOW,NBFLow,NeFlOw Boxe 28 
COMMON/SOLVE/ N1,N2,N3,(ORE,NFL BOXC 29 
CO~MON IINFTI LIST, IPRQS SQxe 30 
COMMON IPROS/ SINA,COSA, XSCALE, YSCALE, ZSCALE, XTRANS, SOXC 31 
1 YTRANS, ZTRAN5 SOXC 32 
COMMON IfLOwpi NU,NNON BOXC 33 
COHMON ISIG/ NFLCOM saxe 34 
COHMON ITAPES/ MN 80xe 35 
COHMON /fRINTOI KMAT,NS~Q,KTP14 Boxe 36 
COMMON IQlEAK/ LEAK, FR~CT SOXC 37 
6 FaRHAT (F1D.6) Boxe 38 
7000 FORMAT( 7F10.0) soxe 39 
7500 FORMAT( l8X, 55HANGLE, XSCAlE, YSCALE, ZSCALE, XTRANS, YTRANS, ZSOXC 40 
1TRANS =1 16X, 7C1PE13.4») BOXC 41 
8000 FORHAT ( LU soxe 42 
9aoo FORHAT (15A4,2Il,3L1,4Il.12,411,1X,A4) 80xe 43 
9300 FORHAT ( 14, F10.0 ) BOXC 44 
9400 FOR HAT ( 1HO, 17X,31HNUH3ER OF LEAKY QUAORALATERAL~=I4, 3X, BOXC 45 
1 40HFRACTICN OF FREE-ST~EAM VELOCITY LEAKED=1PE11. t) Baxc 46 
95DO FORMAT ( lHO, 17X, 61HIN°UT DATA ARE PROCESSED BY SCALING, ROTATINGBOXC 47 
1 ANO TRANSLATING) Boxe 48 
DATA KORE 11~OOO/ soxe 49 
NSEQ = 0 saxc 50 
C READ I~ CO~TROL nATA saxe 51 
1 REAO « 5, 9000 ) HEDR, IFLAG, LIST, AFLOW, SFLOW, CFlOW, 1SIG, BOXC 52 
1 IPRS, MPR, ~COOE, NNON, NSYM, NOFF, KMACH, KTP14, KASE BOXC 53 
REAO(S,8000) IPROS Baxc 54 
IF( IPROS ) REAO(5,7000) ANGLE, xseALE, YSCALE, ZSCALE,XTRANS, saxe 55 
1 YTRANS, ZTRANS BOXC 56 
IFC.NOT. IFROS) GO TO 2 saxc 57 
PROGRAH MAIN 74114 OPT=2 FTN 4.7+1(.76 
IFcxseALE .EQ. 0.0' XSC~LE=l.~ 
IFCYSCALE .EQ. 0.0' YSC~LE=1.0 
IF(ZSeALE .EQ. 0.0' ZSC~LE.=l.Q 
2 CONTINUE 









IF (L 1ST • E Q. 0) R E W I NO ,. 
MACH = 0.0 
IF (KHACH .LE. 0' GO TO 7 
NNON = D 
READ (5, 6' MACH 
AFLOW = • TRUE. 
!JFLOW = .FALSE. 
CFLOW = .FALSE. 
7 ec.:TA = St:RTC1.C - MACH" MACH' 
R8EfA = 1.0 I BETA 
NU = tI 
CALI_ HEADER 
WRUE (6,9201)' lFLAG, LIST, ISIG, 1f'RS, MPR, NGuOE, NNON, 
1 NOFF, KMAGH, KTP14 
92C() FORtIAT( lHU, 17X, 17HINflUT PARAMETERS-II ZUX, €:HIFLAG=I2, 5X, 
1 5HLIST=IZ, sx, SHISIG=I3, oX, 5HIPRS=I2, 7X, .. HI"PR=I211 
2 20X, €:HNcaOE=I2, 5X, 5-iNNON"H, 5X, SHNOFF=I3, 5X, oHKMAGH=IZ, 
3 5X, 6HKTP14=IZ) 
I F( .NCT. IPROSI GO TO !to 
WRITE« 0,95001 
WRITE (&,7500 I tiNGLE, XSChE, YSCALE, ZSCA LE, XTRANS t Y HANS ,Z TRANS 
40 W~ITE( 6,9400 I LEAK, FUCT 
IFt.NOT. IFROSJ GO TO 5) 
COSA = COSt O.017~533· ANGLE) 
SINA = SIN( 0.D17~533· ANGLE' 
SO IF (AFLOW .OR. BFLOW .O~. CFLCW' NU = 1 
C GALL INPlT (LI~n 
CALL OIiERLAY(4HBOXC,1,OI 
IF (LIST .NE. 0 GO TO 10 
C CALL FLOWS (NU, NNON) 
CALL OVERLAY(4HBOXC,l,ll 
IF(KTP14 .EQ. 11 CALL ()/ERLAY :4HEOXC,B ,0) 
GO TO 1000 
10 CONTINuE 
GO TO 5000 
C FORH XIJ, Y I .. , AND ZIJ MATRICES 
C 
Cl000 CALL VFORM 
1000 CALL O~ERLAY(4HBaXC,2,0) 
IF (NeODE) 5000, 15DO, ZOUU 
1500 NCODE = 1 
IF lNlllJAO .GT. SOil I NC:lDE = 2 










































































IF ( "AFLOt, , 2100. 210~, 2u50 
KMAT = 1 
NFL = NAFLCW 
GO TO 2300 
IF ( NaFLOt 1 2200, 2Z"J, 2150 
KHAT = 2 
NFL = NBFLCW 
GO TO 2300 
IF ( NCFLO. 1 SOOU, 500D, 225:1 
KMAT = 3 
NFL = NC FLOW 
NQ = N QUAD + 1 
MN = 1 
NN = MOO I NQ, 255 1 
IF I NH .L.T. 5 .A~D. NM .GT. :J 1 NQ = NQ + 5 
NFLCOM = 0 
NSOL = I'lINC ( HOD / NQU4D, iLl}) 
IF I"'CODE .NE. 11 GO TO 2500 
Nt = 8 
N2 = 9 
N3 = 13 
NCFLG = NFL 
CALL SCUll (OUHMYC1I, ~QUAD, NFL. KORE, Nl, N2, N3, 3, &'2,+75) 
CALL OVE~LAV(4~BOXC,4,OI 
~EWINO 3 
IF IMN .EQ. 11 CALL. ATAPES IMN) 
IF IMN .EQ. 11 
lCAL.L OVERL.AY(4~BaXC.6,01 












CALL A TlIPE S (M'" 
CALL OVERLAYI4HBOXC,6,OI 
NSKIP = 0 
NCFLG = I"II\O (NSOL, NFL - NSKIFI 
CALL SIGMA (NFLCOM ) 
CALL OVERL.AY(4HBQXC,S,O) 
ITER = 0 
CALL PRINTl (NFlCO~, MN, KMAT, NSEC:J 
CAL.l OVERlAVI4HSOXC,7.0) 
NFL COM = N fLC C~ + NCF LG 
N5KIP = NSKIP • NCFLG 
IF (NCeOE .EQ. 11 GO TO 3700 
IFI NSKI F .NE. NFL 1 GJ TO 2900 
HN = HN + 1 
IF ( I(MAT - 2» 3500, 360u, %00 
IF ( NBFlO 10 1 360 I), 361ll, 3550 
~FL = N9FLCW 
KHAT = 2 
GO TO 25110 
IF ( NCFLOIo ) 5000, 500j, 3650 
NFL = NCFLCW 
KHAT = 3 
GO TO 2500 
IF (MN .EQ. 2 .OR. NHAT .EQ. 11 GO TO 5000 
Nl = iii 

































































N3 = 8 
MN = Z 
7'+174 OPT=2 
e -..,. POSITION lHE TAPE FOR THE SIGI'AS. 
JJ = 2 
IF CISIG • NE. CI JJ = 3 
JJ = NFLOW ..,. JJ + NFL 
00 375u J = 1, JJ 
3750 READ (3) 
NFL = NFLOW - NFL 
~ (KHAT - 21 38,)0. 39aJ, 5l101J 
380Q IF (NBFLOWI 390,,, 39QO, 3850 
3851) K"'AT = 2 
GO TO 24~0 
390(; KMAT = 3 
GO TO 2450 
SJ 00 e ONTINUE 
WRITE (c. =1001 
510" FO~MAT(lHDt lOX, 12HLEA/ING MAINI 
CALL EXIT 
C IF (LI ST • NE. C 1 STOP 





FTN 4.7+1+7& 02/27/80 17.1,+.35 
















ao XC 188 
SOXC 189 
eo xc 1 gO 
60XC 191 
soxc H2 









1 KASE,NOFF,NSYH,IFLAG,IFlOW,NCOOE . 
OAT A IP AGE/OI 
1 FORMAT« 1H1, 5X, 13HPROGRAM BOXC , 15X, 30HATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE 
10CIATESI 38X, 22HBEDFCRO, HASSACiUSETTS, 22X, 4HPAGE, 151 
2 7X, BHBOOY 10., 2X, A41 30X~ 15A~) 
10 IPAGE = IPAGE + 1 
WR I T E C 6, 1) I P AGE, K A S E, tJE 0 R 
RETURN 
END 
·0 ECK, ROWV 
. SUB R OU TINE ROW V« )( I J, Y I ,,' Z I J t II I , K SKI P ) 
COMMON HEOR(1S"HPR,NER,IPRS,ISIG.ITER,NCFLG.NFLOW.NQUAD, 
1 KA SE ,NOFF, NSY H .. IF lAG,IFLOW ,NCO DE 




















































DIMENSION XIJ(1), YIJ(1), ZIJ(1) 
INTEGER CKFLG 
DIMENSION NTC3J 
DATA NT I 1, 11, 12 I 
5 CKFlG = 0 
N1 = 1 
N2 = NQUADI 3 
N3 = NQUAD - N2 - N2 
NN = N2 
C READ IN ONE ROW OF THE V)(, VY, VZ 
DO 50 11 = 1, 3 
NTAPE = NT(IH 
10 READCNTAPE' (XIJ (I2) , YIJ(2) , ZIJ (12) , 12 = Nl , NN ) 
N1 = NN + 1 
IFe 11 .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 35 
NN = NN + N2 
GO TO 50 
35 NN = NN + N3 
50 CONTINUE 
NER = 0 





100 IF « NHATH1 .EQ. 0 ) RETURN 
00 110 N1 = 1, NMATH1 
READ « 1 ) 
READ ( 11 » 

























































"'0 ECK, INPUT 
SUBROUTINE INPUT 
C SUBROUTINE INPUT (LIST) 
LOGICAL IPROS 
COMMON IINPTI LIST, IPROS 
REAL NX, NY, NZ , lXX, lXV, IVY, ~ACH 
LOGICAL AFLOW, BFLOW, CFlOW, RFLAG, AFLAG, BFLAG 
INTEGER STAT, STATT, CONV 
DIMENSION SPH ( 200'), CPH ( 200 ), XINP ( 2(10 ), ZINP ( 200 ) 
DIMENSION XOFF(1000), YOFF (10110), ZOFF (1000) 
DIMENSION XA ( 5QO), X8 ( soa», YA« 500" YB ( SuO), 
1 ZA ( 500), Z8 ( 500), NlINE(500), NLT ( 500), CFLAG(3), 
2 XI (4), ETA (4), XIN (4), YIN (~), ZIN (~), XNULL (1000), 
3 YNULLUOOO), ZNULLUOCO), XNORtH1000), 
~ YNORM« 1100), ZNORM (1000), Rl( (4), R (4), RY (4) 
COMMON HEDR(15),MPR,NER,IPRS,ISIG,ITER,NCFLG,NFLOW,NQUAD, 
1 KASE,NOFF,NSYH,IFlAf,IFLOW,NCODE 
COHMON IMI MACH, BETA, RaETA 
COMMON INORMSI XNORM, YNORM, ZNO~M 
EQUIVALENCE (XNULL, XOFF), , YNULL, YOFF), 
1 C Z NUL L, Z 0 FF', ( NUL L , N QUA D) 
COMMON IDflOWI AFLCW,8FLCW,CFLOW,~MAT,NMATM1,NAFLOW,NBFLCW,NCFlOW 
DATA CFLAG / 2H 1, 2H 2, 2H I 
DATA PI/3.141593EO/, HAFfI/1.S70796EO/, EPS/.00011 
3030 FORMAT (1H1) 
1 FORMAT« 3E10.0, 12 I 3F10.0, 12) 
4Q02 FORMAT ( 1HO, 6X,5HN M, 7X, 4 ( 1HX, 11X ), 2HNX, 11X, 3HNPX, 
1 11X, 1HO I 19X, 4 « 1HYv 11X ), 2HNY, 11X, 3HNPY, 11X, 1HT I 
Z 1 9 X, 4 U HZ, 11 X ), 2 H N Z , 11 X , 3 i N P Z , 11 X, 1H A ) 
4005 FORMAT ( 1HO, 1X, 14, 4f12.6, 2F13.6, .E14.4,A2IC12X,4F1206, 
1 2F13.6, E14.~) ) 
4010 FORMAT ( 1HO, 3X, 214, 4F12.c, 2F13.6, E14.4,A2/(12X, 4F12.6, 
1 2F13.6, £14.4 ) ) 
4015 FORMAT ( 1H C, 3 ( 20), 12H.\fo ...... """fo.\fo ......... ". ... ) 
C INPUT -- SECTION 9.1 INPUT SCHEME 
KLCT -= 0 
NULL = 0 
NPRT = 13 
WRITE (6, 40) 
40 FORMAT C1HO,16X,44HP A RAM E T RIC I ~ FOR MAT ION 
1 III 38X,23HGENERATEO UNlfOR~ fLOWS 1/) 
IF ( AFLOW ) WRITE (c, 4U 
41 FORMAT (46X,6HX-FLOW) 
I~ « BFLOW ) WRITE (6, 42) 
42 FORMAT (~6X,6HY-FLOW) 
IF ( CFLOW ) WRITE (E, 43) 
43 FORMAT (46X,6HZ-FLOW) 
IF (IPRS .• NE. 0) WRITE (6, 44) 
44 FORMAT (lHD,16X,22HPRINT SIGMA IT~RATICNS ) 
IF (MPR .EQ. 0) GO TO S2 
IF (MPR - 2) 45, ~7, 49 
45 WRITE (6, 46) 
46 FORMAT (lHO,16X,18~PRINT VIJ MATRICES) 
GO TO 52 
41 WRITE (6, 48) 
48 FORMAT CiHO: ,16X,18HPUNT AIJ MATRICES) 
GO TO :; 2 
49 WRI TE (6, 51) 





























































































































52 IF (ISI G .. NE;J 0) WRITE (6, 5:n 
53 FORMAT (lHO,16X.19HINPUT SIGMA GUESSES) 
IF (NSYM - 1) 54, 56, 58 
51t WRITE (6, 55) 
55 FORMAT (lHO,16X,,21HNC SYMMETRY SP~CIFIED ) 
GO TO' 61 
5& WRI TE (6, 57) 
57 FORMAT (lHO,16X,30HTHERE IS ONE PLANE OF SYMMETRY) 
GO TO 61 
58 WRITE (6, 59) NSYM 
59 FORMAT (lHO,16X~9HTHERE ARE,IZ, 13H PLANES OF SYMMETRY) 
61 IF ( MACH .NE. 0.0 » WRITE (6, Z1) MACH 
21 FaRHAT (lHO,16X.13HH~CH NUMBER ;:,~10.5) 
IF (IFLAG .EQ. 0) GO TO 29 
READ (5" 20) NLM1, HMIN, 8, C 
IF (B • EQ. 0.0) B ;: 1.0 
IF (C .EQ. 0.0) C ;: 1.0 
20 FOR HAT , 215, 2F1D.S ) 
4 FORMAT ( 8Fl0.0 ) 
WRITE (6; 62) NLM1, tMIN, B, C 
62 FORMAT (lHO,16X,10HGENERAT£ A,I3, ZH X,IJ, 12H SPHERE. 6 =,F10.5, 
1 4X,3HC ==,Fl0.5 ) 
MLINES = "MIN + 1 
NLINES ;: NLMl + 1 
N ;: I) 
IF ( NSYM .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 2 
IF ( NS YM - 2 ) 3, 5, 6 
2 PITH ;: PI 
PIPHI ;: PI ... PI 
GO TO ., 
3 PITH ;: PI 
PIPHI = PI 
GO TO ., 
5 PITH ;: PI 
PIPHI ;: HAFPI 
GO TO 7 
6 PITH ;: HAFPI 
PIPHI == PITH 
7 SPH ( MlINES ) ::: SIN ( PIPHI ) 
SPH ( 1 ) ::: o. a 
CPH ( MLINES ) ::: CCS ( PIPHI 
CPH « 1 )= 1.0 
EKH = MMIN 
EKN = NLMl 
EMM = 0.0 
00 8 I;: 2, ~ HI N 
EMM = EMM + 1.0 
PHI = EMM / EKH • PIFHI 
SPH « I » = SIN ( PHI) 
8 CPH ( I ) = COS ( PHI ) 
IF ( IFLAG .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 10 
ENN = 1.0 
DO 9 I;: 1, HLINES 
XA ( I ) = 1. (J 
YA ( I ) = 0.0 
9 ZA ( I ) ;: 0.0 
GO TO 18 
10 READ (5, '4) (XINP (I), ZINP (I), 1= 1, NLINES) 
DO 11 I = 1, "LINES 


































































VA « I ) = B ... ZINF ( 1 ) ... SPH ( I ) INPU 121 
ZA ( I ) = - C ... ZINF ( 1 ) ... CPH ( I ) INPU 122 
XB ( I ) = XINP ( 2 ) INPU 123 
~ - YB ( I ) = B .. ZINP ( 2 ) ... SPH ( I ) INPU 124 
11 ZB « I , = C ... Z IN f ( 2 ) ... CPH ( I , INPU 125 
NLCT = 2 INPU 126 GO TO 250 INPU 127 
12 DO 14 I = 1, HLI NES INPU 128 
XA « I ) = XB « I ) INPU 129 
YA ( I , = YB « I " INPU 130 
14 ZA ( I , = Z8 ( I ) INPU 131 
IF ( IFlAG .EQ. 1 , GO TO 16 INPU 132 h 
NlCT ::: NLCT -+ 1 INPU 133 
DO 15 I = 1, t1LINES INPU 134 
XB ( I ) = XINP ( NLCT ) INPU 135 
VB « I ) = B • ZI1\P ( NLCT , ... SPH ( I ) INPU 136 15 Z8 C I ) = 
-
C ... ZItP ( NLCT ) • CPH ( I ) INPU 137 GO TO 250 INPU 138 
16 ENN = ENN + 1.0 INPU 139 
18 THETA = ENN I EKN -1f. PITH INPU 1. 4Q 
~, STH = SIN ( 
,-
THETA ) INPU 141 
I- CTH = COS ( THETA ) INPU 142 
" l DO 17 I = 1, MLINES INPU 143 
XB ( I ) = CTH INPU 144 
YB ( I ) = B ... STH • SPH ( I ) INPU 145 
17 ZB ( I ) = - C ~ STH ... CPH ( I ) INPU 146 
\ 
GO TO 250 INPU 147 
29 N = -1 INPU 148 
1 (F- . IF (LIST .EQ. G) GO TO 50 INPU 149 WRIYE (fj, 19) INPU 1 :0 19 FORHAT (tHO 16X 28HBASIC DA1A CAl:;UlAT I O~S ONLY) INPU 151 j : GO TO 50 . INPU 152 h 30 IF ( RFLAG , GO TO 50 INPU 153 f' I RFLAG = .TRUE. INPU 154 I, 
~ X = XX INPU 1S5 
:J ~; Y = YY INPU 156 I t Z = ZZ INPU 157 ~' STAT = STAfT INPU 1:8 
'1 
c 
f IF (LIST) 66, 66, 65 INPU 1 :9 
r 50 RFLAG = .FALSE. INPU lEC 
READ ( 5, 1 , X, y, Z, STAT, XX, yy, ZZ, STAlT INPU lEl 
IF ( IPROS ) CALL OATPRO ~( X, Y, Z, XX, YY, ZZ ) INPU 1E2 
1 65 IF (N • EQ. (-1) ,GO TO 80 INPU 11:3 "- f 66 IF (STAT • EQ. e .OR. STA T • EQ. 3) GO TO 180 INPU 164 
IF ( STAT .EQ. 2 ) GC TO ZQO INPU 165 '1 
IF ( • NOT. AfLAG » GO TO ZOIl INPU 1 E6 _1 1 
.'{, MC = H INPU 167 ~ 
80 M = 1 INPU 168 I 
'I IF « ST AT • EQ. 2 ) GO TC 150 INPU 169 , 
IF ( .NOT. 9FLAG ) GO TO 84 INflU 170 ! 
75 00 81 J = 1, HG INPU 171 1 
XA ( J ) = XB , J ) INPU 172 '1 ," 
YA ( J , :: YB , J ) INPU 173 '1 
81 ZA ( J ) = ZB ( J J INPU 174 
83 XB { 1 , = X INPU 175 
VB ( 1 ) = Y INPU 176 
ZB ( 1 ) = z INPU 177 
GO TO 3D INPU 178 
84 IF ( AFLAG , GO TO 85 INPU 179 




GO TO 75 
85 AFlAG = .FALSE. 
GO TO 83 
150 AFLAG = .TRUE. 
BFlAG = .FALSE. 
IF (N .EQII(-l)U~:: 0 
160 XA ( H ) = X 
YA « M ) = Y 
ZA « M , = Z 
GO TO 3D 
180 M = M + 1 
IF ( AFLAG ) GO TO lEO 
xa HI , :: X 
YB « H , = y 
ZB ( H ) = Z 
IF ( STAT .NE. 3) GO TO 30 
200 MHIN = MINO(M t He, - 1 
MC = M 
250 N = N + 1 
Kl C T = Kl C T + 1 
C BEGIN COMPUTATION OF NUll POINTS AND 28 QUANTITIES 
DO 2000 I = 1t MHIN 
NULL = NULL + 1 
XIN{U = XA( I ) • RBETA 
XIN(Z) = XA'I+l) • ReETA 
XIN(3) = XB(I+l) • RaETA 
XIN(4) = XS( I ) • REETA 
YIN(1)- YAH) 
YIN(2) = YA(I+1) 
YIN(3) = YB(l+l) 
YIN(4) = YBel) 
ZINU) :: ZA(n 
ZIN(2) = ZA(I+i) 
ZIN(~H = Z:B«I+1) 
ZIN(4) = ZBU) 
C FORM DIAGONAL VECTORS 
C EQUATION (64) 
TiX = XIN(3' - XIN(1) 
T2X = XIN(4) - XIN(2) 
T1Y = YIN(3) - YIN(l) 
T2Y = YIN(4) - YIN(Z) 
T1Z = ZIN(3' - ZIN(1) 
T2Z = ZIN(4) - ZIN(2) 
C FORM CROSS PRODUCT N = T2 )( T 1 
C EClJATION «65} 
NX = T2Y.T1Z - 11Y.T2Z 
NY : T1X.T2Z - TZX~T1Z 
NZ = T2X·TiV - T1X~T2Y 
VN : SQRT ( NX~ NX + NY. NY + NZ. NZ ) 
C FORM UNIT NORMAL VECTCR 
C ECUATION (66) 






























































NY = NY I ~N INPU 241 
NZ = NZ / VN INPU 242 
INPU 243 
C COMPUTE AVERAGE POINT INPU 244 
C EQUATION «68) INPU 245 
INPU 246 
AVX = .25 • « KIN(l) .. KIN(2) + XIN(3) + XIN(4) 1 INPU 247 
AVY = .25 • « VIN(1) + YINeZ) + VIN(J) + YIN(4) , INPU 248 
AVZ = .25 • « ZINC1. + ZIN(2) + ZIN(3) + ZIN(Lt) ) INPU 249 
INPU 250 
C COMPUTE PROJECTION DISTANCE· INPU 251 
C EQUATIONS ( 69 , AND ( 11 ) INPU 252 
INPU 253 
o = NX¥( A~X - XI~(l) ) + NY·' A~Y - VIN(1} ) + NZ.(AVZ-ZIN(1»)INPU 254 
PO = ABS( 0 ) INPU 255 
INPU 256 
C EQUATIONS ( 73 ) AND « 74 ) INPU 257 
IN?U 258 
T = SQRT ( T1X·T1X + T1Y·T1Y + T1Z·T1Z ) INPU 259 
11X = T1X I T INPU 2EO 
T1V = T1Y I r INPU 261 
T1Z = T1Z I T INPU 2E2 
INPU 263 
C EQUATION (75) INPU 2E4 
INPU 2E5 
12X = Ny·r1Z - NZ·T1Y INPU 266 
12Y = NZ·T1X - NX·T1Z INPU 261 
T2Z = NX·T1Y NY.T1X INPU 2Ea 
INPU 269 
C COMPUTE COORDINATES OF CORNER POINTS IN REFERENCE COORD. SYSTEM INPU 27D 
C EQU ATI ON (72)> INPU 271 
INPU 212 
00 1~90 J = 1, 4 INPU 273 
X P = X I N ( J)+ NX • ;Q IN PU 2 74 
VP = YIN(J) .. NY • 0 INPU 275 
Z P = Z I N « J ) + N Z ... DINPU 2 76 
o = - 0 IN PU 2 17 
XoIF = XP - AVX lNPU 278 
YDlF = YP - AVY INPU 279 
ZOIF = ZP - AVZ INPU 280 
INPU 281 
C TRA NSFORM CORNER PO INTS TO ELEMENT COOROI NATE SYSTEM (X I, ET A » INPU 282 
C WITH AVERA GE P tINT AS ORI GI N INPU 283 
C EGUATION «80) INPU 2/54 
INPU 285 
XI(J} = T1X·XOIF + T1Y~YOIF + T1Z·ZDIF INPU 286 
1000 ETA(J) = T2X~XOIF + T2Y·YOIF + T2Z.ZoIF INPU 287 
INPU 288 
C COMPUTE CENTROID INPU 289 
C EQUATION (81) INPU 290 
INPU 291 
XIa = • 3333333EO ~ ( XI (4) • ( ETA (1) - ETA (2) ) + XI « 2) INPU 292 
1 • ( ETA (4) - 'ETA « 1) ) ) I ( ETA (2) - ETA (4) ) INPU 293 
ETAO = -.3333333EO • ETA(1) INPU 294 
INPU 295 
INPU 296 
C OBTAIN CORNER POINTS IN SYSTEM WITH CENTROID AS ORIGIN INPU 297 
C EQUATION «82) INPU 298 
INPU 299 





XI(J) = XlfJ) - Xla INPU 3u1 
102C ETA(J) = ETA(J) - ETAO INPU 3a2 
INPU 303 
C COMPUTATION AIDS INPU 304 
ETA2M1 = ETA f 2) ETA ( 1 • INPU 305 
ETA3M2 = ETA « 3 ) - ETA ( 2 ) INPU 306 
ETA4ti3 = ETA « 4) ETA ( 3 ) lNPU 307 ' 
ETA1M4 = ETA ( 1 ) - ETA ( 4 ) INPU 308 
XllM2 = XI ( 1 ! - XI ~ 2 ) INPU 309 
XI2H3 =XI ( 2 ) - XI ( 3 ) INPU 310 
XI311 .... = XI ( 3) XI ( 4 ) INPU 311 
XI4Hl = XI ( 1+ ) - XI ( j , INPU 312 
ETA2P4 :: ETA ( 2 ... ETA ( 4 ) INPU 313 
XI3H1 = XI « 3 ) - XI ( 1 ) INPU 314 
XI4112 = XI ( ,.) XI ( 2 ) INPU 315 
ETA2M4 = ETA ( 2 ) - .ETA ( 4 ) INPU 316 
XI1234 :: XI ( 1 , ~ XI ( 2 J .. XI ( 3 ) + XI ( 4 , INPU 317 
INPU 318 
C TRANSFORM CENTROID TO RfFEJ.~ENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM INPU 319 
C E QU A T ION t' 8 3 ) IN PU 3 20 
XCENT :: AVX .. T1X.XIO + T2X·ETAQ INPU 321 
YCENT = AVY .. T1Y·XIO + TZY·ETAQ INPU 322 
ICENT = AVZ .. T1Z·XIO .. T2Z·ETAO INPU 323 
INPU 324 
C COMPUTE LARGER OIAGCNAL VECTOR INPU 325 
C EQUATION (84) INPU 326 
TSQ = AMAXl ( XI3Ml •• 2, XI4M2 .~ 2 + £TA2H4 •• 2 INPU 327 
T = SQRT ( TSQ , INPU 328 
INPU 329 
INPU 330 
C COM PUT E AREA INPU 331 
C EQUATION (85) INPU 332 
AREA = .5 • XI3Hl • ET~2M4 INPU 333 
INPU 334 
C COMPUTE 2ND MOMENTS lXX, IXY, IVY INPU 335 
C EQU ATIONS ( 86 j - ( 88 ) INFU 336 
IXX = 8.3~3~33E-2 • XI3Ml • ( ETA ( 1 ) • XI4M2 • INPU 337 
1 XI1234 + ETA2H4 • ( )(1 (1' • ( XI«1) • XI (3' ) .. INPU 338 
2 XI ( 3 ) ... 2 ) .. XI ( 2 ) • ETA « 2 , • ( XI1234 - XI ( '+ ) INPU 339 
3 - XI ('+ ).. ETA (4 ) ¥ ( XI1234 - XI ( 2 ), ) INPU 340 
IXY = 4.166667E-2'" XI!Ml· ( 2. • XI ( '+, ... , ETA (lJINPU 341 
1 .... 2 - ETA , ,. ) •• 2 ) - 2. • XI ( 2 ) • ( ETA ( 1 ) .... 2 INPU 342 
2 ETA ( 2 ) .. .. 2 ) + « X I ( 1 ) + X I ( 3 J ) .. ETA 2 Hit... ( 2 ." IN PU 3 43 
3 ETA ( 1 , • ETA2P4 ) ) INPU 344 
IYY = 8.33333~E-2 ~ XIJHl • ETA2M4 .. {(ETA ( j ) + INPU 345 
1 ETA2P4)·" 2 - ETjI ( 1 ) • ETA2P4 ETA ( 2 ) .. ETA « 4) INPU 346 
INPU 3'97 
C COMPUTE CONSTANTS FOR EQUATIONS ( 42 ) AND ( 43 ) INPU 348 
C E WATlON (45) INPU 349 
012SQ: XI1M2 .... 2 + ETt2M1 •• 2 INPU 350 
01? = SORT ( 012SQ ) INPU 351 
OZ3SQ = XI2H3 "'·2 + ETA3M2 .... 2 INPU 352 
023 = SORT ( 023S0 ) INPU 353 
034S0 = XI3H4 ... 2 + ETA~M3 •• Z INPU 354 
034 = SQRT ( 034S0 ) INPU 355 
041S0 ~ XI4H! •• 2 + ETA1M4 ~. 2 INPU 356 
041 = SORT ( D4~SQ ) INPU 357 
Cl = 0.0 INPU 358 
C2 :: 0.0 INPU 359 
C3 = 0.0 INPU 360 
105 
r 
C4 = 0.0 
C5 = 0.0 
C6 = ".0 
C7 = C.O 
C8 = O. 0 
XNP = 0.0 
YNP = 0.0 
IF ( 012 ) 1030, 1040, 1030 
1030 Cl = ETA2M1 I 012 
C5 = XI1M2 I 01l 
1040 IF 023' 1D50, 1060, 1050 
1050 CZ = ETA3M2 I 02J 
C6 = XI2M3 I 023 
1060 IF 034) 1070, 1080, 1070 
1070 C3 = ETA4H3 I 034 
C7 = XI3M'+ I 031t 
1080 IF 041' 1090, 1100, 1090 
1090 C4 = ETAtH4 I 041 
C8 = XI'+M1 I 041 
1100 CONV = 3 
C BEGIN NULL POINT ITERATION 
00 1591 ITR = 1, 30 
00 1580 K = 1,le. 
C EQUATION (47)> 
R ( K ) = SQRT ( ( XNP - XI ( K ) ) ...... 2 + ( YNF - ETACKJ''''''' 2 ) 
RX (I( ) = ( XNP - X I ( K , ) I R ( K ) 
1580 RY (K ) = ( YNP - ETA « K ) ) I R ( K J 
R1P R2 = R ( 1. J + R ( 2 ) 
R2PR3 = R ( 2) .. R ( 3 ) 
R3PR4 = R ( 3) .. R , 4 ) 
R4P Rl ::: R ( It, + R ( 1 , 
ARGl = ALOG « ( R1PR, - 012 , I ( R1PR2 + 012 
R4PR1 = R ( '+ J + R ( 1 ) 
A R G 1 = AL 0 G ( ( R 1 P R c: - 0 1 2 , I ( R 1 P R 2 + 0 1 Z , ) 
ARG2 = ALOG ( ( R2FR3 - C23 , I ( ~2PR3" 02~ » ) 
ARG3 = ALOG (CR3PR4 - [)3~ ) I ( R1PR4 + 034 ) J 
ARG4 = ALOG «R4PR1 - 041 ) I ( R~·PRl + C41 J J 
C COMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITY CCtPONENTS 
C EQUATIONS (42) AND ( 43 , 
VX = Cl • ARGl + C2 • ARG2 + C3 ... ARG3 + C4 '" ARG 4 
VY = C5 • A~Gl + C6 ... ARG2 + C7 ... ARG 3 + C8 • ARG4 
C COMPUTE PARrIAL OERIVATIVES OF INOUC~O VELOCITIES 










( R1PR2 .... 2 - 01~ SQ 
( R2PR3 .... 2 - 02~ SQ 
( R3PR4 •• 2 - 034 sa 
( R .. PR 1 ... 2 - 041 S Q 
ETA2Hl I 012P 
ETA3H2 I 023P 
ETAltM3 I 034P 
ETA1M4 I D41P 
XllH2 I Oi2P 
, II • 5 
) • .5 ) .. • 5 










































INPU .. 01 
INPU 41.12 
INPU 40J 





























C6P = XIZM3 I D23P 
C7P = XI3M4 I 034P 
C8P = XI4H1 I D41P 
R1 Z Y = RY ( 1 ) + R Y ( 2 ) 
RZJ Y = RY ( 2 ) + RY ( 3 ) 
R34 Y = RY ( :3 j + RY ( 1+ ) 
R41Y = RV ( ~ , + RY ( 1 ) 
V X X = C 1p· ( R X ( 1 ) + R X ( Z J ) + C 2 P'" ( RX ( Z ) + RX ( 3 
1 C3p· ( RX ( 3 ) + RX ( It ) ) + C4P'" « RX ( 4 ) + RX « 1 
VXy = elP· R1ZY + CZF'" R23Y + C3P~ R34Y + C4P. R41Y 
VYY = C5P· R12Y + C6p· R23Y + e7p. R34Y • C8p. R41Y 
COMPUTE NEW NULL POINT ( XNP, YNP ) 
EQUATION ( 94 ) 
XMXP = ( VY ... VXy - VX • VYY » I ( "XX • VYY - VXY ... "" Z ) 
XN? = XMXP + XNP 
YNP = YNP - ( VX + VXX ... XMXP ) I VXY 








)) .. INPU 
















IF ( ASS ( 'IX) .IT. EPS .ANo. ASS ( 
CON TINUE 




NO CONVERGENCE , USE 30TH ITERATION 








1600 IF ( XNp· ... 2 + YNP .... Z .lE. TSQ) GO TO 1620 
CON VERG ES TO 
CON\! = 1 
POINT AT INFINITY 
XNULL ( NULL ) = 
YNUlL ( NULL ) = 
ZNUlL ( NULL ) = 




















C EQUATION ( 79) NOTE THAT Z - COORDINATE IS ZERO 
C 
1620 XNUlL ( NUll' = )(CENT + T1X • XNt) + T2X • Y~P 
YNUll ( NUl.l , = YCENT + T1 Y • XNt) + T 2Y • YNP 
ZNULL ( NULL , ~ ZCENT • T1Z • XN~ • T2Z • YNP 
PRINT RESULTS -- SECTION 9.4 THE FIRST OUTPUT 
1700 IF ( NPRT .GE. 11 ) GO TO 1750 
NP~T = NP~T + 1 




WRITE (6, 4005) I, XIN, NX, XNULL ( NUl.l), PO, CFLAG (CONV), 




INPU GO TO 1770 
1750 NPRT = 0 
CALL HEADER 
WRITE « 6, 400 Z , 
1760 WRITE ( 6, 4010> N ,I, XIN, NX, XNUlL 
1 ), YIN, NY, YNULL (NULl), T, ZIN, NZ, 
1770 XNORM ( NULL) = NX 
YNORM { NUll) = NY 





( NULL ), PO, CFLAG (CONVINPU 


































453 1 454 ! 
455 ~ 
456 :; ~;~ 1 
459 I. 























C WRITE 28 QUANTITIES ON lAPE 4 AS ONE LOGICAL RECORD INPU 481 
INPU 482 
2000 IF (LIST .EQ. 0) WRITE (4) XCENT, YC£NT, lCENT, T1X, T1Y, TlZ, INPU 483 
1 T2X, T2Y, T2Z, NX, NY, NZ, XI(1), ETA(1), XI(2), ETA(2), XI(]), INPU 484 
2 X!(4), ETA(4), TSQ, AREA, lXX, lXV, IYY, 012,023,034,041 INPU 485 
NLT ( KlCr » = HMI~ INPU 486 
NLINE ( KLCT ) = N INPU 487 
I F ( I F LAG • E Q • 0 ) GOT 0 2 00 1 IN PU 488 
IF ( N .IT. NlM1 ) GO 10 12 INPU 489 
WRITE ( 6, 4315 ) INPU 490 
GO TO 2D25 INPU 491 
2001 IF ( STAT .IT. Z ) GO TO 80 INPU 492 
NLTCKlCT) = -NlTCKlCT) INPU 493 
NPRT = NPRT ~ 1 INPU 494 
WRITE ( 6, 4015 ) INPU 495 
INPU 496 
C T EST FOR END OF CASE INPU 4':)7 
2020 IF ( STAT .NE. 3 , GO 10 80 INPU 4S8 
2025 NNl = MOO ( 3 • NQUAD, 255 ) INPU 499 
NQNN1 = NQUAO INPU 500 
IF ( NNl .IT. 5 .A~D. NN1 .GT. 0 ) NQNNl = NQUAD + 2 INPU 501 
IF (LIST.NE. 0' GO TO 8500 INPU 502 
C WRITE UNIT NORMALS ON TAPE 4 AS O~E LOGICAL RECORD INPU 503 
2031 WRITE (4) (XNORH(J), YNORMeJ), ZNJRM(J), J = 1, NQNNi) INPU 504 
C WRITE CONTROL TABLES ON TAPE 4 AS ON~ lOGICAL RECORD INPU 5US 
WRITE ( 4 ) KLCT, ( NlINE (J" NlT(J), J = 1, KlCT , INPU 506 
C •• WRITE NULL POINTS A~D NORMALS (1 RECORD) INPU 507 
3032 WRITE (4)(XNUlLeJ), VNULleJ), ZNULL(J) 9XNORHeJ), YNORH(J),ZNCRHeJ)INPU 5e8 
1 , J = 1, NQUAO) INPU 509 
WRITE ( 6, 3030 ) INPU 510 
C WRITE ALL NULL POINTS ON TAPE 8 (1 lJGICAL RECORD I POINT) INPU 511 
00 2058 I = 1, NQUAO INPU 512 
2058 WRITE (8) XNULL (U, Y~ULl..(U, lNUlL(l) INPU 51J 
C INPU 514 
C READ IN OFF-BODY POINTS INFU 515 
C I NPU 516 
IF ( NOFF oLE •. G ) GO TO 8000 INPU 517 
NOFF = 0 INPU 518 
SOOO NOFF = NOFF + 1 INPU 519 
READ (5, U XOFF(NCFF), YOFF(NOFF),ZOFF("CFF),STAT, )(,y,Z,~TtlTT INPU 520 
IF (STAT .EQ. 3) GO TO 5100 INPU 521 
NOFF = NOFF + 1 INPU 522 
XOFF(NOFF) = X INPU 523 
YOFF(NOFF) = Y INPU 524 
lOFF(NOFF) = Z INPU 525 
IF (STATT .NE. 3) GO TO 5000 INPU 526 
INPU 527 
C WRITE OFF-BODY POI ~T ~ ON 8 (1 ~ECORG I FOINT ) INPU 528 
INPU 529 
5100 DO 7020 I = 1, NOFF INPU 530 
XOFFCI) = XOFFCI) ¥ RBETA INPU 531 
7C2C WRITE « 8) XOFFeI), YOFF(!), ZOFF(I) INPU 532 
INPU 533 
C WRITE OFF-BODY POI~lS ON 4 (1 REC~~D) INPU 534 
C INPU 535 
WRITE (4)CXOFF(I), YCFF(I), ZOFFCI), I = 1, NOFF) INPU 536 
INPU 537 
WRITE (6, 63' NOFF INPU 538 
63 FORMAT (1HO,16X,9HTHERE ARE,Ilt, 15H OFF-BODY FOINTS ) INPU 539 
8000 REWIND 4 INPU 540 
108 
8500 REWIND 8 
C 
WRITE(6, 9999) NQUAD 




SUBROUTINE OATPROS( X, Y, Z, XX, yy, ZZ ) 
c 
C THIS IS A SIMPLE SCALING AND ORIGIN TRANSLATION COOE FOR THE 
C DOUGLAS saxc POTENTIAL FLOW CODE DATA INPUT 
C XTRANS, YTRANS, ZTRAf\S ARE ORr;IN TRA~SlATIONS 
C XSCAlE, YSCAlE, ZSCAlE ARE SCALE FACTORS 
C THE CODE ALSO ALLOWS FOR ROTATION IN THE X - Z PLANE TO ADJUST 
C FOR AR8ITRARY ANGLE CF ATTACK 
C SINA, COSA ARE SINE AND COSINE OF ANGLE 
C ANGLE IS THE ANGLE( I~PUT IN O~GREES) THAT THE AIRPLANE AXIS 
C MAKES WITH THE NEGATIVE X AXIS (POSITIVE COUNTERCLOCKWISE 
C FROM THE-X AXIS) AFTER SCALING ( NOTE - AFTER SCALING THE 
C AIRPLANE NOSE POINTS DOWN THE ~EGATIVE X AXIS) 
C 





COMMON IPROSt SINA,COSA, XSCAlf, YSCAlE, ZSCALE, XTRANS, 
1 YTRANS, ZTRANS 
X = ( X - XTRANS ) • XSCALE 
Y = ( Y - Y 1RANS ) ... YSCALE 
Z = ( Z - Z TR A NS ) • ZS CAL E 
XX= ( xx- X TRANS ) ... XSCALE 
Y Y = ( Y Y - Y T R A NS ) ... Y seA L E 
ZZ= ( ZZ- ZTRANS ) ... ZSCALE 
XP = X 
X = XP ... COSA Z'" SI NA 
Z = XP ... SINA + Z ... aOSA 
XP = XX 
XX= XP ... COSA - ZZ'" SINA 





















































































C SUBROUTINE FLOWS (NU, NNON ) 
COMMON IFLOWPI NU,~NCN 
. COMMON HEOR(15"MPR,tER,IPRS,JSIG,ITER,NCFLG,NFLOW,NQUAD, 
1 KASE,NOFF,NSYM,IFLAG,IFLOW;NC~OE 
LOGICAL AFLOW, BFLOt, CFLOW 
COMMON IDFLOWI AFlCW,BFLOW,CFLOW,NMAT,NMATM1,NAFlOW,NBFLOW 9 NCFLOW 
COMMON I FLOW I NQ, NL, KFLOW, IIX(20{lO), IIY(ZOOO" \fZ(2001l), 
1 VNC ( 1000 » 
COMMON INORMSI XNCRH(1000),YNORM(100D),ZNORM(1000) 
31 FORMAT ( 311 » 
~O FORMAT( 6F10.8 , 
9999 FaRHAT (1HO,5X 16HFLOWS HAS SET UO, 
1 13, 11H X FLOkS, 13, 15H Y FLOWS, AND 13, 11H Z FLOWS.) 
NAFLOW = 0 
NBFLOW :; 0 
NCFLOW = 0 
NMAT = 0 
NQ = NQUAO + NOFF 
NL = NQUAO 
NN = MOD(3· NQ ,255) 
IF ( N N • LT. 5 • AN C. NN • G T. 0 ) N Q = N Q .. 5 
KFlOW = 0 
NN = HOD( NQUAO, 255) 
IF ( NN .LT. 5 .ANO. NN .GT. 0) NL = NL .. 5 
IF (NNON .GT. O. GC TO 1~O 
IF (NU .GT. 0) GO TO 50 
WRITE (6, 115) 
115 FORHAT (1H1,6X,2~HNO ONSET FLOWS SPECIFIED) 
STep 
50 IF ( • NOT. AFLON ) G C TO 60 
KFLOW :; 1 
GO TO 100 
60 IF « • N C1 • B F L ON GeT 0 7 a 
KFLOW = 2 
GO TO 100 
70 IF ( CFLOW ) GO TO 90 
IF (KFlOW .NE. 0) GO TO 4000 
WRI TE ( 6,60 ) 
80 FaRHAT ( 1H1,5X,12HINPUT ERROR.,5X,25HNO FLOW MATRIX SPECIFIED. ) 
STOP 
90 KFL OW = 3 
100 CALL UNIFRM 
IF (KFLOW - 2'60,70,4000 











140 DO 3000 N = 1, NNON 
IERR = 0 
THE FLAGS REAO IN HERE HAVE THE FJLLOWING VALUESc •• 
FLAG 
KfL • • II • 
KUN • • • • 
MEAN! NG 
FLOW "1ATRIX-ASSOCIATION FLAG 
1 X-FLOW, 2 V-FLCW, 3 Z-FLOW 





































































































































KTYPE • • • • Q INPJT FLOW ~ELOCITY COMPONENTS, 
1 INP~T FLOW NO~MAL VELOCITY 
READ ( 5, 31 ) KFL, KU~, KI'. E 
KTEST = KFL - KFLOW 
IF (KTESn 145, 220, 150 
145 WRITE (6, 146) KFLOW, 9tFL 
146 FORMAT (15Hl~·~4·NOTE·.4 •• I 2SHQAN INfUT FLOW FOR HATRIX,I3, 
1 38H PHYSICALLY PRECEDED A FLOW F)R MATRIX,I3 I 
2 26HOTHIS FLOW MUST 8E SKIPPED II) 
IERR ;; 1 
GO TO 220 
150 IF (NU) 155, 155, 152 
152 IF (KTEST - 2) 170, 153, 160 
153 IF (KFL - 2) 145, 160, 1E1 
155 KFL OW = KFL 
156 IF (KFLDW -2) 157, 158, 159 
157 AFLOW =.TRUE. 
GO TO 220 
158 BFLOW = eTRUE. 
GO TO 220 
159 CFLOW = .TRUE. 
GO TO 220 
160 IF (.NOT. AFLOWJ GC TO 1El 
KFLOW = 1 
CALL UNIFRM 
161 IF (.NOT. BFLOW) GO TO 1E2 
KFLOW = 2 
CALL UNIFRH 
162 KFlOW = KFL 
IF (KFLOW .EQ. 2' GO TO 158 
IF (CFLOW) GO TO 200 
GO TO 159 
170 KFLOW = KFL 
IF (NU ~EQ. 0' GO TO 156 
IF (KFLOW - 2) 175, 180, 185 
175 IF (AFLOW) GO TO 200 
GO TO 157 
180 IF CeFLOW) GO TO 200 
GO TO 158 
185 IF eCFLOW) GO TO 200 
GO TO 159 
200 CALL UNIFRH 
220 NVREAO = NQUAD 
IF ( K UN. G T. 0» N V RE A D = 1 
IF ( KTYPE .NE. 0 ) GO TO 222 
READ ( 5,40) ( I/X(!), I/Y(U, IIZe!), I = 1, NVREAO ) 
GO TO 224 
222 READ « 5, 40 ) ( VNC U), I :; 1, NIIREAO ) 
00 22 3 I = 1 , NQ U A 0 
I/X (I) = 0.0 
VYCI) = 0.0 
223 VZ(U = 0.0 
224 IF ( IERR .NE. 0 ) GO TO 1200 
NI/REAO = NQUAO + NeFF 
IF (KUN .LE. 0) IF (NOFF) 240, 240, 230 
00 225 Nil = 2, NVREAO 
VX(NIf) = VXU) 






















































































































225 VZ(NV) = VZ(!) 
GO TO 24Q 
230 NQPl = NQUAD + 1 
00 235 NV = NQP1, NVREAO 
VXINV) = 0.0 
VY« NV) = o. « 
235 IJZ(NIJ) = 0.0 
240 IF( KFLOW - 2 ) 600, 700, aao 
600 NAFLOW = NAFLOW + 1 
GO in ~GiJ 
7DC NBFLOW = N8FLOW + 1 
GO TO 900 
800 NCFLOH = NCFLOW + 1 
900 IF « KTYPE .NE. 0 ) GO.TO 1075 
DO 1050 J = 1, NQUAO 
1050 VNC (J) = VX(J)·XNORMW) + VYIJ)~YNORH(J) + VZIJ).ZNCRH(J) 
1075 WRITE ( 3 ) KFLOk, (VXCK), VYCK), VZ(K), K = 1, NQ) 
1100 WRITE (3) ( IJNe(K), K = 1, NL ) 
C READ IN FIRST GUESSES FOR THE SIG~AS 
1200 IF ( ISIG) 3000, 3(100, 1600 
1600 READ (5, 40) ( VNC(K), K = 1, NQUAD ) 
C WRITE SIGMA GUESSES ON TAPE 3 AS JNE LOGICAL RECORD 
IF (IERR .EQ~ 0) WRITE (3') (VNC(J., J ='1, Nl) 
3000 CONTINUE 
IF (NU .NE. 0) IF (KFLO\~ - 2) 60, 7[1, 40ClO 
4000 REWIND 3 
IF ( AFLOW ) NHAT = 1 
IF ( BFLOW ) NMAT = NMAT + 1 
IF ( CFLOW ) NHAT = NMAT + 1 
NMATM1 = NMAT - 1 
NFLOW = NAFLOW + NBFLOW + NCFLOW 



































FLOW 152 .. ~ 
FlOW 1 S3 
FlOW 154 
.1 FLOW 155 .~ 














"'DECK, UNI FRtf 
SUBROUTINE UNIFRM 
C C····· C SPECIAL FOR LEAKY QUADS ..... " 
COMMON I FLOW I NO, NL, KFLOW, VX(2000), VY(2000), VZ(2000), 
1 VNC(1000) 
LOGICAL AFlOW, eFLOW, CFLOW 
COM~ON IOFLOWI AFLOW,BFLCW,CFLOW,~MAT,NHAT~1,NAFLOW,NBFLOW,NCFLOW 
COMMON INORMSI XNORM(1000),YNORM(1~OD),ZNORH'1000) 
COMMON HEOR(15),HPR, tER,IPRS,ISIG,ITER,NCFLG,NFlOW,NQUAO, 
1 KASE,NOFF,NSYM,IFLAG!IFlOW,NCODE 



















THIS ROUTINE SETS UP THE UNIFORM JNSET FLOWS. FOR THESE FLOWS IT UNIF 
IS ONLY NECESSARY TO HAVE TWO VELOCITY MATRICES, ONE ALL ZERCES UNIF 












00 10 I = 1, NQ 
VXCl) = 0.0 
10 VYC n = 1.0 
NOW WE·LL TEST mKFLOW· TO OETERMI~E WHAT FLOW TO SET UP FOR. 
IF ( KFLOW - 2 , 20, 30, 40 
THIS PORTION SETS UP FOR 'A- FLOW. 
20 NAFLOW = 1 
WRITE ( 3) KFLOW, (VY(U, "xeD, VXU), 1= 1, NQ) 
THIS IS A PATCH TO PROVICE FOR LE~KY QUADS. THESE MUST 8E THE 
FIRST QUADS IN THE TABLE. THEY L~AK AT A FRACTION FRACT OF T~E 
FREE-STREAM RATE. ONLY THE A FLOH IS PROVIDED FOR HERE. 
LEAK = NO. OF LEAKY QUADS 
IF( LEAK .GT. C ) GO TO 21 
WRITE( 3) ( XNORM(U, I=1,NL ) 
GO TO 50 
21 00 22 I=1,lEAK 
22 VZ(I) = 'XNORHCI) + FRACT 
IF( LEAK .GE. NL ) GO TO 25 
LEAKP = LEAK + 1 
00 24 I=LEAKP,NL 
24 VZ(I) = XNORM(I' 
25 WRITE( 3 , ( IIZ(U, I=1,NL ) 
00 26 I=1,NL 
26 VZ(IJ = 0.0 
GO TO 50 
THI S PO RTI ON SET S UP FOR :18" FL OW. 
30 NBFLOW = 1 
WRITE ( 3) KFLCW, ( V)«(!) , VVCU, VXCI), I::: 
WRITE ( 3 ) « YNORM(I), I = 1, NL ) 
GO TO 50 
THIS PORTION SETS UP FOR ~C~ FLOW. 
113 









































































































r '+0 NCFlOH :: 1 UNIF 61 WRITE ( 3 ) I<FlOW, ( VXU), "XU., VY« 1) , I :: 1, NQ , UNIF 62 
WRITE ( 3 ) ( ZNORH( 1), I :: 1, NL ) UNIF 63 
UNIF 64 
C CHECK FOR INPUT SIGMJlS. UNIF 65 
UNIF 66 
50 IF ( rSIG .EQ. o ) IiETUI'N UNIF 67 
UNIF 68 
, 
C READ THE SIGMA GUESSES I~TO VZ. UNIF 69 :' ;' UNlF 70 , 
I, READ ( 5, 00 ) ( VZ(!), I = 1, NQ~AO ) UNIF 11 
I" 60 FORMAT ( 6F10 .8) UN IF 72 ! 
UNIF 73 
C HRI TE SIGMA S ON TAPE 3 AS ONE lOGI CAL RECORD AND HANG IT UP. ·THR·UNIF 74 
UNIF 75 
WRITE ( 3 ) ( vz (U, I :: 1, NL ) UNlF 76 
RETURN UNIF 77 
END UN IF 78 
·DECK,VFORM VFOR 1 
SUBROUTINE VFORH VFOR 2 
REAL M12, Mc3, "34, H41 , lXX, lXV, IVY VFOR 3 
INTEGER TAPES VFOR 4 
C ~FOR 5 
LOGICAL AFlOW, 8FLOW, CFLOW VFOR & 1 
DIMENSION NTAPE(3), 041(335), VFOR 7 
1 XIJi (335), XIJ2 (3JSJ, XIJ3 (335), YIJ1 (335), YIJ2 (335), VFOR 8 
2 VIJ3 (335), ZIJl (335), ZIJ2 (335), ZIJ3 (335', XXi « 1340), ~FOR 9 1 
.3 XX2 (340), XX3(1:!40)' YY1(340),VY2(13l.t1)),YY3(134(n,ZZl(13i4D), VFOR 11l 
4 ZZ2(1340), ZZ3(134D), XCB),Y(S),Z(8), XC(33S), YC(335), ZC(335), VFOR 11 
5 Ai1(335" A12 (335', A13 (335), ~21(3J5), A22(335'" A23(335', VFOR 12 
6 A 31 (335), A 32 (.3 35) f A 33 (335), X I 1 ( 33 5), XI2 ( .3 3 5), X l.3 ( 335) , "F OR 13 
7 XIlt(335)~ ETA1C33S) ,ETA2 (335), ETA l.tC33 5) ,TSQ(33S), A (335), VFOR 14 
8 IXX(335), IXY (335), IYY (335), ~12 (335), 023(335), 034(335) VFOR 15 
COMMON HEOR(1S),MPR,NER,IPRS,ISIG,IIER,NCFlG,NFlOH,NQUAD, VFOR l6 
1 KASE,NOFF,NSYM,IFLAG,IFlOH,NCODE "FOR 17 
EQUIVALENCE (XIJ1, YV1 (1) ), (XC, YYi (336) " (YC,YY1(611»,VFOR 18 
1 (lC, YY1(1006) >t ( ETA4, XXi « 1 ) ), ( YIJ1, XX1 ( 336 ) ). VFOR 19 
2 (XIJZ, YY2 (1) " ( VIJ2, YY2 ( 336 H, ( A1l, YV2 (671», VFOR 20 
3 (A12, YY2 (1006)', (A13, XXi (671n, ( TSQ, XX1 ( 1000 n, ~FOR 21 
'+ (A21, VY3 ~U, , (A22, YY3 ( 336»' ( A23, YY3 (671», VFOR 22 
5 (A , VV3 (100U), (XIJ3, XX2 ( 1,), « VIJ3, XX2 « 336»), VFOR 23 
6 (ZIJ1, Zl1 (1» , (A31 , ZZl (336 J), (A32 , ZZl (671», VFOR 2't 
7 (A33, ZZ1 (10DE», (lXX, XX2 (67U),« 012,'XX2 (ill0€), "FOR 25 
8 (ZIJ2, Zl2 (1) ), «XI1, ZZ2 (336 », ( XI2, ZZ2 (671)), VFOR 26 
9 (XI3, ll2 (10DE», (lXV, XX3 ( 1 )), ( 023, XX3 ( 336 H, VFOR 27 
A ( D 3 ~ , Z Z 3 ( 1 , ), (Z I J 3, Z Z 3 ( 33 6 », (X I 4, Z Z 3 ( {) 7.1> ) , V F OR 28 
B (E T A 1, Z Z 3 « 1 0 0 E) ) , (E T A 2 , X l( 3 ( 6 7 U ), ( I V 'f , X X 3 ( 1 0 0 6) ) V F OR 2 9 
COMMON IDFlOWI AFLOW~8FLCW,CFlOH,NHAT,NHATM1,NAFlOH,NBFLCW,NCFlO~ VFOR 30 
" 
, 
DATA RH01SQ, RH02SQ I E.O, 16.0 I VFOR 31 
DATA NTAPE I 1 , 11 , 12 I VFOR 32 
4004 FORMAT ( lHO, 3HROW,l5,5), 6HX~FLJW' "FOR 33 
4005 FORMAT ( 1HO, 3HROW,I5,5X, 6HY-FLlW) VFOR 34 
'+006 FORMAT ( 1HO, 3HROH,I5,SX, 6Hl-FL::lW) VFOR 35 
lNEAR = 0 VFOR 36 









IFAR = 0 
10 IF ( NS YH - 1 ) 58. 52, 54 
52 ASSIGN 2100 TO I29 
ASSIGN 910 TO 119 
GO TO 60 
54 ASSIGN 2200 TO 129 
IF ( NSYH .EQ. 3 ) GO TO 56 
ASSIGN 920 TO 119 
GO TO 60 
56 ASS IGN 93ti TO 119 
GO TO 60 
58 ASSIGN 2000 TO 119 
60 lOOP = 2 .~ NSYM + 1 
NEl = NQUAD I 3 
NEll = NEl 
NElP = NEl 
NREM = MOO ( 3 ... NEl + 1, 255 ) 
IF ( NREM .IT. 5 .ANt. N~EM .GT. 1 ) NElP = NEl ~ 5 
NON = NQUAO + NOFF 
DO 8000 M = 1, 3 
KR OW = 0 
2Q1 NT = NTAPE ( H » 
202 IF (M oNE. 3) GO TO 300 
NEl = NQUAO - Z ... NEl 
NELP = NEl 
NREM = HOD ( ."3 • NEl + 1 , 255 ) 
IF ( NREM .IT. 5 .ANO. NREM .GT~ 3) NElP = NEl. 5 
C READ 28 QUANTITIES 
300 DO 500 J = 1, NEl 
500 READ (4) XC(J), YC (J), ZC(J" A11CJ', A12(J), A13(J), AZ1(J), 
1 A22(J), A23(J), A31(J', A32(J), A33(J), XI1(J),ETA1(J),XIZ( 
2 J), ETA2(J)' XI3(J), XI4(J), ETA~(J), TSQ(J)' A (Jh IXX CJ), 
3 IXY (J), IYY(J), D12(J), o23CJ)' 034(J), 04t1(J) 
800 KROW = KROW • 1 
READ « 8 ) XNPP, YNPP, ZNPP 
00 2300 Il = 1, NEl 
DO 1700 IZ = 1, lOOF 
IF ( 12 .EO. lOOP) GO TO r19,( 2100", 91G, 9213, 930 ) 
GO TO (1000, 910, 92Q, 910, 930,310, 92U, 910 ), 1Z 
910 YC ( I 1 , ::: - Y C ( I 1 ) 
Ai2 « Il ) = - A12 ( I1 ) 
Al2 ( Ii » ::: - AZ2 « I1 ) 
A31 ( Ii ) ::: - A31 « 11 ) 
A33 ( 11 ) = - A33 ( Ii ) 
GO TO 932 
<3 Z 0 ZC ( I 1 ) ::: - Z C ( I j, ) 
A13 ( I1 ) = - A13 ( 11 ) 
A23 ( 11 ) ::: - A 23 ( 11 ) 
A3l ( 11 ) = - A31 ( 11 ) 
A32 ( 11 ) = - A 3 2 « 11 ) 
GO TO 932 
9 3 0 XC ( I 1 ) = - xc ( 11 ) 
Al1 ( 11 ) = - Ail ( Ii ) 
A21 ( 11 » ::: - AZl « Ii ) 
A 32 ( Il ) = - A 32 C 11 ) 
A33 ( 11 ) = - A33 ( I1 ) 
932 IF « IZ .EQ. lOOP' GO TO I29, C 2100, 2200 





























































































































YDI F = YNPP- YC « 11 ) VFOR 98 
ZOIF = ZNPP- ZC ~ 11 ) VFOR 99 
VFOR 100 
C COMPUTE DISTANCE FROM NlULL FOINT TO )RIGIN CF J-TH ELEMENT COOROINATEIIFOR 1111 
C SYSTEM (J CORRESPONDS TO THE INJEX 11 ) VFOR 1Q2 
VFOR 103 
C INEQUALITY (98} VFOR 1Q4 
VFOR 105 
ROSQ = XOIF •• 2 + YOIF ~. 2 + ZOIF •• 2 IIFOR 106 
IF ( ROSQ .IT. RH02SQ lJ. TSQ ( 11) ) GO TO 1400 VFOR lJ7 
VFOR 106 
C COMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITY CO,.PONENTS VFOR lU9 
C EQU .aTION (97) IIFOR 110 
VFOR 111 
IFAR = IFAR + 1 VFOR 112 
ARGl = A ( 11) I SQRT ( ROSQ ) •• 3 VFoR 113 
X (12) = ARGl ~ XOIF IIFOR 114 
Y (12) = ARGl ~ YDIF VFOR 115 
Z (I 2) : ARG1 • ZOIF VFOR 116 
GO TO 1700 VFOR 117 
VFOR 118 
C TRANSFORM NULL POINT TO J - ELEMENT ;OORDINATE SYSTEM VFOR 119 
C EQUATION «78 J VFOR 120 
IIFOR 121 
VFOR 122 
1400 XNP = All ( 11 ) • XOIF + A12 ( 11 ) • YOIF + A13 ( 11 ) ... Z[IF IIFOR 123 
YNP = A21 ( 11 ) • XOIF + A22 ( Ii) • VOIF + A23 UH·ZDIF VFOR 124 
ZNP = Ali ( 11 ) • XOIF .. A32 (11) • YOIF + A33 Hi) • ZOIF VFOR 125 
IIFOR 126 
C INEQUALITI ES (99) A ~o ( 100 ) IIFOR 127 
IF ( ROSQ ,,If. RH01SQ ... TSQ ( 11 , ) GO TO 1·410 VFOR 128 
VFOR 129 
C COMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITY CO,.PONENTS VFOR 130 
CEQ U AT ION S (5 7 ) - ( 6 2 ) V F OR 1:S 1 
VFOR 132 
INTERH = INTERM + 1 VFOR 133 
P = YNP ··2 + ZNP •• 2 - 4.0 • XNP .... 2 IIFOR 134 
QP: XNP ··2 + ZNP .~ 2 - 4.U • VNP .... 2 IIFOR 135 
RO = SORT ( ROSQ ) VFOR 136 
Rap = RO .~ (- 7' VFOR 131 
WXXX = XNP .. ( q.o • P + 30.0 ~ x~p .... 2 • ROP VFOR 138 
WXXY = 3.0 ~ P .. Rep ~ YNP IIFOR 139 
WXYY = 3.0 • XNP ~ QP ~ ROP VFOR 140 
W YYY : YNP ~ « 9.' ~ QP + 30.0 • YNP .... 2 , • ROP VFOR 141 
WXXZ : 3.0 4 ZNP ~ P ~ ROP VFOR 1~2 
WXYZ :: - 15.0 • XNP ~ YNP • ZNP '" ROP IIFOR 143 
WVVZ = 3.0 • ZNP .. QP ~ ROP VFOR 144 
Rap = - RO •• ( - 3} IIFOR 145 
WX = Rap ¥ XNP VFOR 146 
WY = ROP • YNP IIFOR 147 
HZ = ROP ~ ZNP VFOR 148 
HIXX = .5 .. IXX ( Ii » VFOR 149 
HIYY : .5 ~ IYY ( Ii ) VFOR l~O 
VX: HXYV·HIYY WXXY·IXY( 11) WXXX.HIXX WX·A( Il) VFOR 1~1 
VV = - HYYY·HIYY - HXYY·IXY( 11) • WXXY~HIXX - WY.A( Ii. VFOR 1~2 
VZ = - WYYZ4HIYY - WXYZ·IXY( 11) - HXXZ~HIXX - WZ.A( Ii) VFOR 1~3 
GO TO 1600 VFOR 154 
IIF OR 1 ~5 
C COMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITY COMPONENTS VFOR 156 






ET A 4M 3 : ET ~4 ( I U .. £T A 1 ( I 1 ) 
INEAR : INEAR + 1 
RO = SQRT ( ROSQ ) 
ETAZMl : ETA2 ( 11 ) - ETA1 ( 11 
XI4M3 : XI4 ( Ii) - XI J ( 11 j 
X12Ml : X12 Hl ) - Xli ( Ii » 
XI3M2 : XI3 ( 11 ) - XI2 ( 11 ) 
X 11M 4 : X I 1 ( 11 ) - )(1 4 « 11 ) 
XMXI 1 : XNP - Xll « 11 » 
XMX12 : XNP - X12 « 11 ) 
XHXI3 :: XNP - XI3 ( 11 ) 
XMXI4 : XNP - X14 ( 11 ) 
YHf-TA1: YNP" ETAl ( 11 » 
YME:TA 2 : YNP ETA2 ( 11 ) 
YHETA.4 :: YNP - ETA4 ( 11 ) 
ZNPSQ : ZNP • ZNP 
IF « ZNPSQ .IT. TSQ « 11 ) • 1.0E-6 ) ZNPSQ = n.o 
El : ZNPSQ + XHXll ·~2 
EZ :: ZNPSQ + XMXI2 ¥·2 
E3 :: ZNPSQ + XMKI3 •• 2 
E4 :: ZNPSQ + XHXI4 ··Z 
Hl : YMETAl J#. XM XIl 
H2 :: YMETAZ • X~XIZ 
H3 :: YMETAl • XHXI3 
H4 :: YMETA4 • XHXI4 
Mi2 :: 0.0 
IF ( XI2M1 .NE. O. () M1Z = ETAZMl I XI2Hl 
M23 :: 0.0 
IF ( X13M2 .NE.D.O) HZ3 : - ETA2Ml / XIJM2 
M34 :: O.G 
IF ( XI4M3 .NE. O. (1.) M34 :: ETA4M3 I XI4M3 
H41 :: 0.0 
IF ( XI1M4 IINEII O. III Mitl :: .. ETA4't3 I XI1M4 
ANUM1:: M12 J#. £1 - H1 
ANUM2:: M1Z· £2 - HZ 
ANUM3:: M23· £2 .. H2 
ANUM4:: H23· E3 .. H3 
ANUM5:: M34· £3 H3 
ANUM6:: M34. E4 - H4 
ANUM7:: H41· E4 .. H4 
ANUM8:: M41. E1 .. H1 
R 1 :: SQRT (XMXll •• 
RZ = SQRT ( X HX 12 •• 
R3 :: SQRT (XHXI3 •• 
R4 :: SQRT (XMXI4 .~ 
Q25 = 012 « 11 ) 
Q26 :: D23 ( 11 ) 
Q27 = 034 ( 11 ) 
Q28 :: D41 ( r 1 » 
VX :: 0.0 
VY :: 0.0 
VZ :: 0.0 
2 .• YMET Ai .. i>I- 2 
2 + YMETA2 •• 2 
2 + YMET ,~i .... 2 
2 + YMETA4 ... Z 
IF ( Q25 ) 11+2D. 1';30, 1420 
TEMP = Rl • R2 
TEMP1 :: TEMP .. Q25 
TEMP2 :: TEMP + Q25 





IF ( TEMPl .NE. O. [ .. AND. TEMP2 .~Eo 0.0 ) ARG1::ALOG{TEMPi/TEMP2) 





































































VX ;-: ET A2H1 If. TEMP VfOR 216 
VY :: - XI2H1 '" TEMP VFOR 219 
11+30 IF ( Q26 ) 14359 1"40, 1lt35 Vf"OR 22Ci 
1435 TEMP:: R2 + R3 VFOR 221 
TEMP1 = TEMP - Q26 VFOR 222 
TEHP2 = TEMP" Q2& VFOR 22~ 
ARG2 :: 1.0 VFOR 22~ 
IF « TEMP1 .NE. il.C .AND. TEMP2 .~E. 0.0 ) ARG2=ALOGUEMP1/TEMPZ) IIFOR 225 
TEMP:: ARG2 I QZ6 VFOR 226 
VX :: VX - ETA2H1 ... TEMP VFOR 227 
vy :: VY - XI3H2 4 TEMP VFOR 228 
1440 IF C Q27 ) j450, 1460, 1450 Vf"OR 229 
1450 TEMP :: R3 + R4 VFOR 230 
TEMP1 :: TEMP - 027 VFOR 231 
TEMP2 :: T~MP + Q27 VFOR 232 
ARG3 :: 1.0 VFOR 233 
IF ( TEMPi .NE. 0.0 .AND. TEMP2 .~€. 0.0 ) ARG3=ALOG(TEMPl/TEMP2) VFOR 234 
TEMP:: ARG3 / QZ7 VFOR 235 
VX = VX + ETA4M3 '" TEMP VFOR 236 
Vy :: VY - XI4M3 '" TEMP ~FOR 237 
1460 IF C Q28 , 1470, 1460, 1470 VFOR 238 
1470 TEMP:: R4 • R1 VFOR 239 
TEMP1= TEMP - Q26 VFOR 240 
TEMP2 = TEMP + Q2B VFOR 241 
ARG4 :: 1.0 VFOR 242 
IF ( TEMPl .NE. 0.0 .AND. TEMP2 _"E. C.O ) ARG4::A'lOGUEMP1/TEM1P2) VFOR 243 
TEHP = ARG4 / QZ8 VFOR 244 
VX :: VX - ETA4H3 '" TEMP ~FOR 245 
vy = VY - XI1M4 • TEMP VFOR 246 
1480 IF ( ZNPSQ .NE. ~.a ) GO TO 1510 VFOR 247 
TEST = SQRTCTSQ(I1). 1.0E-3) VFOR 248 
IFtQ25.GT.TEST) IF(XMXll.ETA2M1-VMETA1"'XI2~j)/Q2S) 16ao,1502,1S02~FOR 249 
1 502 IF C QZ 6. GT .. T ES T ) IF ( ( - X MX 12· ETA 2 M1- Y NET A 2 '" X I 3M2) I Q2 6) 16 II 0 ,150", 1 S~ It. V FOR 2~!J 
15U~ IF(QZ7.GT~TEST) IF«)MXI3·ETA4M3-YMETAi"'XI4M3)/Q27) 1600,lS06,15D6VFOR 251 
150& IF (Q28. GT. TEST) IF «"'X MX Ilt·ETA·4H3 - YMETA4'" X I 1M4) I Q26) 160 0 t 1508,1508 VFOR 252 
1508 liZ :: 6.28318531£0 "FOR 253 
GO TO 1&QO VFOR 254 
1510 IF (XI2Ml .NE. 0.0) VZ = ATAN(ANU~1/(ZNP·R1»)-ATAN(ANUM2/(ZNP.R2j)VFOR ?S5 
IF eXI3M2 .NE. U.O}VZ=VZ+ATAN(ANUM3/(ZNp·R2)5-ATANCANUM4/(ZNp.R3)'VFOR 256 
IF (XI4M3 .NE. O.O)VZ::VZ~ATAN(ANUM5j(ZNP·R3))-ATAN(ANUM6J'(ZNP"R4n "FOR 257 
·IF CXI1Mit .NE. O.O)VZ=VZ+ATAN(ANU~7' (ZNP"R4) )-ATANCANUM81 CZNP·R1U VFOR 258 
C VFOR 259 
C TRANSFORM INDUCED VELOCITY COMPONENTS TO REFERENCE COORDINk 'fE S'STEM VFOR 260 
CEQ U AT ION (79) "F OR 2 61 
VFOR 262 
1(00)( (12):: All nu ... VX + A21 HU '" .VY ... A31 nil • VZ VFOR 2E3 
Y (IZ) = A12 (IU ... VX + A22 (Ii) • \lY + A32 (I1) ... VZ "FOR 264 
Z (I 2) :: A 13 <Ii) ... II X + A 2 3 (11) ... II Y + A 33 ( Ii) ... v Z \I FOR 2 65 
1700 CONTINUE VFOR 266 
VFOR 2 E.1 
2000 IF (.NOT. AFLOW) GC TO 2010 VFOR 268 
XIJ1CI1) :: XCU "FOR 269 
YIJiCI1) = Y(U VFOR 270 
ZIJ1(I1) :: Z(l) VFOR 271 
2010 IF (.NOT. BFLOW) GO TO 2D2IJ VFOR 272 
XIJ2(Il) :: XU) "FOR 273 
YIJ2(Il) = Y(l) VFOR 27~ 
ZIJZCll) = Z(l) VFOR 275 
2020 IF (.NOT. CFLOW) GO TO 2300 VFOR 276 
XIJ3CI1) :: X(1) VFOR 277 
118 
, , 
YIJ3(I1) = ,,1. ) VFOR 278 
ZIJ3CI1) = Z(1) VFOR 279 
GO TO 2300 IIFOR 280 
2100 IF ( • NOT. AFLOI." GO TO 21n 1 VFOR 2a1 
XIJl « I1 ) = X ( 1 J .. X ( 2 , VFOR 282 
YIJ1 ( I1 ) = Y ( 1 ) .. Y ( 2 ) VFOR 283 
ZIJ1 ( I1 ) = Z ( 1 ) .. Z ( 2 ) IIFOR 2B4 
2101 IF (. NO T. BFLOW) GO TO 21Q2 VFOR 285 
XIJ2 ( 11 ) = X « 1 J - X ( 2 , VFOR 286 
YIJ2 ( Ii ) = Y ( 1 ) - Y ( Z ) VFOR 287 
ZIJ2 ( .I1 J = Z ( 1 ) - z ( 2 ) VFOR 288 
2102 IF ( • NO T. CFlOW) GO TO 231)0 VFOR 289 
XIJ3 ( Ii » :: X ( 1 J .. X ( 2 J VFOR 290 
YIJ 3 ( I1 ) = Y ( 1 ) + y ( 2 ) VFOR 291 
ZIJ3 ( 11 ) = z ( 1 ) + Z ( 2 ) IIFGR 292 GO TO 2300 liFOR ~93 
2200 IF (.NOT. AFlOW GO TO 2201 VFOR 294 
XJJ1 (Ii) = X ( 1 , + X ( 2 ) .. X ( 3 ) .. X ( '+ ) VFOR 295 
VIJ 1 (I l' = Y ( 1 ; -+ Y ( 2 ) .. y ( 3 ) .. y ( 4 ) 111= no _.. "f\. 296 
ZIJ1 (! 1) = Z \ 1 ) .. Z ( 2 J + Z ( l ) .. Z ( 4 ) VFOR 297 
2201 IF (.IWT. BFLOW ) GO TO 2202 VFOR 298 
XIJ2 ( 1U = X ( 1 J 
- X ( 2 » - X ( 3 ) .. X C 4 , VFOR 299 
YIJ2 CI iJ = "( ( 1 ) 
- y ( 2 ) - y ( 3 ) + 'f ( it ) "FOR 300 
ZIJ2 (I1) = Z ( 1 ) - z ( 2 , - Z ( 3 ) .. Z ( 4 ) VFOR 3\)1 
2202 IF (. NO T. CFLOW ) GO TO 2204 VFOR 302 
XIJ3 (Ii) = X ( i ) + X ( 2 ) - X C 3 ) - X ( '+ ) VfOR 303 
YIJ3 (Ii) = Y ( 1 , .. y ( 2 ) - y ( 3 ) - y C 4 , VFOR 304 
ZI.J3 1I 1) = Z ( 1 ) .. Z f 2 , - Z ( 3 ) .., Z ( 4 ) VFOR 305 
22:l4 IF ( NSYH .EQ. 2 ) GC TC 23 O~, VFIJR 306 
IF '~NiH • AFt. OW ) GO TO 220 S VFOR 307 
XIJl. ( 11 ) :: XI Jl { 11) - X ( 5 ) - X ( 6 ) - X ( 7 ) - X ( 8 ) VFOR 3liB 
YI,) 1 ( 11 , 
-
YIJi ( 11) 
-
y « 5 ) - y ( c ) - y ( 7 , - y ( 8 ) VFOR 309 
ZLI1 ( ;(1 ) = ZlJ1 (Ii' - Z ( 5 , - Z ( E ) - Z ( 7 ) - z ( e ) VFOR 310 
2205 IF (. NOT. BFLOW ) GO TO 2206 VFOR 3:1 
XIJ 2 ( 11 ) = XI J2 (11) + X ( S , 
-
X ( 6 ) 
- X ( 7 ) + X ( 8 ) VFOR 312 
YI J2 ( Ii ) = YIJ2 ( l~J + Y ( 5 ) - y ( E ) - y ( 7 ) + y ( 6 ) VFOR 313 
ZIJ 2 ( Ii ) = ZIJ2 ( 11) • Z ( 5 , Z ( 6 , - z ( 7 , .. Z I 8 lIFOR 31'+ , 2206 IF ( • NOT. CFLOW ) GO 'Tit) 2300 VFOR 315 
XIJ3 ( 11) = XIJ3 <II) 
-
X ( 5 J - X ( b -(. X ( 7 ) + X ( 8 ) IIFOR 316 
YIJ3 (I1) := YIJ3 (Ii) 
-
y ( 5 t ... Y « 6 + Y ( 7 ) + y ( 8 ) VFOR 311' 
ZIJ3 (11) = ZIJ,3 (11 ) 
-
z ( 5 ) 
-
Z ( E + Z ( 7 ) + z ( 8 ) IIFOR 318 
2300 CONTINUE VFOR 319 
C WRI T E ON E ROW ON TAPE VFOR 320 
C VFOR 321 
IFCAFLOW)WRITE(NT' (XIJ1(JJ.YIJ1(J) ,ZIJ1CJ ',J=1, NELP) VFOR 322 
IFCBFLOW) WRITE(Nn « XI J 2 ( J, , Y I J 2 ( J) ,Z I J 2 C J) ,J = 1, N € L P » VFOR 323 
IFCCFLOW)WRITECNT) (XIJ3(J"YIJ3(J),ZIJ3CJ),J=1, NELP' VFOR 32,+ 
VFOR 325 
IF ( KROW • LT. NON GC TO 8UO VFOR 326 
REWIND R VFOR 327 
8000 REWIND NT VFOR 328 
42 FORHAT ( 1H ti, 5)(, 131-XIJ C C~PONENT / ( 1H , 7F15.8) ) IIFOR 329 
43 FORMAT ( 1HO, 5)( , 13HYIJ COMFONENT I ( IH , 7F1S .. 6» VFOR 330 
4l1. FORHAT ( 1. HO , 5X, 131-ZIJ C OMFONENT I ( 1H f 7F15,. 8» VFOR 331 
IF ( MPR • EQ. 0 .OR. MPR • EO. 2 , GO TO 9075 IIFOR 332 
CALL HEADER VFOR 333 
DO 9060 K = 1, KRCW IIFOR 334 
IN01 ': 1 - NELL VFOR 335 
IN02 = 0 IIFOR 336 





9003 IND1 ::: IND1 • NEll 
INOZ ::: IN02 • NEll 
9Q02 I ::: I + 1 
NT ::: NT APE ( I ) 
Galt IF(AFlOW'READ(NT) 
IFCBFLDW) REAOCNTJ 
IF(CFLOW' READ (NT) 
(XX1(J), YYUJ), ZZ1(J), J ::: IND1, IN(Z » 
(XX2(J. ,YY2(J', ZZ2(J',J=IND1,IND2) 
(XX3(JJ,YY3(J),ZZZ(J), J:::IND1, IN(2) 
IF ( I - 2 ) 9003, 9008, 905Q 
9C!oe IND1 ::: IND2 + 1 
INDZ ::: IN02 • Nfl 
GO TO 9002 
9050 IF (oNOT. AFlOW' GO TO 9051 
WRITE ( 6, 4j(j4 ) K 
WRITE , &, ~2) (XX1 (J), J ::: 
WRITE (6,43) (YYl (J), J::: 
WRITE ( &, 44) (ZZl (J), J::: 
1, NQUAD' 
1, NQU JlD' 
1, NQUAD) 
9~51 IF (.NOT. SFlOW ) GO TO 905~ 
WRI TE ( &, 4005 » K 
wRIT:: ( 6, 42 , ( XX2 
WRITE ( 6, 43 » ( yy, 
WRITE ( 6, 44 , ( ZZ2 
9(52 IF ( .NOT. CFLOW) GO 
WRIT:: ( 6, 4006 ) K 
(J" J ::: 1, 
(J), J= 1, 
(JJ, J ::: 1, 
TO 90 &0 
WRITE ( &, lt2 ) « XX3 (J), J ::: 1, 
WRITE ( &, ~3 ) ( YY~ (J), J :: 1, 
WRITE ( 6, 44 ) ( ZZ~ ilJ', J ::: 1, 
9(:6') CONTINUE 









IFAR 9 C 7 5 WR! TE ( 6, 4999 ) INEAR, I tHERM , 
4999 FORMAT ( lHO,1116HQNEAR ELEMENTS 
1, 17 I 15HiJFAR ELEMENT~ :::, 11 
WRITE(6, 9999' 
::,171 24HOINT£RHEDIATE ELEMENTS 
1 
































IIFOR 3 c& 
VFOR 367 
VFOR 368 
= VFOR 369 
VFOR 370 
VFOR 371 
VFOR :s 72 
VFOR 373 


















SUBROUT INE AFORM 
REAL NX , NY , NZ 
LOGICAL AFLCW, eFlOW, CF~OW 




DIMENSION NX( 1000), NY' 1000), Nl( 1000), NTAPE(3) 
DIMENSION A( 1000), XIJ( 10(0), YIJ( 1(;1l0), ZIJ( llHH.l) 
DATA NTAPE I 9, 10, 13 I 
42 FORMAT ( 1HO, 5X, 13HXIJ COMPONENT I ( 1H , 7F15.8" 
43 FORMAT ( 1HO, 5X, 13 ... VIJ COMPONENT I ( 1H , 7F15.8» 
44 FORMAT ( 1HO, SK, i3HZIJ COMPONENT I ( lH • 7F15.8)) 
45 FO~MAT ( lHO, 3HROW, 16 ) 
46 FORMAT(1HO, 5X, 3HAiJ I (lH , 7F15.8 » 
IF H1PR .NE. 0) CA II HEADER 
NQNNi = NQUAD + 2 
NQNN = MOD(NQNN1, 255) 
IF (NQNN .IT. 5 .AND. NCNN .GT. 0) NQNNi = NQUAO • 5 
IF (NCOOE .NE. 1) GO TO 2Q 
IF (NAFLOW) 2, 2, 1 
1 NF1 = NAFLOH 
GO TO 5 
2 IF (NBFLOH' 4, 4, J 
3 NF 1 = N 8FL OW 
GO TO 5 
4 NFl = NCFLOW 
5 NF2 = NFLOW - NFl 
L2 :: 0 
00 6 KK = 1, NFl 
L1 = L2 +- 1 
L 2 = L Z +- N au A 0 
READ (3) 
6 READ (3) (e(K', K:: Ll, LZ' 
LASH :: LZ 
!F (NFZ QEQ~ 0' GO TO 8 
00 7 KK :: 1, NFZ 
L1 = L2 +- 1 
L 2 :: L Z +- N QU A 0 
READ (3, 
7 READ (3) (C(KJ, K = l1, LZ) 
8 DO 10 KK :: 1, L2 
1!l C(KK) = -C(KKJ 
C ... READ IN UNIT NORMAL VECTORS 
ZO REAO(4) (NXU', NYU., NZcr" I :: 1, NQUAD' 
C FCRM NORMAL VELOCITIES - EQUATION 102 
3Q DO 1noo KK :: 1, NQUAO 
00 lOCO NH = 1, NHAT 
CALL ROWV CXIJ, YIJ, Z!J, (KK • NIH I NMAT .. NOFF, 0) 
00 60 K= 1, NQUAO 
60 A (K) = NX (KK)·XIJeK) + NY (KK). YIJ (K) + NZ(KK''''ZIJ(K' 
IF( HPR.EQ. 0 ) GO TO 70 
WRlrE(6,LtS) KK 
IF ( MPR • EQ. 2 ) GO TO 65 
WRITE(6,42) ( XIJ<ILt), 14 = 1,NQUAO ) 
WRITE(6,43) ( YIJ(I4)t 14 - 1,NQU'O ) 
WRITE~6.,4'+) ( ZlJ(I4), 14 = 1,NQUAO ) 
IF ( MPR - 2 ) 70, 65, 65 



























































































































70 IF (NCOOE ,·.NE. l' GO TO 500 
IF (NM .NE. 1) 
WRITE(8 » 
GO TO 100 
CACI),I=1,N~UAD"CC(I),I=KK,LAST1,NQUAO) 
GO TO 1000 
100 NT = KK • LAST1 
WRITE (10) 
GO TO 1000 
(ACI),I=1,NQUAD),'GCI),I=NT,L2,NQUAD) 
500 NT = NTAPE(NM) 
IF iNM .EQ. U WRITE (8) NQNN!, 
WRITE ( NT , NQNN1, (A(D, I = 



























COMMON /SPACERI A( 14000) 
...... 
... 
"" .... ..... 
• 


















C WRITTEN BY J. L. HESS" PROGRAMME) 8Y T. M. RIDDELL 













































FOR '8 1 « 8 = A • C ) • IF "A' IS THE REAL COEFFICI£NT MATf\IX 


























































































































IS AN ARRAY ( DIMENSIONED FOR AT lEAST ·KORE~ HORDS ) 
THAT IS USED BY 'SOLVIT· FOR SCRATCH PURPOSES. 
AFTER A NORMAL RETURN FROH 'SOlVIT·, THIS ARRAY HILL 
CONTAIN THE "8' MATRIX STORED I~ COLUMNAR ORDER. 
IS THE ORDER OF THE :.fA" ~ATRIX 
IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN 'B- AND 'C" 




IS THE LOGICAL FILE NUHB~R OF THE INPUT DATA SET 
(THIS UNIT IS ALSO USEO 9Y "SOlVIT" AS A SC~ATCH TAFE) 
SEE BELOW FOR THE DESCRI~TION OF THE INPUT FORMAT 
IS THE LOGICAL FILE NUMaER OF AN AVAILABLE SCRATCH UNIT 
IS THE LOGICAL FILE NUMB~R OF A~ AVAILABLE SCRATCH UNIT 
(NT1, NT2, tND NT3 MUST ALL HA"E DIFFERENT IIALUES) 
'NOUT" IS THE LOGICAL FILE NUHB~R OF THE O~TPUT DATA SET 
I &NNN -
THE 'B~ MAT~IX IS WRITTEN ON 'NCUT" IN COLUMNAR ORDER, 
ONE lOGICAL RECCRO PER CJLUMN 
(·NOUT~ HAY ECUAL NT1, Nr2, OR ~T3) 
IS THE FORTRA~ STATEMENT NUMBER WHERE CONTROL IS TO BE 
TRANSFERRED IF 'SOLVIT6 JETERHI~ES THAT THE VALU~ OF 
'KORE6 IS TOO SHALL TO A~LOW THE COHPUTATIOh TO CONTINUE 
(A FORTRA!\ VARIABLE RETU~N) 






9 = A C 
C .. ·u . .w.~ STORAGE REQUIRED 
C 
WRITTEN IN ceL~MNAR ORDER (ONE LOGICAL RECORD 
PER COLUMN) eN 'NOUT" AND STOREO IN 'AREA' 
C 
C 
F5E HEXADECIMAL eYTES 





NOTE~ •• THE ROHS ARE NOT ~ORHALIZED 
C 
C 
C ••••• GENERAL NOTES 
C 













































































































































THE VALUE OF "KORE" HUST BE SJFFICIE~T TO STORE 
MA XO ( .3 ... eN + M) t N ... "1 ) REAL VALUES 
THE 'A- AND 4C~ ~ATRICES MUST BE INPUT IN ROW ORDER •••• 
ONE l.OGICAl. RECCRO PER ROW Of THE :'A' AND "C' MATRICES 
I. E", 
• • 1 ROW OF THE i' Ail ",AT RIX 
• 1 ROW OF THE 'C 4 MATRIX • • • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ('N" REAL VALUES) 
• (4M· REAL VALUES) • • 
..................................................................................... 
CNE LOGIGA~ RECOR! 
(4N· + 'H' R~Al VALUES) 
'NOUT' IS NOT POSITICNED PRIC~ TO THE WRITING OF'S' 
DIMENSION A ( KO ) 
ILOGICAL LAST 
NW=3 
iN = NO 
'M = MO 
KORE = KD 
NPH = N + M 
IF 01AXOC3 ... NPH, M· N) oLE. KOR~) GO TC 5 











2480 FORMAT C4H1THE,I4, 2tJ X,I3, iSH M~TRIX E)cCEEOS,I6, 7H WORuS. ) 
CALL EXIT 
5 HT = MM 
REWIND MT 
NIN = NI 
REWI,..O NIN 
NOUT = NO 
REWIND NOUT 
HPl = H + 1 
NN = N 
NEL = NPH 
CALCULA TE THE HA )cIMUI'! NO. OF ROWS v • K' 
lQ K = (KORE - NELl I NEL 
rEST TO SEE IF THE REST OF THE MATRIX WILL FIT IN CORE 
LAS T = K • G E. NN 
IF (LAST) K = NN 
READ AK~ ROWS OF THE AUGMENTED ~A' HArRIX 
30 NT = 0 
DO 4:1 18 = 1, K 
NS = NT + 1 
NT = NT + NEL 

























































































































C CHECK TO SEE IF HE HERE UNLUCKY E~OUGH TO END UP WITH ONLY ONE ROW SOLV 157 
C SOLV 1 sa 
IF (K • EQ. 1) GO TO 90 SOLV 159 
C SOlV lEO 
C 'K' IS GREATER THAN i'l~ SO WE CAN START THE TRIANGUlARIZATION SDLIf lEl 
C SOLV 162 
NELPl = NEl i- 1 SOlV 163 
NS = - NEL SOL\( lE4 
NELP2 = NELPl i- 1 SOLV lES 
C SOUl lEo 
C FORM TH E' TRAPEZOI CAL' A FRAY ( a, SOL V iE7 
C SOL" 168 
00 50 I B :; 2, K SOlV 1 E9 
NP = NELP2 - IB SOLV 170 
NS = NS. NELPl SOLV 171 
NT = NS SOLV 172 
00 50 10 = 1!3, DC SOLIf 173 
NT = NT + NEL SOLV 174 
MN :: NT SOLV 175 
NB = NS SOLV 176 
ACNT) :: (-A(NT') I A(NS) SOL If 177 
00 50 NF = 2, NP SOLV 178 
MN = MN + 1 SOUl 179 
NB = NB + 1 SOLV 180 
50 A (I1N) :: A CMN) + A (NT) .. A (N B) SOLV 181 
IF (LAST) GO TO 90 SOLV 1(32 
C SOLV 183 
C WRITE 'THE §TRAPfZOIDAL" MATRIX ON TAPE SOLV lE't 
C SOLIf 185 
NT = 0 SOLV 166 
NP = NEL SillY 187 
NS = - NEL SOLV 188 
DO 60 10 = 1, K SOLV 189 
NS = NS + NELPl SOLV 190 
" NT :: NT + NfL SOlV 191 r ~ WRITE OH' f'.P, (AU8), 18 :: NS, NT') SOlV lS2 I 60 NP = NP - 1 SOlV 193 i 
I NP :: NP - 1'1 SOLIf lS4 t 
! NS = KORE - NEl + 1 SOlV 1-35 
I C SOLV 196 C READ ANOTHER ROW SOLV 1 0 7 e SOLIf !S8 DO 80 10 :: 1, NP SOLV 199 READ (N IN' (ACI8' , 18 = NS, KORE) SOlV 2JO 
I, 
e SOLV 201 
H 
e MODIFY THIS ROW BY ThE: 'TRAPEZOIO~L' ARRAY SOLIf 2il2 
1 e SOLV 203 
NT = 1 SOLV 204 1 i 1 
t MN :: NS SOLV ZuS 1 
1 
i 00 70 18 = 1, K SOL If 206 
N9 :: NT SOlV 207 I NF = MN • 1 SOLV 208 A (MN) :: (-A (MN') I A (NT) SOLV ~G9 DO 65 NN = NF, KORE SOLIf 210 NB :: NB +- 1 SOLV 211 
I' 
65 A C N N' :: ACNNI ~ A(MNI .. A (N B) SOLV 212 
HN :: N F SOLV 213 
71} NT :: NT + NELP 1 SOLIf 214 
C SOLV 215 







80 WRITE «NOUn 
REWIND NOUT 
REWIND NIN 
(ACNT', NT = MN, KORE) 
c 
C SWITCH THE TAPES 
C 
C 
NT = NIN 
NIN = NOUT 
NOUT = NT 
eRE-CALCULATE ROW LENGTH AND LOOF SACK 
C 
C 
NEl= NEl - K 
NN = NEL - M 
GO TO 10 
C REWIND ALL TAPES 
C 
C 
90 REW IND MT 
REWIND NIN 
REWIND NOUT 
C CONDENSE THE MATRIX 
C 
C 
NN = NEL 
Nl = NELP1 
IF (K • EQ. 1) GO TO 105 
NS = 1 
NT = NEL 
DO 100 IB = 2, K 
NS = NS .. NflP1 
NT = NT + NEL 
00 100 IO = NS, NT 
A(Nl) = A( 10) 
100 NL = Nl .. 1 
105 N1 = KORE - K ~ M + 1 
C - • THERE, NOW HE CAN START THE 8ACK-SOlUTIO~ 
C • ~ NOTE •• THE FIRST AVAILABLE lOCATION FOR THE SOLUTIONS IS A(Nl) 
C 
c 
NREM = N 
NEl = NPM 
LAST = K .EQ. N 
NPASS = 0 
C SOLVE FOR THE ANSWERS CO~RESPONDI~G TO 'K' ROHS 
C 
110 KH1 = K - 1 
KPl = K + 1 
NS = NL - HPl 
NPASS = NPASS .. 1 
00 13'3 MN = 1, M 
NF = NS + HN 
AHIF) = A(NF) I A(NS) 
NT = NS 
IF (KMl .EQ. 0) GO TO 130 
DO 125 IB = 1, KMl 
NF = NF - IB - H 



















































































































































SUM = 0.0 
NP = NF 
N2 = MP 1 • IB 
Du 120 10 = 1, 18 
NN = NT • IO 
NP = NP + N2 - 10 
SUM = SUM. A(NNJ .. ~(NP) 
A(NF} = (A (Nfl - SUM) I A(Nl) 
CONTINUE 
MOVE THE SOLUTIONS TC CO~TIGUOUS LOCATIOI\S STARTING AT A (N1, 
N1 = KORE + 1 
DO 149 NN = 1, K 
DO 135 MN = 1, M 
NL = NL - 1 
N1 = N1 - 1 
A(NH = A(Nl) 
NL = NL - N ~ 
WRITE THE SOLUTJONS ON TAPE 
HRIT~ (NIN) K 
NS = N1 - 1 
DO 145 HN = 1" H 
NT = NS + liN 
WRITE ( NIN , (A(lO, 10 = NT, ~O~E, to 
TEST IF THIS IS THE LAST PASS 
IF (LAST» GO TO 200 
WE MUST NOW ~ODIFY THE TRIANGULAR MATRIX TO REFLECT THE ~FFECT OF 
THE SOLUTIONS OBTAINED SC FAR (€~ 21> 
NOTE •• LOCATIONS A(1) TO A(N1-i» A~E NOW FREE TO USE 
CALCULATE THE NEXT VALUES OF JNEL' AND 4NREH' 
NELOLO :.: NEL 
KOLO = K 
NEl = NEl - K 
NREM = NREM - K 
NOH APPLY THE INCREDIBLE FORMULA ~OR THE NEW 'KJ 
K = (-4 .. M - U l 2 + IFIX(SQRTO.25 + FLOATC<4 .. M + 2) 'I- M + 
1 2 .. «K ORE - NEl OL C) ) )) 
NROW = NREH - K + 1 
IF (K .IT. NREMl GO TO 1!;O 
lAS T = • TRUE. 
NROW = 1 
K = NREM 
NS = 1 
NT = NELOLO to 1 
READ IN THE ROWS TO BE MODIFIED 
DO 190 I9 = 1v NREH 
NT = NT .. 1 






































































































317 .~, ~lB 
319 












3 33 ~ 
33'+ ! ~ 335 '.J 
3 36 ~3 
r' 
NS :: NS + NN SOLV 337 ' 
NT :: NT + NN SOLV 338 
160 READ « MT ) NN, (A U (), IO :: NS, ~T> SOLV 339 
NP :: N1 
-
1 SOLIJ 340 
NF :: NT - t1 - KHl SOLV 3 ttl ~ NN :: NN - KOLD SOLV 342 
00 170 HN = 1~ H SOLV 343 
N2 :: NF SOLII 344 
NA :: NP + tiN SOLV 345 
NB :: NA SOLV 340 
SUM = I).D SOLV 347 
00 105 10 = 1, KOL ( SOL" 3 tt8 , 
SUM :: SUM + A(NZ) .... A( M) SOLV 349 
N2 = N2 • 1 SOLV 350 
~ .c 165 NA = NA + H SOLV 35i ), i 
! N2 = N2 + MN - 1 SOLi 352, 
170 A(N2) = A( N2) - SUM SOLV 353 
e SOLV 3!;4 ~~ C WRITE THE MODIFIED ROW ON TAPE OR CONDENSE THE ROW SO,LV 355 
e SOLII 356 
NL :: NT 
-
M + 1 SOLV 357 
IF lIB .GEa NROW) GO TO 175 SOLV 358 
NF = NL - KP1 SOLV 359 
WRITe: ( NOUl. NN, (ACIO), 10 :: NS, NF), (AllOh 10 :: NL, NT' SOLIJ 360 
GO TO 190 SOLV 3E1 
175 NF = Nl - KOlD SOLV 3E2 I 
-; 00 180 MN = NL, NT SOLV 363 ~ A« NF) = A 01N» SOL" 3E4 
180 NF :: NF + 1 SOlV 365 
190 eONT INU E SOLV 3E6 
REWIND MT SOLV 367 
REWIND NOUT SOLII :3 68 
e S01..,V 369 
e SWITCH THE TAPES SOLV 370 
: e SOLV 371 
f' NT = MT SOLV 372 
MT = NOUT SOUl 373 
NOUT = NT SOLV 374 
e SOLV 375 
e LOOP BACK THRU THE SOLUTION SOLII 376 
" e SOU, 377 
NL :: NF SOLV 378 
1 
iI GO TO 110 SOlV 379 
i e SOLV 380 f 
" e START TO WRAP IT UP SOLII 381 L 
i C SOU, 382 ,~ I 200 REWIND NIN SOlV 31'33 ~ ; 
t N2 = N SOlV 384 1 
r c SOLV 385 '~ , ...
c • ~ "0 T E •• AT THIS POlt-.T ALL LOCATIONS Ali) THRU A(KORE) ARE FREE SOLII 380 1 ~ ~, C SOLV 3e7 '~ 00 220 19 :: 1, NP,~SS SOlV 368 ;i t READ ( NIN) K SOLV 389 j 
" 
N1 :: N2 - K • 1 SOL" 390 'I , NS = N1 SOLV 391 "1 
NT = N2 SOLV 392 j 
f 
.1 C SOLV 393 j 
IN THE SOLU TI CN ~ " C READ SOLII 394 '~ l 
C SOLV 395 " ~ 
" 210 IO = t1 3S6 '1 ~ 00 1, SOLV 





READ (NINJ (A (NIU, NN = NS, 
NT ::: N'j" + N 
210 NS ::: NS + N 
220 N2 ::: N1 - 1 
C 
C WRITE THE SOLUTION~ eN TAPE 
C 
NT = 0 
DO 23D 10 ::: 1, 
" NS ::: NT + 1 
NT = NT + N 
230 WRITE ( NW) (A (NN), N~ ::: NS, 
C 
WRITE ( 0, JtJC) N, N, M 
300 FORMAT (ltHO THE,1 5, 2H X,I5, 





C SUBROUTINE SIGMA ( NSKIP ) 




DIMENSION L(100), C( 6000), DSIG1(100) 
DIMENSION A(10eO) 
OIHENSION SIG(6000) 
WITH,I4, 33H RIGHT SIeES 
COHMON H£OR(15),MPR, tER,IPRS,ISIG,ITER,NCFLG,NFLOW,NQUAO, 
1 KASE,NOFf,NSYH.IFLAG,IfLOW,NCOOE 
COMMON I ATAPE I NGOPY 
NT = NCOPY *' 8 
NTAPE = NCOPV 
IF ( ISIG .NE. 0 ) GO TO 1 
M = 2 
GO TO 2 
1 H = 3 
2 IF (NSKIP .EQ. 1)) GO TO 11 
N = M .. NSKIP 
00 3 K ::: 1, N 
3 READ (3) 
11 N1 = 1 
N2 = NQUAO 
00 5 I = 1, N C FL G 
READ (3. 
REAO(3. ( eno, K = N1, NZ) 
IF( ISIG .NE. OJ READ i3' (SIGlKh K = Ni, N2) 
N1 = N2 +1 
5 NZ = N2 + NQUAD 
N = (NFLOH - NSKIP - NCFLG) ~ M + NSKIP 
IF ( N .EQ. 0 , GO TC 61 
no 66 K ::: 1, N 
66 READ (3} 
67 ITER = 0 
NC ONV = :) 
00 12 J = 1, NCFLG 
L(J' = (J 
IN = NQUAD • ( J - 1 ) 
129 


















































S1 GM 33 
SIGM 34 
SIGH 35 










i ( , 
l 
I 
DO 12 I::: 1, NQUAD 
K1 = I + IN 
12 IF( ISIG .EQ. IU SIGCKU = 0.0 
20 DO 22 I = 1, NCFlG 
22 0 S I G1 ( I » = O. G 
DO 80 I:: 1" N Q UA C 
READ « NTAPE ) Na, { A(J), J = 1, NQUAD ) 
00 80 J ::: 1, NCFlG 
IF( lU) .NE. 0) GO TO 80 
SUM = 0.0 
IN = NQUAO .. C J - 1 ) 
DO 60 K = 1v NQUAO 
K2 = K + IN 
60 SUM = SUM + A (10 .. SIG(K2) 
K1 ::: .! + IN 
DSIG2 =(-CCK1) - SUM' I ACI} 
SIG(K1) = SIG(Ki~ + CSIG2 
OSIG1(J) - AMAX1(ABS(OSIG2), OSIG1(J}) 
80 CONTINUE 
IT ER = IT ER .. 1 
REWIND NTAPE 
IF( IPRS .EQ" 0' GO 10 85 
WRITE(6,9998) ITER 
9998 FORMAT(1H , 5X, 17H lTERATION NOSe ,I3) 
00 82 K ::: 1, NCFLG 
K1 = NQUAO ~ ( K-i) + 1 
K2 = K1 + NQUAD 
82 HRITE(6, 10' K , ( S.!G(I), I = K1, K2) 
10 FORMAT ( 1H , 5)(, 121- FLeH NUMBER ,14 I ( 5X, 6F1S" 8» 
85 00 400 J = 1 , NCFI..G 
IF( I..(J) "NEe 0) GO TO ~OO 
IFCOSIG1(J) .GE. 1.0E-4) GO TO 400 
I.. ( J , = ITER 
NC ON" :: NC ON" + 1 
IF ( NCONV .EQ. NCFlG) GO TO SOl 
40n CONTINUE 
NTAPE :: NT - NTAPE 
IF ( ITER - 101)) 2 0 , 500, 2 C 
sao 00 650 J = 1, NCFLG 
IF ( l ( J ) • EQ. 0) GeT C 55 a 
HR!TE ( 6, 6) t ( J ) 
6 FORMAT (tHO, 5X, IS, 2X, 35HITERATIONS REQUIRED FOR CON~ERGENCE ) 
GO TO 650 
55(1 WRITE ( 69 7 
7 FORMAT (lHO, ax, 3SH~0 CONVERGENC~ AFTER 100 ITERATIONS) 
K1 :: NQ UAD .. ( J -1) .. 1 
K2 :: K1 + NaUAO 
WRITE(6,B) (SIG(I), I :: K1,K2) 
8 FORMAT( 1H , 5X, 8F12.7) 
65 C CONT I NUf. 
NN = NQUAO 
M = MOO(NN 1 255) 
IF (1'1 .IT. 5 .AND. M .GT. 0) NN = NN ~ 5 
N1 = 1 
00 675 J = 1, NCFLG 
WRITE (3) (SIG(K), K = Ni, NN) 
N1 = N1 + NQUAO 






































































































8 0 l 
81 ~ 






















r 9999 FORMAT( tHO , 5X, 13HLEAVING SIGH~) C RETURN 
END 
SIGH 98 
SI GH 99', 
SIGH 100 '. 



































C SUBROUTINE ATAPES ( ~FLOW ) 
COHMON ITAPESI KFLOW 










NUMBER OF VALUES OF 'AD PER RECORD 
FLOH-FL AG, 1 :: A-FLOW 9 2 :: 8-FLCIlt, 3 ::: C-Fl. CW 
TAPE NUMBER TO BE US~D BY ·ROWA4 
COMMON HEOR(15)vMPR,NER,IPRS,ISIG,ITER,NCFLG,NFlOW,NQUAO, 
1 KASE,NOFF,NSYM,IFLAG,IFLOH,NCODE 
COMMON I ATAPE I NCOfY 
DI~ENSION A(100U),NLINE(§OO),NLTt500),XNUlL(1naO~,YNULL(10aa,w 
1 ZNULL( 1000),XNORM UOOO) ,YNORtH10IJO) tZNO~M(1t}OtU ,XOFF(100lH, 
2 YOFF(1000),ZOFF(1000) 
IF ( KFlOW - 2 , 100, 200, 3110 
NCOPY = 9 
GO TO 1000 
NCOPY = 10 
GO TO 40n 
NCOPY = 13 
C- - -START OF LOOP 
:'00 DO 900 N = 1, NQUAD 
NTRY = 0 
500 CKSUM = 0.0 
C- "" -READ THE- A~ M.~TRIX FROM THE APPR:lPRIATE TAPE 
READ ( NCOPY ) NQ, (AtI), ! .: 1, NQ' 
900 WRITE « 8 ) NQ, (A(!), I ~ 1, NQ) ATAP 
GO TO 1400 AlAP 
C- - -THE PURPOSE OF THE FCLLOWING ~MIC(EY HOUSE~ IS TO RE-POSITION lHE ATAP 
C CONT~OL TABLES, NULL POINTS, AND UNIT NORMALS AT THE BEGINNING OF ATAP 
C THE TAPE. THIS ELIMINATES SKIPPI~G THE '28 QUANTITIES' EACH TIME.ATAP 
1rOQ READ (4) KLCT, (NLINE(J),NLTtJ), J = 1, KlCT) ATAP 
READ (4) ()(NULL(J), Y~;ULl(J) ,ZNUlL( J) ,XNORM(J), YNORfHJ) ,ZNORtHJ), ATAP 
1 J = 1, NQUAQ, ATAP 
IF (NOFF .GT. V, READ (4) (XOFF(J), YOFF(J), ZOFF(J), J=1, NeFF) ATAP 
REWIND 4 AT AP 
WRITE (4) KLCT, CNLIhE(J)', NlT(J', J = 1p KLCf) ATAP 
DO 1100 J = 1, NQVAD ATAP 
1100 WRITE (4) XNULL(J),Yt-.ULLtJ},ZNULL(J.fXNORIHJ),YNORH~J),ZNORMU) ATAP 
IF (NOFF .EQ. 0) GO TO 1300 ATAP 
DO 1200 J = 1, NOFF ATAP 
i2~t WRITE (4) XOFF(J),YOFF(J"ZOFF(JJ,XOFF(J),VOFF(J),ZOFFeJ' ATA? 
1300 REIHND 4 ATAP 




























































WRITE (6, 1S(0) 
1500 FORMAT (1HO, 5X, 14HlEAVING ATAPES) 
C RETURN 
ENO 
·OEC K, PRI NT 
SUBROUTINE PRINT1 
C SUBROUTINE PRINT1( NSKIP, MN, KHAT, NSEQ) 
COMMON IPRI NrOI KHAT ,NSEQ, KTP14 
COMMON ITAPESI HN 
COHMON ISIGI NSKIP 
COHMON HEOR(15),MPR, ~ER,IPRS,ISIGtITER9NCFlG,NFlOW,NQUAD, 
1 KASE, NOFF ,NSY H, IFlAG,I FLOW ,NCOOE 
REAL NX , NY , NZ, MACH 
lOGICAL PUNCHV 
COHMON IHI MACH, BETA, ReETA 
OIMENSION FlOWID(3), 
1 VX(ZGOO), VY(2CnO), VZ(cOOO), 
4 NST(SOO), NCLCSOO) 
DIMENSION SIG(1DtHJ), X!J <11l00)' YIJelCO!), ZIJ(10nO) 
DATA FlOWIO I 2HX-, 2HY-, 2HZ- I, PROG I 4HBCXC I 
PUNCHV = .FAlSE. 
NTIME = NQUAD + NOFF 
LCHAX = 12 
C READ IN IDENTIFYING INTEGERS 
c 
READe,.,) INSECT, (NS HJ), Nel (J) , J = 1, INSECT) 
00 2000 l = 1, NCFlG 
IF( ISIG .,NE. 0) GO 10 1 
M = 2 
GO TO 2 
1 M = 3 
2 N = H • (NSKIP + l - jJ 
IF (N .EQ. 0) GO TO 4 
00 :3 J = 1, N 
3 REAQ (3' 
4 READ ( ~) KFlOW, ,yXUJ" \fVCIJ), IIZ<IJ), IJ = :l, fliTIHE) 
IF , KFlOW .EQ. Kt-H\T ) GO TO 9 
CAll HEADER 
WRITE (6, !H KFlOW, KHAT 
8 FORMAT ( 1HO,6X,48HA~ APPARE~T FLJW MIS-~ATCH HAS OCCURR~D. KFLOW 
1= .. 12. 7'H KHAT =, I2 ) 
CALL EXIT 
9 N = (NFlOW - NSK1F - L + 1) .,. H • NSKIP + l - 2 
00 5 J = 1, N 
5 READ n) 
READ (3) (SIGeJ), J = 1, NQUAO' 
REWIND ,3 
IFCKTP14 .EQ. 1) WRITE(4) (SIG(J), J=l,NQuAm 
IF(KTP14 .EQ. H ENOFILE 14 
REWIND 14 
IF (MN .EQ. l' GO TO 15 
NRSKIP ::: t'N - 1 
00 10 JM = 1, NRSKIP 
READ (1) 
132 
AT A? 53 
AT {),P 54 























































































































10 READ (12) 
15 LC :: LCMAX 
INSECT = 1 
M :: 0 
IF (L • GT. 1) READ (It) 
DO 1000 IS = 1, NlIME 
READ(4) XN, VN. ZN, ~X, ~Y, NZ 
IF ( MACH .EQ. 0.0 ) GO 10 17 
CORR :: 1.0 I SQRT(NX • NX + BETA ~ BETA • (N~ • NY + NZ • NZ» 
NX :: NX ... CORR 
NY :: NY • BETA • CCRR 
NZ :: NZ ... BETA • CORR 
XN :: XN • BETA 
17 VIX :: 0.0 
VIY:: G.D 
VIZ = 0.0 
CALL ROWVtXIJ, VIJ, ZIJ, IS, 1) 
DO 20 Il:: 1, NQUAO 
VELOCITY COMPONENTS EQ. (135) O~ EQ. (140) 
VIX = VIX .. XIJ( 11 )... SIG(lU 
VIY :: VIY .. YIJ( 11 ). SIGell) 
20 VIZ = VIZ .. ZIJ( 11 )... SIG(lH 
IJIX:: \fIX· RBETA'" RBETA" V)«IS' 
VIV = VIY • RBETA .. VVCIS) 
VIZ = VIZ'" RBETA .. VZ(IS) 
IF ( PUNCHY ) GO TO 26 
IF ( IS .EQ. NQUAO .OR. IS .EQ. NTIME ) GO TO 22 
VIXT :: VIX 
VIVT :: VIY 
VIZT :: VIZ 
PUNCHY :: • TRUE. 
GO TO 3 il 
22 NSEQ :: NSEQ .. 1 
IF (PUNC HV) 
lWRITE ( 7, 24 ) IIIX, VIY, \lIZ, KASE, PROG, NSEQ 
24 FORMAT ( 3Fl0.1, 36X,A4, 2X,A4, 14) 
GO TO 28 
26 NSEQ = NSEQ + 1 
WRITE ( 7, 27 ) VIXT, VIYT, ~IZT, IIIX, ~IY, IIIZ, KASE, PROG, NSEQ 
27 FORMAT ( 6Fl0.7, 6X,A4,' 2X,A4,' 14) 
28 PUNCHV :: .FALSE. 
TOTAL ~ELOCITY ~AG~ITUOE Ea. ( 136 ) 
30 VTSQ = \lIX • VIX + VIY ... VIY + VIZ • VIZ 
VT :: SQRT ( VTSQ) 
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT Ea. (137) 
cpr = 1.0 VTSQ 
DIRECTION COSINES OF THE TOTAL VE~OCITY \lECTOR EQ. (138) 
GIX = VIX I VT 
GIY :: V IV I V T 
GIZ = VIZ I VT 
LC :: LC +1 
IF (IS .GT. NQUA D) GO TO 50 































































































































VNI = VIX • NX + VIY • NY + VIZ • NZ 
N = NST ( INSECT ) 
M M A X = I A B S ( NC L ( INS E C T ) » 
M ::: M + 1 
IF( LC .IT. lOMAX) IF 01 - 1) 4i), 35, 40 
WRITE (6, 3(00) 
3000 FORMAT (lHO, 4X,1H.,84X,1H. 
CALL HEADER 
LC =!) 
WRITE (6, 4030) FLOWIOCKFlOW' 
4030 FORMAT (tHO, 1t5)(, A2, 4HFLOH) 
WRITE(6,4000) 
35 WRITECG, 4005) N, M, XN, VT, VIX, GIX, NX, \lNI 
GO TO 45 
40 15 FOR MAT ( 1 HO, 3 U 1 X , 2 ( G H..... ........ ) ) ) 
4000 FORMAT(1HQ, 6X ,5HN M,8X, 3HNPX,10X, 2HVT , 12X, 2H\lX , lQ)(, 
1 3HOCX, 11X, 2HNX ,10X, 2HVN I 
21M ,19X, 3HNPY , 9X, 4HV1SQ ,11X, 2HIVY ,10X, 3HOCY,11X, 2HNY,luX, 
33~StGI 
41H Id,9Xf 3HNPZ ,lOX, 4HCF , lOX, 2HVZ ,lOX, 3HOCZ,ilX, 2HNZ 
4DnS FO~MAT'lHD,3X, 214 , 6F13.6) 
4- 0 10 FOR MAT « 1 H a , 7 X , I 4- , 6F 13 • 6 ) 
4020 FORMAT ( 1H , l1X, 6F13.6' 
4 Q W R I T E «G , 4131 C ) M, X N , VT , VI X, G I X , N X, V N I 
45 WRITE(G, 4020' YN, VTSQ, VIY, GIY, NY, SIGnS), ZN, 
1 CPI , VIZ, GIZ, NZ 
IF( M .IT. MMAX) G( TO 1000 
IF (NCl (INSECT) .GT. 0) GO TO 48 
WRITE (6, 4015) 
LC = lG + 1 
46 M = 0 
INSECT = INSECT + 1 
GO TO 1000 
50 IF ( tC .IT. lGHAX .AND. IS .NE. (NQUAO + 1)) GO TO 6Q 
WRITE (6, 3(00) 
CAll HEADER 
lC ::;: 0 
WRITE (6, 4030' FlOWID(KFlOW) 
WRITE (6, 55» 
55 FORMAT (lHO,5X,5HPCINT,13X,2HX ,lSX,2HVT,18X,2HVX,17X,3HOCX, I, 
125X,2HY ,17),I+HVTSQ,17X,2HIIY,17X,3HOCY, I, 
225X,2HZ ,18X,2HCP,16X,2HVZ,17X,JHDCl, II ) 
G WRITE THE OFF-BO~Y ANSHERS 
G 
C 
60 N = IS - NQUAD 
WRITE (6 f 6S) N,~N,VT,VIX,GIX,YN,VTSQ,VIy,GIy,ZN,CPI,VIZ,GIZ 
05 FORMAT U ... O, I9, 4F20.6, I (lOX, 1tF'20.6') 
1rOQ CONTINUE 
REWIND lor 
IF iNOFF .GT. 0) HRllE (6, 4015) 
2000 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6, 9999) 





































































































































• 0 EC K , W TAP 14 W TAP 1 
SUBRCUTINE WTAP14 WTAP 2 
C WTAP 3 
C WRITES 28 QUANTITIES ON lAPE14 FO~ USE BY THE PARTICLE TRAJECTORY WTAP 4 
C CODES. REVISED 3/2'2.171'. WTAP 5 
C wT AP 6 
COMMON HEOR(15)~MP~,~ER,IPRS,ISIG,ITER,NCFlG,NFlOW,NQUAD, WTAP 7 
1 KASE,NOFF,NSYM,IFLAG~IFLOW,NCODE WTAP 8 
COMMON ISPACERI DUMMY (14000) WTAP 9 
REAL IXX,IXY,IYY,MACH wrAP 10 
COMMON IMI MACH, BETA, RBETA WTAP 11 
o I HEN S ION 0'+ 1 ( 10 00' , XC ( 1 0 (j 0 ), Y C ( 1 0 0 u) ,z C ( j, a 0 0 " W T AP 12 
1 Al1(1000),A12 (10QO),Aj,3 (lCOO,,~21(lCOO),A22(lCOO),A23(1000), WTAP 13 
2 A 31 <10 00) , A 3 2 (10 Q ") ,A 3 3 (1.1 0 0 ) ,X I 1 (1 U 00 ) ,XI 2 (1000 » ,X 13 (1 uil 0) , wrAP 14 
3 XI4(1000),ETA1(100n),ET~2(1000),~TA4(1000"TSQ(lDOO"A(luOG), WTAP 15 
~ IXX(1000),IXY (1000),IYY (10BO),J12 (100U',023(1000),034(1UCO) WTAP 16 
EQUIVALENCE (DUMMY(l), 041), (oUMI1Y(1001), XC), (OUMMY(20D1), YC),WTAP 17 
1 (OUHMY(300U, le), (QUHMY(4J01), All), (OUHMY(5C(.l1), A12), WTAP 18 
2 (DUMMY(6001), A13)' (CUHMYC700U, A21), CDUMHY(800l), AZ2), WTAP 19 
3 (oUMMY(9001), A23), (OUMMY(HIOOU, A31), (DUMMYC11001),.A32), WTAP 20 
'+ (DUMMY(12001), A33), (OUHMY(130Gi), Xli) WTAP 21 
C WT AP 22 
REWIND 14 wrAP 23 
WRITE(l'+)' KASE,NSYH,NQUAO,RBETA, ~ACH WTAP 24 
DO 100 J=1,NQUAO Wf.AP 25 
100 READ (4) XCeJ), YC (J), ZC(J), A11(J), A12(J)' A13(J), A21(J', WTAP 26 
1 A22(J), A23(J)~ A31 CJ), A3Z(J), !\3.3(J), XI 1(J) ,ETA1CJ) ,XIZ (WTAP 27 
2 J), ETA2(J', XI3(J), >14(,;), ETAft(J), TSQ(J)' A LH, IXX (J), WTAP 28 
3 IXY (J), IY'(eJ), 012(J', 023(J), OJ~(J), 04HJ) WTAP 29 
WRITEU4HXCCJ',YC (J), zceJ), All(J), A1Z(J)' A13(J), A21CJ), WTAP 30 
1 A 2 2 ( J" A 2 3 ( J ), A 31 It J" A 3 Z ( J), !\ 3 3 ( J) , X I 1( J) ,E TAl (J ) ,x I 2 ( W TAP 3 1 
2 J), ETA2(J', XI3(J), XI4(j), ETA!t~J),TSQ(J" A (J), IXX (J" WTAP 32 
3 IXY (J), IYY(JJ, D1Z(J), 023(J'., D34(J), D41CJ' ,J=1,NQUAD) WTAP 33 
REWIND '+ WTAP 34 
END WT AP 35 
135 
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PROGRAM FLOPNT 74/74 OPT=2 FTN 4.7+476 02128/8: 

















PROGRA~ FLOPNT( INPUT, TAPE6, TAPE5=INPUT, TAPE14, OUTPUT) 




CALLS FLOVEL TO COMPUTE AND PRINT FLOW VELOCITIES AT SPECIFIED FLOPT 
POINTS IN SPACE. INPUT INiEGE~S "'3' SPECIFY THE OROER IN WHICH FLOFT 
INCREMENTING IS DONE - ~LLOWEO VALUES OF MARE 1,2,3. FOR EXAMPLEFLCPT 
SUPPOSE M(1)=2, M(Z)=1, M(3)=3~ THEN V IS INCREMENTED FIRST, X IS FLOPT 
INCREHEN1EC SECOND AND Z IS INCREMENTED LAST. FLCFl 
OTHER INPUT DATA ARE (IN ORDER OF X AXIS FIRST, Y AXIS SECOND, FLOPT, 
Z A X IS THIRD) - IN ITIAL GOO RDINATE, INC REHE NT, NUMBER OF INCREHE NT ~FL CFl ,~ 
DESIRED (I~CLU(ING THE INITIAL COORDINATE VALUE). FLOPT 
FLOPT 
NOTE - POINTS THAT ARE INSIDE THE BODY ARE MARKED WIT,H AN ASTERIX FLOPT 
IN THE PRI~TOUT. FLOPT 
DIMENSION HOLL(8), X(3), 0(3), N(3), Meat, SX(3), S.o(3), 
1 SXI(3), SI:Q(6) 
DATA SEQ/ 4HFIRS, 4HT ~ 4HSECO, 4HNO ,4HTHIR, 4HO 
DATA STAF, BLNK 1 3H ., 3H I 
READe s, 2600)' KASE 
CALL SETFlO( KASE , 
READ' 5, 1300 ) HOLl 
WRITE( 6, 1400) HOlL 
5 REAO(S,1100lH 
IFIIABS(MC1))+IABS(M(Z))+IABSOH3)).EQ. 0) STOP 
IFCM(1'+M€2HM(3) .EQ. 6) GO TO 10 
WRITE I 6, 1ZDO) 
STOP 
10 00 20 L=1,3 
20 REAO(S,10QO) X(U, O(U, N(L) 
W R I T E« 6, 1 70 0 » 
WRITE(6,2000) X(1), OU), N(1) 
W RI T E ( 6, 30 (0' X« Z ), 0 ( 2), N ( 2' 
WRITE'6,ItQOO) X(3)' 0(3), N(J) 
W RI T E ( 6 ,90 00) 
WRITE(6,5000) SEQ(Z"H(U -1), SEQ(2·Mun 
WRITEC6,60GQ) SEQ(2·M(,2)-1)' SEQCZ""HZ" 
WRITEC6,1DOO) SEQ(2.MC3'-1), SEQ(Z·M(3» 
WRITE( 6, 1600 ) 








SX U ) =SXI ( 1) 
DO 500 I=1,N1 
SX(1'=SXC1'+SO(1) 
SXt2)=SXH ~) 
00 51111 J=1,NZ 
W II T E« 6, 1 9 0 0) 
SXC2'=SX(2)+SO(2) 
SX(3)=SX!(J) 




NS(3)' FLOPT 1~ 
FLOPT ~ 




















FLOPT 38 , 
FlOPT 39 
FLOFT 40 
• FLOP T 421 















FLOP 1 57, 
_:l< 
r 
IT 74/74 OPT=2 FTN 4.7+476 02128/80 20.31.01 
PROGRA~ FLOPNT( INPUT, TAPE6, TAPES=INPUT, TAPE14, OUTPUT) 
'H~ G. NORMENT, ATMOSPHERIC SCIEN~E ASSOCIATES - NOIiEMaE~ 1979 
FLCPT 
FLCPT 
FLOPl ~ALLS FLOVEL TO C~MPUTE AND PRINT FLOW VELOCITIES AT SPECIFIED FLOPT 
POINTS IN SPACE. INPUT IN'EGE~S "(3' SPECIFY THE ORDER IN WHICH FLCFT 
INCREHENTING IS DONE - ~LLOWED VALUES OF M ARE 1,2~3. FOR EXAMPLEFLCPT 
SUPPOSE M(1)=2, M(2)=1, tH3)=3, THEN V IS INCREMENlEO FIRST, X IS FLOPT 
.INCREHEN1EC SECOND AND Z IS INCREMENTED LAST. FLCFl 
lOTHER INPU 1 DATA ARE UN ORDER OF X AX IS FIRST, Y AX IS SECOND, FLOPT 
:,.2 AXIS THIRD)- INITlAL GOORDINATE, INCREHENT, NUMBER OF INCREMENT ~FLCFl 
~OES!REO (It;CLU lING THE INITIAL COORDINATE IIALUE). FLOPT 
FLOPT 
NOTE - POINTS THAT ARE INSIDE THE BODY ARE HARKED WIrH AN ASTERIX FlOPT 
~IN THE PRI~TOL!r. FLOFT 
i 
IDIMENSION 1-10LL(18), 
~. S X I « 3 " SEQ« 6 ) 
X(3), 0(3), N(3), M«S., SX(3', 5.0(3), NS(3)' 
IOAT A S EQJ 4HFIRS, 4HT ,4H SEeo, 4HNO 
~ATA STAF, BlNK 1 3H ., 3H 1 
_EAD( 5, 2600J KASE 
~ALL SETFLO( KASE , 
;READ( 5, 1~OO ) HOll 
tWRITE( 6, 1400) HOLL 
[REA 0 (5,1100) H 
tI FUABS (Me1)) + lABS (M(Z" +IABS OH3»). EQ. 
~Il:f' (lH 1 ) + M ( 2)+ M ( 3) • E Q • 6» GO r 0 10 
WRITE« 6, 120C) 
STOP 
f. .• 
pO 20 L=1,3 
REAO(S,100Q) X(U. O(L), N(l) 
~RITE ( 6, 1700) 
[WRITEC6,2tlOO) X(1), 0(1), N(i) 
IfRI TE ( 6,30 (0' X (Z), 0 (2), N ( 2' 
l!4RITE(6,4QOO) X(3h 0(3), N(3) 
ttR1TE( 6,9000) 
IfRITE(6,5000) SEQ(Z.y.H(U -1), SEQ(2~rH1)) 
~RITE(6,60~O) SEQ(Z"'M(,2)-U, SEQ(Z""M(ZU 
tfRITEC6,7000) SEQ(Z.M(3'-1), SEQ(Z·M(3» 
(lRITE( 6, 1600 , 






1=NS ( 1) 
!#IS2=NSCZ' 
83=NS C 3' 
sx (1 ) = S X I ( 1) 50 50 0 I:: 1 , N1 
X(l'=SX(1'+SOC1' 
XCZ'=SXIC 2) 
,0 5011 J= 1 ,N2 
, II T E ( 6, 1 9 0 0 ) 
X(2'=SXC2)+SO(2J 
,)( ( 3) = SX I ( 3) 
o 500 K=1,N3 
136 



















































































41 tl 42 
43 \1 
44 I I 45 \(' 
46 
.. ~ 47 
48 ! 49 
50 S 51 52 \. ~ 53 ~;, 
54 \\. l' 
55 t, 






PRJ GRA H FL OPN T 74/74 OPT=2 
SX(31=SX(3J+SD(3J 
DO 53 L=1,3 
LL=4-H (L J 
50 X(LI =SX(L! , 
C ilL L FLO II i'.: .. ( X (1 I, X ( 2 J, X (3 J. oJ X , IJ Y, oJ Z , il. 1 0, I NB OY 1 
V = SORT( VX~42 + VY4~2 + VZ 44 2 
IF( IN80Y » 100, 2~Q, lao 
loa HRITE(6,15001 XUI, X(21, X(31, VX, V", VZ, V, STAR 
GO TO 500 
200 WRITE(6,15CO) Xli), X(21, X(3), VX, Vy, VZ, v, dLNK 
50!] CONTINUE 
WRITE( 6, 1600 ) 
GO TO 5 
lOa? FaRHAT ( 2El0.0,I~) 
1100 FaRHAT (312 J 
1200 FORHAT(11110X, 47HINCRE~ENTING SEQU~NCE IS ERRCNIOUS. TRY 
13t!O FORHAT( 181141 
1~00 FORHAT( lHl, 9X, 15HFLO'NT RUN 10 -/ 15X, 18A4/11 
1500 FaRHAT ( 3X, 3F12.7, ~X, 4C1PE13.4J,A31 
1600 FORHAT(lHQ,20X,40H4 INDICATES THE FOINT IS INSIDE THE 9JDYI 
1700 FORMAT ( lHO, =X, 12HINP'JT DATA -/I 
02/28/80 20.31.ul 













FLOF 1 71 
FLOFT 72 





1900 FORMAT( II lOX, lHX, llX, lHY, 11X, 1HZ, 13X, 2HVX, llX, 2HVY, 
1 11X, 2HVZ, llX, lHVI 
FLCF, 78 
FLOP 1 79 
FLCFT 80 
2600 FORHAT ( A41 
20 00 FORHA T( 10 X, 
1 19H NUMBER 
3000 FORMAT ( lOX, 
1 19H NUMBER 
4!! 00 FaRHA T ( 10 X, 
1 19H NUf'BER 
5000 FORHAT( lOX, 
6000 FORMAT( lOX, 





lOHINITI AL X=lP£11.4, 12H 
OF VALUES=I4) 
10HINITIAL Y=lPE11.4, 12H 
OF VALUES=I4) 
10HINITIAL Z=1PEl1.4, 12H 
OF VALUES=I .. ) 
22HX AXIS IS INCREMENTED 
22HV AXIS IS INCREMENTED 















FL eFT 86 
FLOFT 89 
FL OPT 90 
FLePT 91 
FLOPT 92 
FUNC TI eN PRFUN OPT=2 FTN 4.1+1t7b 
"'OECK, PRFUN 
FUNCTION PRFUNIR, OlR, :JF) 
C 
C H. G. NCRMENT, ATMOSPHE~IC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES - NOVc~a~R 1979 
C 
C RETURNS THE COEFFICIENT WHICH WHEN MULTIPLIED SY FLUID VELOCITY 
C RELATIVE TC THE PARTICl~ YIEleS THE PARTICLE ACCElERATI3N. 
C 
C FOP. WATER CROPS IN AIR 
C 
C FOR REYNCLCS NlMBERS L.HGER THAN 2(10 USE CuRR liS R DATA OF GUN/'. 
C AND KINZER FOR WATER DRJPS IN AIR. FOR SMALLER REYNOLDS NUMBERS 
C US:: DInA Fe" RIGID SPHEHS. 
C 
IF! R .LE. 200. ) GO TO lCO 
FRFUN = WCCRRlRJ/R/COF 
RETU~N 
























"'OECK,IMPACT IMPA' 1 
SUBROUTINE I~PACT(YI,ZI) IMFAC 2 
C IMPAC 3 
C H. G. NORMENT, ATMOSPHE~IC SCIENCE ASsOCIATES APRIL 1979 IMfAC ~ 
C IHfAC 5 
C ................................................................................... ••• ... •• ..... •••• •• IMPAC 6 
C IMFAC 7 
C CALLED BY S.R. TRAJECT ~FTER I~PACT ON THE aooy. ADJUSTS INITIALIHPAC 8 
C Y ANO Z COCROIt-ATES OF ~ARTICLE TRAJECTORY TO A~OIC FURTH~R IMFACTIMFAC 9 
C IMPAC it! 
C THE ADJUSTMENT IS CASE ]EPENDE~T SO THIS S.R. SHOULD BE REVISEC I~fAC 11 
C FOR E~CH STUDY. IMFAC 12 
C IMPAC 13 
C .......................................................................................... • ... • ... •• ...... • .......... ·.·IMPAC 1~ 
.: IMPAC 15 
RETURN IMFAC 18 
END IMFAC 19 
138 
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H. G. NORMENT, ATMOSPHE~IC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES - NOVEMB:~ 197~ 
CALLED BY CONFAC, ARYTRJ OR TANTRA TO READ PARTICLE SPECS. ANC 
COMPUTE GRAVITY SETTLIN; SPEeD AND OTHER PARAMETERS. SEE CONFAC 
FOR WATER DROPS IN AIR 
CALLS FAlWAT TO COMPUTE SETTLI~G SPEED UIA B~ARDS EQUATIONS. 
REYNOLDS NUHBER(R)-OAIII~~ NUMBERCCDRRI RELATIONS 
FOR REYNCLCS N~HaERS LA~G£R THAN 2eo USE CORR liS 
AND KINZER FOR WATER ORJPS IN AIR. FOR SHALLER 
USE DATA FeR RIGID SPHE~ES. 
GLOSSARY 
A~E AS FOLLOWS -
R DATA OF GUNt\ 
REVNO~OS NUMBERS 
DIAM/Ell - USED TO COMFUTE ACCELERATIO~ MOCULUS 
DIAMETER OF A W~TER DROP 


























CHtRA(TERISTIC JIHENSICN OF T~E BODY t H~TERS I 
DRAG COEFFICIE~T.A8SIREY~OLDS NUMBER' FOR GRA~lTY 










FACTCR TO CON VERT IIELCClTY 0 IFfERE~CE 
Alii DENSITY (SII 
PAI<TICtE DENSITY (SII 
TO REYNOLDS NUM6~R PA~TC 24 
PARTC 25 
PAHC Cf: 
Ali< TEHPfRATURE lOEG. KELIiINI 
All' SPEED (51) 
~IF VISCOSITY (51. 
G~AVITY SETTLIN; SPEED OF FARTICLE 
READ 15,11(0) DIAH 
IFIOIAH .NE. O.QI GO 
N = 1 
RETURN 
6 WRITE (6,2:00) OIAM 
Fn-OP = 1.0E:! 
OLR= 1. 0 
TO 6 
RF = OIA'·RHO IIIIS • 1.)E-6 
Ace = DlAM/ELl • 1.0E-6 
COMPUTE GR~VITY SETTlIN; SPEEO OF FART.ANO PARAMETER~ DERIVEO 
F ROM IT 
CALL FALHAT(OIAM·1.0E-6.~HO,VIS,TEHP.287.04·RHO·TE~P,VT) 
R = RF.IIT 
PT = CCRR(I(J/R 
IF(R .GT. COD., PT = I\ClRi\( R )/R 
FAHC 27 
PMTC 28 








PA FTC 37 
PAHC 38 
PA FTC 39 
FA FTC 40 
PAHC '+1 
PA HC 42 
PA1<TC 43 
PA FTC 44 
FARTC 45 
PAH( 46 
7 WRITEC6, 3!OO) VT 

















RF = RF·V 
RETURN 
FORMAT(7F1D.0) 
FO~HAT( lH1, 9X, 21HWAT!R DROP OIAMETE~ =lFE12.S,12H 










4DECK,CONFAC CONF 1 
SUBROUTINE CONFAC CONF 2 
C CONF 3 
C H •. G. NORMENT, ATMCSFHERIC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES - NOVEMBER 1979 CONF It 
C C.oNF 5 
C EXECUTIVE FOR COMPUTaTI.oN .oF CONCENTRATICN FACT()RS FOR PARTICLES CONF 6 
C IN A FLOW ABOUT A 3-DIMENSIONAl alOY. CROSS SECTIONAL AREAS .oF A C.oNF 7 
C PARTICLE FLUX TUBE ARE CALCULATED ABOUT THE faINT .oF INTEREST AND CONF 8 
C ABOUT A POINT FAR UPSTREAM. CONCENTRATI.oN FACTOR IS THE RAT]O OF CONF 9 
C THESE AREAS. C.oNF 10 
C SINGLE TRAJECTORIES TO A TARGET PlINT HAY BE CO~PUTED (NW=O) C.oNF 11 
C FLOW DATA PREPARED BY THE HESS-SMITH CODE ARE READ FRDM UNIT 14 C.oNF 12 
C VIA SR SElF lO. CONF 13 
C UNIT 9 IS A SCRATCH UNI T USED FOR TRAJECTORY DATA STORAGE. CONF lit 
C UNIT 10 IS USED FDR TRAJECT.oRY OAf A OUTPUT FOR PL.otTING. CONF 15 
C SR PARTCL IS CALLED TD READ, PROC~SS AND PRINT PARTICLE DATA. CONF 16 
C THIS SR CAN BE ONE .of SEVERAL THA~' TREATS WATER DROPS .oR .oNE .oF C.oNF 11 
C VARIDUS TYPES .oF ICE CRYSTALS. CONF 18 
C CONF 19 
C GLOSSARY CONF 20 
C CONF 21 
C DISTINGUISH TWD COORDIN~TE SYSrEMS - 1. THE fLOW SYSTEM IS THE SYSTEMC.oNF 22 
C IN WHICH THE AIRCRAFT AND FLOW ARE D~FINEO, AND 2. THE FLUX JUBI CONF 23 
C SYSTEM. WHICH HAS ITS Y-Z PLANE IN TH~ PLANE .oF A FLUX TUBE CRDS~ C.oNF 24 
C SECTION WITH CRIGIN AT THE FLUX TUBE CENTER. CONF 25 
C CONF 26 
C ALL COORDINATES AND TIMES ARE N.oR'tALIZEO (DIMENSIONLESS) CONF 21 
C CONF 28 
C ACC DIA M/ELL - U SED TO CDMPUT~ ACCELERAT 10 N MO DULUS C.oNF 29 
C ALPHAO ANGLE BETWEEN PRCJECTI.oN OF INITIAL VELOCITY VECTDR IN \ CO Nt=' 3~ 
C X- Y PLANE AND X AXIS CONF 31 
C ALPHAR ANGLE BETWEEN ~RCJECTI.oN OF FINAL ~ELDCITY VECTOR IN x-t CONF 32 
C PLANE AND X AXIS CDNF 33 
C BETAO ANGLE BETWEE~ INITIAL VELlCITY VECTDR AND ITS PRDJECTION CONF 34 
C IN THE x-v PLANE CONF 35 
C BETAR ANGLE BETWEE~ FINAL ~ELOCITY VECTOR AND ITS FROJECTION CDNF 36 
C IN THE X-Y PLANE CONF 37 
C CDNRTO RATID OF PARTICLE CONCENTRATION AT TARGET PDINT TO CONC. CONF 38 
C AT INITIAL PCINT CONF 39 
C DIAM DIAMETER .oF fA HATER ORDR OR ICE AGGREGATE CONF 40 
C BASE DIAMETER FOR A PLATE DR CYLINDER (MICRDMETERS) CONF 41 
C OLR BASE [) IAMETER T.o LE NGT H (~YL INGER) OR TH Ie KNESS ,( PlA lEI CDNF 42 
C RATID CONF 1t3 
C ELL CHARACTERISTIC DIMENSION ~F THE BDDY ( METERS ) CDNF ~4 
C EPSI( PARAMETERS USED TO CONTRO~ LDCAL ERROR IN THE NUMERICAL C.oNF 45 
C INTEGRATION (SEE Dvoa GLOSSARY) CONF 46 
C FN FROUDE NUMBER CONF 47 
C FNR RECIPRDCAL .oF THE FRCUDE NUMBER , CONF 1t8 
C HI INITIAL TIME STEP FDR NUMERICAL INTEGRATIDN (SEE DYOa) CDNF 49 
C HMAX MAXI"UH TIME STEP (SEE DVlQ) C.oNF 50 
C HMIN MINIMUM ALLOWED TIME STEP (SEE uvoa) CDNF 51 
C IPLOT IF TRUE, TRAJECTORY DATA ARE COPIED TO UNIT 10 F.oR PlOTTNGCONF 52 
C NW NUMfER OF TRAJECTORIES US~D TD DEFINE THE FLUX TUBE CONF 53 
C PERIPHERY. IFtNW .EO. D) SINGLE TRAJECTORIES ARE CDMPUTfOCONF 51t 
C PC) CURRENT VALUES OF INOEPENJENT VAfiIABLES - CDNF 55 
PU) = X CO NF 56 
C P(2) :: DX/DT CONI~ 51 
C PC)) = V CONlf 58 
C P(4) = DY/DT CONF S9 






































P(6) = OZ/OT CONF 
PACT (SPARE) CONF 
PT DRAG COEFFICIENT.ABS(REVNJLOS NUMBER) FOR GRA~ITY SETTLINGCONF 
OF PARTICLES CONF 
RF FACTOR TO CONVERT VELOCITY OIFFERENCE TO REYNOLDS NU~BER CONF 
RHO AIR DENSITY (K{/H·.3) CONF 
RHOP PARTICLE DENSITY (KG/M··3) CONF 
RW RADIUS OF PARTICLE FLUX TUBE IN TARGET PLANE (NORMALIZED) CONF 
TEMP AIR TEMPERATURE (QEG. KELVIN) CONF 
TOl TOLERANCE FO~ REACHING A ~OINT ON TARGET PLANE WINDO 10 CONF 
(F RA C T ION 0 F R W ) C 0 NF 
TPRINT OUTPUT TIME INTERVAL CONF 
V AIR SPEED (M/SEC) CONF 
VIS AIR VISCOSIT' (KG/(M-SEC}) CONf 
VPGT PARTICLE SPEED AT TARGET POINT CONF 
VT GRAVITY SETTLING SPEED OF PARTICLE CONF 
VTGT AIR SPEED AT TARGET POINT CONF 
XI3P,YI3P,ZI3P INITIAL PLANE FLJX TUBE CENTER COORDINATES IN CONF 
THE FLOH SYSTEM CONF 
XSTART TRAJECTORY INITIAL X COOR~INATE CONF 
XP,YP,ZP TARGET POINT CCORDINATE5 IN THE FLUX TUBE SYSTEM CONF 
XW,YW,ZW COORDINATES CF CENTER OF FLUX TUBE AT THE TARGET PLANE CONF 
IN THE FLOW SYSTEM CONF 
YE () ,ZE 0 TARGET FOI NT CCORDINA TES OF THE LAST THREE GUESSES CONF 
(FLOW SYSTEM' CONF 
YI(),ZI() INITIAL POI~T COOROI~ATES OF THE LAST THREE GUE!SES CONF 
(FLCW SYS1EM) CONF 
YPSTAR, ZPSTAR TARGET FOINT COO~DINATfS (FLOW SYSTEM) CONF 
YPSTARP, ZPSTARP TARGET POINT COORDINATES (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM) CONF 
COMMON XI3,YI3,ZI3,YI3P,EPSI(3),HI,HMINI,VT~PT,COF,FNR,PACT, CONF 
lRF,REO,R,XPSTAR,YPSTAR,ZPSTAR,P(6),TPRINT,IT,ALPHAO,BETAQ,IREC, CONF 
2IPLOT,IPLT,XPLOT(60) ,YPLOT(oO),ZP~OT(60},ALPHAR,6ETAR,YPSTARF, CONF 
3ZPSTARP,XI3P~ZI3F,XP,YP,Zp,XWP,XP',ACC,DLR,JLIM CONF 
DIMENSION HOLL(18),XINIT(100), XE(IJ(100) CONF 
DIMENSION YINIT(100) , ZItITUllO),YEXIT(1IlDl,ZEXIT(lClH CONF 
DIMENSION YI(3), ZI(3), YE(3), ZE(3) CONF 
LOGICAL IPlOT CONF 
DATA PI/3.1415926S361 CONF 
NFl N= 0 CONF 
READ AND WRITE JATA CONF 
READ (S,2600) KASE CONF 
CALL SETFLO(KASE) CONF 
READ(S,10CO)HOLL, IPLOT CONF 
READCS,1100)V, ELL, RHO, TEMP, XSTART CONF 
READ(S,110D) TPRINT, HI, HMINI, EPSI CONF 
SET DEFAULT VALUES FOR NlMERICAl INTEGRATION AND PRINT PARAMETERS CONF 
IFCTPRINT .EQ. 0.0) TPRI~T=O.l CONF 
IF(HI .EQ. 0.0) HI=O.l CONF 
IF(HMINI.EQ, 0.0) HHINI=O.005 CONF 
IF(EPSI (1) .EQ. C.C) EPSI(1)=1.nE-5 CONF 
IF(EPSI(2) .Eo.. O.t) EfSH2)=1.0E-5 CONF 
IF(EPSI(3) .EQ. D. U €PSI(3):=1.0E-5 CONF 
READ (5,1150) NW, RW, TOl CONF 
JLIM=25 CONF 
If(NW .EQ. 6) JlIM=O CONF 
DO 3 J = 2~ 3 CO NF 
3 READ (5,1100) YElJ), ZE(J), YICJ), ZIlJ) CONF 
VIS = 145.8E-8 • TEMP~·(3.0/2.0)/(110.4 + TEMP) CONF 
WRITE(6,1200) HOLl CONF 




































































WRITE(6,1400) Hl,H~IlI,TfR!NT, XSrARl 
WRITE(6,150Q) EPSI(1)' EPSI(Z', E?SI(~) 
WRITE (6,1520. "W, RW, TeL 
WRITE (6,,1540) 
00 If. J=2,3 
I=J-1 
WRITE (6,1550) I, YE(J), ZE(J), YI(J) ,ZILH 
INITIALIZE 
FN = V.·Z/(9.S.ELL) 
FNR = 1.0/FN 
IF (.NOT. IPLOY) GO TO 5 
REI-lIND 10 
WRITE (6,1800) 














5 CALL PARTCL(~,ELLtRHC,VIS,TEMP'fOI~M,OLR,RHOP,VT,RF,PT,ACC,NFIN) 








6 REAO(5,1100) XW, YW, ZW 






IF NECESSARY SET DEFAULT VALUES FOR INITIAL AND FINAL TRAJECTORY 
CONF 142 
CONF 143 
CONF 144 POINT GUESSES 
IF(ABS(YE(Z).+ABSCYE(3»+A8S(ZE(2»+A8S(ZE(3»)+ABS(YI(2)'+ 
1 ASS(YI (3» +ABS(ZI (Z))+AES( ZI(3" .NE. 0.0) GO TO 7 
YE(2) = YW + SIGNC1.S·RW.TOL, YW) 
ZE(Z) = ZW + SIGN(1.5.RW.TOL, ZW) 
YE(3) = YW - SIGN(1.5"'RW.TOL, YW) 
ZE(3) = ZW - SIGt-;U.SJf.RW.fTOL, ZW) 
YHZ) = YH 
ZI( 2) = ZW 
YI ( 3) = YE ( 2) 
ZI(3) = ZE (2) 
7 COF = PT""VT·FN 
R = RF • VT 
XPSTAR = XW 
YPSTAR = YH 
ZPSTAR = ZW 
YPSTARP=YH 
ZPSTARP=ZW 
XI3P = 0.0 
YI3P = D.O 
ZI3P = 0.0 
XW?=XSTART 
XPP = xw 
XP = 0.0 
YP = 0.0 
ZP = 0.0 
IP = (1 
COMPUTE TRAJECTORY T~AT PASSES TH~OUGH THE CENTER OF THE FLUX 
ALPHAO = 0.0 
BETAO = 0.0 
ALPHAR= 0." 
BETAR=O.O 
WRITE (6,2800) IP,XPSTAR,YPSTAR, 
CALL MAP ('I,ZI,TCL,~W,YE.ZE) 
IF ( IT .L r) 0 ) GO TO 5 













. CONF 156 








































COMPUTE INITIAL AND FINAL TRAJECTORY ANGLES 
CALL FLOVEL(XI3,YI3,213,VX 9 VY,VZ,iI,INBODY) 
ALPHAQ = ATANIVY/VX) • 1€O./PI 
BETAO = ATAN«(Vl-VTJ/SQRT(VX.¥2 + VY •• 2J) • iBO./PI 
ALPHAR = ATANIP(4)/PI2»)¥180./PI 
BETAR = ATAN(P(6)/SQ~T(P(2} •• 2+P(4) •• 2).180./PI 
WRITE ~6,2000) ALPHAO, 8ETAQ, ALP~AR, BEJAR 
IF(NW .EQ. OJ G,O TO 5 
ALPHAQ = ALPHAO-PI/180. 
BETAO = BETAO.PI/180. 
ALPHAR = ALPHAR¥FI/180. 
BETAR = BETAR-PI/18D. 
COMPUTE AIR AND PAFTICLE SPEEDS AT FINAL peINT OF TRAJECTORY 
CALL FLOVELI P(l)' PC3'\, pes), VX, VY, 'liZ, HI, INBODY) 
VTGT = SQRT( VX-~2 + VY·¥z + VZ¥¥2 ) 
VPGT = SQRT(P(2)··2 + P(4)·~Z + P(6) •• Z) 
XI3P = XI3 
YI3P =YI3 
ZI3P = Z13 
CALL TRANSFtH 0.0, YH2) - YI3, Z1(2) - ZI3, ALPHAlI, BETAO, 
1 XP, yp, ZP, 1> 
YI (2) = YP 
ZH 2) = ZP 
CALL TRANSF~(P(l) - XPSTAR, YE(2) - YPSTAR, 2E(2) - ZPSTAR, 
1 ALPHAR, BETAR, xp, VP, ZP., 11 
YE(Z) = YP 
ZE (2) = ZP 
VI (,3) = a. 0 
ZI(3) = 0.0 
CALL TRANSFH(P(1) XPSTAR~ YE(3) - YPSTAR, ZE(3) - ZPSTAR, 
1 ALPHAR, BETAR, XP, VP, ZP, 1) 
YE (3) = YP 
ZE (3) = zp 
XP = XW 
YP = YW 
ZP = ZW 
Xwp=o.o 
LOOP FOR EACH POINT ON FLUX TUBE PERIPHERY 
00 SOD IP=l,N~ 
THETA = FLOAr(IP-1)/FlOAT(NW) .3.1415926536 .2. 
CALCULATE TARGET COORDI~ATES IN FLUX TUBE SYSTEM 
YPSTARP = RW • SIN (THETA) . 
ZPSTARP = RW • COSCTHETA. 
IPSTAR = IP 
TRANSFORM TARGET COORDINATES TO FLOW SYSTEM 
CALL TRANSFM(O.Q,YPSTARP, ZPSTARP, ALPHAR, BETAR,XPSlAR,YfSTAR, 
1 ZPSTAR,-1) 
)(PSTAR = XW + XPSTAR 
VPSTAR = YW + YPSTAR 
ZPSTAR = ZW • ZPSTAR 
GUESS INITIAL COORDINATES AND COMPUTE TRAJECTORY 
WR!TE (6,2800) IP,XPSTAR,YPSTAR, ZPSTAR, YPSTARP, ZPSTARP 
CALL MAP (YI,ZI,TOL,RW,YE,ZE) 
IF( IT .IT. Cl ) GO Te 5 
TRANSFORM FINAL AND INITIAL COORDINATES TO FLUX TUBE SYS. 
CALL TRANSFt1 (P(1) - XW .. PCB - YW ,pes) - ZW ~ALPHAR,BETAR, 
1XEXIT(IP),YEXIT(IP)~ZEXIT(IP),1) 
CALL TRANSFM (XI3-XI~P,YIl-YI3P,ZI3-Z13P,ALPHAIl,BETAO,XINIT(IP), 
1YINIT(IP),ZINIT(IP),1) 


























































































































.. \ .. 
WRITE (6, 290D) XI~IT(IP),X13P CONF 241 
500 CONTINUE CONF 242 
C COMPUTE FLUX TUSE CROSS SECTION AREAS IN THE INITIAL AND TARGET CONF 243 
C PLANES, AND COMFUTE CONCENTRATION FACTOR, ETC. CONF 244 
WRITE (6,2200) XI3P,YI3P~I3P,XW,yW,ZW CONF 245 
DO 6ae IP=1,NW CONF 246 
60(, WRITE (6,23eO) IP, Xlt.ITUP)'1 VINIT(IP), ZINITUP), XEXITUP), CONF 247 
1 YEXITtIP), ZEXIT(IP' CONF 248 
CALL POLYGON (YINIT,ZINIT, NW, AR~A) CONF 249 
CALL POLYGON (YEXIT,ZEXIT,NW,DENO~) CONF 250 
CONFAK = AREA/OENOM CONF 251 
CONRTO :: CO tFAK 1 VPGT CONF 252 
WRITE (6,3000) AREA, OENCM, CONFA~, X~, VH, ZH, DIAM CONF 253 
WRITE(6.3400)DLR,RHOF CONF 254 
WRITE( 6, 3200 1 "TGT, CONRTO CONF 255 
C CONF 2 ~6 
C CONF 257 
C CONF 25~ 
C SET UP TRIAL COORDINATES FOR NEXT PARTICLE CONF 259 
C CONF 2EO 
YI(l' :: YI3 CONF 2E1 
ZI(3) _. Zll CONF 2E2 
YE(3) _. P(3) CONF 2E3 
ZE(3) :; pes) CONF 2E4 
CALL TRANSFM( O.G, YI(2), ZH2). ALPHAU, 8ETAO, XI3,YI3, ZI:, -1)CONF 2E5 
YI(Z) - YIJ • VI3P CONF 2E6 
ZI(2) :: ZI3 .. ZI3P CONF 267 
CALL TRANSF~( O.D, VEeZ), ZE(Z), ALPHAR, BETAR, XI3,YI3s ZI3, -1)CONF 268 
YE(Z) = YI3 .. YN CONF 2E9 
ZE(2' = Z13 *' ZN CONF 27~ 
GO TO 5 CONF 211 
100~ FORMAT(18A4, 7X,L1' CONF 272 
1100 FORMAT(8F1D.5' CONF 273 
115~ FORMAT (Il0,7F1C.5) CONF 21~ 
1200 FORMAT(·1H1,5X, 15HCCNFAC RUN ID -I ax, 18A4) CONF 275 
1300 FORMAT(lHQ, SX, 21HP~YSICAL !NPUT DATA -/7X,10HAIR SPEEO=iPE13.6~ CONF 270 
1 3X, 37HCHARACTERISTIC DIMENSION ~F THE BODY=1PE13.61 7X,35H(ENSrTCONF 277 
2Y AND TEMPERATURE CF AIR ARE 1PE13.6, 5H AND 1PE13.6,20H AIR VISCONF 278 
3COSITY IS 1PE13.6) CONF 279 
1400 FORMAT( 1HO, 5X, Z9Ht\UHERICAL INTEGRATOR INPUTS -, 7X, 10HTIME STECONF 280 
lP=1PE11.4, 3X, 18HMINIMUM TIME STEP=lPE11.4, 3X. ZOHPRINT TIME INTCONF 281 
2ERVAL=1PE11.4, 3X, 2~HUPSTREAH ST~RT OISTANCE=lPE11.4' CONF 282 
1500 FORMAT( 1HO, GX, 33HLOCAL ERROR TOLERANCES ~OR DVDQ -. 3(1PE14.4»)CONF 283 
1520 FORHAT( 1HO. 5X, 35HFARTICLE FLUX lUBE SPECIFICATIONS -I CONF 284 
1 7X, 46HNUHBER CF TRAJECTORIES ON FLUX TUBE PERIPHERY=13,CONF 265 
2 3X, 27HFLUX TUSE RADIUS AT TARGET=F9.5, lX, 10HTOlERANCE=F8.4) CONF 286 
1540 FORMATe 1HO~ 5X. 40HTARGET AND INITIAL COORDINATE ESTIMATES-I 1UX,CONF 287 
1 6HJGUESS. 9X, 2HYT, 13X, 2HZT, 13X, 2HYI, 13X~ 2HZI' CONF 268 
1550 FORMAT( 114, 4(5X, F1C.S)) CONF 289 
180~ FORMAT( II,oX, 51HTRAJECIORY DATA ARE WRITTEN ON UNIT 10 FOR PLOTrCONF 290 
1INGII) CONF 291 
2000 fORMAT( 11120~,'47HINITIAL AND fI~AL TRAJECTORY ANGLES (DEGREES) -CONF 292 
11 22X, 7HALPHAe:F10.4, 5X, 6HBETAO=F1D.41 22X, 7HALPHAR=FiO.4, 5XCONF 293 
2, 6HBETAR=F10 .• 4) CONF 294 
220D FORMATe 1Hi, 3SX, 44HFLUX TUBE CR)SS SECTION COORDINATES IN THE -/CONF 295 
11 28X, 13HINITIAL PLA~E, J3X, 12HTARGET PLANEII CONF 296 
2 ax, 2HIP, 2(9X, 2HXP, 13X, 2HYP, l.3X, 2HZP, 4X)1 4X, 6HCENTECONF 297 
3R6(1PE15.4),14H (FLO~ SYSTEM» CONF 298 
2300 FORMAT eI10,6(1PE15.~),19H (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM») CONF 299 









2800 FORHAT( III ~8H TRAJECTORY NUHBER,I3,5X,20HTARGET COORDINATES -CONF 301 
1,10H XPSTAR =F10.6, 4X, 8HYPSTAR =F1Q.6,5X, 8HZPSTAR =Fl0.G, CONF 302 
2 14H (FLOW SYSTEM)/ 70X, 8HYPSTARP=F10.6, 5X, 8HZPSTARP=Fl0.6, CONF 303 
3 19H (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM)II CONF 3U4 
4 15X, 6HYfINAL, 6X~ 6HZFINAL,6X,10HITERATICNS,5X, 5HYINIT, 7X, CONF 305 
;; 5HZINIT, 7X, 25HERRCR (FLUX TUBE SYSTEM») CONF 3Go 
2900 FORMAT(II 30X,49HINITIAL POINT IS NOT IN CORRECT TRANSFORMED PLAN~CONF 307 . 
1/ 32X, 5HX!NIT=1FE12.5, 5X, 5HXI3~=lPE12.5) CONF 308 
3000 FORMAf(l/ 15X, 50HFLUX TUBE CROSS SECTIO~ AREA IN THE INITIAL PLANCONF JU9 
lE=1PE12.5, 8X, 20HIN THE TARGET PLA~E=1FE12.5/1 15X, 21HCONCENTRACONF 310 
2TION FACTOR=OPF11.511 CONF 311 
3 lOX, 21HAT THE peINT (X,Y,Z)=,3F12.5/111X,27HFOR .A PARTICLE (F OIACONF 312 . 
4METER=,F12.5) CONF 313 
3200 FORMAT( lOX, 36HNORMALIZEO AIR SPEED AT FINAL POINT=F12.51 CONF 314 
1 lOX, 29HPARTICLE CCNCEI'\TRATION R.ATIO=F12.5) CONF 315 
3400 FORMAT( lH+, 52X, 3UHWITH OIAMETER. TO LE~GTH ~ATIO=lPE12.5, 3X, CONF 316 
1 12HAND DEN~ITY=lPE12.5) CONF 317 
3500 FORMAT( 1HO, 9X, 22HTARGET COORDINATES X=1P€12.5, SX, 2HY=1PE12.CONF 318 
15, 5X, 2HZ=1PE12.S) CONF 31~ 

















































H. G. NORMENT, ATMOSPHERIC SCIENC~ ASSOCIATES - NOVEMBER 197~ 
MAP GUESSES THE INITIAL COORDI~AIES OF A TRAJECTORY THAT IS MAP 
AIMING FOR A POINT IN THE TARG~T PLANE. AFTER THE TRAJECTORY MAP 
IS COMPUTED, THE DISTANCE FROM THE TARGET IS COMPARED TO MAP 
THE ALLOWABLE TOLERANCE. THE PROCESS IS REPEATED UNTIL OISTANCMAP 
FROM THE TARGET IS BELOW THE TJLERANCE. MAP 
ONCE A HISTORY CF GREATER THAN THREE TRAJECTORIES HAS BEEN MAP 







MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS INVERTEO IN HATINV MAP 
INTERHEDIATE STORAGE FOR LEAST SGUARES NORMAL MATRIX TERHSHAP 
ACCELERATICN MOUULUS MAP 
ANGLE OF DRAG VECTOR PROJECTED IN THE X-V PLANE RELATIVE MAP 
TO THE )( A XIS MAP 
B ENTERS MATINV AS CONSTANT MATRIX AND RETURNS AS SOLUTION MMAP 
COSA,COSB,COSC OIRECTIO~ COSINES OF DRAG VECTOR MAP 
eNG ANGLE OF DRAG VECTOR RELATIVE TO Z AXIS MAP 
OIST DISTANCE BETWEEN END OF TtA~ECTORY AND TARGET POINT MAP 
DV VELOCITY OF FARTICLE RELATIVE TO AIR MAP 
IT ITERATIOl\ NU~BER MAP 
VA AIR SPEED AT TARGET FOINT MAP 
VP PARTICLE SPEED AT TARGET 'OINT MAP 
W LEAST SQUARES SUMMAND HEr~HT MAP 
YE ARRAV OF FINAL Y COORD eOR LAST 3 GUESSES MAP 
YI ARRAY OF I~ITIAL Y COORD ~OR LAST 3 GUESSES MAP 
YI3 NEXT GUESS FeR INITIAL Y ~OORD (FlCW SYSTEM) MAP 
ZE ARRAY O~ fINAL Z COORD ~OR LAST 3 GUESSES MAP 
ZI AR~AY OF INITIAL Z COORD FOR LAST 3 GUESSES MAP 
,[, ZI3 NEXT GUESS FOR INITIAL Z :OORO (FLOW SYSTEM' A.." MAP 










































2 I PL OT, I PL T, XPLOT (60) ,YPLCT (60', ZP~OT (60), ALPHAR, BEJAR, YPSTAr<Pp 
3ZPSTARP,XI3P,ZI3F,XP,YF~ZP,XHP,Xpo,ACC,DLR,JlIM • 
DIMENSION YIC~H, ZI(3), ~(4,4), 6(4), Yf(3), ZE(3f, DY(3), 02(3), 
1AA( 6,. C(3', PSTR(3) 
DATA ILIHI 251 
DO 50 J=2,3 
D Y ( J • = Y E , J , - Y PST A RP 
50 DZ'J) = ZEeJ) - ZPSTARP 
IT = 0 
N :: 4 
GENERAL ITE~ATI0N CALCUlATICN OF NEXT GUESS 
GENERATE CONSTANT ARRAY (8) FOR ~ATINV IF IT • LE • ~ 
100 DO 120 J=2, ~ 
I :: J - 1 
6(Z"'I-i) = YI(J) 
B(Z"'!) = ZI(J, 
120 CONTINU E 
GENERATE COEFFICIENT ARRAY (A) FOR HATINV 
DO 140 J=2,3 
I=J-1. 
JROH = 2"'1-1 
JROHZ = 2"'I 
A(JROW,1) = 1. 
A(JROW,Z) = O. 
A(JROW,3) = OY(J) 
A(JROW,4) = -DZ(J) 
A(JROW2,1) = O. 
A (JROW2, 2) = 1. 
A(JROW2,3) = DZ(J) 
A(JROH2,·4' = DY(J' 
140 CONTINUE 
GO TO 280 
IF IT • GE • 3 SOLVE FeR THE NEXT INITIAL COORDINATES GUESS BY 
LEAST SQUARES 
200 CONTINUE 
INCREMENT LEAST SQUARES NORMAL EQJATIONS 
W :: 1. G 
G = DY(3t I DIST~"'2 
Q :: OZ(3) I DIST~"'2 
S = G ... YI (3) + 0 ... ZI( 3' 
AA(1. = AA(1) + G ...... Z ... W 
AA ( 2' = AA (2) + G .. 0 .. H 
AA(3' = AA(3) + G'" W 
A A ( 4) = AA (4) + 0 ..... 2 ... W 
AA(5) :: AA(S' + Q ... W 
AA(6) = AA(6) + W 
CU) :: e(1) + G ... S 1# W 
C ( 2) :: C ( 2 ) + Q '" S'" W 
ce3' :: C(3) + S ... H 
SET-UP LEAST SQUARES NORMAL EQUATIONS 
220 A(1,i) :: AA(U 
AU,2) = AA(2' 
A(1,3) :: AA(3' 




























































































































A'2,3' = AAJ.5) 
Ae3,3) = AA(!) 
DO 25D 1=2,3 
K = 1-1 
00 2S0 J=I,3 
250 A (J , K' = A ( K, J ) 
00 260 1=1,3 
260 SU) = CUI 
00 265 I=1,3 
A(4,I> = 0.0 
265 AlI,4) =0.0 
A(4,4) :: 1ed1 
8(4) = 0.0 
C SOLVE MATRIX EQNS TO GET ~EXT GUESS 
280 CA~L HATINV(A,N,B,1,OETfRM) 
CALL'TRANSFH(XWp,Be1),8(2),ALPHAO DBETAO,XI3,YI3,ZI3,-1) 
XI3 = XI3 + XI3P 
Y13 = YI3 + VI3P 
Z13 :: Z13 + ZI3P 
CALL TRAJECT 
IF (IT .IT. 0) RETURN 
IT = IT + 1 
C IF (Ir • GT • :3) GO TO 305 
C UPDATE ARRAY S OF IN ITIA l A NO FINAL ceORO S. 
290 00 300 J=1, Z 
YHJ' = VI 'J+1) 
Z1(J) :: ZI(Jt-U 
OY(J) = oyeJ+U 
OZ'J) = DZeJ.U 
YE(J) = VEeJ+1) 
ZE(J) = ZE(Jt-U 
PSTR(J) = PSTReJ+1) 
300 CONTINUE 
305 CONTINUE 
Y1(3) = B(1) 
Z1(3) = 8(Z' 
CALL TRANSFM(PC.1) - XP , PCB - Y' , P(S) - ZP , AlPHAR, aETAR, 
lXOUM,YE(3' ,ZE(3),1) 
IF , ABS(XP) • EQ • (l.D , XOUM = (DUM - xpp 
IF (ABS (XDUM) • GT II RW • TOl ) WRITE(6, :3000 
OY(3' = YE(3.-YPSTARP 
OZ(3) = ZE(3)-ZPSTARP 
DIS T = SQR T ( 0 Y , 3 ) •• 2 + 0 Z ( 3) •• Z 
PSTR(3) = OIST 
C GUESS AGAIN OR GO ON TO ~EXT POINT ON WINDOW? 
c 
WRITE (6,2700) YE(3),ZE(3)'IT,YI(3),ZIe3),OIST 
IF (OIST .LE. RW.TOl) GO TO 490 
IF( IT .lE. IlIH'IfC IT- 3) 1ijO,31U,t;OO 
WRITE (6,2900) ILIM 
IT = -ILIH 
RETURN 
C INITIALIZE FOR LEAST SCUARES 
C 
310 DO 320 1=1,3 
3Z0 CCI) = 0.0 
00 325 1=1,6 
325 M(I' = Q.O 
DO 330 I = 1,3 



























































































































G = DYCI) / PSTR(!) •• Z MAP 156 
Q = OZ(I) I PSTR(I)·.2 MAP 157 
S = G • YI (n + Q • Z Ie U MAP 158 
AA(i) = AA(l) + G··Z • W MAP 159 
AA(Z)- AA(ZJ + G • Q • W MAP 160 
AA(3) :: AA(3J + G • W MAP lEl 
AA(4) = AA(4) + Q.·2 • W MAP 162 
AA(5) :: AA(S) + Q • W MAP 163 
AA(6) = AA(6) + W MAP 16~ 
C(1) :: C(i) • G 4 S • W MAP 165 
C(2) :: C(Z} + Q • S • W MAP 166 
330 CO) :: CIl) .. S Jf W HAP 167 
GO TO 100 MAP 168 
C PRIN' TRAJ ECTOR Y :)U TPU T HAP 169 
490 REWIND 9 MAP 170 
WRITE (6~1700) MAP 171 
DO 494 IHRITE = 1,lREC MAP 17Z 
READ (9)NEVAL,KSTEP, T, P(l), PC~), peS't pez), P(4), P(6) ,VX, 'JY, MAP 173 
2 ~Z, H, R,AC MAP 174 
WRITE(6,160D) KSTEP~ T, PU), P(3), P(5)' FeZ), P(4), P(o),VX, VY,MAP 175 
2 VZ, H, R, AC, NEVAL MAP 176 
494 CONTINUE HAP 177 
C COMPUTE AND PRINT DRAG VECTOR AT TARGET POINT MAP 178 
DV = SQRT( (IIX - P(Z"·.2 + IVY - P(4) ) •• 2 + (liZ - P(6) )··2 ) MAP 179 
eOSA = (~X - P(2»/OV MAP 180 
COS a :: ( \lY - P ( 4 )) I 0 V MAP 181 
cose :: (VZ - P(G')/DV MAP 182 
ANG = ATAN( COS6/COSA ) • 57.29577951 MAP 183 
CNG = ACOS( cose ) • 57. ,9577951 MAP 184 
WRITE( 0, 31GO ) COSA, eosa, COSC, ANG, eNG MAP 185 
C COMPUTE AND PRINT AII' ANO PARTICL~ SPEEDS AT TARGET FOINT MAP. 186 
VA :: SQRT( VX··2 + Vy·.z + VZ"·2 ) MAP 187 
VP = SQRT(P(Z'·.Z + P(4)··2 + P(6)··Z) MAP 188 
WRITE(6, 3200' IiA, liP MAP 189 
IF UPlon WRITE (10' IFLT, (XPLJTLJI ,VPLOTUJ,ZPLOT(J),J=1,IPL nMAP 190 
RETURN MAP 191 
1600 FORMAT(I6, 10(1X,1PE11e4)/lDX, ZiH=1PE11.4,4H R=lPE11.4, 5H AC=MAP 192 
11PE1!.4, 8H NE~AL::I6) MAP 193 
1700 FORMAT( 6HOKSTEP, 7X, un, l1X, 1HX, l1X, 1HY, 11X, 1HZ, lOX, MAP 194 
1 3HVPX, 9X, 3HVP'Yp 9)(, 3HVPZ, lax, 2HVX, lOX, 2HVY, lOX, 2HV2) MAP 195 
2700 FORHAT (lOX, ZE12,4,7X,I3,5X,3E12.4) MAP 196 
290n FORMATCIIIZOX, 26HTOLERA~CE NOT S~TISIFIED IN 14, 58H TRAJECTORY IHAP 197 
1TERATIONS. GIVE UP AND TRY THE N~XT PARTICLE) MAP 198 
3000 FORMAT(IIIZOX, 57HFIhAL fARTICLE POSITIO~ IS NOT IN THE ROTATED TAMAP 199 
1GET PLANE) MAP ZOO 
3100 FORMATe 5X, 26HDRAG VECTOR AT FINAL POINT -loX, 18HDIRECTION COSMAP Z01 
1INES-3(1PE!J.4', 3X, 19HANGLES A ~NO.GAHMA-2tlPE13.4») MAP 202 
3Z00 FORMAT(5X, 47HAIR ANC FARTICLE SP~EOS AT THE FINAL FOINT AREZ(1PEMAP 203 
115.5» MAP Z04 
END MAP 205 
148 
















































H. G. NORMENT, ATMOSFHERIC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES - NOVEMBER 197~ 
TRAJECT CALCULATES 3-0 PA~TICLE TRAJECTORIES TRAJ 
EMBEDDED IN A FLOW FIELD :JET£Rl'IINEO St FL'OI/El. TRAJ' 
THE PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR SJBROUTINE UVOQ IS USED TRAJ 
TO INTEGRATE THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION. OUTPUT AT TIME TRAJ 
INTERVAL TPRINT IS WRITTEN ON UNIT 9. TRAJ 
DRAG PARAMETERS ARE CALCULATED BY FUNCTION PRFUN WHICH IS PARTICLETRAJ 
TYPE-SPECIFIC. S.R.I~PACT IS A ~ROBLEM-SPECIFIC CODE THAT, AFTERTRAJ 
PARTICLE IMPACT ON THE BODY, ADJUSTS INITIAL PARTICLE COORDINATES TRAJ 




STOFAGE FOR OVOQ DT1 ) 
EPS( ) 
F( ) 
LOCAL ERROR TOLERANCE FOR THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
EQUATION OF MOTION OF THE PARTICLE -
F(U - X OIf'ECTICN 
F(2) - Y DIRECTION 





GSTOP FUNCTION (SEE DVDQ GLOSSARY) , 
TIME STEP 
OVO C; STATUS fLAG (SEE OVOl GLOSSARY) 
FLAG TO INCICATE WHEN TRAJECTORY HAS 
PENETRATED THE BODY 
KOtI} 
KQ( !) ORDER OF THE ITH OIFFERENTIAL EQUATION THE HIGHEST ORDER DIFFERE~CE USED IN THE INTEGRATION OF 
THE ITH EQUATION 
NEQ NUMBER OF EQUATIONS 
NG NUMBER OF GSTOP FUNCTIONS (SEE OVOQGLOSSARY) 
NGE SEE eVDQ GLOSSARY 
P() CURRENT VALUE OF THE OEPE~OENT VARIABLES (SEE ~ONFAC) 
PN (» STO RAGE FOR 0\10 Q 
R REYNOLDS NlMEER 
T TIME 
TFINAL INTEGRATION CUT-OFF TIME 
VX AIR VELOCITY IN X DIRECTION 
VY AIR VELOCITY IN Y OIREC1IlN 
VZ AIR ~ELOCITY IN Z DIRECTION 






DATA MXSTEP,NEQ,NG,NGE/1C,3,1,O/, KO/3"'ZI 
INITIALIZE FOR THE NUMERICAL INTE~RATOR 
JT = 0 
IFLAG = 0 
TFINAL = (XPSTAR-XI3'''' ,. ~ 
HMA X = TFI NAL 
A11 = COSt ALPHAR ) ... Cost BETAR 
A12 = SIN( ALPHAR ) • CO~' BETAR 
A13 = SIN( BETAR ) 
T = 0.0 
EPS(U = EPSI(U 



























































































































EPS(3) .• EPSI(3) 
H = HI 
HHIN = HMI NI 
XPl OT ( l' = XI3 
YPl OT (1) = YI3 
ZPlOT (1) = ZI3 
IPl T = 1 
C COMPUTE INITIAL AIR FLOW VELOCITIES 
110 CALL FLOVEl(XI3,YI3,ZI3,VX,Vy,VZ,H,INBOO~) 
P(1) = XI3 
P(2) = VX 
P (3) = YI3 
P(4) = VY 
pes, = Z13 
p (5) = VZ - VT 
120 F( 1) = 0.0 
F (2) = 13.0 
F(3) = VT.PT/COF - FNR 




C COMPUTE THE TRAJECTORY 
REWIND 9 
IREe = 0 
GO TO 200 
150 AC = ACC .... SQRT{ F(l'··Z + F(Z)··2 + F(3).·Z ) • (RF/R' •• 2 
WR1TE(9)NEVAL,KSTEP, T, P(t), P(3)·, pes"~ P(2', P(4)' P(6),VX, 
2 VZ, H, R, AC 
IREC = IREC+ 1 
IF (.NOT. IPLOT oANC. IFLAG .lE. HI ) GO TO 2DO 
IPLT = IPLT + 1 
XP L OT (I Pl T' := P ( 1) 
YPlOT(IPLT, = P(3) 
ZPLOT(IPLT) = pes) 
IF( IFLAG .GT. lD ) RETURN 
200 CALL DVDQINEQ,T,P,F,KD,EPs,IFlAG,H,HMIN, 
... HMAX,TPRINT,TFINAL,MXSTEP,KSTEP,KEMAX,EMAX, 
... KQ,PN,DT,NEVAL,NG,NGE,N5TOF,G,GT) 
GO TO( 21n, 210, lSD, 250, lSD, 220, 23(), 250, 250, 250, 15a, 
1 150), If LAG 
210 CALL FLOVEL(P(1),P(3),PC5),VX,Vy,~Z,H,IN800Y) 
IF (INBODY .EQ. 0) GO TO 21S 
WRITE (5,2200) PU), P(3), P(S), YIl, Z13, JT 
CALL IMPACTCYI3,ZI3) 
JT = JT + 1 
If(JT.L T. JLIM) GO TO 100 
WRITE (6,2500) JlIM 
IT-::-JLII'l 
RETURN 
215 R ,,: Rf·SQRT((V)( - P(2"· ... Z + (VY - P(~)' •• 2 + (liZ - PC6" •• 2 ) 
PR = PRFUN (R, DlR, COF) 
FU) - (VX - PI2))·P .. 
F(2) = (VY - P(4)).PR 
F(3) = ('JZ - P(6)''''PR - FNR 
GO TO 200 
22t EPS(K~MAX' = 32.·EMA~.EPS(KEMAX) 
WRITE(6,1900) IFlAG, KSTEP,NEVAL 
WRITE(6,2000) EPSCKEHAX), KEMAX 


































































230 HMIN = H TRAJ 121 
WRIT£Co,1900) IFLAG, KST£P,NE~AL TRAJ 122 
WRITE(o,2100) HHIN TRAJ 123 
GO TO 200 TRAJ 124 
26D G = Al1·(PC1) - XPP) + A12 • (P(3) - YP, + A13 • (P(S) - ZP, TRAJ 125 
GO TO 200 TRAJ 126 
250 WRITECo,1900) IFLAG, KSTEP,NEVAL TRAJ 127 
AC = ACC • SQRT( F(1)·.2 • F(2J.·2 • F«3) •• Z • • (RF/R).·Z TRAJ 128 
W R I T E ( 6 , 160 0) KS T E P , T, f U " P (3', P ( 5 ), P (2) t P ( It) 9 P ( 0) , V X, V Y, T RAJ 129 
1 VZ, H, R, AC TRAJ 130 
RETURN TRAJ 131 
C TRAJ 132 
C TRAJ 133 
1600 FORMAT(Io, 1~(1X,1PEj1e4)1 10X, 2~H=1PE11.49 4H R=1FE11.4, 5H AGTRAJ 134 
1=lPE11.4) TRAJ 135' 
1900 FORMAT( 5X, 6HIFL~G=I2, llH FOR K)TEP=16, 8H NEVAL=Io' TRAJ 136 
2000 FORMATe 1H+, 55X, 23HEPS HAS BEEN CHANGED T01PE11.lt, 11H FOR KEMAXTRAJ 137 
1=12> TRAJ 138 
2100 FORMAT( lH+, 55X, 14HHMI~ IS SET T01PE11.4) TRAJ 139 
2200 FORMAT( lOX, 65HTHE BODY SURFACE IS PENETRATED. PARTICLE COCRDI~ATRAJ 140 
1TES ARE (X,y,Z),3(1PE1'.~)1 10X, 43HTRIAL INITIAL COORDINATES ARE TRAJ 141 
2(YINIT,ZINITJ2(1PE12.4), 5X, 14HATTEMPT NUMSERI4' TRAJ 142 
2500 FORMAT( / 15X, SHAFTERI4, 45H ATTEMPTS PARTICLE STILL PENETRATESTRAJ 143 
1 THE BODY.) TRAJ 1~4 
END TRAJ 145 
































C COMPUTES AREA OF A PLA~E POLYGON WITH N VERTICES 
C 
DIMENSION XININ), YIN(N) 
DIMENSION X(100), V(100' 
DATA PI/3.141S9265361 
C CALCULA TE C ENTER OF 'OL YGON 
XSUi~ = o. 
YSUM = o. 
00 2 I=1,N 
XSUM = XSUH + XI~(I) 
YSUM = YSUM • YIN(I) 
2 CONTINUE 
XCEN = XSUM/FLOATCN' 
YCEN = YSUM/FLOATCN) 
C REORDER FaINTS IN ASCENDING VALUES OF THETA 
TPIMl = o. 
DO 8 IP=1,N 
THE TAP = 2.·PI 
DO 4 I=l,N 
THETA = ATAN2( VINU'-YCEN, XIN(U-XCEN) 
IF (THETA .LT$ 0.) THETA = 2."'PI t THETA 
IF (THETA .lE. TPIH1 .OR. THETA .ir. THETAP) GO TO 4 
THETAP = THETA 
X ( I P) = X I N ( l' 
vcr?, = YINC!) 
4 CONTINUE 
TPIHl = THETA? 
151 
'. 
r 8 CONTINU E POLY 31 
ASUM = o. POLY 32 
00 40 I N=1 tN POLY 33 
INt11 = IN - 1 POLY 34 
IF CI N. EQ.U INH1 = N POLY 35 
BASE = SQn((XUN)-X UNH1) ...... 2 +(Y(IN)-Y(INM1)·~2) POLY 36 
DENOM = XC IN. - XlINM1) POLY 37 
IF (ASS (OENOM) .GT. j.E-jl) GO TO 31 POLY 36 
ALT = A as (XCEN-X U ~"U ) POLY 39 
..... GO TO 32 POLY 40 
31 SLOPE = (Y(IN.-Y{I~H1»/'X(IN)-X(INM1» POLY 41 
ALT = ABS(YCEN-Y(INH1)-SlOPE.(XCEN-X(INMi»~/SQRT(1.+SLOPE·.2) POLY 42 
t-, 32 ASUM = ASUH + AL T~BASE/2. POLY 43 40 CONTINUE POLY 44 
t ' 200 AREA = ASUM POLY 45 
f RETURN POLY 46 








r: "'OEC K, TRANSFM 1 
r SUBROUT INE TRA NSFM 0(, Y, Z, ALPHA ,:8E TA, XT , YT t ZT 9 IG C~ TRAN 2 
~. C TRAN 3 
r, C TRANSFORMS COORDINATES FROM THE F:.OW SYSTEM TO THE PARTICLE FLUX TRAN 4 ~ k 
I ~ C TUBE CROSS SECTION SYS lEM, OR VISE V ERS A. iRAN '5 , i. 
C IF( IGO .GT. 0) lRANSFORt-: FROM FLOW TO FLUX TUBE SYSTEM TRAN 0 
~ : C IF' IGO .L T. 0) TRANSFOR~ FROM FLUX TUBE TO. FLOW SYSTEM TRAN 7 
.,' C TRAN 8 
" COSA = COS (ALPHA' TRAN 9 ,. , SINA SIN (ALPHA) TRAN 1V 
:j ; = L, r COSS = COS (BETA) TRAN 11 
r SINB = SIN (BETA) TRAN 12 
I t, IF CIGO .L T. 0) GO TO 20 TRAN 13 i, , Ai1 C OSA·COSB TRAN 14 , = l ~. A12 = SINA·COSB TRAN 15 l Ai3 = SINB TRAN 16 r A21 = -SINA TRAN 17 ! Al2 COSA TRAN 16 1 l = ~ A23 = o. TRAN 19 
f· A3i = - COSA"SINB TRAN 2Q . ~I t A32 -SINB·SINA TRAN 21 
./] 
= 1 A33 = COSB TRAN 22 GO TO 30 TRAN 23 .~ 
C GOING THE OTHER WAY TRAN 24 '~ f, 
20 Aii= COSA.COSB TRAN 25 J '~ 
Ai2 = -SINA TRAN 20 J Ai3 = -CO SA" SUf8 TRAN 27 
A21 = SINA·COSB TRAN 28 1 
A22 = COSA TRAN 29 .~ 
A23 = -SINA·SINB TRAN 30 
., 
1 
A31 ::: SINS TRAN 31 :1 .j i 
A32 ::: o. TRAN 32 1 
A33=COSB TRAN 33 
,'i 
", 
30 XT = A11·X + A12"Y + Ai3"'Z TRAN 34 
VT = A2i·X + A22"Y + A23"'Z TRAN 35 
, 
ZT = A31""X + A32"'Y + A33·Z TRAN 36 ,I ., 
RETURN TRAN 37 , ; 



































MATRIX INVERSION WITH ACCOMPANYING SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATICNS 
THIS CODE SOLVES THE MAT~IX EQUATION MATI 
A~X=B MATI 
FOR X. A IS AN N"'~ INFUT MATRIX. B IS AN N"'1 INPUT IIECTOR. MATI 
A IS REPLACED BY ITS INIIERSE. B IS REPLACED BY THE VECTOR X. MATI 
THE CODE CAN BE USEO FOR MATRIX INVERSION ALONE. IN THIS MCOE MATI 
SET M=Q IN THE INPUT. FOR HATRI( INVERSICN PLUS LINEA~ EQUATIONHATI 
SOLUTION, SET M=1 IN THE INPUT. THE VALUE OF THE DETERMINANT MATI 
OF A, DETERH, IS RETl'RNEIJ FROM BOTH MODES. MATI 
DIMENSION IPIVOT(30), A( N, N), B( N,l), INDEX(30,2), PIVOT(30J 
EQUIVALENCE (IROH,JRCW), (ICOLUH,JCOLUH), (AHAX, T, SWAP) 
INITIALIZATION 
10 DETERM=1.0 
15 DO 20 J=1,N 
20 IPI VOT ( J) =0 




























SEARCH FOR PIIiOT ELEMENT 
AMAX=O.O 
DO 105 J=1,N 
IF CI P I V OT ( J ) -1 ) 60, lD 5, 6 0 
00 lQ 0 K=l, N 
IF (IPIYOT(K)-1J 841, 100, 740 





CONTI NU E 
IPIVOT(ICOLUH'=IPIV01(ICOLUM)+1 
INTERCHANGE ROWS TO PUT PIVOT EL£~ENT ON D!AGONAL 
IF (IROW-!COLUM) l~O, 260, 140 
OETERM=-OETERM 
00 200 L=1,N 
SWAP=A (IROW,U 
A CI ROW, l) = A n COL UM ,L) 
A(ICOLUM,L)=SHAP 
IF(M) 260, 26Q, 21U 
DO 25D L=l, t'1 
SWAP=B (IROW,L) 
B(IROW, U=BtICOLUM,L) 
BUCOLUH, L) =SWAP 




























































































45 1 46,· 
471 
481 











3LtO 00 350 L=1,N MATI 61 
350 ACICOlVM,L)=ACICOLUM,l)/PIVOTCI) MATI 62 
,. 355 IFCM) 380, 3BD, 360 MATI 63 
" 360 00 370 L=1~M MATI 6Lt 
370 B(ICOLUM,L)=SCICOLUM,L)/PIVOTCI) MATI 65 
C MATI 66 
C REDUCE NON-PIVOT RCHS MATI 6 i~ 
C MATI 68 
380 00 550 l1=1,N MATI 69 
390 IFCL1-ICOLUMJ 400, 5 =0, LOa MATI 70 
400 T=A(L1,ICOLUM' MATI 71 
Lt2D ACL1,ICOLUMl=O.O MATI 72 
430 00 Lt50 L=1,N MATI 73 
Lt50 ACL1,LJ=A(L1,LJ-A(ICOLUM,L)·T MATI 74 
455 IFCMl 550, 550, Lt60 MATI 75 
460 00 50 Q l=1,M MATI 76 
" 
500 8(L1,l)=B(L1,LJ-8CICCLUM,L)·T MATI 77 
I, 550 CONTINUE MATI 78 ~ 
~' C MATI 79 
i C INTERCHANGE COLUMNS HATI 80 r C MATI 81 I EOO 00 710 I=1,N MATI 82 610 L=N+1-1 MATI 83 '. 620 IF UNOEXCL ,i) -I NOEX eL ,2) 630, 7111, 630 MATI 84 
, 630 JROH=I NOEX el, 1 J MATI 85 
1 
' ' 640 JCOLUM=INOEX(L,Z) MATI 86 ~ 
650 DO 105 K=1,N MATI 87 
660 SWAP=A (K,JROW) MATI 86 
t' E10 A(K,JROW)=ACK,JCOLUM) MATI 89 i ; I I 700 A(K,JCOLUH)=SHAP MATI 90 ~ 705 CONTINU E MAT! 91 
t 



























·OEC~,SETFLO SETF 1 
SUBROUTINE SETFLO( KASE ) SETF 2 
C INITIALIZES FOR FLOVEL CALCULATIO~ BY READING IN DATA PREPARED SETF 3 
REAL lXX, lXY, IYY, t'ACH SETF 4 
COMMON IVELDATI NSYM, NQUAO, -119, 129, LOOP, RBETA SETF 5 
COHMON/COH291 SIG(10aO', 041(1000), XC(100Q),YC(100Q),ZC(1000),SETF 6 
1 Al1Cl000),A12 Cl000),A13 (1000),A21(luOO)'A22UOOO),A23(1000), SETF 7 
2 A31(1000),A32 (10UQ),A33 (100D),XI1~1000),XI2'1000),XI3(100U', SETF 8 
3 XI4(10aO),ETA1'1DQO),ETA2,(lQOU),~TA4(1000),TSQ(1000),A(100D), SETf 9 
4 IXX(1000),IXY (lQOO)~IYY (1000),)12 (1000),023(10UD),D34(lUOO) SElF 10 
REWIND 14 SETF 11 
REAO(14) KASETP. NSYH, NQUAO, RBEfA, HACH SETF 12 
WRITE(6,3000) K~SE ,NSYM, NQUAD, MACH SETF 13 
IF( KASE ~EQ. KASETP) GO TO 100 SETF 14 
REWIND 14 SETF 15 
WRITE(6,2000) KASE, KASETP SETF 16 
STOP SETF 17 
100 READ (14HXCCJ),YC (J), ZceJ), Al1(Jt, A12CJ)' A13(J), A21(J), SElF 18 
1 A22(J), A23(J), A31eJ), A32(JJ, ~33(J), XI1<J),ETA1(J),XI2( SETF 19 
2 J), ETA2eJ), XI3(J), XI4(J), ETA!.+(J), TSQIJ}, A (J), IXX (J), SETF 20 
3 IXY (J), IYY~J', 012(J), 023(J), 034eJ), D41(J) ,J=1,NQUAD) SETF 21 
READ(14)(SIGCI), I=1,NQUAD) SETF 22 
REWIND 14 SETF 23 
10 IF ( NSYH - 1 ) 58, S2, 54 SETF 24 
52 129 = 1 SETF 25 
119 = 2 SETF 26 
GO TO 60 SETF 27 
54 129 = 2 SETF 28 
IF ( NSYH .€Q. 3 ) GO TO 56 SETF 29 
119 = 3 SETF 30 
GO TO 60 SETF 31 
56 119 - 4 SETF ~2 
GO iO 60 SETF 33 
58 119 = 1 SETF 34 
60 LOOP = 2 •• NSYH + 1 SETF 3S 
RETURN SElF 36 
2000 FORHAT( lH-~ 5X~ SCHTAPE AND CARD IDENTIFIERS DO NOT HATCH. TRY ~SETF 37 
lGAINI 10X, 9HCARD ,10= A4, 5X,9HTAoE 10= A4) SETF 38 
3000 FORHAT( lHl~ 19H800Y IDENTIFIER IS A4, 5X, 26HNUHBER OF SYHH~SETF 39 
lTRY PLANES~I3, 5X, 2SHNU~8ER OF QJADRAlATER~LS=IS, 5X, 12HMACH NUMSETF 40 
2BER=E12.5) SETF 41 





























SUBROUTINE FLOVELC XNPP, YNPP, ZNPP, V)(PP, VYPP, V1PP, H, INBODY) 
REVISED 5/11/19 
GI\lEN SPACE COORDI~ATES, XNPP,YMpo,ZNPP, POTENTIAL FLOW VELOCITY 
COMPONENTS, VXPP,VVPP,V1PP, ARE COMPUTED AND RETURNED. 
THE HESS-SMITH METHOD, IS USEO. TYE 28 QUANTITIES PLUS THE 
SOURCE STRENGTHS, SIGel, ARE STOR~O IN CCMMON/COM29/. 
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM NCUAD SURFACE ELEMENTS ARE SUMMED. 
UP TO THR~E PLANES OF SYMMETRY CA~ BE ACCCHODATEO. 
FLOV 
REAL M12, M23, ".34, M41 " lXX, IX', IVY FLO\l 
COMMON IVELOATI NSYM, NQUAO, 119, 129, lOOP, RBETA FLOV 
DIMENSION X(8J,Y(S),Z(o' FLOV 
COMMON/COM291 SIG(100D), 041(lQOO), XC(100Q),YC(1000)~ZC(10~O),FLOV 
1 Al1(1000),A12 (1000),A13 (lUnO),~21(lCOO),A22(100U',A23(1000), FLOV 
2 A 31( :1. a 00) , A:3 2 «1000', A 33 (1 a 0 0 ,. 1(°1 1 ( 1 0 0 il' , X I 2 (1 00 (j) ,X I 3 (1 Q 0 en , FLO V 
3 XI4(1000),ETA1(lDQO),ETA2(1000),ETA4(lUnO),TSQ(1000),A(lQOO), FLOV 
4 IXX(10GO),IXY (10DO),IYY (1000),)12 (1GOQ),C23(10DO),034(1000) FLOV 
DATA RH01SQ, RH02SQ/ 6.0, 16.0 I FLOII 
\lXPP=O. [) FLOV 





















VZPP=O.O FLOV 23 
INBODY = 0 FlO\l 24 
00 23t!O 11 = 1, NQUAO FLOV 25 
DO 17DO 12 = 1, LOOP FLOV 26 
IF ( 12 .EQ. LOOP) GO TO ( 2DOO, 910, 92D, 930 ) ,119 FLOV 27 
GO TO (1000,910,920,910,930,310,920,910 ), 12 FlOil 28 
910 YC ( 11 ) = - YC ( 11 ) FLOV 29 
A12 ( 11 ) = - A12 ( I1 ) FLOV 3Q 
A22 ( 11 ) = A 22 ( 11 ) FLOV 31 
All ( 11 ) = - A31 ( 11 ) FlO\l 32 ;i 
A33 ( 11 ) = - A33 ( 11 ) FLOV 33 
GO TO 932 FlOV 34 
920 ZC ( 11 ) = - ZC ( 11 ) FLOV 35 
All ( 11 ) = - All ( 11 ) FLOII 36 _, 
A23 ( 11 ) :: - A23 ( Ii ) FLOV 37 
Ali ( 11 ) = - A31 ( I1 ) FlOV 38 
A32 ( 11 ) = - A32 ( 11 ) FLOV 39 
930 ~g ~OIi3~ = - XC ( 11 ) ~tg~ ~~ ';1 
Al1 ( 11 ) == - A11 ( I1 ) F.l..OV 42 ;'1' 
A21 ( Il ) = - A21 ( 11 ) FlOV 43 .••... 
A32 ( 11 ) = - A32 ( I1 ) FLO'l 44 
A33 ( 11 ) = - A3:3 ( 11 ) FLOV 45 'i' 
932 IF ( 12 .Ea. LOOP) GO TO ( 2100,2200 ,129 FLOV 46 
'1 1COO XOIF = XNPP- XC ( 11 ) FlOV 47 i 
YDIF = YNPP- YC « 11 ) FLail 48 j 
ZaIF = ZNPP- lC ( Ii ) FlOV 49 .~ 
FLOV 50 ~ 
COMPUTE DISTANCE FROM NULL POINT TO ORIGIN CF J-TH ELEMENT COORDINATEFLOV S1 J 








FL. 011 60 
INEQUALITY ( 98 ) 
ROSQ = XDIF •• 2 + YDlF •• 2 + ZDIF •• 2 
IF ( ROSQ .LT. RH02SQ • TSQ ( 11 ) ) GO TO l~OO 
COMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITY COtPONENTS 






ARG1 = A ( Ii) / SGRT ( ROSQ ) ~ .. 3 FLOV 62 
X (12' = ARGl • XOIF FLOV 63 
Y (I 2 ) = A RG 1 • YOI F F L OV 64 
Z (12) = ARG1 ... ZOIF FlOV 65 
GO TO 17QO FLOV 66 
FLOII 67 
C TRANSFORM NULL POINT TO J - ELEMENT COORDINATE SYSTEM FLOV 68 
C EQUATION (78) FlOV 69 
FLOV 70 
FLOV 71 
1ttllO XNP.:: A11 ( Ii ) ... XeIF + A12 ( Ii ) ... YOIF + A13 ( Ii ) ... ZCIF FLOII 72 
YNP = A21« Ii ) • XDIF + A22 « Ii) • YOIF + A23 (11).ZDIF FLOV 13 
ZNP = A31 ( Ii , • xnIF + A32 (Ii) .. YOIF + A33 (Ii) ... znIF FLOV 74 
FlOV 75 
C INEQUALITIES (99) AND ( 100 » FlOII 16 
IF ( ROSQ • LT. RH01SQ ... TSQ ( Ii ) ) GO TO 141D FLOV 77 
FlOV 78 
C COMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITY CO~PONENTS FLOV 79 
C EQU ATIONS (57) - « 62 ) FLO V 80 
FLOV 81 
P = YNP ~"'2 + ZNP ~. 2 4.0'" XNP .... 2 FLOV 82 
QP= XNP ··2 + Z~P .... Z - 4.0 ... YNP .... 2 FLOV 83 
RO = SQRT ( ROSQ ) FLOV 84 
ROP .:: RO •• (- 7) FlOV 85 
WXXX .:: XNP ... « S.D • P + 30.0 • X~P .... 2 ... ROP FlOV 86 
WXXY = 3.0 ... P ... ROP ... YNP FLOV 87 
WXYY = 3.0 ... XNP • QP ... J;OP FLail 88 
w YVV = YNP • ( 9.Q • QP + 30.0 ... YNP .... 2 ) ... ROP FLOV 89 
WXXZ = 3.0" ZNP .... ; ... HP FLOV 90 
WXYZ = - 15.0 • XNP • YNP • ZNP ... ROP FLOV 91 
Wyy Z = 3. n ... ZNP • Qf" !'OP FLOII 92 
ROP = - RO ... ( .. ~) FLOV 93 
WX .:: RO P • XNP FLOV .94 
WY = ROP • YNP FLOV 95 
WZ = ROP ... ZNP FLOV 96 
HIXX = .5 • IXX ( 11 ) FLOV 97 
HIYY .:: .5 ... IYY ( Ii ) F:J..OV 98 
vx = - HXYY·HIYV - WXXY"'IXY( 11) - HXXX·HIXX - WX"'A( 11) FlOV 99 
VY = - WyyY4HIYY - WXYY4IXY( Ii' - WXXY.HIXX - WY.A( Ii) FLOII 100 
VZ .:: - WYYZ·HIYY - WXYZ·IXY( 11) - WXXZ·f.HIXX - WZ""A( 11) FL.OV 101 
GO TO 1600 FlOV 102 
FLOV 103 
C COMPUTE INDUCED VELOCITY CO~PONENTS FLOV 104 
C t.;QUATIONS {42' - ( 49 .) FlOV 1U5 
FLOV 106 
C CHECK TO SEE IF POINT IS INSIDE 80DY FlOV 107 
1410 GO TO ( 1300, 1310, 1300, 1310, 13iif) , 1310;1300, 1310 ),12 FLO\! 108 
1300 IF(ZNP .GT. 0.0 .OR. Rosa .GT. O.2S.TSQ(Il) .OR. A8S(ZNP) .GT. H) FLOV 109 
1 GO TO 1411 fLOV 11 '0 
WRITE (6,5tlO[l) 11, 12, .lNP, ROSQ, rSQ(I1), H FlOV 111 
5000 FORMAT(1DX,11HINSIOE QUADI5,5X,3HI2=I3/1DX,15HZNP,ROSQ,TSQ,H:4(1PEFLOV 112 
113 • 4) ) F L. OV 113 
INBODY = 1 FLOV 114 
GO TO 1tt11 FLOV 115 
1310 IF(ZNP .lTe (l.D .OR. ROSQ .GT. G.2S""TSa(1U .OR. ABS(ZNP) .GT. H) FLOII 116 
1 GO TO 1411 FLOV 117 
WRITE (6,5~nO' Ii, 12, ZNP, ROSQ, TSQ(11l, H FL.O~ 118 
INBODY = 1 FLOV 119 
1411 ETAttM3 = ETA4 ( 11) - ETA1 ( 11 ) FLO~ 120 
157 
" , 
RO = SQRT ( ROSQ ) 
ETA2M1 -:: ETA2 « Ii ) - ETA1 ( Ii 
XIltH3 = X14 ( 11 ) - XI 3 ( Ii ) 
XI2M1 -:: XI2 U 1 ) - Xli ( 11 ) 
XI3M2 = XI3 « Ii , - XI2 { 11 ) 
XI1M4 = Xli ( It , - XI4 ( 11 ) 
XMXI 1 -:: XNP - XI1 ( 11 ) 
XMXI2 = XNP - XI2 ( 11 ) 
XMXI3 = XNP - XI3 ( 11 » 
XMXI4 = XNP - XIlt ( 11 ) 
YMETA1= YNP - ETA! ( 11 ) 
YMETA 2 = YNP - EiA2 ( 11 ) 
YMETA 4 -:: YNP - ETA4 ( 11 ) 
ZNPSQ -:: ZNP • ZN~ 
IF ( ZNPSQ .LT. TSQ ( 11 ) 'If. 1"OE-o , ZNPSQ = O.U 
E1 = ZNPSQ + XMXI1 ~.2 
£2 = ZNPSQ + XMXI2 ~"'2 
£3 = ZNPSQ + XMXI3 ··2 
E4 = ZNPSQ + XMXI~ ~~2 
H1 = YMETA1 ~ XHXI1 
H2 = YMETA2 .,. XMXI2 
H3 - YMETA1 • XHXI3 
H4 - YHETA4 • XHXI4 
M12 = 0.0 
IF ( XI2M1 .NE~ O. () Mi2 = ETA2M1 I XI2M1 
MZ3 = 0.0 
IF ( XI3M2 .NE,,1I.0) M23 = ,. E:TA2M1 I XI3foi2 
M34 = 0.0 
If ( XI4M3 .NE. n. () M34 = ETA4M3 I XI4M3 
M41 = 0.0 
IF ( XI1M4 .NE. 0. U M41 = - ETA4~3 / XIHi4 
ANUM1 = M12 ~ £1 - Hi 
ANUM2 -:: M12'" £2 - HZ 
ANUM3 = M23'" E2 - HZ 
ANUM4 -:: 1123 ~ E3 - H3 
ANUM5 = 1134· E3 - H3 
ANUM6 = M34· E4 - H4 
ANUM7 = M41· E4 - H4 
ANUM8 = H41'" E1 - Hi 
R 1 = SQRT (XMX!1 ~. 2 + YMETA1 ¥. 2 + ZNPSQ) 
R2 = SQRT «XMXI2 •• 2 -+ YMETA2 •• 2 -+ ZNPSQ) 
R3 = SQRT (XMXI3 ... 2 -+ YMETA1 ... 2 -+ ZNPSQ) 
R4 = SQRT (X~XIlt ~. 2 + YMETA4 •• 2 + ZNPSQ' 
Q25 = 012 ( 11 ) 
Q2 5 = 023 ( 11 » 
Q27 = 0·34 ( Ii I 
Q28 = 041 ( 11 ) 
VX -:: 0.,0 
VY = DoD 
VZ = 0.0 
IF ( Q25 ) 1420 .. 1430, 1420 
1420 TEMP = R1 + R2 
TEMP1 = TEMP - Q25 
TEMP2 = TEMP + Q25 
ARG1 = 1.0 
IF { TEM?1 oNE. 0.0 .AND. TEM?2 .'4E. 0.0 » ARG1=ALOGfTEMP1/TEMP2) 
TEMP: ARG1 I Q25 
VX = ETA2Ml • TEMP 
VY = - XI2M1 • TEMP 






























































1435 TEMP = R2 + R3 FLOV 181 
TEMP1 = TEMP - QZ6 FLO~ 182 
TEMPZ = TEMP ~ Q26 FLOV 183 
ARG2 = 1.0 FLOV 184 
IF ( TEMP1 .NE. 0.0 .AND. TEMP2 .~E. 0.0 ) ARG2=ALOGCTEMPl/TEMP2) FLOV 185 
TEMP = ARG2 I Q26 FLail 186 
VX = VX - ETA2Hl • TEMP FLOV 187 
VV = Vy - XI3"2 • TEMP FLOV 188 
1440 IF ( Q27) 145G, 1~6C, 1450 FLOV 189 
145(1 TEMP = R3 + R4 FLO~ 190 
TEMP1 = TEMP - Q27 FLOV 191 
TEMPZ = TEMP + Q27 FLOV 192 
ARG3 = 1.0 FLOV 193 
IF « TEMPl .NE. ~GO .AND. TEMP2 .~E. 0.0 ) ARG3=ALOG(TEMP1/T£HP2) FLOII 194 
TEMP = ARG~ I Q27 FLOV 195 
VX = VX + ETA4M3 • TEMP FLOV 196 
vv = VY - XI4H3 • TEMP FLOV 197 
1460 IF ( Q28) 1470, 1480, 1470 FLOII 198 
1470 TEMP = R4 + Rl FLOV 199 
TEMPI = TEMP - J28 FLOV 200 
TEMP2 = TEMP + Q28 FLOV 201 
ARG4 = 1.0 FLO~ 202 
IF ( TEMP! .NE. 0.0 .AND. TEMP2 .~E .. c.o ) ARG4=ALOGnEMP1/TE:MPZ) FLOV 203 
~EMP = ARG4 I Q28 FLOV Z04 
vx = VX - ETA4M3 • TEMP FLOV 205 
VY = VY - XI1M4 • TEMP FLOII 206 
1480 IF ( ZNPSQ .NE. O. G ) GO TO 1510 FLOV 207 
TEST = SQRT(TSQ'I1)· 1.0E-3) FLOV 2D8 
IF(Q25.GT.TEST) IFC(XHXI1·ETA2H1-YMETA1·XIZM1'/Q25. 160Q,1502,lSQ2FLOV za9 
1S 13 2 IF (Q~~6. GT. TEST) IF « -XMXI Z· ETA 2M1- YMET AZ· XI 3M2) I QZ 6) 1600,1 S04, 1504FL o~ 2iD 
1504 IF(Q27.GT.TEST) IF«XMXI3.ETA4M3-YMETA1~XI4M3"Q27' 160Q,15DE,1506FLOV 211 
1506 IF(Q28.GT.TEST) IF«-XMXI4·ETA4M3-YMETA4·XI1M4)/Q28)16GQ,1Sae,1506FLO~ 212 
15G8 VZ = 6c~8318531ED FLOV 213 
GO TO 160n FLOII 214 
1510 IF !XI2H1 .NE. D~O) VZ = ATANeANU~1/(ZNP·R1)'-ATAN(ANUM2/(ZNf"R2»FLOV 21S 
IF CXI3H2 .NE. D.O)V2=VZ+ATAN(ANUH3/(ZNP.R2»~ATAN(ANUH4/(ZNP"R3»FLOV 216 
IF (XI4M3 .NE. D80)VZ=VZ+ATAN(ANU~5/(ZNP.R3»)-ATAN(ANUH6/'ZNF"R4)'FLOV 217 
IF (XI1M4 .NE. O.O)~Z=~Z"ATAN(ANUM7/(ZNP·R4»)-ATAN(ANUM8/(ZNF.R1')FLO~ 218 
C FLOV 219 
C TRA~SFORM INDUCED VELOCITY COMPONENTS TO REFERE~CE COORDINATE SYSTEM FLOV 220 
C EQUATION q 79 ) FLOV 221 
FLail 222 
1600 X «IZ) = A1i (Iil .. VX + A21 lI1) • VY .. A3i (1) .. VZ FLOV 223 
Y «I~' = A12 IIU .. VX .. A22 HU • VY .. A32 (IU • VZ FLOV 224 
Z (12) = A13 <I1' Iiif. VX .. A23 (11) ... VY + A33 (Il) • VZ FlOV Z25 
17ao CONTINUE FLO~ 226 
FLOV 227 
2QOO VXPP = vxpp + SIG(1) .. ~U) FLO'll 228 
Vypp = Vypp ~ SIG(1) • YH.) FLOV 229 
VZPP = vzpp f. SIG(1) • Z(1) FLO~ 230 
GO TO 2300 FLOV 231 
2100 VXPP = vXPP + SIG(1) .. (XCi) .. X(Z» FLOV 232 
vypp = VYPP .. SIGUt' .. (V(1) + y(2» FLOV 233 
VZPP = VZPP .. SIG(1) • (Z(1) .. Z(Z)) FLail 234 
GO TO 2300 FLOV 235 
2200 VXPP = VXPP .. SIGU1' • CXCU .. X(Z) + X(3) .. X(4') FLOV 236 
Vypp = VYPP .. SIG(1) ... (YCi' i· ve2' + Y(3) + Y(4" FLOV 237 
Vzpp = IIZPP .. SIG<Il! ~ (Z(1) ·/r Z(2) + Z(;3) .. Z(4)) FLail 238 
2204 IF ( NSYM $EQ. 2 ) GO TO 2300 FLO'll 239 
















\lYPP::: IIYPP - SIG(1)· (Y(S) ~ Y(G, + yen + Yean 
vzpp = VZPP - SIGCI1) • (Z(S) + Z(6' + Z(7) + Z(8)) 
2300 CONTINUE 
vxpp = VXPP • R8ETA··Z + 1.0 
Vypp = VYPP • RBETA 




SUBROUTINE FLOAIRC X, Z, ECC, VX, liZ, PSI, IFLAG) 


















(X, Z) EXTE~IOR TO AN ELLIPSOID O>=" REVOLUT ION IN AN AIRSTREAM. 
THE ELLIPSOID IS PROLATE WITH MAJ)R AXIS PARALLEL WITH THE FREE 
STREAM FLOW. FLOW IS TOWARD THE ~OSITIVE X AXIS. PSI IS THE 










100 E2 = ECC •• 2 
DMEZ = 1.D - E2 
TEC = 2.0 • ECC 
CX =-ECC/( ALOG(1.0 + ECC)/(1.0 - ECCl) ~ TEC/OHEZ) 
CZ = TEC.CX 
CPSI = ECC"CX 
COMPUTE FLOW VELOClTIES AND SlREMtFUNCTION VALUE 
200 SQRM = SQRT«X + ECC) •• Z + Z •• 2' 
SQ~N = SQRT«X - ECC'··Z + Z .... Z) 
vx =CX·(ALOG« SCR~ t SQRN • TEC)I (SQRH + SGRN - TEC"/ECC 
1 - 1.0/SQRH - 1.D/SQRN) + 1.0 
vz = CZ·Z·( 1.0/SQRM - 1.0/SQRN'1 (X· ... 2 + 2 •• 2 + SQRM.SQRN _ 
COSH = (SQRM + SQR~)/TEC 
COS = (SQRM - SQR~)/TEC 




























































·DECK,ARVTRJ ARYT 1 
SUBROUTINE ARYTRJ ARYT 2 
C ARYT 3 
C H. G. NORMENT, ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE ASSOCIATES - NOVEMBER 197~ ARYT 4 
C ARYT 5 
C CALLS TRAJECT TO COMPUTE TRAJECTORIES OF PARTICLES TO OR ABOUT ARYT & 
C AN ARBITRARY 3-DIHENSIONAL BOOY~ TRAJECTORIES BEGIN AT AN ARRAY ARYT 7 
C OF POINTS IN SPACE. THE ARRAY POINTS, AND CORRESPONDING ARYl 8 
C TRAJECTORIES, ARE DEFINEC BY SPECIFYING AN INITIAL POINT,INCREMENrARYT 9 
C VALUES IN THE THREE COORDINATE DIRECTIONS, AND THE ORDER OF ARYT 10 
C INCREMENTING. INFUT INTEGERS He3' SPECIFY THE ORDER IN WHICH ARYl 11 
C INCREMENTING IS DONE - ALLOWED VALUES OF MARE 1,2,3. FOR EXAMPLEARYT 12 
C SUPPOSE M(1J=2, MeZ':1, M(3)=3, T~EN Y IS INCREMENTED FIRST, X IS ARYT 13 
C INCREMENTED SECOND AND Z IS INCRE~ENTED LAST. ARYT 14 
C IF .TRAJECTORIES ARE NOT [ESIRED FROM ALL OF THE ARRAY POINTS, THE ARYT 15 
C PARAMETER NSKIP CAN BE StT GREATER THAN ZERO, AND AFTE~ THE FIRST ARYT 1& 
C TRAJECTORY ONlY EVERY NSKIP+1 TH TRAJECTORY IS COMPUTED. ARYT 17 
t C ALSO REQUIRED ARE - (IN ORDER Of X AXIS FIRST, y'AXIS SECOND, ARYT 18 
, 
~ C Z AXIS THIRCJ- INITIAL COOROINATE, INCREtENT, NUMBER OF INCREMENTSARYT 19 C DESIRED UNCLUDING THE INITIAL COJRDINATE VALUE'. ARYT 20 
C ARYT 21 
C SR PARTCl IS CALLED TO READ, PROC~SS AND PRINT PARTICLE DATA. ARYT 22 
C THIS SR CAN BE ONE OF SEVERAL THAT TREATS WATER DROPS OR ONE OF ARYl 23 
C VARIOUS TYPES OF ICF. CRYSTALS. ARYl 24 
C ARYT 25 
C UNIT 9 IS A SCRATCH UNIT USED FOR TRAJECTORY DATA STORAGEe ARYT 2& 
C UNIT 10 IS USED FOR TRAJECTORY DATA OUTPUT FOR PLOTTING. ARYT 27 
C ARYT 28 
C FLOW DATA PREPARED BY THE HESS-SMITH CODE ARE READ FROM UNIT 14 ARYl 29 
C VIA SR SETFLO. ARYT 3D 
C ARYl 31 
C ALL COO RDI NATES AN [ TIMES ARE NORIiALIZED (DIME "S IONLE SS) ARYT 32 
C ARYl 33 
C GLOSSARY ARYT 34 
C Ace DIAM/ELL - USED TO COMPUT! ACCELERATION MODULUS ARYT 35 
C ALPHAC ANGLE BETWEEN PR eJECTION OF INITIAL VELOCITY VECTOR IN ARYT 36 
C x-Y PL~NE AND X AXIS ARYT 37 
C ALPHAR ANGLE BETWEEN FRCJECTION OF FINAL ~ELOCITY VECTOR IN X-Y ARYT 38 
C PLANE AND X AXIS ARYT 39 
C BET AO ANGLE BETWEE ~ INITl AL V EL!)C I TY VEC TO" AN,D ITS PROJECTION ARYT 4Q 
C IN THE X -Y PLANE ARYT 41 
C 8ETAR ANGLE BETWEEN fI~AL ~ELOClrY VECTOR AND ITS fROJECTICN ARYT 42 
C IN THE X-Y PLANE ARYT 43 
C D COOROINA TE I~CREHENT ARRAY ARYT 44 
C DIAH DIAMETER OF A WATER DROP JR ICf AGGREGATE ARYT 45 
C BASE DIAMETER FOR A PLATE OR CYLINDER (~ICRO~ETERS) ARYT 4& 
C OLR BASE DIAMETER TO LENGTH (~YLINOER) 01' THICKNESS (PLATE) ARYT 47 
C RATIO ARYT 48 
C ELL CHARACTERISTIC OIHENSION JF THE aODY ( METERS» ARYT 49 
C EPSI( PARA"ETERS USED TO CONTROL LOCAL ERROR IN THE NUMERICAL ARYT 50 
C INTEGRATION (SEE OVDQ GLOSSARY) ARVT 51 
C FN FROUDE NUMBER ARYT 52 
C FNR RECIPROCAL OF THE FROUDE ~UMBER ARYT 53 
C HI INITIAL TIME STEF FOR NUMERICAL INTEGRATION (SEE DVOQ) ARYl 54 
C HMAX MAXIMUM TIME STEP (SEE DV~Q) ARVT 55 
C HMIN MINIMUM AlLOHED TIME STEP 'SEE DVOQ) ARYT 5& 
C IPLOT IF TRUE, TRAJECTORY DATA ARE COPIEO TO UNIT 10 FOR PLOTTNGARYT 57 
C N NUHBER OF COORDINATE INCR~MENT STEPS ARRAY (INCLUDING THE ARYT 58 
C FIRST COORDINATE VALUE' ARYT 59 































NSKIP NUMBER OF ARRAY FOINTS SKIPPED aET~EEN TRAJECTORIES ARYT 61 
P() CURRENT VALUES OF INDEPENJENT VARIABLES - ARYT 62 
PIt) : X ARYT 63 
P(Z) = DX/OT ARYT 64 
p(3) = Y ARYT 65 
P(4) : OY/DT AR¥T 66 
PIS) = l Ai'\YT 67 
P(6) = allOT ARYT 66 
PT DRAG COEFFICIENT.ABS(REYNlLOS NUMBER) FOR GRAVITY S£TTLI~~ARYT 69 
OF PARTICLES ARYT 70 
RF FACTOR TO CO~VERT VELOCITY DIFFERENCE TO REYNOLDS NUMBER ARYT 71 
RHO AIR DENSITY (KG/~··3) ARYT 72 
RHOP PARTICLE DENSITY (KG/M.·3) ARYT 73 
TEMP AIR TEMPERATURE (OEG. KELVIN) ARYT 74 
TPRINT OUTPUT TIME INTERVAL ARYT 7S 
V AIR SPEED (M/SEC) ARYT 76 
VIS AIR VISCOSITY (KG/(M-SEC)' ARYT 77 
VPGT PARTICLE SPEED 'AT TARGET 'OINT ARYT 78 
VT GRAVITY SETTLING SPEED OF PARTICLE ARYT 79 
VTGT AIR SPEED AT TARGET POINT ARYl 80 
X INITIAL COCRCINATE ARRAY ARYT 81 
XFINAL X COOROINATE OF THE FINAL PLANE ARYT 82 
XI3,YI3,ZI3 INITIAL COORDINATES 'ASSEO TO TRAJECr ARYT 83 
ARYT 84 
ARYT 85 
COHMON XI3,YI3,ZI3,YI3P,EPSI(3),HI,HHINI,VT,PT,COF,FNR,PACT, ARYT 86 
1RF,REO,R,XPSTAR,YPSTAR,ZPSTAR,P(6),TPRINT,IT,ALPHAQ,BETAO,IREC, ARYT 87 
2IPLOT,IPLT,XPLOT(60),VPLCT(60),lPLOT(60),ALPHAR,£ETAR,YPSTARP, ARYl 88 
3ZPSTARP,XI3P,ZI3P,XP,yp,Zp,XWP,XP',ACC,OLR,JlIH ARYl 89 
DIMENSION HOLL(18', )(3), D(3), N(3), t1(3), SX(3', SO(3), NS(3), ARyr 90 
1 SXI(3) , SEQ(6) ARYT 91 
LOGICAL IPLOT ARYT 92 
DATA SEQI 4HFIRS, 4HT ,4HSECO, ~HND ,4HTHIR, 4HO I ARYT 93 
DATA STAR, BLNK / 3H ., 3H I, PI/3.141~~26S361 ARYT 94 
JLIM=Q ARYT 9S 
NFIN=O ARYT 96 
READ AND WRITE JATA ARYT 97 
READ (5,260Q) KASE ARYT S8 
CALL SETFLO(KASE) ARYT 99 
READ(S,100C)HOLL, IPLOT ARYT 100 
READ(5,1100)V, ELL, RHO, TEMP, XFINAL ARYl 101 
REAO(S,1100) TPRINT, HI, HMINI, EPSI ARYT 102 
SET DEFAULT ~ALUES FOR NUMERICAL INTEGRATICN AND PRINT PARAMETERS ARYT lCl 
IF(TPRINT .EQ. 0.0) TPRINT=O.l ARVI 104 
IF(HI eEQ. 0.0) HI=O.l ARYl 105 
IF(HMINI .EQ. O. Q) HMINI=:O.005 ARYT 106 
IF ( E PSI (1) • E Q • a. C) E f S I ( 1 ) = 1. OE ... 5 A R YT 107 
IF(EPSI(Z) .EQ. o.u EFSI(Z'=1.0E-5 ARYT 108 
IF(EPSI(3) .EQ. 0.\1) EPSI(3)=1.0E-5 ARYT 109 
VIS = 145.8E-8 • TEMF·.(3.0/Z.0)/cil0.4 + TEMP' ARYT 110 
WRITE(6,1200) HOLL ARYT 111 
WRITE(6,1300J V, ELL, RHC, TEMP, VIS ARYT 112 
WRITE(6,1400) HI,HMI~I,TFRINT,XFI~Al ARVT 113 
WRITEC6,1500) EPSI(l), EPSI(2)' E?SI(3) ARYT 11lt 
INITIALIZE ARYT 115 
FN = V··Z/(9.6·ELL) ARYT 116 
FNR = 1.0/FN ARYT 117 
IF (.NOT. IPLOT) GO TO 5 ARYT 118 
REW I NO 10 ARYT 119 






C ENTER PARTICLE lOOP 
5 CALL PARTCl(V,ElL,RHO,VIS,TEMP,DIAH,DlR,RHOP,VT.RF,PT,ACC,NFIN) 
IfCNFIN .EQ. 0' GO TO I) 




6 COF ::: PT.VT.IIoFN 
R = RF • VT 
REAO(5,810Q'H, NSKIP 
IF(M(1)+MCZ'.H(3) .EQ. 6) GO TO 1D 
HRITt:CI),8ZCO) 
STOP 
10 DO 20 l=1,3 I 
ZO REAO(5,8000' XCl), OClh NCL» 
WRITEC6,ZOOO) XC1', 0(1), N(1) 
WRITE(6,30DO) XCZ" O(Z" N(Z) 
WRITE(6,40QO) X(3), 0(3)' N(3) 
HRI TE (6 ,9000' 
WRITE(6,50DO) SEQ(Z·M(1'-1I, SEQCZ.MCU, 
WRITE(6,60aO) SEQ(Z·MC2)-1), SEQ(Z"M(Z» 
WRITE(6,7000) SEQ(Z·M(3)-1), S£Q(2"H(3» 










DO 500 I=1,N1 
SXC1'=SX(1'+SD(1) 
SX(Z'=SXHZ' 
DO 500 J=1,N2 
SX(Z)=SXCZ)+SDC2) 
SX(3)=SXIC3' 
DO SGD K=1,N3 
SX(3)=SXC3)+SOC3' 
NPOINT=NPOINT+1 
IFCMOOCNPOINT, NSKIP+1) .NE. 1) G:> TO 500 
00 50 l=1,3 
Ll=4-MC U 
50 X(l)=SX Cll) 





XP? = XFINAl 
AlPHAR=O.D 
BET AR=O .0 
YP = 0.0 
Z? = O.U 
WRITE(6,1600) XI3, YI3, ZI3 
CAll TRAJECT 







































































DO 494 rWRITE = 1,IREC ARYT 181 
READ (9)NEVAL,KSTEP, T, P(1)' PU" P(5), p(2), P(l+), P(6),VX, VV,ARYT 182 
2 VZ, H, R,AC ARYT 183 
WRITE(6,8600) KSTEP, T, FU), P(3', PC5', PCZ" PC4', P(6),VX, VY,ARYT 184 
2 VZ, H, R, AC, NEVAL ARYT 185 
494 CONTINUE ARYT 186 
C COMPUTE INITIAL AND FINAL TRAJECTORY ANGLES ARYT 187 
CALL FLOVELeXI3,YI3,ZI3,VX,VY,VZ,iI,IN80DV) ARYT 188 
ALPHAC = ATAN(WV/VX) • 1EO./PI ARYT 189 
BETAO = ATAN«VZ-VT)/SQRT(VX ...... Z + VY ........ 2)) .... 180./PI ARYT 190 
ALPHAR = ATAN(P(4)/PC2"·180./PI ARYT 191 
BETAR = ATANCP(6)(SQRT(P(2' ...... 2+P(~)··2»)·180.!PI ARYT 192 
WRITE (6,680(/i ALPH!..\O, BETAO, ALP'iAR, BETAR ARYT 193 
C COMPUTE AND PRINT DRAG VECTOR AT FINAL POINT ARYT 194 
CALL FLOVEL(P(H, P(3), PCS" VX, 'iY, VZ, HI, INBOtY) ARYl 195 
OV = SQRT( (VX - P(Z» ... ·Z + (VY - P(4»·"'Z + (VZ - P(6)' ... ·~ ARYT 196 
COSA = (VX - pe2')/OU ARYT 197 
COSB = ~Vy - P (It» IOV ARYT 198 
COSC = (VZ - P(6))/DV ARYT 199 
ANG = ATAN( COSB/COSA ) ... 57.29577951 ARYT 200 
CNG = ACOS ( COSC ) • 57.29577951 ARYT 201 
WRITE( 6, 3100 ) COSA, CCSB, case, ANG, CNG ARYT 202 
C COMPUTE AND PRINT AIF ANO PARTIGL~ SPEEDS AT FINAL POINT ARYT Z03 
VA = SQRT( VX· ... 2 + VY·Jl.2 + VZ .... Jl.2 ) ARYT 2Q4 
VP = SQRTCP(2' .... 2 + P(4i·"'2 + P(6)·.Z) ARYT 205 
WRITE(6, 3Z00) VA, VP ARYT 206 
IF UPLon WRITE Cl0' IFLT, (XFLOTCU,YfLOT(U,ZPLOTU.) ,L=1,IPLT)ARYT 207 
C ARYT Z08 
500 CONTINUE ARYT 209 
GO TO 5 ARYT 210 
1000 FORMAT(18A4, 1X,Ll' ARYT'Z11 
1100 FORMATCBF10.5) ARYT 212 
1200 FORMAT(1Hl,5X, 15HARYTRJ RUN 10 -f SX, 18A4) ARYT 213 
1300 FORMAT(1HO, 5X, 21HPHYSICAL INPUT OATA -/7X,10HAIR SPEEO=lPE13.G, ARYT 214 
1 3X, 37HCHARACTERISTIC DIMENSION OF THE 800V=1PE13.61 1X,35HCENSITARYT 215 
2'1 AND TEMPERATURE OF AIR ARE 1PE13.6, 5H AND lPE13.G,20H AIR VISA .. RYT 216 
3COSITY IS 1PE13.6) ARYT 217 
1400 FORMAT( 1HO, 5X, 2~HNUHERICAL INT~GRATOR INPUTS -/ 7X, 10HTIME STEARVT 218 
1P=lPE11.4, 3X, 18HHINIHUH TIME ST~P=lPE11.4, 3X, 2VHPRINT TIME INTARVT 219 
ZERVAl=1PE11.4, 3X, 24HX COORD. OF FINAL fLANE=1PE11.4' . ARYT 220 
1.500 FORMAT( 1HQ, 6X, 33HlOCAl ERROR TlLERANCES FOR OIlDQ -, 3(lPE14.4»ARYT 221 
1600 FORHAT(/11HQ, 38H4 ••• 4 • '" INITIAL COORDINATES X=lPE1~.5, ARYT 222 
2 3X, 2HY=1PE12.5, ~X, 2HZ=1PE12.5' ARYT 223 
1800 FORHATe IIIGX, 52HTRAJEClORY DATA ARE WRITTEN ON UNIT 10 FOR PLOT\ARYT 224 
1TING/I) ARYT 225 
2000 FORMAT( lOX, 10HINITIAl X=lPE11.4, 12H INCRtMENT=1PE11.4, ARYT 226 
1 19H NUMBER OF VALUES=I4' ARYl 227 
2600 FORMAT (A4) ARYT 226 
3COO FORMAT( 10X, 10HINITIAl Y=lPE11.4, 12H INCRE~ENT=lPE11.4, ARYT 229 
1 19H NUMBER OF VAlUES=I4) ARYT 230 
3100 FORMAT(/5X, 29HORAG VECTOR AT FIN~L POINT -/ 6X, 18HDIRECTICN COSARYT 231 
1INES-3(1PE13.4). 3X, 19HANGLES A ~ND GAMHA-2(lPE13.4» ARYT 232 
3200 FORMAT(5X, 47HAIR ANO fA~TIClE SPEEDS AT THE FINAL POINT ARf2(1PEARVT 233 
115.5» ARYT 234 
4000 FORMATe 10X, 10HINITIAL Z=lPE11.4e 12H INCREHENT=1PE11.4, ARYT 235 
1 19H NUMBER OF VAlUES=I~) ARYT 236 
5cao FORMAT( 10X, 22HX AXIS IS INCREMENTED 2A4) ARYT 237 
6000 FORHATe lOX, 22HY AXIS IS INCREHE~TED 2A4) ARYT 238 
7UOO FORMAT( 1UX, 22HZ AXIS IS INCREMENTEO 2A4) ARYT 239 




















8100 FORMAT (4IIt' ARYT ,241 
6200 FORMATCII110X, 47HINCREMENTING SEQUENCE IS ERRONIOUS. TRY AGAIN.)ARYT 242 
6600 FORMATtI6, 1DUX,1PE11.4)/10X, 2HH=1PE11.4,4H R=j,PE11.,., 5f" AC=ARYT 243 
11PE11.4, 8H NEVAL=I6' ARYl 244 
8100 FORMATC/6HOKSTEP, 7X, 1HT, 11X, lHX, 11X f 1HY, 11X~ 1HZ, 10X, ARYT 245 
1 3HVPX, 9X~ 3HVPY, 9X, 3HVPZ, lOX, 2HVX, lOX, 2HVY~ lOX, 2HV2) ARYT 246 
8800 FORMAT C 120 X, 47HIN ITIAL AND FI~AL TRAJECTORY ANGLES (GEGREES) '-ARYl 247' 
1/ 22X, 7HALPHAO=F10.4, 5X, 6HB£T'O=F10.41 Z2X, 7HALPHAR=Fl0.4, 5XARYT 248 
Z, 6HSETAR=F10.4) ARYT 249 
9000 FORMAT(1HO) ARYT 250 
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CALLS TRAJECT TO COMPUTE TRAJECTORIES OF PARTICLES TO OR ABOUT TANT 
AN ARBITRARY 3-DIMENSIONAL BODY. TRAJECTORIES BEGIN AT POINTS TANT 












STEPPED TOWARD THE SCOY USING FIRST A COARSE STEP SIZE UNTIL TANT 
IMPACTION OCCURS. THEN INITIAL COORDINATES ARE BACKED-UP ONE TANT 
STEP, ANO A FINE STEP SIZE IS USE) UNTIL I~PACTION REOCCURS. TANT 
THE TANGENT TRAJECTORY IS TAKEN T) BE THE ONE CALCULATED TANT 
IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO THE SECOND IMPACTIO~. POINTS ON THE TANGENTTANT 
TRAJECTORY ONLY ARE STORED FOR PlJTTING LATER IF DESIRED. TANT 
ALL TRAJECTORIES AFE PRI~TED. TANT 
SR PARTCL IS CALLED TO REAO. PROCESS AND PRINT PARTICLE OATA. 
THIS SR CAN BE ONE Of SEVERAL THAT TREATS WATER DROPS OR ONE OF 
VARIOUS TYPES OF ICE CRYSTALS. 
UNIT 9 IS A SCRATCH UNIT USED FOR TRAJECTORY DATA STORAGE. 
UNIT 10 IS USED FOR TRAJECTORY DATA OUTPUT FOR PLOTTING. 
FLOW DATA PREPARED BY THE HESS-SMITH CODE ARE READ FROM UNIT 14 
VIA SR SETFLO. 
ALL COORDINATES ANC TIME~ ARE NOR~ALIZEO (OIMENSIONLESS) 
GLOSSARY 






















PLANE AND X AXIS 
ANGLE 6ETWEE. FI~AL VELOCITY VECTOR AND ITS PROjECTION 
IN THE X-Y PLANE 
COARSE VALUE OF OEL USED FOR ROUGH DETERMINATION OF 
TANGENT TRAJECTORY 
CURRENT VALUE OF STEP SIZ~ USED IN INCREMENTING INITIAL 
COORDINATES TOWA~D THE BOlY 
FINE VALUE OF DEL USEO FOR PRECISE DETERMINATION OF 
TANGENT TRAJECTORY 




















































BASE DIAMETER FOR A PLATE OR CYLINDER (MICROHETERS) TANT 45 
DLR BASE DIAMETER TO LENGTH (CYLINDER) OR THICKNESS (PLATE) TANT 46 
RA, T l A NT 47 
ELL CHARACTERISTIC DIMENSION OF THE BODY ( METERS , TANT 48 
EPSI( PARAMETERS USED TO CONTROL LPCAL ERROR IN THE NUMERICAL TANT 49 
INTEGRATION (SEE OVDQ GLOSSARY) TANT 50 
FN FROUOE NUMBER TANT S1 
FNR RECIPROCAL OF THE FROUOE ~UMBER TANT S2 
HI INITIAL TIME STEP FOR NUM~RICAL INTEGRATION (SEE OVUO TANT S3 
HMAX MAXIMUM TIME STEP (SEE OV~Q) TANT 54 
HMIN MINIMUM ALLOWED TIME STEP 1SEE O~DQ) TANT 55 
IPLOT IF TRUE, TRAJECTORY DATA ARE COPIED TO UNIT iD FOR PLOTTNGTANT 56. 
IT WHEN RETURt'-E:D FRCM TRAJECT TANT 57 
WITH A VALUE OF ZERO, INDICATES IMPACTION HAS OCCUREO. TANT 58 
KT TRAJECTORY TALLY TANT 59 
P() CURRENT ~"jLUES OF INDEPENlENT VARIABLES - TANT 60 
P(1) = X TANT 61 
P(2) = OX/DT TANT 62 
p ( 3) = Y T A NT 63 
P(4) ;: OY/DT TANT 64 
P(5) ;: Z TANT 65 
P( 6) = OZ/DT TANT 66 
PT ORAG COEFFICIENT.lfoA8S(REYNJLOS NUMBER) FOR GRAI/ITY SETTlI ~GTANT 67 
OF PARTICLES TANT 68 
RF FACTOR TO CONVERT VELOCITY DIFFERENCE TO, REYNOLDS NU~BER TANT 69 
RHO AIR 0 ENS IT·Y (KG/H.lfo.y. 3) TANT 70 
RHOP PARTICLE DEN!ITY (KG/H··3) TANT 71 
TEMP AIR TEMPE~ATURE (OEG. KEL~IN) TANT 72 
TPRINT OUTPUT TIME INTERVAL TANT 73 
V AIR SPEED (M/SEC) TANT 74 
VIS AIR III SC OSIT Y «KG/« M-SECn TA NT 75 
VT GR~~ITY SETTLING SPEEO OF PARTICLE - TANT 76 
XFINAL X COORDINATE OF THE FINAL PLANE TANT 77 
XI3,YI3,ZI3 INITIAL COORDINATES PASSED TO TRAJECT TANT 78 
TANT 79 
COMMON XI3,YI3,ZI3,YI3P,EPSI(3),HI,HMINI,VT,PT,COF,FNR,PACT~ TANT 80 
lRF,REO,R,XPSTAR,YPSTAR,ZPSTAR,P(6' ,TPRINT,IT,AlPHAO,BETAO,IREC, TANT e1 
2 IPL aT, I PL T, XPLOT (60) ,YPLOT (60) , ZPLOT (60) ,ALPHA R, BETAR, YP ST ARf, TANT 82 
3ZPSTARP,XI3P,ZI3f,XP,YP,ZP,XWP,Xpo,ACC,OLR,JLIM TANT 83 
DIMENSION HOll(18) TANT 84 
lOGICAL IPLOT TANT 85 
DATA SIGNAL/999999.1, KTLIMI 251 TANT 86 
JLIM=O TANT 87 
NFIN=D TANT 8S 
~EAD AND WRITE lATA TANT 89 
READ (5,2600) KASE TANT 90 
CALL SETFLOCKASE) TANT 91 
READ(S,1000)HOLL, IPlOT TANT 92 
READ(S,1100)~, ELL, RHO, TE~P, XFINAL TANT 93 
READ(S,1100) TPRINT, HI, HM1NI, EPSI rANT 94 
SET DEFAULT VALUES FeR NUMERICAL INTEGRATION AND PRINT PARAMETERS TANT S5 
IFCTPRINT .EQ. D.O. TPRI~T=O.l TANT 96 
IFCHI .EQ. 0.0) HI=.o.1 TANT. 97 
IFCHMINI .EQ. O.Q) HfHNI='J.005 TANT ge 
IFCEPSIU) .EQ. o.C) EPSH1)=1.0E-5 TANT 99 
I F ( E PSI (2) • E Q. 0 5 Q ) EP S I ( 2 » = 1. a E - 5 T A NT 1 a 0 
IFCEPSI (3' .EQ. D. U EPSI(3)=1.0E-5 TANT 101 
VIS = 145.8E-8 • TEMp··C3.0J2.QJ/C110.4 • TEMP) TANT 102 
WRITE(6,1200) HOll TANT 103 

















WRITE(6,1400) HI,HMINI,TFRINT,XFI~AL TANT 1US 
WRITE(6,1SGO) EPSIC1J, EFSICZ), E?SI(3) TAtH 106 
C INITIALIZE TANT 107 
FN = V··2/C9.S·ELL) TANT 108 
FNR = 1.0/FN TANT 109 
IF (.NOT. IPLOT) GO TO 5 TANT 110 
REWIND 10 TANT 111 
WRITE (6,1800) rANT 112 
C ENTER PARTICLE L COP rANT 113 
5 CALL PARTCL(V,ELL,RHO,VIS,rEMP,DI~M,DLR,RHOP,VT,RF,PT,ACC,NFIN) rANT 114 
IFCNFIN .EQ. 0) GO Te 6 rANT 115 
IF( .NOT. IPLOT) RETURN TANT 116 
ENDFILE 10 TANT 117 
REWIND 10 TANT 118 
RETURN TANT 119 
6 COF = PT·VT·FN TANT 120 
R = RF • VT TANT 121 
MFIN=O TANT 122 
C SET INITIAL COORDI~ATES rANT 123 
10 DFINE=SIGNAL TANT 124 
IT=1 TANT 125 
KT=3 TANT 126 
20 CALL STRPNT(XI3, YI3, ZI~, DEL, DCORS, DFI~E, ~FIN) TANT 127 
IF(MFIN .GT. fl) GO TO 5 TANT 128 
KT=KT+l TANT 129 
IFCKT .GT. KTLHU GO TO 60 TANT 130 
XPSTAR=XFINtlL TANT 131 
xpp = XFINAL TANT 132 
ALPHAR~OoO TANT 133 
BETAR=O.O TANT 134 
YP = 0.0 TANT 13S 
zp = 0.0 TANT 136 
WRITE(6,1600) XI3, YI3, ZI3, KT TANT 131 
CALL TRAJECT TANT 138 
C PRIN 1 TRAJECTORY lUTPUT TANT 139 
REWIND S TANT 140 
WRITE (6,8700) TANT 141 
00 30 IWRITE = 1, tREC TANT 142 
READ (9)NEVAL,KSTEP, T, PUJ, P(3), pes), F(2), ~P(4), P(6) ,II'X, VY, TANT 143 
2 VZ, H, R,AC TANT 144 
WRITE(6,8600) KSTEP, T, PU), P(3), pes), Pf.2), P(4), P(6),VX, VY,TANT 145 
2 VZ, H, R, AC, NEVAL TANT 146 
30 CONTINUE TANT 147 
C CHECK FOR IMPACTION AND ~DJUST OE~ IF NECESSARY TANT 148 
IF(IT ~LE. ot GO TO 40 TANT 149 
IF(DEL .EQ. -DFINE) GO TO 50 TANT 150 
IFCDEL .NE. -DCORS) GO TO 20 TANT 151 
OEL=DFINE TANT 152 
WRITE(6,30DO) TANT 153 
GO TO 20 TANT 154 
C IMPACTION HAS OCCURED TANT 155 
40 IT=l TANT 156 
IF(DEL .EQ. -DCORS) <':0 TO 20 TANT 157 
IFCOEL .EQ. DFINE) HFITE(6,4000) TANT 158 
KT=KT-2 rANT 159 
DEL=-DEL TANT 160 
GO TO 20 TANT lE1 
50 IF« .NOT. IPLOT) GO TO 10 TANT 162 
IF (IPLOT) WRITE (10) IFLT, (XPL~r(L),YFLCT(L),ZPLOT{L).L;1,IFLT)TANT lEl 
GO TO lC TANT 1f4 
167 
; ... 
60 WRITE(6,2000) ITlIH TANT lfS 
GO TO 10 TANT 1£6 
C TANT 161 
1000 FORHAT(18A4, lX,Ll) TANT 168 
1100 FORMAT(8F1U.S) TANT 169 
1200 FORMAT( lHl, SX, 32HTANGENT TRAJECTORY CODE RUN 10 -I 8X, 16~) TANT 1.70 
1300 FORMAT(lHO, 5X, 21HPHYSICAL INPUT DATA -/7X,10HAIR SPEEO=lPEj3.6, TANT 171 
1 lX, 31HCHARACTERISTIC (IMENSION OF THE eODY=lPE13.61 7X,35HDENSITTANT 172 
2Y AND TEMPERATURE OF AIR ARE lPE13.6, SH AND lPE13.6,20H AIR VISTANT 173 
3COSITY IS lPE13.6) TANT 174 
1400 FORMAT ( lHO, SX, 2 <:H t-<UME.RICAL I NT::GRAT OR INPUTS -I 7X, 10H TIME STETA NT 175 
lP=1PE11.4, 3X, 16HMINIHUM TIME ~TEP=1PE11.4, 3~, 20HPRINT TIME I~TTA~T 176 
2ERIIAL=lPE11.4, 3X, 2c.HX COORD. OF FINAL FLANE=lPE11.41 . TANT 177 
1500 FORMATe lHO, 6X,33HlOCAL ERROR TJlERANCES FOR DVOQ -, 3(lPE14.4»TANT 178 
1600 FORHAT(111HO, 38H~ • • • INITIAL COORDINATES X=lPE1~.5, TANT 179 
1 3X, 2HY=lPE12.5, 3X~ 2HZ=lPE12.5, 3X, 21HFOR TRAJECTORY NUMBER, TANT 180 
2 I4) rANT 181 
1800 FORHAT( 11/6X, 51HtRAJECTORY DATA ARE WRITTEN ON UNIT 10 FOR PLOTTTANT 182 
lING II) TANT 183 
2(;00 FORMAT(//15X, 14, 66H TRAJECTORIES HAVE BEEN COMPUTED. GIVE UP ATANT 184 
1ND TRY THE NEXT CASE.II) TANT 185 
2600 FORMAT (A4) TANT 186 
3000 FORHAT( 11128HO· • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·TANT 181 
1 SWITCH TO FINE STEP SIZE • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • JTANT 188 
2 • • • • ./) TANT 189 
8EOD FORMAT(I6, 10(lX,1PE11.4)/1QX, 2~H=lPE11.4,4H R=1PE11.4, 5H AC=TANT 190 
11PE11.4, 8H NEVAL=I6) TANT 191 
8700 FORMAT(/5HOKSTEP, 7X, lHT, 11X, lHX, 11X, 1HY, 11X, 1HZ, laX, TANT 1S2 
1 3HVPX, 9X, 3HVPY, 9X, 3HVPZ, lOX, 2HVX, lOX, 2HVY, lOX, 2Hvn TANT 193 
4000 FORMAT( III 129H ~ • • • • .. ~ ~ • .. • .. • + .... • .... • • .. • • ·rANT 194 
1 TANGENT TRAJECTCRY IS AS FClLOWS •• 4 .... • • • ... 4 .. • • • TANT 195 
2· • .... • • ·/) TANT 196 







4DECK,STRPNT STRP 1 
SUBROUTINE STRPNT( X, y, Z, 0, DCORS, OFINE, H) STRP 2 
C STRP 3 
C H. G. NORHENT g ATHOSFHERIC SCIENC=: ASSOCIATES - DECEMBER 197~ STRP 4 
C STRP 5 
C CALLED BY TANTRA TC CEFlflE TRAJECTORY STARTING COORDINATES FOR STRP & 
C DETERMINATION OF T~NGENT TRAJECTORIES OF FARTICLES TO A THREE- STRP 7 
C DIMENSIONAL aODY. t THI S 'IERSION STARTS ALL TRAJECTORIES ON A STRP 8 
C POINTS ARE STEPPED ALONG THE LINE TOWARD THE BODY USING SIRP 9 
C FIRST A COARS E STfl'? SIZE, AND AFT~ R IMPACTION AND BACK-UP A FINE STRP 10 
C STEP SIZE UNTIL IMPACTION REOCCURS. STRP 11 
C STRP 12 
C GLOSSARY STRP 13 
C COSA,COSB,COSG DIR£CTICN COSINES OF THE STARTING POINT LINE STRP 14 
C 0 CURRENT VALUE Of STEP SIZ~ USED IN INCREMENTING INITIAL STRP 15 
C COORDINATES TOHAFD THE ad~Y STRP 16 
C DCORS COARSE ~ALUE OF D USED~=OR ROUGH DETERMINATION OF STRP 11 
C TANGENT TRAJECTORY STRP 18 
C DFINE fINE 'IALUE Of 0 USEO FO~ PRECISE DETERMINATION OF STRP 19 
C TANGENT TRAJECTORY STRP 20 
C X,Y,Z STARTING CCORDINP,7ES STR? 21 
C X1,Yl,Zl POINT USED. ALONG WITH FIRST STARTING POINT, TO DEfINE STRP 22 
C THE STARTI~G POINT LINE STRP 23 
C STRP 24 
DATA SIGNAL/999999.1 STRP 25 
IF(OFINE .LT. SIGNAL) GO TO 20e STRP 2& 
COpy IN STEP SIZE INCREMENTS A~O INITIALIZE FOR A NEW TANGENT LOCATION STRP 27 
REAO(5,1100) DCORS 7 OFINE STRP 28 
CHECK IF TRAJECTORIES FOR THIS PARTICLE SIZE ARE FINISHED STRP 29 
M=O STRP 30 
IF(ABS(OCORS) + ABS(DFINE) .NE. 0.0) GO TO 100 STRP 31 
M=l STRP 32 
RETURN STRP 33 
COpy IN A PAIR OF POINT COOROI~ATES TO DEFINE THE STARTING POINT LINE. STRP 34 
C THE FIRST COORDINATES SPECIFY THE START POINT fOR THE FIRST STRP 35 
C TRAJECTORY, ANO THE SECOND COOROI~ATES ARE FOR ANY POINT ON THE STRP 36 
CLINE WH ICH IS CLOSER TOWARD THE BJOY. STRP 37 
100 REA 0 ( 5 , 11 i:1 0) X, Y, Z, Xl, Y 1, Z 1 S T RP 38 
COMPUTE OIRECTION COSINES OF THE STARTI~G POINT LINE STRP 39 
R = SQRTf.(Xl-X)·42 + (Yl-¥)+·2 + (Z1-Z)··2) STRP 40 
COSA = (Xl-X)/R STRP 41 
COSB = <Yl--Y) IR STRP 42 
COSG = (Zl-Z) IR STRP 43 
o = DCORS STRP 44 
WRITE(&,1000) X. Y, Z" Xi, Y1, Z1 STRP 45 
WRIT~(6,1200' caSA, COSB, COSG STRP 46 
WRITEC6,1300) DeORS, OFINE STRP 47 
RETURN STR? 48 
COMPUTE NEXT SET OF STARTING COORDINATES STRP 49 
200 X = X + O.COSA STR? 50 
y = Y + O·COSB STRP 51 
Z = Z + O. COS G S T RP 5 2 
RETURN STRP 53 
1000 FORMAT(111115X,89HTRAJECTORIES ARE TO BEGI~ ALONG A LINE DEFINED BSTRP 54 
lY THE POINTS (Xl,Y1,Zl,) AND (X2~Y2,Z2) -I 9X,2H( ,,3UPE1S.S), STRP 55 
2 13H) AND «, 3(lPEj5.S), 2H» STRP 56 
liDO FORMAT(8F1~.O' STR? 57 
1200 FORMAT(5X, 60HHITH DIRECTION COSI~ES -(CO~(ALPHA),COS(BETA) ,COSCGASTRP 58 
lMMA» - 3(lPE15,,5)/) STRP 59 




lE12.5, 3X, 15HFINE INCRE~ENT:1PE12.5) 
ENO 
·OECK, FALWA T 
SUBROUTINE FALWAT(O, RHO u ETA, T, P, V) 
C 
C H. G. NORMENT, ATMOSFHERIC SCIENC~ ASSOCIATES - DECEMBER 1979 
C 
C COMPUTES STILL-AIR, TER'.UNAL SETTLING SPEED OF WATER OROPS 
C ACCOROING TO THE EQUATIONS OF BEA~D (JAS 33,852(1976» 
C 
C GLOSSARY (SI UNITS) 
C C ~.0-G/3.~ WHERE G IS AC~ELERATION OF GRAVITY (9.8' 
C CDRR DAVIES NUMBER 
C D DROP DIAMETER 
C ETA VISCOSITY 
C P PRESSURE 
C PN PHYSICAL PRO FERT 't NUMBER TO ,1/6 FOWER 
C RHO FLUID DENSITY 
C RHOP WATER DENSITY 
C SIG WATER SURFACE TENSION 
C T TEMFERATURE 
C V SETTLING SPEED 
C 
DATA C/13.066661', RHOP/1000.1, EX/O.1E6666666671 
C 
COMPUTE DAVIES NUMBER 
CDRR = C·(RHOP-RHO)-RHO·C •• 3/ETA •• 2 
CHECK DAVIES NUI1~ER ~ALUE FOR ROUTING 
IF(CORR .GT. 0.3261) IF(CORR-58243~) 100,100,200' 
COMPUTE VIA STOKES-LAW ECUATION 
V = CORR.ETA/(2~.O.RHO.D) 
GO TO 300 
COMPUTE VIA BEARDS EQUATION FOR MEDIUM SIZE DROPS 
100 Y;:: ALOG(CORR) 
V ;:: ETA/(RHO·O)·EXP(-~.lt657 + Y.(Q.992696 + ".(-6.153193E-2 
1+Y·(-O.93?059E-3 + Y.(-O.578a78E-3 + Y.(O.855176E-4 
2-Y·O.327815E-5Jj~») 
GO TO 300 
COMPlTE VIA BEAROS EQ~ATION FOR LARGE D~OPS 
200 SIG;:: 1.570E-2 - 1.535E-4-(T - 273.0; 
PN ;:: (SIG·""3 ~ RHO"-2/(9.8 - (RHOP-RdO) ..,. ETA •• ~) ) .... EX 
Y ;:: ALOG(PN·C·CRHOP- RHC) • O·.2/SIG) 
V ;:: ~TA~PN/CRHO"'D) • E)p(-5.0a015 + Y.C5.23178 + Y.(-2.04914 + 
1 Y·CO.415294 + Y4(-O.0542819 + Y.G.00238449»)) 
RETURN 
CO RREC T SETTL ING SPEED FOR SLI F 



































































































~DECK,WCDRR HCDR 1 
FUNCTION HCDRR( R ) weDR 2 
C HCDR 3 
C GIVEN THE REYNOLDS NUMBER, R, TH~ PRODUCT OF THE DRAG COEFFICIENiWCDR 4 
C AND THE THE SQUARE OF THE REYNOLDS NUMBER IS RETURNED FOR A WATER weOR 5 
C DROP IN AIR. THIS FUNCT10N SHOULO BE USED ONLY FOR R .GT. 200. weDR 6 
C ( SEE BEARD AND PRUPPACHER, JAS 25, 1066(1969)'. weDR 7 
C THE DATA OF GUNN A~O KINZER, J. METEOR. 6, 243(1949), ARE USED. weOR 8 
C HeDR 9 
IF( R .GT. 200. , GO TO 100 HCDR 10 
WCDRR = -1.0E20 WCDR 11 
RETURN HCDR 1Z 
100 ALGR = ALOG10 ( R ) WCDR 13 
HCDRR = 10.0HIo( 21.38446 + ALGR • ( -28.81245 + ALGR ,.. ( weOR 14 
1 1&.83269 + ALGR • ( -4.152~07 + ALGR· 0.3872735 )~j) WCOR 15 
RETURN HCOR 16 
END WCOR 17 
~OECK,CORR 1 FUNCTION eORR(R) 
e 





















C AND THE SQUARE OF R IS RETURNED FJ~ A SPHERE. SEE NCRMENT, TO-B 
C 64-102 (1 NOV. 1964). 
C 
IF (R • G T. D. 05) 1 F (R - 3.) 100, 100,200 
CORR = 24 .... R 
RETURN 
100 CORR = R·( 24.167 + RJIIo( 3.254 - R"O.23564» 
RETURN 
200 IF(R .GT. 330.' GO TO 300 
CORR = -28.339 + R"'C 38.969 + R • (0.732Il4 - R • 0.56084E-3)' 
RETURN 



































.. HMAX, TPRI NT, TFI NA l, MXST EP, KSTEP., KEHAX, EMA}c, 
~ KQ,YN,DT,NEYAL,NG,NGE,N~TOF,G,GT' 
C VARIABLE ORDER INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE 
e FOR THE SOLUTION OF ORDI~ARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. 
C 
C ANALYSIS AND COOINGB~ FRED T. KR:lGH, JET PROPULSION 
C LABORATORV~ PASAOENA~ CALIF. APRIL 1, 19&9. 
C MODIFIED BY CLEVE MOl€R, UNIV. NEW MEXICC, OCT. 1912 
C 
e VARIABL ES I N THE CAL LING SE,QUENGE HA VE THE FOlLO~'JI NG 
C DIMENSIONS WHERE N=NEQ A~D K=KO(1'+KO(2)+ ••• +KO(N) 
C Y(K),F(N),KD(N)'EPS(N),!(Q(N) ,YN(K), 
C DT(20,N),GCNG),GT(NG), 
C 
C PARAMETERS WHICH MUST BE ASSIGNEe VALUES BEFORE THE INITIAL 
C ENTRY ARE IFLAG, NG, NEQ, T, y, !(O, H, HMIN, HMAX, 
C TPRINT, TfINAL, MXSTEP, ANO (USUAllV) EPS. 
C 
C THE USER MUST ALSO P~OVIOE CODE WHICH ASSIGNS 
C VALUES TO F (ONCE PER STEP INITIALLY, AND TWICE PER,STEP 
C AFTER GETTING STARTED) A.O EPS (EITHER INITIALLY, OR DURING 
C THE INTEGRATION IF A RELATIVE ERROR TEST IS USED). 
C 
C THE FOLLOW ING PARA tiE TERS GIVE A 001 T lONAl I NFORMA TI ON ABOUT THE 
C INTEGRATION AND ARE USED FOR STORAGE. THEY SHOULD NOT,BE 




C THE USAGE OF THE VARIABLES IS G IV~N BELOW. 
C 
C NEQ=NUM8ER OF EQUATIONS (INPUT) 
e 
C T=INOEPENDENT VARIABLE (INItIAL VALUE SUPPLIEID BY THE USER) 
C 
C Y(J)=CURRENT ~ALUE OF A [EPENDENT ~ARIAaLE OR OERIVATIVE. 
C THE INITIAL VALUE MUST BE SPECIFIED BY THE USER BEFORE 
C THE FIRST ENTRY. THE DIMENSION JF Y MUST BE 










































































































THE DIFFERENTIAL ECUATlONS WHIC~ ARE BEING 
I NTEG RATED" 
THE J-TH DERIVATIVE OF THE I-TM DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS 
STORED IN V(K~J.~) WHERE K=KJClt •••• +KDCI-l', 
I=1tGo.,NEQ, J=O, ••• ,KO(I)-'l. 
(FOR EXAMPLE, FOR THE SYSTEM F(l)=UPP, F(2)=VPP, WHERE P 
DENOTES A PRIME, YC1'=U, Y(2)=U~9 Yt3~=~! V(4'=~P.) 
F(I)~KDCI)-TH OERIVATIV- OF THE I-TN CGM~ONENr WITH RESPECT 
TO T, I=1,2, ••• ,~EQ •• HE USER MJST PROVIDE 
THE CODE WHICH CCMFUTES F GI~EN Y AND T. 
KD(I)=THE ORDER OF THE I-TH DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION IN 
THE SYSTEM. KO(I) MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 4. 
EPS(I) IS A PARAMETER USED TO ceNTRaL THE LOCAL ERROR. 
THE ESTIMATEO LOCAL ERROR IS K~PT LESS THAN EPS(I) IN 
THE (KO(I)-1t-ST OER!VATIVE OF THE I-TH COMPONENT. THUS 
FOR EQUATIONS WITH ORDER GREAT~R THAN ONE, THE ERROR 
IN A DERI~ATIVE IS ~STrMATED. IN THIS CASE THE VALUE OF 
EPS(IJ REQUIRED Te OBTAIN A GIVEN ACCU~ACY IN THE DEPENCENT 
VARIABLE DEPENDS ON THE SCALIN;. 
IF ONE WANTS A RELATIVE ERROR rEST THEN ONE SHOULD SET EPSCI) 
WHEN IFLAG=1 • 
IF EPS(IJ=O AND H~AXeNE.09 IFL~G IS SET EQUAL 8. 
IF EFS(I'=O ANO HMAX=Q. NO cRRJR TESTS ARE PERFORMED 
AND THE OROERCS) AND STEPSIZE ~RE NOT CHANGED. 
THIS OPTION SHCUL( NOT BE USED IF KQ(I)=l FOR ANV I. 
IFLAG IS USED FOR COHMUNICATtON BETWEEN THE INTEGRATOR 
AND THE fROGRAH WHICH CALLS IT. TO BEGIN l'HE INTEGRATION THE 
US~R SHOULD SET I FLAG=O AND CA:"l DVDQo THIS WILL CAU!:>E 
INITIALIZATIO~ OF INTERNAL VARIABLES AND A RETURN WITH 
IFLAG=1. AFTER THIS INITIAL E'<ITRY "HE VALUE OF IFLAG 
SHOULD NOT 8E CHANGED BY THE USER. 
THE FOLLOWING VALUES OF IFLAG ~AVE THE FOLLOWING MEANINGS. 
=0 USED TC INITIALIZE THE INTEGR~TO~. 
=1 THE VALUE OF Y FOR THE CURRENT STEP HAS BEEN 
PREOICTED. THE USER SHOULD CO~PUTE F ANO CALL DVOQ AGAIN. 
IF A RELATIVE ERRCR TEST IS USED THE NEW VALUE 
OF EPS SHOULD ALSO BE COMPUTE) HERE. 
=2 THE vALUE OF V FOR T~E CURRENT STEP HAS BEEN 
CORRECTED. THE USER SHOULD CO~PUTE F AND CALL OVDQ. 
=3 AN OUTPUT POINT HAS BEEN REACHED (SEE OESC~IPTIOh 
OF TPRINT), PRINT RESUL TS AND CALL OVOQ. 
=4 T=TFINAL IF DvOQ IS CALLED WITH T=TFI~AL AND 
IFLAG=4, IFLAG IS SET EQUAL Tl 8. IF THE VALUE OF 
TFINAL IS CHANGE[ THE INTEGRATION WILL CCNTINUE( 
=5 KSTEP=KSOUT (SEE THE OESCRI'TION OF MXSTEP). 
=6 EMAX.GT •• 1 ANO IT APPEARS TO THE SUBROUTINE THAT 
REDUCING H ~ILL NOT HELP BECAJSE OF ROUND-OFF ERROR. 
IF THIS OCCURS A LARGER VALUE OF EPS(KEHAX) SHOULD 
PROBABLY BE USED. IF EPSCKEMIlX) IS NOT INCREASED, TOO 
SMALL A STEPSIZE IS LIABLE TO BE USeD. (WE HA~E FOUND THAT 
REPLACING EPS(KE~AX) WITH J2 •• EMAX+EPS(Kf.HAX) WORKS WELL.' 
INCREASING EPS IN THIS WA~ HILL NOT DEGRADE THE ACCURACY, 
HOWEVER IF THE NATUR~ OF THE ~ROBLEM CHANGES IT MAY PAY TO 
USE A SMALLER ~ALUE OF EPS LATER IN THE INTEGRATION. 






































































































































VALUE OF H, SET HMIN.LE.ABSCH' AND CALL CVOQ. 
IF THE INTEGRATO~ HAS JUST HA~iEO H ONE MAY CONTINUE 
WITH TWICE THE STEPSIZE BY SIMPLY CALLING OVDQ. (SUCH 
AN ACTION IS RISKY WITHOUT A CAREFUL ANALYSIS OF THE 
SITUATION.) IF T~E STEPSIZE H~S NOT JUST BEEN HALVED 
(ABS(H).LT.HMIN HAY eE DUE TO THE USER INCREASING THE 
VALUE OF HHIN OR TO HAVING TOJ SHALL AN H AT THE END 
OF THE STARTING PHASE.) THE I~TEGRATION WILL CONTINUE 
WITH THE CURRENT VALUE OF H A~O A RETURN TO THE USER WITH 
IFLAG=7 WILL BE HADE ON E~ERY STEP UNTIL ABS(H).GE.HMIN. 
=8 ILLEGAL PARAMETER IN THE CALLING SEQUENCE. IF OVOQ 
IS CALLED WITH IFLAG=6 THE PROGRAM IS STOPPEO. 
H=CURRENT ~ALUE OF THE STEPSIZE. IN SELECTING THE INITIAL 
VALUE FOR H, THE USER SHOULO RE~EHBER THE FOLLOWING--
i. THE INTEGRATOR IS CAPABLE Of CHANGING H QUITE QUICKLY AND 
THUS THE INITIAL CHOICE IS NOT CRITICAL. 
2. IF IT DOES NOT LEAD TO PROBLE~S IN CCMPUTING THE DERI~ATI~ES 
(E.G. BECAUSE OF OVERFLOW OR TRYING TO EXTRACT THE SQUARE. 
ROOT OF A NEGATIVE NCMBER), IT IS BETTER TO CHOOSE H MUCH 
TOO LARGE THAN HUCH TOO SMALL. 
3. IF H.TPRINT.LE.O INITIALLY, AN IMMEOIATE RETURN IS MADE 
WITH IFLAG=8. THE SIfN OF H IS WHAT DETERMINES THE 
DIRECTION OF INTEGR~TION. 
4. IF TPRINT=H·(2·.K) K A NCNNEG~TIVE INTEGER THEN OUTPUT 
VALUES WILL BE OBTAINED WITHO~T DOING AN INTERPOLATION. 
HMIN AFTER GETTING STARTED, AND WHENEVER H 
IS HALVED, ABS(H) IS COHP~REO WITH HMIN. 
IF ABS(H)eLT.HHI~ CONTROL IS RETURNED TO 
THE USER WITH IFLAG=7. 
HHAX THE STEPSIZE IS NCT DOUBLE) IF 
DOING SO WOULO MAKE ABS(H'.GT.HMAX 
TPRINT ENABLES THE USER TO SPECIFY THE FeINTS WHERE 
OUTPUT IS DESIRED. LET TOUT=TPRINT + THE VALUE OF T THE LAST 
iIME CONTROL WAS RETURNED TO TH~ USER WITH IFLAG=3. (INITIALLY 
TOUT=THE INITIAL VALUE Of T.) CONTROL IS RETURNED TO THE 
US~R WITH IFLAG=3 WHENEVER T=TOUT. IF TOUT DOES NOT FALL 
ON AN INTEG~ATI(N STEP, OUTPUT ~ALUES ARE OBTAINED BY 
INTERPOLATION ON THE FIRST STEP THAT (T-TOUT)·H.GT.O. 
INTERPOLATED VALUES FOR BOTH Y ~ND F ARE COMPUTED. 
(NOTE THAT A RETURN WI1H IFLAG=3 IS ALWAYS MAOE 
BEFORE TAKING THE FIRST STEP.) 
TFINAL CONTROL IS RETURNED TO T~E USER WITH IFLAG=4 WHEN 
T REACHES TFINAL. IF TFINAL DCES NOT FALL ON AN INTEGR~rIO~ 
STEP VALUES AT TFINAL ARE OBTAI~EO BY EXTRAPOLATIO~. 
MXSTEP ON THE INITIAL ENTRY, AND ON ENTRIES 
WITH 2.LT.IFlAG.LT.6 KSOUT IS SET EQUAL TO 
KSTEP+MXSTEP. AT THE END OF EACi STEP KSTEP IS INCREMENTED 
AND COMPA FED WITH KSOU1. IF KST::P.GE.KSOUT CONTROL IS 
RETURN1::D TO THE USER WITH IFLAG=5. (THUS IF TPRINT IS 
SUFFICIENTLY LARGE, CONTROL WILL BE RETURNED TO THE USER 
WITH IFLAG=5 EVERY MXSTEP STEPS~~ 
KSTEP=NUMBER OF INTEGRATION STEPS TAKEN (COMPUTED 


































































































































KEMAX=INOEX OF COMPONENT RESPONSI9LE FDR THE 
VALUE OF EMAX (SEE BELOW'. 
EMAX=LARGEST VALUE IN ANY COMPONE~T OF (ESTIMATED ERROR)fEPSCI) 
ORDINARILY THE STEFSIZE IS HAL"~D IF EKAX.GT •• 1. WITH A 
RECENT HISTORY 0 F LOCAL ROU NO -OFF PR CBLEMSVAL UE S Gj-- EMAX AS 
LARGE AS 1 ARE PERMITTED. THE STEPSIZE IS NOT HALVED ON ANY 
STEP THAT ROUND OFF ERROR APPEA~S TO BE LIMITING THE PRECISION. 
KQCI)=HIGHEST ORDER DIFFERENCE US~D IN I~TEGRATING 
THE I-TH EQUATION. CCO~PUTED BY TH£ INTEGRATOR) 
YN=A ~ECTOR WITH THE DIMENSION OF Y USED TO STORE 
THE IIALUE OF Y AT THE END OF EA:H INTEGRATION STEP. 
DT=AN ARRAV WITH DIHENSICN DT(2D,~Eo.) USED TO 
STORE THE rnIFFERENCE TABLE. 
NEVAL=NUMBER OF TIMES F IS EIJALUATED (= NUMBER OF 
RETURNS HADE WITH IFLA(=l OR 2). (COMPUTED BY DIIDQ.' 
NG MUST BE SET = 0 BY THE USER IF THE GS10P FEATURE IS 



























A GSTOP IS DEFINED AS A RETURN WHICH IS MACE TO THE USER WHEN A DVDQ 
USER SPECIFIEO FUNCTION G PASSES THROUGH ZERC. THE USER MAY OIJOQ 
SPECIFY ANY NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS G OF TWO TYPES. ZEROS OF THE FIRSrOVDQ 
TYPE ARE LOCATED WITHOUT REQUIRIN~ A DERIVATI'IE EVALUATION DIIOQ 
BEYOND THE ZERO. THIS TYPE OF GST3? REQUIRES THAT G BE EVALUATED DVOQ 
BEFORE EACH DERIVATIVE EVALUATION. ZEROS OF THE SECONO TYPE ARE 0'100. 
LOCATED USING INTERPOLATION, WHICY IS MORE ACCURATE THAN THE O'lOQ 
EXTRAPOLATION USED IN THE PRECEOI~G CASE AND ONLY REQUIRES ONE DilDO. 
EVALUATION OF G PER STEP. THUS ON~ SHOULD USE THE SECOND TYPE OF DIJDQ 
GSTO? IF POSSIBLE. USERS NOT USING THE GSTDP FEATURE NEED READ 01/00. 
NO FURTHER. OIJOQ 
THE GSTOP FEATURE IS IN~CKED BY USING A NONZERO VALUE OF NG. 
IT IS TURNED OFF BY SETTING NG=O. IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO 
HAKE SEPARATE CALLS TO DVDQ TO DO THIS. 
NG= THE NUMBER OF COMPONENTS IN G TO BE EXAMINED FOR A ZERO. 
NGE=THE NUMBER OF COtPONENTS OF G THAT MUST BE EXAMINED FOR 
A ZE:RO BEFORE COHPUT I NG THE ()E RI VATI YES C F I~ST T YP E OF 
GSTOP). IF NGE.LT.Q OR NG£.~T.NG, IFLAG IS SET 
EQUAL 8 AND AN IM~EDIATE RETURN IS MADE. IF NGE.GT.O, 
G(1),G(2) •••• ,GtNGE) ARE EX~MINED FOR A ZERO BEFORE EACH 
DERIVATIVE EVALUATION, THE ~EMAINING COMPONENTS (IF ANH 
ARE EXAHINED AT THE END OF ~ACH STEP. 
NSTOP= THE COMPONENT OF G RESPONSIBLE FOR A GSTOP (COMPUTED EY 
THE INT EG RATO R). 
G= 
GT::: 
A VECTOR CONTAINING THE CUR~ENT VALUES OF THE FUNCTION~ 
WHOSE ZEROS ARE TO BE DETER~INEO. 
A VECTOR WITH THE SAME DIME'JSION AS G USED BYTHi:. 

























































































































RETURNS FROM CAlLI~G OVOQ WITH IFLAG~GT.8 SHOULD BE INTERPETfD 
AS FOLLOWS. 
IFLAG 
::: 9 COMPUTE G(NGE+ 1) t ••• ,G(NG) (THE COMPONENTS OF G WITH 
ZEROS TO BE LOCAtED USING INTERPOLATION). THEN CALL DVOQ. 
NO RETURN IS MADE WITH IFLAG=9 IF NGE=NG. 
=10 COMPUTE G(1),G(2), ••• ,G(NGE) (THE COMPONENTS OF G WITH· 
ZEROS TO BE LOCATED USING EXTRAPOLATION). THEN CALL OVDQ. 
NO RETURN IS MADE WITH IFlAG=10 IF NGE=O. 
=11 A GSTOP HAS BEEN FOUNO. G(NSTOP)=O. FRINT RESULTS. IF THEIR 
ARE NO DISCONTINUITIES CALL D~OQ TO CONTINUE THE INTEGRATION. 
=12 GCNSTOP) CHANGES SIG~, BUT THERE IS DIFFICULTY IN CONVERGING 
TO A ZERO. THE USER ~AY WISH TO MAKE A SPECIAL CHECK TO BE 
CERTAIN THAT E~ERYTHING IS ALL RIGHT. TO CONTINUE THE 
INTEGRATION CA LL OVOC. 





2 YN,DT, G,GT 
DIM ENS ION Y U) , F C1 • , Y N C 1 ) ,0 T ( 20 ,1) ,K 0 ( 1) ,K Q C 1 j ,E P S U ) , G (:1) , GT ( 1 ) 
INTEGER IB,IFL,IFLG,IFLS,IFLGS,IiK,IGKM,KBIT2,KOMAX,KOO,KOC, 
2 L 0 0 U a, L F 0" , L G S S , L G S [, L G S E, N E ,N :; A, I Hi, K K, J tl2 , K M A X 0 , K M , K M 0 , KM 1 , 
3 KOMAX,KQH,KQQ,KQ1,KQQ2,LRNO,4S,KSOUT,LSC,LSTC,NV,I,J,K,L 





DIMENSION GAM(20,4),GAS(20J ,ETA(13,18) 
DIMENSION OO(26),0(25),PT(21),FAC(3),GI(2.,RG(3) 
EQUIVALENCE (00(2),0(1)' 
OAT A K B IT 2 I 0 I 
CHECK I FLAG 
IF (!FLAG) 1190, 14), 60 
CHECK TO INITIALIZE CONSTANTS 
1Q IF (KBITZ) 50,12,50 
DETERMINE MACHINE PRECISION 
12 RNO:::1. 
14 RNO=RNO/2. 
KBI T2=K BIT Z+1 
IF(1.+RNO .GT~ 1.) GO TO 14 
RNO=8.rt-RNO 
KQM AX=O .3rt-FLO AT (KB 11 2+1) 
!F(KQ"AX.GT.19) KQHAX=19 
KBI T 2=2 rt-KB IT 2,,, 2 
KQMAX GIVES THE MAXI~UM CROER OF ~OLYNOMIAl APPROXIMATION USED. 





























































































OF DECIMAL DIGITS IN THE MANTISSA. 
RNO IS APPROXIMATELY Z •• (3-8) WHElE 8 IS 
THE NUMBER OF BITS IN THE MANTISS~. 
KBITZ=2~B+2 WHERE B IS THE NUMBER OF BITS IN THE MANTISSA. 
IF THE DERIVATIVES ARE NCT COMPUT~O TO THE ACCURACV EXPECTED 
FROM THE WORD LENGTH OF THE COMPUTER (FOR EXAMPLE BECAUSE OF 
CANCELLATION PROBLEMS OR TABULAR ~ATA) , THEN THESE CONSTANTS 
CAN BE CHANGED TO REFLECT THE NUM3ER OF 8ITS WHICH ARE 
SIGNIFICANT IN THE COMPUTEO DERIVATIIES. (THIS IS NOT NECESSARY, 
BUT IS WISE If THE ACCURACY REQUESTED IS DIFFICULT TO OBTAIN 
BECAUSE THE DERIVATIVES ~AVE SO F~W SIGNIFICANT DIGITS.) 
ON IBM360 9 KQMAX WILL = 16, RND = 6.880-16, KeITZ = iC8 
ON COC6600, KQMAX WILL = 14, RND = 2.84E-14, KBIT2 = 98 
ON UNIVAC 1108, KQMAX WILL = 18, ~NO = 6.940-18, K8IT2 = 122 
K~1A XO=4 
KMAXO IS THE MAXIMUM ORDER DIFFER!NTIAL EQUATION THIS 
IMPLEMENTATION WILL INTEGRATE. 
FAC(1)=i.. 












DO 16 !=1, KH 
PT(I+1)=2.¥PT(!) 
16 CONTINUE 
COMPUTE GAS AND GAM 
GAS(I) IS THE I-TH ADAMS-MOULTON ~ORRECTOR COEFFICIEN! ANO 
GAH(I,J) IS THE I-TH AOAMS-FALKNE~ PREDICTOR COEFFICIENT 
FOR INTEGRATING J-TH OROER OIFFER~NTIAL EQUATIONS, 
I = 1,2, ••• ,KQMAX+j, J = 1,2, ••• ,KHAXO. 
KMD =KM+ K~1A X 0 





00 22 J=2,KMAXO 
GAM(1,J)=OeJ)·FAC(J-1) 
22 CONTINUE 
DO 26 I=2, KH 
KK=KMO+1-I 















































































































































ETA(I,J), I=1,2 •••• ,J IS USED IN THE FIRST HOaIFICATION OF THE 
I-TH DIFFERENCE CF A J-TH ORDER METHOD AFTER THE STEPSIZE IS 
HAL 'lED. 
ETA(I,J), J=1,2, •• o,I-1 IS USED I~ THE SECONe MOOIFICATICN OF 






00 33 J=2,K 
TP=TP/2. 
ETAIJ ,J)= (TP+ETA (J-1, J-t), 12. 
IF(J.EQ.2' GO TO 32 
JM2=J-2 





33 CONTINU E 
00 34 1=1, K 
TP=O. 
00 34 J=1,I 
TP=TP+ETA (J, n 
ETA (l+1,J)=T,P 
34 CONTI NUE 
TP=FACI2' 




DO 38 J=1,K 
00 38 I=1,J 
ETA(I.J)=ETA(I,J'/O{J' 
38 CONTINU E 
KM1=K-1 
DO 40 J=1.KM1 
O(J)=O(J+U/OIJ) 
40 CONTINUE 
00 42 1=2. KM1 
00 42 J=1,I 
ETA(I+1,J'=-ETAII+2.J'+ETAlI+1,J)·O(I' 
42 CONTINUE 
TP= EI GHTH 
































































































3 81 ~ 
382 1 383 .~ 
3 84 ~ 
385j 
3 86 ~ 
3d 7 '1 
388 1 
:3 89 J 
390 j 
391 ~ 








!+u 0 1 
·1 












































DO 56 J=1, NE 
KQ(J':1 
DO 54 I=1,KQMAX 
DTCI,J)=O. 
54 CONTI NUE 
KDD:KO(J) 
IF «KOD.EQ.O) .OR.(KOO.GT.KMAXO') HH=O. 





GO TO 1190 
ERNO=O. 






LSC AND LSTC ARE 
LSTC=4, LSC=4 
LSTC=3, LSC=4 
USED IN COMBINATION AS FOLLOWS 
LSTC=2, 







FIRST TIME THROUGH THE FIRST STEP 
SECCNO TIME THROUGH THE FIRST STEP 
(NECESSARY T) CHECK STA8tLJ,TY) 
THIRD TIME TiROUGH THE FIRST STEP 
(CNLY OCCURS IF INS~ABILITY POSSIBLE) 
SECCNO STEP (IF KQ(I):2 , I~1, ••• ,NEQ) 
STA~TING, ONE OERI~ATI~E EIIAL. PER STEP" 
































































































LSTC=-1 LSC.LT.O SET WHEN HALVING THE STEPSIZE 
IN THE LAST TWO CASES LSC IS SET EQUAL TO LSTC¥(MAXIHUH KQ(I) 
+1)~ AT THE END OF EACH STEP IF LSC.NE.O IT IS REPLACED BY 





DVOQ 468 l'lHEN DOUBLING H, LSTC IS SET EQUAL TO -1 AND LSC TO -3. 
UNDER CERTAIN CONOITION5 WHEN KQ(I)=1, LSTC IS SET =-1 AND 






IF(NG.NE.O) GO TO 1420 
GO TO 315 
END OF INITIALIZATION 
ENTRY WITH IFLAG.GT.O 
CHECK FOR GSTOPS 
60 IF(NG.EQ.NGA) GO TO 65 






65 IF UFL.LT.2) GO TO 320 
IF (IFL.EQ.2' GO TO 80 
IF UFL.GT.5) GO TO 11eD 
SET STEP STOP 
KSOUT=KSTEP+MXSTEP 
IF nFL.EQ.5) GO TO 210 
IF (IFL.EQ.4) GO TO 121Q 
SET PRINT STOP 
70 TOUT=T+TPRI tT 
75 TPS1=ABS(AMOO«TOUT~T)/HH,TWO)-PTS1) 
lFD=-1 
IF (TPS1.GE.PS) LFD=1 
LFD IS USED TO INDICATE WHETHER DlUBLING H IS PERMITTED. 
IF LFD.lT.O AT THE END OF A STEP THEN OOUaLING H IS 
NOT PERMITTED. THE SIGN OF LFD IS CHANGEO JUST BEFORE THE 
END OF EACH STEP. IF TPRINT=H¥'POWER OF 2) THEN 
OUTPUT VALUES WILL BE OB1AINEO WITHOUT INTERPOLATION, 
GO TO 200 
ENTRY WITH IFL AG=2 
UPDATE DIfFERENCE TABLE 
AND COMPUTE KQM=MAXI~UM VALUE OF <QCI), I=1.2, ••• ,NEQ, 
180 




























































8 G KQ/'1=O 
DO 90 I=l,NE 
KQQ=KQU) 
IF (I(QQ.GT.KQH) KQH=KQQ 
o U)=FU) 
00 85 K=1,I(QQ 
O(K+l)=O(K)-OT(I(,l) 
OTCK,I)=Q(K) 
85 CONTI NUE 
DT(KQQ+1,I)=OCKQQ+1) 
90 COi'4TINUE 
C END OF UPDATING DIFFERENCE TABLE 
C 
C STORE Y (J) IN YN (J) 
C 
c 






IF (LGSS) 1430,110,1=10 
100 IFLAG=2 
110 IF (lSC.EQ.O) GO TO 140 
lSC=L SC -LSTC 
IF (lSC.EQ.O) GO TO 130 
IF (LSTC.NEcC-l) GO TO 140 
IF (LOoua.LT.D) RNCC=RNO.Pl 
120 E2HA~E=E2HM ~ 
TPS1=PTSl 
GO TO 190 
130 IF CABS(HH).l.T.HMI~) GO TO 1000 
LSTC=O 
140 IF (LOOU8.NE.1) GO TO 150 
IF ((LFO.GT .0) .AND. (ABSCHH+HH) .L£.HMAX) GO TO 1030 
GO TO 2 00 
150 RQMAX=P TS1/FL OAT (KQM +3) 
IF ((LSTC.NE.D).OR.(E2HAVE.EQ.O.)) GO TO 120 
TPS1=E2HMAX/E2HAVE 
IF (TPS1-PTS1) 160,190,170 
160 E2HFAC=AMIN1(P075,E2HFAC-RQMAX,E2HFAC.1PS1) 
GO TO 180 
170 TPS1=TPS1·TPS1 




C E2HFAC IS A FACTOR WHICH IS TAKEN TIMES AN INITIAL ESTIMATE (F 
C E2H TO GET A FINAL VALUE 0= E2H. (E2H=ESTIMATE OF WHAT 
C ItESTIMA TEO ERROR)/(REQUESTED ERROR) WOULD 8E IF H WERE 
C DOU8LEO.) 
C E2HHAX IS THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF TH~ INITIAL ESTIMATE OF E2H OVER 
C I~LL COMPONENTS WITH KQ(I).;T.1. 
C E2HAVE IS A WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF P~ST VALUES OF E2HMAX. 
C THE VALUE OF E2HFAC TENDS TO BE S~ALLER WHEN E2HMAX IS 














































































IF (lGSE.lT.O) GO TO 178Q 
IF (TPD1.LT.FAC(1)' GO TO 1220 
If (TPO.LE.O.) GO TO 1280 
C CHECK FOR STEP STOP 
IF (KSOUT.GT.KSTEP) GO TO 210 
C 
IFL=5 
GO TO 31D 
C 
C CHECK TO SEE IF ROUND-OFF ERROR IS PROMINENT 
210 IF (EMAX.EQ.ERNO' GO TO 220 
C IT IS 
rn.=6 
IF (EMAX.GE.P1) GO TO 310 
IF ((LSTG.GE.O).OR.(LOOU8.EQ.1)) ERRMX=P1Sl 
C 
C 
220 IFl '=1 
230 T=i'l+HH 












IF (KQQ.GT.O) GO TO 260 
270 K=K-1 
IF (K.LE.O' GO TO 280 
l=J+K 
TPD=YN(l+1)~FAC(K)+HH·TPD 




IF (KOG.GT.O' GO TO 250 
290 CONTINUE 






IF (IFl' 1240,320,300 
300 IF (lGSD.NE.O) GO TO 1520 
310 IFLAG=I Fl 
315 IF (IFlAG.LE.2) NEVAL=NEVAl+l 
RETURN 
C ENTRY WITH IFlAG=l 





































































































IF (LDOUB.GE.D) LOOUe=1 
LOOUS IS SET IN THE LOOP BELOW AS FOLLOWS 
LOOU8=O HALliE 
LOOUS=1 DOU8LE 
LDOUB=2 DO NOT DOUBLE 
LOOUS. L T.O AT THE BEGINNING OF TH:: LOOP INDICATES THE FOLLOW!NG 
=-3 STEPSIZE HAS JUST BEEN HALVED. IF A DISCONTINUITY IS 
NOT INOICATEO MCDIFY THE DIFFERENCE TABLE AND REPEAT 
THE STEP. 
=-2 STEP AFTER LOOUB=-3. PROCE~O AS USUAL (ORDER IS NOT 
CHANGED) 
=-1 STEP AFTE" LOQUB=-2. MODIFY THE DIfFERENCE TABLE ONCE 
AGAIN AND REPEAT THE STEP. 
IF LOCUS IS SET EQUAL TO -4 THE O~DER IN AT LEAST ONE COMPONENT 
HAS BEEN GREATLY REDUCED AND THE STEP IS REPEATEDe 
BEGINNING OF LOOP FO~ CORRECTING, ESTIMATING THE ERRORr 
AND ADJUSTING THE NUMBER OF OIFFE~ENCES USED 
00 790 1=1, NE 
KOO=KOU» 
KQQ=KQU) 
KQQ GIllES THE ORDER OF THE PREDICTOR FORMULA AND KQQ+1 THE 
ORDER OF THE CORRECTOR FORMULA. 
KQ1=KQQ+1 
DU)=F(IJ 
FORM THE DIFFERENCE TABLE FROM PREDICTED DERIVATIVE VALUES. 
00 330 K=1,KQ1 
0(K+1J=OCK)-DT(K,I) 
CONTI NUE 
D(K) GIllES THE (K-1)-ST DIFFERENCE FORMED FROM PREDICTED 
DERIVATIVE IIALUES 
TPS3= ASS to(KQQ +1) 
IF (LDOUB.LT.~) GO TO 720 
IF (K QQ. NE. 1) GO TO !!i20 
KQ(I)=1 IS TREATED AS A SPECIA~ CASE 
E2H=PTS2 
TPS5=OT(3,I) 
IF (LSTC.LT.2) GO TO 370 
FIRST STEP OF INTEGRATION 
IF (LSTC.NE.4) GO TO 350 
TPS4=O. 
IF (KOO.Gl.1) TPS3=AMAX1(TPS3,A3S(HH.lJ.O(1) I) 
TPS3=TPS3"'P1 
GO 1'0 510 
OT(2,1)=0(2) 
0(2)=0(1)-DT(5,I) 
TPS2= -0( 2) 
T PS 3= FTS 5.IJ.ABS (TP ~2 ~ 















































































































I 697 ; 
698 ~ 
699 i 






IF (LSTC-Z) ~ZO,38D,~80 ·OVOQ 70~ 
370 IF CTPS5.EQ.O.) GO TO 360 DVDQ 70S 
IF (OT(6,I).EQ.0.) GO TO ~aa O~OQ 706 
TPSZ=OT(5,I)-OT(1,I) DVOQ 707 
380 TPS4=DT(4,I' D~DQ 708 
TPS1=ABSCTPS4) OVOQ 709 
TPS4=TPS2~SIGN(PTSZ,TPS4)-TPS5~TPS1 D~DQ 710 
IF (TPS4.GT.(-TPS1J' GO TO 410 DVDQ 711 
390 TPS6=-?TS1 OVDQ 712 
GO TO ~50 OVDQ 713 
C FIRST STEP AFTER iHE STEPSIZE H~S BEEN CHANGED O~OQ 714 
~OO DT(6,!)=PT(i) OVOQ 715 
TPS6=~. OVDQ 716 
GO TO 4S0 OVDQ 717 
410 IF (TPS4.LT.TPS1) GO TO 440 DVOQ 718 
IF (TPS1.EQ.O.) GO TO 390 DVOQ 719 
420 TPS6=PTS1 DV~Q 720 
GO TO 4S0 DVDQ 721 
430 KQ(I)=2 O~OQ 722 
IF (Z-LSTC) 510,~10tS20 DVDQ 723 
440 TPS6=TPS4/TPS1 DVDQ 724 
450 TPS4=TPSS+TPS6 DVDQ 725 
IF (TPS4.LT.PZ51 GO TO 430 O~OQ 726 
C INCREASE EZH IF (-S).GT •• Z5 DVDQ 727 
EZH=PTS4~TPS4 DVDQ 728 
IF (2-lSTC) 460,410,480 DVDQ 729 .~ 
460 LSC=C DVDQ 730 
GO TO 510 OVDQ 731 
470 IF (TPSS-PZ5) 43D,4EO,460 DVDQ 732 
480 IF (TPS4.GT.PTS2) GO TO 490 DVDQ 733 
IF (TPS4.GT.PS) 0(Z)=0(Z)¥GAM(2,1) OVDQ 734 
GO TO 510 DVDQ 735 
490 IF (TPS4.LT.?TS4) GO TO 500 DVDQ 736 
TPS4=PTS4 OVDQ 737 
D(Z)=D(Z)/PT(3) OVOQ 738 
C THE ESTIMA1E OF E tAND HENCE OF E2H) IS INCREASED IF (-S).GE.8. DVDQ 139 
TPS3=TPS3·DT(7,I) DVOQ 740 
GO TO 510 OVDQ 141 
5DO D(Z)=D(Z)·(PTS2·CTFS4-PTS1)/{tPS4·TPS4) OVOQ 74Z 
IF (TPS4.GE.3.) EZH=EZH~UT(1,I) DVOQ 143 
C STORE O(1)=PREDICTEO OERIVATI~E AND O(21=2¥(CORRECTEO Y - O~DQ 744 
C PREDICTED Y'/H 0(1) AND O(Z) ARE USED TO COMPUTE (-S) ON OVDQ 745 
C THE NEXT STEP. OVDQ 746 
SiD OT(S,I)=0(1) DVDQ 7~7 
OT(4,I)=0(2) O~DQ 748 
0(4)=TPS~ DVDQ 149 
C STORE 0(4'= CURRENT ESTI~ATE OF (-S). (-S).GT.3 IS AN INDICATION OVDQ 750 
C THAT THE STEPSIZE SHOULD 8E LIHITE06ECAUSE OF STABILITY PROBLEMS.DVDQ 151 
C S=H¥(ESTIHATE OF EIGENVALUE OF F):H·(OIFFERENCE BETWEEN PREDICTEO DVOQ 752 
C AND CORRECTED DERIVATIVE VALUES)!( DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PREDICTEO OVDQ 753 
C AND CORRECTED INTEGR~LS OF THE DE~IVATIVE VALUES) OVOQ 754 
C THE TREATMENT OF THE CASE KQ(I)=l COULD BE IHPRO~ED BY USING A OVDQ 755 
l C SPECIAL METHOD FOR STIFF EQUATIONS WHEN (-S) .GT.3 (MAYBE). OllOQ756 C (THE ENTIRE TREATMENl OF THE CASE KQ(I)=1 IS FAR FROM IDEAL.) DVOQ 757 DT(3,U=OCf.+, . . DVDQ 758 C DVDQ 759 
C CORRECT D~DQ 760 
520 KDC=O OVOQ 761 
TPD=D(KQ1) DVOQ 162 


































IF (KOC.lT.KOO) GO TO 530 
END OF CORRECT 
IF (EPSn).NE.O.) GO TO 56C 
IF (HMAX) 1190,780,1190 
TPS4=ABSIDIKQQ+2» 
T P S 2 = A B S ( 0 « I( QQ 1 ) 
TPS6= HH/EPS (U 
E=ABS(GAS(KQQ+1)~TPS3·TPS6) 





MEANS NO ROUND-OFF ERRJR 
MEANS SCME ROlND-OFF E~ROR 
MEANS EXT~EME ROUNO-OF~ ERROR 
F RNO= RNOC·ABS «PT (KQQ+2).0 (U ) 
CHECK TO SEE IF ROUND OFF ERROR IS DOMINANT 
IF «TPS3+TPS4).GT.FRNO) GO TO 570 
LRND= 0 
IF «( PTS4 ·TPS2' • L T .FRNt:J lFlND=-1 
IF (E.lE.ERND) GO TO 5~O 
IF (E.LE. EMAX) GO TO 5 EO 
EMAX=E 
KEMAX=I 
IF (LRNO.lE.O) GO TO 5 ~O 
ERND= E 
IF (ERND.GT.ERRM» LOOUB=O 
IF (LOOUB.LE.O) GO TO 760 
TPS1=ABS(OD(KQQ) 
TPSS=TPS1 
IF (K Q Q- 2) 60 Q ,610 , E2 0 
E2H=E·E2H 
IF (E2H.lT.P01) GO TO 780 
IF (O(4).lT.3.) GO TO 770 
LSTC=-1 
LSC=- 5 
GO TO 770 
TPS1=TPS2 







E2H IS USED AS AN ESTIMATE OF W~AT THE VALUE OF E 
IF H WERE DOUBLED. THE ESTIMATE IS CONSERVATIVELY 
IF (E2H.GT.E2HMAX) E2HMAX=E2H 
IF (LRND) 630, E40t66D 

























































































IF (K.LE.3) GO TO 640 
IF (K.GT.KQHA)() K=KQMA) 
E2H=E2H/PT(K+l) 
GO TO 650 
640 E 2H= A MIN i (-IE: 2H, E 2H'" 3 •• E ,HF AC) 
65C E2H=E2H.y.P1 
TPS6=PTS~ 
GO TO &70 
660 E2H=E2H.E2HFAC 
TPS6=KQQ+2 
TEST TO SEE IF DIFfERE~CES OECR~ASE "OR~ RAPIDLY THAN NECESSARY 
670 IF (TPS5.lT.(TPS3"'TPS6» GO TO 580 
IF (TPS2.lE.(TPS4"'TPS6)' GO TO 760 
THEY 00 INCREASE KQII) 
IF (KQQ.NE.KQ"AX) KQ(I)=KQl 
GO TO 160 
TEST TO SEE IF OIFFERE~CES OECR~ASE TOO SLOWLY 
680 TPS6=TPSo·P25 
IF «TPS1.GT.(TPS3.y.TPS6» .OR.(T~S2.GT.(TPS4.TPS6») GO TO 7&0 
THEY 00 
IF (lSTC.LE.O) GO TO 750 
IF (E2H.lT.P01) GO TO 750 
IF (lSC-lSTC) 690,7511,770 
690 IF (KSTEP-4) 150,700,710 
700 KQ1=LSTC 
710 LSC=KQl 
END OF ONE DERIVATIVE EVALUATIO~ PER STEP 
GO TO 170 
AFTER HALVING H. REDUCE KQ{!) IF A DISCONTINUITY HAS OCCURRED. 
720 IF (lIDOUB.EQ. (-2) GO TO 340 
DT(KQQ+l,I)=O(KQQ+1) 
IF (lDOUB.EQ.(-l') OT(KQQ+l,I)=)(KQQ+2) 
K=KQQ 
73D IF (K.EQ.l) GO TO 740 
IF (ABS(0(K-1»).GT.(PT(2).ABS('CK+l)).OR. 
1 (ABS(o(KU.GT. (PJ(2)"'ABSCOCK+2»)) GO TO 740 
K=K-l 
GO TO 730 




DIFFERENCES DECREASE TOO SLOWLY REDUCE KQ(I). 
750 KQ(I)=KQQ-l 
IF (KQQ.EQ.2) OT(3,1)=0. 





























































































































































IF (IFL.LT.D) GO TO 1250 
TEST FOR HALVING H 
IF (LOOUS) 800,950,870 
LOOUB=L DQUS+1 
IF (LOOUa+ U 6 10,870,820 
IF (LOOUB.EQ.(-2') GC TO 820 
ORDER IN AT LEAST ONE COtPONENT H~S BEEN GREATLY REDUCED 
LDOU8=O 
GO TO 220 
00 660 1=1, NE 
KQQ=KQU) 
TP=OT (KQQ+1, n 
IF (KQQ.LE.3' GO TO a6Q 
IF (LOOUB.NE.D' GO TO 840 
00 830 1<=3,KQQ 
SECOND MODIFICATION OF OIFFEREN~E TABLE AFTER HAL~ING H 
OT«K,I)=mTiK,I)+ETA(KQQ-1,K-2'·TP 
CONTI NUE 
GO TO 860 
00 850 K=2,KQQ 





GO TO 2ltO 
IFl=2 
IF (LSTC.LE.O) GO TO 300 
IF (2-LSTC) 880.9DO,94~ 
LSTC=LSTC-1 
IF (lSTC.EQ~3) GO TO 890 
IF elSe) 920,960,920 
IFL=1 
GO TO 300 
IF (LSC-Z) 910,930,920 
LSTC=O 
LOOU8=2 
GO TO 80 
LSTC=1 
LSC=O 
GO TO 8 C 
IF else, ~DO,80.3QO 
HALliE H 
H H= F A C ( 2 ) .. H H 
IF «L S T C. LT. 2 ) GOT 0 99 (] 
ERNO=P2S·ERND 
IN lOOP TO FINO A NEW I NITI AL STE;:>SI ZE 
IF (ERNO.GE.P1) GO TO 950 
LSTC=4 
LSC=4 
DO 970 I=1,NE 
KQ(D=1 
CONTINUE 
IF (LSTC-3) 690.890,1110 














































OVOQ 928 l' 
OIlOQ 929 
OVOQ 930 ~ 
OV OQ 9.31 ! 
DVOQ 932 ; 
m~m I]',' 
OIlOQ 936 








980 IF CLoOUS.EQ.C) GO TO 990 
LSC=1 
LSTC=l 
GC TO 140 
C TEST TO SEE IF H IS TOO SMALL FOR HALIlING 
990 IF (ABSCHH'.GE.HHI~) GO TO 1040 
IF (IFL.EQ.7) GO TO 1010 
1000 IFL=7 













GO TO 310 
ERROR CRITERIA PERMIT DOUBLING 
HH=HH+HH 
IF (LSTC.EQ.l) GO TO 1050 
LSC=-3 
LSTC=-l 
CHANGE THE STEPSrZE 
00 1160 I=l,NE 
KQQ=KQ( U 
IF (KQQ.NE.l' GO TO 1070 
OH6,I)=.,. 
O(3)=OTC3,I)·PTC2) 
IF (Q(3 •• GT.PT(3" LSC=-6 
IF (LOQUB.NE.D) GO TO 1060 
KQM=8 




















GO TO 1160 
BEGINNING OF lOOP FOR CHANGING )IFFERE~eE TABLE TO 
CORRESPOND TO NEW VALUE OF H 
00 1080 K=l,KQQ 
OCK':OTCK,IJ/PTCK) 
IF (lOOUB.EQ.O) O(K'=OCK)/PT«(, 
CONTINUE 
KQQ2=KQQ-2 
IF (KCQ2) 1160,1140,1090 
00 1130 J=1,KQQ2 





IF (K+J-KQQ' 1130,1130,1101) 
DOUBLE 












































































IF (LOOUB.NE.O) O(IO=O(K)." ',0 
OTCK,I):O(K)·PT(K) 
CONTI NUE 
DIFFERENCE TABLE NOW CORRESPONDS TO NE~ VALUE OF H 
CONTINUE 
H=HH 





GO TO 220 
END OF CHA NGI NG 
GO TO 75 


















GO TO (220,98a,1200,lS7C,157U,1720,172~,80,1480,1450,163U,lS70), 
ILLEGAL VALUE OF PARAMETER INTESRATION CAN NOT PROCEED 
IFL=8 
GO TO 310 
WRITE (6,4000) 
FORMAT (26HOIFLAG=8 lN CALL TO OVJQ1.) 
STOP 
IF IT-TFI NAU 200,1190, 2 CO 
!FL=4 
IF (KSTEP.NE.O) GO TO 12iO 
TPD2=TPO 
ESTIMATE ERROR WHEN EXTRAPOLATION FROM INITIAL POINT IS REQUESTED 
HH= HH"'T P01.P7 5 
IFLS= 1FL 
IFL=-1 
GO TO 230 
1240 IF CCLGSD.EQ.O'.OR .. (IFLS.NE.4') G:l TO 60 
LGSE=-i 
TPO=FAC (U 
GO TO 1820 
1250 HH=H 
IF (EHAX.LT.P01' GO TO 1260 
C ERROR IS TOO LARGE, ~EOUCE H ANO ~EPEAT THE FIRST STEP 





GO T C 9 SO 
1260 IFL=I FL S 
IF UFL.NE.4) GO TO 1191) 
TPO=TP02 
IFLAG=3 

































































GO TO 1290 
1260 T=TOUT 
IFL=3 




























DO (U =PTC U 





GO TO 1350 











IF (K. GT.D) GO TO 1341) 
O(J)::::TP 
OlJ) IS THE INTEGRATION COEFFICIE~T FOR THE INTERPOLATION WHICH 
CORRESPONDS TO GAM(J~KOC,KOC). 
L=L ,·1 
GO TO 1330 
END OF COMPUTING INTEGRATION COEFFICIENTS 
PERFORM THE PARTIAL HEP INTEGRATION 
J=O 
00 1415 I=1,NE 
KOO=I<O(U 
IF (KOC.GT.KOO' GO TO 1410 
TP=O. 
KQQ=KQ( U +KQQ2 
L=KQQ-KOC 
IF (L.I.E.O' GO TO 1310 
TP=TP+OIKQQ'¥DTII.,I) 
KQQ=KQQ-1 




IF (I..EO.O' GO TO 1400 
TP=TP¥HH+YN(K)·FACCl)¥TPO 
K=K-1 






OVOQ10 f.7 " 
































01/0Q1099 1 OVOQ1100 01l0Q1101 1 OVOQ1102 
OllOQ1103 I J 
011001104 1 01l0Q11Q5 1 OVOQ11Q6 , 
01l0Q1107 I 
OVOQ110B 1 0llDQ11il9 OVOQ1110 l 01l0Q1111 '.1 j 
01l0Q1112 ·1 :~ 
01l0Q1113 l 
01l0Q1114 I 01l0Q1115 
OVOQ1116 1 : 
OVOQ1117 11 
OVOQ1118 j 01l0Q1119 













































GO TO 1415 
Y' K» =YN (K)+HHIILTP 
J=J+KOD 
CONTINUE 
IF (KOC.NE.KD"AX) GO TO 1320 
END OF PART~L STEP INTEGRATION 
IF (LGSE) 1800, 31l'!, 1810 










IF (LGSD) 119G,1450,1440 
IFL=15 
GO TO 14111 
ENTRY WITH IFL=15 
LGSS=D 
IF (LGSD-NGA) 1460,1480,1190 
LGSS=LGS()+1 
IFL=14 
IFL AG= I FL- 5 
GO TO 315 
ENTRY WITH IFL=14 
00 1490 I=1,NGA 
GT(I)=G(U 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 1730 
END Of INITIALIZATIO~ F~R GSTOPS 





GO TO 310 






GO TO 315 
IGK=IGK+1 
IF UGK.GT.IGKMJ GO TO 1£50 
ENTRY WITH IFL=9,10, AND 17 
TEST FOR G CHANGING SIGN 
IF (GUGK)IILGT(IGK), 160rl,1580,1593 
IF (GT(IGKJ.NE.O.) GO TO 1600 
IF (TL.EQ.TG) GO TO 1560 
IF (LGSE.GT.O) GTUGK'=GCIGKJ 
GO TO 1560 





































































































COMPUTE INITIAL VALUE FOR RG C=RATIO OF FARTIAL STEPSIZE l.,HERE 
G IS KNOWN/THE INTEGRATION STEPSIZEl 
IF n F L G. E Q .0' GOT OlE 1 il 
RG ( J, = F AC ( 1) 
RGC2'=O. 
IF (CIFLG.EQ.2).ANO.CIGK.LT.LGSS'. RG(2)=FACC1) 
GO TO 1620 
RGC3'=OIl 
RGC2'=-FAC CU 






GO TO 1640 
END OF PREPARATION TC BEGIN THE ITERATIO~ 
ENTRY WITH IFL=16 
ITERATE TO FIND GSTOP 
K=l 
IF «GI(2)·GCIGK)).GT.O~) K=2 
IF CASS (GI (K)) .GT.ABSCGUGK')) GO TO 1640 
CONVERGENCE PROBLEMS 
LGS E=L GSE-l 
IF (LGSE.EQ.C-5'~ EPSGS=PTSl 
EPSGS=£PSG S.PTS4 
GI CK)=G UGK) 
RG(K)=RG(3) 
SEC ANT ITERAf I ON C GIVES NEW FARTU L ST EPSIZ E/H' 
TPO=RG(1'-CGIC1)·CRG(2)-RG(1»)/(GI(2)-GI(1') 
T=H.+TPO"HH 
rEST fOR CON~ERGENCE Cf ITERATION 
IF (ABS (fPO-RGC3» .LE.EPSGS' GO TJ 1560 
RG,( 3) =TPD 
GO iO 1300 
IF UD-IFU 1660,1100,100 
IF (IGKH.NE.NGAI GO 10 1710 
IF CLGSE.GT.(-3» GO TO 1690 
IF (lSTe.NE.4) GO TO lE70 
ESTIMATE ERROR -- GSTOP IS THE RESULT OF EXTRAPOLATING fROM 
THE INITIAL POINT 
'TP01=TPO 
RG(3'=TPO 
GO TO 1230 
IFL=11 
IF (LGSE.LT.(-4)' IFL=12 
IFLAG=IFL 
TEST TO SEE IF GSTOP IS PRECEOED 3Y ANOTHER STOP 




GO TO 2{10 
LGSE=l 
IFL=IFLG 
IF (IFL.LT.O) GO TO 60 
IGKH=NGA 
IFL=IFLG 



































































GO TO 315 




SET PARAMETERS TO INCICATE A GSTO~ HAS BEE~ FOUND 






IF (IFlG) 1740,1760,1770 . 
IF (IFL.LT.13) GO TO 1750 
IF (IFLG.EQ.(-20» GO TO 100 
IFL=-IFLG 
GO TO 310 
HH=H 




GO TO 1300 
1770 IF (IFLG-3) 220,200,200 
1780 IF (LGSE.EQ. (-1)>> GO TO 1790 
LGSE=-l 
GO TO 122D 
1790 TPO=RG« 3) 
T=Tl+TPO·HH 
IF (LGSE.NE.C-l) GO TO 1670 
IFL=IFLS 
LGSE=-3 
GO TO 1680 
1800 IF (LGSE+2) 1550,1500,310 





IF (LGSO .GT. D' GO TO 1~30 











































End of Document 
